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obsolescence

Also known as state estimator; state observer
{ ab'zar-var}

obsolescence |ENG| Decreasing value of func-
tional and physical assets or value of a product
or facility from technological changes rather than
deterioration { ,4b:sa'les-ans}

occlusion |compuT sci] In computervision, the
obstruction ofa view —_{ a'klil-zhon }

occupied bandwidth [COMMUN] Frequency
bandwidth such that, below its lower and above
its upper frequency limits, the mean powers
radiated are each equal to 0.5% of the total mean
power radiated by a given emission { 'ak-yo
wpid 'band,width}

OCR Sr¢ optical character recognition
octal base {ELECcTR| Tube base having a central

aligning key and positioned for eight equally
spaced pins.  { ‘dkt-al bas }

octal debugger=|jcompur sci] A simple debue-
ging program which permits only octal (in-
stead of symbolic) address references. | ‘Skt-ol
dé'bag-ar|

octave-band analyzer [ENG AcGuS| A portable
sound analyzer which amplifies a microphone
signal, feeds it into one of several band-pass
filters selected by a switch, and indicates the
magnitude of sound in the corresponding fre-
quency band ona logarithmic scale;all the bands
except the highest and lowest span an octave
in frequency. Abbreviated OBA. ( ‘ak-tiv jband
'an-a,liz-ar }

octave-bandfilter [ENG Acous] A band-passfil-
ter in which the upper cutoff frequency is
twice the lowercutoff frequency { 'ak-tiv band
‘fil-tar |

octave-band oselllator [ELEcTR] An oscillator
that can be tuned over a frequency range of 2 to
1, so that its highest frequencyis twice its lowest
lrequency. { 'ak-tiv band 'ds-a,ldd-ar}

octode |[ELEcTR| An eight-electrade electron
tube containing an anode, a cathade. a control
electrode, and five additional electrodesthat are
ordinarily grids, { 'ak,tod }

octonary signaling [commun] A communica-
tions modein whichinfortnation is passed by the
presence and absence of plus and minus varia-
tion of eight discrete levels of one parameter of
thesignalingmedium=[‘ak-ta,ner-8'sig-na-lin }

odd-evencheck=[commursci| Ameans of detect-
ing certain kinds of errors in which an extra bit,
carried alwng with each word, is set to zero or one
so that the total numberof zeros or ones in each
word is always made even or always made odd
Also knownas parity check —_{ ‘dd 'é-van chek }

odd parity §{compur sci] Property of an expres-
sion in binary code which has an odd number
ofones. { ‘ad 'par-ad-é }

odd parity check={compur sci| A parity check in
which the number of0's or I's in each word is
expected to be odd; if the number is even, the
checkbit is 1, and if the number is odd, the check
bitisO (‘ad 'par-od-é ,chek}

O-display |ELEcTR| A radar display format in
which an adjustable notch, absenting anytrace,
is moved in an A-displayto assist the operatorin
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determining and reporting the range’,
Also known as O-indicator, O-scay.
{'ddi,spla } "

odorlferous homing=|ELECTR| Homin,
ionized air produced by the exhaust pa.: : ne i anon,

snorkeling submarine | ,9-do'rif-o-rag tha i
OEM |ELectR] Abbreviation for Onginal

ment manufacturer, Generally desetibas
factory-installed equipment

off-center plan position Indicator
planposition indicatorin which the center lA
display that represents the locationof thea :
can be moved from the center of the seni ;
any position on theface of the PPL (‘ag pi y
‘plan pa,zish-an 'in-da,kid-ar ) “Snap

off-hook §=jcoMMUN] The active state
loap) ofa subserlber or PBX user loop
huik | of

off-hook service {COMMUN Priority telephap,
service for key personnel that affords 4 ol
nection from caller to receiver by the sim, 1
expedient of removing the phone fromits erat eforhook. {'of ,huk ,sar-vas} le:

off-line |compur sci] Describing equipment n
connected to a computer, or temporarily diseaet
nected framane. (‘of {[In } a

off-line cipher [commun | Method of enerypting.
which is not associated witha particular trang.
mission system and in which the resulting
enerypted message can be transmitted by a
means (‘Of {lin ‘si-far | 1

off-line equipment [COMPUT_Sci] Peripheral
equipment or devices not in direct com.
munication with the central processing unitof
a computer. Also knownas auxiliary equipment,
(‘of {lin i'kwip-ment}

off-llne mode [comput sci| Any operation, such
as printing, which does not involve the main
computer { 'df i!in'mdd }

off-IIne operation=|CompPuT sci] Operation of pe-
ripheral equipment in conjunction with, but not
underthe controlof, the central processing unit,
{ ‘of tlin ,ap-a'ra-shan}

off-line processing [COMPUTSCI] Any processing
which takes place independently of the central
processing unit. { ‘Of {ITn ‘pria,ses-in )

off-line storage |COMPUT sci| A storage device
not undercontrol of the central processing unit.
{ ‘of In 'stor-dj

off-line unlt {comput sci] Any operation device
which is not attached to the main computer.
{ ‘of jin ‘yi-nat}

offload {comput sci] To transfer operations [rom
one computer to another, usually from a large:
computer toasmallerone  {'Of,1Gd }

offset |compur sci| See displacement {CONT
sys| The steady-state difference between the
desired contro! point and that acLually obtained
in a process control system. ('df,set}

offset-center plan position Indlcator See off-
center plan positionindicator. {'df,set isen-tar
‘plan payzish-an 'in-da,kad-or}

offset plan position Indicator Svv off-centerplan
position indicator. { ‘Ofjset ‘plan pa,zish-an
‘in-da,kad-ar}

1 8 tap's
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volta! eceete| The differential input
offset iat must be applied to an operational
Ror ro return the zero-frequeney output
Rte zerovolts, due to device mismatching
Me input stage | ‘ofset wol-tt| | ,

alt Tsecl the unit of electrical resistance in
f Vr onallzed meter-kilogratn-second system
the fe equal to the resistance through which
al eit of | ampere will flow when there is a
seta difference of | voltactoss It, Symbolized

° aa Partaining to a'substanceor circuit
ponent that abeys Ohm's law ['S-mik |

Se contact JELEC| A region where two mate-
ee are in. contact, which has the property that
fia current flowing through It ls proportional to
ie potential difference across It, ['G-mik ‘kein

/ No  sigsipation |ELEcTR) Loss of electric en-
ergy when a current flows through a resistance
queto conversion into heat. Also known as ohmic
joss. _('Semik dis-0'p3-shon| sii

ohmic loss Se ohmicdissipation,  ['demik las |
ghmicresistance=[ELEC] Property of a substance,

circuit, of device lor which the current flowing
throughit ts proportional to the potential differ-
ence across IL [ ‘O-mik r'zis-tans|

ohmmeter fenc] An instrument for measuring
electric resistance: scale may be graduated in
ahmsormegohms:  [ ‘6,méc+ar}

Ohm's law [ELEC] The lawthat the direct current
flowing in.an electric circuit is directly propor-
tional to the voltage applied te the circuit; it
fs valid for metallic circuits and manycircuits
containing an electrolytic resistance. { '6mz
lo

Bane law [ELEC] The law that the direct current
flowing in an electric circuit is directly proportional
to the voltage applied to the circuit; it is valid for
metallic circuits and manycircuits containing an
electrolytic resistance. {'6mz lo}

ohms per volt |ENG| Sensitivity rating for mea-
suring instruments, obtained by dividing the
tesistance of the instrument in ohms at a
particular range by the full-scale voltage value
atthat range. {'Gmz par ‘vélt }

oll-break ELEC] Property of an electrical switch,
circuit breaker, or similar apparatus whose con-
tacts separate inoil —_{ ‘dil ,brak }

olicircultbreaker [ELECTR] A high-voltagecircuit
breaker in which the arc is drawn in oil to
dissipate the heat and extinguish the arc; the
intense heat of the arc decomposes the oil,
generating a as whose high pressure produces 4
flow of fresh fluid through the are that furnishes
the necessary insulation to prevent a restrike of
the ate. | 'dil''sar-kat |brdk-ar}

ol-filled cable |etic| Cable having insulation
Impresnated with’ an oil which is fluid at all
Operating temperatures and provided with fa-
cilities such as longitudinal ducts ar channels
and with reservoirs, by this means positive oil
Pressure can be maintained within the cable
at all times, incipient voids are promptlyfilled
during periods of expansion, ancl all surplusoil

 

ondoscope

is adequately taken care of during periods of
contraction. [ ‘dil {fild ,ka-bal}

oll-Immersed [ELEC| Property of a transformer,
reactor, regulator, or similar apparatus whose
coils are immersedin an insulating liquid thatis
usually, but not necessarily, oil. { 'dil ipmerst}

oll switch [ELEC] A switch whose contacts are
immersedin oil in order to suppress the arc and
prevent the contacts from beingdamaged __{'dil
iswich }

O-Indleator See O-display
OL See only loadable
ollvette [ELEC] Standing floodlight used in the

wings for lighting stage entrances and acting
areasat fairly close range; bulb wattage ranges
from 500 to 1500 watts. { {al-alvet }

OLRT system See on-line real-time system. {,6
iel,ar'té ,sis-tam }

omegatron [ELECTR] A miniature mass spectro-
graph, about the size of a receiving tube, that can
be sealed to another tube and used to identify the
residual gases left after evacuation { 6'meg-o
itran }

OMGobject model See Object Management Group
object model. { |Stemijé 'db-jikt ;m4d-al }

omlsslon factor |comPuT sci] In information re-
trieval, the ratio obtained in dividing the num-
ber of nonretrieved relevant documents by the
total numberof relevant documentsin thefile.
{ o'mish-an ,fak-tar }

omnidirectional [ELEcTR| Radiating or receiving
equally well in all directions. Also known as
nondirectional —_{ {&m-na-di'rek-shan-al}

omnidirectional antenna |ELECTROMAG] An an-
tenna that has an essentially circular radiation
pattern in azimuth and a directional pattern in
elevation Also knownas nondirectional antenna
{}4m-na-di'rek-shon-al an’ten-a }

OMR_ See optical mark reading.
OMS See ovonic memory switch
onboard |compuT sci] Referring to a computer

hardware component that is built directly into
the computer. {'on'bord}

on-call circult [COMMUN] A permanently desig-
natedcircuit that is activated only upon request
of the user; this type ofcircuit is usually provided
when a full-period circuit cannot be justified
and the duration of use cannot be anticipated;
during unactivated periods, the communications
facilities required for the circuit are available for
other requirements. {'dn'kol ,sar-kat }

ondograph [ELecTR] An instrument that draws
the waveform of an alternating-current voltage
step by step; a capacitor is charged momentarily
to the amplitudeof a point on the voltage wave,
then discharged into a recording galvanometer,
with the action being repeatedalittle further
along on the waveform atintervals of about 0.01
second{'an-da,graf}

ondoscope [ELECTR] A glow-discharge tube used
to detect high-frequency radiation, as in the
vicinity of a radar transmitter; the radiation
ionizes the gas in the tube and producesa visible
glow { 'an-da,sk6p}

{'O ,in-da,kad-ar}
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one-address code

one-address code [computsci] In computers,a
code using one-addressinstructions. {'wano
ites "keel )

one-address Instruction (comput sci] A digital
computer programming instruction that explic-
itly describes one operation and one storage lo-
cation. Also knownas single-addressinstruction
{wan a,dres in'strak-shan }

one conditlon§|comput sci| The state of a mag-
netic core or other computer memory element in
which it represents the value |. Also knawn as
one state. {'wan kan,dish-an }

one-digit subtracter See half-subtracter
\dij-at sab'trak-tor}

one-dimensional array=|compur sci] A group of
relatedcata elements arranged in asingle row or
column [ lwan dalmen-chan-ala'ra }

one-ended tape Turlng machine [computsci] A
variation of a Turing machine in which the tape
can be extencled to the right, but not to the left.
{ ‘wan jend-ad {tap ‘tur-ig ma,shén}

one-level address [compusci] In digital com-
puters, an address that directly indicates the
location of an instruction or some data. {'won
ilew-al a'dres}

one-level code={Comput sci| Any code usingab-
solute addresses and absolute operation cades.
{ 'wen,lev-al 'kdd }

one-level subroutine [comput sci] A subroutine
that does not use other subroutines duringits
execution { 'wan ,lev-al 'sab-rii,tén }

one-line adapter=[compusci| A unit connecting
central processes and permitting high-speed
transfer of data under program control, { 'wan
lint a'deip-tar }

one-part code |COMMUN] Code in which the
plain text elementsare arranged in alphabetical
or numerical order, accompanied by their code
groupsalso arrangedin alphabetical, numerical,
or other systematic order. { 'wan ,part 'kdd }

one-pass operation§[compuT sci] An operating
method, now standard, which producesan object
Program from a source program in one pass
{'wan ,pas ,ap-a'ra-shan }

one-plus-one address Instruction§[compusci]
Adigital computer instruction whose format con-
tains two address parts; ane address designates
the operand to be Involved in the operation;
the other indicates the location of the next
instruction to be executed. { 'wan ,plas 'won
aidres in,strak-shan }

one-quadrant multipiler [eLectR| Of an analog
computer, a multiplier in which operation is
restricted to a single sign of both input variables.
{'won ,kwa-drant 'mal-te,plt-er }

one’s complement [comput sci] A numeral in
binary notation, derived from another binary
number by simply changing the sense of every
digit. {‘wanz'kim-pila:mant}

ones-complement code=[comput sct| A number
cading system used in some computers, where,
for any numberx, x = (1 — 2"-') « ay + 2"-2a,
+ oes + ayo, where a = 1 or 0. { 'wanz
‘kim-pla-mant kad }

{ ‘wan

one-shot multivibrator Sey monastay,
brator. [ ‘wan shat imal-ta'vi,brad., mn

one-shol operation Sry aingle-ster,(‘wan shat .4p-a'ra-shan | De
one-sided abrupt junction [ELECrp|

junction that is realized by giving one
junction a high doping level compar
other: that is. an #*p oor py junc
isid-ad a'brapt ‘jank-shan}

one state See one condition. | wan cp
one-step operation Sve sirigle-stp

{'wan step dp-alra-shan |
one-time pad=[ComMMUN| A keying sect

based on random numbers thal is useut
a single message and is then destroyed M{tim ‘pad | Le

one-to-many correspondence [COMpypy
structure that establishes relationships :
two types of items In a data base such thay
item of thefirst type can relate to Several|
of the second type. but items of the SECON, en
can relate back to only one item of the first wee
(wan taimen-é jkdra'spin-dans} i

one-to-one assembler {COMPUT Sci] An ge.
bly program which produces a single instruct
in machine language for each Statement in
source language. Also known as onetg,
translator ({wan taiwan o'sem-bler)

one-to-one translator See one-to-one assem
{ pwan to |wan ‘trang, lad-ar|

O network jELEC| Network composed of fount
impedancebranches connected in series to fom.
a closed circuit, two adjacent junetian point
serving as input terminals, the temalning war
junction points serving as output terminale{'S ,net,wark }

one-way trunk=[ELEC| Trunk between two centr)
offices, used for calls that originate at one of
those offices, but not for calls that Originate af
the other Also knownas outgoing trunk. | "Wesiwa 'trank |

on-hook =[COMMUN | Theidle state (open loop) of
a subscriber or PBX user loop. ['on,huk|

onlondlagram=|sys ena] Aschematicdiagramal

a system that is composedof concentric circles |with the innermostcircle representing the core
and all the outer layers dependenton the cote.
{‘en-yon ,di-a,gram } 1

on-line {comput sci] Pertaining to equipment ca:
pable of interacting with a computer | ELECTR] i
The state in which a piece of equipment ora.

subsystem is connected and powered to deliver |
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its proper output to the system. —_[ ‘on , lin}
on-line central flle {compur sci] An organized”

collection of data, such as an on-line disk file, In
a storage device underdirect control of a central,
processing unit, that serves as a continually avail:
able source of data in applications where real:
time or direct-access capabilites are required.
(‘on ,lin 'sen-tral ‘fil }

on-line clpher (comMUN| A method of encryp-
tion directly associated with a particular trans:
mission system, whereby messages may be
encrypted and simultaneously transmitted from
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Stable a | an to one or more stations where
ad-ar} Muley “one statemquipment is automatically operated.
tep OBetatig [ 4 Btn 'silar |
| 4 9 computer system |comPuT sel] A com-
TR] AN abrie stem which Is adapted to on-line oper-
baredwath eratorGraidivensjared wi : our 0 re On-he op-Erion, ii neeryern iktip-ta'grafik ap-a'ra-shan|

a pdatareduction§ [COMPUT Sci] The process-
mn stat | onl # information as rapidly as It is received
2p PEratigy ae computing system, [ ‘én (lin ,dad-a ri
He Sequenae ica file [comput sci] A magnetic disk
7 USed to gaat” iinectY connected to the central processing unit,
roved | fwaq thereby increasing the memory capacity of the

Ml 1 inputer {on lin 'disk fib) /
TOMPUT sep, ine equipment [COMPUT Sci] The equipment
Ships betwean devices ina system whose operationis under
such that trol of the central processing unit. and in
‘SQveral tome ch Information reflecting current activity is
12 Second tay uced inte the data-processing system as
{the first type yon as itoceurs. { ‘on lin 'kwipmant }
t Jine inquiry |comPUT set] A level of computer
Cll An -assann | cessing that results from adding to an ex-

nanded batch system the capability to immedi-
Sal) access, from any terminal, any record that ts

i stored In the disk files attached to the computer.
fon lin‘in-kwo-re | :
Jine mode=jcomput sci] Mace of operation in

which all devices are responsive to the central

ale INStructon
tement in the
1S ONG-to-ona
plor|
ne assembley

osed of four : rocessor (‘On fin mel |
Series to form tine operation§{CoMMUN | A method of apera-
netion points thon whereby messages are encrypted and simul-
emaining two neously transimitted [ram one station to one orite other stations where reciprocal equipmentut terminals.

‘ {gsautomatically operated to permit reception
en two central and simultaneous decryptmentof the message
ate at one of Also known as on-line cryptographic operation
it originate at [eompur ser] Computer operation in which input
vrunk, | 'won ‘dita are fed into thecomputer directly from

observing instruments orother input equipment,
and computerresults are obtained during the

‘progress of the event. ('6n lin dip-a'rd-shan}
online real-time system |coxpur sci| A com-
puter system that communicates interactively

with users, and immediately returns to them the
results of data processing during an interaction.
Abbreviated OLRYsystem. (‘on fin ‘rel tim

open loop] gf
‘Or hbk |
ithe diagramof
centric cirel |
ting the core
bon the core
iquipment Ga

_sléstam |
er [ELECT] on-line secured communications system [com-
uipment of WllN| Any combination of interconnected com-
red to deliver __ Munications centerspartially or wholly equipped
{‘on lin} fof on-line cryptographic operation and capable
An organized: ol relaying or switching message traffle using
ae disk file, “Piline cryptographic procedures | ‘on lin
ol of acantral akyurdka,myti-na'ka-shanz .sis-tarn |
tinuallyavé evNne Storage [compu sci] Storage controlled
s where freaky by the central processing unit of a computerare required An lin 'stor|j |

online tab setting |compur scl[ A feature in
id of encryee ome computer printers which allows the com-
‘ticular tran ce that controls the Printer toissue cam-ges may “Minds to set and change the tab stops. | ‘dnsmitted [rom Min tab jsedy |
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open-centerplan position indicator

on-line typewriter [conpur sci) A typewriter
which transmits information into and out of a
computer, and which is controlled by the central
processing unit and thus by whatever prograrn
the computer Is carrying out. { ‘én. lin "tipiichar }

only loadable |compur sci} Attribute of a load
module which can be brought into main memory
only bya LOAD macroinstruction given from another
module Abbreviated OL. [ '6ndé 'ldc-a-bal }

on-off control [con sys] A simple control sys-
tem in which the device being controlled is either
full on orfull aff, with nwintermediate operating
positions, Also known as on-off syste ( ‘on
‘of kan, tral|

on-off keying |comMUN| Binary form of ampll-
tude modulation in which one of the states of
the modulated wave Is the absence of energy in
the keying Interval. { ‘dn ‘af )k@-in |

on-off switch |e.ec| A switch used to tum @
receiver or other equipment on or off. often
combined with a volume control in radio and
television receivers, (‘an 'f swich \

on-off system=Sw on-off control. | ‘dn ‘df ,sis-
tam |

on-offtests [tLEC| Tests conducted to determine
the source of interference by switching various
Suspected sources on and off while observing the
victim receiver, ['dn'df tests }

Onsager theory of dielectrics {ELec| A theory
for calculating the dielectric constant af a ma-
terial with polar molecules in which the local
field at a molecule is calculated for an actual
spherical cavity of molecular size in the dielectric
using Laplace's equation, and the polarization
Satastropheofthe Lorentz field theary is thereby
avoided. (‘On stig-ar thé-a-rd ay di-a'lek-triks |

onthe beam=|eLectr| Centered ona beam of, or
on an equisignal zone of, radiant energy, as a
tadio range. (‘an tha'bém |

OOP Serobject-oriented programming,
Open [rLec] 1. Condition in which conductors

are separated so that current cannot pass.
2, Break or discontinuity ina cireuit which can
normally pass acurrent. | 'G-pan |

Open-Access Same-TimeInformation System
[ELEC] An electronic system that uses Internet
Web nodes to communicate te everyone Ina fair
and equitable manner information on available
transmission capability and the cost of purchas-
ing transmission services on the electric power
transmission system, and allows for purchasing
and reselling oftransmission rights. Abbreviated
OASIS. | \d-paniakses{samitim in-far'ma-shan
sais-tarn }

Open architecture [compu sci] A computer ar-
chitecture whose specifications are made widely
available to allow third parties to developadd-on
peripherals forit  ('G-pan‘arka,tek-char|

open-bus system=|compu'l sci] A computer with
an expansionbus that is designed to easilyaccept
expansion boards. | |G.pan ‘bas sis+tam |

open-center plan position indicator [enal A
plan position indicator on which no signal is  
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opencircuit

displayed within a set distance [rom the center
['G-pan sen-tar 'plan pazish-an ‘inelakad-ar|

open clrcult§ [rl.ec) An electric circult that has
been broken, so that there is no complete path
for current flow. {'6-pan 'sar-kat}

open-circult impedance=[ELEC] Of a line or four-
terminal network, the driving-point impedance
when the far end is open { 'd-pan sar-kat
im'péd-ans)

open-circuit Jack [ELEC] Jack that normally
leaves its circuit open; the circuit can be closed
only by a circuit connected to the plug that Is
inserted in the jack. [‘G-pan tsar-kat ‘jak |

open-circult signaling=jcommun| Type of signal-
ing In which ne current flows while the cireuit is in
the idle condition—('G-pan {sar-kat 'sig-na-liq }

open-circuit voltage [ELEC] The voltage at the
terminals of a source when no appreciable
current is flowing. Also known as no-load voltage
(‘Gepanjsar-kat 'vol-tl] }

open-delta connection§[eLec| An unsyrnmetri-
cal ‘transformer connection which is employed
whenonetransformer of a bankof three single-
phase delta-connected units must be cut out,
becauseoffailure. Also known as V connection.
{'6-pan jdel-te ka,nek-shan}

open-ended=[(compurscl] Of techniques, designed
to facilitate or permit expansion, extension, or
increase in capability; the opposite of closed-in and
artificially constrained. { }6-pan jen-dad}

open-ended system [COMPUT scl| In character
recognition, a system in which the input data
to be read are derived from sources other than
the computer with which the character readeris
associated. | {O:pan len-dad 'sis-tam |

openfile [compursci] Alile that can be accessed
forreading, writing, or both. {'G-pen ‘fil |

open-flame arc |ELEcTR} An electric arc which
causes the anode to evaporate and be ejected
asaflame  {{6-pan iflam ‘ark }

open-fuse cutout [e1.ec| Enclosed fuse cutout
in which the fuse support and fuse holder are
exposed. ('G-pan jlytiz 'ko,daut }

open-link fuse |fLec| A simple type of fuse that
consistsof a strip of fuse material bolted ta apen
terminal blocks. { ;6-pan jlink 'fyiiz }

open-loop control system (conT sys| A control
system in which the system outputs are con-
trolled by system inputs only, and no account
is taken of actual system output. {{6-pan ip
kan'trél ,sis-tam }

open-phaseprotection={ii.ec| Effect of a device
operating on the loss of current in one phase of
a polyphase circuit to cause and maintain the
interruption afpowerinthecircult  (}G-pan (faz
pra'tek-shan }

open-phase relay [ELEC| Relay which furictions
by reason of the opening of one or more phases
of a polyphase circuit, when sufficient current
is flowing in the remaining phase or phases.
{\G-pan faa 'ré,14 |

open plug {eiec] Plug designed to hold. jack
springs in their apen position  ('G-pan ,plag }

openroutine§jcampurse!| 1. A routine which can
be inserted directly into a larger routine without
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a linkage or calling sequence, 9
program that changes the state of £9
closed togpen. ('G-pon r,tén } 8 file tye

open shop [COMPLT SCI|A dataene.
center organization in which indveeocea
outside the data-processing communit als tr,
mitted to implement their own soled
problems. {'S-pan{shap | “ONO

open source software |compurT s
that Is written in such a way that oth
encouraged to freely redistribute it .
changes to the code must be made all)
available | {6-pan ,sors ‘sof,twer } © treet

open standard |COMPUT SCI] Freely disttibye{ d-pan ‘stan-dard } te |
open subroutine [COMPUTSCI] A setof cam q

instructions that collectively perform somes
ticular function and are inserted directly, t
the program each and everytime that partion
function is required. ['6-pan 'sab-ti, ty rile

open system=|compuT sci] A computer « taewhosekey software interfaces are specified dod
umented, and madepublicly available. (3 Oelei ‘Pansis-tom }

open-system architecture=|compur sal
structure of a computer network that lj
different types of computers and periphj t if eral
devices from different manulacturers to
connected together | '6-pan {sis-tam ‘Arka
itek-char} Bl

open wire |FLEc] A conductor supported abuye |
the ground, separate [rom other conductopy
(‘-pan ‘wir ] ’

open-wire carrier system {COMMUN A system
for carrier telephony using an open-wire line,
{'6-pan {wir 'kar-é-or ,sis-tam } i

open-wire feeder See open-wire transmissionline,
{'G-pon jwir ‘féd-ar }

open-wire loop [ELEC] Branch line on a main
open-wire line. ('6-pan jwir ‘lip }

open-wire transmission line [ELEC] A transmis.
sion line consisting of two spaced parallel wires
supported byinsulators, at the proper distance
to give a desired value of surge impedance.
Also known as open-wire feeder={ '6-pan {wir
tranz'mish-an lin }

operand [computsci] Any one of the quantities
entering into or arising from an operation
{‘dp-a,rard }

operate time |compuT sci| The phase of com-
plier operation when an instruction is being
carried out, {'&p-9,rat ,tim }

operating angle=jrLecrk| Electrical angle of the
input signal (for example, portion of a cycle)
during which plate current flows ina vacuum tube
amplifier {'ap-o,rad-in ,an-gel }

Operating delay {comput sci| Computer time
lost because of mistakes or inefficiency of oper
ating personnelor users of the system, excluding
time lost because of defects in programsordata.
| 'dp-a,rad-in di,la |

operating instructions |comPuT sci] A detailed
description of the actions that must be carried
out by a computer operator in running a pro
gram or group of interrelated programs, usually

Cll Softy.
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ded in the documentation of a program2. A comp inclu. y ss ncn’|by a programmeror systems analyst,

i a file from, l shee source program and flow charts
tata-proce Piypea,tac it) in,strak-shanz hy .
ndividuals mil point |ELECTR| Point on a family ofLb

opeett curves of a vacuum tube or transistor
cyihere theNeetgntaned a
teor the operating conditions understudy or

imMunity ate nee i f the point represent the
mM solutions coordinates 0 po p tus values of the electrode voltages and

thetoe : jon. { ‘Ap-a,rdd-in ,point }
ute it aa 4 ‘orati position [COMMUN | Terminal of acom-
: ede ri) ‘ope nications channel which jis attended by an
ier} a0 Teel rator, usually the term refers to a single

chas a radio operator's position oraa istribyirer 5 su . .rely distribute pee rhe operator's position; however, certain
L als may require more than one operatingee termi _ ('ap-0,rad-in pa,zish-an }

ed din Ne ting power |ELECTROMAG]| Powerthatis ac-
. atore int tually supplied to a radio transmitter antenna
babaten 7 payrad:in pall-2r|j range |ELECTR| The frequency range
eabeotant : over which 2reversible transducer|s operable.
lable. ['%, YMpeardd-ignj| sib eal the.) ie seluit
| Beeld Tere hardware operates andgligste: | oy mputer it gives fa~

iorkthataf \ 4 feresuls divided bythe total time scheduled
‘and. peripharh computer operation. {‘dp-a,rad-in ,ra-sho
facturers to ing system [comput sci Asetol programs
1 (sis-tam iy and routines which guidesa computeror network

1 n the performance ol its tasks, assists the
orams (and programmers) with certain sup-
ting functions, and increases the usefulness
fe computer or network hardware.{‘dp-o

dein isis:tarn |
srating system supervisor [COMPUT Scl| The

contro! program of a set alprograms which guide
eomputer in the performance of its tasks and

ch assist the program withcertain supporting
{ 'dp-a,rad-in ,sis-tam 'sti-par,viz-ar}

[ENG| Of equipment suchasaircraft

supported al
her conduc
MMUN | A Sis
| open-wire

ransmission lint

line on a piaiit ; 105.
ional

ped A transtyi icles. being in sucha state of repair as to
sed parallel immediately usable—{ Sp-3'ra-shan-al }
{ properdis onal amplifler [ELECTR] An amplifier hav-
ree impede ‘It ‘Aigh direct-current stability and high im-
i (‘Spain unity to oscillation. generally achieved by
i a large amount of negative feedback;
of the qua ! ‘o perform analog-computer functions such
han opera ‘Misumming and integrating { ,Ap-o'rd-shan-al‘ im:plajfi-ar |

> phase of ational label [COMPUT Sci] A combination of
truction isbel ers and digits at the beginning of the tape

“a ich uniquely identify the tape requifed by the
. i (stem | .Ap-a'ra-shan-al‘ld-bal |

ficalane’ ional standby program [costpur ser] The
sina vacuum Operating in the standby computer when
al} i duplex made of operation. [ ,4p-a'rd:
| Compute al 'stand,bi proigram)
sfficiency of ie ode |compur sci] A field of portionsystem, excluge Iital computer instruction that indicates
programs oF Gi action Is to be performed by the computer

lAwn as command code { \ap-e'ra-shenA
st ft cycle |compur sci] The portion of a
n running # hi cycle required to perform an opera-

sion and multiplication usually require
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optical bar-code reader

more than one memory cycle to be completed.
( 4p-9'ra-shan ,st-kal }

operation decoder [computsci] A device that ex-
amines the operation contained in an instruction
of a computer program and sends signals to
the circuits required to carry out the aperation.
{ .ép-a'ra-shan dé'kod-ar|

operation number [comput sci] 1. Number des-
ignating the position of anoperation, oritsequiv-
alent subroutine, in the sequence of operations
composing a routine. 2. Number identifying
each step in a program stated in symbolic code.
{ ,4p-a'ra-shen jnam-bar}

operation part |compur sci| That portion of a
digital computerinstruction whichis reserved for
the operation code. { ,ap-a'rd-shan ,pplirt }

operation register (CcomPUT sci] A register used
to store and decode the operation codefor the
next instruction ta be carried out by a computer.
{ ,4p-e'rd-shon ,rej+a-star}

operations research |MATH] The mathematical
study of systems with fnput and output [rein
the viewpoint of optimization subject to given
constraints. { ,4p-a'rd-shanz risarch }

operatlons sequence [CONT sys| The logical se-
ries of procedures that constitute the task for a
robot. { ,4p-a'rd-shanz ,sé-kwans }

operation tlme [comput sci] The time elapsed
during the interpretation and execution of an
arithmetic or logic operation by a computer
{ .dp-a'ra-shan ,tim |

Operator [comput sci| Anything that designates
an action to be performed, especially the oper-
ation code of a computer instruction { “pea
Wad-ar|

operator hierarchy |comeutT sci| A sequence of
mathematical operators which designates the
order in which these operators are to be applied
to any mathematical expression in a given pro-
gramming language—( ‘ap-a,rad-ar‘hi-arjir-ke |

Operator interrupt=|compiit sci] A step whereby
control is passed to the monitor, and a message,
usually requiringa typed answer.is printed onthe
console typewriter—| '&p-a,rad-ar ‘insta,rapt|

Operator's console |compuT sci) Equipment
which provides for manual intervention and
monitoring computer operation _{ 'ap-a,rad-orz
"kat sOl }

Operator subgoaling §|camruT sci| A computer
problem-salving method in which the Inability
of the computer to take the desired next step at
any point in the problem-solving process leads to
a subgoal of making that step feasible. { 'dp-a
\d-ar sab’gGl-|1 }

optical amplifler [ENG] An optoelectronic ampli-
fier in which the electric input signal is converted
to light, amplified as light, then converted back
to an electtic signal for the output. _{ '&p-ta-kal
‘am-plo,fi-ar}

optical bar-code reader {Comput sci] A device
which uses any of various phatoelectric methods
to read information which has been coded by
placing marks In prescribed boxes on decurnents
with ink, pencil, orothermeans. { 'ap-ta-kal 'bar
skGcl ,r&d-ar }
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optical character recognition

optical character recognition |compur sei] That
branch of character recognition concerned with
the automatic identification al handwritten br
printed characters by any of various photoelectric
methods. Abbreviated OCR Also known as elec-
trooptical character recognition. | ‘ap-takal
‘bardketar jrekigynish-art }

aptical communication fcomMUN| The use of
electromagnetic waves in the region of the
spectrum near visible light for the transmission
of signals representing speech, pictures, data
pulses, or other information, usually in the form
of a laser beam modulated by the information
signal | 'dp-tarkal ka,myi-na'ka-shon|

optical computer=|ComPLr sci) A computer that
uses various combinations of holography, lasers,
and mass-storage memories for such appli-
cations as ultra-high-speed signal processing,
image deblurring. and character recognition
{ ‘aprta-kal kar! pytid-ar }

optical coupler Seoploisolatar (‘dp-ta-kal kop:
lar}

optical coupling=[ELECTR] Coupling between Two
cireuits by means of a light beam or light pipe
having transducers at opposite ends, to iscalate
the cireults electrically. [ ‘dp-tarkal "hori |

optical data storage=[COMPUT scl| The technal-
agy ol placing information in a medium so
that, when a light beam scans the medium,
the reflected light can be used to recover the
information. | iiptarkal ‘daca jstor-i] |

optical disk [compur sci] A Type of video disk
storage device consisting of a pressed disk
with a spiral groove at the bottom al which
are submicrometer-sized depressions that are
sensed by a laser beam { ‘dpeta-kal ‘disk |

optical disk storage=[Compu scl) A computer
storage technology inwhich information |sstered
in submictometer-sized holes ona rotating disk,
and is recorded and read by laser beams focused
on the disk Also known as laser disk storage;
video disk storage —_( 'dp-ta-kal idilsk ‘storl] |}

optical electronic reproducer Sve optical sound
head | ‘ap-ta-kal i,lek'trandk ré-pra'dil-sar |

optical encoder=|si.ecir| An encoder that con-
verts positional information into corresponding
digital data by interrupting light beams directed
on photoelectric devices {'dp-ta-kal in'kGd-ar |

optical fiber=optics] A long, thin threadwf fused
silica; or other transparent substance, used
to transmit light Also known as light puide
| p-ta-kal 'fr-bar|

optical-fiber amplifier [COMMUN | A device for
amplifying signals transmitted over optical
fibers, consisting afa low-loss single-mode fiber
made of basic silica glass, along whose leneth
gainisgenerated by coupling pump lightat either
or both fiber ends, er at periodic locations in
between, | ap-torkal fi-bar ‘ain-pla,fi-ar }

optical-fiber cable Ser optical waveguide
| 4p-ta-kal fi-bar ‘ka-bol|

optical-filber sensor |fio! An instrument in
which the physical quantity to be measured
is made to modulate the intensity, spectrum,
phase, or polarization of light from a light
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emitting diode or laser diode traveling yj,
an optical liber the modulatedlight is q 'OUgh
by a photodiorle. Also known as bcested
sensor { ‘apeta-kal fi-bar'sen-sar| “OnE.

optical fier Serfilter|("p-tokal itary
optical information processor Sev ojsticalmation system. | ip-ta-kal sinstar'mavshanot

sesear| Shan peg,
optical information system=[coMPur sey a.

vice that uses light lo process informa ‘
consists af one of several light sources. ign,
or two-ditriensional, plane of data such as ating
transparency, lens, oF other optical compan My
andadetector Also known as optical informatig
processor. | 'do-ta-kal in-for'ma-shon sistant

optical isalator Sie optoisolater | Spda.ka| om
iad-ar| Wea)

optical lithography jeLectr] Lithography
which an integrated cireult pattern js firecreated. on a glass plate or mask and Is Mi
transferred to the resist by one ol a nurmbanen
optical techniques by using visible or-ulttayia} f
Hlaht. |ipetackal li'thag-ra-fe | ey

optically coupled isolator Se optoisolatoe
('dp-ta-klé {kup-ald ‘Tsailad-ar|

optical mark reading [COMPUT Sci Opticalsensitie information encoded as @ series Be
inarks, such as lines-or filled-in boxes onatest
answer sheet. or some special patter, such ni
the Universal Product Code Abbreviated OMR
(‘ap-ta-kal jmirk rectiny |

optical mask=[ELECTR] A thin sheet of metal of
other substance containing an open patter,
usedto suitably expose tolight a photoresistive.
suibstance overlaid ona semiconductor or other
surfacetolorman integrated cireult, | ‘aprta-kal
‘mask }

optical memory jeomnurser] A computer mem-
orythat uses pptical techniques which generally,
involve an addressale laser beam, 3 storage
medium which responds to the beamlor writing
and sometimesfor erasing, and a detector which
reacts ta the altered character of the mediuny
when it uses the beamto read out stared data,
[‘Gpeta-kal 'mem-re |

optical microphone=|ENG Acous] A microphone
in which the motion of a membrane Ip detected
using a light beamreflected from it, either with
the aid of an interferometer or by detecting the
dellectionofthe beam,{{dp-larkal "mi-kra\fon}

optical modulator [CoMMUN| A deyice used for
impressing information ona light beam. (‘ip
tackal ‘maj-alid-ar |

opticalmouse=|“oMPurTscl| A mouse thatemitsa
light signal and usesits reflection from a reflec=
tive grid to determine position and movement
('ap-ta-kal'matis }

optical processing=jComply sci] The use of light
including visible and Infrared, to handle dati
processing information. | ‘dpda-kal ‘pra.ses:lt]

optical proximity sensor [ENG] A device that
uses the principle ol triangulation of reflected In-
{rared or visible light to measure small distances
ina robotic system, —( ‘upetarkal prak ‘sirmade
isen-sarJ
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veling {hr ader [COMPUT scl] A computer data-
ghtis detect . optical aechltie that converts printed characters,
as liber-onyie nt pr line codes, and pencil-shaded areasar :

bar camputer-input code format. ['dp-ta-kal
| 'fil-tar | ieee
te Optical (nig, eer] |eLEcTR| An optoisolator in which
or'ma-shan oe optic®ipul device is a light-sensitive switch that

Dry ithe ides the same on and off operations as the
a Aas ofarelay. { 'p-ta-kal 'ré,la }MPUT SCI] A pa

dle: _ fol scanner See flying-spot scanner.is inlormag| 7
BOUICES, ag) ta-kal 'skan-or} ;
aesuch a5 a fil ‘tical gound head=|ELECTR| The assembly in
cal COMPonEnt Ran pleture projection which reproduces
ical informatigg ‘i tographically recorded sound; light from an
5.shon .sisa my 4 andescent lamp is focused onaslit, light

| 'Sp-taskal tra pn the slit is In turn focused on the optical
her track of a film. and the light passing

ithography Through the film is detected by a photoelectric
pattem, is qj / ‘cell Also knownasopticalelectronic reproducer
ask andis! them, ‘[iap-takal ‘sand shed }of a num ; nd recorder See photographic sound

bi Behe [ ‘Ap-ta-kal 'sadindri,kord-ar|
sptical gound reproducer See photographic“a und reproducer. { 'ap-te-kal 'sauind ,ré-pra
Seoeaiie [COMPUT sci] Storage of large

‘unts of data in permanent form on photo-
iphic film orits equivalent, for nondestructive

readout by means of a light source and photode-
‘tector { 'Sp-to-kal 'stor-ij }
ical tape storage [COMMUN] A data storage
technology in which information is stored on a

‘tape that is wound on a spool and has a large

ee Optoisolatog

IT SCI] Opticallyas a series of
| boxes onate
pattern, suchas
bbreviated OMR.

sheet of metal)
in open pat

ta photoresist “numberof parallel channels, and information Is
onductororof -fetrieved by sensing thereflected light when a
cuit ("Sp-tal ‘light beam scans the medium. _{ {p-te-kal 'tap

ystorit)
opticaltype fant) [comeurset| Aspecial type font

whose characters are designed to be easily read
_byboth people and optical character recognition

chines | ap-ta-kal {tip fant |
waveguide (c.ecrromac| A wavegulde in

which a light-transmitting material such as a
‘glass or plastic fiber is used for transmitting
“itformation from point to point at wavelengths
“somewhere in the ultraviolet, visible-light, or
- {pitared portions of the spectrum, Also known as
fiber waveguide: optical-fiber cable —_{ 'ap-te-kal

\ computer ma

or of the me
4 out stored d

us| A microphi
ybrane isideti
rom it, either
i by detecting iwav,gid }
storkal 'mT-kra) optimal control theory [CONT sys| An extension
A device used “atthe calculusof variations for dynamic systems
ight beam ‘with one independent variable, usually time, in

hich contro! (input) variables are determined
fa maximize (or minimize) some measure of

e performance (output) of a system while
atlstying specified constraints { 'dp-te-mal

. fon'trd| thé-a-ré |

mouse that em
ction from at
sn and move

scl| The use of; ‘pllmal feedback control [cont sys| A subfield
4, to handle MH oritimal control theory in which the control
-ta-kal pre69 itlables are determined as functions of the
wwc| A device l hl state of the system | 'Sp-ta-mal 'fed
ition ofreflected
ure small dist
a-kal prak ‘sim

kan,tral |
ey Programming |con7 syvs| A subfield ofi Mal control theory in which the contral yari-

€s are determined as functions of time for a
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optimum working frequency

specified initial state of the system
‘prd,eram-in }

optimal regulator problem See linear regulator
problem. { 'dp-to-mal 'reg-ya,lad-ar ,prab-lam }

optimal smoother [cont sys] An optimal filer
algorithm which generates the best estimate of
a dynamical variable at a certain time based
on all available data, both past and future
( 'ap-te-mal 'smiith-or }

optimization |sySENG| 1. Broadly, the efforts and
processes of making a decision, a design, or
a system as perfect, effective, or functional as
possible. 2. Narrowly, the specific methodol-
ogy, techniques, and procedures used to decide
on the one specific solution in a defined set
of possible alternatives that will best satisfy
a selected criterion. Also known as system
optimization. { ,4p-ta-me'za-shon }

optimize |compuT sci] To rearrange the instruc-
tions or data in storage so that a minimum
numberof time-consuming jumpsor transfers
are required in the running of a program
{ 'dp-te,miz }

optimized code [comput sci|A  machine-
language program that has been revised to
removeinefficiencies and unused or unnecessary
instructions so that the program is executed
more quickly and occupies less storage space
{ 'ép-ta,mizd 'kd }

optimizer [comput sci] A utility program that
processes machine-language programs and gen-
erates optimized code. { ‘dp-ta,miz-ar }

optimum array current [ELECTROMAG] The cur-
rent distribution in a broadside antenna array
which is such that for a specified side-lobe level
the beam width is as narrow as possible, and fora
specified first null the side-lobe level is as small
as possible { ‘dp-ta-mam a'r,ka-rant}

optimum bunching [ELECTR] Bunching condition
required for maximum output in a velocity
Modulation tube —{ ‘dp-ta-mam 'banch.in }

optimum code |comPuT sci| A computer code
which is particularly efficient with regard to a
particular aspect; for example, minimum time of
execution, minimum orefficient use of storage
space,andminimumcodingtime, {'dp-ta-mam
"kod }

optimum coupling See critical coupling.
mam ‘kap-lin }

optimum filter=[ELectR] An electric filter in which
the mean square value of the error between a
desired output and the actual output is at a
minimum. (‘ap-ta-:mam 'fil-tar

optimum programming [comput sci] Production
of computer programs that maximizeefficiency
with respect to some criteria such as least
cost, least use of storage, least time, or
least use of time-sharing peripheral equipment.
{ 'ap-to-mam 'prd,gram:in }

optimumtraffic frequency See optimum working
frequency. {'dp-ta-mam 'traf-ik ,fré-kwan-sé }

optimum working frequency |COMMUN| The
mosteffective frequency at a specified time for
ionospheric propagation of radio waves between
two specified points. Also known as frequency

{'dp-ta-mal

{‘dp-te-
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optionalhalt instruction

optimum traffic, optimum traffic frequency.
{'ap-ta-mam 'wark-i) fré-kwan-sé |

optional halt instruction |compur set] A haltinstruction that can cause a computer program
to stop either before or alter the Instruction is
obeyedif certain criteria are met Also known as
optional stop instruction. | 'ap-shanval "holt in
istrakeshan |

optional product [CcomPuT scl| Any of various
forms of documentation that may be made
available with a software product, such as source
code, manuals, and instructions. { 'ap-shen-al
‘pricl-akt |

optional stop instruction Seoptionalhall jnstruc-
tion, | 'ap-shon-al 'stdp injstrak-shan|

option switch=jcompur sci] 1.4 BIP switch or
jumperthat activates an optional feature, 2. A
software parameter that overrides a default value
and thereby activates an optional feature. Also
known as aption toggle. { ‘ip-shan swich|

option toggle Sir option switch, | ‘dpshan
(tag-al }

optoacoustic modulator Ser acoustooptic modu-
lator. ( {Sp-td-alkils-tik: 'maj-a,lad-ar|

optocoupler Sere optoisolator—| \ap-tG'kap lar |
optoelectronic amplifier ea) An amplifier in

which the input ancl output signals and the
method of amplification may be either electronic
oroptical, | ap-tG-ilek'tran-ik 'am-pla, far |

optoelectronic integration |rLectr| A technol-
ogy that combines optical components with
electronic components such as transistors on a
single wafer to abtain highly funetional circuits
(dip-to,lekiteadn-ik in-ta'gni-shan |

optoelectronic isolator See optaisolatar
(Jap-todlek'tran-lk 'Ttesa,lad-ar|

optoelectronics jetectk| 1. The branchof elec-
tronics that deals with solid-state and other
electronic devices for generating, modulating,
transmitting, and sensing electromagnetic radi-
ation in the ultraviolet, visible-light, andinfrared
portions of the spectrum. 2. See photonics
(lapta-dlek'tran-lks|

optoelectronic scanner |SLecTk}] A scanner in
which lenses, inlitrars, or ather optical devices
are used between a light source or image and
a photodiode or other photoelectric device
{lap-té-ilek'tran-ik 'skan-ar )

optoisolator=|fLecTR| A coupling device in which
a light-emitting diode, enetgized by the input
signal, [s optically coupled to a photodetector such
as a light-sensitive output diode, transistor, or
silicon controlled rectifier Also known as optical
coupler optical isolator; optically coupled isolator:
optocoupler, optoelectronic isolator; photocoupler:
photoisolater—[ [ip-té'T-sa,lad-or|

optophone§JENG Acous| A device with a photo-
electric cell to convert ordinary printed letters
into a series of sounds; used by the blind
('dp-ta,fon |

or [comput sei] An instruction which performs
the logical operation “oron a bit-by-bit basis
forits bwo or more operandwords, usually storing
the result in one of the operand locations. Also
known as OR function. {6r]}
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ORB See object request broker. | orb or titORB core [compuT sci] The part of a, la
request broker that is responsible for th
munication of requests. { ‘Orb ,kor yp Pea
ikorJ ‘Sarg

orbltron {ELEcTR| A maser that uses s
atoms composed of free electrons orbiting jan mug
positively charged, metal wires | ‘Onba,tgy thin)

OR ciroult Se OR gate. | ‘or sorkat) |")
ordered array [COMPUT SCI] A set of data

ements that has been arranged in rowel ith
columns ina specified orderso that each Ble f
can be Individually accessed—['Ord-ard gt

ordered list (compursci| Aset of data itary
has been arringed ina specified sequenouy thay
in processing its contents. | ‘Ord-ard js, aa

orderly shutdown=[compusci| The procedure
for shutting off a computer system in an o, 6)
nized manner. normally after all work in pro re
has been completed, permitting restarting oft
systems without loss of transactions or ca{'ord-ar-lé 'shat,daun} ES

order tone=|coMMUN| Tonesent over a trunkty,
indicate that the trunk is ready to receive an ordep
or, to the receiving operator, that an order rk
about toarrive, ('ord-ar ton |

ordinal type [compusci] A data type whage
possible values are sequential in the mannerof
the integers |, 2, 3. and so forth, for example
the months January. February, and so Jon,
( ‘ord-noal'trp } 1

OR function Seeor, { ‘or ,fapk-shon }
organic electrolyte cell [ELEC] A type of wetcell

that is based on the useof particularly reactive
metals such as lithium, calcium, or magnesium in
conjunction with organic electrolytes; the best.
known type is the lithium-cupric fluoride cell,
(organ-ik i'lek-tra,lit sel ]

OR gate [eLecre| A multiple-input gate circuit
whose output is energized when any one or more’
of the Inputs is ina prescribed state; performs the
function of the logical inclusive-or; usedin digital
computers. AlsoknownasOR circuit. (‘or gat}

orient=|compur sci} To changerelative and sym-
bolic addresses to absalute form. { 'oné-ant |

orientation [ELecTROMAG| The physical positi-
oning ef a directional antenna or other device
having directional characteristics. { ,or-d-an'ta:
shar }

orientatlon effect [ELEC} Those bulk properties
of a materia! which result from orientation
polarization, [ oré-on'ta-shanifekt |

orientation polarization=|eLec| Polarization aris-
ing from the orientation of molecules which
have permanentdipole moments arising [ram an
asymmetric charge distribution, Also known as
dipole polarization—| ,oré-an'ta-shan jpo-lavra
(zaeshan |

orifice ELECTROMAG] Opening or window in a
side or end wall of a waveguide cr cavily
resonator through which enereyis transmitted.
(dr-o-fas |

origin. |compur sci] Absolute storage address in
relative coding to which addressesina region are
teferenced. {'dr-a-jan }
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t document See source document. | o'rij-
oid pidakeyarmant |

nse equipment manufacturer=Ser OFM,
-origin® enal Ukwip-mant man-yofak-char-ar |
paid jezecte| Acamera tube in whicha beam

Yorthiconcity electrons scans @ photoemissive
of Peshat is capable of storing a pattern of
ga charges: has higher sensitivity than the
Feroscope |a ' :: UTSC}| 1.An area ota computer‘orthogonal [oN

3 jay in which units of distance are the
ig " horizontally and vertically so that there
on distortion. 2. A viewing area in which
ae are determined by using a cartesian

coordinate system with horizontal and vertical
« [ or'thag-on-al)

eet onal antennas |ELECTROMAG| In radar, a
| nat transmitting and receiving antennas, of a

“single transmitting-receiving antenna, designed
jor the detection of a difference in polarization
between the transmitted energy and the en-
ergy returned from the target. { or'thag-an-al
an'tena2 | .

‘orthogonal parity check [compPuT scl] A parity
checking system involving both a lateral and
a fongitudinal parity check | or'thdg-en-al

Ing peach schek |
orihotronic error control [comput sci] An error

check carried out to ensure correct transmission,
which uses lateral and longitudinal parity checks
[lortheitran-ik ‘er-ar kan,trdl}

O-scan See O-display { '3 ,skan }
dgelducar9(ELECTR| Transducer in which informa-

tion pertaining to the stimulus is provided in the
form of deviation from the centerfrequency of an
oscillator { |as-ajdii-sar}

osclifatian See cycling { ,as-a'la-shan }
oseliiator (ELECTR| 1. An electronic circuit that

converts energy from a direct-current source to a
periodically varying electricoutput. 2.The stage
of a superheterodyne receiver that generates a
radio-frequency signal of the correct frequency
to mix with the incoming signal and produce
the intermediate-frequency value of the recelyer
3. The stage of a tratismitter that generates the
carrier frequency of the station or somefraction
ofthe carrier frequency, | ‘as-a,lad-or|

oscillator harmonic interference —|ELEcTR| Inter-
ference occurring in a superheterodyne receiver
due to the interaction of incoming signals with
harmonics (usually the second harmonic) of
the local oscillator | 's-o,lad-ar har'mdan-ik
dn-tar'fir-ans|

‘oscillator-mixer-first_ detector See converter.
{'ds-a,lad-or 'mik-sar iforst di'tek-tar|

oscillatory clreult \ELEc] Circuit containing in-
ductanceof capacitance or both. and resistance,
connected so thata voltage impulse will produce
§N Outpul current which periodically reverses or
Scillates | 'As-a-la,tor8 'sar-kat |

 

Sselllatory discharge |rLec| Alternating current
‘Of graduallydecreasing amplitude which, under
fertain conditions, flows through a circuit con-

out-plant system

taining inductance, capacitance, and resistance
when a voltage is applied { 'Ss-a-la,tor-é 'dis
ichayj}

oscillatory surge |ELEC| Surge which includes
both positive and negative polarity values,
| 'ds-alo,toré ‘sar }

osciliistor [ELECTR] A bar of semiconductor ma-
terial, such as germanium, that will oscillate
much like a quartz crystal when it is placed
in a magnetic field and is carrying direct cur-
rent that flows parallel to the magnetic field
(ias-a'lis-tar}

osclllograph tube [ELECTR] Cathade-ray tube
used to producea visible pattern. which is the
graphical representation of electric signals by
variations of the position of the focused spot or
spots according to these signals. { a'sil-,graf
iti}

oscliloscope
{ o'sil-a,skdp}

O-scope SeeO-display {'6 ,skdp }
OTH radar See over-the-horizon radar.

'ra,dar}
OTS See ovonic threshold switch
O-lype backward-wave oscillator |euecre) A

backward-wave tube in which an electron gun
produces an electron beam focused longitudi-
nally throughout the length of the tube, a slow-
wave circuit interacts with the beam, and at
the end of the tube a collector terminates the
beam. Also known as O-type carcinotron; type-
© carcinotron. { '6 ,tip ‘bak-ward !wav '4s-a

See cathode-ray oscilloscope.

( dtéach

ilad-ar}
O-type carcinotron See O-type backward-wave

oscillator, ('6 {tip kar'sin-o,tran }
outage [ELEC] A failure in an electric power sys-

tem. {'aud-ij }
outgolng trunk See one-way trunk.{‘alit,g6-in

'trank }
outlet [ELEC] A power line termination from

which electric power can be obtained by inserting
the plug ofaline cord. Also known as convenience
receptacle; electric outlet; receptacle { ‘att
let }

I

outlet box [ELEC] A box at which lines in an
electric wiring system terminate, so that electric
appliancesorfixtures maybe connected { ‘allt
let baks |

outline processor {comPuT sci} A software sys-
tem that organizes notes in ordinary English into
an outline that servesas the basis fora document
{‘aut,lin ,pré,ses-ar}

out-of-IIne coding {computsci| Instructions ina
routine thatare stored in a different part of com-
puter storage from therest of the instructions
(‘aut av {lin 'kdd-in }

out-of-service Jack |ELEC| Jack associated with a
test jack which removes thecircuit from service
when a shorted plug is inserted { ‘aut av
isar-vas ‘jak }

out-plantsystem |compuTsci| A data-processing
system that has one or tnore remote terminals
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output

from which information is transmitted to a
central computer [| ‘aut ,plant jsis-tam |

output [compur sei] 1. The data produced by a
data-processing operation, or the. information
that is the objective or goal in data processing.
2, The data actively transmitted from within
the computer to an external device, or onto a
permanent recording medium (paper. microfilm).
3. The activity of transmitting the generated infor-
mation. 4, The readable storage medium upen
which genetated data are written, as in hard-
copy output. [ELECTR] 4. The current, voltage,
power, driving force, or information which a circuit
or device delivers, 2, Terminals or other places
whereacircult ordevice can delivercurrent, voltage,
power, driving force, or information, | ‘atit,put |

output area [ComPuT sci| A part af storage that
has been reserved for output data Also known
as output block, [‘atit, put era |

output block=|CcomPUT sci| 1. A partion of the
internal storage of a computer that Is reserved for
recelving, processing, and transmitting data to be
transferred out 2. Seeoutputarea. {‘autyput
sblak |

Output-bound computer |CompuT sci] A com.
puter that Is slowed down byits output functions.
{ ‘alit,plt badind kam,pytid-ar |

outpul bus driver |euecre} A device that power
amplifies output signals from a computer to
allow them te drive heavy circuit loads, | ‘aut
wput bas ,driv-ar|

output capacitance=|evecre| Of an n-terminal
electron tube. the short-circuit transfer capaci
tance between the output terminal and all other
terminals, except the input terminal, connected
together (‘abt,pit ka,pas-od-ans }

outputclass=[compusci) Anindicatorel the pri-
ority of output from a computer that determines
the orderin which it is printed from a spool file
{‘aut put jklas |

output device Sevourpur unit—| ‘aitput di,vis }
outputgap [ELECTR] Aninteraction gap by means

of which usable power can be abstracted from an
electron stream in a microwave tube { ‘aut,putgap }

output impedance [ELECTR] The impedance pre-
sented by a source to a load={ 'atit,pat im
wpéd-ans |

output indicator [ENG] A meter or other device
that is connected to a radio receiver to indicate
variations in output signal strength foralignment
and other purpases, without indicating the exact
value ofoutput—(‘allt,pat in«da,kdd-ar }

output link=|commun| The last link in a commu-
nications chain. { ‘atit,put link }

output meter [ENG] An alternating-current volt-
meter connected to the output of a receiver or
amplifler to measure output signal strength in
volume units ordecibels | ‘adt,put iméd-or|

output-meter adapter [ENG] Device that can be
slipped over the plate prong of the output tube
of a radio receiver to provide a conventional
terminal to which an output meter can be
connected during alignment. {‘aut,put m@d-ar
a,dap-tor}

output monitor Interrupt {compur Sti] A
processing step in which control js Passed:the monitor to determine the precerley,,. d
for two requests having the same Priority |
{‘alit,put man-ad-ar ‘int-a,rapt |

output power i.e) Powerdeliveredbya.
or transducer to its load. (‘adt,put Patvapyoutput program Se output routine (ati
ipro,gram | Wnty

output rating Se carrier power OUtpUE at
{‘autput rae-in | Fating

output record=[compursel! 1A unit of datajh, !
has been transcribed [rom a computer te ae
external medium or device. 2. The unit of} ah)
that is currently held in the output are, 5 be
computer before being transcribedtoayy @: ‘ Meryl)
medium ordevice | ‘ait,ptit ,rek-ard | Nall

output resistance$=|ELecTR| The Teslstanga.
across the output terminals of a circult (yp devien| ‘autput rizistans }

outputroutine=[compursci| A series of COMPuter,
instructions which organizes and directs allo 0
erations associated with the transcription of tlity
from a computer to various media and external
devices by various types of output eAUipment
Also known as output program | ‘AUL PUL tiBn | ;

output stage [rLecrr| The final stage jp any,
electronic equipment. | ‘aiit,puit ,staj | 4

output transformer=|eLectr| The iton-core
audio-frequency transformer used to mateh the
output stage of a radio receiver or an AMplifier
to its loudspeaker or other load [ ‘autputtrang formar | |

output tube [ELECTR] Power-amplifier tube de.
sigied for use in an output stage. { ‘alll putLib }

output unit (compur sci] In computers, a unit
which delivers information from the computer
to an external device or from internal storagets
external storage. { 'alit,put jyii-not|

output word=|comPuT sci] Any running wordinte
which an input wordis to be translated. | ‘aut
iput ,ward }

outside extension=|coMMlin| Telephone exten:
sion on premises separated from the main
station. ( 'alit,sid ik'sten-chan}

overall response [ELECTR] The ratio between
system input and output. —_[ |6-varldl ri'spas|

overbunching [ELectR] In velocity-madulated
streams of electrons, the bunching condition
produced by the continuation of the bunching
process beyond the optimum condition
{{5-vartbanch-in }

overcompound=|ELEC} To use sufficiently many
series turns i} a compound-wound generator
so that the terminal voltage at rated load Is
greater than at no load, usually to compensate
for increased Jinedrop, | |G-varikidm,patine|

overcoupled circuits |eurcTs| Two resonant cr
cuits which are tuned to the same frequency but
coupled so closely that two response peaks are
obtained; used to attain broad-band respans?
with substantially uniform impedance. (var
ikap-ald 'sar-kats |
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overcurrent [eLectR} An abnormally high our.
rent, usually resulting Irom a short circult
jqvarika-rant }
current protection Sw overloadprotection
‘gwarika-rant pra'tek-shan|

verdriven amplifier [iLecte| Amplilier stage
which ls designed to distort the input-signal
wavelorm bypermitting the grid signal to drive
the stage beyond cutoff or plate-current satura-
ton [lGvardrivan ‘ampla,[f-ar |
erflow [COMPUT Sci] 1. The condition that arises
when the result of an arithmetic operation exeeds
the storage capacityof the indicated result-holding
storage 2. That part of the result which exceeds
the slorage- capacity: ('d-var,lld ;

overflow bucket) [CompuTscl] A unit of storage in
a direct-secess storage device used to hold an
overflow record—['G-varfld ,bak-at )

overflow check indicator Swoverllow indicator
jiGvardld ‘chek in-da,kad:ar)

everflowerror |COMPUTSC!| The condition iriwhich
the numerical result of an operation exceeds the
capacityol the register. { 'G-var,{lO‘er-ar|

overflowindicator [comPursci| Abistable device
which changes state when an overflow occurs
in the register associated with it, and which is
designed so thatits condition can be determined,
andits original condition restored. Also known
as overflow check indicator { 'd-var,fl6 ,in-da
ikaid-or }

overflow record [comput sci] A unit of data
whose length is too great forit to be stored in
an assigned section of a direct-access storage,
and which must be stored in another area from
which it may be retrieved by meansof a reference
stored in the original assigned area in place of the
record. {'G-var,fl6 ,rek-ard }

overflow storage |COMMUN| Additional storage
provided in a store-and-forward-switching center
to prevent the loss of messages (or parts of
messages) offered to the switching center whenit
is fulfilled. {comput sci] Extra storage capacity
in a computeror calculator that allows a small
amount of overflow. { 'd-var,fl6 ,stor-ij }

overhead |comPuT sci] The time a computer
system spends doing computations that do
not contribute directly to the progress of any
user tasks in the system, such as allocation of
Tesources, responding to exceptional conditions,
providing protection andreliability, and account-
ing. {'d-var,hed }

overlap [CoMMUN| 1. In teletypewriter practice,
the selecting of another code group while the
printing of a previously selected code group Is
taking place. 2. Amount by which the effective
height of the scanning facsimile spot exceeds the
nominal width of the scanning line  jcompur
scl] To perform some or all of an operation
concurrently with one or more other operations
| 'Gevar lap |

overlapped memories [COMPUT S¢l| An arrange-
ment of computer mermory banks in which, to cut
down access time, successive words are taken
from different memory banks, rewriting In one
bank being overlapped by logic operations in

o

overload relay

another bank, with memoryaccessin still another
bank. { 'd-var,lapt ‘mem)réz }

overlapping [comput sci] An operation whereby,
if the processor determines that the current in-
struction and the next instructionlie in different
storage modules, the twa words mayberetrieved
in parallel.  { {6-varilap-ip }

overlapping input/output [compusci| A proce-
dure in which a computer system works on
several programs, suspending work ana program
and moving to another when it encounters an
instruction for input/outpul operation, which
is then executed when input/output operations
from other programs have been earrled aut
{'6-verlap-in 'in,put ‘aut, put }

overlap radar [ENG] Radar located in one sector
whosearea of useful radar coverage includes a
portion of another sector. | 'G-var,lap'ra,d&r}

overlay |ComPUT sci] A technique far bringing
routines into high-speed storage from some
other form of storage during processing, so that
several routines will occupy the same storage
locations at different times; overlay Is used when
the total storage requirements for instructions
exceed the available main storage. {'d-var,la}

overlay transistor |&LECTR| Transistor contain-
ing a large number of emitters connected in
parallel to provide maximum power amplifica-
tion at extremely high frequencies { 'd-var,ld
tran'zis-tar}

overload |ELEcTR] A load greater than that which
a device is designed to handle, may cause
overheating of power-handling catiponents and
distortion in signal circuits, ['Gevarldd }

overload capacity |ELec| Current, voltage, or
power level beyond which permanent damage
occurs to the device considered. —{ ‘O-yar,lod ke
ipas-ad-é |

overload current eLecrR| A current greater than
that which a circuit is designed to carry, may melt
wires ordamage elements ofthecireuit—['G-varlad ,ka-rant |

overloading |compur sci] The use, in some ad-
vanced programming languages, of two or more
variables or subroutines with the same name;the
campller determines by inference which entityis
referred to each time the name occurs. { \G-var
Ndd-in |

overload level [ELEC] Level above which opera-
tion ceases to be satisfactoryas a result of signal
distortion, overheating, damage, and so forth.
('S-var,ldd ,lev-al }

overload protection |ELEC| Effect of a device
operative on excessive current, but not neces-
sarily on short circuit, to cause and maintain
the interruption of current flow to the device
governed, Also known as overcurrent protection
{‘d-var,lédpra,tek-shan}

overload relay |mLec| Arelay that opens a circuit
when the load in the circuit exceeds a preset
value, in order to provide overlead protection:
usually responds to excessive current, but may
respond to excessive values of power, tempera-
ture, or other quantities. Also known as overload
release. { '6-var,ld ,ré,la }
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overload release

overload release See overload relay.
ri,l@s }

overmodulatlon=|COMMUN| Amplitude modula-
Hon greater than (00%, causing distortion be-
cause the carrier voltage is reduced to zero during
portions ofeach cycle—| [G-var,maj-a'la-shan }

ovgipotential See overvoltage. { |6-var-ps'ten-chal)
override [CONT sys] To cancel the influence of an

automatic contro! by means of a manual control
('S-va,rid }

overriding process control§|conT sys] Process
control in which any one of several controllers
associated with one control valve can be made to
override anatherin accordance with a priority re-
quirement ofthe process.  ('O-va,rid-in ‘prises
kanytral|

overrun [COMPUT sci] The arrival of an amount
of data greater than the space allocated to it.
{'G-va,ran }

overshoot |ELECTROMAG| The reception of mi-
crowave signals where they were not intended,
due to an unusual atmospheric condition that
sets up variations in the index of refraction
{ 'S-var,shiit }

over-the-horizon propagation Ser scatter propa-
gation. [‘6-vartho ho'riz-an jprdp-a'ga-shon|

over-the-horizon radar=|ELectromac] Radar op-
erating In such a way that targets otherwise
shielded from view by earth's curvature are
detected, the use of carrier frequencies at which
the ionosphere Is particularly reflective, so that
radar signals are reflected back to the surface
at great ranges, or use of signal characteris-
tics exploiting surlace-coupled propagation are
example techniques, Abbreviated OTH radar
{'6-var the he'riz-an 'ra,dar}

overthrow distortion=|coMMUN| Distortion
caused when the maximum amplitude of the
signal wavefront exceeds the steady state of
amplitude of the signal wave—| ‘Sevar,thrd di
istor-shan }

overtone crystal §$|eLecte| Quartz crystal cur in
such a manner that it will operate at a higher
order thanits fundamental frequency, or operate
at two frequencies simultaneouslyas in a synthe-
sizer ('Gevar,tGn ,krist-al |

overvoltage |ELec] A voltage greater than that
at which a device or circuit is designed ta
operate Also known as overpotential [ELECTR|
The amount by which theapplied voltage exceeds
the Geiger threshold in.a radiation counter tube
{ }O-varivél-tij }

(‘S-var,ldd
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overvoltage crowbar [ELEC| A circuit theatre
tors the output of a power supply ang ot
the output voltage from exceeding
voltage, under any failure condition, by
low resistance (crowbar) placed across
terminals when an overvallage oceyrs \!wOl-tij kr, bar | / Oy

overwrite=[comPur sel] To enter Inform, on! {
a storage location and destroy the infore’ tile!
previously held there. | |Gwvaririt } lo i

avonic device Sw glass switch. | S'vlinsiee [
ovonic memory switch |ELecrh| A place a |

which, alter being brought fram the i i
resistive state to the conducting Stale, fe
in the conducting state until a current
returnsit to its highly resistive state. Abb
OMS, Also knownas memory switch { Ovni‘mem-ré swich } Tike

ovonic threshold switch=[ELECTR] A plays switey,
which, alter being brought from the hiokn!
resistive state to the conducting state, returnsy,
the highly resistive state when the current falte
below a holding current value. Abbreviated Ong( S'van-ik thresh,hald ,swich |

Ste ofg)

theoy

Pu)
Fey

Ovshinsky effect |eLecrr| The character)
special thin-film solid-state switchthat Tespg
identically to both positive and negative polaris
ties so that current can be madeto flow jn bath:
directions equally—| Gv'shinesk@ i, feke | I

Owen bridge [FLecte| A four-arm alternating.
current bridge used to measure self-inductangg.
in terms of capacitance and resistance; br,
balance is independent of frequency, { ‘woh,ibrij | ;

own coding [comPuTsci] A series of INSLructioe
addedto a standard software routine to change ge
extend the routine so thatit can carry out special,
tasks. {'dn'kéd-in } i

owned program See proprietary program —_[ ‘and
‘prdgram )

oxide-coated cathode [ELEcTR| A cathode that
has been coated with oxides of alkaline-earth.
metals to improve electron emission at morlerate
temperatures. Also known as Wehnelt cathode
{'ak,std ,kdd-ed 'kath,dd}

oxide Isolation [ELECTR] Isolation of the ele
ments of an integrated circuit by forming a layer,
of silicon oxide around each element—( ‘aksid’
ihsa'la-shan }

oxide passivation [ELECTR] Passivation of a.
semiconductor surface by producingalayerof.
an Insulating oxide on the surface. | ‘ak,sid
ipas-a-va-shan }
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See picoampere.
a nex See private automatic branch exchange

Wc seperceptual audio ceding.
aak. (COMPUT sel) To reduce the amount ol stor
Pee required te hold information by changing the

method ofencoding the data | pak |
ckage [COMPUT sel] A program that is written

cre general and widely vised application in such
3 waythat its usefulness is not impaired by the

problems of data or organization of a particular
user paki) .

packaged circuit Seerescap,—[ 'pak-ijd {sar-kat |
sackaged magnetron |Ei.kcrie| Integral structure

comprising a magnetron, its magneticcircult, and
ts cutput matching device, | 'pakijd 'mag-nain

piokaging leLec| The process of physically lo-
“eating, connecting, and protecting devices or

components, | ‘paka-jin)
packaging density§|&LecTR| The number of com-
~ponents per Uni volume Ina working system ar

subsystem, | ‘pak-a-|in ,den-sad-e|
packed decimal |CoMpursci| A meansofrepre-

senting two digits per character, to reduce space
and increase transmission speed _{ 'pakt 'des-
mal}

packed file [comput scij A file that has heen
encoded so thatit takes up less space in storage
Also known as compressedfile. { akt ‘fil }

packet [comMMuN] A short section of data of fixed
length that is transmitted as a unit; consists of a
headerfollowed by a numberof contiguous bytes
from an elementary data stream. { 'pak-at}

packetized elementary stream [cOMMUN|A
generic term for a coded bit stream inadigital
transport system, In a digital television system,
one coded video, coded audio, or other coded
elementary stream is carried in a sequence of
PES packets with one stream identification code
{ ‘pak-aitizd ,el-a'men-tré 'strém }

packet switching See packet transmission, { 'pak-
at swich-in }

packet transmission |COMMUN|] Transmission of
standardized packets of dataver transmission
lines rapidly by networks of high-speed switching
Computers that have the message packets stored
in last-access core memory. Also known as packet
switching,  [‘pak-at trang,mish-ar ]

Packing density [comeur sci] The amount of
inlormation per unit of storage medium, as

414

characters per inch on tape, bits per inch or drum,
or bits per square inch in photographic storage.
JELECTR] The number of devices or gates per
unit area of an integrated circuit ( 'pak-in
iden-sad-é }

packing routine {comput sci] A subprogram
which compresses data so as to eliminate
blanks and reduce the storage neededfor a file
{ 'pak-in rii,tén }

pad [ELEcTR| 1. An arrangement offixed resis-
tors used to reduce the strength of a radio-
frequency or audio-frequencysignal by a desired
fixed amount without introducing appreciable
distortion Also known as fixed attenuator
2. Seeterminal area, {pad}

Padder [ELECTR] A trimmer capacitor inserted in
series with the oscillator tuning circuit of a
superheterodynereceiverto controlcalibration at the
low-frequency end of atuning range. { 'pad-ar}

padding (comput sci] The adding of meaningless
data (usually blanks) to a unit of data to bring it
up to somefixed size. { 'pad-ig }

Page [comPuT sci] 1. A standard quantity of
main-memory capacity, usually 512 to 4096
bytes or words, used for memory allocation and
for partitioning programs into control sections
2. A standard quantity of source program coding,
usually 8 to 64 lines, used for displaying the
coding on a cathode-ray tube. { paj}

pageable memory |compuT sci] The part of a
computer's main storage that is subject to
paging in a virtual storage system _{ 'paj-a-bal
‘mem.-ré }

Page boundary [computsci| The address of the
first (lowest) word or byte within a page of
memory. { 'paj ,baun-dré }

page data set |compuT sci] A file for storing
images of pages in a virtual storage system, so
that they can be returned to main storage for
further processing when needed _{ 'paj 'dad-a
set}

page description language [comput sci| A high-
level language that specifies the format of a
page generated by a printer;it is translated into
specific codes by any printer that supports the
language, Abbreviated PDL. _{ 'paj di,skrip-shan
ilay-gwij }

page fault [comput sci] An interruption that oc-
curs while a page which is referred to by the
program is beingreadinto memory. { 'paj ,folt}
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pageprinter

page printer [compuT sci] A computer output
device which composesa full page of characters
before printing the page_—_{ 'paj ,print-or}

pager |COMMUN] A receiver in a radio paging
system _{ 'paj-ar }

Page reader [comput sci| In character recogni-
tion, a character reader capable of processing
cut-form documentsofvarying sizes; sometimes
capable of reading information in reel forms
{ 'paj ,réd-ar}

Page sklp [comput scl] A control character that
causes a printer to skip over the remainderof the
current page and moveto the beginning of the
following page. { 'paj ,skip }

page table [comput scij A key element in the
virtual memory technique; a table of addresses
where entries are adjusted for easy relocation of
pages. {'paj ,ta-bal }

page turning [comput sci] 1. The process of
moving entire pages of information between
main memory and auxiliary storage, usually to
allow several concurrently executing programs to
share a main memory of inadequate capacity
2. In conversational time-sharing systems, the
moving of programs in and out of memory
on a round-robin, cyclic schedule so that each
program mayuseits allotted share of computer
time. { 'paj ,tarn-in }

paging [comput sci] The schemeused to locate
pages, to move them between main storage and
auxiliary storage, or to exchange them with pages
of the same or other computer programs; usedin
computerswith virtual memories, { 'paj-in }

paging rate§|compurT sci] The number of pages
per second moved by virtual storage between
main storage and the page data set. [ 'paj-ip
iTat }

paging system=|comMMUN| A system which gives
an indication to a particular individual that he
or she is wanted at the telephone, such as by
sounding a number, calling by name over a
loudspeaker, or producing an audible signal in a
radio receiver carried in the individual's pocket.
{ 'paj-ip sis-tam }

paint (comput sci] To fill an area of a display
screen or printed output with a color, shade of
gray, or image | ELECTR] In radar, a colloqual
term for an echo signal orits display; sometimes
called the “skin paint,” as of an aircraft { pant}

paint program=[comput sci] A graphiles program
that maintains imagesin raster format, allowing
the user to simulate painting with the aid of a
mouse ora graphics tablet, {'pant ,prd-gram }

pair |cLec| Two like conductors employed to
form an electric circuit. { per}

palred cable |ELEc| Cable in which the single
conductors are twisted together in groupsof twa,
none of which is arranged with others to form
quads. ('perd 'ka-bal}

paired synchronous detectlon [ELECTR] The ar-
rangement of two homodyne channels in a
radar receiver such that both the phase and the
amplitude ofa received signal is preserved in the
two video signals produced. { !perd 'sin-kro-nas
di,tek-shon}
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palring [eLeerr| In television, IMPetfacy J
lace of lines composing the two fields. (Mtl
frame ofthe pleture; instead af having thet Gp
equal spacing, the lines appear in Groups oh
{'perin } OF ba,

palette (comput scl| In computer Efaphie
set of colors that can be shown an 4 dle
monitor | ''pal-at | “Ba

Palmerscan=|eLecre| Combinationpg cirey)
raster and conical radar scans, the beam is aa) 07
around the horizon, and at the samp4lg!
conleal sean is performed.  {"patvvar kal i

palmtop Se hand-held computer—[pp ae ;
PAL system Sey phase-alternation ling 21

(‘pal jsis-tam| System
PAM See pulse-amplitude modulation

panadapter See panoramic adapter {tp\dap-tar) ay
pancake coil |ELec) A coil having the Shape ofa.

pancake, usually with the turns arranged in th F
form ofa flat spiral | 'panjkak tkoil | fe

panel [compurse!| The face of the consalis,
is normally equipped with lights, Witches and.
buttons to control the machine, correct ara
determine the status of the various CPU (cent
processing unit} parts, and determine and teyjeg.
the contents of various locations. Also known ge
control panel; patch panel | ‘pansal} 5

panel board Ser control board.—[ "pan-al bord
panel display=|ELectr| An electronic display jy

which a large orthogonal array of display deviteg
such as electroluminescent devices oy light.
emitting diodes, forma flat-screen. Also know,
as flat-panel display—[{‘pan-al displa | j

Panoramic adapter |etecte| A device desipned.
to operate with a search receiver to provide a
visual presentation on an oscilloscope screenof,
a band of frequencies extending above and belgy
the center frequencyto which the search recejyyy,
is tuned Also known as panadapter. | pana:
iramlk a'dap-tar|

panoramic display [ELEcTR] A display that si
multaneously shows the relative amplitudes of
all signals received at different frequencies,
{ipan-ajram-ik di'spla }

panoramic radar |ENG| Nonscanning radar
which transmits signals over a wide beam in the
direction of interest. { {pan-alram-ik 'r,dar}

panoramic recelver [ELECTR] Radioreceiverthat
permits continuous observation on a cathode-
ray-tube screen of the presence and relative
strength ofall signals within a wide frequency
Tange. { (pan-ajram-ik ri'sé-var}

pan-range=[ELECTR| Intensity-modulated, A-type
radar indication with a slow vertical sweep
applied to video; stationary targets give solid
vertical deflection, and moving targets give
broken vertical deflection, {'pan ,ranj }

pantograph [ENG] Adevicethatsits on the top of
an electric locomotive orcars in an electric train
and picks up electricity from overhead wires to
runthe train { 'pan-te,graf}

pantography [ENG] System for transmitting and
automatically recording radar data from an
indicator to a remote point. { pan'tag-ro-fé }

which
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itor [ELEC] Acapacitar whose cielec-
pe oral consists of oiled paper sandwiched

iver two layers of metallic fail, | 'pa-par
jo'pasad-at| ; asian cai ACG Atape Turing mach ine [COMPUT SCI] Avaria-

Pr ofa Turing machine in which a blank square
totaves nonblank symbel written on it, but this
bl cannot be changed thereafter—['pa-par
jap wei mayshen |
ar throw jcomPYT St! The movement of paper
through @ computer printer for a purpose other
than printing, ir which the distance traveled, and
usually the speed, is greater than that of a single
jine spacing. ('pa-parthrd }
raballoon JELECTROMAG| Air-inflated radar an-
tenna.  (spara-ba'lin|
rabolic antenna {ELECTROMAG| Antenna witha
radiating element and a parabolle reflector that
concentrales the radiated power into a beam
iogralbalik an'ten-a |

rabolic microphone |ENG Acous| A micro-
hone used at the focal patnt of a parabolic

soundreflector to give improved sensitivity and
directivity, as required for picking up a band
marching down a football field. [ Spar-albal-ik
tmi-kra,f6n }

parabolic reflector §|ELECTROMAG] 1. An antenna
having @ concave surface which is generated
either bytranslating a parabola perpendicular to
the plane in whichit lies (in a cylindrical parabolic
reflector), or rotating it about its axis of symmetry
(ina parabolvidal reflector). Also known as dish.
2. Sec paraboloidal reflector. { {par-ajbal-ik
ri'flek-tor }

paraboloidal antenna See paraboloidal reflector
{ palrab-o;ldid-al an'ten-a }

parabololdal reflector (ELECTROMAG] An antenna
having a concave surface which is a paraboloid
of revolution; it concentrates radiation from a
source at its focal point into a beam. Also
known as paraboloidal antenna. Also known as
parabolicreflector. { pajrab-ajloid-alri'flek-tar }

paragraph |CoMmPuT scl] A complete, logical se-
quence of instructions in the COBOL program-
ming language, required to carry out a definable
program ortask. { 'par-a,graf]

parallel (comput sci] Simultaneous transmission
of, storage of, or logical operations on the parts of
a word, character,or other subdivision of a word
in a computer, using separate facilities for the
various parts. [ELEC] Connected to the same
pair of terminals. Also known as multiple; shunt
{‘para,lel }

parallel access=|compurT sci| Transferral of infor-
mation to or from a storage device in whichall
elementsin a unit of information are transferred
simultaneously. Also known as simultaneous
access. { 'par-a,lel 'ak,ses }

parallel addition=[comput sci] A methodofaddi-
tion by acomputer in whichall the corresponding
Pairs of digits of the addendsare processed at
the same titne during one cycle, and one or more
subsequent cycles are used for propagation and
adjustment of any carries that may have been
generated. { 'par-a,Jel a'dish-an }

parallel flow

parallel algorithm [comput sci| An algorithm in
which several computationsare carried on simul-
taneously. { 'par-a,lel 'al-ga,rith-am |

parallel buffer [ELECTR] Electronic device (mag-
netic core or flip-flop) used to temporarily store
digital data in parallel, as opposed to series
storage. { 'par-a,lel 'bof-or }

parallel by character |compuT sci| The handling
of all the characters of a machine word simulta-
neously in separate lines, channels, or storage
cells. {'par-a,lel bi 'kar-ik-tar }

Parallel clrcult {eLec} An electric circuit in which
the elements, branches (having elements in
series), or components are connected between
two points, with one of the two ends of each
component connected to each point, { 'par-o
lel 'sar-kat }

parallel communications {cOMMUN| The simul-
taneous transmission of data over two or
More communications channels, _[ 'par-a,lel ka
imyii-na'ka-shanz |

parallel compensation See feedback compensa-
tion. {'par-a,lel kam-pan'sa-shan }

parallel computation [comput sci| The simulta-
neous computation of several parts of a problem
{ 'par-a,lel ,kam-pyu'ta-shon }

parallel computer |compur sci| 1. A computer
that can carry out more than one logic or
arithmeticoperationatonetime. 2. Sevparallel
digital computer, { 'par-o,lel kam'pyiid:ar}

parailel converslon |comput sci| The process
of transferring operations from one computer
system to another, during which both systemsare
run together for a period of time to ensure that
they are producing identical results. { ‘par-a,lel
kon'var-zhon }

parailel digital computer [computsci| Computer
in which the digits are handled in parallel, mixed
serial and parallel machinesare frequently called
serial or parallel, according to the way arithmetic
processesare performed; an example of a parallel
digital computer is one which handles decimal
digits in parallel, although it might handle the
bits constituting a digit either serially or in
parallel, { 'par-a,lel 'dij-ad-al kom'pyiid-ar}

parallel dot characterprinter Sve Jine dot matrix
{ ‘par-o,fel |dat 'kar-ik-tar ,print-ar}

paratlel element-processing ensemble=[comput
scl] A powerful electronic computer used by the
U.S. Army to simulate tracking and discrimina-
tion of reentry vehicles as part of the ballis-
tic missile defense research program, Abbrevi-
ated PEPE.{'par-a,lel 'el-o-mant {pra,ses:in an
isdm-bal}

parallel feed [ELEcTR| Application of a direct-
current voltageto the plate orgrid ofa tube in parallel
with an alternating-current circuit, so that the direct-
current and the alternating-current components
flow in separate paths. Also known as shuntfeed,
{ ‘par-a,lel 'féd }

parallel flow |ELEc| Also known as loop flow
1. The flow of electric current from one point to
anotherin an electric network over multiple paths, in
accordancewith Kirchhoff's laws, 2. In particular,
the flow ofelectric current through electric power
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parallel gripper

systems over paths other than the contractual
path _{ 'par-a,lel 'f16 )

parallel gripper [cont sys] A robot end effector
made up of two jawlike components that grasp
objects. { 'par-a,let 'grip-ar}

parallel Impedance [ELEC] One of two or more
impedances that are connected to the same pair
ofterminals, | par-alel Im'péd-ans |

parallel input/output=[compusci] Data that are
transmitted Into and out of a computer over
several conductors simultaneously. _{ 'par-o,lel
‘in, put ‘alt, put }

parallel Interface |ELEcTR| A link between two
devices in which all the information transferred
between them is transmitted simultaneously
over separate concluctors, Also known as parallel
port {‘para,lel 'in-tarfas }

parallel operation (comput sci] Performance of
several actions, usually of a similar nature, by
a computer system simultaneously through pro-
vision of individual similar or identical devices.
{'par-a,lel ,ap-a'ra-shan}

parallel padding=|eiec] Method ofparallel oper-
ation for two or mare power supplles in which
their current limiting or automatic crossover
output characteristic is employed so that each
supply regulates a portion of the total current,
each parallel supply adding to the total and
padding the output only when the load current
demand exceeds the capability, or limit setting,
ofthe first supply. {"par-alel'pad-in ]

parallel-plate capacitor=|ELec| A capacitor con-
sisting of two parallel metal plates, with a dielec-
tric filling the space between them._{'par-a,lel
iplat ka'pas-ad-ar}

parallel-plate waveguide=|ELecrRomMAG| Pair of
parailel conducting planes used for propagating
uniform circularly cylindrical waves having their

a6 normal tothe plane—['par-a,lel |plat ‘wayigid |
parallel port See parallel interface

sport }
parallel processor See multiprocessor

lel 'prd,ses-ar}
parallel programming=[comeursci] Atmethodfer

performing simultaneously the normally sequen-
tial steps of a computer program, using two or
More processors | ‘par-alel 'prd,gram-in |

parallel radio tap=[commun | A telephone tap-
ping procedure in which a battery-powered
miniature radio transmitter is bridged acrass the
target pair. { 'par-a,lel 'rad-€-6 ,tap }

parallel rectifler (ELEcTR| One of two or more
rectifiers that are connected to the samepair of
terminals, generally in series with small resistors
or inductors, when greater currentis desired than
can be abtained with a single rectifier { 'par-a
lel 'rek-ta,fi-or }

parallel reliability |svs enc] Property ofasystem
composed of functionally parallel elements in
such a way that if one of the elementsfails, the
paralle| units will continue to carryout the system
function —{ ‘para,lel ri'lia,bibade |

parallel representation=|compur’ sci| ‘The simul-
taneous appearance of the different bits of a

{ 'par-a,lel

(‘para
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digital variable on parallel bus lines
lel ,rep-ri,zen'ta-shan } I

parallel resonance=|ELEC| Aleg kneyep
tiresonance. 1. The frequency at which ag
ductive and capacitive reactances of a th
resonant circuit are equal, 2. Th, fr
at. which the parallel Impedance gf aul
resonantelrcultisamaximum 9, The fp, ite|
at which the parallel impedance Of awn
resonant circult has a power facjop of Fall(‘par-ajiel ‘rez-anvans } 4

parallelresonantcircuit, [fLec| Circuit |
an alternating-current voltage |. Applice
a capacitor anda coll In paralle!. ;as antiresonant circuit.
isar-kat |

parallel resonantinterstage [ELECTR] Acoy ,between two amplifier stages achieved b Pll
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ofa parallel-tuned LE circuit. ['par-o,lel lta: !ant 'in-tor,staj } mn

parallel-rod oscillator [ELECTR] Ultra-hig
frequencyoscillatorcircuit in which paralla) M
or wires of required length and dimensions
the tank circuits. | 'par-o,lel trad ‘85-,lAdig

parallel running=|comput sci] 1. The tunnin }
a newly cleveloped system in a dala-processi,,
area in conjunction with the continuad operatiqtl
of the current system, 2. The final step in the
debugging of a system; this step follows 4 Syitingy:test ('panaylel 'ran-in } “_

parallel search storage=|cowpursci| A devicefi,
very rapid search of a volume of storee data ty
permit findingaspecific item | 'para,lel Isorchator] } a

parallel series |rLec| Circuit in whieh two oF
more parts are connected together in parallel iy
forn parallel circuits, and in which these citculfe
are then connected together in series so that
both methadsafconnectionappear —|'paraijl.‘sirez |

parallel storage=[compur sci] A storage devica In
which words(or characters ordigits) can be read
in or out simultaneously. {‘par-ajlel 'storj)

parallel-T network [ELEC] A network used in.
capacitance measurements al radio frequencies,
having two sets of three impedances, each if
the form of the letter T, with the arms of the
two T's joined to common terminals, and the
source and detector each connected between two
of these terminals. Also known as twin-T network
{ 'par-9,lel [té 'net,wark }

parallel transfer |compuT sci| Simultaneous
transferof all bits in a storage location constitut-
ing a character or word. —_{ 'par-a,lel 'tranz-far}”

parallel transmisslon [comput sci] The trans-
mission of characters of a word over different
lines, usually simultaneously; opposed to serial
transmission,_{'par-a,lel tranz'mish-on }

parallel-tuned circuit [eee] A circuit with two
parallel branches, one having an inductance and
aresistance in series, the othera capacitanceand
aresistance In series, | 'par-ajlel ,tiind 'sarket}

parallel wires [ELEC] Two conductors which areparallel to each other; often used in transmission
lines. { 'par-a,lel 'wirz }
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ater [ELEC] 1 The resistance, capacitance,
tance, oF impedance of a circuit element.

J duc value of a transistor or tube characteristic.
2.the ‘An arbitrary constant. or variable so ap-
(wart ina mathematical expression that chang-ing

a ives various cases of the phenomenon:

ineated. [ pa'ram-ad-ar J
fepr erdriven system=|COMPUT Sci A soft-
peramencrem whose functions and -opera-
ee gre controlled mainly by parameters.
tpotrarad-ot ‘drivan 'sis-tam|

meter identification [sys Ena] The problem
parrrstimating the values of the parameters that

oovern a dynamical system from data on the ab-
cerved behaviorofthe system,—('pa'ram-ad-ari,
genl-afa'ka-shon |
rameter tags [COMPUT sci] Constants that

“are. used. by several computer programs
atram-ad-ar tage }

rameter word |coMpur set] A word in a cam-
puter storage containing one or more parameters
that speclly the action of a routine or subroutine

patram-acl-ar word |
rametric amplifier jeLecrR) A highly sensitive
ultra-high-lrequency or microwave amplilier hav-

its basic element an electron tube or
tate device whose reactance can be varied

periodically by an alternating-current voltage at
a pumping frequency. Also known as miavar,
paramp; feactance amplifier ( {par-aime-trik
lam-plalrar |

parametric converter [ELECTR] Inverting or non-inverting parametric device used to convert an
input signal at one frequency into an output
signal at a different frequency, { ;par-ajme-trik
kon'vard-arJ

parametric device |f:t.&crr| Electronic device
whose operation depends essentially upon the
time variation of a characteristic parameter
usually understood to be a reactance { !par-a
'me-trik di'vis }

parametric down-converter [ELECTR] Parametric
converter in which the output signal is at a lower
frequency than the input signal. [ {par-olme-trik
‘dain kon,vard-ar}

parametric equalizer [ENG Acous} A device that
allows control over the center frequencies,
bandwidths, and amplitudes (parameters) of
band-passfilters that determine the frequency
response of audio equipment. { {par-almestrik
1€-kwa'liz-or}

parametric excitation §|ENG| The method of ex-
citing and maintaining oscillations in either
an electrical or mechanical dynamic system, in
which excitation results from a periodic variation
inan energy storage element ina system suchasa
capacitor, inductor, or spring constant. { |par-a
ime-trik ,ek-si'ta-shan }

Parametric oscillator (ELEcTR| An oscillator in
which the reactance parameter of an energy-
storage device is varied to obtain oscillation,
loptics| Adevice consisting ofan optically nonlinear
crystal surrounded by a pair of mirrors to which is
applied a relatively high-frequency laser beam and
a telatively low-frequency signal resulting in a low-

  

parasitic oscillation

frequency output whose frequency can be varied,
usually by varying the indices ofrefraction. { par-a
ime-trik 'ds-o,lad-ar}

parametric phase-locked oscillator See parametron
{ ipar-ajme-trik ‘faz ,lakt 'as-o,lad-or}

parametric programming [comput sci] A pro-
gramming approach in which data are stored in
external tables or files, rather than within the
program itself, and accessed by the program
when needed, so that the values of these data can
be changed with relative ease. { !par-olme.-trik
‘pré,gram-in }

parametric up-converter [ELECTR] Parametric
converter in which the output signal is at a
higher frequency than the input signal, { !par-a
ime.trik ‘op kan,vard-or}

parametrized voice response system [ENG
Acous] A voice response system which first
extracts informative parameters from human
speech, such as natural resonant frequencies
(formants) of the speaker's vocal tract and the
fundamental frequency (pitch) of the voice,
and which later reconstructs speech from such
stored parameters. { po'rameo,trizd 'vois ri
spans,sis-tam }

Pparametron {ELEcTR| A resonantcircuit in which
either the inductance or capacitance is made
to vary periodically at one-half the driving
frequency; used as a digital computer element,
in which the oscillation represents a binary
digit, Also known as parametric phase-locked
oscillator; phase-locked oscillator; phase-locked
subharmonic oscillator. { pa'ram-9,tran }

paramp See parametric amplifier ('par,amp }
paraphase ampllfler |ELeEcTR| An amplifier that

provides two equal output signals 180° out of
phase, { ‘paro,faz'am-pla,ff-or }

parasite [ELEC| Current in a circuit, due to some
unintentional cause, such as inequalities of
temperature or of composition; particularly trou-
blesomein electrical measurements. { ‘para
isit }

parasitic |ELEcTR| An undesired and energy-
wasting signal current, capacitance, or other
parameter of an electronic circuit. { {para
isid-ik }

parasitic antenna Sce parasiticelement. _{ |par-o
isid-ik an'ten-a }

parasitic current [ELEC] An eddy current in a
pieceof electrical machinery; gives rise to energy
losses. { |par-ajsid-ik 'ka-rant]

parasitic element={ELECTROMAG| An antennaele-
ment that serves as part of a directional antenna
array but has no direct connection to the receiver
or transmitter and reflects or reradiates the
energy that reachesit, in a phase relationship
such asto give the desired radiation pattern. Also
known as parasitic antenna; parasitic reflector;
passive element. —_{ jpar-aisidsik 'el-a-mant }

parasitic oscillation=|ELEcTR| An undesired self-
sustaining oscillation or a self-generated tran-
sient impulse in an oscillator or amplifier cir-
cuit, generally at a frequency above or below
the correct operating frequency _{ !par-olsid-ik
\as-o'la-shon }
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 parasitic reflector

parasitic reflector Sv parasiticelement. | |par-a
isic-ik ri'flek-tar )

parasitic suppressor |ELECTR| A suppressor,
usually in the form of a coil and resister in
parallel, inserted ina circuit to suppress parasitic
high-frequency oscillations | [par-algid:ik sa!
pres-or|

paraxial trajectory |eLec| A trajectory of a
charged particle in an axially symmetric electric
or magnetic field in which both the distance
of the particle from the axis of symmetry anid
the angle between this axis and the tangent to
the trajectory are small for all points on the
trajectary.—[ par'ak-s@-al tra'jek-tré |

parent jcompur sci] An element that precedes a
given elementina data structure. ["per-ant |

parenthesis-free notation Sev Polish notation.
| pa'ren-tha-sas {fré né'ta-shan |

parity§|compurT sci] The use of a self-checking
code in a computer employing binary digits in
which the total number of 1's or 0's in each
permissible code expression is always even or
always odd. (‘par-ad-é }

parity bit) [commun| An additional nondata bit
that is attached to a set of data bits to check
their valiclity; it is set so that the sum of one-bits
in the augmented set is always odd or always
even. | 'parad-é ,bit |

parity check See odd-even check. [| ‘parad-é
iehek |

parity error [compuT sc|A machine error in
which an odd number of bits are accidentally
changed, so that the error can be detected hy
aparity check, | ‘parad€,erar |

parity transformation=[commun|A change in
value of a transmitted character denoting the number
ofenebits,  ( ‘parad-é ,tranz-far'mé-shan|

parser |CompuT sci] The portion of a computer
program that carries out parsing operations
| 'par-sar|

parsing §|compUur scl] A process whereby phrases
Ira string of characters in a computer language
are associated with the component names of the
grammar that generated the string. | 'pdirs-in |

partial carry (comput sci). worl composed of
the carrles generated at each position when adding
inany-digits in parallel ( 'piinshal 'kar-é |

partial commonbattery||comaun| Type of tele-
phone system in which the talking battery is
supplied by each individual telephone, and the
signaling and supervisory battery is supplied by
the switchboard, ('par-shal 'kam-an 'bac-a-ré }

partial function §=|compur sei] A partial function
from a set A to a set 6 is a comespandence
between some subset of Aand B which associates
with each element of the subset of A a unique
element ofB, | 'pdrshal'fank-shan }

partially populated board=|compursci| Aprinted
circult board on which some but not all
of the possible electronic components are
mounted, leaving room for additional coripo-
nents. | 'parsha-lé |pap-ya,ldd-ad ‘bard |

partial-read pulse=|eLecrk| Current pulse that is
applied toa magnetic memoryto select a specific
magneticcell forreading | 'parshal lréd'pals |
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partial-response maximum-likelihood tech,
JcoMMUN| A method of constructing aq,
data stream fram an analog signal by ie
information acquired by sampling the a Sing
waveform at selected instants of time father, te |
using the entire waveform, and then app if
the Viterbi) algorithm to find the most it 4sequence of bits. Abbreviated PRML techy hel
| parshal rispans ‘maksa-mam iliktéhea’
ink| te

partial-select output |ELecte| The Voltaga
sponse produced by applying partial-resy ke
partial-write pulses to an unselected Magnercell. |'parshal siflekt ‘adt,put | ie

partition=|compur sel] 1. A reserved portion of
computer memory, sometimes used for the g a
cution of a single computer program, 2 Onegp
a number offixed portions into which a carp, at)
memory is divided in certain multiprograr mip, ]t B4systems. | par'tish-an | a

partitioned data set (compurT sci A singl~ dy
set. divided internally into a directory and
one or mere sequentially organized Subsections
called members, residing on a direct decease fo
each device, and commonly used for stotage gpHae. rt t t ,

program libraries.[par'tish-and‘daca so /
partitioned display [comput Sci] An electronic.

display that can be divided into two or mg
viewing areas underuser or program control Aleg
known as splitscreen, | par'tish-and di! spla |

partitioned file=|compursci| Afileondisk stotage
that Is divided into subdivisions, each of which)
constitutes a complete file { pir'tish-oned 'fy] )

partition noise |ELecre| Noise that arises |p
an electron tube when the electron beam jg
divided between two or more electrodes, ag
between screen grid and anode jn a pentoda:
(par'tish-an jndiz |

part operation §|compuT sei] The part in an ine
struction that specifies the kind of arithmetical
or logical operation to be performed,but net the
address of the operands, | ‘part ,4p-a,ra-shon |

part programming=[cont sis] The planning and
specification of the sequence of steps or events
in the operation of a numerically controlled
machine tool, {part prd.gram-iy |

party line [commun] A subscriber line arranged
to serve more than one station, with diserimina-
tory ringing foreach station. { 'pare-é'lin}

party-linebus=|compursc!| Parallel [nput/output
hus lines to which are wired all external devices,
connected to a processor register by suitable
logic. {"pard-@ {lin 'bas }

party-line carrier system=|commun| A single
frequency carrler telephone system In which the:
carrier energy ls transmitted directly to all other:
carrierterminals of the same channel, | 'pard-€
lin 'kar-é-ar ,sis-torm }

parylene capacitor §[evec| A highly stable fixed
capacitor using parylene film.as the dielectric, it
can be operated at temperatures up to 170°C, as
well as at cryogenic temperatures,  ( 'paralén
ka'pas-ad-ar )

Pascal [compur sci| A procedure-orlented pro:
gramming language whose highly structured
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stable fixed
jielectric;it
0 170°C,as

{ para lén

iented pro-
structured

design facilitates the rapid location and carrec-
nofooding efrors, | pa'skal|
hen'staw [ELecTR| The law that the sparking

srential between twoparallel plate electrodes
Pi a gas is a function of the product of the gas
sity and the distance between the electrodes.
Also known as Paschen's rule [ ‘pash-anz ld }

poschen’s rule Se Paschen's law
wl)

tio’

| '‘pash-anz

jcomPuT Sci| A complete cycle of reading,
processlie, and writing ina computer | pas}
assband [ELECTR A frequency band in which
the attenuation of a filter is essentially zero
jipasband }
sselement |ELECTR| Controlled variable resis-
tance device, either a vacuum tube or power
sansistor, In series with the source of direct-
current power. the pass elementis driven by the
amplified etfor signal to Increase Its resistance
when the output needs to be lowered or to
decreaseils resistance when the output must be
raised. | ‘pas el-a-mant }
gsivation |ELECTR| Growth of an oxide layer
on the Surface of a semiconductor to provide
glectrical stability by isolating the transistor
sudace fromelectrical and chemical conditions
inthe environment, this reduces reverse-current
Jeakage, Increases breakdownvoltage,arid raises
power dissipation rating. _{ ,pas-o'vd-shon }

passive AND gate See AND gate. | ‘passiv ‘and
gat |

passive antenna |ELECTROMAG| An antenna
which influences the directivity of an antenna
system but is not directly connected to a
transmitter or receiver. | ‘pas-iv an'ten-o }

passive component See passive element.
{ 'pas-iv kam'pG-nant}

passive corner reflector {ELECTROMAG] A corner
reflector that is energized by a distant trans-
mitting antenna; used chiefly to improve the
reflection of radar signals from objects that would
not otherwise be good radartargets. { 'pas-iv
'kor-nar rijflek-tar }

passive device [COMPUT SCI] A unit of acomputer
which cannotitself initiate a request for commu-
nication with another device, but which honors
such a request from another device. { 'pas-iv
di'vis }

passive double reflector |ELECTROMAG] A com-
bination of two passive reflectors positioned
to bend a microwave beam over the top of a
mountain or ridge, generally without appreciably
changing the general direction of the beam
{'pas-iv 'dob-al ri'flek-tar }

passive electronic countermeasures [ELEcTH|
Electronic countermeasures that do not radiate
energy, including reconnaissanceorsurveillance
equipment that detects and analyzes electro-
Magnetic radiation from radar and communi-
cations transmitters, and devices such as chaff
which return confusing or obscuring echoes to
enemytadar, passive electronicattack, {| 'pas-iv
ilek'train-ik 'katint-ar,mezh-arz |

Passiveelement [eLec| An elemeritof an electric
circult that is rot a source of energy, such as a

paste

resistor, inductor, or capacitor, Also known as
passive component. |ELECTROMAG] See para-
siticelement. { 'pas-iv 'el-a-ment }

passive filter [ELEC] An electric filter composed
of passive elements, such as resistors, inductors,
or capacitors, without any active elements, such
as vacuum tubes ortransistors, {'pas-lv'fil-tar}

passive Jamming |ELEcTR| Use of confusion re-
flectors to return spurious and confusing signals
to enemy radars. Also known as mechanical
jamming. { 'pas-iv 'jam-in }

passive-matrIx liquid-crystal display See super-
twisted nematic liquid-crystal display. { tpas-iv
ima-triks jlik-wad {krist-al di'spla }

passive network [ELEC] A network that has no
source of energy. { 'pas-iv 'net,wark }

passIve radar |ENG] A technique for detecting
objects at a distance by picking up the microwave
electromagnetic energy that is both radiated and
reflected by all bodies. { 'pas-iv 'ra,dar}

passive radiator (ENG acous|A_ loudspeaker
driver with no voice-coil or magnet assemblies
that is mounted in a box with a woofer and
exhibits a resonance that can be used to im-
prove the low-frequency responseof the system.
(ipas-iv 'rad-é,ad-ar)

passlive-radlator system (ELEcTR| Aloudspeaker
system in which the woofer is mounted in a box
that also has a second speaker with no voice-
coilormagnetassemblies, {!pas-iv'rad-6,4d-ar
isis-tom }

passive reflector [ELECTROMAG| A flat reflector
used to change the direction of a microwave
or radar beam; often used on microwave relay
towers to permit placement of the transmitter,
Tepeater, and receiver equipmenton the ground,
rather than at the tops of towers. Also known as
plane reflector, { 'pas-iv ri'flek-tar}

passive system [ELECTR] Electronic system
which emits no energy, and does not give away
its position or existence. { 'pas-iv ,sis-tam }

passive termination {comput sci] The simplest
means of ending a chain of peripheral devices
connected to a small computer system interface
(SCSI) port, suitable for chains with no more than
four devices. { ,pas-iv ,ter-ma'na-shan}

passive transducer {ELEcTR| A transducer con-
taining no internal source of power { 'pas-iv
tranz'dii-sar}

passthrough [compuT sci| A procedure that al-
lows a user to communicate with a computer
through the use of the operating system of a
second computer, { ‘pas, thrii }

password {COMPUT sci| A unique word orstring
of characters that must be supplied to meet se-
curity requirements before a program, computer
operator, or user can gain accesstodata  {'pas
iward }

password guessing [COMPUT scij| A method of
gaining unauthorized access to a computing
system by using computers and dictionaries or
large wordlists to try likely passwords, { 'pas
ward ges-in }

paste [ELEC] In batteries, the medium in the form
of a paste orjelly, containing an electrolyte;it is
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pasted-plate storage battery

positioned adjacent to the negative electrode of
a dry cell; in an electrolytic cell, the paste serves
as one of the conducting plates { past|

pasted-plate storage battery Se Faure storage
battery. | ‘passtad {plat 'star-l| ,bad-a-ré }

patch9compur sci] 1. To modify 2 program or
routine by inserting a machine language correc:
tion in an object deck, or by inserting it directly
into the computer through the console. 2. The
section of coding inserted in this way. [ELEC]
A temporary connection between jacks or other
terminations on.a patch board. | pach |

patch board=[Elec] A board or panel having a
numberaf jacks at whichcircuits are terminated;
patch cords are plugged into the jacks to con-
nect various circuits temporarily as required in
broadcast, communication, and computer work,
{‘pach ,bord |

patch cord=[ELEC] Acord equipped with plugs at
each end, used to connect two jacks on a patch
board. { ‘pach ,kord }

patch panel See control panel; panel. { 'pach
paral|

path |compuT sci] 1. The logical sequence ol
instructions followed by a computer in carrying
outa touting 2. Aseries of physical or logical
connections between records or segments In a
database management system, generally involv-
ing the use of pointers. | path |

path attenuation=|commun| Powerloss between
transmitter and receiver. due to any cause
| ‘path o,ten-ya'wa-shan }

path computation |ConT SvS| The calculations
involved in specifying the trajectory followed by
arobot. | ‘path ,kam-pya,ta-shan |

path length See physical path length: saltware path
length. (‘path jlegkth |

path plotting [ELEcTROMAS| IN laying out a mi-
crowave system, the plotting of the path followed
by the microwave heam on a profile chart which
indicates the earth's curvature (‘path ,plad-in}

pattern analysis jcompur scl) The phase of pat-
tern recognition that consists of using whatever
is known about the problem al hand te guide the
gathering ol dita abou! the patterns and pattern
classes. and then applying techniques of data
analysis ta help uncover the structure present in
thedata {'pac-arn a,nal-a-sas |

pattern generator [ELECTR A signal generator
used to produce a test waveform for service work
onadisplay device. {| ‘pad-arn ,jen-a,rad-ar )

pattern recognition=[compu Sci The automatic
identification of figures, characters, shapes,
forms, and patterns without active hutnan par-
ticipation In the decision process—| ‘pad-arn
irek-ig'nish-an }

pattern-sensitive fault [CompuScl| A fault that
appears orily in response to one pattern or se-
quence ofdata, or certain patterns or sequences,
('pad-arn jsen-sadsly 'folt |

PAX Seprivate automatic exchange. | paks |
payload jcommun| Referring to the bytes which

follow the header byte ina packet; the transport
stream packet header and adaptation fields are
not payload. { 'pa,lod }
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pay television Ser subscriptiontelevision pe
‘tel-ayviah-an | Da

P band |commun| A band of radio lrequengy
extending from 225 to 390 megaherts, cop.”
sponding to wavelengths of 133.3 to 76.9 ¢timeters. [| 'pé bane} Ste

PBX Seprivate branch exchange
p-channel metal-oxide semiconductor SwPq.

[{pé chan-al med-al jdksidl 'sem-i-kon.dak-tay
PCI See peripheral component interconneer I
Polass |compur scl The class of decision prop,

lems that can be solved in polynomial Hane
{ 1pé Klas| =

PCM See pulse-code modulation.
PCN Sepersonal communications network,
PCP See primary control program
PCR See program clockreference.
PCS See personal communications service
PCSB See pulse-coded scanning beam,
PD See potential difference
PDA See postacceleration
PDF See portable document format.
P display Ser plan pasition indicator

spla |
PDL Sve page description language.
PDM Sev pulse-duration modulation.
APDT See four-pole double-throw.
PDU See power distribution unit.
peak attenuation=|coMMuN| The diminution of

response to a modulated wave experienced on
modulation crests. | 'pek a\ten-ya'wa-shan|

peak cathode current {ELECTR| 1. Maximum
instantaneous value of a periodically reciir
ring cathode current. 2. Highest instantaneous
value of a randomly recurring pulse of cathode
current. 3. Highest instantaneous value of a
nonrecurrent pulse of cathorle current occurring
under fault conditions. {‘p@k'kath,Gd jko-ront]

peak clipper Ser limiter ['pék klip-ar |
peak clipping [eLec| Reduction of the maximum

demand for electric power from an electrical ytll-
ity, often achieved by direct control of customer
loads by signals directed to customer appliances,
{eLecre| See limiting. [‘pek Mipdin |

peak detector [ELECTR| A detector whose output
voltage approximates the true peak value ofan
applied signal, the detector tracks the signal In.
its sample mode and preserves the highest input
signal inits-hold mode. ['pék di,tek-tor |

peak distortion §=|CoMMUN| Largest total distar-
tion of telegraph signals noted during a period of
observation, | 'pék di'storshan|

peak envelope power=[ELECTH| Of a radio trans-
mitter, the average power supplied to the an-
tennatransmission line by a transmitter curing
une radio-frequency cycle at the highest crest
of the modulation envelope, taken under catr
ditions of normal operation. { 'pék 'en-va,l6p
ipad-ar )

peaker [eLectR| A small fixed or adjustable in-
ductance used to resonate with stray and dis:
tributed capacitances in a broad-banel amplifier
to increase the gain at the higher frequencies.
('pék-or }

{ 'pé dj
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rward voltage |ELEcTR| The maximum
qneous voltage applied te an electronic

vice in the direction of lesser resistance to
de ant flow. [pék 'for-ward'vol-tij }
Sk circuit [ELECTR] A circuit used to im-

eak fo!
jnatant

TPove the high-frequency response of a broad-
hand amplifier, in shunt peaking, a small coil is

laced In series with the anode load; in series
aking, theo il is placed inseries with the grid

of the following stage=| 'pék-ig wsarkat
king network [ELECTR] Type ol interstage

coupling network in which an incluctance is ef-
ectively In series (serles-peaking network), or in

shunt (shunt-peaking network), with the parasite
capucilarice to increase the amplification all the
upper endolthe frequency range. "pék-in) net
wark | .

peaking transformer |ELEc| A transformer in
which the number of ampere-turnsin the primary
ishigh enough ta produce manytimes the normal
flux density values in the core, the flux changes
rapidly fram one direction of saturation to the
other twice per cycle, inducing a highly peaked
voltage pulse ina secondary winding. ('pék-in
trana formar|
i inverse anode voltage=[eLecrr| Maximum

“instantaneous anode voltage in the direction
oppasite to that in which the tube or other device
is designed to pass current, | 'pék‘inyvars 'an
od vari] |

peak inverse voltage=|ELECTR| Maximum instan-
taneous anocle-to-cathode voltage in the reverse
direction which is actually applied to the diode
in an operating circuit. { 'pék 'in,vars ,vdl-
ti

peaklimiter See limiter. | 'pék lim-ad-ar }
peak load {ELRC| The maximum instantaneousload or the maximum average load over a

designated interval of time Also known as peak
power |"pék lad.)

peak power Sipeakload, ['pék'pattar|
peak secondalgorithm=|commun | Aset of math-

ematical procedures forattempting topredict the
numberof transmissionsthat will be carried out
in a communications system during the busiest
l-second interval during some study period
{ 'pék ‘sek-and ‘al-ga,rith-am }

peak signal level [ELEcTR| Expression of the
maximum insta@litaneous signal poweror voltage
as measured at any point in a facsimile trans-
mission system; this includes auxiliary signals
{'pék 'sig-nal ,lev-al }

peak-to-valley ratlo [COMMUN] The ratio of the
largest amplitude of a modulated wave to its
smallest value. { !pék ta 'val-é ,ra-shé }

Peak value [ELEC] The maximum instantaneous
value of a varying current, voltage, or power
during the time interval under consideration.
Also known as crest value. { 'p&ék ‘val-yii }

pedestal See blanking level. { 'ped-ast-al |

oe level Ser blanking level. { 'ped-ast-aleval }
peek [comput scl] An instruction that causes the

contents of a specific storage location in a
computer to be displayed. { p&ék }

 

penetration testing

peephole masks=[compurTSci| In character recog-
nition, a set of characters (each character residing
in the character readerin the form ofstrategically
placed points) which theoretically render al!
input characters as being unique regardless of
theirstyle {'pép,hdl ,masks}

peer [COMMUN| A functional unit in a communi-
cations system that is in the same protocol layer
as another such unit. { pir}

peer-to-peer network [COMMUN] A local-area
network in which there is no central controller
and al] the nodes have equal access to the
tesources of the network. { {pir to (pir ‘net
iwark}

pel Seepixel {pel}
pencll beam=[ELEcTROMAG| A beam of radiant

energy concentrated in an approximately conical
or cylindrical portion of space of relatively small
diameter; this type of beam is used for many
revolving navigational lights and radar beams
{ ‘pen-sal ,bém }

pencil beam antenna [ELECTROMAG] Unidirec-
tional antenna designed so that cross sections of
the major lobe formed by planes perpendicular
to the direction of maximum radiation are ap-
proximately circular. {'pen-sal ,bém an,ten-a }

pencll follower [comput sci| A device for con-
verting graphic images to digital form; the
information to be analyzed appears on a reading
table where a reading pencil is madeto follow the
trace, and a mechanism beneaththe table surface
transmits position signals from the pencil to an
electronic console for conversion to digital form
{'pen-sal ,fal-a-war}

pencil tube |ELEcTR| A small tube designed es-
pecially for operation in the ultra-high-frequency
band; used as an oscillator or radio-frequency
amplifier {'pen-sal ,ttib }

pending Input/output [comput sci] An input/
output operation that has beeninitiated but not
yet carried out, so that the central! processing unit
either is temporarily idle or services other pro-
grams and tasksuntil the operation is completed
{'pend-in ‘in, put ‘aut, put }

penetration depth [ELEc| In induction heating,
the thickness of a layer, extending inward from
a conductor's surface, whose resistance to direct
current equals the resistance of the whole con-
ductorto alternating currentof a given frequency
{ ,pen-a'tra-shan ,depth }

penetration frequency See critical frequency
{ ,pen-a'tra-shan,fré-kwan-sé }

penetration phosphors [ELEcTR| Phosphors of
two different colors that are placed in separate
layers on the screen of a cathode-ray tube to
form a system for creating color displays in
which a high-energy beam penetrates thefirst
layer and excites the second, while a low-energy
beam is stopped bythefirst layer and excitesit
{ ,pen-a'tra-shan ,fas-farz }

penetration testing {comput sct| An activity that
is intended to determine if there is a way to
cause a computer program tofail to perform in
the expected manner; it involves hypothesizing
flaws that would prevent the program from
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Penning gage

enforcing security, and conducting experiments
to confirm or refute the hypothesized flaws.
{ ,pen-a'tra-shan ,test-in }

Penning gage See Philips ionization gage.
('pen-in .gaj }

pentagrid See heptode { ‘pen-ta,grid }
Ppentode [ELEcTR]A five-electrode electron tube

containing an anode, a cathode, a control elec-
trode, and two additional electrodes that are
ordinarily grids. {'pen,tdd }

pentode transistor [ELECTR] Point-contact tran-
sistor with four-point-contact electrodes; the
body serves as a base with three emitters and
one collector. { 'pen,t6d tran'zis-tar}

PEPE See parallel element-processing ensemble.
{ 'pe,pé }

percentage differential relay [ELECTR] Differen-
tial relay which functions when the difference be-
tween two quantities of the same nature exceeds
a fixed percentage of the smaller quantity Also
knownasbiasedrelay; ratio-balancerelay; ratio-
differential relay. ( par'sen-tij ,dif-a'ren-chal 'ré
nc} }

percentage modulation See percent modulation
{ par'sen-tij ,maj-a'la-shan}

percentage ripple=[ELECTR| Ratio of the effective
value ofthe ripple voltage to the average value
of the total voltage, expressed as a percentage
{ par'sen-tij 'rip-al }

percent distortlon (cOMMUN| The ratio of the
amplitude of a harmonic component to the
fundamental component multiplied by 100
( par'sent di'stor-shen}

percent make |ELEcTR| 1. In pulse testing, the
length of time a circuit stands closed compared
to the length of the test signal. 2. Percentage of
time during a pulse period that telephonedial pulse
springs are making contact. { par'sent 'mak }

percent modulation=|CcOMMUN] The modulation
factor expressed as a percentage. Also known
as percentage modulation. { par'sent ,m4j-a'la-
shon }

perceptron§|comPUT sci] A pattern recognition
Machine, based on an analogy to the human
nervous system, capable of learning by means
of a feedback system which reinforces correct
answers and discourages wrongones. { par'sep
itran }

perceptual aggio coding =|CcOMMUN| The process
of representing an audio signal with fewer
bits while still preserving audio quality. The
coding schemes are based on the perceptual
characteristics of the humanear; some examples
of these coders are PAC, AAC, MPEG-2, and
AC-3. Also known as audio bit rate reduction;
audio compression. Abbreviated PAC. { per
isoep-cha-wal 'od-é-6 ,kd-ip )

percolation {computsci| The transfer of needed
data back from secondary storage devices to main
storage. { par-ka'la-shan}

perfect dielectric See ideal dielectric. ( ‘par-fikt
idi-a'lek-trik }

perforator |CcoMMUN| In telegraph practice, a de-
vice for punching code signals in paper tape
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for application to a tape transmitter,
\tad-ar}

perform=|compursci| Asubroutinein the Cop
programming language that allows a bortige ny
a program to be executed on command fy OFof
portions of the same program. [ Parfot ee

performance failure [COMPUT sci| Fallure
computer system in which the system Ope i
correctly butfails to deliver the resultsin ti teal
fashion. { par'for-mans ,fal-yar } Maly)

perfory {comput sci| The removable edees J
computer papercontaining hales engapog b
pin-feed mechanism.—[ ‘par-fa-ré | YI

perlodic antenna=|[ELECTROMAG| An aji
which the input impedance varies gs
quencyisaltered. | |pir-éjad-ik an'ten-a|

periodic duty eLec} Intermittent duty jj 4)
the lead conditions are regularly pe ch
(Ipireldd-ik ‘did-é |

periodic field focusing |ELecTr) Focusing gf.= fn
electron beam where the electrons follow
trochoidal path and the focusing field interacts!
with them at selected points. | pir-dtid.ip Malef6-ka-siy |

periodic fine jeLec| Line consisting of Slee
sive and identical sections, similarly oriented th
electrical properties of each section not bein
uniform throughout; the periodicity is in en.
and notin time: an example of a periccdic lin
is the loaded line with loading cails uniferpy
spaced. ( |pir-@/dd-ik {lin } “a

peripheral See peripheral device. { po'rifa-ral|
peripheral buffer |compursci| Adevice acting

a temporary storage when transmission occur
between two devices operatingatdifferent trang.
mission speeds.{pa'rif-a-ral ‘bef-ar|

peripheral component Interconnect=[compuy
sci] A bus standard for connecting additional
input/output devices (such as graphics or modem,
cards) to a personal computer. Abbreviated pe}
(| pariba-ral kam, pé-nont ‘in-tor,kanek |

peripheral control unit) |[compur so] A devices
which connects a unit of peripheral equipment
with the central processing unit of a com-
puter and which interprets and responds to.
instructions from the central processing unit
{ pa'rif-a-ral kan'trdl ,yi-nat }

peripheral device=|compuT sci] Any device con-
nected internally or externally to a compute
and used to enter or display data, such as the
keyboard, mouse, monitor, scanner, andprinter
{ po'rif-arel di,vis }

peripheral equipment [comput sci] Equipment
that works in conjunction with a computer but!
is not part of the computeritself. { pa'rif-e-ral
i'kwip-mont }

peripheral Interface channel |compuT sci]A
path along which information can flow betwee
a unit of peripheral equipment and the central,
processing unit of a computer { pa'ribastal
‘in-tar,fas ,chan-al}

peripheral-limited=|comrur sci] Property of @
computer system whose processing Lime isdetet>
mined by the speed ofits peripheral equipment)
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init of a com-
id responds to
yrocessing unit.

Any device con-
to a computer
ita, such as the
yer, and printer.

scl] Equipment
a computer but
f  { patrif-o-ral

COMPUT sci] A
n flow between
and the central

{ pa'rif-a-ral

Property of a
ig time is deter-
2ral equipment

per

sar thati by the speedofits central processing
rather atrifaral lim-ad-ad|

unit:jal operation [COMPUT scl| An operation
which art Input OF output device Is used.

which is not directly controlled by a com-
hile the operation is being carried out.

ic|fegeral Ap-o'ra-shan| /
(pa ral processing |COMPUT SCi| Processing

iporipne carried out by peripheral equipment or by
‘uniliarycomputer,—{ pa'rif-a-ral 'pra,ses-in |

ane {COMPUTprocessor Sc)| AuxillaryIr h
“pari puter performing specific operations under

ervol of the master computer.
tyra cesar ) -

heral transfer |COMPUT sci} The transmis-
san of data between two units of peripheral
auipment of between a peripheral unit and

the central processing unit of a computer
VF isatrifarral ‘tearie- far |

‘peripheral units Sve peripheral equipment,
Hi natrifarral yi-nets }

ristaltie charge-coupled device |ELecTR| Ahigh-
‘pe sec] charge-trarister Integrated circuit In which

the movement of the charges is similar to the per
jetaltic contractions anddilations of the digestive

(jper-aystal-tik 'charj |kapalel di'vis }

( pa'rif-a-ral

system ; d
Parl Se’ Practical Extraction and Reporting Lan-

quace. [pari]
anent echo [ELECTR| Su fixed echo

eectromeg| A signal reflected [ram an object
that Is fixed with respect to a radar site
| paoma-nant ‘ek|

permanent error (COMPUT Sct) An error that oc-
curs When @ sector mark on disk pack or Toppy
disk Is Incarrectly modified by writing data over
jt, and that can be corrected only by clearing
the entire disk and rewriting the track and sector
marks, {'par-ma-nant 'er-ar}

permanent fault |compur sci] A hardware mal-
function that always occurs when a particular set
of conditions exists, and that can be made to
occur deliberately, in contrast to a sporadic fault
{'par-ma-nant 'folt }

permanent-magnet dynamic loudspeaker See per-
manent-magnet loudspeaker. { 'par-ma-nant
imag-nat dijnam-ik 'laud,spék-ar}

permanent-magnet focusing [ELECTR] Focusing
of the electron bgam in a cathode-ray tube by
means of the magnetic field produced by one
OF more permanent magnets mounted around
the neck of the device —_{ 'par-ma-nant {mag-nat
'f6-kas-in }

permanent-magnet loudspeaker |ENG Acous| A
Moving-conductor loudspeaker in which the
Steady magnetic field is produced by a perma-
fent magnet Also known as permanent-magnet
dynamile |oudspeaker. { 'par-ma-nant imag-nat
‘labd,spék-arj

Permanent-magnet stepper motor |ELEC| A
Stepper motor in which the rotor is a powerful
Permanent magnet and each stator coil is
energized independently in sequence; the rotor
aligns Itself with the statorcoil that is energized.
(‘par-ma-nant {mag-nat'step-ar ,mdd-ar }
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permanent-spllt capacitor motor [ELEC] A ca-
pacitor motor in which the starting capacitor
and the auxiliary winding remain in thecircuit
for both starting and running. Abbreviated PSC
motor, Also knownas capacitor start-run motor
{ 'par-ma-nont jsplit ka'pas-ad-ar ,mdd-ar}

permanent storage (comput sci| A means of
stiring data for rapid retrieval by a computer;
does not permit changing the stored data.
{ ‘par-ma-nant 'stor-ij }

Permasyn motor [ELEC] A synchronous motor
which has permanent magnets embedded in
the squirrel-eage rotor to provide an equivalent
direct-current [leld. {'par-ma-san 'mad:ar}

permatron [ELECTR] Thermionic gas-discharge
diode in which the start of conduction is
controlled by an external magnetic field
{'por-ma,tran }

permeabllity tuning [ELEC] Process of tuning a
Tesonantcircuit by varying the permeability of an
inductor: it is usually accomplished by varying
the amuunt of magnetic core material of the in-
ductor by slug movement, { ,par-mé-a'bil-ad-é
itiin-in }

permittlvity [ELEC] The dielectric constant multi-
plied by the permittivity of empty space, where
the permittivity of empty space (€9) is a constant
appearing in Coulomb's law, having the value of
| in centimeter-gram-secondelectrostatic units,
and of 8.854 x 107!? farad/meter in rational-
ized meter-kilogram-second units. Symbolized €
( par-ma'tiv-ad-é }

permutation modulatlon [comMUN| Proposed
method of transmitting digital information by
Means of band-limited signals in the presence
of additive white gaussian noise; pulse-code
modulation and pulse-position modulation are
considered simple special cases of permutation
modulation. { ,par-mya'ta-shan ,maj-a,la-shan }

permutation table [comMUN|] In computers, a
table designed for the systematic constructionof
code groups, it may also be used to correct gar-
bles in groups of code text. { ,par-mya'ta-shan
\ta-bal}

perpendicular recording See vertical recording.
( ,per-panidik-ya-lar ri'kord-in }

persistence [ELEcTR] 1. A measure ofthe length
of time that the screen of a cathode-ray tube
remains luminescentafter excitation is removed;
ranges from | for short persistence to 7 for long
persistence 2. A faint luminosity displayed by
certain gases for sometimeafter the passage of
an electric discharge. { par'sis-tans }

persistent-lmage device |ELEcTR| An optoelec-
tronic amplifier capable of retaining an image for
a definite length of time. { par'sis-tent jim-ij di
Vis }

persistron [ELECTR] A device in which electrolu-
minescence and photoconductivity are used in
a single panel capable of producing a steady
or persistent display with pulsed signal input
{ par'sis,tran }

personal communications network [coMMUN]
The series of small low-power antennas that  
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personal communications service

support a personal communications service,
and are linked to a master telephone switch
that is connected to the main telephone net-
work. Abbreviated PCN. { ,pars-an-al ka,myii-no
ika-shanz ,net,wark }

personal communications service [CcOMMUN| A
mobile telephoneservice in which pocket-sized
telephones carried by the users communicate
via smal! low-powertransmitter-receiver anten-
nas that are installed throughout a city or
community Abbreviated PCS. ( ,pors-an-al ko
imyli-no'ka-shanz ,sar-vas }

personal computer [comPuT sci] A computer for
homeorpersonal use. { 'par-san-al kam'pyiid-ar}

personal digital assistant See hand-held com-
puter. { ,pars-on-al ,dij-ad-al a'sis-tant }

personalidentificatloncade=|compuTsci] Aspe-
cial number up to six characters in length on
a strip of magnetic tape embeddedin a plastic
card whichidentifies a user accessing a special-
purpose computer. Abbreviated PIC. {'par-san-
al T,den-ta-fa'ka-shan ,kdd }

personal Information manager |coMmPUT Sci|
Software that combines the functions of word-
Processing, database, and desktop accessory
programs, making it possible to organize in-
formation that is relatively loosely structured.
Abbreviated PIM _{ |par-san-al_,in-far'ma-shan
iman-ij-ar }

persuader [ELECTR] Element of storage tube
which directs secondary emission to electron
multiplier dynodes. { par'swad-ar}

pertinency factor [comput sci] In information
Tetrieval, the ratio obtained in dividing the
total number of relevant documents retrieved
by the total number of documents retrieved.
{ 'par-te-non-sé ,fak-tar}

perveance [ELECTR] The space-charge-limited
cathode current of a diode divided by the %
powerof the anode voltage. _{ 'par-vé-ans}

PES See packetized elementary stream. { |paélé
les }

PES packet |COMMUN| The data structure used
to carry elementary stream data; consists of a
packet header followed by PES packet payload.
{ipéléies jpak-ot}

PES stream |comMMUN| Referring to a stream
consisting of PES packets, all of whose payloads
consists of data from a siftele elementary stream,
and all of which have the same stream ID number
(ipéjéles jstrém }

Petersen coll See arc-suppression coil. { 'péd-
orsan kil }

Petri net=|commuN] An abstract, formal modelof
information flow, which is used as a graphical
language for modeling systems with interacting
concurrent components; in mathematical terms,
a structure with four parts or components: a finite
set of places, a linite set of transitions, an input
function, andanoutputfunction.  {‘pé-tré ,net }

petticoat Insulator [ELEC] Insulator having an
outward-flaring lower part that is hollow inside
to increase the length of the surface leakage
path and keep part of the path dry at all times,
{ 'ped-i,kdt'in-sa,lad-er)

pf See powerfactor.
pF See picofarad.

PF key See programmed function keyike} ‘
PFM See pulse-frequency modulation
P-frame Sev predicted picture (‘pa js.
phanotron§ {evectt| A hot-filamernt dio. \

fier tube utilizing an are discharge jp a
vapor or an inert gas, usually xenon, (Wenntrain | lan,

Phantastran [ELECTR] A solid-state phy: ){ fan'tas,tran } Phantas cy
phantastron [ELECTR] Amonostable pened 1

cuit used to generate sharp pulse, ool
adjustable and accurately timed interval y 1
receipt of a triggering signal { lan'terstr ally

Phantom clrcult |CcOoMMUN] A communieg ]
circuit derived from two other communica alcircuits or from one othercircuit and around Nig My
noadditional wire lines. { fan-tarm ‘sonkat ptphantom-circult loading coil sie Loa :
coll for Introducing a desired amount of inl Mi!
tance into a phantom circuit, and 4 Minity a
amount of Inductance Into Its constituent
cults, | Tan-tamjsarkot 'lGein Koil | :

phantom-circuit repeating coil |rircy Repeat.
ing coil used at aterminal of a phantom clreuit fh
the terminal circuit extending from the midpoint i
of the associated side-circuit repeating colle{ 'fan-tam jsar-kat ri'péd-tg ,koil }

phantom group [ELEC] 1. Group of four Open
wire conductors suitable for the derivation of.
a phantom circuit, 2. Three circuits which and,
derived from simplexing two physical circuits to
forma phantom cireuit. | fan-tam ‘erlip ) |

phantom repeating coll |e16¢| A side-cipeuig Te
peating coil or a phantom-circult repeating epi)
whendiscrimination between these two types te
not necessary. | ‘fan-tam ri'péd-in ,kéil }

phantom signals =| ELEcTR| Signals appearing an,
a radar display, the cause of which cannot readily.
be determined and which may be causedby elf.
cuit fault, interference, propagation anomalies —
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measurement ambiguities, jamming, and so bi “synchtol
{ ‘fan-tam 'sig-nalz} stantial

phantom target Seeechobox. {'fan-tem 'targat} itek-shan
phase advancer (ELEC| Phase modifier which phase cro

supplies leading reactive volt-amperes to the: ofthe lo
system to which it is connected; may be eh piso’, 7
ther synchronous or asynchronous{‘faz id phased ar
wvan-sar} | on a rad

phase-alternation IIne system=jcommun|A each clip
color television system used in Europe and) be formng
other parts of the world, in which the phase of _mlimuth,

the color subcarrier is changed from scanning, | phased-arline to scanning line, requiring transmission of fenna ©
a line switching signal as well as a color burst which thy
Abbreviated PAL system. [ ‘faz ,dl-torina-shian  iin ,sis-tam } ha i

phase-angle meter Seephase meter. _{ 'fazian-iol "fazd off
\méd-or} Phase deli

phase-balance relay {ELEC| Relay which funt Shift (rae
tions by reason of a difference between [wi Mission |
quantities associated with different phases of # frequen)
polyphasecircuit. { ‘faz !bal-ans 'ré,la | disla }
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am 'tareat |
lifler which
eres to the
may be el-

| ‘faz id

COMMUN | A
turope and
1e phaseof
n scanning
smission of
color burst
‘torina-shan

{ 'faz{an-gal

vhich func:
stween two
phasesofa
8 }

e See phaseshilt. | ‘faz chan]|
phaseaee coefficient Se phase constant
Pa chan] kG-ijfish-ant|

veohangerecording—|COMPUTSCI| Anoptical
P -ording technique that uses a laser to alter
I -rystalline structure of a metallic surface to
Mebits that reflect or absorb light when they
“re iliuminated during the readoperation {faz
“pani kori |
See comparator [COMPUT Sci] A comparator
that accepts two radic-lrequency input signals
of the same frequency and provides two video
ourputs whichare proportional, respectively, to
the sine and cosine of thephase difference

snween the two Inputs. | faz kam,par-ad-ar |
ase-comparison telaying [ELEC] A method of

gevecting faults in-an electric power system in
whieh signals are transmitted from each of two
terminals every hall cycle so that a continuous
signal is receivedat an intermediate point ifthere
ie nofaull betweenthe terminals, while a periodic
cignal is received if there isa fault. { 'faz kam
pararsan relly |
hase conductor [ELEC] In a polyphase circult,
any conductor other than the neutral conductor
[ faz kandak-tar |
aseconstant [ELECTROMAG| A rating fora line
ormediurn Hirough Which a plane wave of a given
frequencyis being transmitted, itis the imaginary
part of the propagation constant, andis the space
tate of decrease of phase of a field component
for al the vallage or current) in the direction
of propagation, In radians per unit length Also
known as phase-change coefficient: wavelength
constant { ‘faz ,kan-stant}

phase control Swhuecontrol. | 'faz kan, tral |
phaseconverter [ELbC| Aconverter that changes

the number of phases in an alternating-current
power source without changing the frequency
{ 'faz kon,vard-ar}

phase-correcting network See phase equalizer.
{ 'faz kajrek-tin 'net,wark }

phase correctlon [comMmUN| Process of keeping
synchronous telegraph mechanisms in sub-
stantially correct phase relationship. { 'faz ka
wek-shon }

phase crossover [CONT sys| A point on the plot
of the loopratio al which it has a phase angle of
180°. (fax 'kros,Gevar}

phased array |ELECTROMAG| An arrayof dipoles
on a tadar antenna in which the signal feeding
each dipole is varied so that antenna beams tan
be formedin space and scanned very tapidly In
admuth andelevation. (‘fazed a'r|

Phased-array radar jenc| Radar using an an-
fenna of the multiple-element array type in
which the relative phasing of the elements, elec-
Ironically controlled, positions the main beam
In angle without need of moving the antenna:
‘lad a'ra 'ra,chir |

Phase delay |commun | Ratio of the total phase
shift (radians) of a sinusaidal signal in trans-
mission through a system ar transducer. to the
Heausncy (radians/second) of the signal,—[ 'faz8]

=

=

phaselock

Phasedetector [&LecTR| 1.Acircuit that provides
a direct-current output voltage whichis related to
the phasedifference between an oscillator signal
and a reference signal, for use in controlling the
oscillator to keep it in synchronismwith the refer-
ence signal Also known as phase discriminator
2. A circuit or device ina radar receiver elving
a voltage output dependent upon the phase
difference of twoinputs; used [ni Doppler sensing
inacoherent radar—{ ‘fz clijtek-tar }

Phase deviation [commun| The peak difference
betweenthe instantaneous angle of a modulated
wave and the angle of the sine-wave carrier
{ faz ,dé-vé'a-shan}

phasediscriminator
di,skrim-a,nad-ar)

phase distortlon |commuN| 1. The distortion
which occurs in an instrument when the relative
phases of the input signal differ from those
of the outputsignal. 2. See phase-frequency
distortion. { 'faiz.di,stor-shon }

phase encoding [comput sci]A method of
recording data on magnetic tape in which a
logical | is defined as the transition from one
magnetic polarity to another positioned at the
center of the bit cell, and 0 is defined as the
transition in the opposite direction, also at
the centerof the cell. Also known as Manchester
coding {faz in'kéd-in }

phase equalizer [ELEcTR| A network designed
to compensate for phase-frequency distortion
within a specified frequency band. Also known as
phase-correcting network, —{ 'faz 'é-kwa,liz-or}

phase excursion |coMMUN] In angle modula-
tion, the difference between the instantaneous
angle of the modulated wave and the angle of
the carrier. { 'faz ik,skar-zhan }

phase factor See powerfactor. | '{az fak-tor}
phase-frequency distortlon §[comnuNn| Distor-

tion occurring because phase shift is not
proportional to frequency over the frequency
range required for transmission, Also known as
phase distortion. { ‘faz !fre-kwan-sé di,stor-
shan}

phase generator [ELEcTR] An instrument that
accepts single-phase input signals over a given
frequencyrange. or generates its own signal, and
provides continuous shifting of the phase ofthis
signal by one or more calibrated dials. { 'fazWetvarad-ar|

phase inversion [ELECT#| Production of a phase
difference of 180° between two similar wave shapes of
thesame frequency. (faz in,var-zhan }

phase Inverter [ELEcTR] A circuit or device that
changes the phaseof a signal by 180°, as required
for feeding a jush-pull amplifier stage without
using a. coupling transformer, or for changing the
polarity of a pulse: a trade is commonlyused as
a phase inverter Also known as inverter—| 'laz
injvarcd-ar |

phaseJitter [ELEcTR] Jitter that undesirably short-
ens or lengthens pulses intermittently during
data processirig or transmission, | fz ilicear}

phase lock |eLecTR| Technique of making the
phase of an oscillator signal follow exactly

See phase detector. [ 'faz
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phase-locked communication

the phase of a reference signal by comparing the
phases between the two signals and using the
resultant difference signal to adjust the frequency
of the reference oscillator. { ‘faz ,lak }

phase-locked communication §|comMuN| Sys-
tems in which oscillators at the receiver and
transmitter are locked in phase. { ‘faz {lakt ka
imyii-na'ka-shon}

phase-locked loop=|ELEcTR| A circuit that con-
sists essentially of a phase detector which
compares the frequency of a voltage-controlled
oscillator with that of an incoming carrier signal
or reference-frequency generator: the output of
the phase detector, alter passing through a
loopfilter, is fed] back to the valtage-controlled
oscillator to keep It exactly in phase with the
incoming or reference frequency. Abbreviated
PLL. { 'faz "aikt 'luip }

phase-locked oscillator See parametron { ‘faz
‘lakt 'ds-a,lad-ar }

phase-locked subharmonic osclilator See
parametron. { ‘faz }!8kt isob-hadr'man-ik 'ds-o
\lad-ar}

phase-locked system |ENG]A radar system,
having astable local oscillator, in which informa-
tion regarding the target is gained by measuring
the phase shiltoftheecho. (‘faz {lékt sls-tom |

phase magnet=(CcomMuUN| Magnetically operated
latch used to phase a facsimile transmitter ar
recorder. Also known as trip magnet. { ‘faz
imajg-nat }

phase margin |conTsys| Thedifference between
180° and the phase of the loop ratio of a stable
system at the gain-crossover frequency. { ‘faz
imar-jan }

phase meter [ENG] An instrument for the mea-
surementof electrical phase angles. Also known
as phase-angle meter. { 'faz ,méd-ar}

phase modifier [Lec] Machine whose chief pur-
pose is to supply leading or lagging reactive volt-
amperes to the system to whichit is connected;
may be either synchronous or asynchronous
| faz ,mad-o,f-ar}

phase modulation {commuN| Modulation in
which the linearly increasing angle of a sine wave
has addedto ita phase angle that is proportional
to the instantaneousvalueof the modulating sig-
nal (message to be communicated). Abbreviated
PM,['f4z ,maj-a,la-shan }

phase-modulation detector [eLecrr| A device
which recovers or detects the modulating signal
from a phase-modulated carrier. ( 'faz ,mdj-a
la-shon di,tek-tar }

phase-modulation transmitter [ELECTR] A ra-
dio transmitter used to broadcast a phase-
modulated signal { ‘faz ,maj-9,la-shan tranz
imid-ar}

phase modulator [ELecTr] An electronic circuit
that causes the phase angle ofa modulated wave
to vary (with respect to an unmodulatedcarrier)
in accordance with a modulating signal. { 'faz
imaj-o,lad-ar}
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phase plane analysis=|cony SVs
analyzing systems in Which one ne
derivative of the system's position tor th
quantity characterizing the System) T Som
of position forvarious values of inithats af
{ faz }plan a'nalasas } eg ii

phase portralt [CONT sys} A graph
time derivative of a system's positie |
other quantity characterizing the « i lor
function of position for various vale iy
conditions. { 'f8z ,por-trat} €S of thy

phaser Jcommun'| Facsimile device for 4equipmentso the recorded element) HU
the same relation to the recope sh ate
corresponding transmitted elemental. A
to the subject copy in the directin
scanning line. |ELECTROMAG| Microway
phaseshifter employing a longitudinalne
field along one or more rody of fe
waveguide, { 'faz-ar } bal

phase response [EL.ECTR| A graph of th
shift of a network as a function of f earee be Te ui{ 'faz ri. spans } e

phase reversal modulation [COMMUN |} Form
pulse modulation in which reversal ofa
phase serves to distinguish between the
binary states used in data transmission
ri,vor-sal ,ymaj-a'la-shan| .

phase-rotatlon relay 7 See phase-sequence{ fz rolta-shon 'ré,1a }
phase-sensitive detector ELECTR} An eluct

circuit that consists essentially of a mul
and a low-passcircuit and that produces aif
current output signal that is proportion
product of the amplitudes of two alt
current input signals of the same [raqueane
to the cosine of the phase between them,
isen-sad:iv di,tek-tar}

phase-sequencerelay=|ELEC| Relay which
tions according to the orderin which the
voltages successively reach their maximuta ;
itive values. Also known as phase-rotationital
{ 'faz is@-kwans 'ré 1a } 4

phase shift [eLectr| The phase angle be
the input and output signals of a ne!
system. | ‘faz ,shift }

phase-shlit clrcult [ELECTR| A network that
vides a voltage component which is shilte
phase with respectto a reference voltage.
Ishift sor-kat } a

phase-shift control See phase control. { ‘fila
kan,trél } ’

phase-shift discriminator [fivcre| A di
nator thal uses two similarly connected dit
fed by a transformer that is tuned to the
frequency; when the frequency-modul
phase-modulated input signal swings a
this center frequency, one diode receive
stronger signal than the other; the net oUlpHS
the diodes is then proportional to the freque
displacement. Also known as Fasterote
criminator. | 'faz ‘shift di,skrim-a,nad-or|
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geshifter [ELec| Adevice used to change the
Phase relation between two alternating-current

Pues. _( faz .shif-tor |
,ase-shifting transformer [eLec| A transformer

prvi produces a difference in phase angle between
jwodlcuits, ‘faz jshif-tin tranz formar}

se-shift keying |cOMMUN| A form of phase
FP yodulation in which the modulating function

shifts the Instantaneous phase of the modulated
wave between predetermined discrete values
Aobreviated PSK. (Taz jshift ké-ip }
pase-shitt oscillator |ELEcTR| An oscillator in
which a network having a phase shift of 180° per
stage Is connected between the output and the
jnput ofan amplifier. | ‘faz |shilt 'as-a\ladar}
ase splitter ELEC] A circult that takes a single
input alternating voltage and produces tio or
more output alternating voltages that differ in
phase from ore another—{ faz splichar }
hase transformation |jeLec| A change—of
polyphase power from three-phase to-six-phase,from
three-phase to twelve-phase, andl sq forth, by use of
transformers, { ‘faz ,tranz-far,ma-shon }

phase transformer [ELEC| A transformer for
changing a two-phase current to a three-phase
current, or vice versa. { ‘faz tranz,for-mor}
hase undervoltage relay [ELEC] Relay which
functions by reasan of the reduction of one phase
voltage in a polyphase circuit. { 'faz 'on-dor
woltij 'ré,1a }

phase winding |ELEC| One of the individual
windings on the armature of a polyphase motor
orgenerator. ('faz ,wind-in }

phasing Seframing.—{ 'faz-ln }
phasing line=|£LeCTR] That portion of the length

of scanning line set aside for the phasingsignal
inavideo system, | 'faz-in lin }

phasing signal |ELEcTR] A signal used to adjust
the picture position along the scanning line in a
facsimile system. [ ‘faz-in ,sig-nal }

phasitron |ELEcTR| An electron tube used to
frequency-modulate a radio-frequency carrier;
internal electrodes are designed to produce a ro-
tating disk-shaped corrugated sheet of electrons:
audio input is applied to a coil sutrounding the
glass envelope of the tube, to produce a varying
axial magnetic field that gives the desited phase
or frequency modulationof the RF carrier input
tothe tube. | 'faz-a,tran ]

phasmajector Seemonascope.{'faz-ma,jek-tor}
Phiilps lonizatlon gage {ELECTR} An ionization

gage in which a high voltage is applied between
two electrodes, anc a strong magnetic fleld
deflects the resulting electron stream, inereasing
the length of the electron path and thus increas-
ing the chanceforionizing collisions of electrons
with gas molecules Abbreviated pig. Also known
as cold-cathode ionization gage: Penning gage

—Ufibops To-no'24-shan \2aj|
Phonation |ENG scous| Production of speech

sounds, | f6'na-shan |]
Phone Ser headphone; telephoneset. (fan |
phonemic synthesizer [ENG Acaus| A voice re-

spanse system in which each ward is abstractly
fepresented as a sequence of expected vowels

photocell relay

and consonants, and speech Is composed by
juxtaposing the expected phonemic sequence for
each word with the sequences for the preceding
andfollowing words. —{la'né-mik'sin-tha,siz-or}

phone pateh |eLects| A device connecting an
amateurof citizens'-band transceiver temporarily
toa telephone system. [ 'f6n ,pach }

phone plug [ELEc|.A standard plug having a 4-
inch-diameter (19-millimeter) shank, used with
headphones, microphones, and other audio
equipment; usually designed for use with either
two or three conductors, Also known as tele-
phone plug.{'fon ,plog)

phonetic alphabet [commun]Alist of standard
words usedforpositive identification of letters
in a voice message transmitted by radio or
telephone. _{ fo'ned-ik ‘al-fa,bet }

phonetic search=|comput sci] A methodoflocat-
ing information in a file in which an algorithm
is used to locate combinations of characters
that sound similar to a specified combination
{ fo'ned-ik 'sarch }

phonic motor [ELEc| Asmall synchronous motor
which is driven by the current of an accurate
oscillator, such as a crystal oscillator, and whose
frequency is thus constant to a high degree
of accuracy; used in astranomical instruments
where a driving speed of great accuracy is
required, { ‘fdn-ik 'mGd-or}

Phonograph [ENG aAcous| An instrument for
recording or reproducing acoustical signals, such
as voice or music, by transmission of vibrations
from or toa stylus thatis in contact with a groove
ina rotating disk, { 'fo-no,graf}

Phono Jack [eLecrR| A jack designed to accept a
phonoplug and pravide a ground connection for
the shield of the conductor connectedto the plug
{ 'pho-no ,jak }

phono plug [ELEcTR| A plug designed for attach-
ing to the endof ashielded conductor,for feeding
audio-frequency signals from a phonograph or
other audio-frequencysource to a mating phono
jack on a preamplifier or amplifier  [ 'fono
iplag )

phosphor dot [ELEcTR| One of the tiny dots of
phosphor material that are used in groups of three,
one group for each primary color, on the screen of a
color video picture tube. _{ 'fas-far dat }

photocapacitative effect [ELEC] A change in the
capacitance of a bulk semiconductor or semi-
conductor surface film upon exposure to light
{ ,[Sd-0-ko'pas-a,té-tiv i,fekt }

photocathode [ELEcTR| A photosensitive surface
that emits electrans when exposed to light or
other suitable radiation; used in phototubes,
video camera tubes, and other light-sensitive
devices. { |f6d-G'kath, did }

photocell [ELEcTR] A solid-state photosensitive
électron device whose current-voltage charac-
teristic is a function of incident radiation
Also known as electric eye; photoelectric cell
{ 'fSd-a,sel }

photocell relay [ELECTR] A relay actuated by a
signal received when light falls on, or is prevented
from fallingon,a photocell, ( fGd-a,sel 'r8,1a |
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photocomposition

photocomposition=[|compuT sci} Composition of
type using electrophotogmphic techniques such
as phototypesetters and laser printers. | fod-d
ikam-po'zish-an }

photecanductlon |sOLiD  sTATE| An increase
in conduction of electricity resulting frorn
absorption of electromagnetic radiation
({fdd-d-kan'dak-shan)

photoconductive cell |ELecTR| A device for de-
tecting or measuring electromagnetic radiation
by variation of the cancluctivity of a sub-
stance (called a photoconductor) upon ab-
sorption of the radiation by this substance.
Also knownas phatoresistive cell; photeresistor.
( fGd-d:kon'dak-tiy ‘sel }

photoconductive device [ELEcTR| A photoelec-
ttle device which utilizes the photoinduced
changein electrical conductivity to provide an
electrical signal. { f6d-6-kon'dak-tiv di'vis|

photoconductive film=|ELECTR| A film of material
whosecurrent-carrying ability is enhanced when
illuminated. { f6d-d-kan'dak-tiv ‘film }

photoconductive galn factor [ELECTR] The ratio
of the number of electrons per second flowing
through a circuit containing a cube of semicon-
ducting material, whose sides are of unit length,
to the number of photons per second absorbed
inthis volume.  { fd-6-kan'dak-tiv ‘gan ,fak-tar}

photeconductive meter |ELECTR| An exposure
meter in which a battery supplies power through
a photoconductive cell to a milliammeter
{ fGd-6-kan'dak-tiv 'med-ar}

photoconductivity [SOLID srA7e| The increasein
electrical cancuctivity displayed by many non-
metallic solids when they absorb electromag-
netic radiation, { /f6d-6-,kan,dak'tiv-ad-é }

photoconduetlvity galn=|ELecTR] The numberof
charge carriers that circulate through a circuit
involving a photoconductorfor each charge car-
rier generated by light. { f6d-6,kén,dak'tiv-ad-é
gan |

photoconductor [SOLID sTATE]A nonmetallic
solid whose conductivity increases when it is
exposed to electromagnetic radiation. { jfd-6-
kan'dak-tar}

photoconductor diode See photodiode. { fdd-
6-kon'dak-tar 'di,6d }

photocoupler Ser optoisalator. | [féd-d'kap-lar |
photodarlington=|ELEcTR| A Darlington amplifier

in which the input transistor isa phototransistor
{ (f6d-6'dar-lin-ton }

photodetector {ELEcTR|A detector that re-
sponds to radiant energy; examples include
photoconductive cells, photodiodes, photo-
resistors, photoswitches, phototransistors,
phototubes, and photovaltaic cells. Also known
as light-sensitive cell; light-sensitive detector;
light sensor photodevice; photodevice; photo-
electric detector; photosensor. { {fad-6-di'tek-
tor}

photodevice See photodetector.
photodiffusion effect Sr Dember effect.
6-di'fyii-zhan i,fekt }

photodiode |fLecTR] A semiconductor diode in
which the reverse current varles with illumina-

({f6d-6-di,vis |
( féd-
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tion; examples include the allyy.
tocell and the grown-junction FUN
known as photoconductor dined,
6d j

photoelectric [ELECTR] Pertaining ¢ ,
cal effects of light, such as the
electrons, generation of voltaza £
in resistance when exposed to ligh ay"eketrik ) ll

photoelectric absorption [i jeqy,
of photons in one of the several lA
effects. { {fdd-d-ilek-trik absormaq

photoelectric cell See photoes)
trik 'sel } tit i

photoelectric constant jrlecre) py.)
frequencyof radiation causing emtue
toelectrons to the voltage cotrespan ait
energy absorbed by a photoelectrs
Planck's constantdividedby the clecth
{ fod-6-i'lek-trik 'kan-stant} ‘

photoelectric control=|eLecrn| Control
cuit or piece of equipment by changes jp,
light.—| {fGd-G-I'lek-trik kan'tra] | Tin

photoelectric counter [hLecre| 4 D
cally actuated device Used to recat;
of times 4 giverlight pathis interes
object. ([[6d-d-i'lek-trik "katint-ar | i

photoelectric cutoff register contro) |,
Use of a photoelectric control uystem
longitudinal position regulator to maj n
position of the point of cutoff with
to a repetitive pattern of moving tng
(if0d-6-i'lek-trik jkat,of jrej-a-stor kan tye) i

photoelectric detector=See photodare
( ifod-d-i'lek-trik di'tek-tor} “a

photoelectric device [ELECTR] A devicu 4
gives an electrical signal in response [q »
ble, infrared, or ultraviolet radiation
i'lek-trik dijvis }

photoelectric effect See
{1fod-6-i'lek-trik i,fekt }

photoelectric electron-multlpiler tube §
tiplier phototube. { {fod-6-i'lek-trik itleke
'mal-ta,plT-ar tub }

photoelectric Infrared radiation
infrared radiation. { {f6d-6-i'lek-trik {intr
ira-dé'a-shan }

photoelectric intruslon detector
burglar-alarm system in which interiple
of a light beam by an intruder reduces
illumination on a phototube and therebye
an alarm circuit Wiod-Aei'lek-trik. (n'a
di,tek-tar }

photoelectriclty [ELECTR] The liberation @
electric charge by electromagnetle radiation
cident on. a substance; Includes photoenm
photoionization, photoconduction, the: pal
voltale effect, and the Auger effect [annie
photoelectric process), Also known 38 BIE
electric effect; photoelectric process [N08
slek'tris-ad-é } Py

photoelectric [Ighting control jevectR| Ue
a photoelectric relay actuated by a cn
illumination in a given area orat 2 6!
{ 1fod-G-i'lek-trik 'I7d-in kan trol }

peat
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E alloy-june|
ttion Photocg) bnt diode. 4 la
‘aining to \
as the one iS

oltage, of yl
tte lighe. (| hay

JELECTR| A
several phates
b'sorp-shan
deel. fhe,

otrespondin
Selectron: pay

trdl } q
=TR| A photon,
‘Teeord the yj
5 intercepted
‘unt-ar|
‘control rie
ntrol system
tor to maintaincutoff with

moving ma
stor kon,trdl |
ee photodeteda

RJA device
response to fe

diation. { {fi

photoclectfgy

ler tube See mill
i'lek-trik ijlek;

tlon=See neat
i'lek-trik iLife

ector [ELECTI)A
hich  interruptiel
dder reduces the
nd thereby closes.
ek-trik in'tridhayy

liberation fay
tetic radiationte

 

 ffect (an intem@l”
snown as phole
acess. { Odi

[ELECTR] use oF
by a changed)

at a given point |
} |  

- Photofabrication

Joop control |conr sys} A pha-
control system used as a position

fora loop of material passing from one
toring line to another that may travel

oP ant § sacl Also known as loop contral.
f tate Wap kan tral}

Addric process See photoelectricity
teeleketrik ‘pra-sas |

ic register control [CoN sys] A feg-
per trol using a light source, one of more
es a suitable optical system, an ampli-
af 3 relay to actuate control equipment
n change eccurs in the amount of light
ia from a moving surface due to regis-

er js, dark areas of a design, or surface
nae Also known as photoelectric scanner.

Sad lek-trik 'rel-aestar kon, tral)
ic relay [eLecte| A relay combined!

Hh a photolube and amplifier, arranged so
"ee ity incident light on the phatotube make
: jay contacts open or close Also known as

Me relay—(fOdOeileketrik 're,1a |
vatoalectric scanner Sw photoelectric register

# itrol | (ae Geillek-trik 'skan-ar }
‘otoolectric sorter [CONT SYS] A photoelectric

trol system used to sort objects according
color, size, shape, or other light-changing

cterleties.  (1f6d-6-i'lek-trik 'sord-ar}
ecirictube Seephototube. { fGd-6-i'lek-t

Deecuromegnetic effect |ELEcTR] The effect
veby, when light falls on a flat surface of
intermetallic semiconductor located in a

magnetic field that is parallel to the surface,
“eCeSE hole-electron pairs are created, and these
cutriors diffuse In the direction of thelight but are
‘daflected by the magneticfield to give a current
I through the semiconductor thatis at right
‘angles to both the light rays and the magnetic
figld._{ (f6d-d-ilek-trd-mag'nedik i'fekt |

f electromotive force |ELECTR| Electromo-
“tive force caused by photovoltaic action
_ [ifid-G-ilek-trd'mdd-iv 'fors }
photoelectron |eLectR] An electron emitted by
the photoelectric effect, { |f6d-6-i'lek,tran|
photoemission |ELEcTR| The ejection of elec-

trans from a solid (or less commonly, a
liquid) by incident electromagnetic radiation.
Also known as external photoelectric effect
{{f6d-3-i'mish-an }

photoemission threshold=|ELEctR| The energyof
a photon which is fust sufficient to eject an
electron from a solid or liquid in photoemission
[\[6d-5-i'thish-en 'thresh,hdld }

photoemissive cell [ELECTR] A device which de-
tects or measures radiant energy by measure-

‘i of the resulting emission ofelectrons from
eeof a photocathode. | |f6d-6:/'mis-iv

Photoemissivity [eLecrr| The property of a sub-
ay that emits electrons whenstruck by lightWiGd-},é-ma'siv-od-é }

[ELECTR] In manufacturing cir-
Cult boards and integrated circuits, a process
in which the etching pattern is placed over the

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

  
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 

  
  

photomultiplier cell

circuit board or semiconductor material, the
board or chip is placed in a special solution,
and the assembly is exposed to light. { ,f6d-6
ifab-ra'ka-shan }

photoflash lamp [ELEc} A lampconsisting of a
glass bulb filled with finely shredded aluminum
foil in an atmosphere of oxygen; when thefoil
is ignited by a low-voltage dry cell, it burns
with a burst of high-intensity light of short
time duration and with definitely regulated time
characteristics. { 'f6d-a,flash ,lamp }

photoflash unit [ELecTR| A portable electronic
light source for photographic use, consisting
of a capacitor-discharge power source, a flash
tube, a battery for charging the capacitor, and
sometimes also a high-voltage pulse generator
to trigger the flash. { 'fod-a,flash ,yii-nat}

Photoflood lamp [ELEc| An incandescent lamp
used in photography which has a_high-
temperature filament, so that it gives high
illumination and high color temperature for a
shortlifetime. { 'féd-a,flad lamp }

Photoglow tube [ELECTR] Gas-filled phototube
used as a relay by making the operating voltage
sufficiently high so that ionization and a flow
discharge occur, with considerable current flow,
whena certain illumination is reached. {'f6d-6
igl6 ,ttib }

photographic recording (comMUN| Facsimile
recording in which a photosensitive surface is
exposed to a signal-contro!led light beam or
spot. { |f6d-aigraf-ik ri'kord-in }

photographic sound recorder [ELECTR] Asound
recorder having means for producing a mod-
ulated light beam and means for moving a
light-sensitive medium relative to the beam to
give a photographic recording of soundsignals.
Also known as optical sound recorder. { !f6d-a
igraf-ik ‘saundri,kord-ar}

photographic sound reproducer [ELECTR] A
sound reproducer in which an optical sound
record on film is moved through a light beam
directed at a light-sensitive device, to convert
the recorded optical variations back into audio
signals, Also knownasoptical sound reproducer.
{ fod-sigraf-ik 'saund ,ré-pra,diis-ar}

photoisland grid [ELECTR] Photosensitive sur-
face in the storage-type, Farnsworth dissector
tube for television cameras. { 'fdd-6,7-land
grid }

photolsolator
ilad-ar}

photomask [ELecTR| A film or glass negative
that has many high-resolution images, used in
the production of semiconductor devices and
integrated circuits, ( 'fGd-6,mask}

photometer [ENG] An instrument used for mak-
ing measurements of light or electromagnetic
tadiation, in the visible range. { f6'tam-ad-or}

photomultiplier See multiplier phototube
{ if6d-6'mal-ta, pli-ar }

photomultiplier cell §[|ELEcTR] A transistor whose
pn-junction is exposed so that it conducts more
teadily when illuminated. { {f6d-3'mal-ta,plT-ar
isel }

See optoisolator { {f6d-d'T-sa
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photomultiplier counter

photomultiplier counter {ELicTR| A scintillation
counter that has a built-in multiplier phototube.
{ [Gd-3'mal-ta,pli-ar |kaunt-ar |

photomultiplier tube Se multiplier phototube
| fod-d'mal-ta,pli-ar rib |

photon coupled isolator §=|ELECTR| Circuit
coupling device, consisting of an Infrared emitter
diede coupled to a photon detector over a short
shielded light path, which provices extremely high
circuit isolation, | 'f4,tan |kap-ald 'T-sa,iad-ar }

photon coupling§[ELECTR] Coupling of two cir-
cults by meansof photons passing througha light
pipe ‘fo,tan ,kap-lig }

photonegative=jELecre| Having negative photo-
conductivity, hence decreasing (In conductlyity
(increasing in resistance) under the action al
light, selenium sometimes exhibits photonega-
tivity. { |fod-G'neg-ativ }

photonics§|eLectr| The electronic technology
involved with the practical generation, manipu-
lation, analysis, transmission, and reception of
electromagnetic energy in the visible, inlrared,
and ultraviolet portions of the light spectrum. It
contributes to manyfields, including astronomy,
biomedicine, data communications and storage,
fiber optics, imaging, optical computing, opto-
electronics, sensing, and telecommunications
Also known as optoelectronics. | fo'tan-iks }

photopositive |ELectt| Having positive photo-
conductivity, hence Increasing in conductivity
(decreasing in resistance) under the action of
light; selenium ordinarily has photopositivity.
{ fd-G'pdz-ad-iv |

photoresistive cell See photoconductive cell.
({ded-S-ri'zis-tiv ‘sel }

photoresistor See photocenductive cell.
{ f0d-G-ri'zis-tar}

photo-SCR Sve light-activated silicon controlled
rectifier. [{ fGd-3 jesjs@'ar}

photosensitive See light-sensitive { if6d-d'sen-
sad-iv }

photosensor See photodetector. { [féd-d'sen-
sor |

photalelegraphy See facsimile. { if6d-6-to'leg-
ra-fé }

photothyristor See light-activated silicon con-
trolled rectifier.  { fGd-G-thi'ris-tor]

phototransistor jeLectr| A junction transistor
that may have only collector and emitter leads
or also a base fead, with the base exposedto
light through’a tiny lens in the housing; collector
current increases with light intensity, as a result
of amplification of base current by the transistor
structure { }f6d-6-tran'zis-tar}

phototronic photocell See photovoltaic cell
{ fGe-altran-ik 'féd-a,sel }

phototube |etccrr| An electron tube containing
a photocathode from which electrons are emitted
when it is exposed to light or other electromag-
netic radiation. Also known as electric eye; light-
sensitive tube; photoelectric tube { 'fod-6
itiib }

phototube cathode=[ELECTR] The photoemissive
surface which is the most negative element of a
phototube —_{ 'f6d-6,tiib ‘kath, 6d}
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phototube relay JELEeTR} Aph
which a phototube serves 4. Oto
device, | fod-d,tib 'raig)” ME Mg

photovaristor [ELECTR| Varisi,
current-voltage relation mae in
illumination, lorexample, o :
conductor [s cadmium, silt
(Gd-Gva'ris-tar|

photovoltaic [ELECTR | Capable
voltage a8 a result of exposure on f
radiation. | lGd-G-vOl' taj y 8 Vibih

photovoltaic cell [eirerpy devi
or measures electromapnetic radial
erating a potential at 4 junction a
between two types of material u (ar
of radiant eneray Also knows i
cell, bartier-layer photocel|, batnd ba rH
tocell; photronic photocell { tt
sel } t

photovoltaic effect (ELvctr| The produevoltage in a nonhomegeneous *
suchassilicon, orata junction te

ct

its
Ne ip,
ide or | Ic

semi

of material, by the absorption oflt
electromagnetic radiation. | Weckifekt } OE

photovoltale meter [ELECTR] An tiynne
which a photovoltaic cell oa
proportional to the light falling conn
and this current is measured by g
microammeter | if6d-6-v6l'td-ik vtnéd

photox cell |ELECTR| Type of photog!
which a voltage is generated between,
base anda film of cuprous oxide during
to visible or other radiation. { ‘fata

photronic cell |ELECTR| Type of photovaltg
in which a voltage is generated ina ji
selenium during exposure to visible.
radiation { fo'tran-ik ,sel }

photronic photocell See photovalta
{ fO'tran-ik 'fGd-a,sel}

phrase name See metavariable—_{'fraz nam
physical data independence={compuysq),

structure such that the physical st
the data can be modified without changing
logical structure of the file { ‘tiz-a;kal
\in-di'pen-dens} j

physical data structure=|cospuT scl]
ner in which data are physically arrany
storage medium, including various Indle
pointers.{'fiz-a-kal 'dad-a strak-char']

physical device table [compusci| A [abl
sociated with a physical input/output
taining such information as the devi
an indication of data paths that may
to transfer information to and from the
status information on whether the device)
the input/output operation currently pen
the device, and the avallabllity of anystor
tained in the device,_{'fiz-o-kal dijvisl

physical drive=(comput sel] An operatlonaly
disk, which may be formatted to incluge®
than onelogical drive. { fizi-kal idris

physicalelectronies jeLecre| The st
ical phenomena basic to electron3
as discharges, thermionic and field eins
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‘'fraéz nam)
IMPUTSCI] A file
al structure 6}
it changingthe
'fiz-a-kal |dadha

scl| The matt
arranged ona
us indices and
«char }
icl] A table as
itput unit cone
2 device type,

may feu
om the device:
deviceis busy)

itly pending oF
hy storage con
filvis ,ta-bal |
yerational hard

include more
idriv }

i study of physctronics, Sul
ield eisai,

anduction in semiconductors and metals.
co

a Iral input/output control system Sve PIOCS.
akal fimwpul autput kan'tral isis-tarn }

[ fies? jnetwork {COMPUT sci] A system of cam-
ph sie hat communicatevia cabling, modems, of

oe rdware, and mayinclude: more than one
ical network or form part of logical network,

fijekalineteork
ical path length [CoMPursci| The physicalE Dance that an electronic signal must travelSeen two points. Also knownas path length

miio-al ‘path jlegkth |
- apygical realizability |CONT sys} For a transfer

d jon, the possibility of constructing a network
{ 'fiz-a-kal jré-9

otag

A this transfer function
eabiad-e)
‘sical record [COMPUT sci] A set of adja-

“bent data chatacters recorded on some storage
medium pliysically separatedfrom otherphysi-
cal records that may be on the same medium by
means of Some indication that can be recognized

a simple hardware test, Also’ known as record

block i Goons!etafem See causal system
ent
F Setoe jELEc| Anattenuator consisting ofa
i pl network whose impedances are all resistances

‘oF aitenyawad-ar|
Pic Se personal Identification cade: A

jioeand-place robot [CONT sys] A simple robot,
‘often with only two or three degreesof freedon
and little or no trajectory control, whose sole
function is to transfer items from one place to
another. { ;pik on [plas 'r6,bat)

plckdevice Sze pointing device. { 'pik dijyTs|
‘pleking [comput sci] Identification of informia-

tion displayerl on a screen for subsequent
computer processing, by pointing to it with a
lightpen. { 'pik-in }

iplokott [ELECTR] A device used to convert me-
chanical motion into a proportional electric
signal. { 'pik,of}

pickup ELEC] 14. A device that converts a sound,
scene, measurable quantity, or other form of
intelligence Into corresponding electric signals,
as in a microphone, phonograph pickup, or
television camera 2. The minimum current,
vollage, power, orothervalueat whicha relay will
complete its intended function, 3. Interference

bent lesa circult or een ; | ikop |pickup tu ot camera tibe. | pliap tib |
jesrupvoltage JELEC| Of a magnetically oper-sted device, the vallage at which the devicestarts

tooperate | ‘pik ap Wl-ti) |
Pleoammeter enc) An ammeter whose stale is

Calibrated to indicate current values in pleoam-
Peres. (peésko'am,ec-ar }

Picoampere jeec| A unit of current equal to
(t0-ampere, of one-millionth of a microam-
Pere Abbreviated pA, | peké'am,pir |

Pleofarad JELEC| A unit of capacitance equal to
10°? tarad, or ofe-millionth of a microfarad
0 known as mictomicrofarad |deprecaled

{ 'fiz-a-kal

[ipeise

picture transmitter

usage); puff (British usage) Abbreviated pF
{ ,pé-k6'far-ad }

pleture |comMUN| 1. The image on the screen
of a video display. 2. Source, coded, or re-
constructed image data; a source or recon-
structed picture consists of three frectanulat
matrices representing the luminance and two
chrominance signals. [comput sei] In COBOL,
a symbolic description of each data element
or item according to specified rules concerning
numerals, alphanumerics. location of decimal
points, and length.—( 'pikechar |

picture black Ser black signal(‘pikechartislak|
picture carrier [commun | A carrier frequencylo-

cated | 25 thegahertz above the lower frequency
limit of a stancard National Television Systems
Committee television signal, in color television,
it ls used for transmitting color information.
Also known as luminance carrier. | 'pikechar
skar-éar|

picture compression [comput scl] The elimina-
lion of redundant information from a digital
picture through the use of efficient encoding
techniques in which frequently occurring gray
levels or blocks of gray levels are represented by
short codes and infrequently occurring ones by
longer codes, {‘pikecharkam,presh-an |

picture element |ELecTR| 1. That portion, in fac-
simile, of the subject copy which is seen by
the scanner at any Instant, it can be considered
a square area having dimensions equal to the
width of the scanning line, 2 In video, any
seament ol a scanning line, the dimension of
which along the line Is exactly equal ta the
nominal line width, the area which is being
exploredat any instant in the scanning process
Also known as critical area; elemental area;
pixel, recording spot, scanning spat,—| 'pik.char
elamant |

picture frequency jcommun| A frequency that
results solely from, scanning of subject copy
in @ facsimile system. |eLectR] See frame
frequency, | ‘pikechar ,fré-kwan-sé }

picture grammar |compur sei] 4 formalism for
carrying Out coriputations on pletures and de-
scribing picture structure [ ‘pik-char ,gtam-or}

picture processing Se image processing.
(‘pik-char ,prd,ses-in }

picture segmentation=|conpu'r sci) The division
of a complex picture into parts corresponding to
regions or objects, so that the picture can then
be described in terms of the parts. their proper-
ties, and their spatial relationships Also known
as scene analysis; segmentation. { 'pik-char
seg-mani'ta-shan }

picture signal [comMUN] The signal resulting
from the scanning process in a video system.
{ ‘pik-char ,sig-nal }

picture synchronizing pulse Svevertical synchro-
nizing pulse—| ‘pik:char'sin-krayniz-ig pals )

picture transmission |COMMUN | Electric trans-
mission of a picture having a gradation of shade
values. (‘pikechar tranz'mish-an|

picture transmitter Se visual
{ 'pik-cher tranz,mid-ar}

transmitter
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picture tube

picture tube=[eLecte| Acathode-ray tube used in
video displays ta produce an image by varying the
electron-beamintensity as the beam is deflected
from side to side and up and downto scan a raster
onthe fluorescent screen at the large end of the
tube Also known as kinescope;television picture
tube, | 'pik-char ,titb )

pleture-tube brightener |fiecre| A small step-
up transformer that can be inserted between the
socket and base of a pieturée tube to increase
the heater voltage and thereby increase picture
brightness to compensatefor normal aging of the
tubes. [‘pikechar tii ,brit-an-ar}

picture white See white slanal, | 'pik-chor wit }
Pierce oscillator (ELeEctR| Oscillator in which a

piezoelectric crystal unit is connected between
the grid and the plate of an electron tube, in
what is basically a Colpitts oscillator, with voltage
division provided bythe erid-cathode and plate-
cathode capacitances of the circuit. ['pirs ‘isa
slac-ar }

plezoelectric=|solin stare| Having the abillty to
generate a vollage when mechanical force is
applied, orto produce a mechanical force when
a voltage is applied, as Ina piezoelectric crystal.
| polaeda'lek-teik |

plezoelectric crystal [SOLID sTare| A crystal
which exhibits the piezoelectric effect: used in
crystal Joudspeakers, crystal microphones, and
ctystal cartridges. [ péla-2d-a'lek-trik ‘krist-al }

plezoelectric effect [SOLID STATE] 1. The gener-
ation efelectric polarization ts certain dielectric
crystal asa result of the application of mechanical
stress. 2. The reverse effect, in which applica-
tion of a voltage between certain faces of the
crystal produces a mechanical distortion of the
teterial  ( p&ja-zd-a'lek-trik Mekt

piezoelectric element [fLectr| A piezoelectric
crystal used in arvelectric circuit, for example, as
a transducer to canvert mechanical or acoustical
signals to electric signals, or to control the fre-
quency ofacrystaloscillator. { pé}4-26-0'lek-trik
‘elarmant |

plezoelectricity |souip state| Electricity or elec-
trie polarization resulting from the piezoelectric
effect. | pé@la-26-a,lek'tris-ad-é |

piezoelectric loudspeaker Ser crystal loud-
speaker [ pela-zd-a'lek-trik laud.spék-ar}

piezoelectric microphone See crystal micraphone
( p@la-2d-a'lek-trik 'mi-kra,[Gn |

piezoelectric oscillator See crystal oselllator
| p@la-za-a'lek-trik 'ds-a\lad-ar |

plezoelectric resonator See crystal resonator
( péla-z6-a'lek-trik ‘rez-an,ad-ar}

plezoeleetric semiconductor |soLin state} A
semiconductor exhibiting the piezaclectric ef-
fect, such as quartz, Rochelle salt, and bar-
iumtitanate { péla-z6-a'lek-trik'sem-i-kan,dak-
tor |

piezoelectric transducer=|plecre| A plezoalec-
trieerystal used as a transducer, elther to convert
mechanical or acoustical signals to electric
signals, as in a microphone, or vice versa, as in
ultrasonic metal Inspection { p@la-z6-a'lek-trik
tranz'dii-sar}
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plezojunction effect eLecypy a ¢
current-voltage characteristic of
that is produced by a mechanical , m
2-26'jagk-shan|feke | MER

piezoresistive microphone={)))),;
crophone in which a plezoresistiy,
deposited on the edges of g men
variations in the resistanve af thi
resulting from. motion of the mer)
sensed, typically ina Wheatstone |, \ au‘a2duritzistiv 'mikrafon | Tidge

pifilter  |evecre) A filter that has a seq)
and two parallel elements connected;
of the Greek letter pi (a). ['py titan

pig [ELECTR] 1. An ion source baced at
principle as the Philips ionization px nthe
Philips ionization gage. [pig] — Be fey

piggyback board [ELECTR] A small pring 1
board that is mounted on a large, a
provide additional circuitry —['pig:b par

piggyback twistor=[Fl.ecTR| Electricaljy, Ky
nondestructive-readout storage devien‘It b
a thin narrow tape of magnetic materiale
spirally arcund a {Ine copper conductor
information, anothersimilar tape is weg
topof the first, piggyback fashion, to «
stored information; 2 blnarydigit or bit
at the intersection of a Copper strap and
these twistar wires. {‘pig-@bak ftwietgpypigtail jexec| A short, flexible wire \
stranded or braided, used between a stl
terminal and a terminal havinga limited ¢4
motion, asin relay armatures | ‘pig,tal |

pigtail splice=|eELEc| A splice mace by 4
together the bared endsofparallel cong)
( ‘pig, tal isplis }

plleup [ELECTR] A set of moving andfixed@
tacts, insulated from each other, formed g
for incorporationina relay or switch. Alsa kng
as stack, {'pilap} 1

pill) [ELECTROMAG| A microwavestripline termig
tion. {pil} a

pillbox antenna=[ELECTROMAG] Cylindrical pi
bolic reflector enclosed by two plates fi:
dicular to the cylinder, spaced to permitt
propagation of only one modein the desire
direction of polarization. {'pil,baks a

pllot |coMMUN] 1. In a transmission syst
signal wave, usually single frequency, tra
ted over the system to indicate or col
characteristics 2. Instructions, in tape
appearing in routing line, relative to the trans
sion or handling of that message, |COMP
A model of a computer system designed.
its design, logic. and data flow under op
conditions. {'pi-lat }

PILOT [comput sci] A programming ii
designed for applications to compulert
instruction and the question-and-answel fi
of interaction that occurs in that envyiten
{ ‘pi-lat }

piloteell |eLec| Selected cell of a storage
whose temperatute, voltage; andspecifies
are assumed to indicate the condition ®
entire battery. { 'pi-lat sel }
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nange jy
| Pa jy

‘Brags.

‘cous) ie
B MateraThran oe i

¥rapped
2 sense

dit is Stored
Nd a pair of
S-tar }
t, Usually
statlong i

ed range gf
tal}
gy twisting
Onductors,

fixed con-
‘dasa unit
Iso known

e termina-—

‘ical para-
S perpen-
ermit the
© desired
in'ten-a}
system, a
transmit-

control its
pe relay,
transmis-
'MPUTSCI]
td to fest,
perating:

language:
ter-aided
wer type
‘onment.

e battery
c gravity1 of the

pinch

eLec| A small lamp used to indleate
circuit ip energized, Also known aspilot

a ‘pila lamp } _- .
ant see pilot lamp. {'pidat lit | ;

tor JeLeC| A small moter used in the
poimatic control ofan electric current [pi-tot

norying [eLeC] A system for protecting
fission consisting of protective relays at
i minals and @ communication. channel
an relays which Js used by the relays to

e if a fault is within the protected line
jon, in which case all terminals are tripped
iiraneously at high speed, or outside it, in

jch case tipping is blacked, ('pi-lat rela-in}Pe stem |COMPLITSCi] Asystem forevaluating
yocedures for handling data in which a

qample that Is representative of the data ta be
Fandied is processed. ('pi-lat ,sis-tam }
ot test fcomPuT scIVA test of a computer

rem under operating conditions and in the
yronment for which the system was designed,

pitat test |
“pilot tone jcommun| Single frequency transmit-~ ted

chew PI

aver a channel tooperate an alarm or
“jiutomatic control, | tpi-lat ton |

r ot wire regulator [CONT sys] Automatle device
for controlling adj ustable Bains or losses asso-

“dated with transmission circuits ta compensate
‘Jortransmission changes caused by temperatute
‘yatiations, the contral usually depending upon
‘the resistance of a. conductor or pilot wire having
substantially the same temperature conditions
asthe conductors of the circuits being regulated,

_[pelat twit 'reg-yaylad-ar|
PIM Set personal information manager

ifem or pin |
! Rimage ee Of a Magnetron, the mode of

operation far which the phases of the fields of
suocessive anode openings facing the interaction
space dilfer bypi radians. [ ‘pT mad |

‘pin: fevecte| A terminal on an electron tube,
— semiconcluctor, Integrated circuit. plug, or con-

inector Also known as base pini prong. [pin]
pinch effect (xLec| Manifestation of the mag-
—'hetle seH-attraction of parallel electric currents,

suchas constriction of jonized gas ina discharge
lube, or constriction of molten metal through
Which a laree current is flowing. Also known as
cylindrical pinch, magnetic pinch; rheastriction
(‘pinch i,fekt |

pinch-off voltage [ELECTR] OF a field-effect tran:
‘stor, the voltage at which the current flow
detween'source and drain is blocked because the

r penne! between these electrodes is completely
_fepleted. | "pinch al wal-tij |

resistor [eLecte| A silicon integrated-
Citcult resistor produced by diffusing an n-type

(wer over a p-type resistor. this namows or
Pinches the resistive channel, thereby increasing

_ the resistancevalue. {'pinchri'zisstar|
‘pinch roller JELecTR| Asmall. freely turning wheel

that presses: the Magnetic tape against the
ear in erder ta move the tape, | ‘pinch‘lar

[ ipé
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pipelining

pincushion distertion [ELECTR Distortion in
which all four sides of a video i Mape are concave
(curving Inward) ("pin,ktsh-an di,storshan )

Pindiode=JeLectp| A diode consisting of a silicon
wafer containing nearly equal p-type and ne
type Impurities, with additional mtype impurities
diffused from one side and additional itype
impurities from the other side; this leaves a
lightly doped intrinsic layer in the middle, to act
a5.a dielectric barrier between the n-type and p-
type ponees kriown as powerdiode (‘pin‘dijod |

pine-tree array |ELECTROMAGI| Array of dipole an-
tennas aligned ina vertical plane known as the
radiating curtain, behind which i¢a parallel array
of dipole aritennas forming a reflecting curtain
[‘pin \tré ajra )

pi network [ELEC] An electrical network which
has three impedance branches connected in
series to form a closed efreult, with the three
junction points forming an Output terminal, an
input terminal, and a common output and input
terminal. { ‘pi ,netywark |

pin-feed printer [comeur Sci] A Computer printer
in which the paper ig aligned and advanced by
protrusions on two wheels which engage evenly
spaced holes along the edges of the paper
Also known as tractor-feed printer (‘pin fed‘printear|

Ping {ELECTR) Asonicorultrasunie pulse sent out
by an echo-ranging sonar [pin |

pinger |ENG acous}A battery-powered, low.
energy source foran echo sounder—| ‘pin-ar|

ping-pong [COMMUN] To switeh a transmission
so that it travels in the Opposite direction,
[COMPUT Sei The prograriming technique of using
{wo IMagnetic tape units for multiple reel files ancl
switching automatically between the two units until
the complete file is processed. (‘pip,pan |

pin jack |eLec| Single conductor Jack having an
opening for the insertion of a plug of very small
diameter. | 'pinyjak }

pin junction |iecre) A semiconductor device
having three regions: p-type impurity, intrinsic
(electrically pure}, and a-type Impurity | ‘pinank-shan|

pinout [eLecti} A @taphie or text description of
the function of electronic signals: transmitted
through each pin and Teceptacle in a connector
{'pin,alit}

PIOCS=|combur set} An extension af the hard-
ware, constituting an interface between programs
and data channels; opposed te LIQCS;logical in-
pul/output control system. Derived fram physical
input/output control system, {'piake |

Pip Se blip. { pip)
Pipe |coMpuT sci) Any software-controlled tech-

nique for transfering data from one program ar
task to another during processing. (pip)

Pipelining |compur sci} A procedure for process-
ing instructions in a COMPUTED Program: more
rapidly, In which each instruction is divided into
numerous small stages, and a population of
instructions are In various Stages at any given
time ['pip,lin-in |
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 pipe-to-soil potential

pipe-te-soll potential |ELEc} The vollage poten-
tial (emf) generated between a buried pipe andits
surrounding soil, the result of electrolytic action
and a causeofelectrolytic corrosion of the pipe.
(‘pip ta jsdil pe,ten-chal}

pl point [ELEC] Frequency at which the insertion
phase shift of an electric structure js 180° or an
integral multiple of 180°. ('p7 point }

pl section filter |ELec} An electric filter made of
several pi networks connected in series. { 'pi
ssek-shan,fil-tar }

piston [ELECTROMAG|A sliding metal cylinder
used in waveguides and cavities for tuning
purposes or for reflecting essentially all of
the incident energy, Also known as plunger;
waveguide plunger _{ ‘pis-tan }

piston attenuator [ELECTROMAG] A microwaveat-
tenuator inserted in a waveguide to introduce
an amount of attenuation that can be varied
by moving an output coupling device alongits
longitudinal axis. { 'pis-tan a'ten-ya,wad-ar}

pitch [comput sci] The distance between the
centerlines of adjacent rowsof hole positions in
punched papertape. { pich}

pltch-row [comput sci] The distance between
two adjacent holes ina papertape {'pich ,r6}

pi-T transformation See Y-delta transformation
{ ipT'té ,tranz-far,ma-shon }

pixel |campuT sci] The smallest part of an elec-
tronically coded picture image. |ELECTR] The
smallest addressable element in an electronic
display; a short form for picture element. Also
known as pel.{pik'sel }

PL/1 (comput sci] A multipurpose programming
language, developed by IBM for the Model 360
systems, which can be used for both commercial
and scientific applications _{ ipéjel'wan }

PLA See programmedlogic array
placeholder [{comPUT Sci] A section of computer

storage reserved for information that will be
providedlater, { 'plas,hdl-der}

plaintext [CcOMMUN| The form of a message in
which it can be generally understood, beforeit
has been transformed by a code or cipherinto a
form in which it can be read only by those privy
to the secrets of the cipher {comput sci] Data
that are to be encrypted.{'plan,tekst}

plain vanilla See vanilla (‘plan va'nil-a }
planar area [compPuTscl] In computer graphics,

an object with boundaries, such asacircle or
polygon. { 'plan-ar ,ér-é-a }

planar array {ELECTR| An array of ultrasonic
transducers that can be mounted in asingle plane
or sheet, to permit closer conformation with the
hull design of a sonar-carrying ship. { 'pla-nor
ayra }

planar-array antenna=[ELECTROMAG| Anarray an-
tenna in which the centers of the radiating
elementsare all in the same plane, { 'pla-ner
alra an'ten-a }

planarceramictube |ELEcTR| Electron tube hav-
ing parallel planar electrodes and a ceramic
envelope, {'pla-nar sajram-ik 'tiib }

planar device [ELECTR] A semiconductor device
having planar electrodesin parallel! planes, made
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by alternate diffusion af p- and n-type
intoa substrate, | 'pli-ner divi} IMD *

planar diode |gikcre| A diode hayjy,
electrodes in parallel planes ('pla-napaet

planar photodiode=jELectR| A vacuyry, i
ode consisting simply of @ photocathygfe
anode; light enters through a window seals
the base, behind the photocathode | ‘Sint
fod-6'dt,d} Plains

planar process [ENG| A SICON-transistop :
ufacturing process in which a tractigt’ =
micrometer-thick oxide layeris grown on « na
substrate; a series of etching and diffusionSon)
is then used to producethe transistor insidessilicon substrate. [planer ,pra-sos | — Ste

planar transistor [ELECTR] A transistor

tructed by an etching and diffusion technigg
in which the junction is never exposed cfUris)

ig

© ply A
a

32.
ee

processing, and the junctions reach the sujf
oneplane; characterized by very low leakage« hy
andrelatively high gain. { 'pla-nor tran'sisal

plane (cLectr| Screen of magnetic cores,
are combined to form stacks. [plan }

plane earth=|EeLectromaa] Earth that is consid.
ered to bea plane surface as used in BrOUNKwah
calculations. (‘plan jarth | =

plane-earth attenuation=|ELeciROMAG| Attenys,
tlon of an electromagnetic wave over an impr:
fectly conducting plane earth in excess of that
over a perfectly conducting plane—| 'plan artha.ten-ya'waeshan |

plane of polarization=|ELECTROMAG| Plane cop.
taining the electric vector'and the direction ‘OF
propagation of electromagnetic wave. | ‘play
ay pd-la-ra‘zd-shan }

planepolarization See jinear polarization
\p6-la-ra'za-shan }

plane-polarlzed wave=|ELECTROMAG] Anelectro.
magnetic wave whoseelectric field vectoratall
timeslies in a fixed plane that contains the di-
rection of propagation through a homogeneous
isotropic medium. _{ ‘plan {p6-la,rizd ,wav }

plane reflector See passive reflector { ‘plan ti
iflek-tar }

planetary wave See long wave
‘wav }

planigraphy See sectional radiography
'nig-ra-fé }

planoconvexspotlight [ELEC] Alight that can be
used as a sharply defined spotlight or for soft-
edgedlighting; ranges in power from 100 to 2000
watts. { |pla-nd'kan,veks 'spat,!Tt }

plan position indicator [El.ecrR| Aradardisplayin
which echoes[ram various largets appear as bright
spots at the same locations as they would on a
circular map of the area being scanned, the radar
antenna being at the ceriter of the map.Variations
of the plan position indicator format includelimited-
sector display with the radar location offset from
the center appropriately, the orientation to true or
magnetic north or the radar-vehicle lieacing at the
top,andsoon.AbbreviatedPP! {'plan pe'zish-an
‘in-da,kad-ar}

plan position indleator repeater=[ELecrR| Unit
which repeats a plan position indicator (PPI)

Plating

(‘plan

{ ‘plan-a,teré

{ ple
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and n-type| |
ar di,vis } MPU
diode having
es. | ‘planar it
k| A vacuum Pha,
photocathode ann
1a window Sealed ji
seathode. | yy),M
llcon-transiste, aa
which a fractigng)
aris 8FOWN on agin:
ig and diffusion«
* transistor Inside

cs
ar pra | th

i

   

lj
t

| A. transistor

1 diffusion techniga
lever exposed yao
8 reach the surface
ary low leakage cup, a
anor tran'zis.tappe
ignelic cores: lanes!
» {plan} nel
‘arth that is Consiq.
used in STOUNC-wayy.|

ECTROMAG] Altenyy.vaVe OVEr AN impor
th in excess of that
dane | ‘plan orth,

FROMAG] Plane gop.
nd the direction of
etic wave. { ‘play

Marization {‘plan_

ROMAG] An electro.
¢ field vectorat all
at contains the qj.
3h a Homogeneays
0-la\rizd way|
flector —[ ‘plan a

e { 'plan-a,tera

diography{pla

Alight that canbe
dtlight or for soft.
‘from 100 to 2000
it lit }
°| Aradardisplayin
ts appear asbright

» they would ona
scanned, the radar
Je map. Variations
lat include limited-
cation offset from
antation to true or
cle headingat the
(‘plan pa'zish-an

Ww {ELECTR} Unit
1 indicator (PPI)

cation femote from the radar consoleae! wh as remote plan position indicator
EY eneish-att 'ineda,kad-ar ri,péclar|

fierEapurt se|| To place a number or instruc-
‘pla nat has been generated In the course of a
“ont ap progam in a storage location where
Oe used of obeyedat a later stage of the
ee {plant}pr e ct Atypeoflead-acid cell in whieh

pioneer material is formed on the plates by
-chemical means curing repeated charging

eatnischarging. instead of being applied as a
anc add paste | plan'ta sel|
actor JELec| The ratio of the average power

plant rol an electre power plant to its rated
oh [plant

‘i

 

pacity Also knownas capacityfactor
fat \yokathode [ELECTR] A cathode In which the

jurce OF olectrans isa gas plasma rather than a
solid { ‘plaz-ma ‘kath, Gel |

jagma diode [ELECTR] A diode used for convert-
: ing heat directly into electricity: [consists of two

closely spaced electrodes servi ngas cat hede and
anode, mounted in an envelope in which a low-
pressure cesium vapor fills the interelectrode
apace, heat Is applied to the cathode, causing
emigsion of electrons. | 'plaz-ma ‘dj,Gd |

lasma display [ELECTR] A display in which sets
of parallel conductors at right angles to each
other are depositedon glassplates, with the very
smill space between the platesfilled with a gas;
each intersection of two conductors defines a
single cell that can be energized to produce a gas
discharge forming one element of a dot-matrix
display { 'plaz-ma di'spla }

plasma etching |ELEcrR| A method of forming
integrated-circuit patterns on a surface, in which
charged species in a plasma formed above
a masked surface are directed to impact the
nonmasked regions of the surface and knock
out substrate atoms. Also knownas dry plasma
etching. { 'plaz-ma'‘ech-ig }

plasma generator |ELECTR| Any device that pro-
duces a high-velecity plasma jet. such as a
plasma-accelerator, engine. oscillator, or torch
('plaz-ma ‘jen-a,rad-ar }

plasma gun [ELECTR] A machine, such as an
electric-arc chamber, that will generate very
high heat fluxes to Convert neutral gases into
plasma |ELECTROMAG| An electromagnetic de-
vice which creates and accelerates bursts af
plasina —{ 'plaz-tne ,gan |

Plasma sheath |eLecrr| An envelope of lonized
gas thal surrounds a spacecraft or other bady
Moving through an atmosphere at hypersonic
velocities, affects transmission, reception, and
diffraction of radio waves | ‘plaz-ma jsh@th |

Plasmatron jeLecrr| A gas-cischarge tube in
which independently generated plasma serves as
‘conductarbetween a hot cathodeandan anode;
the dnode current is modulated by varying either
the conductivity or the effective cross section of
the plasma—{ ‘plaz-maytréin )
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platinotron

Plastic film capacitor JELEC| A capacitar con-
structed by stacking. or forming into a. roll,
allemate layers of foil and a dielectric which
consists of a plastic. such’ as polystyrene or
Mylar, either alone or asa laminate with paper
| ‘plas-tik (lilm kalpas-ad-ar|

plastic plate |eLecrr| A plate of plastic dleleettic
material used as a base for a semlcanductor
device ('plas-tik 'plat }

plate [ELEC] 1. One of the conducting sutlaces in
acapacitor 2. Oneofthe electrodes ina storage
battery. [ELECTR] Ser anode { plat }

plateau [eLecte| The portion of the plateau char-
acteristic of a counter tube in whiehthe counting
rate is substantially independent of the applied
voltage | pla'ta |

plateau characteristic [ELECTR| The—relation
between counting rate ane vollage for a counter
tube when radiation is constant. showing a plateau
affer the rise fram the starting voltage to the Geiger
threshold. Also known as Counting tate-voltage
characteristic. ( pla'té |kardk-ta'ris-tik |

plate circuit Sev anode circuit { ‘plat |sorckat j
plate-circuit detector Sev anode-cireult detector

| ‘plat jsar-kat dijtek-tar |
plate current Ser anode current ("plat |ka-rant|
Platedcircuit |eLecrR| A printed circuit produced

by electrodepositian of a conductive pattern on
an insulating base. Also known as plated printed
circuit. ('plad-ad 'sar-kat |

plate detector Sw anode detector | 'plat diitek-tar|
plate dissipation Sve anode dissipation

idis:o,pa-shon }
plated printed circuit

[ 'plad-ad ‘print-ad 'sar-kat )
plated wire memory [compu sci] A nonvolatile

Magnetic memory utilizing small zones of thin
films plated on wires, such memories are char
acterized by very fast access and nondestructive

{'plat

See plated circuit

readout—[ 'pléid-ad {wir'mem-ré |
plate efficiency Sze anode efficiency [ ‘plat iifish-an-sé |
plate impedance See anode impedance.{'platim,péd-ans }

plate Input power See anode input power {'plat
‘in, put ,pat-ar)

plate-load impedance
[ ‘plat ld im,péd-ans}

plate modulation Ser anode modulation.
imadj-ala-shan }

plate neutralization Sev anode neutralization.
("plat n-tra-lajzd-shon|

Plate pulse modulation Seanode pulse modula-
Vion, ("plat 'pals jmaj.a,la-shan |

Plate resistance Sy anode resistance
jzis-taris |

plate saturation
\sach-o,ra-shan}

platform {comput sci] The harclware system and
the system software used byacomputer program.
(‘plat form }

Platinotron [ELECTR] A microwave tube that may
be used as a high-power saturated amplifier or

See anade impedance,

{ ‘plat

(plat ri

See anode saturation. { ‘plat
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platter

oscillator in pulsed radar applications; requires
permanent magnet just as does a magnetron
| pla'tin-aytran |

platter |compur sci] One of the disks In a hard-
dish drive ordisk pack—('plad-ar)

playback=[ENG AcOUS| Reproduction of a sound
recording. ['pla.bak |

playback head JELecre| A head that converts a
changing magnetic field on a moving magnetic
tape into corresponding electric signals. Also
known as reproduce head —[ 'pla,bak ,hed |

playback robot) [Consys] 4 robot that repeats
the same sequence of motions in all its opera-
tions, and Is first Instructed by an operator who
puts it through this sequence—| ‘plajbak 'G
ibit |

pliotron=[ELECTR] Any hot-cathode vacuum tube
having one or more grids. [{ ‘pli-o,tran }

PLL Ser phase-locked loop
plug [eLec| The half of a connector that fs nor-

mally movable and ts generally attached to a
cable ar removable subassembly; inserted in a
jack, outlet, receptacle, or socket. | plag|

plug adapter lamp holder=[&tec| A device that
can be inserted In a lamp holder teract asa lamp
holder and one of more receptacles. Also known
ascurrenttap, | 'plaga,dap-tar'lamp shald-ar|

plugboard Ser control panel. { ‘plag,bard )
plugboard chart Ser plugging chart | ‘plag, bord

ichiirt |
plug-compatible hardware=|complit scl} A plece

of equipment which can be immediately con-
nected to a computer manufactured by another
company—['plag kam,pad-a-bol "hardwer|

plug fuse [EL.cc| A fuse designed for use in a
standard screw-base lampysocket.  ['plog fyaiz)

plugging [Lec] Braking an electric motor by
reversing Its connectlons, so It tends to tum
in the oppesite direction, the elreuit is opened
automatically when the motor stops, so the
motor does not actually reverse {'plag-in |

plugging chart |compur sci] A printed chart of
the sockets in a plugboard on which may be
ghown the jacks or wires connecting these soack-
ets. Also known as plugboard chart, ( 'plag-in
ychilirt |

plug-in |comput sci] A small software applica-
tion that extends the capabilities (such as mul-
timedia, audio, or video) of a browser—| ‘plag
nt

plug-inunit [eLec] Acomponentor subassembly
having plug-in terminals so all connections can
be made simultaneously by pushing the unit into
asuitable socket. ('plagin ,yi-nat }

plug program patching=jcomrur sci] A relatively
small auxiliary plughoard patched with a specific
variation of a portion of a program and designed
to be plugged into a relatively larger plugboard
patched with the main program { ‘plag ‘pro
weram jpach-iy }

plug-to-plug compatibility {comput scl| Prop-
erty of a peripheral device that can be made to
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operate with a computer merely by atty
of a plug or a relatively small numbero¢
| 'plag ta 'plag kam,pad-a'bil-ad-é|

plunger See piston, | ‘plen-jer }
plus-90 orlentatlon=|COMPUT SCl| In Optica}

acter recognition, that determinate ,.™
which indicates that the line elemeny,
inputted source document appear perpen,
with the leading edge of the optical
{ ples 'nin-té ,or-é-an,ta-shan|

plus zone=|cOMPUT SCI] The bit positing
computer code which represent the a)
plus sign { ‘ples ,z6n}

PM See phase modulation
PMLCD See supertwisted nematic liquid:

display orm
PMOS [ELEcTR] Metal-oxide semitonduetgss

are made on mtype substrates, an,
active carriers are holes that migrate §
p-type source and drain contacts Der}
p-channel metal-oxide semiconductor
imés} ie

PMS notation [COMPUTsci] A notation thar
vides a clear, concise description of the phi
structure of computer systems, and that
tains only a few primitive components, fq
symbols for memory, link, switch, data:
ation, control unit, and transducer, Ap
for processor-memory-switch notation,
lemles no'ta-shan}

PN code See pseudorandom noise code. [ji
'k6d } 7

pneumatic transmission lag |ELEC| The 4)
delay in a pneumatic transmissionline be ‘
the generation of an impulse at one enda
resultant reaction at the otherend=(nil
'tranz,mish-an lag

pn hooktransistor See hook collector transit
{ip@ien ‘hak tran,zis-tar|

pnip transistor [ELecte| An intrinsic june
transistor in which the intrinsic region is sa
wiched between the n-type base and thei
collector | /péen,Tipé tran,zis-ter|

pn junction eLectr| The interface between!
regions in a semiconductorcrystal which fk
been treated so that oneis a p-type sem
tor and the otheris an n-type semicondutia
contains a permanentdipole charge layer, |
‘en ,jank-shen| L

pnpn diode=jELECTR| A semiconductor |
consisting of four alternate layers of p-tyf
n-type serniconductor material, with (ei
connectionsto the two outer layers. Also
as npnp diode. | |pétentpéien ,d7,6d |

pnpntransistor See npnp transistor ( (pee
‘en tran,zis-tar }

pnp transistor [ELECTR] A junction ti
having an n-type base between a p-type!
and ap-type collector —[ ipéienipé trany

Pockels readout optical modulator [6
device for storing data in the form of!
it consists of bismuth silicon oxide

Che,
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se code

[ELEC] The ¢j re
sion line betwoe ]
tone end and thy

nd { nu'mad ;
llector Traeisisteyi
itrinsic junetigh
c region is sand |
e and the p-type |star }

ace between two)
‘stal which have
spe semicondiie
emiconductor;
eelayer  {{pe

inductor device:
rs of p-type ant
with terminal,
ers. Also known)
li,0d }
wf ipéten|pl

tion transistor(p-type emitter
pé tran,zis-tar]
or jeLectR| A
irm of image’:

oxide ¢rystal |

  

  

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 
 

ith an insulating layer of parylene
red rent electrodes evaporated on the

ranetue laser is used for writing and a
aces: 3 used for nondestructive readout or
faser'S Abbreviated PROM. [{ 'pak-alz !réd
ape ‘mnd|-a)lac-ar |
uae sci] One of the several recepta-

Mhwhich punched cards are fed by a cardE tpak-at

ter eta method See constant-
| ah potentiometer { 'pdg-on,dorfs ‘firstere

 
 
 
 
 

 
 See constant-mined| second method

o { 'pag-an,dorfstance dc potentiometer
and meth-ad |
antect |ELECTR| A contact between a spe-

herenared semiconductor surface and a
paint usually maintained by mechanical
re but sometimes welded or bonded

Fiagint eamitakt } .
Be .contact diode [ELECTR] A semiconductor
Salfier that uses the barrier formed between

egecially prepared semiconductor surface and
, metal point to producetherectifying action.
Figaint {kan,takt ,di,Gd }

.contact silicon cell [ELECTR] A type of solar
gall whoseefficiency is enhanced by a combina-
‘tion of tiny doped-silicon dots scattered across
“the lower surface of thesilicon crystal and fine
-gluininum threads that penetrate the silicon layer
‘focollect current from each point, | 'pdint |kéin
fabl-ofon se| ,

point-contact transistor [ELECTR] A transistor
haying a base electrode and two or more point

‘contacts located near each otheron the surface
gf.an n-type semiconductor —_{ 'péint tkan,takt
franistar|

painter’ [COMPUT sci| The part of an instruction
“which contains the address of the next record to
beaccessed. [| 'pdoint-ar}

pointing device {compur sci] A handheld device,
© such as a mouse, puck, orstylus, that controls
a position indicator on a display screen Also

_ fnown as pick device. | 'pdint-lty dl,yis |
pointing stick [COMPUT scl] A small rubberizec
device located in the center of a computer
‘keyboard, which |s moved with a finger tip to
Peaitiona pointer | ‘pointing \stik |

‘point jammer [eLecte] Any electronic jarnimer
directed against a specific enemy installation
operating on a specific frequency | ‘odintalam-ar |

Point-lunction transistor |ELECTR| Transistor
having a base electrode and both point-contact
and junction electrades | ‘paint jagk-shontrat)zis-tar }

Point-mode display |compirr sci] A method of
fepresenting (tiformation in the form of dots on
i. face of a cathode-ray tube. [point ;méd diSa |

Point-of-origin system [compu scl A computer
System in which data collection occurs at the
Point where the data are actually created, as ina

jpoint-o-sale terminal. | {pdint ay na-jan sis.fm |

polarity effect

point-of-sale terminal |compur sc!) A computer-
connected terminal used in: place of a cash
register in a store, for customer checkout ane
Such added Junctions as recording inventory
data, transferring funds from the customer's
bank account to the merchant's bank account,
and checking credit on charged or charge-card
purchases: the terminals can be modified for
fhany nonmerchandising applications, such as
checkout of booksin libraries, Abbreviated POS
terminal,  ('pdintay {sal terman-al |

point projection electron microscope [elects]
An electron microscope in whicha real or virtual
point source of electrons produces a highly
magnified shadow | {point pratiek-shan illek
itrén mT-kraskdp }

point-source light |eLec| Aspecial lamp inwhich
the radiating element is concentrated ina small
Physical area. | "point sdrs lit }

point target jELecrromac| in radar, an object
which returns a target signal by reflection from
a relatively simple discrete surface: such targets
are ships, aircraft, projectiles missiles, ane
buildings.—[ ‘point (lar-gat |

point-to-paint communication {COMMUN | Radlo
communication betwean two fixed stations,
[ ‘paint ta ‘point ko,myit-na'ka-shan i

point-to-point—programming con sys] A
method of programming a robot in which each
major change in the robot's path of motion |s
recorded and stored for later use (ipelnt ta
ipoint ‘programy |

Point-to-Point Protocol [COMMUN] A. standard
governing dial-up connections of computers to
the Intemet via a telephone modem. Abbreviated
PPP. ( poinetii paint 'prad-a,kel|

point transposition JELEC] Transposition, usu-
ally inan open-wire line, which is executed within
a distance comparable to the wire separation,
withoul material distortion of the normal wire
configuration outside this distance ( ‘pointtranz-pa,zish-an |

poison |ELECTR| A. material which reduces the
emission of electrons from the surface of a
cathode [ 'pdiz-an|

poke |COMPUT Sci] An instruction that causes a
value in a storage location ina microcamputer's
main storage to be replaced—[ pok ]

polar-coordinate navigation system) |Nav[ A
‘system in which one or more signals are emitted
fram a facility [or co-located facilities) to
produce simultaneousindication af bearing and
distance. | 'pd-lor kGlord-an-at inavea'ga-shartrsis-tam}

Polarity |ComMUN| 1, The direction in which a
direct current flows, in a teletypewriter system
2. The sense of the potential of a portion of a
video signal representing a dark.area of a scene
relative to the potential of a portion of the signal
representing alight area. pa'tar-ad.é |

Polarity effect eLecte| An effect for which the
breakdown voltage across a vacuum separating
two electrodes, one of which s painted. is much
higher when the pointed electrode is the anode
| pa'lar-ad-é |fekr }
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polarizability

polarizabillty=|ELEC| The electric dipole moment
induced in a system, such as an atom or
molecule, by an electric field of unit strength
{ ,p6-la,riz-a'bil-ad-é }

polarizabillty catastrophe [ELEC] According to
a theory using the Lorentz field concept, the
phenomenonwhere,at a certain temperature, the
dielectric constant of a material becomesinfinite
{ .p6-la,rTz-a'bil-ad-é ka'tas-tra-fé }

polarizatlon [ELEC] 1. The process of producing
a relative displacementof positive and negative
bound charges in a body by applying an electric
field, 2. A vector quantity equal to the electric
dipole moment per unit volume of a material
Also known as dielectric polarization; electric
polarization. 3. A chemical change occurring
in dry cells during use, increasing the internal
resistance of the cell and shortening its useful
life. { ,p6-J9-ra'za-shan }

polarization charge See bound charge
lo-ra'za-shan ,charj }

polarizatlon diverslty [COMMUN] A method of
transmission and reception used to minimize the
effects of selective fading of the horizontal and
vertical componentsof a radio signal; it is usu-
ally accomplished through the use of separate
vertically and horizontally polarized receiving
antennas. { ,p6-la-ra'za-shan da'ver-sad-é }

polarization divislon multiple access |com-
MUN] A technique for allowing multiple users at
geographically dispersed locations to gain access
to a shared communications channel by assign-
ing them electric fields of different polarization
{ .p6-la-raiza-shan da,vizh-an |mal-ta-pal 'ak,ses}

polarization division multiplexing [COMMUN]
The sharing of acommunications channel among
multiple users by assigning them electric fields
of different polarization. { ,pd-la-rajza-shan di
ivizh-an 'mal-ta,pleks-in }

polarization fading [COMMUN] Fadingastheresult
of changes in the direction of polarization in one or
moreof the propagation paths of waves arriving at a
receiving point. ( ,p6-la-re'za-shan ,fad-in }

polarized electrolytic capacitor [ELEC] An elec-
trolytic capacitor in which the dielectric film is
formed adjacent to only one meta! electrode; the
impedanceto the flow of current is then greater

{ 1PS-

in one direction than in the other. ('p6-la,rizd
itlek-trajtid-ik ka'pas-ad-ar}

polarized electromagnetic radiation [ELECTRO-
MAG| Electromagnetic radiation in which the
direction of the electric field vectoris not random
{ 'p6-la,rizd ijlek-tr6-mag!ned:-ik ,rad-é'a-shan}

polarized lon source [ELECTR] A device that gen-
erates ion beams in such a manner that the
spins of the ions are aligned in some direction
{ 'p6-la,rizd 'T,an ,sors }

polarized meter |ENG] A meter having a zero-
center scale, with the direction of deflection of
the pointer depending on the polarity of the
voltage or the direction of the current being
measured=[ 'pd-la,rizd 'm&d-ar}

polarized plug=[ELEC] Aplug that can be inserted
in its receptacle only when in a predetermined
position {'p6-la,rtzd 'plag }
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polarized receptacle [ELEC] A fer,
signed for use with a polarized ply
that the grounded side of an allernating
line or the positive side of a dlrect-cun)
is always connected to the same term hi
piece of equipment —[ 'pd-la,riedtl'ca Ml

polarized relay [rec] Relay in which thet
ment of the armature depends uponthe dll my
of the current in the circult contrac
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Tolling’
armature. Also known as polar relay ingiizd 'ré,la } f

polar keylng §|comMmuN| Telegraph
which circuit current flows in one dipa-
spacing. '‘pd-lor'ké-in }

polar modulation=[commun | Ampliny
lation in which the positive excursians
rier are modulated by one signal and {

excursions byanather.  [‘pd-lar m4 -a'l5ish
polar radiation pattern |ELECTROM~G) py

showing the relative streneth of (he

froman antenna inall directions iy a elvenply
[ENG Acous| Diagram showing the Strengt
sound waves radiated from a louc Speakarvarious directions in a given plane,o \
response pattern for a microphone
ad-6'a-shon ,pad-arn }

polar relay See polarized relay { ‘pa. or Vedy
polar resolution=|compurT sci] Given the » anitty

components of a vector, the process of finding’
magnitudeof the vector and the angle it may
with the xaxis | 'p6-lar ,rez-a'lil-shon | 7

polar transmission=|CcOMMUN] 1. A imiethoe)
signaling in teletypewriter transmission in while
direct currents flowing in opposite Clitectiony
Tepresent a mark and a space Tespectively, dij
absenceof current indicates a no-signal conditign,
2. By extension, any system of signaling that Lisi
three conditions, representing a mark, a space, (if
no-signal condition | ‘p6-lar tranz'mish-on|

pole [ELEC] 1.One of the electrodesin an electtig
cell. 2. An output terminal on a switch; a double
pole switch has two output terminals. {pal}

pole-positioning {cont sys] A design technique
usedin linear control theory in which manyari
of a system's closed-looppoles are positionedas
required, by proper choice of a linear state feed.
back law; if the system ts controllable, all of the
closed-loop poles can be arbitrarily positioned
by this technique | "pal pazish-an-in |

pole-zero configuration {cont sys| A plot of
the poles and zeros of a transfer function if)
the complex plane; used to study the stabllity”
of a system, its natural motion, its frequeng
response, and its transient response { ‘pal
izir-6 kon, fig-ya'ra-shan } 7

poling [ELECc| Adjustmentof polarity; specifically,”
in wire-line practice, the use of transposition
between transposition sections of open wire Of
between lengths of cable, to cause the residual
cross-talk couplings in individual sections of
lengths to oppose one another —_{ 'pdl-in }

Pollsh notatlon [computsci} 1. A notation sy

tem for digital-computer or calculator logic |which there are no parenthetical expressions and
each operator is a binary or unary operator iN,

Of thenanNe Te i 
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receptac| . se that it operates on not more than twoore le othea Also known as Lukasiewicz notation;PIUG, Log anes, ; .hesis-free notation 2. The version of
rectecuseet “hy peeation in which operators precede the
je termin i lin this ands with which they are associated, Also
i2d ti'sepyety de vopera™s prefixnotation.  {'pé-lish né'ta-shan |
which thea pao jcomMUN| A process that involvesinter-

Ie) ; : ating iInsuceession every terminal ona shared
Peontenret H roseications line to determine which of the

relay (i ee minals require service {'pdl-in }
PO an ist [COMMUN| A roster of transmitting

P sequentially scanned in a time-sharingen (ipdhin ilist |
aie shabetic substitution clpher jcommun| A

i het that uses several substitution alphabets
| .pdléalla'tbed-ik jsab-sta'ti-shan

faph signal
one directiqn Tae :

Mplitude: jy,
ITSIONS Of thay

sitie radiation |ELECTROMAG| Electro-
gnetle radiation that is spread over a range of

AN uencles. ({pal-i-kr6'mad-ik ,rad-é'a-shan|
ee {comput sci| in computer graphics, a

r gotles of connected line segments and ares that
retreated as asingle entity. —['pal-&,lin |
olymer-dispersed liquid-crystal display

(ROMAG] Diag
of the radigtiay
Sina given play Hh

the strengthg
| loudspeaker jy
lane,.or a similar.
hone | "pad P ecTe| An electronic display in which the dis-

= lay elements have micrometer sized-diameter,
('pd-lor tre lay # nearly spherical liquid-crystal droplets sur-

1

rounded by @ solid polymer, and the display3iven the x andy) s5 ee fg switched from a white opaque appearancetess offinding theJ
le angle it m toa clear transparent appearance by applying
'‘\i-shen } can electric field. [ jpaila-mardi,sparst lik-wacl

4. A method cbist-al di'spla )
mission in w polymorphic system [COMPUT scl] A computer
iposite directing = "system that Is organized around a central pool of
respectively, arid shared software modules which are selected as

>signal condition ‘they are neededfor processing. _{ !pal-i/mar-fik
ignaling that ws gis-tam | /
mark, a space, ipolymorphism=|compursci} A property of object-
‘anz'mish-an|  oflented programming that allows manydifferent

‘types of objects to be treated in a uniform manner
by invoking the same operation on each object

_ fiipal-i'mar,fiz-om |
palynomialtime [compursei| The property of the
“time required te solve.a problemi of a camputer

for which there exist constants ¢ and & such that,
ifthe input to the problem can be specified in
W bits, the problem can be solved In ¢ x Né
elementary operations. | {pal-aind-mé-al ‘tim |
i @ [ELEC] Havingorutilizing two or more
phases of an alternating-current power line(pales |

Polyphase circuit |eLec| Group of alternating:
Current circuits [usually interconnected) which
enter (or jeaye) a delimited fegion at more
than two points of entry: they are intended to
be so energized that, in the steady state, theJarity; specitical '

i alternating currents through the points of entry,of transpesttit
3 of open witOe and the alternating potential differences between
‘ause the residue them. all have exactly equal periods, but have
dual sections) dllérences in phase, and mayhave differences in

('pol-in Waveform—| 'pal-i,fz 'sor-kot|

popcorn noise

Polyphase rectifier |eLecrr| A rectifier which
utilizes two or more diodes (usually three),
each al which operates during an equal fraction
of an alternating-current cycle to achieve an
output current which varies less than that in an
ordinary Hall-wave or full-waverectifier. {'pal-i
fz 'rek-ta,fi-ar }

polyphase synchronous generator [ELEC] Gen-
erator whose alternaling-current circuits are so
arranged that two or more symmettical alter-
hating electromotive forces with definite phase
telationships are produced at its terminals
| ‘pal-l, fz 'sitq-kraenas 'jen-arael-ar }

Polyphase transformer |eLec| A transformer
with multiple sets of primary and secondary
windings on a single core; used in a polyphase
citcuit—[ ‘pall, faz tranz'for-nar |

Polyphase wattmeter [enc] An instrument that
Measures electric power in a polyphase circuit
{ pal [az ‘wal,mé@d-ar |

polyrod antenna |eiecreomac) End-fire diree-
tional dielectric anterina consisting of a
polystyrene rod energized by a section of
waveguide—( 'pal-i,rid an'ten-a}

polystyrene capacitor |eiec] A capacitor that
uses film polystyrene as a dielectric between
ralled) strips of metal foll {| {pald'sti\rén
ka'pas-ad-ar|

Polystyrene dielectric |ri.ec| Polystyrene sed
in applications where its yery high resistivity,
good dielectric strength, and other electrical
properties are important, such as for electri-
cal insulation or In dielectrics ( (podl-stt,réy
idi-a'leketrik |

polyvalent number=[coeur sci] A nurnber, con-
sisting of several figures, used for description,
wherein each figure represents one of the
characteristics being described. [ 1pal-i'va-lant
‘nam-bar}

pool cathode |ELectr| A cathode at which the
principal source of electron emission lsa cathode
spot.on a liquid-metal electrode, usually mer-
cury | ‘pul kath ad |

Rool-cathode mercury-arc rectifier jeLecrn| A
pool tube connected in an electric circuit. its
rectilying properties result from the fact that only
the mercury-pool cathode, and not the anode,
can emit electrons, Also known as mercury-pool
rectifier | ‘pill |kath,Od 'mar-kyoré Wirk 'rek-ts
ifi-ar |

pool-cathode tube See pool tube (‘pil ,kath
Gd pill }

Poole-Frenkel effect elec) An increase in the
electrical conductivity of insulators and semicon-
ductors in strong electric fields. | pill 'fren-kal
ifekt |

Pool tube |eLecre| A gay-discharge tube having
@ mercury-pool cathade Also known as mercury
tube; pool-cathiode tube—| ‘pill tb

Pop |ComMPuT sci| To obtain information from the
top of a stack and then reset a pointer to the next1A notation § ‘olyphase meter ENG] An instrument which item inthe stack {| pap}

alculator ling peor some electrical quantity,suchaspower POP Sve Post Office Protocol. | pip or Ipéla'pa |al expressions 1 } ‘i OF power, in a polyphasecircuit | ‘pai popcorn noise |ELeCrR| Noise that is produced
unary operatel Nae Mecha) by erratic jumps of blas current between two
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pop hole

levels at random intervals in operational ampli-
fiers and other semiconductor devices, { ‘pap
ikorn }

pop hole Seepop, { 'pdp ,hdl }
Popov's stabllity criterlon (cont sys| A fre-

quency domain stability test for systems consist-
ing of a linear componentdescribed by a transfer
function preceded by a nonlinear component
characterized by an input-output function, with
a unity gain feedback loop surrounding the
series connection. { pd'pofs sta'bil-od-é kri
itir-€-an }

popping [comput sci| The deletion of the top
element of astack. {'pdp-in }

pop shot Seepop. {'pdp shat }
populate |compPuT sci} To add electronic compo-

| nents, such as memory chips, to a circuit board.
{ 'pap-ya, lat}

population§|(compPuT scij A collection of records
in a data base that share one or more charac-
teristics in common. |ELECTR| The set of elec-
tronic components on a printed circuit board,
{ ,pap-yo'ld-shen }

porcelain capacitor (ELEC) A fixed capacitor in
which the dielectric is a high grade ofporcelain,
molecularly fused to alternate layers of fine
silver electrodes to form a monolithic unit that
requires no case or hermetic seal { 'pors-lan

| ko'pas-ad-ar}

| port [COMPUTSC!] 1. Aninterface between acommu-nications channel and a unit of computer hardware.
2. To modify an application program, developed to
runwith a particular operating system, so that it can
tun with another operatingsystem. 3. Adesignation
which a program ona client computeruses to specify a
server program on a computer in a network. [ELEC]
An entrance or exit fora network. [ELECTROMAG]
An opening in a waveguide component, through
which energy may be fed or withdrawn, or

| Measurements made { port}
portability [comput sci] Property of a computer

program that is sufficiently flexible to be easily
transferred to run on a computer of a type
different from the one for which it was designed

} ( ,pord-a'bil-ad-é }
portable audio terminal [comput sci] A

lightweight, self-contained computer terminal
with a typewriter keyboard, which can be
attached to a telephone line by placing the
telephone handset in a receptacle in the
terminal. { 'pdrd-a-bal ‘od-€-6 ,tarm-on-al}

Portable data terminal [comput sci| A computer
terminal that can be carried about by hand to
collect data from remote locations andto transfer
this data to a computer system. { ‘pdrd-o-bal
‘dad-a ,tar-mon-al }

portable document format=|comPuT sci] A com-
puterfile format for publishing and distributing
electronic documents (text, image, or multime-
dia) with the samelayout, formatting, and font
attributes as in the original. The files can be
openedand viewed on any computeroroperating
system; however, special software is required
Abbreviated PDF { |pérd-a-bal ,dék-ya-mant
‘for,mat}
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ported system See vented-box 5
sistam } "

portexpander=|CoMmPUT Sci] EeP iUlpme:
nects links to several other devicespotthah

stem,

 
   
 

   
 
  
 

 
  
 

  
  
   

 
   
  

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

acomputer | ‘port ikspansdar| Nep
porting=[CompurT scl] The proces. Of cul

software to run ona computer other th Ne
for which it was originally writte; 24th

posistor [eLeCTR} A thermistor
positive resistance-temperature
{ pa'zis-tar|

positional-error constant |cony 8¥8)
ble unity feedback system, the limi
transfer function as ils argument é t Of)
zero, | patalsh areal ierar kSn-stont ) Tae

positional notation |mary| Any of ou
meration systems in which a numberca! 1
sented by a sequence of digits in Sick
that the significance of each digit depen “
position in the sequence as well as ite Ai
value Also known as notation,—| pa'zighnd'ta-shan}

positional parameter [compu Sci} One
number of parameters in a group, whosey
leance Is determined by its position witht
group—[ pa'zish-an-al pa'ram-adhar | me

positional servomechanism=oon); SYS| A {i
back control system in which the mechan
position (as opposedto velocity) of some ah
is automatically maintained ( pa'zishay
isorvemek-aniz-am } oe

position control [Cont sys] A type of automate
contro! in which the input commands are the
desired position of a body
trol |

position Indicator [ENG| An electromechanieay,
dead-reckoning computer,either an alt-positi
indicator or a  ground-position  {ndicatap
{ pe'zish-on ,in-da,kad-or}

positioning action |coNnTSYs| Automatic canta)
action in which thereis a predetermined relat
between the value of a controlled yarial
and the position of a final control elemng
( po'zish-an-in ,ak-shan} 5

positioning time={compuT sci] The time required)
for a storage medium suchas a disk to be pia
sitioned and for read/write headsto be propetly’
located so that the desired data can be reatoe
written. { pe'zish-an-in ,tim } |

position pulse See commutator pulse { pa
'zish-an ,pals } 1

position sensor [ENG| A device for measuring —
a position and converting this measurement
into a form convenient for transmission. Alto
known as position transducer [{ pa'zishalt

having a.
characta

| po'zish-any kay!

of teley
{y bright
transmi  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

quence
phases

positivesycurrent, W

or other \

 isen-sar} flow thai
position telemetering=[ENG| A variation ofvolt ‘arm-ans

age telemetering in which the system transmll ‘positive tr
the measurand bypositioning a variable resislof oF analog: 

 

or other component in a bridge circuit so a& an incre
to produce relative magnitudes of electri al increase
quantities or phaserelationships. { pa'zishen, trane'mish
itel-o'méd-a-rin } “positive zer

position transducer See position seis0h by count)
( pa'zish-on tranz,dii-sar} binary sys

|
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oF several Ty
nberis repre.

dependson tte

 
{ELEC} Having fewerelectrons than nor-e a

i nd hencehaving ability to attract electrons.al, ,qreac lV

i Ne bias |ELECTR| A bias such that the con-
post! arid of an electron tube is positive with

ire ect to the cathode | 'paz-ad-iv 'br-as |
ria charge [ELEC] The type of charge which

postnssessed by protonsin ordinary matter, and
yhich may be produced in a glass object by

pubbing with silk. [ ‘paz-ad-iv ‘chair|
ye column [etecre| The luminous glowgit .

ee striated, that occurs between the Faraday
mark space and the anode in a glow-discharge
tube Also known as-positive glow. [ 'pazad-iv
ipalam |

itive electrode Seranode. [| 'panadivi'lek

Bo feedback |coNT Sys] Feedback in which
; potion of the output of a circuit or device is
fed back in phase with the input so.asto increase
the Lotal amplification Also known as reaction
(British usage), regeneration; regenerative feed-
back, retroaction (British usage} | 'paz-adl-ly
fed bak | ;

itive glow See positive column,—[ 'pait-adsly
‘ald | : /
vitive-grid oscillator Ser retiarding-field oscil-
lator | pazead-\v tgrid “Gs-a,lid-ar|
sitiveion sheath§[FLectr| Collection of pasi-

tive ions on the control grid of a gas-titled triode
tube | ‘paachiv (an ,shéeth|

positive logic |ELAcTR| Logle circuitry in which
the more positive voltage (or current level)
represents {he | state; the less positive level
represents the state—| ‘ndiz-ard-iv 'Ta|-ik |

ositive modulation jELecre| In an amplitude-
* modulated analog television system, that form

af television modulation in which an increase
in brightness corresponds to an increase in
transmitted power —_{ 'pdz-ad-iv ,maj-o'la-shan }

positive phase sequence=|EL.EC| The phase se-
quence that corresponds to the normal order of
phases in a polyphase system, [ 'paz-activ (faz
\se-kwans}

positive-phase-sequence relay |ELEC| Relaywhich functions in conformance with the
positive-phase-sequence component of the
current, voltage, or power of the circuit { 'paz-
ad-iv faz ,sé-kwans ,ré-1d }

positive ray |ELECTR| A stream of positively
charged atoms or molecules, produced bya suit-
able combinationof ionizing agents, accelerating
fields, and limiting apertures. { 'paz-ad-iv'ra }

positive terminal [ELEC] The terminal ofa battery
or other voltage source toward which electrons
flow through the external circuit { 'paz-ad-iv
‘tarm-an-al }

Positive transmission (COMMUN| Transmission
of analog television signals in such a way that
an increase in initial light intensity causes an

 

posttuningdrift

post [COMPUT scl] To add or update records in a
file { pdst }

postaccelerating electrode See intensifier elec-
trode { ,pdst-ak'sel-a,rad-in i'lek,trdd }

postacceleration [ELECTR] Acceleration of beam
electrons after deflection in an electron-beam
tube. Also knownas postdeflection acceleration
(PDA). { ,pdst-ak,sel-o'ra-shan }

postdecrementing See autodecrement address-
ing. {|pést'dek-ra,ment-in }

postdeflectlon accelerating electrode See in-
tensifier electrode. ( ,pdst-di'flek-shan ak'sel-a
\ad-in ilek,trdd }

postdeflectlon acceleration See postacceleration
{ ,pdst-di'flek-shan ak'sel-a,ra-shan }

postedit (comput sci] To edit the output data of
acomputer. { 'pGst,ed-at}

postemphasis See deemphasis { |pdst'em-fa-
sos }

postequalization Seedeemphasis. {{pdst,é-kwa-
la'za-shan }

POS terminal See point-of-sale terminal
1o'es ,term-an-al }

postflx notation See reverse Polish notation
({'pdst,fiks nd'ta-shon }

postincrementing See autoincrement addressing
(ipdst'in-kra,ment-in }

postindexIng [comput sct] Operation in which
the contents of a register indicated by the index
bits of an indirect address are added to the
indirect address to form the effective address,
{ post'in,dek-sin }

posting See update. ['pdst-in }
posting interpreter See transfer interpreter

{ 'pdst-in in'tar-prad-ar}
postmortem [compuTsci] Any action taken after

an operation is completed to help analyze that
operation. { pdst'mord-am }

postmortem dump=|compuTsci| 1. The printout
showing the state ofall registers and the contents
of main memory, taken after a computer run
terminates normally or terminates owing to fault
2. The program which generates this printout
{ pdst'mord-am 'damp}

postmortem program See postmortem routine
({ pdst'mord-am 'prd-gram }

postmortem routine (comput sci] A computer
routine designed to provide information about
the operation of a program after the program is
completed. Also known as postmortem program
{ pdst'mord-am rii,tén }

post office {comput sci] The software andfiles in
an electronic mail system that receive messages
and deliver them to recipients. { ‘post ,df-as }

Post Offlce Protocol (comput sci] An Internet
standard for delivering e-mail from a server
to an e-mail client on a personal computer
Abbreviated POP —_{ {post ,of-as 'prdd-a,kul }

postprocessor (COMPUT ScI| A program that con-
verts graphical output data to a form that can

{Ipé

of electrical increase in the transmitted power { 'paz-ad-iv be used by computing equipment. { |pdst'pra
{ po'zish-an tranz'mish-an } \SeS-ar}

Positivezero jcompursci| Thezerovaluereached_posttuning drift |eLectR]In a frequency-agile
ion sensor. by counting down froma positive number in the source suchasthefast-tuning oscillators usedin

binary system, ('paz-ad-iv'zird | set-on jammersfor electronic warfare equipment,
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pot

the Increase in frequency brought about by
the drop in temperature of the varactor after
warm-up time, settling time, and the time wher
the oscillator has reached a new frequency
Abbreviated PTD, | '‘pGsytiin-in ‘drift }

Pot Ser potentiometer. [ piit |
potential Sr electric potential, | pa'ten-chal|
potential difference [rLec| Between any two

points, the work which must bedoneagainst elec-
trie forces to move a unit charge from one point
to the other Abbreviated PD. [ pa'ten-chal
idifrans }

potential divider See voltage divider. { pe'ten-
chal di'vid-ar}

potential drop {tec] The potential difference
between two points in an electric circult.
| pa'ter-chal {drdp 4

potential gradient [eLic} Difference in the val-
ues of the voltage per unit length along a
conductor or through acielectric.  { po'ten-chal
'grad-é-ant|

Potential sputtering |eLecre| The ejection of
mainly neutral atoms framthe surface of a solid
insulator due to the impact af slow, multiply
charged jons whose kinetic energy alone is
incapable of initiating sputtering—{ pa'ten-chal
spad-a-rin |

potential transformer Sy yoltage transformer
( po'ten-chal tranz'formar |

Potential transformer phase angle |eicc| Angle
between the primary voltage vector and the.
secondary vollage vector reversed: this angele is
conveniently considered as positive when the
reversed, secondaryvoltage vector leads the pri-
mary voltage vector—( po'ten-chal tranzfar-mar
‘faz argal|

potentiometer |rLec| A resistor having a contin-
uously adjusted sliding contact that {s generally
mounted on a rotating shaft; weed chiefly as
a voltage divider. Also known as pot (slang)
(ENG) A device for the measurement of an elec
Tromotive force by comparison with a known
potential difference. ( payten-ché!m-ad-ar \

potentiometric controller jcowy sys) A. con-
trollerthat operates onthe null balance principle,
in which an error signal is produced by balancing
the sensor signal against a set-point voltage in
the inputcircuit, the error signal Is-amplified for
use in keeping the load at a desired tempera.
ture or other parameter ( paltensché-alme-trik
kan'trdl-ar }

potentiometric electrode [rLec| An electrode
that produces a voltage logarithmically depen.
dent on the concentration of a selected ionic
substance { paten-ché-ayme-trik i'lek,tréd }

potentiometry [Lec] Use of a potentiometer to
measure electromotive forces, and the appli-
cations of such measurements. [ paten-ché
'Gm-a-tré }

Potier diagram=|riec| Vector diagram showing the
voltage anc current relations in an altemating-
current generator, | pa'tya diagram ] :

potted circuit jetrc| A pulse-forming network
immersed in oll and enclosed in a metal con-
tainér, |" pad-acd 'sar-kat|
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Potted line |i.eC] Pulse-fyr, |
mersedin oil and enclosed inaeeetna
{ 'pSd-ad "lin | Al cong;

potting §jELECTRI Process of filling
electronic assembly with a therme 8 com
poundforresistance to shock and ral
for exclusion of moisture and corrosyeSh{ paid-in } SVE ae

powdered-Iron core See ferri
‘Torn ‘kor }

power amplification See power gain/am-pla-fa'ka-shen} ,
power amplifier jevecrp| The final st

listage amplifiers, such as-audig amplifie.aay = é itiey
radio transmitters, designed todeliver tf
power to the load, rather than maximums
gain, fora given percent of distortiqnfam-pla,fi-ar }

power amplifler tube See power tube
iam-pla,fi-or tub }

power altenuation See power loss ('
iten-ya'wa-shian } Pau .

power bandwidth=[comiun| The fi
range for which half the rated powers
audio amplifier is available at Fated distor{"pat-ar |band,width |

powercheck=|compur sei| An automatic sus
sion of computer operations Fesulting |
significant fluctuation in internal electric
('pad-ar chek |

Power cireull [ELec| The wires that carry eup
to electric motors and other devices thar’
dlectricpower—| 'patl-ar ,sar-kat |

power component Sw active cOmponany| ‘palvar karn,pasnant| ”
power cord Svline cord, ( 'pat-ar shored |
power-density spectrum Sve frequency spectry

| ‘palvarider-sad-é spek-traim |
power detection [eLecte| Form of detection fy

which the pawer output of the detecting device
is used to'supply a substantial amount of po
directly toa device such as a loudspeake
recorder. | pat-ar di,tek-shan|

power detector |cLectr) Detector capable of
handling strong input signals without apprecta |
ble distortion: | 'pau-ar di,tek-tar}

power diode Ser pin diode | 'pati-ar diad |
powerdistribution unit |coupur sei) Equipment

located in or neara computer room which breals
down electric power from a high-voltage source”
to appropriate levels for distribution to the
central processing unit and peripheral devices:
Abbreviated PDU. [| 'pather idi-stra‘byl-shaniyii-nat }

power down=|computscl] To exit from any Tune
ning programs and remove floppy and hard
disk cartridges before switching the computer otf
{ipau-erjdaun }

power factor ELEC] The ratio of the average
(or active) power to the apparent power(rot
mean-square voltage times rms current) of an
alternating-current circuit. Abbreviated pl. Also
known as phase factor | 'pathar fsk-tar |

power-factor controller [eiecrk| A solid-state:
electronic device that reduces excessive enemy

te core Mpag a
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ig network ; in alternating-current induction motors
metal eae ke we voiding constant the phase angle between

Ng current and voltage, {| ‘paar fak-tor kan
ing ac vat . . :mosetting6c (toctor meter |ENG|A direct-reading in-Ve ais

id vibration, an . permet lor measuring powerfactor. | 'pail-arive = ; meéd-ar |
orrostve Aken fi ota ilrfactor regulator |ELEC| Regulator which
re.|'padg. TF netions to maintain the powerfactorofa line or{ipaud ‘ard {uroparatus at a predeterminedvalue, or to vary
gain { ‘pay onceording toa predetermined plan. | 'pat-ar

Pathar faktat sreg-ya,lad-ar | ihe eiial stage | ‘wer frequency |ELEC| The frequency at whiel) amplifies | P jectric power is generated and distributed, in
elver mam mast ofthe United States itis G0 hertz. | "pathar
aximum } ~kwartesé | :‘tion (ae | ie gain JevecTr| The ratio of the power de-a | Piivered by @ transducer to the power absorbed
‘ube { 'Paticgr py the Input circuit of the transducer Also

‘Vnown a5 power amplification.  [ELECTROMAG|
An antenna ratio equal to dar(12.57) times the
ratio ol the radiation intensity ina givendirection
to the total power delivered to the antenna
| paar gan | ;

power generator |ELbC| A device for producing
electric energy, such as an ordinary electric gen-

| eratorora magnetohydrodynamic.thermionic. or
thermoelectricpowergenerator {'pau-er,jen-a
jrackar |

power level [GLEC| The ratio of the amount of
vat carry current power being transmitted past any paint in an
evices that use electric system to a reference: power value;
C} usually expressed in decibels { pau-ar eval }
e@ component wer IIne [ELEC] Two or more wires conducting

. electric power from one location to another. Also
knownaselectric powerline. { 'pau-or lin }

power-lIne carrler (ELEC| The use of transmis-
sion lines to transmit speech, metering indica-
tions, control impulses, and othersignals from
one station to another, without interfering with
the lines’ normal function of transmitting power
{'pat-ar ,lin ,kar-#or }

ss. { '‘Pat-ar

“he Irequency
ad power af an
ated distortion,

tomatic suspen.
esultitig from a
| electric power

ar ,kord }
lency spectrum,

of detection in
letecting device
nount of power
loudspeaker or

power-line filter See line filter. { 'pau-ar ,lin
or capable of «fil-tor }
thout apprecia- power-line Interference [commun] Interference
ar} caused by radiation from high-voltage power
u-ar ,dT,dd } lines {'pad-ar lin ,in-tor,fir-ons }

power-lIne monitor (ELEcTR! A device that con-
tinuously observes and recordslevels of electric
poweronapowerline—['pathar{iin'!man-ad-ar}

power loss |ELEcTR| The ratio of the power ab-
sorbed by the input circuit of a transducer to
the power delivered toa specified load; usually
expressed in decibels, Also known as power
attenuation—['part-ar los }

Power meter Svelectric power meter
medvar |

Power output {ELecie) The alternating-current
Power in watts delivered by an amplifier toa load.

_ ( pathar fadt,par J
PoWer output tube Se power tube

«HUE Cy |
Power pack [ELECTR] Unit for converting power

from an alternating- or direct-current supply
Into an alternating- or direct-current power at

scl] Equipment
m which breaks
-voltage source
ibution to the
pheral devices.
li-stra'byi-shan

t from any run:
ypy- and hard-
ve computeroff.

{'pathar

of the average
at power (root-
current) of an

wviated pf Also
r ,fak-tar}
] A. solid-state
«cessive energy

("pad-arjaut
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powertransfer equation

voltages suitable for supplying an electronic
device ['pat-ar ,pak }

power rating |ELEC| The power available at the
output terminals of a component or piece
of equipment that is operated according to
the manufacturer's specifications. { 'pathar
rad-ig |)

power rectlfler [ELEC] A device which converts
alternating current to direct current and operates
at high power loads. [ 'pat-ar'tek-ta,fi-ar |

power relay [&Lec| Relay that functions at a pre-
determined value of power; may be an overpower
relay, an uncerpower relay, or a combination of
both ( 'pat-ar'ré,la }

powerresistor |ELEc| A resistor used in electric
power systems, ranging in size from 5 watts to
manykilowatts, and couled by air convection, air
blast, or water. { 'pati-ar ri,zis-tar}

power semiconductor (ELECTR! A semiconduc-
tor device capable of dissipating appreciable
pawer (generally over 1 watt) in normal op-
eration; may handle currents of thousands of
amperes of voltages up into thousandsofyalts,
at frequencies up to 10 kilohertz. { 'paii-ar
'sem-l-kan dak-tar |

power spectrum
{'pau-ar spek-trem }

power supply [ELECTR] A source of electrical
energy, such asa battery or powerline, employed
to furnish the tubes and semiconductor devices
of an electranie cirtuit with the proper electric
voltages and currents for their operation, Also
knownas electronic power supply. | 'pati-ar sa
pli}

power supply clreult {ELEc| An electrical net-
workused to convert alternating current to direct
current { 'pat-ar sa,plii ,sar-kat}

power-supply rejection ratlo [ELECTR| The tatlo
between the gain of an amplifier for difference
signals between the input terminals, and the
gainfor variations of the power-supply voltages
Abbreviated PSRR. { |pat-ar sa,plT ri'jek-shan
Washo |

power switch [ELEc] An electric switch which
energizes or deenergizes an electric load; ranges
from ordinary wall switches to load-break
switches and disconnecting switches in power
systems operating at voltages of hundreds of
thousands of volts. | 'pat-ar jswich|

power switchboard |eec| Part of a switch gear
which consists of one or more panels upon which
are mounted the switching control, measuring,
protective, and regulatory equipment; the panel
of panel supports may also carry the main
switching and interrupting devices tagether with
thelrconnection. | ‘pathar'swich,bard |

power switching [eLec| Switching between sup-
plies of electrical energy at high fevels of current
and voltage ('pathar swich»in |

powertransfer equation [ELEC] An equation for
the powerllow acrossatransmission line in terms
of the relative magnitudes and phases of the
terminal voltages, and the inductive reactance
component andresistive componentofthe line,
{ |pau-or 'tranz-far i,kwa-zhon }

See frequency spectrum  
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powertransfer theorem

power transfer theorem [ELEC] The theorem
that, in an electrical network whichcarries direct
or sinusoidal alternating current, the greatest
possible power is transferred {rom one sectian
to another when the impedance of the section
that acts as a load is the complex conjugate
of the impedance of the section that acts as a
source, where both impedances are measured
across the pair of terminals at which the power
is transferred, with the other part of the network
disconnected, { {pal-or 'tranz-far ,thir-am }

power transformer [ELEC] An iron-core trans-
former having a primary winding that is con-
nected to an alternating-current power line and
one or more setondary windings that provide
differant alternating voltage values. —[ ‘palhor
trang,formar }

powertransistor [ELEcTR} A junction transistor
designedto hanelle high current and power; used
chiefly in audio and switching circuits. ('pau-ar
tran,zis-tar}

power transmission line [ire] The facility in
an electric power system used to transfer large
amounts of power fram one location toa distant
location; distinguished from a subtransmission
or distribution line by higher voltage, greater
power capability, ane greater length. Also known
as electric main; main (both British usages).
|‘pawar tranz'mish-an lin }

power transmission tower |ELEc| A rigid steel
tower supporting a high-voltage electric power
transmission line, having a large enough spac-
ing between conductors, and between conduc-
tors and ground, to prevent corona discharge
{ 'pau-or tranz'mish-on ,tad-ar}

power tube |FLecte| An electron tube capable
of handling more current and power than an
ordinary voltage-amplifier tube; used! in the last
stage of an audio-frequency amplifier or in high-
powerstages of a radio-frequency amplifier. Also
known as power amplifier tube: power output
tube | "pat-ar tb}

power typing§|coMPuT scij A word-processing
technique that allows the automatic typing of
repetitious text, such as appears in a form letter,
{ 'pat-ar ,tip-in }

power up [COMPUT scl| To check that the com-
puter memory, peripherals, and input/output
channels are working properly belore the oper-
ating system is loaded! | |pati-ar ‘ap |

power winding [ELEC] In a saturable reactor, a
winding to which is supplied the power to be
controlled, commonly the functions ofthe output
and power windings are accomplished by the
same winding. which is then termed (he output
winding. | 'patear ,wind-in |

PPI See plan position indicator
P-pleture See predicted picture. { 'pé ,pik-char}
Pp junction [ELEcTR| A region of transition be-

tween two regions having dilferent properties

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Practical Extraction and Reporting bs
[ComPuT scl] A scripting language oftes
lor creating CGI programs. Abbreyiat q
(iprik-t-kal ik strak-shan and t'partin in

Pragma=|comPuT sci] A directive incon
a computer program to prevent the auta
executionof certain error checking and ren, Met
routines which are no longer necessary whet
program has been perfected, | 'prag-ing cnt

Pragmatics [comin | The branch of eq
that treats the relation of symbols tobal
and the meaning received by the liste ;
reader of a statement. [compu SC] The |
and final phase of natural language proces, |
following contextual analysis, that takes
account the speaker's goal In utteringa
ular thought in a particular way jn deen
ing what constitutes an appropriate Fests
( prag'mad-iks | i

preamble=[comMun| The portion of s commana
cial radiod ata message that Is sent inst, cont ih {
ing the message number, office of otiglh dae
andothernumerical data not part ofthe followin
message text | ‘préjam-bal } ng

preamplifier jevecrr| An amplifier Whose yp
mary funetloniste boost the output ofa low-leg i
audio-lrequency, radio-requency, or Microw.
source to an intermediatelevel so that the sipg,
may be further processed without appreclabla
degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio of the
system. Also known as preliminary amplifie,| pré'am-pla,fi-ar | 7

Precedence [comPuT sci} The order jn whigh
operators are processed in a programming lapisguage. | 'pres-ad-ans }

precedence relation=|compur sci] A rule stating”
that, ina given programming language, one of
two operators is to be applied before the other.
any mathematical expression. ('pressad-ans t|ila-shan |

precipitation attenuation=|eLecrkomAc| Loss of
radio energy due tothe passage througha volume
of the atrnosphere tontaining precipitation; part :
of the energyis lost by scattering, and part by abe
sorption.—{ pra,sip-a'td-shan a,len-ya'wa-shan)|

Precipitation clutter suppression |r\ecry|
Technique of reducing, by one of the various
devices integral to the radar system, clutter
caused by rain in the radar range [ pro
\Sip-a'ta-shan jkled-ar sa,presh-an }

precipitation nolse [ELECTR] Noise generated In
an antenna circuit, generally in the form of a
relaxation oscillation, caused by the periodle
discharge of the antenna or conductors in the
vicinity of the antenna into the atmosphere.
{ pre,sip-a'ta-shan ,ndiz } ri

precipitation statlc (commun| Static interfer-
ence due to the discharge of large charges
built up on an aircraft or other object by raln,
sleet, snow,or electrically charged clouds. (pra

Nous

in p-type semiconducting material { !pélpé \Sip-a'ta-shan ,stad-ik }
enk-shar | precipitator See electrostatic precipitator. { pre

PPM See pulse-position modulation ‘slpraytad-or} '
PPP See Point-to-Point Protocol, precision attribute [(compur sci] A set of one
P pulse See commutator pulse { 'pé ,pals } or more integers that denotes the number of
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als used to represent a given number and
5jfy sal information for determining the base

' yee the number. ( pra'sizh-an 'a-tra,bytit }
point balanced hybrid circuit [ELec| Circuit

_precisio interconnect a fourewire telephone circuit
if peteicilat twe-wire circult, in which the
to4 ape of the balancing network is adjusted
an 8 4 felatively high degree of balance
ye Bigh-an 'balanst ‘hibrad 'sar-kat |
eee net ELEC] In a four-wire terminating

“preels psimilar device employing a hybrid coil, an
itil jine designed and adjusted to provide

torline impedance . { pro'sizhan net|
arecision sweep TELECTR| Delayed and ex-
iPded sweepasin an analog radar display, or

Cirilar selection and timing of a digital display,
cpamicting closer examination of received

; “aipnats ol high resolution. ( pra'sizh-an ,swép }
} ale piled module (COMPUT sci| A standard-

| ‘jed subroutine that is separately developed and
‘compiled for use in manydifferent computer
‘programs. | 1pré-kam'pild 'maj-yiil |

|| er ompiler [COMPUT Scl| A computer program
arn indentities syntax errors and other problems

jna program before it is peesa¢ by a compiler ipré-kam'pil-or| Besection current [ELECTR] Low value of
| a current flowing in a thyratron or other

gnd-controlled gas tube prior to the start of
conduction { ipré-kan'dek-shan ,ke-rant}

cassor job [COMPUT SCi| A job whose out-
| piit {s used as input to another job, and which

must therefore be completed before the second
joblsstarted —[ ‘pred-9,ses-ar ,j&b}

| predefined functlon [computsci] A sequenceof“{ngtructions that is identified by name in a
computer program butis built into the high-level
programming language from which the program
is complied or /s retrieved from somewhere

| Padey asa subroutine libraryrédi'find 'fapk-shan
iaiotection combining [ELEcTR] Method used

| © to produce an optimum signal from multiple re-
‘ceivers involved in diversity reception of signals.
(Upré-di'tek-shan kem'bin-ip }

‘predicate |compur sci] A statement in a com-
puter program that evaluates an expression in

jOMertoarriveata true orfalse answer ('pred-a(Hat |

‘Predicted picture=|commUN| A MPEG-2 picture
-that'ls coded with respect to the nearest previous
Intra-coded picture. This technique is termed
lonvard prediction Predicted pictures provide
‘Mote compression than intra-coded pictures
and seve as a reference for future predicted
Pictures of bidirectional pictures. Predicted pice
tufts can propagate coding errors when they (or

direct lonal pictures) are predicted from prigr
Ptedicted pictures where the prediction is flawed,
ee pow a5 P-frame; P-picture. | prl'dikt-acl_ Rikechar

Predicted-wave signaling {commuN| Communi-
fatlons system in which detectionis optimizedin
Mie presence of severe Noise by using mechanical
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ccurate balance lor the loop and subscribers.

preliminary amplifier

resonatorfilters and othercircuits in the detector
to take advantage of known information on the
arrival and completion times af each pulse, as
weilas on pulse shape, pulse lrequencyand spec-
trum, and possible data content—{ pra'dik-tae
wav 'sig-nal-in }

predictive coder jcommun| Any technique for
compressing audio or video signals in which
a synthesizer at the receiver Is controlled by
signal parameters extracted at the transmitter
to remake the signal. Also known as predictive
encoder, | pradik-tiv 'kd-dar|

predictive coding |coMMUN| In data compres-
sion, a method of coding information in which
a sample value is presented as the error term
formed by the difference between the sample and
its prediction,—[ prajdik-tiv 'kd-in }

predictive encoder Swpredictive coder
idik-tiv in'ka-dor' |

Preece (ELEc| A unit of electrical resistivity equal
to 10!? times the product of | olim and | meter.
{ prés}

Preedit§ [compusci] To edit data befere feeding
ittoacemputer. | préed-at}

preemphasis [ELecte] A process which increases
the magnitude. of some frequency components with
respect tethe magnitude ofothers to reduce theeffects
of nolse introducedin subsequentparts of the system.
{ pré'em-fa-sas |

preemphasis network |ELECTR| An RC (resis
tance-capacitance) filter inserted in a system
to emphasize one range of frequencies with
respect to another. Also known as emphasizer
{ pré'em-fo-sos ,net,wark }

preemptive multitasking |compursel] A methed
of running more than-one program ona computer
ata time, in which control of the processor is
decided by the operating system, whichallocates
each programa recurring time segment pré
lemp-tiv 'mal-té,task-iy |

preferred numbers [ELEcTR] A series of numbers
adopted by the Electronic Industries Association
and the military services for use as nominal
values of resistors and capacitors, to reduce the
number of different sizes that must be kept in
stock lor replacements, Also known as preferred

{ pra

values. | pri'fard ‘nam-barz |
preferred values See preferred numbers. { pri

‘fordl 'val-ytiz }
prefix notation See Polish notation. { ‘pre, fiks

n6,ta-shan }
prefocus lamp [ELEC] A light bulb whosefila-

ments are precisely positioned with respect to
the lamp socket { pré'fd-bas lamp|

Preheat fluorescentlamp=[eLectr| A fluorescent
lamp in which a manual switch or thermal starter
is used to preheat the cathode for a few seconds
before high voltage is applied to strike the
mercury ate. | 'pré,hét flujres-ant lamp}

preindexing=|coMPLT sel] Operation in which the
address bits of 4 word are added to the contents
of a specified register to determine the pointer
address. ( pré'indeks-in }

preliminary amplifier See preamplifier.
lim-o\ner-@'am-pla,ff-ar }

{ pri’
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 preprocessor

preprocessor |CompuT Sci] A program that con-
verts data into a format suitable for computer
processing. { |pré'prd,ses-ar}

preprogrammed robot [conT sys] A robot that
cannot adaptitself to the taskit is carrying out,
and mustfollow a built-in program Also known
as sequence robot —_{ |pré'prd,gramd'rd, bat }

preprogramming={computSci] The prerecording
of instructions or commandsfor a machine, such
as an automated tool in a factory. { pré'prd
gramin |

preread head [comput scl] A read head that is
placed near another read head in such a way
that it can read data stored on a moving medium
such as a tape or disk before these data reach the
second head. { 'pré,réd ,hed }

prescaler [ELECTR] A scaler that extends the up-
per frequency limit of a counter by dividing the
input frequency by a precise amount, generally
[Oor 100, ('pré,skal-ar }

preselection |compuTsci| A technique for saving
computation time in buffered computers in which
a block of data is read into computer storage
from the next input tape to be called upon
before the data are required in the computer; the
selection of the next input tape is de-
termined by instructions to the computer
{ {pré-si'lek-shan }

preselector {ELEC| Device in automatic switch-
ing which performsits selecting operation before
seizing an idle trunk |ELEcTR| A tuned radio-
frequency amplifier stage used ahead ofthe fre-
quency converter in a superheterodyne receiver
to increase the selectivity and sensitivity of the
receiver { ipré-si'lek-tar}

presentation See radar display
shon }

presentation graphics program=[compurTsci| An
application program for creating and enhancing
the visual! appeal and understandability of charts
and eraphs,with the aid ofa library or predrawn
imagesthat can be combined with other artwork
{ ,prez-anita-shon 'graf-iks ,prd-gram }

preset [COMPUT Scl| 1. Of a variable, having a
value established before thefirst time it is used
2. To initialize a value of a variable before the
value of the variable is used or tested { 'pré
sset }

preset parameter [COMPUT Sci] In computers, a
parameter which is fixed for each problem at

{ ,prez-an'ta-

a value set by the programmer { 'pré,set
pa'ram-od-ar}

presort [comput sci| 1. The first part of a sort
program in which data items are arranged into
strings that are equal to or greater than some
prescribed length 2. The sorting of data on
off-line equipment before it is processed by a
computer { pré'sort }

press teletype network [commuN| A large tele-
typewriter network employed by a press asso-
ciation or other news distributing organization,
usually employing modern carrier telegraph cir-
cuits operating over both wire and radio facilities,
and transmitting to as many as 2000 stations
simultaneously _{ 'pres 'tel-a,tip ,net,wark }
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press-to-talk switch=|ELEctR| 4 $Witoh se
directly ona microphone ta Provider a Nin
means for switching IWO-Way fading!
equipmentorelectronic dictating g Okt Ip,
the talk position. _{ ‘pres ta 'tok wie

pressure cable |ELEC| A cable in wht |
such as oil or gas, at greater Ich @
spheric pressure, surrounds the ath
insulation and keeps their tem
{ 'presh-ar ,ka-bal}

pressure microphone (iNG Acoysy .
phone whose output varles with the u
neous pressure produced bya soung Wal tal
on a diaphragm; examples are capacitg, bs
erystal, and dynamle microphones
‘mikra-lon |

pressurepad=|ENGACOUS| Afelt pad
a spring arm, used to hold magneti

s
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{'presh-ar ,pad |

pressure pickup [ELECTR] A device that Cony
changes in the pressure of a gas or liquidcorresponding changes in some More Ing
measurable quantity such as indie
resistance, {'presh-ar 'pik,ap }

pressure switch [ELEC] A switch that;
by a change in pressure of a gas
{'presh-or ,swich }

Presumptive address
{ pri'zom-tiv a'dres}

presumptive Instructlon See basic instruct{ pri'zom.tiv in'strok-shan }

pretersonics See acoustoelectronics { tprédigyisdin-iks } /

pre-transmit-recelve tube See pre-TR tube (pra)i

Finga

S @ctuatey
OF ligifd

See address COSTAR

‘tranz,mit ri'sév ,tib }
pretravel [CONT sys|The distance or angle

through which the actuator of a switch moves
from the free position to the operating position
{ 'pré,trav-al} j

Pretrigger [ELECTR] Trigger used to initiate’
sweep ahead oftransmitted pulse. _[ pré'trijayy,

pre-TR tube=[ELECTR] Gas-filled radio-freq E
switching tube used in some radar systems iy)
protect the transmit-receive tube from exces
sively high powerandthe receiverfrom frequen:
cles other than the fundamental. Derived{pn}
pre-transmit-receive tube, { préité'ar ,tiib}

previewing [comput sci] In character recog
tion, a process of attempting to gain ptior
information about the characters that appear on’
an incoming source document; this information:
which may include the range of ink density,
relative positions, and so forth, is used as af
aid in the normalization phase of charactet
recognition —_{ 'pré,vyii-in } J

previous element coding=[|commuN| System
signal coding, used for digital television trafi=
mission, whereby each transmitted picture elt
ment is dependent upon the similarity of the Me
cedingpictureelement. | ‘préw@-as'el-amant}

prewhltenIngfilter See whitening filter { pré'wily
on.in fil-tor }

PRF See pulse repetition rate
pri See primary winding. { pri}
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witch Mounpe
lea conven; ed)
‘adiotelephong
requipmenry.
iswich| Veo

1 which a flay
thar atm
tonductors and
derature clown

‘OUS] A inigg; is

1 the istanty.
ind wave acting
dacitor, Carboy
38. | 'presh.op

tad Mounted 5g
tic tape in Cloga
tape recorders

re that, convene
8 oF liquid intg
& more readily
inductance op

that is actuated
gas or liquid,

Iress constant,

sic instruction,

ics. { iprd-gr

TRtube {pre

amce or angle
a switch moves
‘rating position,

'd to initiate
2 { pré'trig-ar)
radio-frequency
adar systems to
be from exces-
2r from frequen-
il. Derived from
tear ,tiib)
aracter recognl-
+ to gain prior
s that appear on
his information,
of ink density,

1, is used as an
se of character

MUN] System oftelevision trans-
tted picture ele-
ilarity of the pre-
vé-as'el-a-mant}
‘ilter { pré'wit-

jeLec| One of the high-valtage conduc-
primary a power distribution system. See primary

. ['priimer-é |
yindingattery {Euec| A battery consisting of

pri Sor more primary cells. | ‘primer-é 'bad-a-on

el cache [COMPUT sci] A cache memory
“Tyee within a. microprocessorchip itself, Also

yrown 25 internal cache; level | cache. | ipri.6'kash |
re cell |ELEC] A cell that delivers electric

as a result of an electrochemical reaction
notefficiently reversible, so that the cell
be recharged efficiently. | 'pri,mer-é

erent
that is
cannot

ee center (|COMMUN|A telephone office
having lower rank than a sectional center and
higher rank than a toll center; connects toll
centers and may also serve as a toll center for
nearby end offices. {'prismer-é 'sen-tar}

; ry clrcult [ELEC] One of a collection ofpied coils or circuits that receives electric
ywer from @ source and transfers it to the

secondary circuit by electromagnetic induction,
ipmené ‘sarkat |

rimary coll [ELEC] The inputcoil in an induction
collortranstormer ‘priymere 'koil |
mary control program=|compur sei| The pro-

gram which provides the sequential scheduling af
jobs and basic operating systems functions, Ab-
hreviated PCP. [‘prijmer-é kan'trol ,pro-gram J

primary detector=Su sensor | ‘prijmer-@ ditektar |

primary electron [ELECTR] An electron which
bombards a solid surface, causing secondary
emission. { ‘pri,mer-é i'lek,tran }

primary emission [ELECTR] Emission of elec-
trons due to primary causes, such as heating of
a cathode, and not to secondary effects, such as
electronbombardment. _{ 'pri,mer-é i'mish-an}

primary fault (ELEc| In an electric circuit, the ini-
tial breakclown of the insulation of a conductor,
usually followed by a flow of power current
{‘primer-é ,folt }

primary flow [ELECTR] The current flow that is
tesponsible for the major properties of a semi-
conductor device. {'pri,mer-é 'f16 }

primary frequency |COMMUN] Frequency as-
signed for normal use on a particular circuit or
communications channel. { 'prijmer-é 'fré.
kwan-sé }

primary-frequency standard |comMUN| Gine of
the standardsof frequency maintained by various
governments; the operating frequency of a radio
station Is determined by comparison with mul-
liples of this standare frequency, ( ‘priimené
‘tre-kwor-s® ,stan-dard }

Primary fuel cell (enec| A fuel cell in which the
fuel and oxidant are continuously consumed
('priymer-é 'fyiil sel |

Primary index (coyspur si| An index that holds
the values of primary keys, in sequence. | 'pri
MEE in cdeks |

Primary key Joompur sci] A key that identifies a
record of portion of a record and determines
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primary photocurrent

primary powercable

primary radar

primary register

primary relay

primary service area

primary skip zone

primary storage

primary survelllance radar

primary voltage

primary wave

primary winding

prime register

primitive

primitive abstract data type

principal axis

principal axis

the sequence of recordsin a file or other data
structure, ( 'pri,mer-& 'ké }

[ELECTR] A photocurrent
resulting from nonohmic contacts unable to
teplenish charge carriers which pass out of the
opposite contact, and whose maximum gain is
unity { 'priymer-é 'fod-6,ka-rant}

{ELEc] Power service cables
connecting the outside power sourceto the main-
office switch and metering equipment, { ‘pri
imer-é 'pat-ar ,ka-bal }

[ENG] A radar that receives and
interprets the reflected signal from scattering
objects (targets and clutter) in its view. { 'pri
imer-é 'ra,dar }

[COMPUT scl} A general-purpose
register in a central processing unit thatis avail-
able for direct utilization by computer programs,
{'priwmer-é 'rej-a,star}

[ELEC] Relay that produces the
initial action ina sequence of operations. {'pri
imer-é 'ré,la }

[COMMUN | The area in
which the ground wave of a broadcast station
is not subject to objectionable interference or
fading. { 'pri,mer-é 'sar-vas ,er-é-2 }

[ELECTROMAG] Area around a
transmitter beyond the ground wave but within
the skip distance. { 'pri,mer-€'skip ,z6n }

{COMPUT Sci] Main internal stor-
age ofacomputer, { 'pri,mer-é 'stér-ij }

See primary radar.
{ 'pri,mer-é sar'va-lans ,ra,dar}

[ELEC] The voltage applied to
the terminals of the primary winding of a
transformer, { 'pri,mer-é 'v6l-tij }

[COMMUN] A tadio wave traveling
by adirect path, as contrasted with skips. { 'pri
imer-é 'wav }

[ELEC] The transformerwinding
that receives signal energy oralternating-current
power from a source. Also known as primary
Abbreviated pri Symbolized P. { 'pri,mer-é
'wind:in }

[COMPUT Sci] One of the registers
that is inactive at any given time in a central
processing unit with duplicate general-purpose
registers. { ‘prim 'rej-a-star}

[COMPUT sci] A sketchy specification,
omitting details, of some action in a computer
program. [CONT sys] A basic operation of a
tobot, initialized by a single commandstate-
ment in the program that controls the robot.
('prim-ad-iv }

[COMPUTscl] A sim-
ple abstract data type that is typically imple-
mented directly in a high-level programming
language; examples include integers and real
numbers (with appropriate arithmetic opera-
tors), booleans (with appropriate logical oper-
ators), text strings, and pointers. { 'prim-ad-iv
‘ab,strakt 'dad-a tip }

|ENG Acous| A reference direction
for angular coordinates used in describing the
directional characteristics of a transducer; it is
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principal E plane

usually an axis of structural symmetry or the
direction of maximum response. { 'prin-so-pal
'ak-sos }

principal E plane=|ELECTROMAG| Plane contain-
ing the direction of radiation of electromagnetic
waves and arranged so that the electric vector
everywhere lies in the plane={ 'prinssa-pal 'é
iplan |

principal H plane=|ELECTROMAG| Plane that con-
tains the directionof radiation and the magnetic
vector, and is everywhere perpendicular to the E
plane=_{ 'prin-sa-pal ‘ach ,plan J

principle of duality Sve duality principle
{'prin-sa-pal ov dii'al-od-é }

principle of optimality [cont sys] A principle
which states that for optimal systems, any
portion of the optimal state trajectory is optimal
between the states it joins. { 'prin-so-pal ov
\dp-to'mal-od-é }

principle of reciprocity Sve reciprocity theorem
{ ‘prin-sa-pal ov ,res-a'priis-ad-é }

principle of superposition |ELEC| 1. The princi-
ple that the total electric field at a point due to
the combinedinfluence ofa distribution of point
charges is the vector sum ofthe electric field
intensities which the individual point charges
would produceat that point if each acted alone
2. The principle that, in a linear electrical network,
the voltage or current in any element resulting
from several sources acting togetheris the sum
of the voltages or currents resulting from each
source acting alone Also known as superposition
theorem —_{ 'prin-sa-pal ov ,sii-por-pa 'zish-on}

print driver=|comput sci] The portion of a com-
puter program that directs output to a printer
and usually also controls printer functions such
as pagination and the setting of the margins and
page headers, { ‘print ,dri-var }

printed circuit [ELECTR] A conductive pattern
that mayor may notinclude printed components,
formed in a predetermined design on the surface
of an insulating base in an accurately repeatable
manner, {'print-ad 'sar-kot}

printed circuitboard=[ELEcTR| A flat board whose
front contains slots for integrated circuit chips
and connections for a variety of electronic
components, and whosebackis printed with elec-
trically conductive pathways between the compo-
nents. Also known as circuit board, { 'print-ad
‘sarkat ,bord |

printed-wiring armature [(ELEC| An armature in
which the conductors consist of printed-wiring
strips on both sides of a thin insulating disk,
to give a low-inertia armature for servomo-
tors and other variable high-speed applications.
{'printad jwirin ‘arm-o,chur }

printed wiring board=|ELEcTR) A copper-clad di-
electric material with conductors etched on the
external or internal layers, [ iprint-ad ‘wiring
ibord }

printer§|comput sci| A computer output mecha-
nism that prints characters one at a time or one
lineatatime  {'print-or}

printer file=(compurTsci| 1.A file that contains the
information that the printer driver needs in order
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to generate the codes required by the
2... document in print image format, (ore
ifil ) Prinstyp

print head=|compur sei] The mecharijs
generates the characters to be TEPTOUce)Stcharacter printer. (‘print hee | by a

print Image format=|comput sci] The format
document that has been prepared for outp Of a
the printer (‘print ,im+ij ,[or,mat } Ut on

printing calculator=jcompur sci] A desk-m
electronic calculator that provides a brie
record on paper tape with or without g di ted
display. [ ‘print-in 'kal-kya\lad-ar | Bital

printing element=[compur sci] The part oF th
print head mechanism that comesinto Cont e
with the paper to print characters or othe
images, {'print-in.,el-a-mant } Wee

printing-telegraph code=|COMMUN| A. [iva
seven-unit code used for operation of
teleprinter, teletypewriter, and similar telegrs hiprinting devices, ( 'print-in jtel-a,graf kag qi

printing telegraphy=|comMun| Method of tele
graph operation in which the received aignale
are automatically recorded in printed characters
| ‘print-in toleg-ra-f | ”

print member=|compur sci] The part of a com:
puter printer that determines the form of g
printed character, such as a print wheel or type
bar {print .mem-bar|

printout {comput scl| A printed output ofa data.
processing machine or system—_{'printyatit |

print position=|comeursci| One ofthe positions
on a printer at which a character can beprinted
{ ‘print po,zish-an J

print queue (COMPUT sc} A prioritized list, main.
tained by the operating system, of the output
from a computer system waiting on a spoolfile
tobe printed [ ‘print ,kyii }

printserver=[ComMPuTsci| Acomputer controlling
aseries of printers { ‘print ,sor-var)

printthrough=|ELectR] Transfer of signals from
one recorded layer of magnetic tape to the next
onareel {'print,thri}

print train=|[conput sci] 1. The chain in a chain
printer or the drum in a drum printer that holds
the type slugs used to make impressions on
paper 2. The electroniccharacter set that serves
a similar function in a laser printer { ‘print
itran }

printwheel=|computsci] Adisk which has around
its rim the letters, numerals, and other characters
that are used in printing in a wheel printer
{'print ,wél ]

priority-arbitration circuit (comput sci] A logic
circuit which combines all interrupts but al-
lows only the highest-priority request to enable
its active flipflop. { pri'areod-@ ,arebo'tra-shan
isarekat}

priority indicator |comMMUN| Data attached to a
message to indicate its relative priority and
hence the order in which it will be transmitted
|compPuT sci| Data attached to a computer pro-
gram orjob which are used to determine the order
in which it will be processed by the computer
{ prl'dreod-é 'in-da,kad-or}
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t 3 rrupt (COMPUT sci| An interrupt pro-
"6int ‘tioiat controlis passed to the monitor,

Nita}! : feetor ited operationis initiated, and then con-
\anism thant rol returns to the running program, whichnever
beluiced bya ows thatithas been interrupted | pri'fir-ad-é
iformay vintaf0Pt |compur sci] Phase consisting of
" output, u prio cution of operations in responseto instru-

on Di or process interrupts other than clock
clesk-mog MmertUpts. { pri'dred-é 'faz }
38 prin ih Tty polling [COMMUN|Ina data communica-
wut a di a pric ng network, a systern in which nodes with high

fltal Beily are interrogated more frequently than
‘Part of+ th ce with only occasional traffic. [ pritarad-éinto cory Ne ai |
SOF other ; rority processing [COMPUT sci] A method of

ap p amputer time-sharing in which the order in
A five go which progtams are processed |s determined by
than of i system of priorities, itivolvitig such factors as
ar telegraph the length, nature, and source of the progranis,
‘af kad | pridradté 'prd.ses-it) }
lod of tele. f arlority’ queueing [COMPUT 5Cl| The arangement
ved signale of jobs to be carried out inalist according to their
I characters, lative importance, with the most important

I fist. | prldrad-é"kytiin|
t of a edine rivacy system [COMMUN] A device or method

form of a ; for scrambling overseas telephone conversa-
reel or type i tions handled by radio links in order to make

i ! them unintelligible: to outside listeners. Also
at of a data- known as privacy transformation; secrecy system.
Tint,aut } | |'pri-ve-sé sistam |
(€ positions privacy transformation —Swr_privacy system,
be printed, | 'nrivase jtranz-far'ma-shan |

private automatic branch exchange=[commun|
1 list, main- | Aptivate branch exchange in which connections
the output are made by remote-controlled switches, Abbre-
a spoolfile viated PABX. { 'pri-vat jod-a,mad-ik ‘branch iks

chanj }
controlling private automaticexchange |comMmuN] Aprivate

telephone exchange in which connectians are
gnals from made by remote-controlled switches. Abbrevi-
to the next ated PAX. { 'pri-vat {od-a,mad-ik iks,chanj }

private branch exchange [COMMUN] A tele-
‘in a chain phone exchange serving a single organization,
‘that holds | having a switchboard and associated equipment,
essions on usually located on the customer's premises;
‘that serves provides for switching calls between any two
r { ‘print extensions served by the exchange or between

any extension and the national telephone system
has around via a trunk to a central office Abbreviated PBX

+ characters | { 'pri-vat ‘branch iks,chanj }
2el printer. Private branch exchange access line [eLec|

| Circuit thal connects a main private branch
scl] A logic exchanige (PRX) to a switching center,—{ ‘privat
rts but al- ‘branchiks,chan{ ‘ak ses lin |
t to enable Private data jooSci| Data that are open toa
ba'tra-shan single useronly—{ ‘privat ‘dada|

private exchange |comMmuN| Telephone—ex-
ached toa _ change serving a single organization and having
tiority and no means for connecting to a public telephone
ansmitted. system, | "privat iks'chan||
iputer pro- Private library |compursci| Anonganizedeallection
ietheorder | of programs and other software that is the propertyof
computer. asitizle user ofa computer system and is not generally

available to other users. | ‘privat, brer-é }

problem-defining language

private IIne (comMMUN] A line, channel, or service
reserved solely for one user{'pri-vat ‘lin

private IIne arrangement |compurTsci] The struc-
ture of a computer system in which each in-
put/output device has a set of lines leading
to the central processing unit for the device's
own private use Also knownasradial selector
{ ‘pri-vat {lin 9,ranj-mont}

private IIne service |COMMUN] Service provided
by United States common carriers engaged in
domestic or international wire, radio, and cable
communications for the intercity communica-
tions purposes of a customer; this service is
provided over integrated communications path-
ways, includingfacilities or local channels, which
are integrated components of intercity private
line services, and station equipment between
specified locations for a continuous period or
for regularly recurring periods at stated hours
{ 'pri-vat jlin ,sar-ves }

private pack [comput sci] A disk pack assigned
exclusively to one application or one user so that
the operating system does not try to allocate
space on the device to others _{ 'pri-vat ‘pak }

privileged Instructlon [comput sci] A class of in-
structions, usually including storage protection
setting, interrupt handling, timer control, in-
put/output, and special processor status-setting
instructions, that can be executed only when the
computer is in a special privileged modethatis
generally available to an operating or executive
system, but not to user programs._{'priv-a-lijd
in'strak-shan }

privileged mode Sve master mode. _{ 'priv-a-lijd
imod }

PRMLtechnique See partial-response maximum-
likelihood technique —_{ {péjdrlem'el tek,nék }

probablilstic automaton {comput sci| A device,
with a finite number of internal states, which
is capable of scanning input words over a
finite alphabet and responding by successively
changing its internal state in a prababilis-
tic way. Also known as stochastic automaton
{ prab-a-ba'lis-tik o'tam-a,tan }

probabilistic sequential machine |compuTsci| A
probabilistic automaton that has the capability
of printing output words probabilistically, over a
finite output alphabet. Also known as stochas-
tic sequential machine. { ,prab-o-ba'lis-tik
si'kwen-chal ma'shén }

probe |[COMMUN| To determine a radiointerference
by obtaining the relative interference level in the
immediate area of a source by the use of a small,
insensitive antenna in conjunction with a receiving
device. [ELECTROMAG] A metal rod that projects
into but is insulated from a waveguide or resonant
cavity; used to provide coupling to an external circuit
for injection or extraction of energy or to measure
the standing-wave ratio. Also known as waveguide
probe. { prob }

problem check |comPUT sci} One or more tests
used to assist in obtaining the correct machine
solution toa problem. { 'praéb-lam ,chek }

problem-defining language [compuTsci} A pro-
gramming language that literally defines a
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problem definition

problem and may specilically define the input
and output, but dees not define the method of
transforming one to the other. Also known as
problem-specification language. | ‘prib-tam di
ifin-in jlan-ewil |

problem definition=|comPut scl] The art of com-
piling logic in the form of general flowcharts and
logic diagrams which clearly explain and present
the problem to the programmer in such a way
that all requirements involved in the fun are
presented. [ ‘prab-lam ,def-a,nish-an}

problem-describing language JcomeuT scp A
programming Janguage that describes, in the
most general way, the problem to be solved,
but gives no indication of the problem's detailed
characteristics or its solution.  ( ‘prab-lam di
‘akrib-in ilag-ewil |

problem file See run book. | 'prab-lom til}
problem folder Seerun book, ('prab-fom f6ld-ar)
problem mode=[compur sci] conditian of com-

puter operation In which, in contrast to supervl-
sor mode, the privileged instructions cannot be
executed, preventing the program from upsetting
the supervisor program of any other program
('prib-lam ,mod |

problem-oriented language=[COMPUT sel A lan-
auage designed to facilitate the accurate ex-
pression of problems belonging to specific
sets of problem types. { 'prab-lam ,ralentad
anew|

problem-solving language
gramming language that can be
a complete solution to a problem.
isalyelyy lan-ewil |

problem-specificatlon language See problem-
defining language. { ‘prab-lem \spes-a-faka-
shan jlag-ewil }

procedural programming=[comput sel A list of
instructions telling a computer, step-by-step.
what to do, usually having a linear order of
execution fromthe first statement to the second
and so forth with oceaslonal loops and branches
Procedural programming languages include ¢,
Cu, Fortran, Pascal, and Basic. | prajsé-ja-ral
‘prS.aram-ity |

procedural representation =| COMPUT sei] The
fepresentation of certain concepts Ina computer
by procedures ar programs in some appropriate
language, rather than by static data_|tems
such as numbers or lists. | pra’se-(a-ral
wrep-ra-zen'ta-shan|

procedure |compuTsci| 1... sequence of actions
{or computer Instructions] which collectively
accomplish some cesiredtask. 2.[n particular, a
subroutine that causes an effect external to ttself.
{ pra'sé-jar |

procedure declaration {comPuTsci| Astatement
that causes a procedure to be given a name and
written as a segment of a computer program
| pra's@-jar dek-layra-shan|

precedure division=|compPur sci] The section of
a program (written in the COBOL language} in
which a programmer specifies the operatians to
be performed with the data names appearingin
the program. | pra's®-|ar divizh-on }

[COMPUT scl) A pro-
used to specily

('prab-larn
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procedure Ilbrary=|COMPUT SClj A eg}
job contro! language routines that acto
on a disk file and can be executed be a
a command naming the routine Abate
PROCLIB | pro's@-jar lijbrere)  Vlatey

procedure-oriented language [oop
language designed to facilitate the . Ky
description of procedures, algorithms scel
tines belonging to a certain set of proce
{ pro's@-jar Grejent-ad ,lan-gwij | ed

proceed-to-select signal |COMMUN| Sigg.turned fromdistant automatic equipms al
the backwardsignaling path, intesporse ta
ing signal, to indicate that selecting informa
can be transmitted; in certain signaling ae |
bothsignalscan be the same. (pra'sedtgan
signal| Sillely

proceed-to-transmit signal§[ComMuUN| Sigtialturned from a distant matiual switchboard. Ab
the backward signaling path, in response tat
calling signal, to indicate that the teleprigy
the distant operator is connected to the ¢jre| pre'séd ta tranz'mit ,sig-nal } Mit

process [COMPUT sCi| 1. To assemble, campila
generate, interpret, compute, and otherwise ,
oninformationinacomputer. 2.A program that
is running onacomputer | ‘praises|

process-bound program See CPU-bound prograp
| ‘praises {batind 'pro-gram |

process control system=[CONT Sys] The auto.
matic control of a continuous operation, (‘pg
(sas kon tral sis-tam | :

processing §|comMun| Further hanclling, manips
ulation, consolidation, compesiting, and so qq,
of information to canvert it from one format
to another or to reduce it to manageable or
intelligible information. { 'prd,ses-in 1

processing interrupt |CoMPuT soll The Interrup.
tion of the batch processing mode ina real-time
system when live data are entered In the system
('‘prases-in ‘Int-a,rapt|

processing program JcOMPUT sc!) Any computer
program that is not a contrel program, such 98
an application program, or a noncontrolling part!
of the operating system, such as-a sort-metge
program or language translator. | 'pra\sesdip)
\prd gram | ‘

processing section=|ConpuT S¢\| The computer
unit that does the actual changing of input
into output, includes the arithmetic unit and
intermediate storage. | ‘prayses-in_ sek-shan |

process-limited Ser processor-limited. | 'pra.sas
\m-ad-acl |

processor§|CQMPUTSC!| 4. Adevice that performs
one or many[unetions, usually a central process:
ing unit. 2, A program that transforms some
input Into some output, such as an assembler,
compller, or linkage editor—| 'praises-ar |

processor complex |CcOMPUT SCI) The central
portion of a very large computer consisting
of several central processing units working In
concert. | 'prajses-ar ,kim,pleks |

processorerrorinterrupt=|COMPuT sej| The inter=
fuption of a computer program because 4 parity,
check indicates an error in a word that has been
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ferred to OF within the central processing
rans pra BES-Ar ‘er-or ,int-a,rapt}
unit orlimited [COMPUT sci] Property of a

i processor system whose processing time is
/ ned by the speed of its central processing

her than by the speed of its periph-
@al equipment. nye o— as process-limitedseps-ar lim-ad-ad

g { {praise memory-switch notation Ser PMS no-easor- men" ee =
4\ses-or'mem-ré swich no,ta-shan |{pre

; rs stack pointer |compur sci| A. pro-

geter™
if rat

pre ammuable register used to access all temporary-
rage words related to an interrupt-service rou-

ate ‘which was halted when a new service routine
tine alled in ['praises-ar 'stak jpdintar }
tessor statusword§|CoMPUTScI| Aword com-

Pr eing 4 set of flag bits and the interrupt-mask
ttatus, | peises-ar '‘stad-as ,ward |

| simulation [comrur sci] The use of
| F computer programming, computer vision, and

feedback to simulate manufacturing techniques
! {iprases sirm-yaild-shan|

pROCLIB Ser procedure library
| prod 5° test prod. { prad|roduct demodulator |ELectr| A recelver de-

modulator whose qutput Is the product of the
input signal voltage and a local oscillator signal
voltage al the Input frequency. Also known as
product detector | ‘prad-akt dimaj-a,lac-ar }

uct detector=Srv_product demodulator
| 'pracl-obt ditek-tar |

production jcomeuT sci] 1. The processing of
yseful work by a computer system, excluding
the development andtesting of new programs
2 Arule in a grammaraf a formal language that
describes how parts of a. string (or word, phrase,
of consttuct) can be replaced by other strings
Alsoknownasruleofinference. | pra'dak-shan}

production program [comput sel] A proprietary
program used primarily for internal processing
ina business and not generally made available
to third parties for profit. | pra'dak-shan ,prd
iaram |

production test |compursci| Atest ofa computer
systemwith actual data in the environment where
itwill be user { pra'dak-shen test }

production time [comptT sci] Good camputing
time, including occasional duplication of one
case for a check or rerunningofthe test run; also
including duplicatian requested by the sponsor,
any reruns caused bymisinformation or bad data
supplied by sponsor, and error studies using
different intervals, covergencecriteria, and soon
{ pra'dak-shon ,tim }

Product modulator [ELECTR] Modulator whose
modulated output is substantially equal to the
carrier and the modulating wave; the term implies
a device in which intermodulation between
components of the modulating wave does not
occur { 'praé:dakt ,maj-a,lad-ar}

Proflte {commuN | A defined subset ofthe syntax
Specified in the MPEG-2 video coding specifica-
tion {'prd,fil }

Program=|commuN] 1. A sequence of audio sig-
tals alone, or audio and videosignals, transmit-

{'prak lib }

program element

ted for entertainmentor information. 2. A col-
lection of program elements. Program elements
may be elementary streams, and need not have
any defined time base. Those that do have a
commantime base are intended for synchro-
nized presentation. |c¢omeur sci] A detailed
and explicit set of directions for accomplishing
some purpose, the set being expressed in some
language suitable for input to a computer, or in
machine language.{'prd-gram or'prd,gram }

program analysis §[comptiT sci] The process of
determining the functions to be carried out by
acomputer program. { 'prd-gram 9,nal-a-sas}

program block [coMput'sci| A division or section
of a computer program that functions to a
large extent as if it were a separate program.
{'pré-aram blak }

programcheck {comput sci} A built-in check sys-
tem in a program to determine that the program
is running correctly. { 'prd-gram ,chek}

program clock reference [coMMUN|A time
stamp in the transport stream from which
decoder timing is derived, Abbreviated PCR.
(‘pré-eram |klak 'refrans}

program compatibility [compur sci| The type of
compatibility shared by two computers that
can processthe identical program or programs
written in the same source language or machine
language. | 'prd-pram kam,pad-a'bil-adé |

program control |conT sys| A control system
whose set point is automatically varied during
definite time intervals in order to make the
process variable vary in someprescribed manner
("présgram kan, tral }

program conversion |CoMPUT scl] The changing
al the source language of a computer program
from onedialect to another, or the modification
of the program to operate with a different oper-
ating system or data-base management system
['prd-eram kan,var-zhan }

program counter Se: instruction counter
grom ,kadint-ar }

program design=|compur sci] The phase of com-
puter program developmentin which the hard-
ware and software resources needed by the
program are identified and the logic to be used
by the pragram is determined. { ‘pra-grem di
iain }

program development time [comPuT sci] The
total time taker ona computerto produceoperating
programs, including the time taken to compile,
test, and debug programs, plus the time taken to
develop and test new procedures and techniques.
{‘pra-gram di'vel-ap-mant .tim }

program editor {comput sci] A computerroutine
used in time-sharing systems for on-line mod-
ification of computer programs, { 'prd-gram
ied-a-tar|

program element |COMMUN| A generic term for
one of the elementary streams or other data
streams that may be included in the program
of a digital video system [COMPUT scl] Part of
a central computer system that carries out the
instruction sequence scheduled by the program-
mer. ('prd-gram ,el-a-mant}

{'pro-
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program failure alarm

program failure alarm=|COMMUN | Signal-
operatedradio or television relay that gives a visual
andor aural alarm when the program fails oh the
line being monitored, a time delay is provided to
prevent the relay from operating and giving a false
alarm during station identification periods or other
short perieds of silence in. program continulty
| pra-aram ‘fal-yar a,/hemn|

program generator [COMPUT set] A program that
permits a computer to write other programs
automatically | 'program jjenatac-ar |

program library jeompur sei} An organized set of
computer routines and programs | ‘program
i-breré |

program listing jcompur ser] A list of the state-
ments ina computer program, usually produced
as a by-product of the compilation of the
program, | program listing |

program logic [COMPUT sci] A particular se-
quence of Instructions ina computer program
{‘pro-grarn [A}-ik |

programmable calculator jcompuT se!| An elec-
tronic calculator that has seme provision. for
changing its internal program, usually by in-
serting a new magnetic card on which the
desired calculating program has been stored.
| pro!gram-o-bal ‘kal-kyalad-ar|

programmable controller [consys] A control
device, normally used in industria) control appli-
cations. that employs the hardware architecture
of a compliter and 3 relay laceler diagram
Janguage Also known. as programmable logic
controller. | pro‘gfamea-bal kan'trobar }

programmable counter JeLeere| A counter that
divides an input [recquency by a number which
can be programmedinto decades of synchronous
down counters; these decades, with additional
tlecoding and control logic, give the equivalent
af a divide-by-N counter system, where N cart
be madeequaltoanynumber | pré'grama-bal
‘kaunt-ar |

programmable decade resistor [plecte| A
decade box designed so that the value of
its resistance can be remotely controlled by
programming logle as required for the contral of
load, time constant, gain, and other parameters
of cireulls used in automatic test equipment and
automatic controls. | prd'gram-a-bal ‘dey kacl ri
jzis-tar|

programmable device=|COMPUT sci) Any device
whose operation 1s coritrolled by a stered
program that can be changed or replaced
| pté'gram-a-baldi'vis }

programmable electronic system [sys ENG) A
system based ona computer and connected to
sensors or actuaters for the purpese of control,
protection, Of monitoring { pro'gram-a-bal
Nok dtranak jsistam |

programmable logic array Ser field-program-
mable lagle array | prd'gramva-bal {ap tk ata |

programmable logic controller See programmable
controler | pro'gram-a-bal Hapik kar,trGl-ar }
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programmable power supply [Fite) ,
supply whose output voltage can be changon
digital cantrol signals, | pro'gram-a-bai
sapli} Day

programmable read-only memory=[eq),,
An integrated-cireult memory chip which :
programmed only once by the user afteryh) \ apinformation stored in the chip cannotbe 3) h t
Abbreviated PROM. [ pro!gramasbal trae
' ae) Vso nthmemre | MH

program maintenance |comMPuT Stil The y
ing of computer programs both. by ations
rection and byalteration.of programs tq
changing needs, [ ‘pro-gram ‘mant-anang yoprogrammatic interface Ser applleation pr Miinterlace. | prd-grajmad-ik 'in-tar,{as | Ram

programmed check=[COMPUT SCI] Te ATS otea ’ ' fon
detecting operation programmedbyinstr) Sty
rather than built into the hardware, 2, 4 Ong
puter check in which a sample problem wipknown answer, selected for having @ Prog
similat to that of the next problem to be ryp mo
put through the computer {programed ‘chal! 4

programmed dump=|coMbyr ECILA Storgen!dump which results from an instruction thts
computer program at a particular point in a
program | ‘pra,gramd ‘damp|

rogrammedfunction key=|COMPUTS¢!| Akey on
the keyboard of a computer verminal that lacks
a predefined function bul can be assigned g
function by acomputer program Abbreviated pr
key prajgramd ‘fagk-shan ke }

programmedhalt jcommursel| Abalt that occurs
deliberately as the result of an Instruction. (py
the program, Also known as programmed stop
[‘pragramd‘helt |

programmed logic array {ELECTR| An array of
ANDIORlogic gates that, provides logic functions
for a given set of inputs programmed during
manulacture and serves as a read-only memory.
Abbreviated PLA.  {‘praigramd(laj-ik a1 |

programmed marginal check |ComPur scl
Computer program that varies Its own voltage
to check some piece of electronic computer
equipment during @ preventive maintenance
check. (‘pra.gramd 'matjan-al ‘chek |

programmed operators |cOM?T sc!| Computer
instructions which enable subroutines to he
accessed with a single programmed instruction
| ‘programe 'Sp-a,rac-are |

programmedstop Ser programmed halt. (‘po
igramd'staip |

programmer=|coMPUT sci] A person who pre-
pares sequences of Instructions for a computer,
without tecessarily converting them inte the
detailed codes.  [|prd,gram-ar |

programmer analyst=|COmPur sci) A person whe
both writes computer programs and analyzes and
designs information systems {| 'proigranvar
‘arval let |

programmer-detined macroinstruction=|coMPuy
sel) Amacroinstruction which is equivalent fo aset af
ordinary instructions as specified by the programmer
for use Ina particular computer program | ‘pre
vgram-ar ditfind ‘ina-krd-in'strak-shan |
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|cCOMPUT SCI| Preparing a detailed
ve of operating instructions for a particular

Ke , to be run on a digital computer Also known
ae er programming {'prd,gram-in }

ming language {comput sc)| The lan-
by a programmerto write a program

gueee outer ( 'pro.gram-in lap-gwif )
ming panel [CONT sys] A device used to

yam or insert and monitor it ina pro-
Sect Pe controller ['prd,gram-ip ,pan-al }Ay 1

i emming unit See manual control unit
progr ararn lt jyl-not| .

| vam module [COMPUT sci] A logically self-
preaired and discrete partof a larger computer
Sram for vxample, a subroutine or a corou-
“a | pro-geam vméjyiil |

aenaram monitor [COMMUN | A moniter used lo
Seearve the quality of a radio or television

roaccast {pra-gram 'mén-ad-ar |
ram parameter [comPur sci| In computers,

n adjustable parameter ina subroutine which
: 4 be glvetl.a different value each time the
gyproutine1s used. ('prd-gram pa'ram-ad-ar }

ram register [COMPUT SC!| Theregister in the
contol unit ata digital computerthat stores the
qurrent Instruction of the program and controls
the operation of the computer during the execu-
tior of that instruction. Also known. as computer
control register | 'pro-geamy ,rej-a-stor|

mscan |CONT Svs] The span of time dur-
‘ing which a programmable controller processor
executes all the Instructions of agiven program
|{pro-grem okan |
gram-sensitive fault jcomPuT sci A hardware

pallunction that appears only in response to a
particular sequence (or kind of sequence) of program
instructions. | 'pra-gram |sen-sad-iv‘folt }

program specification §|compur sci| A statement
of the precise functions whichare to be carried
out by a computer program, including descrip-
tions of the input to be processed by the program,
the processing needed, and the output from the
program. | "program ,Spes-a-fa'ka-shan}

program specific information |coMMun| Nor-
mative data that Is necessary for the demultl-
plexing of transport streams and the success-
ful regeneration of programs. Abbreviated PSI.
(iprd-gram spajsif-ik 'in-for'ma-shan }

program state (computsci] The mode ofoperation
of a computer during the execution of instructions in
anapplication program. ( 'prd-gram ,stat }

Ptogram status word [comput sci] An internal
fegister to the central processing unit denoting
ithe state of the computer at a momentin time.
‘program 'stad-as ward|

Program step [comput sci] In computers, some
Part of a program, usually one instruction
{'prd-gram ,step }

 
 

‘Program stop jcompur sell An instruction built
into.'a computer prograrn that will automatically
Stop the machine under certain conditions, or
Upon teaching the end of processing or com
Pleting. thesolution af a program. Also known as

alt instruction; stop instruction. { 'prd-«gramstan|
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PROMprogrammer

program storage |(cOMPUT Sci] Portion of the
internal storage reserved for the storage of
programs, routines, and subroutines; in many
systems, protection devices are used to prevent
inadvertent alteration of the contents of the
program storage; contrasted with temporary
storage 'prd-grom ,stor-ij }

program tape [coMPUTscl] Tape containing the
sequence of computerinstructions for a given
problem. _{ 'prd-grem ,tap }

program test [computsci| A system of checking
before running any problem in which a sample
problem of the same type with a known answer
isrun. {'prd-gram ,test}

program testing time |compur scl] The machine
time expended for program testing, debug-
ging, and volume and compatibility testing.
{'prd-grem 'test-in ,tTm }

program time |comPur sci] The phase of computer
operation whenaninstruction is being interpreted so
that it can be carried out, { 'prd-gram ,tim }

progressive overflow [COMPUT Sci] Retrievalof a
randomly stored overflow record by a forward se-
rial search from the home address, _{ pra'gres-iv
'S-var,fld |

progressive scanning [commun] Scanning all
lines in sequence,without interlace,so all picture
elementsare included during one vertical sweep
of the scanning beam. Also known as sequential
scanning. { pra‘gres-iv'skan-in }

progresslve-wave antenna See traveling-wave
antenna { pro'gres-iv |wv an'ten-s}

projection cathode-ray tube ELECTR] Acathode-
ray tube designed to producean intensely bright
but relatively small image that can be projected
onto a large viewing screen by an optical system
{ pra'jek-shon jkath,6d'ra ,tiib}

projection display |ELEcTR| An electronic system
in which an image is generated on a high-
brightness cathode-ray tube orsimilar electronic
image generator and then optically projected
onto alargerscreen { pra'jek-shon di'spla }

projection net Seenet. { pro'jek-shan ,net }
projection plan position Indicator |ELECTR| Unit

in which the image of a 4-inch (10-centimeter)
dark-trace cathode-ray tube is projected on
a 24-inch (6l-centimeter) horizontal plotting
surface; the echoes appear as magenta-colored
arcs on white background. { pra'jek-shan 'plan
pa'zish-an ‘in-da,kad-ar}

projector |ENG acous| 1. A horn designed to
project sound chiefly in one direction from a
loudspeaker 2. An underwater acoustic trans-
mitter { pra'jek-tar}

PROLOG [computsct] A programming language
that is for artificial intelligence applications, and
uses problem descriptions to reach solutions,
based on precise rules, { ‘prd,lag }

PROM—See programmable read-only memory
{ pram }

PROM burner [compuTsci] A special device used
to write on a programmable read-only memory
(PROM). {'pram ,bar-nar }

PROM programmer |ELEcTR|A device that
holds several programmable read-only memory
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prompt

(PROM) chips and writes instructions and data
into them by melting connections in their
circuitry. {'prdém ‘pr6,gram-or}

Prompt [COMPUT scl] A message or format dis-
played on the screen of a computer terminal that
requires the user to respond in someway before
processing can continue. {| prampt}

pronate {CONT sys] To orient a robot toward a
position in which the back or protected side of a
manipulator faces up and is exposed, _{ 'prd,nat}

Prong Sce pin. { pran }
proof plane {ELEc] A small metal plane sup-

ported by an insulating handle and used to
transfer a small fraction of the electric charge ona
body to an electrometerto investigate the charge
distribution on the body—_{'priif ,plan }

proof total {comput sci] One ofa groupoftotals
which are compared with each other to check
their consistency,{'priif ,tad-ol }

propagated error [compPuT sci] An error which
takesplace in one operation and spreads through
sucteeding operations. { 'prdp-o,gad-ad 'er-ar}

propagation constant |ELECTROMAG| A rating for
a line or medium along or through which a wave
of a given frequency is being transmitted; it is a
complex quantity; the real part is the attenuation
constant in nepers per unit length. and the
imaginary part is the phase constant in radians
per unit length. { ,prap-a'ga-shon ,kan-stont }

propagation delay |ELEcTR| The time required
for a signal to pass through a given complete
operating circuit, it is generally of the order of
nanoseconds, and is of extreme importance in
computer circuits. { ,prap-o'ga-shon di, la }

propagation loss=|CcOMMUN| The attenuation of
signals passing between two points of a trans-
mission path. { ,praép-a'ga:shan ,lds }

propagationmode=[ELEcTROMAG] A form of prop-
agation of electromagnetic radiation in a periodic
beamguide in which the field distributions over
cross sections of the beam are identical at
positions separated by one period of the guide
{ 'prdp-o'ga-shon ,mGd}

propagation notice (COoMMUN| A forecast of
propagation conditions for long-distance radio
communications, broadcast at regular inter-
vals over radio stations operated by the Na-
tional Institute of Standards and Technology
{ prdp-a'gd:shon ,ndd-as}

propagation path |commun]|A path between
receiver and transmitter including direct tro-
pospheric scatter, ionospheric scatter, E-layer
skip, and F,-layer and F.-layer skip and echo.
( prép-o'ga-shon ,path }

Propagation time delay |comMuUN| The timere-
quired for a waveto travel between twopoints of
a transmission path { ,prap-o'ga-shon 'tim di
ta}

Propagation velocity§|eLecTRaMAG| Velocity of
electromagnetic wave pfopagation in the medi-
um under consideration. { ,prap-o'gd-shon va
ilas-od-é }

property detector [comput sci] In character
recognition, that electronic component of a
character reader which processes the normalized

signal for the purpose of extracting fromit
of characteristic properties on the basic of invet
the character can be subsequently identiged| 'prap-ard-é ditek-tar | i“

Property list) jcompur sci] A list for deStr]h
seme object or concept, in which odd-numba J
items name a property or attribute of a role
class of objects, and the item following4
property name is the property's value fur tdescribed objects. | 'prap-ard-@ list | he

proportionalcentrol=|con?sys| Control in wh
the amountof corrective actionis Proportion
theamountoferror—[ pra! por-shar-al kan't

Proportional lonization chamber [ELECTR
lonlzation chamber in which the Initial ian

 

ri)

lRatign.
current is amplified by electron Multiplicatic i
in @ region of high electricfield streneth, i
in @ proportional counter: used for Measure)
ionization currents or charges aver a Detiod ¢
time, ratherthanforcounting,—[pra' Porshan.g|iba-na'za-shan ,cham-bar |

proportional-plus-derivative control {coy y Svs
Control in which the control signal is a linear
combination of the error signal andits derivative
| pra'pdr-sharval plas da'riv-ad-iv kan,trél |

proportional-plus-integral control=[coy S¥5|
Control in which the control signal is a linea,
combination of the error signal and Its integral
| pro'por-shan-al ,plas'int-s-gral kon,trol |

proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative contro}
con? sys} Control in which the control signal
isa linear combination of the error signal, {15
integral, and. its derivative. | pra'pér-shan-al
iplas ‘integral \plas da'rivead-iv kan,tral |

proportional-speed control Svefloating control
{ pro'porshan-ol 'spéd kon, tral }

proprietary program=|compur sci] 1.A compiiter
program that is owned by someone, and whose
use may thus berestricted in some manneror
entail payment of a fee Also known as owned
program. 2. More narrowly, a program that is
exploited commercially as a separate product
{ pro'pri-o,ter-é 'prd-gram }

proprioceptor |coNT sys| A device that senses
the position of an arm or other computer-
controlled articulated mechanism of a robot and
provides feedback signals. { ,pr6-pré-o'sep-tor}

protected contour |comMMUN| A representation
of the theoretical signal strength of a radio
station that appears on a map as a closed
polygon surrounding the station's transmitter
site The FCC defines a particular signal strength
contour such as 60 dBuV/m, for certain classes
of station, as the protected contour In allocating
the facilities of other radio stations, the protected
contour of an existing station may not be
overlapped by certain interferring contours of
other stations. The protected contour coarsely
represents the primary coverage area ofa station,
within which thereis little likelihood that the
signals of another station will cause interference
with its reception, { pro‘tek-tod 'kan-tur }

protected format |compur scif Parts of a com-
puter display that cannot be altered by typing
from the keyboard. { pra'tek-tod 'for,mat}
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acting from J gq tocation [COMPUT scl] A storage cell
t the basi a _alaclSISOf wh , so that access to its contents. Is

  
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 

  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

quently | , certain circumstances, in order toSent underamming accidents. from destroy-
‘list for ¢ Hetil programs and data. | pro'tek-tedich ediclp
ibute of ag ght module [comput sci] A module
em followin ed-I08 celocted computer programs that
ws Value foe eremaitl \naltered. | pra'tek-tad {laj-ik€ list ‘ I

BI Control inh 1ubnetwork Seedomain { praitek-ted
‘IS Proportiong ay ak )
eshan-a] kon code [COMPUT Sci] A component of a
ber jae Hcerintor that specifies the protection domainle initial; i jat is, the authorizationsit has to perform
ton multiplia oan ( pra'tek-shan kod |
field strength on key jcomeuT scl] An indicator, usually
ed for meneaal A bits in length, associated with a program
} over a Period wh intended to grant the program access to
| (raping ‘ jgasections of memory which the pregram cari

ven but to deny the program accessto all other
ntrol v { pra‘tek-shan ke |Ieoy if memory
Signal is a [in Preto profile (commun scl] A structure far
and its derivars ning the security and functionality require-
Liv kan tral | ents of @ computing system, | pra‘tek-shan
tral con |
slgnal isa Ing tive device See electric protective device
| anditsinte: Fi oraiteketiv di'vis }
Wkantrél) atective grounding=|ELEC| Grounding of the
lerivative con Fyautral conductor of a secondary power-
he control: sia -jjistribution system, andofall meta! enclosures
S error signal, jj. Jor conductors, to protect persons from danger-
{ Pra'ptir-shanigh, uscurrents { pra'tek-tiv ‘graind:ip }
‘kan tral| 1 ective relay |ELEC| A relay whose principal

function is to protect service from interruption
‘orto prevent or limit damage to apparatus

ralteh-tly 'ré,12 }
protective resistance [ELECTR] Resistance used

floating contrat
|

some mann “{nvseries with a gas tube or other device to
snown as own limit current flow to a safe value, { pra'tek-tiv
Program th ilzistans }

ctor {ELEC] Device ta protect equipmenteparate produ e
{ personnel from high voltages or currents,

vice that Sens ra'tek-tar|

other ne ier block §={ELEC| Rectangularpiece of car-m of a robot and with an insulated metal insert, or porcelain
with'a carbon insert, constituting an elementof

S O protector: it forms a gap which will break downand provide a path to groundfor voltages over
~—H0valts—[ pra'tek-tar jblak |
protector gap |ELEC| A device designed to limit

voltage. usually from lightning strkes, in order
10 protect telephone and telegraph equipment;

r6-pré-o'sepitory
‘ fepresentation
igth of a radio
ap as a closed)
on’s. transmitter
r signal strength!
r certain classes)
our Inallecatin tonsists of two carbon blocks with an air gap
1s, the protected! between them—{ pra'tek-tar gap }
n may not ‘be protector tube [ELECTR] A glow-discharge cold-
Ing cantours OF
ontour coarsely)
area of a statidth,
lihood that theuse interference:
\'kan-tur}
darts of a com
tered by typing:
1 'for,mat|

, fathode tube that becomes conductive at a pre-
determined voltage, to protect a circuit against

_overvoltaye —{ pra'tek-tar ,tiib }
Prolaus See advanced signal-processing system

|'prdd-é-os}
‘Protecol (compur sci| 1. A set of hardware and

Scltware interfaces in a terminal or computer
Which allows it to transmit over a communica-
tons network, and which collectively forms a
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pseudoinstruction

communications language. 2. See communi-
cation protocol. { 'prdd-a,kdl }

protocol-level timer (COMMUN A time-measuring
unit within a communicating device that is-
sues high-priority interrupts which synchronize
and set deadlines for protocol-related activities.
( 'préd-a,kal jlev-al 'tim-ar}

proton microscope [ELECTR] A microscope that
is similar to the electron microscope but uses
protons instead of electrons as the charged
particles. { 'prd,tan 'm1-kra,skdp}

prototype [ENG] A model suitable for use in
complete evaluation of form, design, and perfor-
mance. _{ ''prdd-a,tip }

proving |compuTsci| Testing whether a computer
is free of faults and capable of functioning
normally, usually by having it carry out a check
routine or diagnostic routine. 'priiv-in )

proximity detector [ENG] A sensing device that
produces an electrical signal when approached
by an object or when approaching an object.
{ prak'sim-ad-é di,tek-ter}

proximity effect |ELEc| Redistribution of current
in a conductor brought aboutby the presence of
another conductor _{ prak'sim-ad.é i,fekt }

proximity-focused tube |ELECTR} A type of image
tube in which electrons are rapidly accelerated
across a narrow gap, 1.5 to 3.5 millimeters wide,
between the photocathode and the phosphor
screen, both deposited on plane-parallel optical
windows. { prak'sim-ad-é |f6-kast'tiib }

proximity sensor [cont sys] Any device that
measures short distances within a robotic sys-
tem, Also known as noncontact sensor { prak
‘sim-ad-é 'sen-sar}

proxy server |COMPUT sci| Software for caching
and filtering Web content to reduce network
traffic on intranets, and for increasing secu-
rity by filtering content and restricting access
{ ‘prak-sé ,sar-var}

PRR See pulse repetition rate
PSC motor See permanent-split capacitor motor.

{ {péesisé 'mGd-ar}
pseudoanalog display [ELECTR] An electronic

display consisting of a dedicated arrangementof
discrete pixels used to present analog or quanti-
tative information, { {siid-Glan-o,!4g di'spla }

pseudocode |compPurT sci| In software engineer-
ing, an outline of a program written in English
or the user's natural language;it is used to plan
the program, andalso serves as a source for test
engineers doing software maintenance;it cannot
be compiled. { 'siid-,kGd}

pseudocoloring [comput sci} A method of as-
signing arbitrary colors to the gray levels of a
black-and-white image. It is popular in ther-
mography (the imaging of heat), where hotter
objects (with high pixel values) are assigned one
color (for example, red), and cool objects (with
low pixel values) are assigned anothercolor (for
example, blue), with other colors assigned to
intermediate values { ,stid-6'kal-ar-in }

pseudoinstruction [comput sci] 1. A symbolic
representation in a compiler or interpreter
2. See quasi-instruction, { 'sii-dd-in,strak-shan }
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pseudonoise code

pseudonoise code Sce pseudorandom noise code
(istid-6'nodiz ‘kod}

pseudo-operatlon |comMPuUT sci] An operation
which is not part of the computer's operation
repertoire as realized by hardware; hence, an
entension of the set of machine operations
{ 1sii-d6 ,4p-a'rd-shan }

pseudorandom noisecode [commun] Amethod
of transmitting messages in the presence of
interference or noise, in which each binary digit in the
original message is encoded bya long seriesof binary
digits with desirable autocorrelation properties, Also
known as pseudonoise code. Abbreviated PN code
{ isUd:Gjran-dom 'noiz ,kdd }

pseudorandom numbers=|compuTsci| Numbers
produced by a definite arithmetic process, but
satisfying one or more of the standard tests for
randomness, { ,Si:d6'ran-dom 'nam-barz }

PSI See program specific information
PSK See phase-shift keying
psophometer [ENG] An instrument for measur-

ing noise in electric circuits; when connected
across a 600-ohm resistance in the circuit under
study, the instrument gives a reading that by
definition is equal to half of the psophometric
electromotive force actually existing in the cir-
cuit, { s6'fam-od-ar}

psophometric electromotive force [ELEcTR| The
true noise voltage thatexistsinacircuit, {|sdf-a
ime-trik ilek-tra;mdiiv 'fors}

psophometric voltage [ELECTR| The noise volt-
age as actually measured in a circuit under
specified conditions. { is&f-a;me-trik 'vGl-tij }

PSR See primary radar
PSRR See power-supply rejection ratio.
PSTN Sce public switched telephone network.
PTD See posttuning drift
PTM Sce pulse-time modulation
p-type conductivity [ELEcTR| The conductivity

associated with holes in a semiconductor, which
are equivalent to positive charges. { 'pé (tip
ikan,dok'tiv-ad-é }

p-type crystal rectifier (ELEcTR| Crystal rectifier
in which forward current flows when the semi-
conductor is positive with respect to the metal
{ 'pé [tip 'krist-al 'rek-ta,fi-ar }

p-type semiconductor |ELEcTR| An extrinsic
semiconductor in which the hole density exeeds
the conduction electron density, { 'pé {tip
'sem+i-kan,dok-tor}

pt-type semiconductor [ELecTR| A p-type semi-
conductor in which the excess mobile hole
concentration is very large { 'péjiplos ,tip
'sem-i-kon,dak-tar}

p-type sillcon |ELECTR| Silicon to which more
impurity atomsof acceptor type (with valence of
3, such as boron) than of donortype (with valence
of 5, such as phosphorus) have been added,
with the result that the hole density exceeds
the conduction electron density {'p&@ tip 'sil-o
ikan }

public address system Sce sound-reinforcement
system. { 'pabelik a'dres ,sis-tom }

public communications service (COMMUN|
Telephone or telegraph service provided for
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the transmission of unofficial communic
for the public. { 'pab-lik komyti-na'kg.f‘sarvas| Me

public correspondence [COMMUN | Any
communications which offices and St Ola.
at the disposal of the public must accep
transmission. | ‘pakrlik |kar-a'span-dany lop

publicdata=jcompusci) Data thatare Pps|
users, with no security measures necessaryi)
as reading Is concerned.—[ 'pabrlik ‘lacy a

public-key algorithm=|comniun| Actyptogry,
algorithm in which one key (usually the Phi
phering key) is miade public and a differany ce
(usually the deciphering key) Is kept Secret.
must not be possible to deduce the private | t
fromthe publiekey | 'pabsllktk&'al-eaytiths

public network=jcoMMUN| A communicatig, |
network that can be used by anyone, Usually ;
afee basis, {'pab-lk'net,wark | ball

public pack=|Comnur sci} A disk pack that can b
used by any program and any application in
computer system. —{ 'pab-llk "pak | 3

public radio communications services 4
MUN| Land, mobile, and fixed services, the hij
tions of which ate open to public COrTEspop.
dence, [| 'pab-lik 'rac-@.d Kaymyl-no'ka changSarVvarsaz |

public-safetly frequency bands [COMM]
Radiofrequency bands allocated in the United
States for communication on land between
base stations and mobile stations cr betwaep
mobile stations by police,fire, highway, forestry,
and emergency services. [ 'pab-lik {safe
‘fra-kwansé jbanz |

public-satety radio service=[COMMUN] Any sey
vice of radio communication essential to either
the discharge of non-Federal governmental {une
tions relating to public safety responsibilities
or the alleviation of an emergency endangering
life or property, the radio transmitting facilities
of which are defined as fixed, land, or mobile
stations. { 'pob-ik jsaf-té 'rad-€-6 ,sar-vas}

public switched telephone network {commun |
The worldwide voice telephone network. Abbre-
viated PSTN { jpabslik ,swicht 'tel+o,fon inet
iwark }

puff See picofarad { pof]
pull-down menu |compuT sci] A list of options

for action that appears near the topof a display
screen, usually overlaying the current contents of
the screen without disrupting them, and usually
in response to an indicator being pointed at an
icon. {'puljdatin 'men-yii }

pulling ELECTR] An effect that forces the fre-
quency of an oscillator to change from a de-
sired value; causes include undesired coupling
to another frequency source or the influence
of changes in the oscillator load impedance
{‘pul-in }

pulling figure (ELEcTR| The total frequency
changeofan oscillator when the phase angle of
the reflection coefficient of the load impedance
varies through 360°, the absolute value of this
reflection coefficient being constant at 0.20.
{‘pul-in ,fig-yar }
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tin current |ELEC| Periodic direct current

 

pulse-duration coder

pulse communication [COMMUN] Radio commu-Unica
atkagh pulse e4i0 ‘kavrant | nication using pulse modulation { ‘pals ka

ne ( Ping electromotive force |eLecj Sum of a imyii-na,ka-shon }
Any lela. es eleclromotive force and an alternating pulse compression [ELECTR| 1. A matchedfilter
| station, jectromouve force. Also known as pulsating technique used to discriminate against signals
accept for soitage {'pal.sad-in illek-traimod-iv fors } / which do not correspond to the transmitted
fons} sulsating voltage See pulsating electromotive signal. 2.In radar, a process in which a relatively
Open toal|
Saty as far

ce ‘pal, sad-in 'vol-tij }
_fo ls amplifier [elec] An amplifier designed

long pulse is frequency- or phase-modulated so
that a properly designed receiver produces an

 
lad-a} pu cifically to amplify electric pulses without outputwith a very narrow peak response muchas
Ptographic appreciably changing their waveforms. {| 'pals though avery narrow pulse had been transmitted;
‘the etic): sampladT-ar| valuable in achieving high range resolution in
fletent bay, mh mplitude modulation |comMUN| Ampli- long transmitted pulses, {'pals kam,presh-an }
U secret, jp tude modulation of a pulse carrier. Abbreviated pulse-compression radar [ENG] A radar system
private ke PAM. | ‘pals jam-pla,tiid ,maj-a,la-shen } in which the transmitted signal is linearly
P.tith-ai) pul plitude modulatlon-frequency modulation frequency-modulated or otherwise spread out inUnlcatlong jcommun| System in which pulse-amplitude- time to reduce the peak power that must be
Usually on gdulated subcartlers are used to frequency- handled by the transmitter; signal amplitude is

modulate 4 second carrier; binary digits are kept constant; the receiver uses a linear filter to
that can be formedby the absence or presence of a pulse in compress the signal and thereby reconstitute a
tation in a an assigned position | ‘pals iam-pla,tiid maja short pulse for the radar display. { ‘pals kam

\g-shan Vrakwan-s@ ymaj-o,la-shan | ,presh-an 'ra,dar}
eS (con. ulse analyzer JELECTR| An instrument used to. pulse counter [ELECTR] A device that indicates
2s, the sta. measure pulse widths and repetition rates, and or records the total number of pulses recelved
correspon- to display on @ cathode-ray screen the waveform during a time interval. { ‘pals ,kalint-or}
do'ka-shanz ofapulse. ['pols pata lTz-ar | pulse decay tlme=|comMUN] The interval of time

uise bandwidth=|comnuln| The bandwidth out- requiredfor the trailing edge of a pulse to decay
[COMMUN | eideol which the amplitude of a pulse-frequency from 90% to 10% of the peak pulse amplitude.

the United spectrum is below a preseribed: fraction of the {'pals di'ka ,tim }
d between peak amplitude. | ‘pals ‘banel, width | putse-delay network [ELECTR] A network consist-
or between ise cable [COMMUN | A communications cable, ing of two or more componentssuchasresistors,
ay, forestry, capable of transmitting pulses without unaccept- coils, and capacitors, used to delay the passage
slik |saf-te able distortion. { ‘pals ,ka-bal) ofapulse. { 'pals di'la 'net,wark }

pulse demodulator |ELecTR| A device that re-pulse carrier (COMMUN| A pulse train used as a covers the modulating signal from a pulse-N| Any ser- zarrier, | ‘pals kar-@ar)
al to either pulse circult’ |ELEcTR| An active electrical net- modulated wave !pals déiméj-a,lad-ar}
yental func- work designed Lo respondto discrete pulses of|pulse-density modulation See pulse-frequency
onsibilities current or valtage=[ ‘pals ,sar-kat } modulation, {pals ,den-sat-é ,maj-ald-shon }
ndangering pulse code (COMMUN| A code consisting of varl- pulse discriminator [ELectR| A discriminatorcir-
ng facilities ous combinations of pulses, such as the Morse cuit that responds only to a pulse having a
, or mobile code, Baudat code, and the binary code Used In particular duration or amplitude. { 'pals di
30T-vas} computers. (‘pals ,kGd) iskrim-a,nad-ar}
| [COMMUN] pulse-coded scanning beam [NAY] 1. A radio pulsed oscillator [ELECTR] An oscillator that gen-
rork, Abbre- or radar beam which is swept over a sector erates a carrier-frequency pulse or a train of
-a,fOn net of space and is accompanied by a repeated carrier-frequency pulses as the result of self-

pattern of pulses that is varied to indicate the generatedor externally applied pulses. { 'palst
position of the beam in space. 2. A systemof ‘as-a,lad-ar}

_ of options ground equipment that generates such beams pulse droop (ELEcTR| A distortion of an other-
of a display at microwave frequencies to furnish guidance to wise essentially flat-topped rectangular pulse,
-contentsof aircraft making microwave landings, Abbreviated characterized by a decline of the pulse top.
and usually PCSB. { ‘pals |kGd-od 'skan-in ,bém } { ‘pals ,driip }  dinted at an pulse-code modulation |comMMUN]| Modulation pulsed transfer functlon [CONT Sys| The ratio of

in which the peak-to-peak amplitude range of the the z-transform of the output of a system to
res the fre- signal to be transmittedis divided into a number the z-transform of the input, when both input
from a de- of standard values, each having its own code; and output are trains of pulses. Also known

ed coupling each sample of the signal is then transmitted as discrete transfer function; z-transfer function.
ie influence as the code for the nearest standard amplitude. { 'palst 'tranz-fer ,fank-shan }
impedance. Abbreviated PCM. _{ 'pals {kd ,mdj-a'la-shan} pulse duration [(COMMUN| The time interval be-

pulse coder Secoder. { ‘pals ,kad-ar } tweenthefirst and last instants at which the in-
frequency pulse coding and correlation [comMUN| A gen- stantaneous amplitude reaches a statedfraction

ase angle of eral technique concerning a variety of methods of the peak pulse amplitude. Also knownas pulse
| impedance used to change the transmitted waveform and length; pulse width (both deprecated usages).
ralue of this then decade upon its reception; pulse com- (‘pals du'ra-shan}
ant at 0.20. Pression is a special form of pulse coding and _—pulse-duratlon coder See coder { ‘pals dura:

Correlation _{ ‘pals {k6d-in an ,kar-a'la-shan} shon 'kod-ar}
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pulse-duration discriminator

pulse-duratlon discriminator ELECTR] A circuit
in which the sense and magnitude of the output
are a function of the deviation of the pulse
duration from a reference. { ‘pals dulra-shan
di'skrim-a,nad-ar}

pulse-duration modulation=[|commun'| Modula-
tion of a pulse carrier wherein the value of each
instantaneous sample of a modulating wave pro-
duces a pulseof proportional duration by varying
the leading, trailing, or both edges of a pulse.
Abbreviated PDM. Also known as pulse-length
modulation; pulse-width modulation. { ‘pals
duira-shen ,maj-a,la-shan }

pulse-duratlon modulatlon-frequency modulation
{coMMUN| System in which pulse-duration-
modulated subcarriers are used to frequency-
modulate a second carrier, Also known as
pulse-width modulation-frequency modulation
{ ‘pals dujré-shen ,maj-o,la-shan 'fré-kwon-sé
imaj-a,la-shan }

pulse-forming network [ELECTR] A network used
to shape the leadingortraiting edge of a pulse
{ pals !form-ig 'net,wark}

pulse-frequency modulation |COMMUN| A form
of pulse-time modulation in which the pulse
repetition rate is the characteristic that is varied
Abbreviated PFM. { ‘pals |fré-kwan-sé ,mdj-a
ila-shon }

pulse generator |ELEC| See impulse generator
{ELEcTR] A generator that produces repetitive
pulses orsignal-initiated pulses. { 'pals ,jen-9
\tad-ar}

pulse height {ELECTR The strength or amplitude
of a pulse, measuredin volts. { ‘pals ,hit }

pulse-helght discriminator [ELECTR] A circuit
that produces a specified output pulse when and
only whenit receives an input pulse whose am-
plitude exceedsan assigned value. Also known as
amplitude discriminator. [{ ‘pals ,hit di'skrim-a
indd-ar}

pulse-height selector [ELECTR] A circuit that
produces a specified output pulse only when
it receives an input pulse whose amplitude
lies between two assigned values, Also known
as amplitude selector; diffractional pulse-height
discriminator {'pals ,hit si'lek-tar }

pulse improvement threshold |comMMUN] In a
constant-amplitude pulse-modulation system,
the condition in which the peak pulse voltage is
greater than twice the peak noise voltage,after
selection and before nonlinear processes such
as amplitude clipping and limiting. { ‘pols im
‘priiv-mant 'thresh,hdld }

pulse Integrator |ELEcTR} An RC (resistance-
capacitance) circuit which stretches in time
duration a pulse applied to it. { ‘pals ,int-e
igrad-or}

pulse Interference eliminator ELECTR] Device
which removespulsed signals which are notpre-
cisely on the radar operating frequency. { 'pals
jin-tarifir-ans i,lim-a,nad-ar}
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pulse Interference separator ang
[ELECTR] Automatic interference blanker th tay
blankall video signals not synchtonoyjs wine
tadar pulsé-repetition frequency, | ‘pale
‘firans 'sep-a,rdd-ar an ‘blank-ar | “lh

pulse Interference suppression=[etreyy ; “
employed in radar, such as noting asyncha j
returns or pulses clearly of unlikely width ;
pulses at frequencies other than the onat
frequency, to reduce confusion from pureed
other radars or pulsed deceptive Counter,
sures. { ‘pals ,in-terifir-ons sa'presh-an )

pulse Interleaving [COMMUN | A processjn hehpulses from two or more sources are cms Ichi
in time-division multiplex for transmission 2
acommon path. ‘pals ,in-tor'lév-in}—““&

pulse-interval modulation Swpulse-spacina)..
ulation. | ‘pals jin-tarval maj -a,la-shan| le)

pulse jitter=|comMun| Arelatively small variai) ‘
of the pulse spacing in a pulse train, the iin
may be random or systematic. depending ont ;
origin. and is generally not coherent with Py,
pulse modulation imposed, [ ‘pals jjid ary My

pulse length See pulse duration. | ‘pals sleet
pulse-length modulation See pulse-duration toe.

ulation. { ‘pals jlegkth ,maj-a,la-shan} 1
pulse-link repeater [eLicre| Arrangement of g

paratus used in telephone signaling systems fay
recelving pulses from one E and M signaling
circuit, and retransmitting corresponding pulses
into another E and M signaling circuit. | "pak
tHigk ri'péd-ar |

pulse-mode multiplexing [COMMUN] A type of
time-division multiplexing employing pulse.
amplitude modulation in which a sequence of
pulses is repeatedly transmitted, and the ampli.
tude of each pulse in the sequence is modulated
by a different communication channel{'pals
‘md 'mal-ta,pleks-in }

pulse-modulated Jamming [COMMUN] Use of
jammingpulses ofvarious widths and repetition
rates. { ‘pals ,maj-ajlad-od 'jam-in }

pulse-modulated radar |ENG| Form of radar in
which the radiation consists of a series of discrete
pulses, {'pals ,maj-ajlad-ad 'ra,dar}

pulse modulatlon=|comMUN| A system of modu-
lation in which the amplitude, duration, position,
or mere presence of discrete pulses may be so
controlled as to represent the message to be
communicated { 'pals ,maj-a,la-shon}

pulse modulator |eLECTR| A device for carrying
out the pulse modulation of a radio-frequency
carrier signal {pais ,miaj-a,lad-ar |

pulse-numbers modulation=|commun| Modula
tion in which a pulse carrier's pulse density
per unit time Varies In accordance with a mod-
ulating wave, by making systematic omissions
without changing the phase or amplitudeofthe
transmitted pulses; as an example, the omission
of every other pulse could correspond to zero
modulation, the reirisertion of some or all pulses
then corresponds to. positive modulation, and
the omission of more than every other pulse
corresponds ta negative modulation. ( ‘pals
\nem-barz ,maj-a,la-shan }
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operation [ELECTR] For microwave tubes,

pulse vthod of operation in which the energy is
am ered In pulses. | ‘pals dp-a,ra-shon|

clelive’ riod [COMMUN| Intelephony,time required
Lanes opening andclasing of the lecp ofa calling
f nee: for example, the time required to open

Pese the dial pulse springs onc, Also known as
and wee period. | ‘pals ,piré-ad |

imps shase modulation See pulse-position
py duiation—| ‘pals {laz ,rnaj-a,la-shan )
i: .position modulation |commun | Madula-pulser ya pulse carrier wherein the value af
a8 instantaneous sample of a modulating wave
ies the position in time of a pulse relative to
vunmodulated time of occurrence: Abbreyiated
pM Also known as pulse-phase modulation

inals paish-an mal-a,la-shan |
pulse power |ELECTR| In radar, the average pawer
P transmitted duri ngapulse. While often called the

‘adar’s peak power,it is not to be confused with
the instantaneous peak power in each cycle of
the carrier frequency [pels ,pau-ar|
wiser [ELECTR] A modulator of the energy-
storage type. using a pulse-forming network, to
produce the pulsed voltage and current required
bya microwave oscillator. such as a magnetron,
Reen pvabsart sili ‘radar [ENG ar in wnicl 2 transmitter

“eendls out high-power pulses that are spaced far apart
jn comparison with the duration af each pulse; the
receiveris active for reception of echoes in the interval
followingeach pulse. { 'pals 'ra,dar}
Ise-rate telemetering [ELECTR] Telemetering

“in which the number of pulses per unit time is
proportional to the magnitude of the measured
quantity, | ‘pals rat \tel-e,méd-a-rin }

pulse recurrence rate See pulse repetition rate
[pals ri'ka-rans rat }

pulse recurrence time=|comMUN| Time elapsing
between the start of one transmitted pulse

. and the next pulse; the reciprocal of the pulse
| repetition rate. {pals ri'ka-rans ,tTm }

pulse regeneration |eLectr| The process of
restoring pulses totheir original relative timings,
forms.and magnitudes, | 'palsri,jen-ayra-shan |

pulserepeater§|eLecre)| Device usedfor receiving
pulses from one circuit and transmitting corre-
sponding pulses into another circuit; it mayalso
change the frequencies and waveforms of the
pulses and perform other functions, { ‘pals ri
spéd-ar}

pulse repetition frequency Sve pulse repetition
mate. (‘pals rep-a}tish-an. fre-kwan-se }

pulse repetition rate elects} The number af
times per second that a pulse is transmitted
Abbreviated PRR. Also known as pulse recurrence
fate; pulse fepetition Trequericy (PRF}, | 'pals_fepaltish-an rat |

‘Pillse rise time [commun|The Interval of time
Tequired for the leading edge of a pulse to tise

i - 105) to 80%of the peak pulse amplitudePals "riz tim)
Pulte sealer |eLecte| A scaler that preduces ary

‘Sulput signal when a prescribed numberof input
‘pulses has beenreceived [ ‘pols ,skfl-ar

pulse-width modulatedstatic inverter

pulse selector [ELECTR] A circuit or device for
selecting the proper pulse from a sequence of
telemetering pulses. (‘pals si,lek-tar |

pulse shaper |ELEcTR| A transducer used for
changing one or more characteristics of a pulse,
such as a pulse regenerator or pulse stretcher.
(‘pals shap-ar}

pulse-spacing modulation |commun| A form of
pulse-time modulation in which the pulse spac-
ing is varied, Also known as pulse-interval
modulation | 'pals {spas-in ,maj-a,la-shan|

pulse stretcher [eLecir] A pulse shaper that
produces an output pulse whose duration js
greater than that of the input pulse and whose
amplitude is proportional to the peak amplitude
ofthe input pulse. { 'pals istrech-ar|

pulse subcarrier [commun| One of a number
of frequeney-modulation carriers modulating a
radio-frequencycarrier, each of which is in turn
pulse-modulated, | ‘pals 'sab,kar--ar |

pulse synthesizer [euectie| A circuit used tosup-
ply pulses that are missing from a sequence due
to interference or other causes. [ ‘pals jsin-thasslz-ar|

pulse-time modulation [commun | Modulation
In which the time of oscurrence af some
characteristic of a pulse carrier Is varied from the
Unmedulated value; examples include pulse-
duration, pulse-interval, and pulse-position
modulation, Abbreviated PTM  { ‘pals {tim
maja la-shan |}

pulse-train analysis |coMmuN| A Fourier analy-
sis ofa pulse train. | 'pals |tran anal-a-sas |

pulse transformer |eLecre| A transformer capa-
ble of operating over a wide range of frequencies,
used to transfer nonsinusoidal pulses without
materially changing thelr waveforms | ‘pals
tranz,for-mar|

pulse transmitter [ELECTR] A pulse-modulated
transmitter whose peak-power-oulput capabili-
ties are usually large with respect to the average-
power-output rating. (pals tranz,mid-ar}

pulse-type telemetering§|comMun| Signal trans-
mission system with pulses as a function of
time. but independent of electrical magnitude;
ina pulse-counting system the numberof pulses
per unit time corresponds to. the measured
variable: in pulse-width or pulse-duration types,
the length of the pulse is controlled by the
measured variable. ( 'pals {tip ,tela,mad-a:
tin |

pulse voltage See impulse voltage. { ‘pals
Wol-tij }

pulse width Srpulse duration. ['pals ,width |
pulse-width discriminator [eLectr| Device that

measures the pulse length of video signals and
passes only those whose time curation falls into
some predetermined design tolerance { 'pals
iwidth di'skrim-a,nad-ar}

pulse-width modulated static inverter. [ELEc| A
Variation ofthe quasi-square-wavestatie inverter,
operating at high frequency, in which the pulse
width, and not the amplitude. of the square
wave is adjusted to approximate the sine wave.
{ ‘pals iwidth |maj-a,lad-ad 'stad-ik in,vard-or}
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pulse-width modulation

pulse-width modulation See pulse-duration mod-
ulation._{'pals jwidth ,maj-a,la-shan}

pulse-width modulation-frequency modulatlon
See pulse-duration modulation-frequency modu-
lation {pals |width ,maj-a,ld-shen 'fré-kwan-sé
imaj-a,la-shan }

pulsing key (COMMUN| 1. Method of passing
voice frequency pulses overthe line undercontrol
of a key at the original office: used with E and
M supervision on intertoll dialing. 2. System of
signaling where numbered keys are depressed
instead of usinga dial { 'pals-in ,ké)

pulsing transformer [ELEC] Transformer that is
designed to supply pulses of voltage or current
{'pals-in tranz,f6r-mar}

pump=[ELECTR] Ofa parametric device, the source
of alternating-current power which causes the
nonlinear reactor to behave as a time-varying
reactance {pamp}

pumped hydroelectric storage [ELEC] Amethod
of energy storage in which excess electrical
energy produced at times of low demandis
used to pump water into a reservoir, and this
water is released at times of high demand
to operate hydroelectric generators. { ‘pampt
thi-dr&-lek-trik 'stor-ij }

pumped tube [ELECTR| An electron tube that is
continuously connected to evacuating equip-
ment during operation; large pool-cathode tubes
are often operated in this manner. { 'pampt
itiib }

pumping frequency |ELECTR| Frequency at which
pumpingis provided in a maser, quadrupole amplifier,
or other amplifier requiring high-frequency excitation.
{ ‘pomp-in ,fré-kwan-sé }

pump oscillator [ELECTR] Alternating-current
generator that supplies pumping energy for
maser and parametric amplifiers; operates at
twice or some higher multiple of the signal
frequency. {'pamp ,ds-a,lad-ar)

punch [comput sci] 1. A device for making holes
representing information in a medium such as
cards or paper tape, in response to signals sent
to it 2. A hole in a medium such as a card or
paper tape, generally madein an array with other
holes(or lack of holes) to represent information
{ panch }

punch card {comput sci] A medium by means
of which data are fed into a computer in the
form of rectangular holes punchedin the card;
once the primary data-output medium,it is now
largely obsolete Also known as card: punched
card. {'ponch ,kard }

punched card Seepunchcard. {'pancht ,kard }
punch-through=|ELEctR] An emitter-to-collector

breakdown which can occur in a junctiontransis-
tor with very narrow base region at sufficiently
high collector voltage when the space-charge
layer extends completely actoss the base region.
('panch,thrii }

punctuation bit=|compuT sci] A binary digit used
to indicate the beginning or end of a variable-
length record { ,pank-cha'wa-shan bit }

Puncture [ELEC] Disruptive discharge through
insulation involving a suddenandlarge increase
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incurrert through the insulation q
failure under electrostatic strece MEIOGg N

puncture voltage [ELEC] The vais ba
a test specimen is elvctrigalh 8 at
| 'pank-char ,v6l-tij } py

Pupin coil See loading coil
pup Jack See tip jack. | ‘pap jak } Olly
pure procedure=|compur sei] 4 7

never modifies any part of itselfduting |
('pyur prajsé-jar } eo!

pure vanilla See vanilla. | 'PYUr Va'nif.
purge [COMPUT sci] To remove dts Bi)

puter storage so that space Occupied bycan be reused, | parj | Hl

purge date |coMPUT Scl| The date alt
data are released and the storage at a
used for storing other data,

| PYt' pan pe

| "pari dgpurify |cOMPUT S¢l| To remove errorhed('pytr-a, ft} yy

purity coil [ELECTR] A coll mounted ON th
of a colar picture tube, used tea sh
magnetic field needed for adjusting cole
the direct current through the coil ic
to a value that makes the magnetic fed
the three individual electron beams. oN
strikes only Its.assigned color of Phosphyp| 'pylinad-& boil) 7

purity control {ELEcTR| A POLENLOMetE op Eh
stat used to adjustthe direct current through
purity coil, {'pyUr-ed-é kan, tral| j

purity magnet [ELECTR| An adjustable array
ment of one or more permanent Magnets
in place of a purity coil jn a color cath
{ 'pyur-ad-é ,mag-nat}

purple plague=|ELEcTR| A compoundformed
intimate contact of gold and aluminum, whus
appears onsilicon planar devices and integrated
circuits using gold leads bonded to aluminyy
thin-film contacts and interconnections, apg
which seriously degradesthe reliability of sam:
conductordevices, { 'par-pal 'plag }

push |COMPUT sci] To add an item to a sta
{ push } j

push button [comput sci] A small area deli
eated on a graphical user interface whose sal
tion by the user instructs the computerto perl
a specific task. | 'push ,bat-an } 5

push-button dialing=[ELecTR| Dialing @ numbby pushing buttonson thetelephone rather than |
turning a circular wheel; each depressed bulfel.
causes an oscillator to oscillate simultaneous
at two different frequencies, generating a pe
of audio tones which are recognized by centr
office (or PBX) switching equipment as digitsd
a telephone number. Also known as dual-tone
multifrequency dialing; tone dialing: touch all
{ 'pUsh jbat-on 'di-lin }

push-button switch={ELEc] A master switch that
is operated by finger pressure on the end of ail
operating button. { ‘push tbat-an'swich|

push-button tuner [ELECTR| A device thatautor
matically tunes a radio receiver or other piece”
of equipment to a desired frequency when t
button assigned to that frequency is press
{'push [bat-on 'tiin-ar }
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a wn automaton [COMPUTscl} A nondeter-
/puse tic, finite automaton with an auxiliary tape
i anne formofapush-down storage. {'ptsh
te ein-a,tain )
autgwn list [COMPUT Sci] An ordered set of

; ens so constructed that the next item to
retrieved is the item most recently stored;, “in. firet. ri

herwords last-in, first-out (LIFO). | ‘push
i i storage [COMPUT sci] A computer

e in which each new item is placed In the
E forgeation in the storage and all the otheritems
frst Coied back onelocation; it thus follows

cafe Taaciple of a push-downlist. Also known
; eCiat nesting storage; running accumulator.
achydaimn sstOril|

pushing [comrur sel] The placing ofa data ele-ee atthe top ofastack. | 'push-in |

 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

i amplifier jeLecte| A balanced ampli-
aR joying two similar electron tubes or“fier employing

gquivatent amplifying devices working in phase
apposition. | ‘push jpuil ‘am-pla,fi-ar }

See balanced currents.
“Hnush ipul 'ke-rens}
jush-pull electret transducer=jeaecrr| A type of

— ransducer in whicha loll electret is sandwiched
between two electrodes andis specially treated

or arranged so that the electrodes exert forces
in opposite directions on the diaphragm, and
the net force is a linear function of the ap-
plied voltage. { ‘push {pul i'lek-trat tranz'dii-

a) | magnetic amplifier |ELEcTR| A realization
~ of a push-pull amplifier using magnetic amplifiers

{ ‘push jpul mag'ned-ik ‘am-pla,ff-ar}
push-pull oscillator {ELECTR} A balanced oscil-
-jator employing two similar electron tubes or
equivalent amplifying devices in phase opposi-
tion. ‘push jpul 'ds-a,lad-or|

push-pull transformer [ELECTR] An  audio-
"frequency transformer having a center-tapped
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pyronedetector

winding and designed for use in a push-pull
amplifier | 'pUsh {ptl tranz'lor-rar|

push-pull transistor |s.ecre| 1. 4 realisation of
4 push-pull amplifier using transistors 2 A
Darlington cireuit in which the two transistors
required fora push-pull amplifierexist ina single
substrate. { ‘push {pul tran'zis-tar |

push-pull voltages Se balanced voltages.
("push ipul 'val-tijaz |

push-push amplifier jeLecte| An amplifier em-
ploying two similar electron tubes with grids
connected In phase opposition and with anodes
connected in parallel to a common load, usually
used as a frequency multiplier to emphasize
even-order harmonics; transistors may be used
in place of tubes, | 'plish lpash'am-pla,fi-ar }

push-to-talk circuit’ (e.ec| Simplex circuit. in
which changeover fram the receive to transm it
stale is accomplished by depressing a single
spring-return switch, and releasing the switch
returns the circuit to the recelve state; the push-
to-talk switch Is located on microphones and
telephone handsets, it is most often applied ta
radio circuits, ("push ta 'tolk sorkat|

push-up list |compur sey] An ordered set of data
Items so constructed that the next item to be
retrieved will be the item that was inserted
earliest in the list, resulting ina [irst-in, first-out
(FIFO) structure | ‘push,ap. list )

put [computsei] A programming instruction that
causes data to be written from computer storage
intoa file. { puit |

Pyrometer |ENG| Any of a broad class of
temperalure-measuring devices; they were orginally
designed to measure high temperatures, but same
are now used in any temperature range Includes
radiation pyrometers, thermocouples, resistarice
pyrometers, and thermistors. | pi 'rim-ad-ar }

pyrone detector [ELECTR Crystal detector In which
rectification occurs between iran pyrtites ancl copperor
ather metallic points, { 'pi,rdn di,tek-tar }  
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‘a {rns Ateasureofthe ability of a system with

riodlic behavior to store energy equal to 29
times the average energy stored in the system
divided by the energy dissipated per cycle. Also
known as © Jactor, quality factor, storage factor

pAM Sequadrature amplitude modulation.
OBE Se query by example.
‘Qfactor swO,  {'kyd fak-tar|
‘qmeter [ENG] Adirect-reading instrument which

measures the © of an electric circuit at radio [re-
quencies by determining the ratio of Inductance
to resistance, and which has also been developed
tomeasure manyother quantities. Also known as
quality-factor meter, [ ‘ky pméd-ar|

Q multiplier jeLects| A filter that gives a sharp
response peak or a deep rejection notch at a
particular lrequency, equivalent to boosting the
‘OQ ol a tuned circuit at that frequency. | 'kyi
imal-ta,pli-ar} .

Qpoint See quiescent operating point. { 'kyti
Sint }

PSK See quadrature phase-shift keying.
Q signal [COMMUN] A three-letter abbreviation

starting with Q, used in the International List
of Abbreviations lor radiotelegraphy to represent
complete sentences. [ELECTR] The quadrature
component of the chrominancesignal in analog
color televislon, having a bandwidth of 0 to
0.5 megahertz; it consists of +-0.48(R-Y) and
+0.41(B-7), where ¥is the luminance signal, Ris
the red camera signal, and B is the blue camera
signal. ( 'kyii ,sig-nel }

quad jeLec| A series of four separately insulated
Conductors, generally twisted together in. pairs
JELECTR| Aseries-parallel combination oftransistors:
used to obtaln increased reliability through double
redundancy, because the failure of one transistor will
tot disable the entire cireuit.  { kwaid |

quadded cable |éiec| Cable in which at least
someol the conductors are arranged in the form
of quads. | ‘kwaid-ad "k4-bal |

Quadded redundancy [compuy sci] A form af
tedundancy in which each logic gate is qua-
duplicated, and the outputs of one stage are
interconnected to the Inputs of the succeeding
Stage bya connection patternso that errors made
In earlier stages are overridden In later stages,
Where the original correct signals are restored
Uhwad-ad ri'dan.dan-sé |
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quad density [comput sci| A format for floppy-
disk storage that holds four times as much
data as would normally be contained. —{ 'kwéd
‘den-sad-é |

quad in-line jétectr| An integrated-circuit pack-
age that has two rows of staggered pins on each
side, spaced closely enough together to permit
48 or more pins per package. Abbreviated QUIL.
(‘kwad in'lin | /

quadraphonic sound system=[ENG AcoUus| Asys-
tem for reproducing sound by means of four
loudspeakers properly situated in the listening
room, usually at the four corners of a square, with
each loudspeaker being fed its ownidentifiable
segment of the program signal. Also. known as
four-channel sound system. { !kwa-drolfan-ik
‘salind |

quadrature amplifier jevectk| An amplifler that
shifts the phase of a signal 90". used jn an
analog color television receiver to amplify the
3.58-megahertz chrominance subcarrier and shift
its phase 90° for use in the O demodulator
| kwe-dra-char ,an-pla,fi-ar }

quadrature amplitude modulation COMMUN|
1. Quadrature modulation in which the two
carrier components are arnplitude-modulated.
2. Adigital modulation technique in which digital
information Is encoded in bit sequences of
specified length and these bit sequences are
represented by discrete amplitude levels of an
analog carrier, by a phase shift of the analog
carrier from the phase that represented the
previous bit sequence by a multiple of 90°, ar
by both 3. Abbreviated QAM.—{ {kwdd-ra.char
sattiepla,tid ,maj-a'la-shan |

quadrature component elec] A vector repre-
senting an alternating quantity which {s in
quadrature (at 90°) with some reference vector
See reactive component. { 'kw4-dra-char kam
1pd-nent}

quadrature current See reactive current.
{ 'kwa-dre-char ,ka-rant}

quadrature modulation |commun| Modulation
of two carrier components 90° apart in phase by
separate modulating functions. | ‘kwa-dra-char
imdj-a'la-shan |

quadrature partial-response keying [commun|
A modulation technique in which two or
thagonally phased carriers are combined, each  
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quadrature phase-shift keying

carrier is modulated by one of the digital bit
streams to one of three levels. Abbreviated QPRK.
(‘kwa-dra-char jpar-shal ri'spdns ,ké-ip }

quadrature phase-shlit keying [COMMUN] Phase-
shift keying in which four different phase angles
are used, usually spaced 90° apart. Abbreviated
QPSK Also known as quadriphase; quaternary
phase-shift keying. { {kwad-re-char 'faz,shift
iké-in }

quadriphase See quadrature phase-shift keying.
( 'kwad-ra, faz }

quadruplex circult [ELEc| Telegraph circuit de-
signed to carry two messagesin each direction
atthe sametime { 'kwa-dra,pleks ,sar-kat}

quadrupole amplifler=|ELecTR] Alow-noise para-
metric amplifier consisting of an electron-beam
tube in which quadrupole fields act on the fast
cyclotron wave of the electron beam to produce
high amplification at frequencies in the range
of 400-800 megahertz { ‘kwa-dra,pdl 'am-pla
\fT-or }

quad word§[comput sci] A word 16 bytes long
( 'kwad ,ward }

qualified name |compuT sci] A name that is
further identified by associatingit with additional
names, usually the namesof things that contain
the thing being named__{ ‘kwal-a,fid {nam }

qualifler (comput sci] A name that is associated
with another nameto give additional information
about the latter and distinguish it from other
things having the same name __[ ‘kwal-o,fi-ar }

quality factor SeeQ={ 'kwal-od-é ,fak-tar}
quallty-factor meter See Q meter { ‘kwal-od-é

ifak-tor ymé@d-ar}
quallty program [comput sci| A computer pro-

gram thatis correct, reliable,efficient, maintain-
able, flexible, testable, portable, and reusable
{ ikwal-od-é 'pré-gram }

quantity §|comPuT sci| In computers, a positive or
negative real numberin the mathematical sense;
the term quantity is preferred to the term number
in referring to numerical data; the term number
is used in the sense of natural number and
reserved for “the number ofdigits,” the “number
of operations,” andso forth { 'kwan-ad-é }

quantity of electricity See charge [{ 'kwan-ad-é
av i,lek'tris-ad-é }

quantization |cOMMUN| Division of the range
of values of a wave into a finite number of
subranges, each of which is represented by an
assigned or quantized value within the subrange
{ .kwan-ta'za-shon}

quantization distortlon=[commuN| Inherent dis-
tortion introduced in the processof quantization
of a waveform. Also known as quantization
noise; quantumization distortion, quantumiza-
tion noise. { ,kwan-ta'za-shan di,stor-shon }

quantization level |comMuN] Discrete value of
the output designating a particular subrange of
theinput ( ,kwdn-to'zd-shan ,lev-al }

quantization nolse See quantization distortion
{ .kwan-ta'za-shon ,ndiz }

quantized electronic structure=[ELEcTR| Amate-
tial that confines electrons in such a small space
that their wave-like behavior becomes important
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and their properties are stron, "lg
quantum-mechanical effects ry Modi,
ltramlk 'strak-char } mwa

quantized frequency modutat, a
Frequency modulation that invihyes
uses time and frequency fedlunidane: \,
frequency channel during each trap,a
used to combat distortion duet multin te
fading, and noise spikes.—[ "kway tiedthsedi
maj-a,la-shan | eee Trek

i

quantized pulse modulation loom ij
modulation that involves qy|
as pulse-numbers modulation and. oH,
modulation.—[ 'kwéinted ‘pats waioa

quantizer [commun | A processing op Bg
tentionally reduces the precision F cl ha
sine transform coefficients leLecrnta
that measures the magnitudeof a timer’
quantity in multiples of some fixed ce
specified instant or specified repetition
delivers a proportional response th
in pulse code or digital form | kawinys

quantum [COMMUN] One of the subran,
possible values of a wave which js
by quantization and represented bya
value within the subrange. | ‘hwiinctamy)

quantum computer [COMPUT scl] A cry an
which the time evolution of the stateoota
individual switching elements of the com Hi
is governed by the laws of quantum Mechan|{ 'kwan-tom kamipytid-ar } _

quantum dot |ELEcTR| A quantized electran
structure in which electrons are confined with,
Tespect to motion in all three dimensions{ kwant-om ‘dat}

quantum efflclency [ELECTR] The average pum.
ber ofelectrons photoelectrically emitted from)
a photocathode per incident photon of al
given wavelength in a phototube —{ "kwén-tam,ifish-an-sé |

quantum electronics |eLecte| The branch of
electronics associated with the varlous energy,
states of matter, motions within atoms OF groupie.
ef atoms, and various phenomenain crystals,
examples of practical applications include the
atomic hydrogen maserand the cesium atomic
beam resonator { ‘kwan-tem ,i,lek'tran-iks }

quantum Halleffect [ELEcTR] Aphenomenonex-
hibited by certain semiconductor devices at low
temperatures and high magnetic fields, whereby
the Hall resistance becomes precisely equal to
(A/e?)/n, where fA is Planck's constant, e is the
electronic charge, and n is either an integeror
a rational fraction Also known as von Klitzing
effect. { 'kwan-tom ‘hol i,fekt }

quantumization distortlon See quantization dis-
tortion { ,kwan-ta-ma'za-shen di,stdér-shan}

quantumization nolse See quantization distortion
{ .kwan-ta-ma'za-shon ,noiz }

quantum well [ELecrR] A thin layer of material
(typically between | and 10 nanometers thick)
within which the potential energy of an electron
is less than outside the layer, so that the motion
of the electron perpendicular to the layer is
quantized [ |kwdn-tom ‘wel }
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atm well infrared photodetector=[keLrecrr|
igeteot™alternating layers of controlled thick-

fu rrgallium arsenide and aluminum gallium
fl be: the spectral response of the device can

myored within broad limits by adjusting the
a ym-to-gallium tatio and the thicknesses

alu ayers during growth Abbreviated OWIP.1 the pam wel lnrolred fod-Gdi'tek-tar |
etn well Injection transit-tlme dlode

a teal Anactive microwave diode that emplays
[Ae vant tunneling through @ gallium arsenide
“cad well located between two aluminum
iam arsenide barriers to inject electrons
Bi an undoped gallium arsenide drift region.
into eyiated QWITT diode —_| ,kwan-tem [welin
fixshon ttrangeit tim 'di,Ge |
oem well injection transit-time diode
pcre! AN active microwave diode that

{i joys resonant tunneling through a gallium
F nide quantum well located between two
Sominum galllum arsenide barrlers to inject
lection into an undoped gallium arsenide drift
seaion Abbreviated QWITT diode. _{ ,kwan-tem

| Injek-shan itranz-it tim ‘di,Gd | ;
quantum wire [ELECTR A strip of conducting ma-
“terial about !0 nanometersorless in width and

thickness that displays quantum-mechanicalef-
{ects such as the Aharanov-Bohmeffect and uni-
yersal conductance fluctuations | ‘kwdn-tem

 
  

  
  
 
 
 

  
 

! ! ary phase-shift keying |eLecrr| Modu-
jation of a mictowave carrier with two parallel

streams of nonreturl-to-zero data in such a way
that the data is transmitted as 90° phase shifts of
the cartier: this gives twice the message channel
capacity of binary phase-shift keying in the same
bandwidth Abbreviated QPSK. { 'kwat-o,ner-é
War shift ,ké-in }

_ quarter-square multiplier [comput sci] A device
; “used to carry out function multiplication in an

analog computer by implementing the algebraic
identity w= 'Al(v-+y)? —(e—y)?} ('kword-er
shwer‘mabta,plivar |

“querter-wave=|ELECTROMAG| Having an electrical
“Jength of one quarter-wavelength, ( 'kword-ar
sway

‘quarter-wave antenna [ELECTROMAG] Anantenna
whose electrical length is equal to one quarter-
wavelength of the signal to be transmitted or

received—( 'kword-ar ,wav an'ten-a }
“quarter-wave attenuator=[ELECTROMAG| Arrange-

Ment of two wire gratings, spaced an odd number
fl quatter-wavelengths apart in a waveguide,

_ Used to attenuate wavestraveling through in one
‘direction, { 'kword-or ,wav e'ten-ya,wad-ar }

“quarter-wave line See quarter-wave stub
_['kword-ar way lin )
‘fuarter-wave matching section“wave transformer
_ibek-shan|
Muarler-wave stub |ELECTROMAG| A section of

transmission line that is one quarter-wavelength
4 ong at the fundamental frequency being trans-
Mitted. when shorted at the farend, ithasa hleh

 

See quarter-
{ 'kword-ar ,wav 'mach-in
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of infrared raciation composed. of

quasi-instruction

impedanceat the fundamental frequency andall
odd harmonics, and a low impedanceforall even
harmonics Also known as quarter-wave line;
quarter-wave transmission line. { ‘kword-ar
iwav stab }

quarter-wave termination [ELECTROMAG] Metal
plate and a wire grating spaced about one-fourth
of a wavelength apart in a waveguide, with
the plate serving as the termination of the
guide; waves reflected from the metal plate are
canceled by wavesreflected from the grating so
that all energy is absorbed (noneis reflected) by
the quarter-wave termination _( 'kword-ar ,wav
ter-mo'na-shan }

quarter-wave transformer [ELECTROMAG] A sec-
tion of transmission line approximately one
quarter-wavelength long, used for matching
a transmission line to an antenna or load.
Also known as quarter-wave matching section
{ 'kword-ar ,wav tranz'for-mar}

quarter-wave transmissionlIne See quarter-wave
stub. { ‘kword-ar ,wav tranz'mish-an lin }

quartz crystal [ELECTR] A natural or artificially
grown piezoelectric crystal composedofsilicon
dioxide, from which thin slabs or plates are
carefully cut and ground to serve as a crystal
plate —_{ 'kworts {krist-al }

quariz-crystalfilter |ELECTR| A filter which uti-
lizes a quartz crystal; it has a small bandwidth,
a high rate of cutoff, and a higher unloaded Q
than can be obtained in an ordinary resonator
{ 'kworts ,krist-al 'fil-tar }

quartz-crystal resonator [ELECTR] A quartz plate
whosenatural frequency of vibration is used to
control the frequency ofan oscillator Also known
as quartz resonator { 'kworts ,krist-al 'rez-on
.ad-ar }

quartz delay IIne=|ELEcTR] An acoustic delayline
in which quartz is used as the medium of sound
transmission. { 'kworts di'la ,lin }

quartz-flberelectroscope=[ELECTR| Electroscope
in which a gold-plated quartz fiber serves the
same function as the gold leaf of a conventional
electroscope —_{ ikworts |fi-bari'lek-tra,sk6p}

quartz-lodine lamp [ELECTR] An electric lamp having
a tungsten filament and a quartz envelope filled with
iodine vapor. { 'kworts 'T-a,din ,lamp }

quartz lamp=[ELEcTR| A mercury-vaporlamp hav-
ing a transparent envelope made from quartz
instead of glass; quartz resists heat, permitting
higher currents, and passes ultraviolet rays that
are absorbed by ordinary glass. {'kwdrts!lamp}

quartz oselilator [ELECTR] An oscillator in which
the frequencyof the outputis determined by the
natural frequencyofvibration of a quartz crystal
{ 'kworts 'ds-9,lGd-ar}

quartz plate See crystal plate { 'kworts {plat }
quartz resonator See quartz-crystal resonator

{ 'kworts 'rez-an,4d-ar}
quartz strain gage [ELECTR] A device used to

Measure small deformations of a substance by
determining the resulting voltage that develops
in a quartz attached to it. ( 'kworts 'stran ,gaj}

quasl-Instructlon [comput sct] An expression in
a source program which resembles an instruction
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quasi-linear feedback control system

in form, but which does not have a corresponding
machine instruction in the object program,
and is directed to the assembler or compiler
Also known as pseudoinstruction. ( tkwa-zé@
in'strok-shon }

quasi-IInear feedback control system |conT
sys| Feedback control system in which the re-
lationships between the pertinent measures of
the system input and output signals are substan-
tially linear despite the existence of nonlinear
elements { {kwa-zé 'lin-€-or 'féd,bak kon'trol
isis-tam }

quasi-linear system=[(conTsys] Acontrol system
in which the relationships between the input and
output signals are substantially linear despite
the existence of nonlinear elements. _{ |kwa-zé@
‘lin-€-or 'sis-tom }

quasi-parallel execution=[comput sci] The exe-
cution of a collection of coroutines by a single
processor that can work on only one coroutine
at a time; the orderof execution is arbitrary and
each coroutine is executed independently of the
Test { |kwa-zé 'par-o,lel ,ek-so'kyli-shan}

quasi-random code generator§|COMMUN] High-
speed coded information source used in the
design and evaluation of wide-band communica-
tions links by providing a meansof closed-loop
testing, { |kwa-zé 'ran-dam 'kéd ,jen-a,rad-or}

quasi-square-wave static Inverter [ELEC] A
static inverter that generates two square waves
superimposed on one another to approximate
an ac sine wave, using a silicon-controlled
rectifier bridge and control circuit to control the
pulse width and amplitudeofthe resulting wave,
thereby achieving regulation { |kwa-z@ 'skwer
iwav 'stad-ik in'vard-ar}

quaternary phase-shift keyIng See quadrature
phase-shift keying. ( |kwat-ar,ner-é ‘faz shift
kein }

quaternary signaling§|commuN| An electrical
communications mode in which information is
passed bythe presence and absence,or plus and
minus variations, of four discrete levels of one
parameterof the signaling medium. _{ 'kwat-on
ie-é 'sig-na-lig )

qublt §=|comPuT sci] In quantum computation, a
superposition of the ground state and the excited
state of an elementary two-level quantum system
(such as a two-level atom or a nuclear spin),
corresponding to a classical bit that is either
0 (corresponding to the ground state} or |
(corresponding to the excited state){'kyii-bit}

quenched spark gap [ELEc| A spark gap having
provisions for rapid deionization, one form con-
sists of many small gaps between electrodes
that have relatively large mass and are good
radiators of heat, the electrodes serve to cnal
the gaps rapidly and thereby stop conduction
( ‘kwencht 'spark ,gap |

quench frequency —[{ELEcTR| Numberof times per
second that a circuit is caused to go in and out
of oscillation {'kwench ,fré-kwan-sé}

quenching [ELECTR] 1. The process of terminat-
ing a discharge in a gas-filled radiation-counter
tube by inhibiting reignition, 2. Reduction of
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the intensity of resonance tad}
from deexcitation of atoms, whi t
erwise have emitted this tadlat Ww
sions with electrons or other a lon
(‘kwenehsin } Ong

quenching frequency [ELECTR The f
ar altermating voltage that is appli Ney
regenerative detector stage &cl tg: 0'prava
oscillation, | ‘kwench-in tékwanett

quench oscillator |ELecrp| Circuit j
generative receiver which produces th “4
signal. ['kwerech visa lad-ar| ef

query |coMPUT SCI] A computer
interrogate a database, | "hyipg

query byexample=|comPuy sey)4¢
uct used to search a database ie
having formats or tanges
by English-like statements thay jy
desired results. Abbreviated OE.
ig'zam-pal|

query language [compursei| A GEneraligeyputer language that is used ty
database. | 'kwir-@ lay-ewij |

query layer [COMPUT SCI] A program that i
ates between data sources on the World ay
Web anda user's query by breaking the
inte subqueries against each information «
and then pathering together the resi}
presentation tothe user.—| ‘kwir-é aor

query program=|CoMPUT scl A COMputar
gram that allows a user to retrinye informatia
from a database and have it displayed a
terminal.or printed out={ ‘kwiré PrOs cag

QUEST=See quantized electronic sty( kwest]

question-answering system=[compur Sci} An)
formation retrieval system in which a dire
answer is expected in response to @ submit
query, rather than a set of references thatcontain the answers
isis-tom }

queue [COMPUT sci] 1. A list of items wa
for attention in a computer system, genar|
ordered according to some criteria 2. A ling
list whose elements are inserted and deleted
a first-in-first-out order —{ ky )

queued access method [comput sci| A set
precedures controlled by queues for efficlel
transfer of data between a computer and (np
output devices. _{ 'kytid 'ak,ses ,meth-ad|

queue-driven system |compur Sci] A softwal
system that uses many queuesfortasks in varia
phases of processing. [''kyii Idriv-on ,sisstatny

queuing network model=|compurr sci] A mod
that represents a computer system by a netwo
of devices through which customers (such
transactions, processes, or server requests) Ile
and queues may form at each device due to
finite service rate. { 'kyi-in ,net,wark ,madea

quibinary§|compuT sct|A numeration syste
used in data processing, in which each decim
digit is represented by seven binary digits.
group offive which are coefficients of 8, 6, 4.
and 0, and a group of two which are coelficient
of land0. { 'kwib-o,ner-é }
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Tadiation
which Woy

‘adiation, in.
2 atomsin ,

L &LEC) A fuse designed to crawebreakti Neat the clreuit rapidly when
nt rae ‘melts, generally by separating the

fuse Wie with a spring | "kwik feral Myiiz |
nevGwitch |ELEC] Aswitch that breaksa

R] The fregy, |y, independently of the rate at which
applied to a I dle is moved, to minimize arcing,
Preventsys he ‘bak 'swich }-kwon-sé wilWOT]: ake switch JELEC] Switch wr circuit breaker

Ireuit 1 a supe ulek-T 5 hil contact-closing speed,independent
luces the frequa Meeue { ‘kwik {mak 'swich|
ry : a |comeuT sci] To prevent a computer

i from starting new jobs so that the
m gradually winds down as current jobs are

ter instruct; 4
tir-€ } On ty
HN Asoftware ually in preparation for a planned
se for informe am wwrd'es| p
Jalues spac scant [ELECTR] Pertaining to a circuit ele-
that indicate ES whieh has no input signal, so that it does
WBE | ‘hwing nt form its active function. { kwé'es-ant}

postion telephony JCOMMUN | A fa-
telephony system in which the carrier is

yessecl whenever there are no voice signalsaut ransmitted { kwé'es-ant jkar-é-ar to'lef-

‘generalized
to interrogate i

Ta that gy
the World . ! nt operating point [ELecTR| The currents

caking the bhy voltages in an electronic circuit whenthe in-
formation S04) | signal is replaced byits averagevalue,so that
the results | sand voltages can be approximated byvir® |la-ar} i Lene one arund fr

fies expansions around this paint. Also known
\ computer Qpoint. {kwé,es-ont '&p-a,rad-in point}‘leve Informa
displayed ong
ré prd-gram i
Fone structyne

OMPUTSCI] Anine
which a di

‘to a submi
rencesthat
‘chan ‘ansact

=ei
i)

f items waitin
stem, general}
tla 2. A lin
| and deleted

IT scl] A set of
es for efficten
uter andinp
meth-od}
Sci] A softwate
tasks in variol
v-on ,sis-tam |
T sci} A model
7 by a network
mers (such:
requests) fla
vice dueto Its
wark ,mad-al|
ation systeleach decimi

re coelficlent®
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QWITT diode

quiescent perlod |comMUN] Resting period,
or the period between pulse transmissions.
{ kwé'es-ont ipir-é-ad |

quiescent point [ELectR| The point on the char-
acteristic curve of an amplifier representing the
conditions that exist when the input. signal
equals zero, | kwé'es-ant [paint |

quiescent push-pull |e.ecte| Push-pull output
stage so arranged In a radio receiver that
practically ro current flows when an input signal
is notpresent.  { kwéles-ant {push {pul }

quiet automatic volume control Sr delayee!
automatic gain control { ‘kwy-at jocb-almadelk
'vdl-yyarn kan, tral |

quietbattery |rLectr| Source of energy of special
design or with added! filters which is sufficiently
quiet andfree [rom interference that |t may be
used for speech trarismission, Alsa knawn as
talking battery | "kwiat 'bad-a:ré }

quleting sensitivity jeLcre| Minimum signal in-
put to a frequency-modulated receiver which
is required to give a specified output signal-
to-noise ratio under specified conditions.
{ 'kwiad-ig sen-so,tiveadsé }

quiet tuning jeLectr| Circult arrangement fer si-
lencing the oulpyt of a radio receiver, except
whenit is accurately tuned to an incorhing cartier
wave. {‘kwiat'tiin-in |

QWITT diade See quantum well injection transit-
time diode. _{ |kyiiidab-al yulTitalte 'di,ad }  
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ce condition ELEC] An ambiguous condition
pceurting in control counters when oneflip-flop
hanges to its nest state before a second one has

jad sullicienttimetolatch—['ris kandish-an|
raceway [ELEC] A channel used to hold and
“protect wires, cables, or busbars. Also known as
alectricraceway=['ras\wa |

rack panel {F-LECTR| A panel designed for mount-
“ing ona relay rack; Its width is 19 inches (48.26
centimeters). height Isa multiple of | °4 inches
(4445 centimeters), and the mounting notches
are standardized as.to size and position —{ 'rak
ipan-al| Ie be

yacon Seradarbeacon, | 'ra,kan }
dar [ENG] Asystem using beamed andreflected

radio-frequency energy for detecting, locating,
and examinirig objects, measuring distance or
altitude. assisting in navigation, military op-
erations, air traffic management, and weather
appraisal, and. many other military and civil
purposes Timing of the return of reflected energy
and examination of its nature are fundamental
to all radar applications. Derived from radio
detection and ranging. _{ 'ra,dar}

‘radar altImeter=|NAv| A radio altimeter, useful
at altitudes much greater than the 5000-foot

(1500-meter) limit of frequency-modulated radio
altimeters, in which simple pulsetype radar

‘equipment is used to send a pulse straight down
fram an aircraft and to measure Its total time of
travel to the surface and backto the aircraft, Also
known as hiph-altitude radio altimeter. pulse-
ypealtimerer—[‘ra,dér al'tim-ad-ar }

fader antenna=[fkcTroMAG] A device which ra-
tates rad o-frequency energy In a radar system,
‘(ncentrating the transmitted power in the
tirection of the target, and which provides a large
‘atea to collect the echo power of the returning
Wave. |'rdjdaran'tensa|

fadar antijamming |eLecre) Measures taken to
“ounteract radar jamming (electranic attack)

_| radar iantel'jamin|
fadar attenuation Jevectromaa| Ratio of the

ower delivered by the transmitter to the trans-
Mission line connecting it with the transmitting
Antenna, to the power reflected from the target
Which is delivered to the receiver by the transmis-
sion line connecting it with the receiving antenna
I'ra.dar o,tensya'wa-shan|
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radar beacon |NAV| A radar receiver-transimiltter
that transmits a strong coded radar signal
whenever [ts radar recaiver Is trigeered by an
interrogating radar on dn alreraft or ship: the
coded beacon reply can be used by the navigator
todetermine his ownposition In terms of bearing
andrange [rom the bedcon. Also known as race,
radartransponder—| ‘radar ,b@-kan |

radar beam=JELECTROMAG| The movable beam of
radio-frequency energy produced by a radar
transmitting antenna, its shape is commonly
definedas the lociof all points at which the power
has decreased to one-halfof that at the center of
the beam.{'ra,d&r ,bém }

radar cell (ELECTROMAG] Volume whose dimen-
sions are one radar pulse length by one radar
beam width._{'ra,dar ,sel}

radarclutter See clutter | 'ri,céir |klod-ar}
radar command guidance=ena] A missile guid-

ance system in which radar equipment at the
launching site determines the positions af both
target and missile continuously, computes the
missile course corrections required, and trans-
mits these by radio to the missile as commands
{'ra,dar ko'mand \gid-ans |

radar constant [FLecTe| The product of the fac-
tors of radar performance equation that deseribe
characteristics of theparticular radar to which the
equations are applied, these include peak power,
antenna gain or aperture, beam width, pulse
length, pulse repetition frequency, wavelength,
polarization, and noise level of the receiver.
{ ‘radar ,kan-stent }

radar contact (ENG] Recognition and identifica-
tion of an echo onaradar screen: an aircraft is
said to be on radar contact when its radar echo
cal be seen and identified ona PPI (plan-position
indicator) display {radar ,kin,takt|

radar control [eecre| Guidance, direction, or
employment exercised over an aircraft, guided
missile, gun battery, or the like, by means of, or
with the aid of radar | 'raydéir kantrat |

radar control and interface apparatus=|eLectr|
That subsystem of a radar that acts on the output
ofthe recelver to provide signiticantreports tathe
system using that radar and also to control the
radar in ways appropriate to (he situation; can-
stituted of & human operator and visual display
in elementary radar, and of computer operations
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radar countermeasure

and data displays for human management in
more modern radar, {'ra,dar kon,trdl and in-tor
fas ,ap-o,rad-as}

radar countermeasure=[ELEcTR| Electronic and
electromagnetic actions used against enemy
radar, such as jamming and confusionreflectors,
Abbreviated RCM.{'ra,dar ‘kaUnt-or,mezh-ar|

radar cross sectlon=|ELECTROMAG] In representing
a radar target, a convenient expression of the
incident-signal interceptarea that, ifthe intercepted
signal were reradiated isotropically, would return
to the radar the samesignal strength as the target
actually does —_{ 'ra,diir 'kros ,sek-shan }

radar data filtering [ELECTR] Quality analysis
process that causes the computer to reject cer-
tain radar data and to alert personnel of mapping
and surveillance consoles to the rejection,{'ra
idar 'dad-o ,fil-trin }

tadardisplay |ELECTR| Visual presentation of the
output of a radar receiver produced either on
the screen of a cathode-ray tube or in computer-
generated displays of symbols and notations
based on that output in more automated sys-
tems Also known as radar presentation { 'ra
dar di spla |

radar display formats |ELEecTR| Anyof a variety
of visual representationsof radar receiver output
to assist the operator in interpreting the data,
managing the radar, and making reasonable
reports to the user system. Many of the formats
have been given letter names, such as the A-
display (or A-scope), and so on; the PPI (plan
position indicator), RHI (range-height indicator),
A-scope, and B-scope are among the most
frequently used. Also known as display formats
{ 'ra,dér di,spla ,for,matz}

radar distribution switchboard=[ELEcTR| Switch-
ing panel for connecting video, trigger, and
bearing from any oneoffive systems, to any or
all of 20 repeaters; also contains order lights,
bearing cutouts, alarms, test equipment, and so
forth { 'ra,dar ,dis-tra'byii-shon ,swich, bord }

radarecho Sveecho—_{'ra,dar ,ek-6 }
radar equation=|ELECTROMAG| An equation that

relates the transmitted and received powers and
antenna gains of a primary radar system to the
echo area and distance of the radartarget. { 'rd
dar i,kwa-zhon |

radar frequency band |ELEcrROMAG| A fre-
quency band of microwave radiation in which
radar operates. { 'ra,dar 'fré-kwan-sé ,band }

radar Image=[ELECTR| The image of an object, a
vehicle or an entire scene, which is produced ona
radar display orin an appropriate medium, { ‘ra
idar ,im-ij }

radar Indicator [ELECTR] A cathode-ray tube and
associated equipment used to provide a visual
indication of the echo signals picked up by a radar
set. { 'ra,dar ,in«do,kadsar}

radarintelligence item=|ELEcTR| A feature which
is radar significant but which cannotbe identified
exactly at the moment of its appearance as
homogeneous,{'ra,dar initel-a-jans ,Id-am }
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radar Jamming=[fi.ecTR| Radiation, "radian.
or reflection of electromagnetic waves "Alley
impair the usefulness. of radar used by thee any
{'r8,dir jamin | Ney:

radar netting unit) [ELECTR] Optional Clect {
equipment that converts the operations fab
of certain alr defense [ire distribution syst =n= ATi y,

atadarnetting station, (raidar|nediy yee
radar presentation Ser radar display | ‘ane

.pr@zen'ta-shan| ie
radar range=|ELECTROMAG| The maximum

tance at which a radat set is ordinarily
in detecting objects, ['ri,dar ,ranj }

radar range equation [ELECTROMAG| An pa
tion which expresses radar range in tein
transmitted power, minimum detectable Shenae
antenna gain, and the target's radarcrass secticn =
| ‘radar jranj ikwaezhan | n

radar receiver |[fLecte| That subsystem of
radar that is designed te amplify, enhance aa
appropriate with signal processing, and demo
ulate radar echo signals and feed therm tag radar
display or similar data processer. [| Far.isev-ar|

radar receiver-transmilter |ececTe| A single:
component having the dual functions of Ran.
erating electromagnetic energy for transmijc
sion, and of receiving, demodulating, ang
sometimes presenting intelligence from the
reflected electromagnetic energy. [ '1a,dar qi
is@v-or tranz'mid:ar}

radarreflection=|ELECTROMAG| The return of elec-
tromagnetic waves, generated by a radar instal-
lation, from an object on which the waves are
incident. { 'ra,dar ri,flek-shon }

radarreflection Interval =|ELECTROMAG] The time
required for a radar pulse to travel from the
source to the target and return to the source,
taking the velocity of radio propagation to be
equal to the velocity of light. { 'ra,déir ri,flek.
shon ,in-tor-val }

radar reflectivity§[ELECTROMAG] The fraction of
electromagnetic energy generated by a radar
installation whichis reflected by an object. {'ra
idar ,ré,flek'tiv-ad-é }

radar relay§[ENG] 1. Equipment for relaying the
radar video and appropriate synchronizing signal
to a remote location. 2. Process or system by
which radar echoes and synchronization data are
transmitted from a search radar installation toa
receiver ata remote point. { 'ra,dar'r@,|a }

radar repeater [ELECTR] Aradar indicator used to
teproduce the radar's own display at a remote
position, with proper selection, the display of any
one ofseveral radar systems can be reproduced
{ 'ra,dar ri,p&d-or}

radarreturn [NAV] The signal indication of an
object which has reflected energy that was
transmitted by a primary radar, Also known as
radioecho,  { 'ra,dar ri,torn }
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‘radar transponder=See radar beacon

scanning [ENG] The process or action of
ing 2 radar beam through a space search

forthe purpose of locatingatarget. | 'ra

ch MY ecrR| An older term for a radar
jay, connoting usually the use of a cathode-
oe serving as an oscilloscope, the face of

ny , is the radar viewing screen. Also knownas
whic * | 'rd,dar.sk6p}
OF actor switch =| ELECTR| Manual or motor-
et n switch which transfers a plan-pasiticn
i heator repeater from one system to another,

 

i achingvideo, trigger, and bearing data. {'ra
ar ailiek-tar swich }

Map get (ENG) A complete assembly of radar
  

Fquipment, consisting ofa transmitter, antenna,
EEver, and signal processor, and appropriate
jeontrol and Interface apparatus. The term radar

soften used, ( 'ra,dar ,set)e |

aoe signal spectrograph |eLecTR| An elec-
ce ic device in the form of a scanning fil-

ferwhich provides a frequency analysis of
the amplitude-modulated back-scattered signal
jiradat |sig-nal‘spek-tra, graf |

,radar transmitter [ELECTR] That subsystem ofa radar
that converts electrical power to the radio-frequency
glectromagnetic signals desired, then sends them to
fheantenna—[ ‘raydr traneymid-ar|

| ‘radar
Prana!pain-der)
radar volume |ELECTROMAG] The volumein space

that is irradiated by a given radar; for a
continuous-wave radar it Is equivalent to the
antenna radiation pattern; for a pulse radar it
is a function of the cross-section area of the
beam of the antenna andthe pulse length of the
transmitted pulse. { 'ra,dar ,val-yam }

fadechon [ELECTR A storage tube having a single
electron gun and a dielectric storage medium
consisting of a sheet of mica sandwiched between
a continuous metal backing plate and a fine-mesh
screen; used in simple delay schemes, signal-
to-noise improvement, signal comparison, and
conversion of signal-time bases. Also known as
barrier-grid storage tube. _{ ‘rad-a, kan }

radlal-beam tube [ELEcTR| A vacuum tube in
which a radial beam of electrons is rotated
past circumferentially arranged anodes by an
external rotating magnetic field; used chiefly
asa high-speed switching tube or commutatar.
{'rad-é-al [bem ,tiib}

fadialgrating |ELecTROMAG| Conformal wire grat-
ing consisting of wires arranged radially in
a circular frame, like the spokes of a wagon
wheel, and placed inside a circular waveguide to
obstruct E waves of zero order while passing the
Corresponding H waves. ('rad-éval 'grad-in |

tadial lead [ELEc| A wire lead coming from the
side of a component rather than axially [rom the
end. | 'rael-é-af Wed |

fadial selector Spe private line arrangement
| 'rid-8-al si'lek-tar |

fadiant reflectance [ELECTROMAG| Ratio of re-
lected racllant power to Incidentradiant power
('rSd-2-ont ti'Mek-tans }

radiation noise

radiant transmittance [ELECTROMAG| Ratio of
transmitted radiant power to incident radiant
power{'rad-€-ant tranz'mit-ans}

radlated Interference [(COMMUN| Interference
which is transmitted through the atmosphere
according to the laws of electromagnetic wave
propagation; the term is generally considered
to include the transfer of interfering energy in
inductive or capacitive coupling. { 'rad-6,ad-ad
sin-tor'fir-ans }

radlated power |ELECcTROMaG| The total power
emitted by a transmitting antenna. { 'rad-é
\ad-ad 'pati-ar }

radiating curtaln §[ELECTROMAG] Array of dipoles
in a vertical plane, positioned to reinforce each
other; it is usually place! one-fourth wavelength
ahead of a reflecting curtain of corresponding
half-wave reflecting antennas. ( ‘rac-8,ad-|p
"kart-an }

radiating element [ELECTROMAG| Basic subdivi-
sion of an antenna which in itself is capable
of radiating or receiving tadio-frequency energy.
( 'rad-€,4¢-in 'el-a-mant }

radiating gulde |ELECTROMAG] Waveguide de-
signed to radiate energy into free space; the
waves may emerge through slots or gaps in the
guide, or through horns inserted in the wall of
the guide { 'rad-8,4d-in ‘gid }

radiation angle=[&LECTROMAG| The vertical angle
between theline of radiation emitted! by a direc-
tional antenna and the horizon. _{ ,rad-8'a-shan
:a-gal}

radiation characteristlc [comMUN| One of the
identifying features of a radiating signal, such as
frequency and pulse width —_{ ,rad-é'a-shon ,kar-
ik-ta'ris-tik }

radiation cooling |(ELECTR} Cooling of an elec-
trode resulting from its emission of heat radia-
tion. { ,rad-é'a-shon ,kiil-in }

radiation counter tube See counter tube
{ ad-@'a-shan jkaunt-ar ,tib }

radiation efficlency [ELECTROMAG| Of an an-
tenna, the ratio of the power radiated to the
total power supplied to the antenna at a given
frequency. { ,rad-@'-shani,fish-an-sé}

radlation-enhanced diffusion [ELEC] A mecha-
nism for ion-beam mixing of a film and a
substrate in whichlattice defects that are formed
by the atomic displacements produced by ion
bombardment result in an increase in inter-
diffusion coefficients. { ,rad-84-shan in,hanst
do'fyii-zhan}

radiation field |cLectmomag| The  electramag-
netic field that breaks away from a transmitting
antenna and radiates outward into space as
electromagnetic waves: the other type of elec-
tromagnetic field associated with an energized
antenna is the induction field. { ,rad-éld-shan
iféld }

radiation Intensity=(ELECTROMAG| The power ra-
diated from an antenna per unit solid angle in a
given direction { ,rad-8'a-shanin,ten-sad-é}

radiation lobe Seelobe. { ,rad-8'4-shan ,l6b }
radiation noise See electromagnetic noise

{ ,rad-é'a-shon ,ndiz }
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radiation pattern

radiation pattern (ELECTROMAG| Directional de-
pendence of the radiation of an antenna Also
known as antenna pattern; directional pattern;
field pattern, | \rad-@*a-shan ,pad-arn }

radiation thermocouple [ELEC] An infrared de-
tector consisting of several thermocouples con-
nected in series, arranged so that the radiation
falls on half of the junctions, causing their
temperature to increase so that a voltage is
generated, (.,rad-8'a-shan 'tharema,kap-al|

radiation zone Sev Fraunhoterregion.  { ,radbé'a-
shan zon }

radiator=|ELECTROMAG] 1. The part of an antenna
or transinission line that radiates electromag:
netic waves either directly into space or against
a reflector for focusing or directing 2 A body
thatemits radiant energy { 'rad.é,Selar |

radio-=[ELECTROMAG| A prefix denoting the use
of radiant energy, particularly fadio waves.
{ 'rad-€-3 }

radio |COMMUN| The transmission of signals
through space by means of electromagnetic
waves. [ELECTR] Seeradioreceiver. {('rad-8-6}

radioacoustics §|commuN| Study of the produc-
tion, transmission, and reproduction of sounds
carried from one place to another byradiotele-
phony. { {rad-&-6-a'kiis-tiks }

radloactive fallout See fallout
‘fol aut}

radio ald to navigatlon§(ELEcTR| An aid to nav-
igation which utilizes the propagation charac-
teristics of radio waves to [urnish navigation
information. { 'rad-@-0 ‘ad ta ,ndv-a'ga-shan}

radio altimeter=jENG| An absolute altimeter that
depends onthe reflection of radio waves from
the earth for the determination ofaltitude, as ina
frequency-modulated radio altimeter and a radar
altimeter Also known as electronic altimeter;
reflection altimeter [ 'rad-2:6 al'titm-od-ar }

radio altitude See radar altitude {'tad-8.6 'al-to
itd |

radlo and wire integratlon [commun] The com-
bining of wire circuits with radio facilities,
{ 'rid-8-6.an ‘wir int-a'gra-shan|

radio antenna See antenna=['rad-8.G an'ten-a }
radio attenuation=|[FLecrnomaG| For one-way

propagation, the ratio of the power delivered
by the transmitter to the transtnission line
connecting it with the transmitting antenna
to the power delivered to the receiver by
the transmission line connecting it with the
receiving antenna. { 'rad-€-G.a,ten-ya'wa-shon )

radia aurora See artificial radig@ aurora. { 'rad-8-6
arora }

radio autopilot coupler [ENG] Equipment pro-
viding means by which an electrical navigational
signal operates an automatic pilot. | ‘rad-@-6
‘od-d,pi-lat kap-lar |

radlo B battery [eLec] A B-type battery used
in a radio set, usually consisting of 15 to 30
permanently connected cells. { 'rad-€-6 'bé
ibaclasré )

radio beacon [NAv]A_ nondirectional radio
transmitting station in a fixed geographic
location, emitting a characteristic signal from

{ 1rad-6-6'ak-tiv
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city ‘
selected; the selected choice jx one
partlyfilled cirele,—[ 'rdd-8.8) bapa ea“an

radio command |ELeCIR| A radia a
nal to which a euided mlssile Mra
remote-controlled vehicle or devicg oF
('rad-8-4 ka,mand| 1

radio communication |commy
tion by meansof radio waves
na'ka-shan |

tadiocommunication service [COMMUN | Ala
vice involving the emission, [rons missin: aye
ception of radio waves for specific telecommnm
cations purposes {\18d-8-0-ko.myiisnallagiSor-vas } _

radlo compass Sve automatic direction inde{ 'rd-6-6 'kam-pas} _
radlo control=|ELEcTR| The control of statitnan

or moving objects by meansof signals trap)
ted through space by radio | 'rad.a.6 kon!

radio countermeasures=|ELecrr| Electrica)
other techniques depriving the enemy tifif
benelits which would ardinarily accrue te Hip
through the use of any technique employe
the radiation of tadio waves, it includes
efits derived from radar and intercept ¢
{ 'rad-€-6 'kant-ar,mezh-arz

radio data system |COMMUN| The radio day.
system (RDS) signal is a low-bit-ratecata st
transmitted on the 57-kHz subcarrier of am
radio signal. Radio listeners know that radi
system throughits ability to permit RDSta
to display call letters and search for4
based on their programming format §
traffic announcements can be transmittedta
radios, as well as emergencyalerts. { ‘adie
‘dad-a ,sis-tom }

radlo detection and ranging See radar
di'tek-shon an 'ranj-in }

radiodetermination satellite service=|cOM
A system that employs at least two ged
chronous satellites, a central ground statin,
hand-held or vehicle-mounted transceivers,
enable users to determine and transmit thettn
cise position Abbreviated RDSS  { ‘rad€0@
itar-mo'na-shan 'sad-al,it ,sor-vas} 3

radlo direction finder [NAv| A radio aid to
gation that uses a rotatable loop or other higlt

N} Commune
FatBG hg ;

{ae
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5 beet bya fag ado Secsimile system [comnur| A facsimile
jemi which sitnals are transmitted by radiaay

Ada,

#0 ,beriJn|}
IA fadeour |
te ata patientTi ther than by wire { ‘racl-€6 fak'sim-alé jsis
ckout (rad-B.0 ' Raeout [COMMUN| Increased absorption of
MUN} Raeti i Os waves passing through the lower layers of
erties © trap Me ea jonosphere due to a sudden and abnormaltrai. oe nasein jonization in these regions: signals at

q Lise then fade outordisappear—['rac-@-6jocelverts
aul} 5

Afan-marker beacon Ser lan-marker beacon
HN a graphicg
of small Citeles jot

16 (indicated by thay5! : PF addee fan mdt-kar be-kan |
hugh onlyone can fe i | Ite ICOMMUN| Determination of the posi-
re E Ndicated bya le‘an of the source of radia signals by obtainingitoeea “ae «es bearings on the transmitter with two or
' radio Contiol. si, | i: radio direction finders in clifferent loca-
Pia OF Cathie En, then computing the position by triangu-
: ice Tesponele jation [wav] 1. Determination of the position
MIMUN| CommunNICom ;
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[commun| A ser.
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The tadio data
rate data s(ream
arrer of an FM
‘that radio data
mt RDS radias
ch for stations
Ormat. Special
smitted toRDS
ts. { 'rad-@6

arf 'rad-6.6

e [COMMUN]
{wo geosyn-

d station, and
ansceivers to
‘mit their pre-

{ 'rad-@-ddi

d aid to navi-
other highly

of a vessel oF aircralt equipped with direction-
finding equipment by ascertaining the direction
of radio signals received from two or more
transmitting stations of known location and
then computing the position by triangulation
2, Determination of position of an aircralt in flight
byidentification of a radio beaconor by locating
the Intersection of two radio beams. [ ‘rad &Giks

Breda alternator [ELec} A rotating:
type altemator designed to produce high power
at frequencies above power-line values but gen-
erally lower than 100,000 hertz: used chiefly for
high-frequency heating, | ‘rid-@0 'fré-bowanssa
‘gl-ta,nad-orJ

radia-frequency amplifier jeLectr| An ampli-
fier that amplifles the high+frequency  sig-
nals commonly used in radio communications.
{ 'rad-2-6 [fré-kwan-sé 'am-pla,ff-ar |

radio-frequency bandwidth |commun| Band of
frequencies comprisityg99%of the total radiated
power of the signal transmission extended to
include any discrete frequency on which the
power is at least 0.25% of the total radiated
power {'rael-6-G {fra kwansé ‘bandwidth |

tadio-frequency cable |iectromac| A cable
having electric conductors separated from each
other by 4 continuous homogeneous dielectric
or by touching or interlocking spacer beads,
designed primarily to conduct radio-frequency
energy with low losses. Also known as RG dine
['riché-6 [E-hwanesé ,kA-bal }

radio-frequency choke |rikc| A coil designed
and used specifically to block the flaw of radia-
frequency current while passing lower frequen-
cles or direct current ( 'rad-@o re-kwapeséichdk |

radio-frequency component [COMMUN| Portion
of a signal or wave which consists only of the
tadio-frequency alternations, and nat ineclucling
its audiorate of change |n amplitude frequency
['raid-B-6.(re-kwaneee kam pe-nant |
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radio-frequency signal generator

radio-frequency current [ELec| Alternating cur-
rent having a frequencyhigher than 10,000 hertz
[ 'rad-@-5 jfré-hwon-sé ,ka-tant ]

radio-frequencyfilter {electe| An electric filter
which enhances signals at certain radio[ requen-
cies or attenuates signals at undesired radio
frequencies. ['rad-8.0 |fre-kwan-sé fil-tar |

radio-frequency generator |reLecrs| A generator
capable of supplying sufficient racllo-frequeriey
energyat the required frequency forinduction or
dielectric heating. | 'rSc-8-6 }Ira-kwan-se Venawacl-ar |

tadio-frequency head [enc Unit consisting of a
tadar transmitter and part of a tadar receiver. the
twe contained ina packagefor readyrernoval and
installation, | ‘rad-8-6 {fré-kwan-sé "hed )

radio-frequency heating Sw: electronic heating.
('rdd-6-6 (fre-kwon-sé "héd-in |

radio-frequency interference |eonmun | Inter-
ference from sourcesof energy outside a system
orsystems, as contrasted to electromagnetic jin-
terference generated inside systems, Abbre-
viated RFI. | 'rad-26!fra-kwansse Jin-tor'fir-ars |

radio-frequency measurement jeiecre| The
precise measurement of frequencies above the
audible range by any of various techniques,
suchas a callbrated oscillator with some means
of comparison with the unknown lrequency,
a digital counting or sealing device which
measures the (otal number of events occurring
during a given time interval, or an electronic
circuit for producing a direct current proportional
to the frequencyof its input signal 'rad-@oa
iré-kwon-sé 'mezharmmant |

radio-frequency oscillator [siecte| An oscilla-
tor that generates alternating current at radio
frequencies. {'rad-6.|fré-kwan-sé 'ais-a\lad-ar|

radio-frequency power supply |ecicte| A high-
valtage power supply in which the output of
4 radio-frequency: oscillator is stepped up by
an air-core transformer to the high voltage
fequiredfor the second anode of @ cathode-ray
tube, then rectified to provide the tequired high
direct-current voltage: used in some television
fecelvers, | 'racl-&-0 ifré-kwan-s2 'pad-arsa,pli }

radio-frequency pulse [COMMUN] A tacio-
frequencycarrier that is amplitude-modulated
by @ pulse. the amplitude of the modulated
carrier is zero before and after the pulse. Also
known as radio pulse { 'rad-@-6 {ré-kwan-sé
ipals']

radio-frequency reactor [elect| A reactor used
In electronic circuits to pass direct current
and offer high impedance at high frequencies
( 'rad-6-6 [fré-kwon-st re'ak-tar |

radio-frequency resistance See high-lrequency
resistance, ['tid-8.6 [Iré-kwan-sé ri'zis-tans |

radio-frequency sensor |G) Adevice thal uses
radio signals to determine the position of ob-
jects to be manipulated by a robotle system
('rad-6-5 |fré-kwon-sé sen-sar|

radio-frequency shift See frequency shift,
| 'rach@-6 }fré-kwan-sé jshift |

tadio-frequency signal generator [ELECTR] A
test instrument that generates the various radio  
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radio-frequency spectrum

frequencies required for alignment and servicing
of electronics equipment Also knownas service
oscillator. ( 'rdd-&-6 |fré-kwan-sé ‘sig-nal ,jen-o
\fad-ar}

radio-frequency spectrum See radio spectrum
{ 'rad-&-6 tfré-kwan-sé 'spek-tram }

radio-frequency SQUID [ELECTR] A type of
SQUID which has only one Josephson junction in
a superconducting loop;its state is determined
from radio-frequency measurements of the
impedanceofthe ring. { 'rad-é-6 jfré-kwon-sé
'skwid }

tadlogonlometer [ELECTR] A goniometer used as
part of a radio direction finder { [rad-€6
go-né'dm-ad-ar}

radlogoniometry |ENG| Science of locating a
radio transmitter by meansof taking bearings on
the radio waves emitted by such a transmitter.
( rad-8-6,g6-né'sm-a-tré }

radio guidance=(ELEcTR| Guidance of a flight-
borne missile or other vehicle from a ground
station by meansof radio signals. { 'rad-€-6
‘gid-ons}

radio homing beacon See homing beacon
{ 'rad-é-6 'hdm-in ,bé-kan }

radio horizon=|{cOMMUN| The locus of points at
which direct rays from a transmitter become
tangential to the surface of the earth; the distance
to the radio horizon is affected by atmospheric
refraction. { 'rad-&-6 he'riz-an }

radlo Interference See interference. { 'rad-é-6
sin-ter'fir-ans }

radio metal locator See metal detector. ('rad-€-6
‘med-al 'l6,kad-ar}

radiometer |ELEcTR] A receiver for detecting mi-
crowave thermal radiation and similar weak
wide-band signals that resemble noise and are
obscured by receiver noise; examples include the
Dicke radiometer, subtraction-type radiometer,
and two-receiver radiometer. Also known as
microwave radiometer; radiometer-type receiver
[ENG] An instrument for measuring radiant en-
ergy; examples include the bolometer, microra-
diometer, and thermopile. { ,rad-€'dm-ad-or}

tadlometer-type recelver Seeradiometer. { ,rad-
é'4m-ad-arjtip ri'sé-var}

tadiomicrometer See microradiometer _{ {rad-é-
6-mi'krém-ad-ar }

radio net |cOMMUN| System of radio stations
operating with each other; a military net usually
consists of a radio station of a superior unit and
stations of all subordinate or supporting units
{ 'rdd-6-6 ,net}

radlo-paging system |COMMUN] A system con-
sisting of personal paging receivers, radio trans-
mitters, and an encoding device, designed to
alert an individual, or group of individuals, and
deliver a short message. _{ 'rad-é-6 |paj-in ,sis-
tam }

radlophare See radio beacon _{ 'rad-é-6,fer }
radlophone See radiotelephone. _{ 'rad-é-6,f6n }
radlophoto See facsimile. { |rad-é-5'f6d-6 }
radlo pill [ELEcTR] A device used in biotelemetry

for monitoring the physiologic activity of an
animal, such as pH values of stomach acid; an
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ae e is the Heldelberg CapStle

radio recelver (ELECTR) A dow
radio waves Inte intehoneree that
perceptible signals. Also known a0)
set; recelving set, ['rd-dg 4] ie Tadic

radio relaysatellite Se communica|
[ 'rad-8-6''r8,lé sad-al,7t| ONS Sata

radio relay system=[ComMun | A tad
sion system In which intermediate ral
or radio repeaters recelye and retra
signals. Also known asrelay system nem
'r6,14 ,sis-tam } 1 "reed ;

radio repeater [COMMUN] A re, =
an intermediate station in transmitot
communicationssignals orradio pro ae
one fixed station to another: serves tan

@ Stal

 

trang

the reliable range of the originatin
microwave repeater is an example. {ri,péd-or|

radio scanner See scanning radio,

 
'skan-or}

radlo scattering See scattering ( ‘rada.erin } i
radio set See radio transmitter, | 'rad.ag
radio shielding [ELEC] Metallic covering hoe

electric wiring and ignition apparatus, which
grounded at frequent intervals for the bun
of eliminating electric interference with
communications. | ‘tad-@-6 jshélday )

radio signal [COMMUN] A signal Lransinittedbyradio. { 'rad-&-6 ,sig-nal} a

radlo silence |COMMUN| Period during whichal
or certain radio equipmentcapable of radliathog,
is kept inoperative { 'rad-€-6 'si-lans } a

radiosonde commutator=[ELECTR] A company
of a radiosonde consisting ofa series of alterna
electrically conducting and insulating strips, j
these are scanned by a contact, the radiosene
transmits temperature and humidity. signals:
alternately { 'rad-@-G,sand "kim-ya,tad-ar}

radio spectrum=|coMMUN]| The entire range of
frequencies in which useful radio waves can be
produced, extending from the audio range ta.
about 300,000 megahertz. Also knownas ratllt.
frequency spectrum. _{ 'rad-é-6 'spek-tram }

radio spectrum allocation=|conimiun| The speci-
fication of the frequencies of the radio spectrum
which are available for use by the various radio
services.{'rad-€-6 !spek-tram ,al-a'ka-shan|

radlo statlon [COMMUN] A station equipped to
engage in radio communication orradio broad-
casting. {'rad-@-6 \sta-shon}

radiotelemetry=|coMMUN| The reception of data
at a location remote from the source of the data;
using radio-frequency electromagnetic radiation
as the means of transmission, { ‘rad:éd
ta'lem-a-tré }

radiotelephone |CcOMMUN|] 1. Pertaining to tele
phony over radio channels, 2. A radio transmit:
ter and radio receiver used together for two-way
telephone communication by radio. Also known
as racdiophone. | {raid-@6'tel-a,fGn |

radiotelephony=[COMMUN | Two-way transmission
of sounds by means of modulated tadio waves,
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essignal Keun |Atime ela) sent by
dio broadcast. | ‘rad-@.6 'tim isig-nal |

tower [COMMUN] A tower, usually several
anced meters tall, either guyed orfreestanding,

which a transmitting antenna is mounted!
On erease the range of racio transmission; in
ase cases, the tower Itself may be the antenna
)ipade@O falar |
jotracking |ENG| The process of keepingara-

dio or radar beamset ona target and determi ning
the range of the target continuously | 'rad--4
ttrakeit |

radio transmission [commun | The transmission
of signals through space at radio frequencies

means of radiated electromagnetic waves
iad &.0 tranz'mish-an|

radio transmitter [eLecre| The equipment used
* for generaling and amplifying a radio-frequency

carrier signal, modulating the carrler signal
with intelligence, and feeding the modulated
cartier to. an antennalor radiation into space as
electromagnetic waves. Also known as radio set;
transmitter [ ‘rad-@4'tranz.midear|

radio transponder {ELECTR} A transponder which
receives and transmits radio waves. { 'rdd-€-6
tran'span-dor }

radlotube Seeelectrontube. { 'rad-@6,tiib |
radlo wave [ELECTROMAG| An electromagnetic

wave produced by reversal of current in a con-
ductorat a frequencyin the range from about10
kilohertz to about 300,000 megahertz. ['rad-8-3
way |

radix See root. { ‘rad-iks }
radix transformatlon [comput sci] A method of

transformation that involves changing the radix
or base of the original key and either discarding
excess high-orderdigits (that is, digits in excess
of the numberdesired in the key) or extracting
some part of the transformed number. {'rad-iks
itranz-for'ma:shan }

radome {ELECTROMAG] A strong,thin shell, made
from a dielectric material that is transparent to
tadio-frequency radiation, and used to house
a radar antenna, or a space communications
antenna of similar structure. {'ra,dGm }

RAID [comput sci| A group of hard disks that
operate together to improve performanceor pro-
vide fault tolerance and error recovery through
data striping, mirroring, and other techniques
Derived from redundant array of inexpensive
disks. { rad }

tall-fence Jammer Sce continuous-wave jammer
(‘ral |fens ,jam-or }

talling [ELecTR| Simple radar pulse jamming at
high recurrence rates (50 to 150 kilohertz); it re-
sults in an image on aradar indicator resembling
lence railing. { 'raleity |

rain atienuation |COMMUN | Attenuation of radio
waves when passing through moisture-bearing
cloud formationsor areas in whichrain is falling:
Increases with the density of the moisture in the
transmission path, { 'ran 9,ten-ya,wa-shan}

random-access memory

rainbow |ELECTR| Technique which applies
pulse-to-pulse frequency changing to identifying
and discriminating against decoys and chaff
{ ‘ran, bd }

RAM See random-access memory { ram}
Rambus dynamic random-access memory

|COMPUT sci| High-performance memory that
can transfer data at rates of 800 megahertz and
higher Abbreviated RDRAM. {| !ram,bas di
inam-ik ,ran-dom 'ak,ses ,mem-ré |

RAM disk See RAM drive {'ram ,disk }
RAMdrive |computsci| Aportion of a computer's

random-access memory (RAM) that is made to
simulate a disk drive Also known as RAM disk
{ 'ram ,driv }

rampage through core§|computsci| Action of a
computer program that writes data in incorrect
locations or otherwise alters storage locations
improperly, because of a program error. {'ram
ipaj thrié ‘kor }

ramp generator |ELECTR| A circuit that generates
a sweep voltage whichincreaseslinearly in value
during one cycle of sweep, then returns to zero
suddenlyto start the next cycle. { ‘ramp ,jen-3
irad-ar }

RAM resident [comput sci] A program that re-
mains stored in a computer's random-access
memory (RAM) atall times. Also known astermi-
nateandstayresident(TSR)—{fram'rez-ordont}

random access |COMMUN| The processofbegin-
ning to read and decode the coded bit stream at
an arbitrary point. [comput sci] 1. The ability
to read or write information anywhere within
a storage device in an amount of time that
is constant regardless of the location of the
information accessed and ofthe location of the
information previously accessed. Also known as
direct access. 2. A process in which data are
accessed in nonsequential order and possibly at
irregular intervals of time Also knownassingle
reference. { 'ran-dam ‘ak,ses }

random-access discrete address |(COMMUN|
Communications technique in which radio users
share one wide bandinsteadofeachusergetting
an individual narrow band={ 'ran-dom lak,ses
di'skrét a'dres}

random-access disk file |compuT sci] A file
which is contained on a disk having one head
per track and in which consecutive records are
not necessarily in consecutive locations. { 'ran-
dam fak,ses 'disk fil }

random-access Input/output [comput sci| A
technique which minimizes seek time and
overlaps with processing. { ‘ran-dom jak,ses
‘in,put 'adt,put )

fandom-access memory (comput sci] A data
storage device having the property that the time
required to access a randomly selected datum
does not depend onthe timeof the last access or
the location of the most recently accessed datum
Abbreviated RAM. Also known as direct-access
memory; direct-access storage; random-access
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random-access programming

storage, random storage, uniformly accessible
storage [ 'ratv-dam jak,ses'menre }

random-access programming=|camputsci| Pros
gramming without regard lor the time required
for access to the storage positions called for
in the program, in contrast to mininum-access
programming. [‘randam tak\ses ‘prdvaram-in |

random-access storage Ser random-access mem
ory, | ‘ran-dam tak,ses ‘story }

randomized jitter |eLecre| jitter by means of
noise modulation—{ 'tan-claymizd'jid-ar)

randomizing scheme=[conpiT Sci] A technique
of distributing records among storage modules to
ensure even distribution and seek firme. | ran
daymiz-in iskem |

random number generator [comput scl] 1. A
mathematical program which generates a set of
numbers which pass a randomness test, 2. Ar
analog device that generates a randomly [luctuat-
ing variable, and usually operates from an elec

\ trical noise source, | ‘ran-cam 'nam-bor jer:
ayrad-ar|

random pulsing=|COMMUN| Continuous, varying.
pulse-repetition rate, accomplished by noise
modulation or continuous frequency change.
{ ‘ran-dam 'pats-ig }

random-sampling voltmeter [ENG] A sampling
voltmeter which takes samples of an input signal
at random times instead of at a constant rate;
the synchronizing portions of the instrument can
then be simplified or eliminated.  [ ‘ranedam
'sam-plig ‘vOlE,méd-ar}

random storage See random-access memory
{'ranedam 'stor-|j |

random superimposed coding=[COMPUT soll A
system: of coding. In which @ set of random
numbers ts assigned to each concept to be
encoded: with punched ecards, each number
corresponds to some onehole to be punched ina
given field, | 'ran-dam|si-parim'pézd ‘kad-ig }

random winding |eLec| A coil winding in which
the tutns are positioned haphazardly rather than
inlayers {'tan-dam‘wind-in }

range |CoMMUN| 1. In printing telegraphy, that
fraction of a perfect signal element through
which the time of selection may be varied to
occur earlier or later than the nermal time of
selection without causing errors while signals
are being received. 2. Upper and lowerlimits
through which the Index arm of the range
finder mechanism of a teletypewriter may be
moved ahd still receive correct copy. [CONT
sys] 1. The maximurn distance a tobat's arm
or wrist can travel Also known as, reach
2. The volumecomprising thelocations to which
a robot's arm orwrist.can.travel [ENG] 1 The
distarice capability of a radio or radar system
2. [In radar measurement, the distance to a targel
measured usually by the time elapsed between
the transmission ofa pulse.and the receipt of the
target's echo. (nin) |

range-amplitude display=|e\.ec7r'| Radar display
in which a time base provides the range scale
from which echoes appear as deflectians normal
tothe base | 'ranj‘am-pla,tiid dijspia |
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range arithmetle See interval arithmetic
range attenuation

range-bearing display Se1 display.

range calibrator [ELECTR] 1. A devices

 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

airith-ma-tik}
[ELECTROMAG

nology, the decrease in powerli
density) caused by the divergence of thet ly ig
with cistance, this decrease being jj ses We lig
with the inverse-square law. [tan) ay,
shan| TiteR,
in displa | ("ray
the operator of a transmitter caveat hig
distance over which the signal will eal /
telligibly 2. A device for aciusting Pre
indications by use of known range tg "ti
delayed signals: particularly useful m
using analog echo timing, (rin thalea,bea,range check [COMPUT Sci A methodof cf, a‘
the validity of input data by determining wthe valuesfall within an expected range hethe
ichek} |

range comprehension=[ELECTR] In a frequen
modulation sonor system, valves betwesy §
maximum and the minimum ranges |
jkam-prijhen-shen|

range delay |ELECTROMAG| A control used
radars which permits the operator to present
the radarscope only those echoesfrom tara,
which lie beyond a certain distance from
radar; by using range delay, undesired ects
from nearby targets may beeliminated while the
indicator range is increased. {'ranjdila)

rangefinder |COMMUN] A movable, callbrated
unit of the receiving mechanism of a teletyp,
writer by means of which the selecting interval),
may be movedwith respect to the start signal
JELECTR| A device which determinesthe distange
to an object by measuring the timeit takes for
a radio waveto travel to the object and retum,
{'ranjfTnd-ar | i

-gignail receptlt
unit |E

sed foreant
of range mm

range zero
“trace with 2
ranging osc

containing

 
 
 
 
 

 

  
  
 

  
 

 
 

 

range gate ELECTR] A gate voltage that is used ‘combinatian |
to select radar echoes from a very narrow interna) in radar eq)
al tanges, | ‘ranj|pat) ; ("rnin ‘asa

range gate capture |rLecre| Electronic coun fapld access: |termeasure technique using a spooler radar ‘of storage. iq
transmitter to produce a false target echo that storage units
can make a fire-control tracking radar move oil the remainde
the real target and follow the false one ( 'ran} Jip | }igat |kap-char| | rapid memory

range gating [sl.ecTe| The process ol selecting 1
for further use, only those radar echoes thatlie. | rapid selector
within asmall interval of ranges (‘rainy eadiny i codes recone

range-heightindicator display|[rLecTs| A tadaty documents +
display showing the distance between a reference: be recorded)
point, usually the radar, and a target. along) 7 rapid storage
with the vertical distance between a horizontal with a very!

generally @reference plane, usually containing the radar, anid Aso known
the target. Abbreviated RHE | ‘ranj ‘hit ‘inde

 
skae-ar di,spla| ] ory (rap!

range-imaging sensor=|ENG| A robotic deve rare-earth:
that makes precise measurements, by using the coptical fibe
principles of algebra, trigonometry, and geometly; doped wit
ofthe distance froma robot's endeffector to various sorb lightitat somes
parts of an object, in order to form.an image of the emission. |
object. [ 'ranj {im-ipin isen-sar |
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offset [ELECTR] Displacement of
ark natype Bindicator. { 'ranj imark

nee mark 0
Mise!) gop |comPursci] The set of instruc:

tained between the opening and closing
scoefado loop. ['ranjavo lip]

jeLecte| The rate at whieh the els-
fom the measuring equipment to the
or signal source that is being tracked is

with respect to time. [ ‘rainj rat |
ring jevectR| Accurate, adjustable ranging

IY on a plan position indicator; such marks
Meet range intervals are displayed as concentric

-atse the display is generated | ‘ranj rip)
ngsaction [ELECTR] Control on a radar in-

Pe selection of range scale. [ ‘ranj si

an

yaree!
-ahanglns

  
 

n ;

sensing [ENG] The precise measurement
‘the distance of a device from a robot's end

| 'ranj sens-in |
ance steP [ELECTR| Vertical displacement on M-
Fammjicator sweep tO measurerange {'ranj step}

strobe |ELECTROMAG| Anindex mark which
a, be displayed on various types of radar

‘indicators to assist in the determination of the
gxact range ofa target. [ ‘ranj ,strob|

Bra sweep |ELECTR| A sweep intended primar-
ly for measurement of range. [ 'rénj ,swép }
range-tracking element |ELEcTR} An element in
"g radar set that measures range and its time
derivative, by means of which a range gate is
getuated stightly before the predicted Instant of
signal reception {'ran] jtrakein el-amant}

rande unit) [ELECTR| Radar system component
used forcontral and indication (usually counters)
of range Measurements.—| 'rdinj yilenot)

range zero jELECTR| Alignment of start sweep
tace with zerorange —('rin| zi|

ranging oscillator [ELEcTR] Oscillator circuit
cantaining an LC (inductor-capaciter) resonant
combination in the cathodecircuit, usually used
In radar equipment to provide range marks,
{ 'rAnj-in 'ds-a,lad-ar }

rapid access loop=|COMPUT Sci] A small section
of storage, particularly in drum, tape, or disk
storage units, which has muchfasteraccess than
the remainder of the storage. { 'rap-ad tak,ses
iltip }

tapidmemory Seerapidstorage, {'rap-ad'mem:
re}

tapld selector |compur sci] A device which scans
codes recorded on microfilm; microimagesofthe
documents associated with the codes mayalso
be recorded on the film —_{ 'rap-adsi'lek-tar}

tapld storage=|compPuTSscl| Iti computers, storage
with a very short access time: rapid access is
generally gained by limiting storage capacity.
Also known as high-speed storage; rapid mem-
ory { 'rap-od 'stor-ij }

fare-earth-doped fiber amplifler [commun] An
Optical fiber amplifier whose fiber coreis lightly
doped with trivalent rare-earth ions, which ab-
sorb light at certain pump wavelengths and emit
itat some signal wavelength through stimulated
emission. { {rar arth \dépt ,fi-bar‘am-pla,ff-ar}
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ratio control system

raster |ELECTR| A predetermined pattern of scan-
ning lines that provides substantially uniform
coverage of an area; in video the raster is seen as
closely spacedparallel lines, most evident when
there is no picture { 'ras-tor }

raster graphics=|compurt sci] A computer graph-
jes coding technique which codes each picture
element of the picture area in digital form.
Also known as blt-mapped graphics. [ 'ras-tor
igraf-iks }

rasterization [compuT sci] The conversion of
graphics objects composed of vectors or line
segments into dots for transmission to raster
graphics displays and to dot matrix and laser
printers. { ,ras-ta-ra'za-shan}

raster scanning [ELECTR] Radar scan very similar
to electron-beam scanning in an ordinary televi-
sion set; horizontal sector scan that changes in
elevation _{ 'ras-tar {skan-in }

rate actlon See derivative action. {'rat ,ak-shan}
rated speed [comput sci] The maximum oper-

ating speed that can be sustained by a data-
processing device or communicationsline, not
allowing for periodic pausesfor various reasons
such as carriage return on a printer { 'rad-ad
'spéd }

rate effect [ELECTR] The phenomenon of a papn
device switching to a high-canduction made
when anodevoltageis applied suddenly or when
high-frequency transients exist. { ‘rat i,fekt )

rate feedback |ELEcTR| The return of a signal,
proportional to the rate of change of the output
of a device, from the output tothe input —_{ 'rat
'f€d bak }

rate-growntransistor [ELECTR] A junction tran-
sistor in which both impurities (such as gallium
and antimony) are placed in the melt at the same
time and the temperature is suddenly raised and
lowered to produce the alternate p-type and n-
type layers of rate-grown junctions Also known
as graded-junction transistor { 'rat |gr6n tran
'zis-tor }

rate multipller (comput sci] An integrator in
which the quantity to be integrated is held in
a register and is added to the numberstanding
in an accumulator in response to pulses which
arrive ata constant rate. { 'rat ,mel-te,pli-ar}

rate servomechanism See velocity servomecha-
nism _{ ‘rat |sar-vd'mek-a,niz-am }

rate test [COMPUTScl| A test that verifies that the
time constantsof the integrators are correct; used
in analog computers,{'rat test }

rate transmitter [ELEcTR] A transmitter in a mis-
sile being launched, used with a ground receiver
to indicate the rate of speed increase. { ‘rat
tranz,mid-or}

tatlo arm clreult (ELEC| Two adjacent arms of a
Wheatstone bridge, designed so they can be set
to provide a variety of indicated resistanceratios.
{ 'ré-sh6 jdrm ,sar-kat}

ratlo-balance relay See percentage differential
telay{ 'ra-shé {bal-ons ,ré,1a }

ratlo control system |cONT sys] Control system
in which two processvariables are keptat a fixed
ratio, regardless of the variation of either of the
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ratio detector

variables, as when flow rates in two separate
fluid conduitsare held at a fixed ratio, {‘ra-shd
kan'trd! ,sis-tam }

ratlo detector [ELEcTR| A frequency-modulation
detector circuit that uses two diodes and re-
quires no limiter at its input; the audio out-
put is determined by the ratio of two de-
veloped intermediate-frequency voltages whose
relative amplitudes are a function of frequency
{ 'ra-sho di,tek-tor}

ratlo deviation See modulation index,
,\dé-vé'a-shan }

ratio-differentlal relay See percentage differential
relay { 'ra-sh6 ,dif-ojren-chal 'ré,1a }

ratlo meter |ENG| A meter that measures the
quotientof two electrical quantities; the deflec-
tion of the meter pointer is proportional to the
ratio of the currents flowing through two coils
{ 'ra-shd ,méd-ar}

rationalized unlts (ELEC| A system ofelectrical
units, such as occurs in the International System,
in whichthefactorof 4z is removed from thefield
equations and appears instead in the explicit
expressions for the fields of a point charge and
current element. { 'rash-an-al,Tzd 'yii-nats }

ratlo of transformation [ELEC] Ratio of the sec-
ondary voltage of a transformer to the pri-
mary voltage under no-load conditions, or the
corresponding ratio of currents in a current
transformer, { 'ra-sh6 ov ,tranz-far'ma-shon }

ratlo of transformer [ELEC] Ratio of the number
of turns in one winding of a transformer to the
numberof turns in the other, unless otherwise
specified. { 'ra-shG ov tranz'for-mar}

ratio resistor |ELEC| One of the resistors in a
Wheatstone or Kelvin bridge whose resistances
appear in a pair of ratios which are equal in a
balanced bridge. _{ 'ra-sh6 ri,zis-torJ

ratrace [ELECTR] A hybrid network in the form of
a ring in microwavecircuitry. { 'rat ,ras }

Rayleigh video |ELEcTR| Referring to the video
and its particular probability density produced
by an amplitude detector (demodulato) when a

{ 'ré-shé

Gaussian radio noise is incident to it. { 'ra-lé
\vid-8-6 }

ray path §=|COMMUN| Geometric path between sig-
nal transmitting and receiving locations. { 'ra
path }

ray tracing |COMPUT scl] The creation ofreflec-
tions, refractions, and shadows in a graphics
image by following a series of rays from a light
source and determiningthe effect oflight on each
pixel intheimage { 'ra ,tras-in }

R-C amplifier See resistance-capacitance coupled
amplifier { {anjsé'am-pla,fl-ar}

R-C clrcult See resistance-capacitance circuit
{ ldrisé 'sar-kat}

R-C constant See resistance-capacitance constant
{ |ansé 'kdn-stont} .

R-C coupied amplifler See resistance-capacitance
coupled amplifier { Aris tkep-ald 'am-ple,fi-
or}

R-C coupling See resistance coupling
‘kap-lin }

( tarisé
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RCM See radar countermeasure

R-C network See resistance-capacitan
{ [drjs@'netwark J

R-C osclilator See resistance-capacit
tor, { {drjsé 'ds-a,lad-ar |

R-DAT system Seerotary digital audio tape
(‘dr ,dat \sis-tom or lar \déla'té iSlS-tayy |RDF See radio direction finder

R-display [ELECTR] A radar display
which only the display araund a target
is expanded in range in an A-display f
to improve the accuracy of range esti of
and to permit closer examination of the ay
signal Also known as R-indicator, p
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scope. ('ardi,spla} “Stay
RDRAM See Rambus dynamic tandoman

memory { !&ridé'ram } af
RDS See radio data system
RDSSSee radiodeterminationsatellite «a
reach Seerange { réch}
reactance |ELEc| The imaginary part

impedance of an alternating-current
{ ré'ak-tans }

reactance amplifler See parametric amplifier
{ ré'ak-tans 'am-pla,ff-ar}

reactance drop [ELEC| The component of the
phasor representing the voltage drop ae Rie
a component or conductor of an allermating.
current circuit which is perpendicular to the
current { ré'ak-tans ,drap) —

reactance frequency multiplier [ELECTR] Fre
quency multiplier whose essential clement je
a nonlinear reactor | ré'ak-tons 'fré-kwanjae
'mal-ta,pli-ar} 4

reactance grounded [ELEC] Grounded througha:
reactance { ré'ak-tans ,gratin-dod } 1

reactance relay |ELEC| Form of impedance rily
the operation of which is a function ofthe.
reactance of acircuit. { ré'ak-tans ,ré,la} |

reactance tube [ELECTR] Vacuum tube operated,
in a way thatit presents almost a pure reactange.
to the circuit, { ré'ak-tans ,tiib }

reactance-tube modulator [ELECTR]=Anclectro.
tube circuit, used to produce phase or frequency
modulation, in which the reactance is varied in
accordance with the instantaneous amplitude ol
the modulating voltage. { ré'ak-tans {tiib 'mil-a)
ilad-ar}

reactlon See positive feedback. { ré'ak-shon]
reaction motor |ELEC| A synchronous moter

whose rotor contains salient poles but which
has no windings and no permanent magnets
{ ré'ak-shan ,m6d-ar}

reactive [ELEC] Pertaining to either inductive or
capacitance reactance; a reactive circuit has #
high value of reactance in comparison willl
resistance, { ré‘ak-tiv}

reactlve component [ELEC] In the ee
Tepresentation of quantities in an alternating
currentcircuit, the componentof current, waltanet
apparent power which does not contribute powe
and which resultstram inductive or capacttive
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stancein the circuit, namely, the reactive current,

¢ ye voltage, or reactive power. Also known as
egmponent: quadrature component; wattless

| spent. | ré'ak-tiv kem'pd-nant |
waive current [ELEC] In the phasor represen-

react n of alternating current, the componentof
tationrent perpendicular to the voltage, which
the ributes no power but increases the power
eo of the system. Also knownasidle current;

jqrature current; wattless current, | ré'ak-tiv

idle

torector JELEC] Theratio of reactive power
apparent. power. { ré'ak-tiv fak-tar|

to ive lon etching=|ELECTR| A directed chem-
cal etching process used In integrated circuit
prication in which chemically active ions are ac-Pate alangelectric field lines to meet a sub-

trate perpendicular to its surface. | ré'ak-tiv 'T
an ech it) t . ; :

ive load=|ELEC| A load having inductive or
“egpacitlve reactance. | ré'ak-tiv 'l6d }|ELEC| The power value obtained
‘by multiplying together the effective value of
current in amperes, the effective value of voltage
in volts, and the sine of the angular phase
difference between current and voltage Also
known as wattless power, { ré'ak-tiv 'pau-ar|

reactive voltage |ELEC| In the phasor represen-
tation of alternating current, the voltage com-

nent that is perpendicular to the current
{ré'ak-tiv 'vol-tij }

reactive voll-ampere=Ser volt-ampere reactive
(reak-tly 'VOlt ‘arm plr}

yoactive voll-ampere hour Seyarhour | re'aketiv
‘volt 'am,pir ‘atear|

jeactive volt-ampere meter Sve varmeter | ré'ak-
“tly volt 'am,pir ,m@d-ar}

‘feactor [ELEC] A device that introduces either
Inductive or capacitive reactance into a circuit,
such as a coil or capacitor, Also knownaselectric
feactor { ré'ak-tar}

fead [COMPUT SCi| 1. To acquire information,
usually from some form of storage in a com-
puter. 2. To convert magnetic spots, charac-
ters, or punched holesinto electrical impulses
[ELECTR] To generate an output corresponding
to the pattern stored in a charge storage tube.{red}

tead-around number
_[éda,ratind nam-bar|
tead-around ratio |compur sal] The number of

times that a particular bit in electrostatic storage
‘May be read without seriously affecting nearby
bits Also known as read-around number | ‘réd
Atatind ri-shé |

See read-around ratio

‘air check Seeecho check [ ‘red jbak_ chek}

Read diode=eqectn| A high-frequency semicon: 

ductar diode consisting of an avalanching pn
Wunction, biased to fields of several hundred
thousand volts per centimeter, at one-endof a
igh-resistancecarrier serving asa drift space for

the chargecarrlars | rel di,ad |
Feder ICOMPUr Sci) A device that converts in-

Imation from one form to another, as

read-while-writing

from punched paper tape to Magnetic tape
{ 'réd-ar}

reader-interpreter  |compursei} A service routine
that reads an input string, stores programs
and data on random-access storage for later
processing, identifies the control information
contained in the input string, and stores this
control information separately in the appropriate
control lists, | 'Y8diar in'tar-prad-ar }

read error |compur sei] A condition in which
the content of a storage device cannot be
electronically identified —{ 'rédl ,er-ar }

read head [comput sei] A device that converts
digital information stored on a magnetic tape,
drum. ordisk into electrical signals usable bythe
computer arithmetic unit. {‘réd ,hed |

tead-in |compur sci] ‘To sense information con-
tained in some source and transmit this infor-
mation to.an internal storage. { 'réd tin}

readiness reviaw (comput sci| An on-site exami-
nation of the adequacyofpreparationsforeffec-
tive utilization upon installation of a computer,
and to identify any necessary corrective actions,
{'red-i-nas rivydi }

reading rate |compur sci] Number of chatacters,
words, or fields sensed by an input sensing device
perunitoftime.  ['néd-in rat )

read-in program |compuT sci] Computer pra-
gram that can be putintoa computer ina simple
binary form and allows other programs to be
read Into the computer in mere complex forms.
(‘rec in \pré-aram |

read-only memory |compur sci} A device for
storing data in permanent, or nonerasable.
form, usually an optical, static electronic; or
magnetic device allowing extremely rapid ac-
cess to data. Abbreviated ROM. Also known as
nonerasable storage; read-only storage. { 'réd
1On-lé ‘meme |

read-only storage See read-only memory_{'réd
lan-lé 'stor-ij }

read-only terminal [compusci] A peripheral de-
vice, such as a4 printer, that can only receive
slenals. | 'réd }On-l2 'tar-man-al|

readout |compur sci 1. The presentation of out-
put information by means of lights a display,
printout, or ather methods. 2. To sense infor-
mation contained in some computer internal
storage and transmit this information to a
storage external tothe computer { 'réd,atit }

readout station=|conmun] A recording or recaiv-
Ing radia station at which data are received.
{ 'réd,auit ,sta-shan}

tread screen (COMPUT sci] in optical character
recognition (OCR), the transparent component
part of most character readers through which
appears the Input document to be recognized
('réd jskren |

teadtlme [(compuT sci] The timeinterval between
the instant at which information is called for
from storage and the Instant at which delivery
is completed ina computer | 'récl ,tim

read-while-writing [Compusei] The reading of a
record or group of records into storage fram tape
at the same time another record or group of
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read/write channel

records is written from storage to tape
wWIl 'rid-in }

read/write channel [compuT sci] A path along
which information is transmitted between the
central processing unit of a computer and an
input, output, or storage unit under the control
ofthe computer, { 'réd 'rit ,chan-al }

read/write check indicator |compuTsci| Adevice
incorporated in certain computers to indicate
upon interrogation whether or not an error was
madein reading or writing; the machine can be
made to stop, retry the operation, or follow a
special subroutine, depending uponthe result of
the interrogation —_{ 'réd''rit 'chek ,in-da,kad-ar)

read/write comb [comput sci] The set of arms
mounted with magnetic heads that reach be-
tween the disks of a disk storage device to read
and record information. { 'réd 'rit .k6m }

read/write head=|CoMPUT scl| A magnetic head
that both senses and records data. Also known
as combined head. { 'réd ‘rit ,hed }

read/write memory [COMPUT sci| A computer
storage in which data may be stored or retrieved
at comparable intervals. { 'réd 'rit ,jmem-ré }

read/write random-access memory [COMPUT
scl] A random access memory in which data can
be written into memory as well as read out of
memory. { ‘réd 'rit 'ran-dam 'ak,ses ,mem.-ré }

ready-to-recelve signal |COMMUN] Signal sent
back to a facsimile transmitter to indicate that
a facsimile receiver is ready to accept the
transmission. { 'red-é ta ri's€v ,sig-nal}

real data type [comput sci] A scalar data type
which contains a normalized fraction (mantissa)
and an exponent(characteristic) and is used to
represent floating-point data, usually decimal
{ 'rél 'dad-o ,tTp }

realizability §=|CcONT sys] Property of a transfer
function that can be realized by a network that
has only resistances, capacitances, inductances,
and ideal transformers. { ,ré-a,!Tz-a'bil-od-é }

real power |ELEC| The component of apparent
power that represents true work; expressed in
watts, it is equal to volt-amperes multiplied by
the powerfactor { 'rél |pad-ar}

real-space-transfer transistor {ELECTR| A tran-
sistor that utilizes the effect of the increase in
electron energy and temperature in high electric
fields, { ,rél spas 'tranz-for tran,zis-ter}

realstorage |comPUTSC!| Actual physical storage
of data and instructions. { 'rél 'stor-ij }

real-ttme [compuT sci] Pertaining to a data-
processing system that controls an ongoing
process and delivers its outputs (or controls its
inputs) not later than the time when these are
neededforeffective control; for instance, airline
teservations booking and chemical processes
control { 'rél ,tim }

real-time clock [comput sci] A pulse generator
which operates at precise time intervals to
determine time intervals between events and
initiate specific elements of processing. { 'rél
stim 'klak }

real-time control system [COMPUT sci] A com-
puter system which controls an operationin real

{ 'réd
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time, such as a rocketflight.{'ra] 47
isis-tam } Ue Sm kan ry

real-time operation [COMPUT scl] 4, gy
puter or system, an operation or other» 9 Oh
in which programmed responses to ay Wie
essentially simultaneous with the evenMa
2, An operation in which information Mts
fram a physical process is processedto j
orcontrol the physical process. | ‘pay ti
a'ré-shan | NOY

real-time processing [COMPUT Sci] The hay, f
of input data at a rate sufficient to ensuga
the instructions generated by the compy eth
influence the operation under contre).
required time. | ‘rel tim 'pr.ses-in | Uh

real-time programming=[compur s-) 1
ming fora situation in which results of COmisiiee
tions will be used Immediately ta influence
course of ongoing physical events ( ers
‘programing | Mi

real-time system=|COMPUT SCI] A system jp whthe computer is required to perform its ¢ leh
within the time restraints of some process eal
simultaneously with the system It js asia yeal ey Vol
{'rél (tim 'sis-tam } Me

rear-projection [ELECTR] Pertaining to video sw,
tem in which the picture is projected on aground.
glass screen for viewing from the Opposite sianofthe screen.{‘rir pra'jek-shon } i

reasonableness=[COMPUT scl| A measure of thi
extent to which data processed by a COMPItg
falls within an acceptable allowance for stipe
as determined by quantitative tests. { 'rezng.bal-nas } ‘=

reboot [COMPUT sci] To reload systems softwaie
into a computer so that it makes a pow stant{ ré'bitt } “/

rebroadcast [COMMUN] Repetition of a radio Hf
television program at a later time { rebhadikast} i

recall factor=|compuT sci] A measureofthe elly
ciency of an information retrieval system, equal,
to the numberofretrieved relevant clocumenty
divided by the total number of relevant doce
ments inthe file { 'ré,kal ,fak-tar }

recelved power=[ELECTROMAG| 1. Thetotal power:
received at an antenna from a signal, such as @
radar target signal. 2. In a mobile communications.
system, the root-mean-square value of power
delivered to a load which properly terminates an,
isotropic reference antenna._{ri's@vd ‘pat-er |)

recelve-only [COMMUN] A teleprinter which his
no keyboard, and thus can receive but lot’
transmit Abbreviated RO. {ri'sév'an-lé}

recelver {ELECTR} The complete equipment fe
quired for receiving modulated radio waves #
converting them into the original intelligence:
such as into soundsorpictures, or cunvertingtd
desired useful information as in a radar rece
{ ri'sé-var }

receiver bandwidth jcLectR| Spread, in {te
quency, between the halfpower paints an the te
celver response curve. | ri'sé-var 'banel,wledlth]

receiver gating {ELEcTR] Application of operat
ing voltages to one or more stages of a recelvtt

| Progeg
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 { 'rél tim kan!
JT SCI] 1. Gf j
on or other regco
wses tO an ea Te
4th the event i
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‘ocessed to influ
‘ess, { ‘ra itim

‘Soff

ae
vp

*UT SCI] The handy,
cient to ensure th F
oy the cOMPuter yi inder contro! at ie3rd, ses-in } q
OMPUT SCI Proprsn
i results of compe.”
tely to Influence the
events. | 'ra| oh

21] Asystem in which.
0 perform its ashe
of some frrocess oF

ssisting |
stem it is a

taining to video oy
djected ona erounede
n the opposite Sitleshan } 1
1] A measure of the.
ised by a comptiter
llowance for efrate
ve tests [ 'r&ziny

d systems software
makes a new’ start?

tition of a radio ar
atime={ rébréd

neasure of the effl-
ieval system, equal
elevant documents
* of relevant docu-
ak-tar }
| 1. The total power

a signal, such as a
sife communications
‘e value of power
perly terminates an
ri's€vd 'pat-ar}

2printer which has
1 receive but not
ri'sév '6n-lé}

ste equipment re
'd radio waves and
ginal intelligence,
‘s, or converting to
in a radar receiver.

| Spread, in fre
‘T points on the re-
‘svar ‘band, width }
ication of operat:
tages of a receiver

 

during that part of a cycle of operation when
con! tonis desired, [ ri's€-ver ,gad-in }
eer incremental tuning [eLectR] Control

eto ermit receiver tuning (ofa transceiver)
to 3 kilohertz to either side of the transmitter

UP jency,  (c's@-var in-kra,ment-al 'tin-in }
er iockout system Ser lockout. [ ri'sé-var

sis:tam |
er noise threshold=|eLectre| External

Se piee appearing at the front end of a receiver,
sh the noise added by the receiver itself,
Pltdetermines a noise threshold that has ta
Whceeded by the minimum discernible signal
[aisesvar 'ndlz threshhole |

jver radiation |LECTROMAG] Radiationof in-
 afering electtomagnetic fields by the oscillatortl x adie

parecever (1'S&-var ,tad-é'4-shan |
veceiver synchro Seesynchroreceiver,  {ri's@var

ejqikre |
ving antenna |ELEcTROMAG| An antenna

ised to convert electromagnetic waves to
modulated radio-frequency currents.  [ ri'sév-
ip an, tet? | ,

receiving area [PLECTROMAG| T he factor by which
the power density must be multiplied to obtain
the received power of an antenna, equal to the
gain of the antenna times the square of the
wavelength divided by 4. { ni's€y-In ver-€-o |

receiving loop loss [CoMMUN| In telephones,
that part of the repetition equivalent assignable
to the station set, subseriber line, and battery
supply circuit that are on the receiving end.
jriiséveip lip los }

receiving set Swradio receiver. { ri's€v-in set }
recelving tube [ELECTR] A low-voltage and low-

power vacuum tube used in radio receivers,
computers, and sensitive control ancl measuring
equipment.{ri'sév-in ,tiib }

receptacle See outlet.{ri'sep-ta-kal }
teceptlon [COMMUN|The conversion of modulated

electromagnetic waves or electric—signals,
transmitted through the air or over wires or cables,
into the original intelligence, or into desired useful
information (as in radar), by means of antennas and
electronic equipment. _{ ri'sep-shan }

recharge |ELEC| To restoreacell or battery to a
charged condition by sending a current throughit
ina direction opposite to that of the discharging
current. { ré'charj }

rechargeable battery
{ ré'char-ja-bal'bael-a-ré }

feciprocalferrite switch |eLeEcrROmaAG| A ferrite
switch that can be inserted in a waveguide to
switch an input signal to either of two output
waveguides; switching is done by a Faraday
fotator When acted on by an external magnetic

field. ( ri'sip-ra-kal 'fevrit iswich}
teciprocal impedance |éLec| Two impedances

2) and 2 are sald to be reciprocal impedances
with respect ta an impedance Z (invariably a
fesistance) if they are sq related as to satisty the
equation 2)2) = 2? [ri'sip-rakal im'péetans|

feciprocalahm Ser siemens, | ri'sip-ra-kal ‘Gm |
reciprocal ohm centimeter Seeroc. | ri'sipyra-kal

6m 'sent-|méd-ar |

See storage battery.
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recombination coefficient

reclprocalohm meter Seerom. {ri'sip-ra-kal'6m
iméd-ar}

reciprocal transducer [ELECTR] Transducer
which satisfies the principle of reciprocity
{ ri'sip-ra-kal tranz'dii-sar}

reciprocation ELECTR] In electronics, a process
of deriving a reciprocal impedance from a given
impedance,or finding a reciprocal network for a
given network._{ri,sip-ra'ka-shan}

reciprocity callbratlon (ENG ACous|] A measure-
ment ofthe projector loss and hydrophoneloss
of a reversible transducer by meansof the reci-
procity theorem and comparisons with the known
transmission loss of an electric network, without
knowing the actual value of either the electric
poweror the acoustic power. { ,res-a'pras-ad-é
ikal-a,bra-shan}

reclprocity theorem Also knownas principle of
reciprocity ELEC] 1. The electric potentials V,
and V2 produced at some arbitrary point, due
to charge distributions having total charges of
41 and q2 respectively, are such that qVo =
g2V,. 2. In an electric network consisting of
linear passive impedances, the ratio of the elec-
tromotive force introduced in any branch to the
current in any other branch is equal jn magnitude
and phase to the ratio that results if the positions
of electromotive force and current are exchanged
[ELECTROMAG] Given two loop antennas,a and6,
then lag/Va = lba/Vp. where lap denotes the current
received in 6 when a is used as transmitter,
and V, denotes the voltage applied in a: Is, and
Vy are the corresponding quantities when 6 is
the transmitter, a the receiver; it is assumed
that the frequency and impedances remain
unchanged. [ENG Acous| The sensitivity of a
feversible electroacoustic transducer when used
as a microphonedivided by the sensitivity when
used as a source of sound is independent of the
type and construction of the transducer. { ,res-
a'pras-od-é ,thir-am }

reclaimer [compursci| Adevice that performs dy-
namic storageallocation, periodically searching
memory to locate cells whose contents are no
longeruseful for computation, and making them
available for other uses. {| ré'klam-ar }

reclosing relay |ELEC| Form of voltage, current,
power, or other type of relay which functions to
reclose a circuit. { 'r,kl6z-in 'ré,1a )

recognition (comput sci] The act or process of
identifying (or associating) an input with one ofa
set of possible knownalternatives,as in character
recognition and pattern recognition. { ,rek-
ig'nish-an }

recognition gate {computsci] A logiccircuit used
to select devices identified by a binary address
code. Also known as decoding gate. { ,tek-
ig'nish-an gat }

recoll Implantation [ELEcTR] A mechanism for
ion-beam mixing of a film and a substrate in
which atoms are driven from the film into the
substrate as a result of direct collisions with
incident ions. { {ré,kOil ,im-plan'ta-shan}

recombination coefficlent |ELECTR| The rate of
recombination of positive ions with electrons or
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recombination electroluminescence

negative ions in a gas, per unit volume, divided
by the product of the numberofpositive ions per
unit volume and the numberofelectrons or nega-
tive ions per unit volume, _{ ,ré,kam-ba'nd-shen
ik6-i,fish-ant }

recombination electroluminescence
jection electroluminescence
shan ijlek-tr6,lti-ma'nes-ons }

recombination velocity [ELECTR] On a semicon-
ductor surface, the ratio of the normal compo-
nentof the electron (or hole) current density at
the surface to the excess electron (or hole) charge
density at the surface { ,ré,\kam-ba'na-shen va
ilas-ad-é }

reconditioned carrler reception [ELECTR]
Methodofreception in which the carrier is sepa-
rated from the sidebandsto eliminate amplitude
variations and noise, and is then added at an
increased level to the sideband, to obtain a rel-
atively undistorted output. { ,ré-kan'dish-and
'kar-é-or risep-shan }

reconditioned carrier reception [{ELECTR|
Method of reception in which the carrier is
separated from the sidebands to eliminate
amplitude variations and noise, and is then
addedat an increased level to the sideband, to
obtain a relatively undistorted output { ,ré-
kan'dish-and 'kar-é-ar ri,sep-shan }

reconstitutlon [comput sci] The conversion of
tokens back to the keywords they represent in
a programming language, before generation of

See in-
{ ré,kam-ba'nad-

the output of an interpreted program. { ré,kan-
sta'til-shan }

recontrol time See deionization time. { ,ré-ken
‘trol ,tim }

record [COMPUT sci] A group of adjacent data
items in a computer system, manipulated as a
unit. Also known as entity. { 'rek-ard }

record block See physical record. { 'rek-ard ,blak}
record density See bit density; character density

{ 'rek-ard ,den-sad-é }
recorder See recording instrument. _{ ri'kord-ar }
record gap (COMPUT sci] An area in a storage

medium, such as magnetic tape or disk, which
is devoid of information; it delimits records, and,
on tape,allows the tape to stop and start between
records without loss of data Also known as
interrecord gap (IRG), { 'rek-ard ,gap }

record head See recording head_{ri'kord ,hed }
recording-completing trunk=[ELEC] Trunk for ex-

tending a connection from a local line to a
toll operator, used for recording the call and
for completing the toll connection, { ri'kord-ig
kam'pléd-in ,trank }

recording density [comput sci] The amount of
data that can be stored in a unit length of
magnetic tape, usually expressedin bits per inch
orcharacters perinch _{ ri'kord-in den-sad-é }

recording head (ELEcTR| A magnetic head used
only for recording. Also known as record head
{ri'kord-in ,hed }

recording Instrument [ENG] An instrument that
makes a graphic or acoustic record of one or
more variable quantities. Also knownas recorder.
(ri'kord-in ,in-stra:mant}
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recording lamp=|ELEcTR| Alam |
can be varied at an audlo-frequesoS In
posing variable-density sound tracks pat!
picture film and for exposing pane,
photographic faesimtle recording:
lamp| (TMi

recarding level [ELECTR] Amplifier gj.
required to secure a satisfactary
{ri'kerelty leva) Te

recording noise [ELECTR] Noise that ¢
duced curing a recording process. { #nalz | ul

recording spot See picture element
spat } |

recording storage tube |i: a
cathode-ray tube in which the alain Yee ,
of an image can be stored as an elect
charge pattern on a storage Surface; ther,
visual display, but the stored Informationpee
read out at any later time as an electric ol
signal. | ri'kérel-in ‘stér-ij tii|

recording trunk [ELEC] Trunk extending
local central office or private branch ex,
a toll office, which is used only for commyy
tions with toll operators and notfor com
toll connections. | ri'kard-in frank | Mm

record layout=[COMPUT Sci A form showing:
fields are positioned within a record, Usually
information abouteachfield | 'rek-arq le

record length=[compusci] The number of 4
acters required forall theinformation ing
{ ‘rek-ard jlepkth |

record locking [comput scl] Action of a
puter system that makes a record that js k
processedbyoneuserunavailablete other yt
to prevent more than one userfrom attemp
to update the same information simultaneq,
{ 'rek-ord ,l4k-in }

record mark [COMPUT sci| A symbolthatglgnaly
a record's beginning orend. _{ 'rek-ard nai

record varlable=|COMPUTSci| A groupoffal
but dissimilar data items that can be wy
on as a single unit Also known asstruct
variable —_[ 'rek-ord ,ver-é-a-bal}

recovery Interrupt [COMPUT scl] A type ofi
ruption of program execution which provid
computer with access to subroutines to hand
an error and, if successful, to continue with
program execution. _{ ri'kav-a-ré 'int-a,rapt!

recovery routine=|compuT sci] A computer
tine that attempts ta resolve automatically
ditions created by errors, without causing .
computer system to shut downorotherwise dd
serious damage,{ri'kav-a-ré rii,tén }

recovery system [COMPUT scl] A system [of
ognizing a malfunction in a database ma
Ment system, reporting it, reconstructing
damaged part of the database, and resumlnt”
processing. { ri'kov-a-ré ,sis-tam } a

recovery tlme [ELECTR] 1. The time required [oF
the control electrode of a gas tube to regalll!
control after anode-current interruption. 2
time required for a fired TR (transrmit-rece
or pre-TR tube to deionize to suchalevelthal
the attenuation of a low-level racio-frequena
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jransmitted through the tube is decreased
sign ecified value. 3. The time required
(i firedl ATR (anti-transmil-receive| tube to

np Whose |p,
UeNCY rates1
J tracks on m

ityKs

lise fore ta such a level that the normalizedZ De ; ize
5 Peperom } voructance and susceptance of the tube in

ig. ti hod. ount are within specified ranges: 4 The
ifier outpys terval fequired, alterasudden decrease in inputin > toa evetefactory recor signal amp! itude ta-a system or component, to

ng ina specified percentage (usually 63%) of the
alle ate change In amplification or attenuation
ia this decrease. 5, The time required for
due dar recelver to recover ta half sensitivity
3 : the end of the transmitted pulse, sq it can
actively recelve a return echo; a consequence
ffduplexed operation. | ri'kava-ré lim |
sctangular pulse [ELECTR] A pulse in which the
‘wave amplitude suddenly changes from zero to
another value at which it remains constant fora
ghort periodof time, and then suddenly changes
packtozero, | rek'tag-eya-lar 'pats|

rectangular scanning [ELECTR] Twa
dimensional secter scanning in which a slow
sector scanning in one direction is superimposed
on a rapid sector scanning in a perpendicular
direction rek'tan-gyo-lor ‘skan:in }

rectangular scanning {ELECTR} Two-dimensional
sector scanning in which a slow sector seanning
in one direction is superimposed on a rapid
sector scanning in a perpendicular direction,
{ rek'tag-gyo-lor 'skan-in}

rectangular Wave={ELECTR| A periodic wave that
alternately and suddenly changes from one to
the other of two fixed values, Also known as
rectangular wave train, { rek'tan-gya-lar ‘wav }

rectangular waveguide [ELECTROMAG| A wave-
guide having a rectangular cross section.
{ rek'tan-gyo-lor 'wav,eid }

rectangular wave train See rectangular wave
{ rek'tap-gya:tor ‘wav tran }

Rectenna [ELECTR] A device that converts mi-
crowave energy in direct-current power; consists
of anumberof small dipoles, each having its own
diode rectifier network, which are connected to
direct-current buses. { rek'ten-a }

rectifleation [ELEC] The process of converting an
alternating current to a unidirectjcna! current.
( rek-ta-fa'ka-shan]

rectification factor |ELECTR] Quotient of the
change in average current of an electrode by
the change in amplitude of the alternating
sinusoidal voltage applied to the same electrode,
the direct voltages of this and other electrodes
being maintained constant. { ,rek-ta-fa'ka-shon
fak-tor}

rectified value [eLec| Foran alternating quantity,
theaverageofall Lhe positive (or negative) values
of the quantity during an Integral nurnber of
periods.—| 'rek-ta,fTd 'val-yii }

rectifier |rLec| A nonlinear circuit component
that allows more curtent to flow in one direction
than the other; ideally, it allows current to How in
one direction unimpeded but allows no current
to flow in the other direction (‘rek-ta,fi-or }
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redefine

rectifier filter |&LECTR] An electric filter used in
smoothing out thevoltage fluctuation of an elec-
tron tuberectifier, and generally placed between
the rectifier's mutput and the load resistance.
{ ‘rek-ta,fi-or fil-tar }

rectifier instrument (ENG| Combination of an
instrument sensitive to direct current and a
rectifying device whereby alternating current (or
voltages) may be rectified for measurement.
{ ‘rek-ta,fi-or ,in-stro-mant}

rectifier rating |eLecTR| A performance rating for
a semiconductorrectifler, usually on the basis of
the root-mean-square value of sinusoidal voltage
that it can withstand in the reverse direction and
the average current density that it will pass in the
forward direction. [ ‘rek-ta,f-ar ridin )

rectifier stack [eLecrr| A dry-cisk rectifier made
up of layers or stacks of disks of individual
rectifiers, as in a seleniumrectifier or copper-
oxiderectifier, { ‘rek-ta,ff-ar stak }

rectifier transformer=(&LEcTR| Transformer whose
secondary supplies energy to the main anodesof
arectifier, {'rek-ta,fl-ar tranz'for-moar}

rectilinear scanning |ELEcTR| Process of scan-
ning an area in a predetermined sequence of
narrow parallel strips {jrek-ta'lin-@-ar'skan-in }

recuperability§|comMUN|.Ability to continue to
operate after a partial or complete loss of the
primary communications facility resulting from
sabotage, enemyattack, or other disaster. (1é
skiip-ra'tll-ad-é |

recurrence rate Sve repetition rate
iat }

recursion§|Comput scl] A technique in which an
apparently circular processis used to perform an
iterative process._{ri'kor-zhon }

recursive filter |ELEcTR| A digital filter that has
feedback; that is, its output depends not only on
present and past inputvalues but an past output
values aswell. { rikar-siv 'filstar}

tecursive macro call {comput sci] A call to
a macroinstruction already called when used
in conjunction with conditional assembly
{ ri'kor-siv |mak-rd ,kol }

recursive procedure |cowplit sci| A method of
calculating a function by deriving values of it
which become more accurate at eachstep; recur-
sive procedures are explicitly outlawed in most
systems with the exception of a few which use
languages such as ALGOL and LISP { ri'karsiv
pro'sé-jar |

recursive subroutine |compur sci| A reentrant
subroutine whosepartial results are stacked, with
a processorstack pointer advancing and retract-
ing as the subroutine is called and completed
( ri'kor-siv 'sab-rii,tén }

recycling [ELECTR] Returning to an original con-
ditien, as to 0 or I in a counting circuit.
{ ré'sik-lin }

redefine [comput sci} A procedure used in cer-
tain programming languagesto specify different
utilizallans of the same storage areaat different
times. ( jré-di'fin )

{ ri'kar-ons  
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redistribution

redistribution |ELECTR| Thealteration of charges
on an area of a storage surface by secondary
electrons from any other area of the surface in
a charge storage tubeortelevision camera tube
{ r8,dis-tra'byli-shon }

redox cell (ELEC| Cell designed to convert the
energy of reactants to electrical energy; an
intermediate reductant, in the form of liquid
electrolyte, reacts at the anode in a conventional
manner;it is then regenerated by reaction with a
primaryfuel. ('ré,clks ,sel |

red-tape operation Ser bookkeeping operation
{'red {tp ,4p-o,ra-shan}

reducedinstructlon set computer [COMPUT SCI]
A computerin which the compiler and hardware
are interlocked, and the carmpiler takes over
someofthe hardware functions of conventional
compulers and translates high-level-language
programs directly tnta low-level machine code.
Abbreviated RISC. | rildtist in'strak-shan ,set
kom'pytid-ar }

reduced-order controller (CONT sys| A control
algorithm in which certain modeso/the structure
to be controlled are ignored, to enable control
commandsto be computedwith sufficient rapid-
ity. { ri'diist {or-dor kon'trdl-or}

reduced telemetry [COMMUN] Raw
data transformed into a usable form
ta'lem-o-tré }

reduction |compuT sci] Any process by which
data are condensed, such as changing the
encoding to eliminate redundancy, extracting
significant details from the data and eliminating
the pest, or choosing every second or third out of
the totality of available points. { ri'dak-shan}

reduction rule {comput sci] The principal com-
putation rulein the lambda calculus;it states that
an operator-operand combination of the form
(AYMA) tray be transformed into the expression
S',M, obtalned by substituting the lambda
expression A [forall instances of x In M, provided
there are ho conflicts of variable names. Also
known as betarule( ri'dak-shon ,riil }

reductive grammar [comput sci] A set of syn-
tactic rules for the analysis of strings to deter-
mine whether the strings exist in a language
{ ri'daketiv 'gram-or |

redundancy. (|COMMUN|In the transmission of
information, the fraction of the gross information
content of a message which can be eliminated
without loss of essential information |COMPUT
scl] Any deliberate duplication or partial dupli-
cation of cirewitry or information to decrease the
probability of a system or communicationfailure
{ ri'darvdan-sé |

redundancy bit [comput sci} A bit which car-
ries no infermation but which is added to
the information-carrying bits of a character or
stream of characters to determine their accuracy
{ ri'dan-dan-sé ,bit }

redundancy check {comput sci] A forbidden-
combination check that uses redundant ¢ligits
called check digits to detect errors made by a
computer. { ri'don-don-sé ,chek}

telemetry
{ ri'diist
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redundant array of ine
( cidan-dont aia ay jinik

redundant character joo),
specilically added to a ata vi
ensure conformity with certain Of gy
used to detect computer Mall i “Sah
dont ‘karik-tar | UACtIGn)

redundant code=[commun) “a
moresignal elements than an yh
sent the informationit transmi Needy
kad } a

redundant diglt {compur SCII Digi
necessary for an actual computatieyto reveal a malfunction atl

Pensive di

in
| ri'don-dont'dij-it | 2 digital tin

redundantsystem Sve duplexed eredant ,sis-tom } ed syst|
reed frequency meter Sevibratin,Getics SUITfy

meter [ ‘red Tré-kWansa med.
Reed-Solomon code (conntun | abased error-correctinie core wi

applications, which Is based op ee.
of finite fields. | {red 'sal-a-mag,

reel number |coMPur Sci] A numbea reel of magnetic lape in g nae
mare thar one reel and Indicating: inwhich the reelis to be used. Also fing e
sequence number.['rél iMam-ber|

reel sequence number Sve reel nutyhep'sé-kwons ,nom-bar} Fe
reenterable [COMPUT SCl| The attiby

scribes a program orroutine which egy
by several tasks concurrently {te

reentrant code See reentrant program
trant ,k6d } 1

reentrant program {COMPUTSc] A sities
atime-sharingormultiprogramming
be shared by a numberof users,arte
be applied to a given user programy ri
and applied to some other user rq
then reentered at the point of interruy
original user program, Also knownasn

[| ré'en-trant ,praygram|
reentrant winding=[fi-ic| Armature wind)

returns to its starting point, thus form
circuit. [ ré'en-tront ,wind-ig }

reentry point [compur scij The instfu
computer program at which executionilé
after the program has jumpedto and
{ ré'en-tré point }

reentry system See turnaround system) |
tré ,sis-tam }

reference address Sev address cars
rons ‘ad,res | a

reference block [comput scij A block!
a computer program governing 2 MMM
controlled machine which has eno
allow resumption of the program fallen
interruption. | 'ref-rans ,blak }

reference burst Seecolorburst. (‘Te
reference frequency=|camniulN| Fresust

ing a {ixed and specified position wiht
to the assigned frequency. | '®
kwan-sé }
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jerence level len Acous| The level used as
basis of comparison when designating the

wyal of aN audlo-frequency signal in decibels
eeyolume units. Also known, as reference signal
al | 'ref-rans ,lev-al}

ue ence listing |Compur sci] A list printed by
compiler showing the instructions in the

aachine language program which it generates.
frefsrans ilist-in |

pference mark [ELECTR| One of the marks used‘has a design of a printed circuit, giving scale
dimensions and Inelicating the edges of the
cireult board,—| ‘referans mark )

ference monitor jcompur SCI] A means of
checking that a partleular user is allowed access
wa specilied object Ina computing system. Also
jnown as access-contral mechanism; reference
yalidatlon mechanism—| 'rel-rans jman-ac-ar}

reference noise=|ELECTR] The power level used as
3 basis of comparison when designating noise

wer expressed in decibels above reference
noise (dBrn), the reference usually used is 1o7!2
watt (90 decibels above | rilliwatt; dBm) at
jnoo hertz [ 'ref-rans ,ridiz }

reference record=|COMPUT sci] Outpul of a com-
piler that lists the operations andtheir positions
in the final specific routine and. centains infor-
mation describing the sesmertation and storage
allocation of the routine | 'ref-rans rek-ard |

reference signal level Sve reference level. (ref.
rons '#lgenal jleveal |

reference supply [ELEcTR| Asource of stable and
constant voltage, such as a Zener diode, used in
analog computers, regulated power supplies, and
a variety of other circults for comparison with a
varying voltage { 'ref-rans sajpli

reference tone [ENG] Stable tone of knownfre-
quency continuously recorded on one track of
multitrack signal recordings and intermittently
recorded on signal track recordings by the
callection equipment operators for subsequent
use by the data analysts asa frequency reference.| ‘tefrons tan |

reference validation mechanism Sev reference
monitor, { irefrons ,valeo'd&-shan ,mek-9,niz-om }

teference voltage [elec] An alternating-current
voltage used for comparison, usually to identify
aN in-phase or out-of-phase condition In an'ac
circuit | 'ref-rans wal-tij|

reference white=|cownun [ 1. In aseene viewed
by video camera, the color of light from a
nonselective diffuse reflector that is lighted by
the normal illumination of the scene 2, The
color by which this color is simulated ona video
scteen or other display device. | 'ref-rans (Wt |

teference white level [rLecre| In television, the
level at the point of observation corresponding to
the specified maximum excursion of the picture
slimalinthewhltedirection—{‘ref-rans'wit lev.al]

reflectance (cowrur scif in optical character
retognition, the relative brightness of the inked
area that forms the printed or handwritten char-

 

reflection loss

acter, distinguished from background reflectance
and brightness. | rl'flek-tans |

reflected binary!=|compur sei] A particular form
ofGray code which is constructed according te
the following rule: Let the first 2" code patterns
be given, for any N greater than 1: the next
2" code patterns are derived by changing the
IN + I)-th bit from the right from Oto | and
repeating the ariginal 2" patterns in reverse order
in the N rightmost positions. Also known as
reflected code. { ri'flek-tad 'bineré }

reflected code Sereflected binary { ri'flek-tad‘kod |
reflected impedance |i:,2c| 1, Impedance value

that appears to exist across the primary of
a transformer due to current flowing in the
secondary. 2, Impedance which appears at the
inputterminals as a result of the characteristics
of the impedance at the output terminals.
( riflek-tad im'péct-ang|

reflected resistance [ELEC] Resistance value
that appears to exist across the primary of a
transformer-when a resistive load is across the
secondary, ( ri'flek-tad fi'zis-tans }

reflecting antenna [ELECTROMAG| An antenna
used to achieve greater directivity or desired
tadiation patterns, in which a dipole, slot, or horn
radiates toward a larger reflector which shapes
the radiated wave te produce the desired pattern;
the reflector may consist of ane or two plane
sheets, a parabolic or paraboloidal sheet, or a
Raraboloidal horn. [ ri'flek-tig) an'ten-a

reflecting curtain JELECTROMAG| A Vertical array
of half-wave reflecting antennas, generally used
one quarter-wavelength behind a radiating cur-
tain of dipoles to form a high-gain antenna
{ ri'flek-tin 'kart-an |

reflecting electrode=[rvects| Tabular outer vlec-
trode or the repeller plate in a mi¢rawave o§-
cillatar tube, corresponding in construction but
not in function to the plate of an ordinary triode;
used for generating extremely high frequencies.
( H'flek-tig "lek trod |

reflecting galvanometer Ser mirror galyanometer
{rifletetig .gal-va'nam-acar|

reflecting grating [eLecTRomac| Arrangement of
wires placed ina waveguide to reflect one desired
wave while allowing one or more other waves ta
passfreely, | ri'fek-thy ‘grad-in |

reflection altimeter Sevracic altimeter [ ri'flek-
shanal'tim-ad-ar }

reflection factor (£..5c| Ratio of the load current
that is delivered to a particular load when the
impedances are mismatched to that delivered
under conditions of matched impedances. Also
known as mismateh factor; reflectance: transition
factor [ ri'flek-shan fak-tar

reflection lobes [ELECTROMAG| Three-dimen-
sional sections of the radiation Pattern of a
directional antenna, such as a radar antenna,
which tesults from reflection of taclation from
the earth's surface | ri'flekeshan lobe |

reflection loss jpL.e¢| 1. Reciprocal of the ratio,
expressed [1 decibels, of the scalar values of the
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reflective binary code

volt-amperes delivered to the load to the volt-
amperes that would be delivered to a load of
the same impedance as the source. 2. Apparent
transmission loss of a line which results from a
portion of the energy being reflected toward the
source due to a discontinuity in the transmission
line. { ri'flek-shon ,lds}

reflective binary code
{ ri'flek-tiv 'bT,ner-é 'kod }

reflective code See Gray code,_{ ri'flek-tiv kd }
reflectlve spot |COMPUT Sci] A piece of metallic

foil that is embedded in a magnetic tape to
indicate the end ofareel_{ri'flek-tiv spat }

reflector [ELECTROMAG| 1. Asingle rod, system of
rods, metal screen, or metal sheet used behind
an antennato increaseits directivity. 2.A metal
sheet or screen used as a mirror to change the
direction of a microwave radio beam.__{ri'flek-
tar}

reflector characteristic |ELecTR} A chart of
power output and frequency deviation of a
reflex klystron as a function of reflector voltage
{ ri'flek-tar ,kar-ik-ta'ris-tik }

reflector microphone [ENG acous| A highly di-
rectional microphone which has a surface that
reflects the rays of impinging sound from a
given direction to a commonpoint at which a
microphoneis located, and the sound waves in
the speech-frequency range are in phase at the
microphone, { ri'flek-tar ,mT-kra,fon }

reflector voltage (ELECTR| Voltage between the
reflector electrode and the cathode in a reflex
klystron. { ri'flek-tar ,vl-tij }

reflex baffle=|ENG Acous] A loudspeakerbaffle in
which a portion of the radiation from the rear
of the diaphragm is propagated forward after
controlled shift of phase or other modification,
to increase the overall radiation in some portion
of the audio-frequency spectrum, Also known as
vented baffle. { 'ré,fleks ,baf-al }

reflex bunching=[ELEcTR| The bunching that oc-
curs in an electron stream which has been made
to reverse its direction in the drift space. { 'ré
ifleks ,banch-in )

reflex circult [ELECTR] A circuit in which the
signal is amplified twice by the same amplifier
tube or tubes, once as an intermediate-frequency
signal before detection and once as an audio-
frequency signal after detection. { 'ré,fleks
isar-kat }

reflexive processing [comput sci] Information
processing in which two or more computers
connected by communications channels run
identical programs and take the sameactions at
the same time, so that users in different locations
can work on the same programsat the same time
( ri'flek-siv 'prd,ses-in }

reflex klystron [ELECTR] A single-cavity klystron
in which the electron beam is reflected back
through the cavity resonator by a repelling
electrode having a negative voltage; used as
a microwave oscillator Also known as reflex

See reflected binary

oscillator, { 'ré,fleks 'kli,stran } the reactants, { ré'jen-rad-iv‘fyiill sel}
reflex osclllator See reflex klystron. { ‘réfleks  regeneratlveread [comput sci] A read oper?

'As-o,lad-ar} in which the data are automatically written
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reformat [comput sci| To change the .
ment of data ina storage device. { rata

refraction |commum| That property yp aM:
mosphere that, due to its density profes
radio waves lo propagate generally wlth,
ward curve, sometimes rivaling the cu a
the earth, in radarheight estimation, c, ANU he
for estimated refraction musl be made
tROMAG] The change indirection of lines of;
of an electric or magnetic field at q ph
between media with different pe
permeabilities, | n'frak-shon }

refraction loss |ELECTROMAG| Portion ,;
transmission loss that is due to mS
resulting from nonuniformity of the j.'%
{ ri'frak-shan ,los } Met i

ction, te

Fmittivitieg

refractive constant See index of refra,
‘frak-tiv 'kan-stant }

refractive Index See indexofrefraction [itiv ,in,deks }
tefresh [COMPUT SCI] A process of peri

replacing data to preventthe dataIrorn ears
as on a cathode-ray-tube display oring hen
fandom-access memory. | ri'fresh |

regenerate§[ELECTR] 1. To restore pulses tot
original shape. 2. To restore storedinforray,
to its original form in 4 storage tube in grelgy
counteract fading and disturbances. (ralrat | 4

regeneration [CONT Sys| See positive feed
[ELECTR] Replacementor restoration of
in a charge storage tube to overcome
effects, including loss of charge by reading,,jen-a'ra-shan }

regenerative amplifier [ELECTR] An any
that uses positive feedback to give inure
gain and selectivity. { ré'jen-rad-iv ‘am
ifl-ar}

regenerative braking [ELEC] A system of.
namic braking in which the electric drive mn
are used as generators and return the ki
energy of the moter armature and load f
electric supply system.—[| r@"jen-racl-iv ‘beg

regenerative clipper |eLectr| A type of m
table multivibrator which is a modification
a Schmitt trigger; used for pulse genera
{ ré'jen-rad-iv 'klip-ar }

regenerative detector (ELECTR| A vacuum-tubs
detectorcircuit in which radio-frequency e
is fed back from the anodecircuit to the
circuit to give positive feedback at the ci
frequency, thereby increasing the amplificath
and sensitivity of the circuit. { ré'lenin
di'tek-tar} |

regenerative divider=|eLectr| Frequency diva
which employs. modulation, amplification.
selective feedback to produce the output 4
(r@jen-rad-iv di'vic-ar|

regeneratlve feedback See positive feed
{ ré'jen-rad-iv 'féd,bak } "

regenerative fuel cell ELEC] A fuel cell in
the reaction productis processed to reg!

Frati
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acess of periged|cay)
e data from dey7 4
splay orinad Namie,{ ri'fresh } ne
estore pulses to thee
Te stored intormatlan
Tage tubein Order ty,
irbances, | rien,

‘refraction

€é positive feedbagk
storation of chatgeg.
to overcome decay
ree by reading. (res

EcTR| An amplifier
k to give increased
éjen-rad-iv_'am-pla

‘A system of dy.
slectric drive motors
1 return the kinetic
ire and load to the
"jen-radsiv 'brétk-ig }
2) A type of monos-
+a modification of

pulse generation,

TR] A vacuum-tube
o-frequency energy
circuit to the grid

back at the carrier
2 the amplification
it. { ré'jen-rad-iv

| Frequencydivider
amplification, and
2 the output wave.

positive feedback

\ fuel cell in which
ssed to regenerate
'fyiil sel }
| Aread operation
ically written back

F jocaticns from which they are taken
ail¥ ‘red }

jer receiver
erregenerative detector

E Oo repeater [COMMUN] A repeaterthat
ere" julse regeneration to restore the orig-

forms I af a pulse signal used in: teletype-
er code circuits. [ ré!pensrad-iv

[ELECTR] A radio receiver
| ré'jen-rad-iv

 

[ELECTR| 1. A circuit that repeatedly
BG jfies current to.a display or memory device
“supe! data from decaying. 2, See repeater

Bs)

erator

 
 
 

Pa vent
Hefena15-0| ; ;

[ER commur sci A group of machine ad-
reg hich tefertoa baseaddress,  ['réjan)

ral address jcomeur sci] An address of a
y Hine instruction within a series of consec-

My, addresses: for example, R18 and RV are
iytive ficaddresses inan RB region of NM consecutive
aaresses where all addresses must be named
F frapaneal adres } :

canional center [commun | A long-distance tele-
r poneallice whieh hagthe highest rankin routing

‘pf telephone calls. ('réj-on-al 'sen-tar |
ister [COMM in| 4. The accurate matching or

superimposition of two or more Images, such
qs the three color images on the screen of a
color display Also known as registration 2.'The
alignment of positions telative to a specified
reference or coordinate, suchas hole alignments
In punched cards. or positioning of images in an
optical character Tecognition device. 3. Part of
gn automatic switching telephone system that
receives andstoresthe dialing pulses that control
the further operations necessaryin establishing
atelephoneconnection. |compursei| Thecom-

uter hardware for storing one machine word
| ‘rejastor |

register capacity |comPur sci| The upper and
jower limits of the numbers which may be pro-
cessed inaregister. | 'rej-o-star kalpas-ad-é }

register circuit [sLectR) A switching cireult with
memory elements that can store from a lew
to millions of bits of coded Information, when
needed, the information can be taken from the
circuit in the same code as the input, or in a
different code.{'rej-a-star sar-kat }

feglater control [CONT sys} Automatic control of
the position of a printed design with respect to
teference marks or some otherpart of the design,
as in photoelectric register control. _{ 'rej-a-star
kan,trdl

tegister length=|compuT sci} The numberof dig-
its, characters, or bits, which a register can store
{ 'rej-a-star jlegkth }

tegister-level compatibility {comPuT sci] Prop-
erty of hardware components that are totally
compatible, having registers with the sametype,
size, and names, { {rej-a-star ,lev-al kam,pad-
a'bil-ad-é }

tegister-sender (COMMUN] A unit that generates
and recognizes the supervisory signals to make
connection to a circuit switching unit. { 'rej-
ester 'sen-dar}
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reimbursed time 
 
 

  

reglster variable |compuT sci| A variable in a
computer program that is assigned to a register
in the central! processing unit instead of to a loca-
tion in main storage_{'rej-a-star ,ver-é-a-bal }

registration See register. { ,rej-o'stra-shon}
registration mark [comput sci] in character

recognition, a preprinted indication of the
telative position and direction of various
elements of the source document to be
recognized={,rej-a'stra-shan ,mark}

regular |ELECTROMAG] In a definite direction; not
diffused or scattered, when applied to reflection,
refraction, or transmission. { 'reg-yo-lor }

regular expression |[compuT sci] A formal de-
scription of a language acceptable by a finite
automaton or for the behavior of a sequential
switching circuit { 'reg-ya-lar ik'spresh-an }

regulated power supply [ELEC] A power supply
containing means for maintaining essentially
constant output voltage or output current un-
der changing load conditions. { 'reg-ya,lad-ad
‘pall-ar so, pli }

regulating system See automatic control system
{'reg-ya,!ad-in ,sis-tam }

regulating transformer |ELEC| Transformer hav-
ing one or more windingsexcited from the system
circuit ora separate source and one or more wind-
ings connected in series with the system circuit
for adjusting the voltage or the phase relation
or both in steps, usually without interrupting the
load. { 'reg-ya,lad-in tranz,for-mar}

regulating winding |ELEc| Of a transformer, a
supplementary winding connectedin series with
one of the main windings to change the ratio
of transformation or the phaserelation, or both,
between circuits. { 'reg-ya,lad-in ,wind-in }

regulation (CONT sys] The process of holding
constant a quantity such as speed, temperature,
voltage, or position by meansof an electronic or
other system that automatically corrects errors
by feeding back into the system the condition
being regulated; regulation thus is based on
feedback, whereas control is not [ELEC] The
change in outputvoltage that occurs between no
load andfull load in a transformer, generator, or
other source. [ELECTR] The difference between
the maximum and minimum tube voltage drops
within a specified range of anode current in a gas
tube. { ,reg-ya'la-shen}

regulation of constant-current transformer
[ELEC] Maximum departure of the secondary
current from its rated value expressed in percent
of the rated secondary current, with rated primary
voltageandfrequencyapplied _{ ,reg-ya'la-shan
av |kan-stant jka-rant tranz'for-mar}

regulator |coNnT sys] A device that maintains a
desired quantity at a predetermined value or
varies it according to a predetermined plan
{ 'reg-yo,lad-ar}

regulator problem Seelinear regulator problem
{ 'reg-yo,lad-or ,préb-lam }

relmbursed time (computsci] The machine time
which is loaned or rented to another office,
agency, or organization, either on a reimbursable
or reciprocal basis. { 'ré-am,barst ‘tim }
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Reinartz crystal oscillator

Reinartz crystal oscillator |ELECTR] Crystal-
controlled vacuurm-tube oseillatar in which the
crystal current is kept law by placing a resonant
circuit in the cathode lead tuned to half the
crystal frequeney; the resulting regeneration at
the crystal frequencyimproves efficiency withnut
the danger of uncontrollable oscillation at other
frequencies, [ 'ringirts ‘kristeal ‘ds-a,lad-or }

relnitialize=|compur sci| To return a computer
program to the condition it was in at the start
of processing, so that nothing remains from pre-
vious executions of the program (16-lnish-alia]

relnserter
‘sord-or }

reinsertion of carrier |ELEcTR| Combining a lo-
cally generated carrier signal in a receiver with
anincomingsignal of the suppressed carrier type
(té-an'sarshan av‘karGar|

rejection band=|e.ecrromaa| The band of free
quencies below the cutoff frequency in a. uni-
conductor wayeaulde Also knewn as stop banel,
{rijek-shan band }

rejector See trap. { ri'jek-tar}
rejector clrcult See band-stopfilter

ysar-kat}
rejector impedance Sey dynamic impedance

( ri'jek-tar im, péd-ans|
relation=|ComPuT sci] A two-dimensional table in

which data are arranged in a relational data
structure. ( ri'lé-shon|

relational algebraic language=|compur sci| A
low-level procedural language for carrying out
fundamental algebraic operations ona database
of relations. [ rifa-shan-al ‘al-a,bra-ik lan:gwi||

relatlonal calculus language=|comeuT scl A
higher-level honprecedural language for oper-
ating on @ database of relations, containing
statements that can be mapped to the funda-
mental algebraic operations on the database
[1'lé-shat-al ‘kal-hya-las lay-ewil |

relational capability |comeurt Scl| Property of
two ormore data files that can bejoined together
for viewing, editing, or creation of reports. [on
ila-shan-al kapa'bil-ad-é }

relational database Ser relational system
shanal 'dad-a,bas|

relational data structure [comput sell A type of
data structure In which data are represented as
tables in which no entry contains more than one
value. [tila-shan-al 'dad-a jatrak-char}

relationally complete |conpuy sci] Property of
4 programming language that provides for the
construction ofall relations derivable fram seme
set of base relations by the application of the
primitive algebraic operations (i la-shor-al.é
kam'plét|

relational operator=jcompur Sci] An operater
that indicates whether one quantity is equal
lo, greater than, or less than another ( tla
shan-al 'p-ajrad-ar|

relational spreadsheet [compu Scll A spread-
sheet whose data are-stored inacentral clatabase
and ate copied from the database into the

See direct-current restorer { {ré-on

( ri'jek-tor

{ ri'la
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spreadsheet wher the « ‘
[rila-shancat 'spredishareadsh 4

relational system i
agementsystern jj
ture is used Alsa }
{ri'ld-shan-al jsisetayy |

relative address [COMM
ference between 4 deg
telerence address [relay {

relative attenuation HELECTpy yo Ube
peak output voltage «j . 1 The:
the voltage at the requesney 3
[ 'rel-ad-ly a len-yalwa-shan :

relative bandwidth [ELEctR
the ratio of the bandwidth
a specified reference band
bandwidth between frequencies y
an attenuation of 3 decibal, sl a
width | * (Tra

relative byte address UO anaddress expressed qs the numba
a point of reference to the desta{ 'rel-a-tiv'bit .ad,res)

relative coding=|copyy 8c1|
Programming in which the
instruction Indicates poy the deg
but the difference betweor the fee,
instruction and the desired address."kell }

relative dielectric constant Ss)»
["tebad-iv fdi-iek-trik ‘kanestant |

relative gain [ELECTROMAG) The galt
tenha ina given direction when then
antenna Isa half-wave, loss-free dipole.
in space whose equatorial plane ty
given direction. (‘relachiy gan]

relative interference effect [ENG yg
single-frequency electric waye In ay al
coustle system, the ratio, usually ey

[COMpyy :
which
NOWN ae

dielee

iS

decibels, of the amplitude of s wavedf
reference frequencyto that af the w
tion when the two waves are equal in inter
effects. | 'tel-ad-lv ,in-tar'firans (felt)

relative permittivity Si dielectric pe
(‘rel-od-iv ,par-ma'tiv-ad-a| {

relative power gain [RLECTRAMAG] OF
mitting or receiving antenna over ane
measured ratio of the signal power one
at the receiver Input terminals to that}
bythe other, the transmitting power
ing fixed. | 'rehod-iv 'patvar ear}

relative resistance=[pLec) The ratlo of
tance ofa piece of.a material to the fel
a piece of specified material, such a
copper. having the same dimensionsGm
perature { 'rel-ad-iv ri'zis-tans |

relative response {ELECTR| In a transe
amount (in decibels) by which the.
under someparticular condition exce
sponse under a reference condition. [
ri'sp&ns }

relative triple precision §|compurT Se
tention of three times as many di
quantity as the computer normally hang
example, a computer whose basic won
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al digits is callacl upon te handleim

p)OEe { ‘rel-adsiv'trip-alql digit quantities.

ater {comPUT scr] In computer graph-
fe aI?actor whose end points are given in relative
ES nates. | ‘rebadiy ‘velstar |

Beon circult [ELECTR] Circuit arrangement,
iy of vacuum tubes, reactances, andresis-

qances

 
which has two states or conditions, one,
; neither of which may be stable; the
t voltage produced by passing from one

heather. or the valtage in a state of rest, can be
pct jnothercircuits. {,ré,lak'sa-shan,sar-ket|

7 ation Inverter |ELEcTR| An Inverterthat uses
peeraxation oscillator circuit to convert direct-

4 urrent power to alternating-current | ,ré
r jgkisaeshon in,vard-ar |
sjaxation oscillator (ELECTR| An oscillator

Base fundamental frequencyis determined by
ie time of charging or discharging a capacitor
b Fr coil through a resistor producing waveforms
‘that may be rectangular or sawtooth {| ,ré
i jaks@eshian 4s-a,lad-or |

[COMMUN| A microwave or other radio sys-
am used for passing a signal from one ra-

dio communication link to another. [ELEC] A
device that is operated by a variation in the

 ¢onditions in one electric circuit and serves to
make or break one or more connections in the
came or another electric circuit. Also known as

uplectric relay. {'ré,l8 } =
‘relay center [COMMUN] A switching center in

| ~ which messages are automatically routed accord-

 
L i ©
pansien  

 

ingtodata containedin the messages or message
headers. { 'ré, sen-tar}

relay contact [ELEC] Oneofthe pair of contacts
‘thal are closed or opened by the movementof

the armature ofarelay { 'ré,la ,kan,takt|| ‘yelaycontrolsystem=[cONTsys| Acontrol systemIn which the error signal must reach a certain
yalue before the controller reacts to it, so that
the control action is discontinuous in amplitude
{'ré,la kan'tr6l sis-tom }

‘Yelay satellite Seecommunicationssatellite. ['ré
ld sad-al,Tt}

‘felay selector [ELec| Relay circuit associated
with a selector, consisting of a magnetic impulse
counter, for registering digits and holding a
circuit. { 'ré,lé si,tek-tar }

Telay statlon See repeater station | ‘ré,la ,sta-
ashan |

felay system [COMMUN| See radio relay system
|ELEC} Dial-switching equipment that does not

| Use mechanical switches, but is made up prin-
cipally of relays. { 'ré,lA ,sis-tam }

tellabliity [ENG] The probability that a compo-
Nent part, equipment, or system, including com-
puter hardware and software, will satisfactorily
perform its intended function under given cir-
Cimstances, such as environmental conditions.
Initations as to operating time, and frequency
ndthoroughness of maintenance fora specified
feredoftime. | tilha'bib-acé |

‘llevinganode—|eLecre| Of a pool-cathode tube,
an auxiliary anode which providesan alternative

remote batch computing

conducting path for reducing the current to
another electrode. { ri'lév-in ,an,Gd }

relocatable code=[compuTsci] Acode generated by
an assembler or compiler, and in which all memory
teferences needing relocation are either specially
marked orrelative to the current program-counter
reading. { \ré-ld{kad-a-bal ‘kad }

relocatable emulator [comput sci] An emulator
which does not require a stand-alone machine
but executes in a multiprogramming environ-
ment. { \ré-l6;kad-a-bal 'em-ya,lad-ar}

relocatable program |compuT sci] A program
coded in such a way that it may be located and
executed in any part of memory. [ ré-ldikad-
a-bal 'prd,gram }

relocate [COMPUT Sci} To establish or change the
location of a program routine while adjusting or
modifying the address references within the in-
structions to correctly indicate the new locations.
{ r@'13,kat}

relocating loader=|compuT sci] A loader in which
some of the addresses in the program to be
loaded are expressedrelative to the start of the
program rather than in absolute form. { (ré-16
ikad:-in 'l6d-ar}

relocation hardware [COMPUT sci] Equipmentin
a multiprogramming system which allows a
computer program to be run in any available
space inmemory. { ,ré-ld'ka-shan ,hard,wer}

relocation register=|compuT sci] A hardwareele-
ment that holds a constant to be addedto the
address of each memory location in a computer
program running in a multiprogramming system,
as determined by the location of the area in mem-
ory assigned to the program. { ,ré-l6'ka-shan
iTej-a-ster}

reluctance microphone See magnetic micro-
phone. { ri'lak-tans ,mi-kra,fon |

reluctance motor {ELEC| A synchronous motor,
similar in construction to an induction motor, in
which the member carrying the secondary circuit
hassalient poles but no direct-current excitation;
it starts as an induction motor but operates
normally at synchronous speed{ri'lak-tans
imdd-ar}

reluctance pressure transducer |ENG| Pressure-
measurement transducer in which pressure
changes activate equivalent magnetic-property
changes, (ri'lak-tans 'presh-ar tranz,dil-sar}

remedial maintenance=See corrective mainte-
nance. { ri'méd-é-al 'mant-an-ans}

remembercondltlon [ELEcTR] Condition ofa flip-
flop circuit in which no change takes place
betweena given internal state and the nextstate
( ri'mem-bar kan,dish-an}

remodulator [ELECTR] A circuit that converts am-
plitude modulation to audio frequency-shift
modulation for transmission of data signals
over a radio channel. Also known as converter
( ré'maj-a,lad-or}

remote access [COMPUTSci] Ability to gain entry
to a computer system from a location some
distance away. _{ ri'mdt ‘ak,ses}

remote batch computing [comput sci] The run-
ning of programs,usually during nonprime hours,
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remote batch processing

or whenever the demandsofreal-time or time-
sharing computing slacken sufficiently to allow
less pressing programstoberun.  {ri'mét'bach
kam pytid-in |

remote batch processing |compPuT sci] Batch
processing in which an input device is located
at a distance from the main installation and has
access to a computer through a communication
link. { ri'mét ‘bach ,pré,ses-in }

remote calculator (COMPUT sci] A keyboard de-
vice that can be connected to the central process-
ing unit of a distant computer over an ordinary
telephone channel, enabling the user to present
programs to the computer. ( ri'm&t 'kal-kyo
ilad-ar}

remote communications software=(compu sci
Software that allows a microcomputer ta control
or duplicate the operation of anather microcam-
puter at a distant location, using the standard
telephone system, _{ rilm6t ke, myii-ne'ka-shanz
's6l,wer}

remote computing system=[compursc!| A data-
processing system that has terminals distant
from the central processing unit, from which
users can communicate with the central process-
ing unit and compile, debug, test, and execute
Programs. { ri'mét kam'pyiid-in ,sis-tam }

temote computing system exchange {comput
sci] A device that handles communications be-
tween the central processing unit and remote
consolts of a remote computing system, and
enables several remote consoles to operate at the
same time without interfering with each other
{ ri'm6t kam'pyiid-in ,sis-tam iks,chanj}

temote computing system language [comPuT
Sci] A computer language used for communica-
tions between the central processing unit and
remote consoles of a remote computer system,
generally incorporating a’ procedure-oriented
language such as FORTRAN, butalso containing
operating statements,suchasinstructions to de-
bug or execute programs._{ri'mét kem'pyiid-in
isis-tam ,lanegwi| }

remote computing system log |compuT sci] A
Tecord of the volumes of data transmitted and
of the frequency of various types of events
during the operation of remote consolesin a re-
mote computing system. { ri'mdt kam'pyiid-in
\Sis-tam ,lég }

remote console |comPuT sci] A terminal in a
remote computing system that hasfacilities for
communicating with, and exerting control aver,
the central processing unit. and which may have
any of various types of display units, printers. ancl
data entry devices for direct communication with
the central processing unit. { ri'mdt 'kan,sol}

remote control=[con sys| Control of a quantity
which is separated by an appreciable distance
from the controlling quantity; examples in-
clude telemetering. telephone, and television.
{fi'mat kan'tral|remote-cutoff tube
{ ri'mot jkad,of ,tiib }

remote debugging=|compurT sci] 1. The testing
and correction of computer programs at aremate

See variable-mu tube.
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console of a remote computing
remote testing.  [ ri'm6t dé'bag.|

remote indicator [ELECTR] 1. Ay invclicay
cated at a distance from the tlitases
sensing element, with data being tia ]
to the indicator mechanically, elect)j® i
wires, or by meansoflight,radio, or sour
2. See repeater [ ri'mot 'in-da, kad, 2

remote Inquiry=[COMPUT Sci| INLeFrogatigi Hg
content of an automatic data-processi,
ment storage unit from a device remot wi
placed from the storage unit site is
ikwa-ré }

remote manipulator [ENG] A Mechanica -
tromechanical, or hydromechanical devi
enables a person, directly controlling thet
through handles or switches, to perform a
operations while separated from the site
work, Also known as manipulator, teleope(ri'mOt ma'nip-ya,lad-ar}

temote metering See telemetering. { tte'méd-a-rin } A
remote pickup=[cOomMMUN| Picking up a radia a

television program at a remote location. i
Telaying it to the studio or transmitter over
lines ora radio link. ( ri'm6t 'pikjap

remote plan position Indicator See plan pesitiee
indicator repeater. ( ri'm6t (plan palzishapii,
da,kad-ar} j

remote sensing [ELEC| Sensing,by a power
ply, of voltage directly at the load, 59
variationsin the load lead drop donotaffe
regulation. {ri 'm6t'sens-ig } ;

remote subscriber [COMMUN|Subscriber toy
network that does not have direct accesstu the
switching center, but has accessto the city
througha facility such as a base message center
{ ri'm6t sab'skrTb-ar }

remote terminal [comput sci] A computer
minal which is located away from the ce
Processing unit of a data-processing systeny
a location convenient to a user of the syste
{ ri'm6t 'tar-mean-al}

remote testing [comput scl] A methodoftesti
and correcting computer programs; program
mers do not go to the computer cefte
provide detailed instructions to be carried @
by computer operators along with the prog
and associated test data. Also knownasré
debugging. { ri'mdt 'test-in }

removable medium=|comput sei] A data storage
medium, such as magnetic tape ar floppy dis t
that can be physically removed from: the unit)
that reads and writes on it. { rimiivea-bal‘me
dé-am } |

removable plugboard See detachable plughoata|
{ ri’ miiv-a-bal 'plog,bord } J

REM statement [comput sci| A statementif#
computer program that consists of remarks
comments that documentthe program, anid cor
tains no executable code. { 'rem istat-mant

repeatability (cont sys| The ability of a 1ove
to reposition itself at @ location to which |L®
directed or at which it is commanded to SOP
{ ri, péd-a'bil-ad-é }

SYSteny
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ystem 2, eouracy |CONT sys] The variationsinthe repetitive addressing |compuT sci] A system
“ID } “opel pasitlon of a robot manipulator from used on some computers in which, undercertain
0 INdlcater | actA rele to fhe next when the manipulatoris conditions, an instruction is written without

ata-Rather ie sone eyded to repeatedly return to the same giving the address of the operand, and the
ing transmigal or position ( r'p&t ‘ak-yo-ra-sé | operandaddressis automatically that of the lo-
Hectrlcally ont ee feLEc| See repeating coil, |ELECTR| cation addressed bythe last previous instruction
OFSOUN way, apes amplifier or other device that receives { ro'ped-ad-iv a'dres-in }
iki idd-or| 3 1. wsienalsand delivers correspondingstronger—_-repetitlve analog computer (comPuT sci| An
Trogationgfe Me is with or without reshaping of waveforms; analog computer which repeatedly carries out the
acessing equine iaM ve either a one-way or two-way repeater solution of a problem ata rapid rate (10 to 60 times a
E remotely din i known as regenerator. 2. An indicator second)while an operator may vary parameters in the

> [timer i oe shows the same information as is shown problem. { ra'ped-ad-iv 'an-a,lag kam'pyiid-ar}
q a master indicator Also known as remote repetitive statement [compuTsci| A statementin

schanical elece micatot { ri'péd-or} a computer program thatis repeatedly executed
\cal device the n sat Jammer ELECTR] A jammerthat inter- for a specified numberof times or for as long as
lling the dtVicg es an enemy radar signal and reradiates the a specified condition holds true. { ri‘ped-ad-iv
derform man | after modifyingit to incorporate erroneous 'stat-mant}
| the site of the oDOn azimuth, tange, or number of targets. repetitive unlt (comput sci] A type of circuit
r, teleoperatar ia ad-ar fanvar| which appears more than once in a computer

| neater station [COMMUN| A station containing { ra'ped-ad.iv yii-nat }
ring | ri'map rope or more repeaters. Also known as relay reply |comMmuN] A radio-frequency signal or com-e 7 : a,

tan. { ri'péd-ar ,sta-shan} bination of signals transmitted by a transponder
8 UB a tadig ae ting coll [ELEC] A transformerused to provide in response to an interrogation. Also known as
2 location: arg mv ductive Coupling between two sections ofa tele- Tesponse.{ri'plT)
nitter over wing one line when a direct connection is undesirable. report [COMPUT scl] An output document pre-
Kap } Also knownas repeater (ri 'péd-in ,koil | pared by a data-processing system —_{ ri'port }
'e plan Position R eating-collbridgecord |ELEc|intelephony,a report generator |cOMPUT Sci| A routine which
nD palzish-an in. i PTtio’ of connecting the commonoffice battery produces a complete data-processing report, given

io the cord circuits by connecting the battery to only a description of the desired content and format,

in 
oy 4 powersip. the midpoints of a repeating coil, bridged across plus certain information conceming the inputfile. Also
load, so that the cord circuit. | rl'pédin {oil 'brij kerd } knownas report writer.{ri'port ,jen-e,rad-ar}

>not affect loag repeat key [COMPUT Scl| A key ona typewriter or reporting time Interval {comMuUN| The time for
t ' computer keyboard that, when depressed at the transmission of data or a report from the origi-
ubscriber to g came time as a character key, causes repeated nating terminal to the end receiver. { ri'pord-in
st access to the printing or generation of the character until one 'tim ,in-tar-val }
3 to the circutt ofthe keys is released. | rl'pét ke } report program [COMPUT sci] A program that
nessage center, yepeat operator [COMPUT Sci] A pseudo instruc- prints out an analysis of a file of records,

tion using two arguments, a count p and an usually arranged by keys, each analysis or total
computer ter- increment #: the word immediately following the being produced when a key changetakes place

om the central instruction is repeated p times, with the values0, (ri'port ,prd,gram }
sing system,at n,2n,.,(p— |) added to the successive words report program generator (COMPUT sci] A non-
of the system, {rilpét ,Ap-o,rad-ar} procedural programming language that provides

' repeller |ELEcTR| An electrode whose primary a convenient methodof producing a wide variety
:thod of testing function is to reverse the direction of an electran of reports. Abbreviated RPG. _{ ri'port |prd,gram
ams; Program: stream in an electron tube Also known as jen-a,rad-ar}
ter center but reflector { ri'pel-ar } report writer See report generator._{ri'port ,rid-
be carried out repetition equivalent {commuN] In a complete ar}
n the programs telephone connection, a measure of the grade ‘representation conditlon (comput scl] The con-
Own as remote of transmission experienced by the subscribers dition that, if one software entity is less than an-

using the connection; it includes the combined otherentity in termsof a selected attribute, then
effects of volume, distortion, noise, and all any software metric for that attribute must asso-
other subscriber reactions and usages,{,rep- ciate a smaller numberto the first entity than it
a'tish-an i'kwiv-a-lont } does to the second entity. ( ,rep-ra-zen'ta-shon

repetition frequency See repetition rate. { ,rep- kan,dish-an}
a'tish-an ,fré-kwan-sé } representative calculating time (comput scl|

fepetition Instructlon (comput sci] An instruc- The time required to perform a specified opera-
tion that causes one or more otherinstructions tion or series of operations. { |rep-rijzen-tad-iv
to be repeated a specified number of times, ‘kal-kya,lad-in ,tim }
usually with systematic address modification|reproducehead Seeplaybackhead,  ({ré-prajdiis

A data storage
or floppy disk,
from the unit

miiv-a-bal 'mé

 
ible plugboard.

statement in a
of remarks oF

gram, and con-
Siemon occurring between repetitions. { ,rep-a'tish-an ihed }

He a Aa robot injstrak-shan } reproducing system See sound-reproducing
a AGE te fepetition rate|=|COoMMUN] Therate at which recur- system.{(ré-praidiis-in ,sis-tam }fent signals are produced or transmitted, Also reproduction speed |CcOMMUN| Area of copy

known as recurtence rate; repetition frequency. recorded perunit time in facsimile transmission,
lepa'tish.an rat ] { |ré-praidek-shan |spéd}

anded to stop.
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 repulsion-induction motor

repulsion-Induction motor [ELEC] A repulsion
motor that has a squirrel-cage winding in the
rotor in addition to the repulsion-motor winding
{ ri'pal-shon in'dak-shan ,mdd-ar}

repulsion motor [ELEC] An alternating-current
motorhaving stator windings connecteddirectly
to the source of ac power and rotor windings
connected to a commutator; brushes on the com-
mutatorare short-circuited and are positioned to
produce the rotating magnetic field required for
starting and running, _{ ri'pal-shan ,mGd-or}

repulsion-start Induction motor |ELEC] An
alternating-current motor that starts as a repulsion
motor; at a predetermined speed the commutator
bars are short-circuited to give the equivalent
of a squirrel-cage winding for operation as an
induction motor with constant-speed characteristics.
{ ri‘pal-shanjstart in'dak-shan ,m6d-ar}

request/grant logic=|compuT sci] Logic circuitry
which, in effect, selects the interrupt line with
highest priority { ri'kwest 'grant ,1aj-ik }

request repeat system [COMMUN] System using
an error-detecting code, and so arranged that a
signal detected as being in error automatically
initiates a request forretransmission _{ ri'kwest
rijpét ,sis-tom }

reradlation [COMMUN] Undesirable radiation of
signals generated locally in a radio receiver,
causing interference or revealing the location of
the receiver { ré,ra-dé'a-shan }

rerun [COMPUT Scl| To runa program or a portion
of it again on a computer Also knownasrollback
{'ré,ran }

rerun point [comput sci] A location in a program
from which the program may be started anew
after an interruption of the computer run. { 'ré
fan ,pdint }

rerunroutine [COMPUTsci] A routine designed to
be used in the wake of a computer malfunction or
a coding or operating mistake to reconstitute a
routine from the last previous rerun point. {'ré
ian ,ru,tén }

rescap [ELEC| A capacitor and resistor assem-
bly manufactured as a packaged encapsulated
circuit. Also known as capacitor-resistor unit,
capristor, packaged circuit; resistor-capacitor
unit. {'res,kap }

rescue dump |coMmPuTsci] The copying of the
entire contents of a computer memory into
auxiliary storage devices, carried out periodically
during the course of a computer program so that
in case of a machine failure the program can
be reconstituted at the last point at which this
operation was executed _{ 'res-kyii ,damp }

reserve [COMPUT sci] To assign portions of a
computer memory and of input/output and
storage devices to a specific computer program
ina multiprogramming system._{ri'zarv }

reserve battery {ELEC] A battery which is inert
until an operation is performed which brings all
the cell components into the proper state and
location to become active{ri'zarv 'bad-o-ré }

reserved word [comPuTsci}| Aword which cannot
be used in a programming languageto represent
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an item of data because it has some
significance tothe compiler, or which ¢
only in a particular context

reset Seeclear {'ré,set }
reset action [CONT sys| Floating action jp, 9)

the final control elementis moved ata speeyail
portional to the extent of proportional H
action. {'ré,set ,ak-shan }

reset condition |ELECTR| Condition of a ‘lj
circuit in which the internal state of the ra
is reset to zero. { 'réset kan.dish-on| Peflap,

reset cycle [compuT sci] The return of a...
index counter to its initial value | "raseta
kal | ist

reset Input=[compPuTSci| The act of Fesettly
original conditions of a problem after a jysoe,
isrunanananalogcomputer. {'réset'in oo

reset mode=|comPut sci] The phase of operarial
of an analog computer during which the requ
initial conditions are entered into the systemi
the computing units are inoperative Alsi knee
as initial condition mode,—[ ‘ré,set Gel |

reset pulse ELecTR| 1. A drive pulse that tend
to reset a magnetic cell in the storage section
ef a digital computer 2A pulse used 4,
reset an electronic counter to zero or to Some
predetermined position —[''réset pals] “I

resettability jELecTR| The ability of the Libniny
element of an oscillator to retune the oseillatge
to the same operating frequencyfor the same se
of Input conditions, { rised-a'bil-ad:a |

resident executive=|COMPUT Sci] The portion. o
the executive routine that is permanently storey
in @ computer's main memory. Also known as
resident monitor | ‘rez-a-dant ig'tek-yarkiy|

resident module Sve resident routine | ‘rey
a-dant 'ma-jal }

resident monltor See resident executive
a-dant ‘man-ad-ar}

residentroutine |CcOMPUT SCI] Any computerrou-
tine which is stored permanently in the memory, -
such as the resident executive. Also known as =!
resident module. _{ 'rez-a-dantrii'tén ]

residual charge (ELEC| The charge remaining on
the plates of a capacitorafter initial discharge,
{ ra'zij-a-wal ‘char}

residual current) (ELECTR| Current flowing
through a thermionic diode when there is
no anode voltage, due to the velocity of the
electrons emitted by the heated cathode
{ ra'zij-o-wal ika-rant}

residual error rate See undetected errorrate.
{ ro'zij-o-wal 'er-or ,rat |

residual modulation See carrier noise
a-wal ,mdj-a'la-shan }

residual voltage [ELEC| Vector sum of the volt-
ages to ground ofthe several phase wiresof an
electric supply circuit. { ra'zij-aewal 'vol-tij )

residue check See modulo N cheek.  { 'rez-a,dil
ichek}

residue system (COMPUT sci] A number system
in which each digit position corresponds to 4
different raclix, all palrs of radices are relatively
prime, and the value of a digit with radix r for

Bal a.
hich can rls i

(ri Zaryed ad
Pray

“POSitlon,

{ ‘rez.

{ ro'zij-
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 resistance-start motor

Ais equal to the remainder whenAis resistance-coupled amplifler See resistance-
{ 'rez-a,dii sis-tam } capacitance coupled amplifier (_ ri'zis-tans
ut sci] The ability of computer |kap-ald 'am-pla,fi-ar}

e used for long periods of time. resistance coupling [ELECTR] Coupling in which

 
 

 
 

resistors are used as the input and output

[eLec| 1.The oppositionthat a device impedances of the circuits being coupled; a
al offers to the flow of direct Saw coupling capacitor is generally used betweenhe voltage drop across the element the resistors to transfer the signal from one

 
  
 

he current through the element.

known as electrical resistance. 2. In an
-current circuit, the real part of the

( r'zis-tans }
JeLEC| Abox containing a number

recision resistors connected to panel ter-
contacts so that a desired resistance
be oblained by withdrawing plugs (as

) or by setting multicontact

 

ina post-olfice bridge
 ri'zis‘tans ,baks}

stage to the next. Also known as R-C coupling;
resistance-capacitance coupling; resistive cou-
pling. { ri'zis-tans ,kap-lin }

resistance drop [ELEC] The voltage drop occur-
ring between two points on a conductor due to
the flow of current throughthe resistance of the
conductor; multiplying the resistance in ohms by
the current in amperesgives the voltage drop in
volts. AlsoknownasiRdrop. _{ri'zis-tans ,drap }

See Wheatstone bridge resistance element [ELEC] An elementofresis-_ resistance bridge
iizis-tans ibrij }
  

tive material in the form of a grid, ribbon, orwire,

nee-capacitance clreuit [ELEC] A circuit used singly or built into groups to form a resistor
ch has a resistance and a capacitance in for heating purposes, as in an electric soldering
es, and in which inductanceis negligible. Ab- iron. { ri'zis-tans ,el-a-mant }

 

{ri'zis-tans ke'pas-ad-ans resistance grounding |ELEC| Electrical ground-hreviated R-C circuit 

pacitance constant

pled by the capacitan

ing in which lines are connected to ground
|ELEc| Time con- by a resistive (totally dissipative) impedance

nt of a resistive-capacitive circuit, equal in { ri'zis-tans ,gratind-Ip }
secondsto theresistance value in ohms multi- resistance heating [ELEC] The generation of heat

ce value in farads. Abbre- by electric conductors carrying current; degree
{ ri'zis-tans ka'pas-ad-ans of heating is proportional to the electrical resis-«ylated R-C constant

coupled amplifier
jececte| An amplifier in which a capacitor
provides a path for signal currents from one
stage to the next, with resistors connected from
each side of the capacitor to the power supply
of to ground; it can amplily alternating-current
signals but cannot handle small changes in

‘direct currents. Also known as R-C amplifier; R-C
coupled amplifier; resistance-coupled amplifier

sesistance-capacitance
 

 

 

 

 

ated R-C oscillator

ise wires of aN Tesistance commutation

with relatively high resistance span at least one 

tance of the conductor; used in electrical home
appliances, homeor space heating, and heating
ovens and furnaces. { ri'zis-tans ,héd-in }

resistance lamp |ELEC| Electric lamp used to
prevent the current in a circuit from exceeding
adesired limit.{ri'zis-tans ,lamp }

resistance loss [ELEC] Power loss due to current
flowing throughresistance;its value in wattsis equal
to the resistance in ohms multiplied by the square

{ri'zis-tons ka'pas-ad-ans |kap-ald ‘am-pla,ff-ar} of the current in amperes. _{ ri'zis-tans ,l6s}
fesistance-capacitance network [ELEC] Circuit resistance materlal [ELEC] Material having suffi-

containing resistances and capacitances ar- ciently high resistance perunit length or volume
tanged in a particular manner to perform to permit its use in the construction of resistors.
a specific function. Abbreviated R-C network. { ri'zis-tans ma'tir-é-al}
{ ri'zis-tans ka'pas-ad-ans 'net,wark} resistance measurement {ELEC} The quantita-

fesistance-capacitance oscillator [ELECTR] Os- tive determination of that property of an elec-
cillator in which the frequencyis determined by trically conductive material, component, orcir-
tesistance and capacitance elements. Abbrevi- cuit called electrical resistance { ri'zis-tans

( ri'zis-tons ka'pas-od-ans ;mezh-ar-mant }
. resistance meter (ENG] Any instrument which

eee ; stareee measures electrical resistance. Also known asectric rotating machinein which Drusnes electrical resistance meter.{ri'zis-tans ,méd-
ar }co i ; . ics

; mmutator segment, in order to achieve a—registance nolse See thermal noise _{ ri'zis-tansinear variation of current with time, and thereby sndiz}
Minimize self-inductive voltage in the coils. reslstance-start motor [ELEC] A split-phase mo-5 are relatively

vith radix 7 fh {rizis-tons ,kam-ya'ta-shan}

 
tor having a resistance connected in series with
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resistance strain gage

the auxiliary winding: the auxiliary circuit Is
opened when the motorattains apredetermined
speed. | ri'zistans {stdrt »mdedl-ar)

resistance strain gage |rLecre| A strain gage
consisting of a strip of material that is ce-
mented to the part under test and that changes
in fesistance with elongation or compression
{ ri'zis-tans 'stran, gai|

resistive coupling See resistance coupling. { ri
‘zis-tiv ‘kop-lin }

resistive toad [ELEC] A load whose total reac-
tance is zero, so that the alternating current is
in phase with the terminal voltage. Also known
as nonreactive load._{ri'zis-tiv ld }

resistive superconducting fault-current IImiter
{BLEc| A fault-current limiter in which a super-
conductor is directly connected in series to
the line to be protected and is immersed in a
coolant whichis chilled by a refrigerant, and the
connection from the line at room temperature to
the superconductor is provided by special current
leads, which are designed to minimize the heat
transfer to the coolant. { rilzis-tiv !sti-por-kon
idak-tin ‘folt, kor-ont ,lim-od-ar}

resistlve unbalance |eLEc| Unequal resistance
in the two wires of a transmission line
{ ri'zis-tiv on'bal-ans |

resistivity Sec electrical resistivity
ad-é }

tesistor [ELEC|A device designed to have a
definite amount of resistance; usedin circuits to
limit current flow or to provide a voltage drop.
Also known as electrical resistor | ri'zis-tar )

resistor-capacitor-transistor logie=|ecicre| A
reststor-transistor logic with the addition of capa-
citors that are used to enhance switching speed,
| 'zis-tar ka'pas-od-ar tran'zis-tar (18j-1k |

resistor-capacitor unit) Se rescap. | ri'zis-tar
ko'pas-ad-ar ,yti-nat |

resistor calor code [ELEC| Code adoptedby the
Electronic Industries Association to mark the
values of resistance on resistors in a readily
recognizable mannet; the first color represents
the first significant figure of the resistor value, the
second color the second significant figure. and
the third color represents the number af zeros
following the first two figures; a fourth color is
sometimes addedtoindicate the tolerance of the
resistor. { ri'zis-tor'kol-or kod }

resistorcore [ELEC] Insulating support on which
a resistor element is wound or otherwise placed
(ri'zis-tor kor }

resistorelement [ELEC] That portion ofa resistor
which possesses the property of electric resis-
tance.{ri'zis-tar ,el-o-mont }

resistor network {ELEC| An electrical network
consisting entirely of resistances. { ti'zis-tor
"netywark}

resistor termination§|evectr| A thick-film con
ductor pad overlapping and contacting a thick:
film resistor area. | ri'zis-tar ,tar-ma'na-shan )

resistor-transistor logic jeLecre| One of the
simplest logle circuits, having several resistors,
a transistor, and a diode Abbreviated RTL
{ ri'zis-tor tran'zis-tor ,laj-ik }

{ .ré,zis'tiv

resnatron

containing cavity resanators. Used oh EL
generating |atee amounts of Continy lefly

[ELECTR] A Microwave-beam

alhigh lrequencies, | ‘Teena, trig tls
resolution=|Consys] The smallest Incas

distance that can be distinguished ae SHE:
upon by an automatic contro] Systen, Md ae
In television, the maximum Numberof jy ne
can be discerned on the screan at gq ane
equal to screen Height [ELECTROMAG) | 18th
the minimum separation between two{ ‘ei
features thereol, In angle, range. crags sh Sg
range rate, at which they can be distinguih
a radar display or In the data processin: ve
known as resolving power—| Tez-alige Alby

resolution chart Sec test pattern |,223gyehart J

[COMPUT SCILAN errr of
resolution error

analog computing unit that results tony,
inability to respond to changes of less: than
given magnitude, [ ,rez-a'liishan rar | Na

resolution factor |CoMPUr sei] {n info
retrieval, the ratio obtained | ‘ationvi *d In dividing
total number of documents retrieved (whethe
relevant or not to the user's needs), by Hs
total number of documents available in the fie{ reza'lii-shon jfak-tar ] fe

resolution wedge [commun] On a Video tes,
pattern, a-group of gradually converging lines
= to measure resolution, [ Hez-a'liisshonwe

resolve motion-ratecontrol [won rsys| formot
rohotic control in which the controlled Vatlables
are the velocity vectors of the end ‘points of
@ manipulator, and the angular velocities of
the joints are determined to obtain [he desired
results. | ri'zoly'mé-shan{rat kon,tral |

resolver | ELEC) A synchro or other device whos
toter ls mechanically driven to: translate rote
angle into electrical information corresponding
to the sine and cosine of rotor angle. used {or
interchanging rectangularand polar coordinates
Also known as sine-cosine generator, synchro
resolver {ELECTR] 1, A synchro.orother device
whose input is the angular pasition’ of an
object, such as the roter of an electric machine.
and whose output {5 electric signals, usually
Proportional to the sine and cosine of an angle,
atid often in digital form, used to interchange
tectangular ane polar coordinates, and in ser
vomechanismsto report the orientation of con-
trolled objects. Also known as angular resolver
2. A device that accepts a single vector-valued
ahalog input and produces for output either
analog or digital signals proportional te two of
three orthogonal components of the vector Also
knownas vector resolver, { ri'zil-var }

resolving cell |ELECTROMAG| In radar, volume in
space whose diameter is the product ofslant
range and beam width, and whoselength is the
pulse length. { ri'zdlv-in ,sel }

resolving power [ELECTROMAG|
( ri'zalv-ig jpau-or }

resolving time=|compurT s¢i[ In camputers, the
shortest permissible periocl between trigger

 

See resolution
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ses lor reliable operation of a binary cell

Pel Mintinum time interval, between everits,
ee can be detected, resolving time may refer to
n eluetronte circuit, to a mechanical recording

8 vice, or to a COUNLEE tube | ti'ealveity tim }
eeence jeLEc] A phenomenon wxhibited by
, alrernating-current cireuit in which there are
relatively large currents near certain frequencies,

da telatively unimpeded oscillation of energy
Font a potential toa kinetic form; a special case
of the physics definition. | ‘rez-an-ans |

» pesonance bridge eLec| A four-arm alternating-
current bridge used to measure inductance,
capacitance, oF frequency; the inductor and the

pacitor. which may be either in series or in
arallel, are tuned to resonanceat the frequency

of the source before the bridge is balanced
Irez-an-ans ,brij |

ance curve |ELEC| Graphical representa-
tion Illustrating the manner in which a tuned
dreult responds to the various frequencies in
and near the resonant frequency,—| 'rez-an-ans‘ary

PPyanoe method (ELEc| A method of deter-
mining the impedance of a circuit element,
in which resonance frequency of a resonant
cireuil containing the element is measured
|reranans met head |

resonance transformer [eLec| A high-voltage
“transformer Ih which the secondary circuit is

tuned to the frequency of the power supply
jeecral| An electrostatic particle accelerator.
ised principally for acceleration ofelectrons, in
which the high-voltage terminal oscillates be-
tween voltages which are equal in magnitude and
opposite insign—( ‘rez-on-ons tranz,for-mar}

resonant antenna=[ELECTROMAG] An antennafor
which there is a sharp peak in the powerradiated
or intercepted by the antennaat a certain fre-
quency, at which electric currents in the antenna
form a standing-wave pattern. [( 'res-on-ant an
‘tera |

fesonant capacitor |ELEc] A tubular capacitor
that is wound to have inductance in series with

Itscapacitance _{ 'res-on-ant ka'pas-ad-ar}
fesonanl cavity See cavity resonator | 'res-an-

ant 'kav-od-é |
resonant chamber

|'tes-an-ant '‘cham-ber}
figonant cireult [ELEC] A circuit that contains

intluctanee, capacitance, and resistance of such
values as to give resonance at an operating

frequency. {'res-an-ant 'sar-kot}
fesonant coupling eLec| Coupling between two

pesuits that reaches a sharp peak al a certain_lequency.  ['ressan-ant 'k
fesonant diaphragm [e.ecrromaal A dia

phragm. in waveguide technique, so. propor:
Honied ag to introduce noreactive Impedance at
the design frequency—['fes-an-ant ‘di-a,frarn|

Tekonant element Ser cavlly resonator—[ ‘res.
aont'el-asmant|

resonant gate transistor {ELECTR| Surfacefield-
stfect transistor incorporating a cantilevered

Mm which resonates at a specific frequency

See cavity resonator
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resonating cavity

to provide high-Q-frequency discrimination.
{ 'res-on-ant 'gat tran,zis-tar}

resonant hellx [|ELECTROMAG| An inner helical
conductorin certain types of transmission lines
and resonantcavities, which carries currents with
the same frequency as the rest of the line or
cavity. { 'res-on-ont 'hé-liks }

resonant Iris [ELECTROMAG] A resonant window
in a circular waveguide; it resembles an optical
iris. { 'res-an-ont 'T-ras }

resonant line [|ELECTROMAG| A transmission line
having values of distributed inductance and
distributed capacitance so as to make theline
tesonantat the frequencyit is handling { 'res-
an-ant‘lin }

resonant-lIne oscillator [ELECTR] Oscillator in
which one or more sections of transmission
lines are employed as resonant elements.
{ 'res-an-entjlin 'ds-a,lad-ar}

resonant-line tuner [ELEcTR| A device in which
Tesonant lines are used to tune the antenna,
radio-frequency amplifier, or radio-frequency os-
cillator circuits; tuning is achieved by moving
shorting contacts that change the electrical
lengths of the lines. { 'res-an-ant jlin 'tiin-ar}

resonant-mode power supply [ELECTR] An elec-
tronic power supply in which the current and
voltage waveforms are shaped to sinusoids by
a small inductor and capacitor inserted in the
current path. { jrez-en-ant |méd 'pau-er sa,plt}

resonant-reed relay [ELEC] A reedrelay in which
the reed switch closes only when the required
frequency is applied to the operating coil, to
make oneofthe reedsvibrate until its amplitude
is sufficient to make contact with the other reed;
used in selective paging systems. { 'res-an-ant
iréd 'ré,1a }

resonant resistance |ELEC] Resistance value to
which a resonantcircuit is equivalent. { ‘res:
an-ant ri'zis-tans)

resonantvoltage step-up [ELEC] Ability of an In-
ductor and a capacitor in a series resonantcircuit
to deliver a voltage several times greater than the
input voltage of the circuit { 'res-an-ant !vdl-tij
‘step,ap }

resonant wavelength [ELECTROMAG] The wave-
length in free space of electromagnetic radiation
having a frequency equal to a natural resonance
frequency of a cavity resonator. { 'res-an-ant
‘wav, legkth }

resonant window=[ELECTROMAG] A parallel com-
bination of inductive and capacitive diaphragms,
used in a waveguide structure to provide trans-
mission at the resonant frequencyandreflection
at other frequencies _{ 'res-on-ant 'win-dé }

resonate |ELEC| To bring to resonance, as by
tuning. [{ 'rez-en,at }

resonating cavity |ELECTROMAG| Short piece of
waveguide of adjustable length, terminated at
either or both ends by a metal piston, an iris
diaphragm, or someother wave-reflecting device;
it is used asafilter, as a means of coupling
between guides of different diameters, and as
impedance networks corresponding to those
used in radio circuits, { 'rez-an,4d-in 'kav-od-é }
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resonatorgrid

resonator grid=[ELecrr| Grid that is attached to
a cavity resonator invelacity-modulated tubes to
provide coupling between the resonator and the
electron beam. | ‘reg-an,4d-ar,erid|

responder eLectr| The transmitter section, in-
cluding the appropriate encoder, of a radar
transponder. | ri'spiin-dor}

responder beacon [fiEcTR| The radar beacon
that serves to emit the signals of the responder
inatransponder_{ri'span-dar ,bé-kan }

response §[(cOMMUN| Se reply, [CONT Sys] A
quantitative expression of the output of a device
or system asa function of the input, Also known
as system response. { ri'spans}

response characteristle=|con't sys] The response
as a function of an independent variable, such
as direction or frequency, often presented in
graphical form,—| ri'spans ,kar-ik-ta,ris-tik )

response time [comPpuy sci] The delay experi-
enced in. time sharing between request and
answer,a delay which increases when the number
of users on the system increases, [CONT SYS]
The time required for the output of a control
system or element to reach a specified fraction
of its new value after application of a step
input or disturbance. ELEC] The time it takes
for the pointer of an electrical or electronic
instrument to come to rest at a new value,
after the quantity it measures has been abruptly
changed { ni'spairs tim]

responsor§[eLecrk| The receiving section of an
interfogaler-responsor—[-l'spah-sar|

restart |complir sci|'To go back to a specific
planned point in a routine, usually in the case
of machine malfunction, for the purpese of
rerunning the portion of the routine in which the
error occurred; the length of time between restart
poirits ina given routine should be a function of
the mean free error time of the machine itself.
('ré shirt: }

testing frequency See carrier frequency
ip ,fré-kwan-sé }

restore [COMPUT Scl| In coimputers, to regerer-
ate, to return a cycle index or variable address ta
its initial value, or to store again. [ELECTR] Pe-
riodic charge regeneration of volatile computer
storage systems.{ri'stor)

restorer See direct-current restorer _{ ri'stor-ar }
restorer pulses {ELECTR In computers, pairs of

complement pulses, applied to restore the
coupling-capacitor charge in an alternating-
current lip-flop.  ( ri'strar ,pals-az |

restoring logic={ELECTR Circuitry designed so
that even with an imperfect input pulse a stan-
dard output occurs at the exit of each successive
logic gate. ( ri'stor-in lajik |

rest potential |ELec| Residual potential differ-
ence remaining between an electrode and an
electrolyte after the electrode has become po-
larized. { 'rest pa,ten-chal}

restricted function [comput sci] A function of
the operating system that cannot be used by
application programs, { ri'strik:tad fank-shan|

retarding-field oscillator jriecre| An oscillator
employing an electron tube in which the elec-

{ 'rest-
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trons oscillate back and forth through a
is maintained positive with respect to finch
cathode and anode;the field In the
the grid exerts a retardingeffect throy nw it
in either direction. Also known as pene" tt an Sit
oscillator { ri'tard-in /fEld 'ds-9 \lad.op

retard transmitter=|ELECTR| Transmitter i
a delay period is introduced between th ]
of actuation and the time of transi,
| \ri'tard tranz,mid-or } : si

retention perlod=|comPurT scl| The length, of
that data must be kept on a reel of Image
tape before it can be destroyed { Tilton.
ipir-é-ad } THe

retention tlme [ELECTR] The maximum qj
tween writing into a storage tube and obtaj
an acceptable output by reading. Also know.
storage time —_{ ri'ten-chan ,tim } ost)

retina [COMPUTSci] In optical character
tion, a scanning device. { 'ret-an-a } "cog

retina character reader=[COMPUT SCI] A char.
readerthat operates in the mannerof the hum;
retina in recognizing identical letters in differs
type fonts. [‘ret-on-o‘kar-ik-tar réd-ar} I

retrace See flyback. { 'ré,tras }
retrace blanking=ELEcTR] Blanking a video tile

play during vertical retrace intervals to breve
retrace lines from showing on the screen
tras ,blank-in }

retrace IIne [ELECTR] The line traced bythe ela
tron beam in a cathode-ray tubein going
the end of oneline orfield to the start of the
line or field. Also known asreturnline—{'rg,
ilin } i

retransmission unit {ELECTR| Control unit! ign
at an intermediate station for feeding oneraslin._
receiver-transmitter unit for two-way COMMU.
cation. { |ré-tranz'mish-an ,yii-nat} if

retrieve [comput sci] To find and select specific.
information,_{ri'trév } 7

retroactlon See positive feedback.
shen }

retroflt {ENG|A modification of equipment ty
incorporate changes madein later productional
similar equipment; it may be donein the factory
orfield. Derived from retroactive refit. { 'retny
fit]

retry |compursci| Whenacentral processing Ufilt
error is detected during execution ofan insite
tion, the computerwill execute this instructigt
unless a register was altered by the operatlo
{ 'ré,tr}

return {COMPUT sci] 1. To return control from
subroutine to the calling program. 2, To go batt
toa planned point in a computer program
rerun a portion of the program, usually when at
error Is detected; rerun points are usually
more than 5 minutes apart, |ELECTR| See echo:
{ ri'tern } a

return address=|compur sci] The address in sta:
age to which a computer program 1s diractes
upon completion of a subroutine | ri’tern ‘ad
ives | a

return busy tone=|coMMUN| A signal rerumned(0)
the register-senderthat, in turn, returns @ bua

Line:

{ iretrdlake
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dress in stor:
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{ ri'tarn ‘ad

il returned to
‘turns a busy

indication to the calling station. { ri'tarn ‘biz-éi

pen code [COMPUT Sci) An Indicator that Is
Bed by a computer upon completion of a

iesroutine or function, or of the entire program,
‘nat indicates the result of Lhe processing and,
Uh particular, whether the processing was suc-
cessful OF ended abnormally because of an error

ri'tarn kee | ;
m interval [ELECTR Interval corresponding

“othe direction of sweepnot used fordelineation
jritearn Jnetarval | ;

epturn jump jcompyr sel). A jump instruction
c q subroutine which passes control to the

ist statement in the program which follows
he Instruction called the subroutine. [| ri'tarn

jjamp| — so
nkey |comMPuTsci| A key ona typewriter ora

computer keyboard that. when depressed. causes
a print mechanism or cursor to move to the

ginning of the next line. [ ri'tarn ,k@be ; i
return line Ser retrace line [ri’tarn lin]
yelurn toss [COMMUN] 1, The difference between

he power incident upon a discontinuity ina
transmission system and the power reflected
rom the discontinuity. 2. Theratie in decibels

of the powerincident upon a discontinuity tothe
nowerreflected from the discontinuity,—[ri'tarn5

an to zero mode |compur sci] Computer
readout mode in Whichthe signal returns to zero
between each bit indication, | ri'tarn ta ‘zir-d
iméd|

returntrace See flyback, | ri'tarn tras )
return wire |@Lec| The ground wire, commen

wire, or negative wire of a direct-current power
circuit={ ri'tarn ,wir}

reusable [COMPUT sci| Of a program, capable of
being used by several tasks without having to be
reloaded; it is a generic term, including reenter-
able and serially reusable —_{ ré'yit-za-bal}

feverse blas [ELECTR] A bias voltage applied toa
diode or a semiconductor junction with polarity
such that little or no current flows; the opposite
of forward bias, _{ ri'vars 'bT-as }

reverse-blocking tetrode thyristor See silicon
controlled switch. { ri'vars jblak-in 'te,trdd
thi'ris-tar}

teverse-blocking triode thyristor See silicon
controlled rectifier ( ri'vers {blak-in ‘triad
thi'ris-tar }

feverse code dictlonary §|comPuTsci| Alphabetic
or alphanumeric arrangement of codes associ-
ated with their corresponding English words or
terms. { ri'vars !kGd 'dik-sha,ner-é }

feverse current (ELECTR| Small value of direct

 
: current that flows when a semiconductor diode

has reverse bias —_{ ri'vars 'ka-rant}
faverse-current protection (ELEC|A device

: Which senses when there is a reversal in the
Normal direction of current in an electric power
System, indicating an abnormal condition of the
System, and which initiates appropriate action
to Prevent damage to the system, { ri'vats
ika-antpra,tek-shan}

reversing switch

reverse-current relay [ELEC] Relay that operates
whenevercurrentflows in the reverse direction
(ri'vars tka-rant 'r&,la }

reverse directlon See inverse direction
di'rek-shan }

reverse-directlon flow |compuT sci| A logical
path that runs upward orto the left ona flowchart.
{ ri'vars dijrek-shan,f1d }

reverse feedback Seenegativefeedback. {ri'vars
'féd bak}

reverse key |ELEC| Key used ina circuit to reverse
the polarity of that circuit. { ri'vors 'ké }

reverse Pollsh notatlon=|compuTsci| The version
of Polish notation, used in some calculators,
in which operators follow the operators with
which they are associated. Abbreviated RPN
Also known as postfix notation; suffix notation
( ri'vars 'p6-Jish nd'ta-shan}

reverse power [ELEC| Transmission of electric
energy through a circuit in a direction opposite
to the usual direction_{ri’vars 'pau-or}

reverse video (COMPUT Sci] An electronic display
mode in which the normal properties of the
display are reversed; for example, normally white
characters on a black background will appear as
black characters on a white background. Also
known as inverse video.{ri'vars 'vid-@:3 }

reverse voltage [ELEC] In the case of two op-
posing voltages, voltage of that polarity which
Produces the smaller current._{ri'vars 'vGl-tij }

reversible booster (ELEC| Booster capable of
adding to and subtracting from the voltage of a
circuit { ri'var-sa-bal 'biis-tar}

reversible capacitance [ELECTR| Limit, as the
amplitude of an applied sinusoidal capacitor
voltage approacheszero, ofthe ratio of the am-
plitude of the resulting in-phase fundamental-
frequency component of transferred charge to
the amplitude of the applied voltage, for a
given constant bias voltage superimposed on
the sinusoidal voltage. { ri'var-sa-bal ka'pas-
ad-ans}

reversible counter [Comput sci| A counter which
stores a numberwhosevalue can be decreased or
increased in responseto the appropriate control
signal. ri'var-sa-bal 'kaunt-ar}

reverslble motor [ELEC] A motor in which the
direction of rotation can be reversed by meansof
a switch that changes motor connections when
the motor is stopped. _{ ri'var-sa-bal 'm&d-ar}

reversible transducer (ELECTR] Transducer whose
loss is independent of transmission direction
{ ri'var-sa-bal tranz'diis-ar}

reversing motor [ELEC] A motor for which the
direction of rotation can be reversed by changing
electric connections or by other means while the
motoris running at full speed; the motorwill then
cometo a stop, reverse, and attain full speed in
the opposite direction. _{ ri'vars-in ,méd-ar}

reversing switch [ELEC] A switch intended to
Teverse the connections of one part ofa circuit
{ ri'vars-in ,swich }

{ ri'vars
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revolute-coordinate robot

revolute-coordinate robot See jointed-arm robot
{ 'rev-a,liit k6jord-an-at 'r6,bat }

rewind |ELECTR| 1. The components on a magnetic
tape recorder that serve to return the tape to the
supply reel at high speed. 2. To return a magnetic
tape to its starting position. { 'ré,wind }

rewrlte [compPuT Sci] The process of restoring a
storage device to its state prior to reading;
used whenthe information-storing state may be
destroyed by reading. { 'ré,rit }

RFI See radio-frequency interference
RGB monitor (comput sci| A video display

screen that requires separate red, green, and blue
signals from a computer or other source. { {ar
jae 'man-ad-ar}

RG Ine See radio-frequency cable. { \ar'jé lin }
theostat [ELEC] A resistor constructed so that

its resistance value may be changed without
interrupting the circuit to whichit is connected
Also knownas variable resistor _{ 'ré-a,stat}

theostatic control |ELECc] A method of control-
ling the speed of electric motors that involves
varying the resistance or reactance in the arma-
ture or field circuit; used in motors that drive
elevators. { iré-ajstad-ik kan'trdl}

theostrictlon See pinch effect {'ré-a,strik-shan }
theotaxlal growth [ENG] Achemical vapor depo-

sition technique for producing silicon diodes and
transistors on a fluid layer having high surface
mobility { jré-ajtak-sé-ol 'grdth }

RHI display See range-height indicator display
(;andach't di,spla }

rhombic antenna=[ELECTROMAG| A horizontal an-
tenna having four conductors forming a diamond
or rhombus; usually fed at one apex andter-
minated with a resistance or impedance at the
opposite apex. Also known as diamond antenna.
{ 'ram-bik an'ten-a }

rhumbatron See cavity resonator, {'ram-ba,tran}
ribbon cable |ELEC| A cable made of normal,

round, insulated wires arranged side by side and
fastened together by a cohesion process to form
aflexible ribbon={'rib-on ,ka-bal}

tlbbon conductor ([ELEc| A thin, flat piece of
metal suitable for carrying electric current
{ 'rib-an kan dak-tar }

ribbon microphone=[ENG Acous] A microphone
whoseelectricoutput results from the motion ofa
thin metal ribbon mounted betweenthe polesof
a permanent magnetand driven directly by sound
waves;it is velocity-actuated if open to sound
waves on both sides, and pressure-actuated if
open to sound waves ononlyoneside={'rib-an
'mi-kra,fon }

Rice neutralization |[ELECTR| Development of
voltage in the grid circuit of a vacuum tube in
order to nullify or cancel feedback through the
tube={ 'ris ,nli-tro-la'za-shan }

Rice neutrallzing clrcult [ELECTR| Radio-
frequency amplifier circuit that neutralizes the
grid-to-plate capacitance of an amplifier tube
{'ris 'ni-tra,lTz-in ,sar-kat }

Rice video |ELEcTR] Referring to the video and
its particular probabitity density produced by
an amplitude detector (demodulator) when the
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Gaussian radio noise and a sj nal
and constant amplitudeare tapethm, 4it, | ‘ris tvid-8-6 | BETA GT ingig

Richardson-Dushman—equation
equation for the current density of leery
that leave a heated conductor jyieet
emission Also known as Bushman.“mig
| ‘rich-ard-son ‘dash-man ikwa-zhan iRichardson effect Sw the
(‘rich-ared-san i,fekt |

Richardson plot [ELECTR] A staph of |
against |/T, where | is the current density ape
trons leaving a heated conductor inthe bp,
emission, and T Is the temperature of th i
ductor, according to the Richardson.p at
equation, this is a straight line | 'y; Ushi
iplat } Tich-apd

ridge waveguide |GLecTROMAg| A
rectangular waveguicle having one q
gitudinal internal ridges that serve
increase transmission bandwidth by
cutoff frequency, | ‘rij ‘wav,gid }

Rleke dlagram=[ELECTR] A chart shay)
tours of constant power output and cone
frequency for a microwave osclilator, draw
a Smith chart or other polar diagrary i
coordinates represent the components of thecomplex reflection coefficient at the Osejlh i
load =| 'ré-ka di-agram |

right-hand taper=|ELeC| Taper in which thetef
greater resistance in the clockwise half of Hy
operating range af a theostat or potention
(looking from the shaft end) thanin the couns
clockwise half | ‘rit|hand 'ta.par )

right-Justlfy||compursci] To shift the contentsg]_
a register so that the right orleastsignificant ¢iji
is at some specified position. | 'rit ‘jas-taifiy i

right value=|compPuT sci| The actual data conten
of asymbolic variable in a computerprogram; Ie
one of two componentsof the symbolicvariable _
the other being the memory address. Abbreviated
ralue— { ‘rit 'val-yii } i

rigid copper coaxlalfine=|ELECTROMAG| Acoantal
cable in which the central conductorand outer
conductor are formed by joining rigid plecesaf
copper=[‘rij-id ‘kAp-or kd'ak-sé-al tin | |

tigid Insulation=|eLec| Electrical insulation that
is part of a rigid structure, and must provide
mechanical strength and stability of formas well
as a dielectric barrier; mica, glass, porcelain, and
thermosetting resins are the principal matetials
used, {‘rij-id ,in-sa'la-shan}

R-indicator See R-display { ‘ar in-da,kad-ar}
ring (comput sci] A cyclic arrangementof data

elements, usually including a specified entry
pointer {rin}

ring-around=[COMMUN] 1. Improperrouting of.
call back through a switching center already
trying to complete the samecall, thus tying. ue
the trunks by repeating the cycle, 2. Oscillation)
of a repeater caused byleakageof the transmittef
signal into the receiver. [ ‘rin o,raund | \

ring bus [ELEC] A substation switching arrange
ment that may consist of four, six, of moe
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ws connected Inva closed loop, with the“Akers : Y
oe numnberol connection points, (‘rij bas}
sarrcult (ELECTROMAG] Ih Wavegttidepractice,

ying oid T junction having the physical config-
ation of a-ring with radial branches. [ ‘rin
gonkat | a . .
rcounter [ELECTR] A loopof binary sealers or

t her bistable units so connected that only one
Oot is Ina Specifiedstate at anygiver time, as
= ul eighals are counted, the positionof the one
int ified state moves in an ordered sequence
round the loop. [ ‘rin katintear|

ying date structure [computsci] Stored data that
: jsorganized bya chain of painters so that the last

inter is directed back to the beginning of the
chain. ('ti0 ‘dada jstrak-char|

‘fing discharge [ELECTR] A ring-shaped discharge
anerated by a high-frequency oscillating elec-

tromagnetic field produced by an external coil
also known as toroldal discharge | irin ‘disait
ie a [ELECTRIA recording and playback
jead Ina magnetic recording system which has
the form ofa ring with a gap at one.point, andon
which the coils are wound.—(‘rly hed]

ringing [coMMuUN| The preduction of an audible
gp visible signal ata station or switchboard by
means of an alternating or pulsating current.
[CONT sys] An oscillatory transient occurring in
the output of a system as a result af a sudden
change ininput.  {‘rip-in }

ringing circuit [ELECTR] A circuit which has a
capacitance in parallel with a resistance and
inductance, with the whole in parallel with a second
resistance;it is highly underdampedandis supplied
with a step or pulse input. —{ 'rig-in ,sar-kat J

ting modulator [ELECTR] A modulator in which
four diode elements are connected in series to
form a ring around which current flows readily in
one direction, input and output connections are
made to the four nodal points of the ring; used
asa balanced modulator, demodulator, or phase
detector { 'rin 'maj-a,lad-ar}

ting network =(COMMUN]| A communications net-
work in which the nodes can be considered to
be on a circle, about which messages must be
routed. Also known as loop network. {rin ‘net
iwark}

tng power transmission line |ELEC| A power
transmission line that is closed uponitself to
form a ring, provides two paths between the
power station and any customer, and enables
a faulty section of the line to be disconnected
without interrupting service to customers, {'rip
‘pau-or tranz'mish-on lin }

ring shift Sve cyclic shift. { ‘rig {shift }
ting structure=|compurt sci] A chainedfile organi-

zation such that the end af the chain points to its
beginning. | ‘tiny jstrak-char }

‘ingtime |eLecre| The length of time in microsec-
onds required for a pulse of energy transmitted
into an echo box to die out; a measurement of
the performance of radar.{'rin ,tim }

tipple (eLec| The alternating-current component
in the output ofa direct-current power supply,

Rocheltle-electric
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Rochelle-eleciric

arising within the power supply from incomplete
filtering or from commutator action in a de
generator { 'rip-ol }

ripple-carry adder [comput sci| A device for ad-
dition of two n-bit binary numbers, formed by
connecting #full adders in cascade, with the carry
output of each full adder feeding the carry input
of the following fulladder —_{ ‘rip-al {kar-@ ,ad-or}

ripple filter |ELEcTR} A low-pass filter designed
to reduce ripple while freely passing the direct
current obtained from arectifier or direct-current
generator Also known as smoothing circuit,
smoothing filter [{ 'rip-al ,fil-tar }

ripple voltage={ELEC} The alternating component
of the unidirectional voltage from a rectifier or
generator used as a source of direct-current
power (‘ripsal ,vGl-tij }

RISC See reduced instruction set computer
{ tisk }

tise time (CONT sys} The time it takes for the
output of a system to change from a specified
small percentage (usually 5 or 10) of its steady-
state increment to a specified large percentage
(usually 90 or 95) [ELEC] The time for the
pointer of an electrical instrument to make 90%
of the change toits final value when electric
power suddenly is applied from a source whose
impedanceis high enoughthatit does not affect
damping. {'riz tim }

rising-sun magnetron [ELECTR] A multicavity
Magnetron in which resonators having two
different resonant frequencies are arranged
alternately for the purpose of mode separation,
the cavities appear as alternating long and
short radial slots around the perimeter of the
anode structure, resembling the rays of the sun
{ 'riz-in isan 'mag-no,tran }

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman algorithm=|CcoMMUN| A
public-key algorithm whose strength is based
on the fact that factoring large composite prime
numbers into their prime factors involves an
overwhelming amount of computation, Abbrevi-
ated RSAalgorithm —_{ri'vest sho'mir'ad-al-mon
val-ga,rith-om }

RLLcode Seerun-length-limited code —_[jarjel'el
ikGd}

rms value Sve root-mean-square value{{arjem
‘es ,val-ti }

RO Sec receive-only
robot |(cONT sys| A mechanical device that can

be programmedto perform a variety of tasks of
manipulation and locomotion under automatic
control, ( ‘rd, bat }

robust program=[compuT sci| 1. A computer pro-
gram using an iterative process that converges
rapidly to the solution being sought. 2. A
computer program that performs well even under
unusual conditions. _{ {rd-bast 'prd-gram }

toc [ELEC] A unitof electrical conductivity equal to
the conductivity of a material in which an electric
field of | volt per centimeter gives rise to a current
density of | ampere per square centimeter, Derived
from reciprocal ohm centimeter. { rak }

See ferroelectric. { ré'shel-
ilek-trik }
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rocket antenna

rocket antenna |[ELECTROMAG| An antenna car-
tied on a rocket, to receive signals controlling
the rocket or to transmit measurements made
by instruments aboard the rocket { 'rak-at an
iten-a }

rocky point effect |ELECTR] Transient but violent
discharges between electrodes in high-voltage
transmitting tubes. _{ 'rak- |pdint i,fekt }

rodgap [ELEC] 1.Acevice that is usually formed
of two ')-square-inch (3-square-centimeter)
rods, one grounded and the other connected to
the line conductor, but may also have the shape
of rings or horns, used to limit the magnitude
of transient overvoltages on an electrical system
as a result of lightning strikes 2. Spark gap in
which the electrodes are two coaxial rods, with
ends between which the discharge takes place,
cut perpendicularly to the axis. —_{ 'rad gap }

rodthermistor [ELECTR| Atype of thermistor that
has high resistance, long time constant, and
moderate power dissipation; it is extruded as
a long vertical rod 0.250-2.0 inches (0.63—5 |
centimeters) long and 0.050-0.110 inch (0.13-
0.28 centimeter) in diameter, of oxide-binder mix
and sintered; ends are coated with conducting
paste and leads are wrapped on the coated area
(‘rad ther'mis-ter}

roentgen current [ELEc| An electric currentaris-
ing from the motionof polarization charges, as in
the rotation of a dielectric in a charged capacitor
{'rent-gan ,kar-ant }

Roget’s spiral [ELEC] A spiral wire, suspended
vertically with the lower end in mercury, thatis
made to go through a cycle in which an elec-
tric current passing through the wire produces
mutual attraction between the coils, causing the
wire to lift out of the mercury and breaking the
current, the spiral then expands underits own
weight, so that the lower end drops backinto the
mercury and the current is reestablished {rd
izhaz ‘spiral }

role Indicator (comput sci| In information re-
trieval, a code assigned to a key word to indicate
its part of speech, nature, orfunction. (‘rl ,in-
da,kad-or}

rollback See rerun { ‘rol, bak }
rollin|(CcompPuT scl] To restore to main memory a

section of program or data that had previously
been rolled out. {'rél ,in }

rolling transposition [ELEc| Transposition in
which the conductors of an open wire circuit
are physically rotated in a substantially helical
manner; with two wires, a complete transposition
is usually executed in two consecutive spans
('rdl-ig ,tranz-pa'zish-an}

roll-off |ELECTR| Gradually increasing loss or at-
tenuation with increase or decreaseof frequency
beyond the substantially flat portion of the
amplitude-frequency response characteristic of
asystem ortransducer {'rdl ,of }

roll out |comPUT sci] 1. To make available ad-
ditional main memory for one task by copying
anothertask onto auxiliary storage. 2.Toreada
computerregister or counter by adding a one to
each digit column simultaneously until all have
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returned to zero, with a signal bel
at the instant a column returns to a
aut| : 2erg

rollover [COMPUT scl] A heybioare fa
allows more than one key to be del r
multaneously, enabling the keys (g by
more rapidly in sequence, | 'r5| on

roll your own Sie ser program trata ‘J
rom [ELEC] Aunitofelectrical conduct) |

to the conductivity of a materia} ina
electric field of | volt per meter Rive Wh
current density of | ampere per SGils Ney
Derived from reciprocal ohim ineter S

dep

 ROMable code [comput sel) 4 compy
gram developed to be stored permanent
read-only memory (ROM). [ ‘riim-acbolie in

roof filter=|ELECTR| Low-passliltey used j od
telephone systems to limit the frequer "
sponse of the equipment to frequencinsnd, "
for normal transmission, thereby block
wanted higher frequencies induced jn th
by external sources; improves Tunstolind
talk suppression and minimizes hiph-t, oy
singing. | ‘rif ,fil-tar| *que

room noise=|CoMMUN| Ambientnoisejn, ¢ py,phonestation —_{ 'riim ,ndiz} “

room power [ELECTR] The electric power th:
is fed to the machinery in a computerjee,
after passing through a power(listribution 1
motor-generator set, or other condition
isolating device | ‘rim ,pati-ar }

foot |compuTsct| The origin ormost lundamenpy
point of a tree diagram Also known as hase,{rit}

( ‘rit layroot component See root symbol

|COMPUT scl} The starting palnt
'pG-nont}

root directory

in a hierarchical file system, where the systeny
operates whenitisfirststarted. {rit al reksteay

root locus plot (CONT Sys] A plot in the complex
plane of values at which the loop transferfunction
of a feedback contro! system is a negative
number—_{'riit }l6-kas ,plat }

root-mean-square current See effective curit
(‘rit ,mén 'skwer 'ka-rant}

root-mean-square value=[PHyYs} The square (wi
of the time average of the square of a quantity; for
a periodic quantity, such as a sine wave used |i
audio measurements, the average is taken overone |
complete cycle. Abbreviated rms value. Also known
as effective value —_{ 'riit smén 'skwer‘val-yii }

root segment [comput sci| The master or con-
trolling segment of an overlay structure which al-
ways resides in the main memory of a computer,
(‘rit sseg-mont}

root sum square=|ComMMUN] A method of com:
bining the power of multiple signals bytaking the:
square root of the sumaf the squares of all the:
signals. Abbreviated RSS. [ ‘rit som ‘skwor]

root-sum-square value=|piiys] The square roo)
of the sum of the squares of a series of related
yalues; commonlyused to.express total harmonic:
distortion. (‘rit.sam 'skwar 'val-yti}

rootsymbol=[comput sci| An element of a formal
language. generally unique, that is not derivable
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Gard fay tli jel machine trom which one or morechildel ne
| be depres, § branch out In the fork-join mode!YS tob elise

; rl Gorges { ittsuctor JELEC| Cable composed of a
teat ! a ‘este surrounded by one or more layers| ‘ 7 i = tran U5

ronicluctivity© 7 Helical Jgid groups of wires | 'rdp {la kenerial in wie
crossed-field generator [ELEC] A

ynamoolectric amplifier which is self-
sand can operate while therotor varies
the current neverrising above a certain

| ‘raz-an borg {krost jféld 'jen-a,rad-ar |
jint [ELEC] A soldered joint in which one

he wires is surrounded by an almost invisible
pfinsulating rosin, making the joint intermit-

tly or col inuously open even thoughit looks
{'nizan point | /

amplifier See rotating magnetic amplifier
Spat 'am:-pla,fi-ar }
ary beam [ELECTROMAG] Short-wave antenna

Patanhighlydirectional in azimuth andaltitude,
ir unted In sucha mannerthat it can be rotated
oan) desired position, either manually or by an

TUMATOUNG ops
Es high-freq (i

It noise in aretele

Ctric power s{uetric motordrive { 'rGd-a-ré 'bém } 7 7
COMpPUler y converter See dynamotor { 'rdd-o-ré

distribution (jy WWardear |
coupler Seerotatingjoint,  {‘réd-o-ré'kep- 

 
conditioning angrr bang

! git audiotape system=ececrr| A dig-
| audio tape system that uses the helical-

ean technolowy developed for video systems,
witha rotating dramcontaining two metal-in-gap
jeacls Abbreviated R-DAT system. { |r6d-a-ré
dlj:nd-al Od-6- 'tap ,sis-‘tam }

gap Serrotarysparkgap=['rdd-aré'gap |
rotary joint See rotating joint ('rédaeredint |

ary phase converter |&Lec| Machine which
_enverts power from analtemating-current system of
¢neor more phasesto an alternating-current system
fa different number of phases, but of the same
frequency, { 'r6d-a-ré 'f4z kon,vard-ar}

_fotary power source [ELEC] An uninterruptible
power system in which a battery driven de motor
mechanically drives an ac generator in the event
lapoweroutage—{ 'rGd-a-ré 'patt-ar sors |

folary spark gap |eLec| A spark gap in which
sparks occur between one or more fixed elec-

-ttodes and a number of electrodes projecting
outward from the circumference of a motor-
‘dtiven metal disk. Also known as rotary gap
UU'tStho-ré ‘spark gap }L %

folary stepping relay
|rod-a-ré ‘step-in jré,1a |
‘Wary stepping switch

_ [fedtore 'step-ig swith |
_fotary switch JELEC| A switch that is operated by
_folaung itsshaft. | rdiaré'swich|
olary system |cOMMUN | A telephone switching
_ Stem that uses unidirectional, rotary switches

zt al Caryten sets of brushes (wipers), only one
Ol Which is tripped as part of the control and
election process { 't6d-9-ré 'sis-tam }
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rotoflector

rotary transformer [eLec| A rotating machine
used to transform direct-current power from one
voltage loanether—{'rd-arré tranz'lor-mar|

rotary-vane attenuator |ELECTROMAG] Device de-
signed to introduce attenuation into a waveguide
circuit by varying the angular position of a
resistive material in the guide. { 'réd-o-ré !van
a'ten-ya,wad-ar}

rotary voltmeter [ENG| Type ofelectrostatic volt-
meter used for measuring high voltages.
{ 'rod-9-ré 'vSlt,m&d-ar}

rotating amplifler See rotating magnetic amplifier.
('r6,lad-in 'am-pla,fi-er }

rotating-anode tube |&LecrR| An x-ray tube in
which the anode rotates continuausly to bring
a fresh area ofits surface into the beam of elec-
trons, allowing greater output without melting
the target. ('rd,tad-ig Jan,6d ,tiib }

rotating-coll gaussmeter [ENG] An instrument
for measuring low magnetic field strengths and
flux densities by measuring the valtage induced
in a search coil that is rotated in the field at
constant speed. { ,r6,@dl-in ,kOil 'gatis,m@d-er}

rotating joint |ELECTROMAG| A joint that permits
one section of a transmission line or wayeg-
uide to rotate continuously with respect to
another while passing radio-frequency energy
Also known as rotary coupler: rotary joint. |r
((Gd-in "dint |

rotating magnetic amplifler [eiLee| A prime-
mover-driven direct-current generator whose
power output can be controlled by small field
input powers, to give power gain as high as
10,000. Also known as rotary amplifier; rotat-
ing amplifier. { 'rd,tad-in mag'ned-ik 'am-plo
iff-ar}

rotation§[compuT sci) An operation performed on
data in a register of the central processing unit,
in which all the bits in the register are shifted
one positionto therightorleft, and the endmost
bit, which is shifted out of the register, is carried
aroundto the position at the opposite end of the
register. { 16'ta-shen }

rotational delay See
{ 16'ta-shan-al di'ld }

rotational latency |compuT sci| The time re-
quired, following an order to read or write
information in disk storage, forthe location of the
information to revolve beneath the appropriate
read/write head. Also known as rotationaldelay.
{ ré'té-shan-al 'lat-an-sé |

rotational position sensing [comput sci] A fast
disk search method whereby the control unit
looks for a specified sector, and then receives
the sector numberrequired to access the record
{ r6'ta-shon-al pa'zish-an ,sens-in }

rotator |ELECTROMAG| A device that rotates the
plane of polarization of a plane-polarized elec-
tromagnetic wave, such as a twist ina waveguide
('r6,tad-ar }

rotoflector (ELECTROMAG|In radar, elliptically
shaped, rotating teflector used to reflect a
vertically directed radar beam at right angles
so that it radiates in a horizontal direction
{ 'rdd-9,flek-tar}

rotational latency.
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rotor

rotor |COMMUN]| 1. Disk with a set of input
contacts and a setof output contacts, connected
by any prearranged scheme designed to rotate
within an electrical cipher machine 2. Disk
whose rotation produces a variation of some
cryptographic element in a cipher machine usu-
ally by means of lugs (or pins) in or on its
periphery [ELEC] The rotating member of an
electrical machineordevice, such as the rotating
armature of a motoror generator,or the rotating
plates of a variable capacitor. { 'rdd-ar }

rotor plate [ELEC] Oneof the rotating plates of a
variable capacitor, usually directly connected to
the metal frame. { ‘rdd-ar ,plat }

round-robin schedullng=|computsci| Aschedul-
ing algorithm which repeatedly runs through a
list of users, giving each user the opportunity
to use the central processing unit in succession
{ ‘raund {rab-on 'skej-a-lin }

round-the-world echo |COMMUN| Asignal occur-
ting every '4 second whena radio waverepeatedly
encircles the earth at its speed of 186,000 miles
(300,000 kilometers) per second. { ‘ratind tha
'warld 'ek-6 }

round-trip echoes [ELECTROMAG] Multiple re-
flection echoes produced whena radarpulse is
reflected from a target strongly enough so that
the echois reflected back to the target where it
produces asecond echo _{ 'ratind trip 'ek-6z }

router (COMMUN | A devicethat selects an appro-
priate pathway for a message and routes the
message accordingly { ‘raud-ar}

routine [compuT sci] A set of digital computer
instructions designed and constructed so as to
accomplish a specified function _{ rii't€n }

routine Ilbrary [comput sci| Ordered set of stan-
dard and proven computer routines by which
problemsor parts of problems may be solved.
(ré'tén ,l1,brer-é }

routing §|COMMUN| The assignment of a path by
which a message will travel to its destination
{'rid-in }

routing Indicator (coMMUN] 1.Agroup ofletters,
engineered and assigned, to identify a station
within a digital communications network. 2. A
group of letters assigned to indicate the geo-
graphic location ofa station; a fixed headquarters
of a command, activity, or unit at a geographic
location; or the general location of a tape relay
or tributary station to facilitate the routing of
traffic over tape relay networks. { 'riid-in ,in-de
ikad-ar}

routing message [COMMUN] The function per-
formed at a central message processor of se-
lecting the route, or alternate route required, by
which a message will proceed to the next point
in reaching its destination —_{ 'rlid-ip ,mes-ij }

row |comPUT Sci] 1. The characters, or corre-
sponding bits of binary-coded characters, in a
computerword 2, Equipment which simultane-
ously processesthe bits of a character, the char-
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acters of a word, or correspone|
coded characters in a ware

positions in a group of columns.
row address=|COMPUT sci] An inde: |

field which contains the main s "
adata block. ['r6'ad,res }

Rowland current [ELEC] A to,
that arises when a charged ¢
rotated, | 'r6-land jker-ant|

row order [COMPUT Sci} The stor.
a(m,it) as all,t),a{l,2),
('r6 ,or-dar }

RPG See report program Benerater
RPN See reverse Polish notation
RS-232 [commun|Astandard de

Electronic Industries Associatio
the interface between data ptOcessing i
communications equipment, and is wi 4
to connect microcomputers to Periphvices

RSAalgorithm See Rivest-Shamir-a

Ine bite .
3. Core

a
torage “1;

NveCty
“PACKtor

age of;
all a(2,1)°,

velo,
n that:

cllemnig ry af
rithm | {arlesta ‘al-ga,rith-am |

Resean See R-display | ‘ar \skan |
Rescope See R-display | ‘dr iSkSp|
RSS See root sum square
RTL See resistor-transistor logic
tubber banding§[comPuTscl] tn comput

ics, the moving of a line or object, with gag,
held fixed in position | irab-ar 'band.ig )

tuggedization [ELECTR] Making electronica
ment and components resistant to «
shock, temperature changes, high | mia
or other detrimental environmental infly
{ ,rog-o-da'za-shan }

rule-based control system See direct
control system, —{ {ruil bast kan'tral sii

rule-based expert system [comput sol
pert system based ona collection of ty
a human expert would follow in dealings
problem.—{irlil bast 'ek,spart ,sis-tam

tule of Inference See production { ‘rill Ftfrons } i
run=|compPuTsci] A single, complete exes

a computer program, or one continuous
of computerprocessing, used to cuimplete
more tasksfor a single customerorapi)
Also known as machine run {ran}

runaround crosstalk [COMMUN] Crosstal
sulting from coupling between the highs
of one repeater and the low-level end of
repeater, as at a carrier telephone
station. {'ran-a,ralnd 'kros,tok}

runaway effect |ELECTR] The=pheno
whereby an increase in temperature ©
an increase in a collector-terminal curté
a transistor, which in turn results in
temperature and, ultimately, failure ot
transistor; the effect limits the power but
the transistor _{ 'ran-9,wa i,fekt}

runaway electron [ELECTR] An electron
ionized gas to which an electricfield is 4  
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s energy from the field faster thanIt loses
JIS of bing; thatbycol lidingwith otherparticles in the gas
Prresponding Mena(lekittan |
{ 13} = ft ay tape [COMPUT scl| A tape reel that spins
2% artay entry. nly and out of control as the result of a
ige addressgp 16Fsware malfunction. [ jran-alwa ‘tap |
i. oy J tar00K jcompursci] The collection af materials
Ction cUtrn, wn essary to document a program run on a
icitor plate je mmputel Aso as problem file; problemi ‘ran bu

fe Of @ math, _foldet | COMPUT sci] Aflow chart for one or
HY A022) un re computer runs which shows input, output,

| ‘(a and the Use of peripheral units, but no details
_ the execution of the run. Also knowl as run
io (‘ran chart }

‘
'

\‘
‘ diag \ -
‘slope 5 diagram Secrunchart, | "ran idiaygram }hiner gat Mh un derumentation {comruT sci] Detailed. in-
ling. ana Mructions to the operator on how to run a
is widely ug particular computer program { ‘ran. dakeya:i oa igeshan |
pentpliets) dee vength encoding |compuT sci] A method of

rnpression that encodes strings of thedata col . \
same character as a single number ( ‘ron

kth in'kéd-in |
jength-limited code

Adlemanagg.

by |ComMUN| A binary code
a

omputer graph
4, with oneang
‘band-in}
lectroniceguip
anl to severe

high humidity,
ntal influences

e direct
{trdl ,sis-tam
APUT SC} An!
‘on ofrules
p dealing with,
ale-tam | 7
a { tritl ov ‘itp

lete executional
Linuwous seame
icomplete ange
aror applical

ran } .
n[ Crosstalk 1
he high-level e
ce} end of ang
ephone repentes
Sk}
1 pheno
iperature GMs
minal curren
sults in a hil
| failure
> power out
ikt J
y electron, If) Se
ic field is appl
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run motor

running accumulator

rvalue

in which a | is inserted after a certain numberof
0's, inorder to avoldlong strings of 0's, which would
require very accurate clocking in order to ensiire that
a bit was not lost, Abbreviated RLL code { [ren
lenkth lim-ad-ad "kd }

[ELEC] In facsimile equipment, a motor
which supplies the powerto drive the scanning
or recording mechanisms; a synchronous motor
is used to limit the speed. (‘ren ,mdel-or}

See push-down storage.
{‘ran-in a'kyli-me,lad-ar|

tun-time error |compuT sci] An efror in a com-

run-time error handler

puter program that is hot detected until the pro-
gram is executed, and then causes a processing
errorto occur | ‘ran jtim'er-ar)

|compuT sci] A system
control program that detects and diagnoses run-
time errors and issues messages concerning
them. (‘ran {tim 'erar hand-lor |

run-time IIbrary |compurT sci] A collection of

rvalue Sev right value.

301

general-purpose routines that form part ofa lan-
guagetranslator and allow computer programs to
be run with a particular operating system. —{ ‘ran
\tim ‘IT, brer-é }

{ ‘ar,val-yii }  
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gs See siemens. ;
‘acrificial compliant substrate See compli-
ant substrate { ,sak-rajfish-al kam{pli-ant ‘seb
strat] uid

ty factor |ELEC| The amount of load : above
the normal operating rating, that a device can
handle withoutfailure. |MecH| Ser factor of
calety. | ‘sabre ,fak-tar|

sad leLes| Slack introduced in an aerial cable or
f apen-wite line to compensate for contraction

during cold weather, [sag |
gaint Elmo's fire |evec| A visthle electric dis-

charge. sometimes seen on the mast of a ship, on
metal Lowers, and on. projecting parts of aircraft,
due te concentration of the atmospheric electric
field at such projecting parts [ ‘sant ‘el: méz‘Tir

Fjmamonii cell ELEC) Cell in which the elec-
trolyte consists primarily of a solution of ammo-
niumechloride—{ ,sala'm6-néak \sel |

sallent-pole field winding|[&1.2¢| A type offield
winding in electric machinery where the winding
turns are concentrated around the pole core
{‘sleyant (pl ‘Feld ,wind-in }

Salisbury dark box |{ELECTR| Isolating chamber
used for test work in connection with radar
equipment; the walls of the chamberare specially
constructed to absorb all impinging microwave
energy atacertain frequency { 'solz,ber-é 'dark
‘baks }

Sallen-Key filter [ELECTR] An electric filter that
uses a single amplifier of positive low gain,
realized by an operational amplifier and two
feedback resistors, { isal-on 'ké ,fil-tar}

sample-and-hold clrcult {ELEcTR] A circuit that
Measures an input signal at a series of definite
times, and whose output remains constant at
a value corresponding to the most recent mea-
surement until the next measurement is made
{isam-pal an 'hGld ,sar-kat}

sampled-data control system [cont sys] A form
of control system in which the signal appears at
one or more points in the system as a sequence
of pulses or numbers usually equally spaced in
time {'sam-pald {dad-a kan'trdl ,sis-tam )

Sampler [cont sys| A device. used in sdmpled-
data contro! systems, whose output is a series
of impulses at regular intervals in time; the
height of each impulse equals the value of the

 
continuous input signal at the instant of the
impulse ('sam-pler}

sampling |ENG| Process of obtaining a sequence
of instantaneous values ofawave. {'sam-plin }

sampling gate |ELEcTR| A gate circuit that ex-
tracts information from the input waveform only
whenactivated by a selector pulse. { 'sam-plin
gat}

sampling Interval |CONT sys] The time between
successive sampling pulses in a sampled-data
control system {'sam-plig ,in-tar-val

sampling process [ENG] The process of obtain-
ing a sequenceof instantaneous values of some
quantity that varies continuously with time
({'sam-plin ,pra-sas }

sampling switch Seecommutator switch
plin ,swich }

sampling synthesIls [ENG Acous] Any method of
synthesizing musical tonesthat is based on play-
ing back digitally recorded sounds. {‘sam-plip
\sin-tha-sas }

sampling theorem |comMuUN] The theorem that
a signal that varies continuously with time is
completely determinedbyits valuesat an infinite
sequenceof equally spaced timesif the frequency
of these sampling times is greater than twice
the highest frequency componentofthe signal.
Also known as Shannon’s sampling theorem
{'sam-plin ,thir-am )

sampling time |ENG| The time between suc-
cessive measurements of a physical quantity
('sam-plin ,tim }

sampling voltmeter [ENG| A special type ofvolt-
meter that detects the instantaneous value of
an input signal at prescribed times by meansof
an electronic switch connecting the signal to a
memory capacitor; it is particularly effective in
detecting high-frequency signals (up to 12 giga-
hertz) or signals mixed with noise ('sam-plin
'vdlt:méd-ar}

sanatron circult [ELEcTR| A variable time-delay
circuit having two pentodes and two diodes, used
to produce very short gate waveforms having
time durations that vary linearly with a reference

{'sam-

voltage, {‘san-a,trén ,sar-kat}
sand boll See blowout, {'san ,boil }
sand load [{ELECTROMAG] An attenuator used as

a power-dissipating terminating section for a
coaxial line or waveguide; the dielectric space
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SANTA

in the line is filled with a mixture of sand and
graphite that acts as.a matched-impedanceload,
preventing standing waves.  {'san ld}

SANTA Sve systematic analog network testing
approach. {‘san-to }

SAR See synthetic-aperture radar
SASARSee segmented aperture-synthetic aperture

radar _{'sa,sar}
satellite communication [COMMUN] Communi-

cation that involves the use ofan active or passive
satellite to extend the range of a communi-
cations, radio, television, or other transmitter
by returning signals to earth from an orbiting
satellite. { 'sad-al,7t ke,myii-ne,ka-shan}

satelilte computer |comPuT sci] A computer
which, under control of the main computer,
handles the input and outputroutines, thereby
allowing the main computerto be fully dedicated
to computations. { 'sacl-al,it kom,pyiid-or}

Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service=|commuN |
Referringto satellite-delivered digital audiosystems.
The digital auclio data rate in these ‘systems is
specified as being 64 kbits/s. Abbreviated SDARS.
| ‘sad-al it 'dij-ad-al 'od-@-6'rad-€-6 ,sar-vas |

satellite master antenna television system
|commMuN] A master antenna television system
ecjuipped with a television recelve-only antenna
and associated electronics to receive broadeasts
relayed by geostationary satellites. Abbreviated
SMATY system. { 'sad-al,it jmas-ter anjten-a
‘teLa,vizivan ,sis-tam }

satellite processor |CompuT scl] One of the
outlying processor In a hierarchical distributed
processing system, typically placed at or near point-of-
trancaction locations, and designed to serve the users
at those locations, { 'sad-al,Tt ,praises-or }

saturated diode |£LEcTR| A diode that is pass-
ing the maxitnum possible current, so further
increases in applied voltage have no effect on
current. {'sach-a,rad-ad ‘d1,dd }

saturating signal=|ELecte| In radar. a signalof an
amplitude greater thanthe dynamic range of the
receiving system. —{ ‘sach-a,rad-in 'sigenal|

saturation |[ELEcTe| 1. The condition that occurs
whenatransistor isdriven so thatit becomes biased
in the forward direction (the collector becomes
positive with respect to the base, for example, in
apnp typeof transistor). 2: Ser anode saturation;
temperature saturation. | ;sach-a'ra-shan|

saturation current. |eLecTR| 1. In general, the
maximum current which can be obtained under
certain conditions 2. Jn a vacuum tube, the
space-charge-limited current, such that further
increase in filament temperature produces no
specific increase in anode current. 3. In a
vacuum tube, the temperature-limited current,
such that a further increase in anode-cathode
potential difference produces only a relativelysmall increase in current 4, In a gaseous-
discharge device, the maximum current which
can be obtained for a given mode of discharge
5. In a semiconductor, the maximum current
which just precedes a change in conduction
mode _{ ,sach-a'rd-shan {ka-rant}
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saturation Ilmliting=[ELECTR] Limiting th

mum output voltage ofa vacuum-tibe € mi
operating the tube in the region of pla
saturation (not to be confused with
saturation), [ sach-a'ra-shan imaekig

saturation signal [GLECTROMAG| A fadig
(or radar echo) which exceeds a certain Slang)
level fixed by the design of the receive, POW
ment; whena receiver or indicator |s“satu
the limit of its power output has been ie Ly
{ sach-9'ra-shonIsig-nal} ached.

sawtooth generator=|ELECTR| A generator whee
output voltage has a sawtooth waveform, oa
to produce sweepvoltagesfor cathode-ray5 “see
{'s6,tiith 'jen-a,rdd-ar} Ube

sawtooth modulated Jamming [ELECTR] fitronic countermeasure technique when a heed
level jammingsignal is transmitted, thus cay lie
large automatic gain control voltages toal
developed at the radar receiver that, in ty
cause target pip and receivernoise to COMmpletaly
disappear { 's6,tiith jmaj-a,lad-ad ‘Jatin } y

sawtooth pulse [ELECTR| An electric pulse hg
inga linear rise-and a virtually instantanegys it,
or conversely, a virtually instantaneous tga anda linear fall. [‘so,tiith jpals|

sawtooth waveform=|ELECTR| A weed
characterized by a slow rise time and a sharfal
resemblingatoothotasaw. | 'so,tiith ‘way farm)

saxophone=[FLECTROMAG| Vertex-feel linear array,
antenna giving a cosecant-squared radiation,
pattern. [‘sak-sajfan |

S$ band [commun] A band of raclio frequencies
extending from 1550 to 5200 megahertz, cor.
responding to wavelengths of 1937 to 597
centimeters {'es band}

S-band hiran See shiran, { ‘es band 'hi,ran }
S-band single-access service=|COMMUN| Oneof

the services provided by the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System, which provides return.
link data rates up to 6 megabits per second for
each user spacecraft and forward-link data at
300 kilobits per second. Abbreviated SSA _{ {es
iband ,sin-gal 'ak,ses ,sar-vas}

$-100bus [ELECTR] Abus assembly with 100 can:
ductors; widely used in microcomputer-based
systems. { ,es;wen'han-dred ‘bas }

SC See sectional center
SCADA See supervisory control and data acquisl-

f

clreuly N
LO-cupeat

Isic)

 

tion {'skad-a or jesis@\ade'a }
scalar [comput sci]A single value or item.

| 'ska-lar |
scalar data type |compur sci| The manner ip

which a sequence of bits represents 4 single
data item in a computer program. Alse known:
as ageregate data type [ 'ska-lar ‘dad-3 tip}

scalar processor§(Comput scl) A computer that:
carries oul computations on one number at @
time | ‘ska-lar'prdses-ar|

scalar quantization=jcompur sel) A data com:
pression technique in which a value 1s presented
(in approximation) by the closest, In some math=
ematical sense, of a predefined setofallowable
values { {ska-lar |kwan-ta'za-shan }
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f-ten clrcult See decadescaler. { jskal ov

90 car-kot |arka
| iten two circuit See binary scaler | {skal ay
a teorekat |

veg jeLecTk| Acircuit that produces an output
ylse when a prescribed number of input pulses
i recalved Also known as counter; sealing cireuit
jskalar| ; 7
aling jELecTR| Counting pulses with a sealer
hen the pulses occur toa fast for direct counting
wconventional means—| 'skalin |

aeling cireuit Svescaler. [‘skal-in sor-kat )
ealing factor {ELEcTR| The number of input

ulses per output pulse of a sealing circuit, Also
known as scaling ratio. { ‘skal-in jfak-tar

caling ratio Serscalingfactor ['skal-ip ,ra-sh@)
scan COMPUT Sel] To examine information, fol-

lowing 4 systematic, predetermined sequence,
for same particular purpose. |ELEcTR| The me-
tlon. usually periodic, given to the major lobe of
an antenna, the process of directing the radio-
frequency beam successively over all points ina
jven region of space. |ENG| 1. To examine an

grea, a tegion in space, or a portion of the radio
spectrum point by point in an ordered sequence;
for example, conversion of a scene or image to
an electric signal or use of radar to moniter
an airspace for detection, navigation, or traffic
control purposes. 2. One complete circular, up-
and-down, or left-to-right sweep of the radar,
light, or other beam or device used in making
ascan. |[skan|

scan converter [ELECTR] 1. Equipment that con-
yerts radar date images to data ata sampling rate
suitable for transmission over telephone Jines
or narrow-bandradiocircuits for use at remote
locations. Scan converters may work digitally
with quantized data; analog ones often use a
“memory” scope, a cathode-ray tube of long
persistence, permitting nondestructive readout
of radar, television, and data displays. 2. A
cathode-ray tube that is capable of storing radar,
television, and data displays for nondestructive
teadout over prolonged periods oftime {'skan
kan,vard-ar}

scan head [ELECTR] A sensing device that is
moved across the image being scanned __{ 'skan
shed }

scanistor [ELECTR] Integrated semiconductor
optical-scanning device that converts images
into electrical signals; the output analog signal
fepresents both amount and position of light
shining on its surface. { ska'nis-tar}

scan IIne ELECTR] A horizontal row of pixels on
a video screen that are examinedor refreshed in
succession in one sweepacrossthe screen during
the scanning process. { ‘skan ln }

Scanner (COMMUN That part of a facsimile trans-
mitter which systematically translates the densi-
ties of the elemental areas of the subject copy
into corresponding electric signals. [COMPUT
Scl| Adevice that converts an Image of something
outside a computer, such as text, a drawing, ora
photograph, intoa digital image that itsends into 
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scanning transmission electron microscope

the computer for display or further processing
{ 'skan-ar}

scanner selector [COMPUT sci] An electronic de-
vice interfacing computer and multiplexers when
more than one multiplexer is used, { 'skan-arsi
ilek-tar}

scanning clrcult See sweep circuit. { 'skan-in
isar-kat}

scanning electron microscope |ELECTR| A type
of electron microscope in which a beam of
electrons, a few hundred angstromsin diameter,
systematically sweeps over the specimen; the
intensity of secondary electrons generated at the
point of impact of the beam on the specimen
is measured, and the resulting signal is fed into
a cathode-ray-tube display which is scanned in
synchronism with the scanning of the specimen
Abbreviated SEM. { 'skan-ing i'lek,tran 'mi-kra
iSkp}

scanning frequency Scestrokespeed. { 'skan-in
ifré-kwan-sé }

scanning head=[ELEctR| Light source and photo-
tube combined as a single unit for scanning a
moving strip of paper, cloth, or metal in photo-
electricside-register control systems. {'skan-in
shed }

scanning {Ine [COMMUN] 1. In a video system,
a single, continuous, narrow strip which is
determined by the process of scanning. 2. Path
traced by the scanning or recording spot in one
sweep across the subject copy or record sheet.
{'skan-in lin}

scanning linearity [ELECTR] In a video system,
the uniformity of scanning speed during the trace
interval. {'skan-in ,lin-é'ar-od-é }

scanning line frequency See stroke speed
{'skan-in {!Tn ,fré-kwan-sé }

scanning loss [ELECTROMAG| In a radar system
employing a scanning antenna, the reduction in
sensitivity (usually expressed in decibels) due to
scanning across the target, compared with that
obtained when the beam is directed constantly
atthetarget. { ‘skan-in ,lds }

scanning radio |ELEcTR] A radio receiver that
automatically scans across public service, emer-
gency service, or other radio bands and stops
at the first preselected station which is on the
air Also known as radio scanner { 'skan-in
'T3d-8-6 }

scanning sequence (ENG] The orderin which the
points in a region are scanned; for example,
in television the picture is scanned horizontally
from left to right and vertically from top to
bottom, {'skan-in ,sék-wans }

scanning speed See spot speed. { 'skan-in ,spéd }
scanning spot See picture element  { 'skan-in

spat}
scanning switch See commutator switch. { 'skan-

in swich }
scanningtransmissionelectronmicroscope | ELECTR]

A type of electron microscope which scans with an
extremely narrow beam thatis transmitted through
the sample; the detection apparatus produces an
image whose brightness depends on atomic number
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scanning tunneling microscope

of the sample. Abbreviated STEM.
tranz'mish-ani'lek,tran 'mi-kra,sk6p}

scanning tunneling microscope=[ELECTR] An in-
strument for producing surface images with
atomic-scale lateral resolution, in which a fine
probe tip is raster-scanned aver the surface
at a distance of 0.5-| nanometer, and the
resulting tunneling current, or the position of
the tip required to maintain a constant tunneling
current, is monitored. Also known as tunneling
microscope _{ 'skan-in jtan-al-in 'mi-kra,skdp}

scanning yoke See deflection yoke { 'skan-in
1yOk}

scatter band (COMMUN| In pulse interrogation
systems, the total bandwidth occupied by the
frequency spread by numerous interrogations
operating on the same nominal radio frequency
{'skad-or ,band }

scatterer |ELECTROMAG] Object in an otherwise
relatively homogeneous propagation medium
that intercepts electromagnetic waves such as
radar signals and reflects them in directions
associated with the shape and composition of the
object Examples include individual raindrops,
earth surface features, sea-wavecrests, buildings,
and vehicles{'skad-ar-ar}

scattering |ELECTROMAG| Diffusion of electro-
magnetic waves in a random manner byair
masses in the upper atmosphere, permitting
long-range reception, as in scatter propagation
Also knownasradio scattering. { 'skad-a-rin }

scattering coefficlent |ELECTROMAG| Oneof the
elementsof the scattering matrix of a waveguide
junction; that is, a transmission or reflection
coefficient of the junction. { 'skad-a-rin ,kd-i
ifish-ant }

scattering cross section§|ELECTROMAG| The
power of electromagnetic radiation scattered
by an antenna divided by the incident power
{ 'skad-a-rin 'kros ,sek-shan}

scattering matrix§[ELECTROMAG| A square array
of complex numbers consisting of the transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients of a waveguide
junction. { 'skad-a-rin ,ma-triks }

scatterloading |compursci] The processof load-
ing a program into main memory suchthat each
section or segment of the program occupies a
single, connected memory area but the several
sections of the program need notbe adjacent to
each other ( 'skad-or ,lGd-in }

scatter propagation {ELECTROMAG| Transmis-
sion of radio waves far beyond line-of-sight
distances by using high power and a large
transmitting antenna to beam the signal upward
into the atmosphere and by using a similar
large receiving antenna to pick up the small
portion of the signal that is scattered by the
atmosphere. Also known as beyond-the-horizon
communication; forward-scatter propagation;
over-the-horizon propagation, { 'skad-er ,prap-
9,ga-shan}

scatter read [compuT sci] An input operation
that places various segmentsof an input record
into noncontiguous areas in central memory
{ 'skad-or ,réd }

{ 'skan-in scatter reflectlons [ELECTROMAG] Ref|,
from portions of the ionosphere having ito
virtual heights, which mutually interfereit
cause rapidfading. | ‘skad-ar ti,llek-shop, ts

scene analysis Sepicture segmentation, re
a,nal-a-sas } Seq

scheduled down time=|coMPUTsci] A Petiog
time designated for closing down a comp Q
system for preventive maintenance, | "shel tet'daun,tim | “el-ald

scheduler |CoMpuT Sci] A system contro} brow
gram that determines the sequence jn whi
programswill be processed by a computer Meh
automatically submits them for eXECUtOn
predetermined times, | 'skej-a-lar | at

scheduling algorithm=|comput sei) A systematy
method of determining the order in wh f
tasks will be performed by a computer svete
generally incorporated into the operating syctiry’
('skepadin abearith-om } ui

schema |compursci] A logical description of th
data in a data base, including definitions anf
relationships of data. { 'ské-me}

schematic circult diagram See circuit diagram
{ ski'mad-ik 'sar-kat ,di-a,gram } i

Schering bridge=|ruic| A lour-arm alternating.
current bridge used to measure capacitance ang
dissipation factor; bridge balance Is independent
ol frequency ('sher-in ,brij |

Schmitt circuit, jstecTe] A bistable pulse gap.
erator in which an output pulse of constant
amplitude exists only as long asthe input voltage
exceeds a certain value. Also known as Schmitt
limiter, Schmitt trigger. { 'shmit ,sar-kat}

Schmitt Ilmlter See Schmitt circuit. {'shmit ‘lim.
od-ar}

Schmitt trigger SeeSchmitt circuit. (‘shmit 'trig.
ar}

Schottky barrler [ELEcTR| A transition region
formed within a semiconductor surface to serve
as a rectifying barrier at a junction with a layer of
metal. { 'shat-ké ,bar-é-ar}

Schottky barrler dlode=|ELECTR| A semiconduc-
tor diode formed by contact between a semi-
conductor layer and a metal coating; it has a
nonlinear rectifying characteristic; hot carriers
(electrons for n-type material or holes for p-type
material} are emitted from the Schottky barrier
of the semiconductor and move to the metal
coating that is the diode base; since majority
carriers predominate, there is essentially no
injection or storage of minority carriers to limit
switching speeds. Also known as hot-carrier
diode; Schattky diode. { 'shat-ké {bar-t-ar 'di
,od }

Schottky diode
{ 'shat-ké 'di,dd }

Schottky-diode FET logic=|ELecTH| A logic gate
conliguration used with gallium-arsenide field:
effect transistors operating in. the depletion
mode, in which very small Schottky diodesatthe
gate input provide the logical OR function and
the level shifting required to make the input and
output voltage levels compatible Abbreviated
SDFL.  ('shdt-ké jd1,dd jeffété 'laj-ik }

See Schottky barrier diode
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1 effect [SOLID STATE| The enhancement
rarmionic emission of a cancluctor result-

nelectricfield atthe conductor surface

 

the

ing (ror a
iehiit-ke Lifekt | / be oe

arhottky neise Seshot noise, | 'shat-ké noiz |}
atky theoryp   E|] A theory deserib-
F cho the tification properties of junction be-

ine n 4 semiconductor and a metal that result
Mee formation of acepletion layer at the surface
fromatact. (SHACKS ,thé-o-re |
o oltky transistor-transistor logle |ELEcTe| A

qsistor-transistor legic circuit in which a
Pattky” diede with fonward diode voltage is
sJaced actos the base-collector junction of the

output transistor in order to improve the speed
of the circuit’ {1 “shal-ké tranteisstar trantzis-tar
tail | —

‘gchrage motor [ELEC] A type al alternating:
current comm utator motor whose speed is con-
trolled byvarying the position of setsof brushes
on the commutator | 'shrag-a jmdd-ar }

schwinger critical field=JeLec| That electric field
at which an electron Is accelerated from) rest
toa velocity at whichits kinetic energy equals
its rest energy over a distance of one Compton
wavelength, | ishyin-ar{krid-a-kal "féld|

gclentific calculator [CambuT sci| An electronic
calculator that has pravisions for handling ex-
ponential. trigonometric, and sometimes other
special functions In addition to performing arith-
meticoperations—[ ,sTan'tif-ik ‘kal-kyo,lad-ar }

gclentific computer [Comput sci] A computer
which has a very large memory and is capable
of handling extremely high-speed arithmetic and
a verylarge variety of floating-point arithmetic
commands={_ ,slon'tif-ik kam'pyiidear}

sclentific notatlon |compur sci] The display of
numbers in which a base number,representing
the significant digits, is followed by a number
representing the power of 10 to which the base
number is raised { ,sieanitifeik nd'taeshan }

scientific system [COMPUTSci] A system devoted
principally to computations as opposedto busi-
ness and data-processing systems, the main
emphasis of which is on the updating of data
records and files rather than the performance of
calculations —_[ ,sT-an'tifeik 'sis-tom ]

scintillation [ELECTrROMAG] 1. Fluctuation—in
radar echo amplitude, usually that associated
with atmospheric irregularities in the propa-
gation path 2, Random fluctuation, in radio
propagation, of the receivedfield about its mean
value, the deviations usually being relatively
small. { ,sint-al'a-shan )

Sclssoring [comput sci] [In computer graphics,
the deletion of those parts of am image that fall
outside a window that has been placed over the
original image Also known as clipping.  [ ‘siz:
arin |

Scoop Svwellipsoidal floodlight { skip }
Scope [compursci] For a variable in a computer

program, the portion of the computer program
within which the variable can be accessed

is or changed) ELECTR] Sve radarscopeSOP|
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screendissipation

scotoscope [ELECTR] A telescope which employs
an image intensifier tosee in the dark, ('skadd-a
iSkOpJ

Scott connection |ELEcTR| A type of transformer
which transmits power from two-phaseto three-
phase systems, or vice versa. { 'skdt ka,nek-
shan}

Scott top |ELEC] Transformers arranged in the
Scott connection for converting electrical power
from two-phase to three-phase, or vice versa.
{'sk&t ,tap }

SCR See system clock reference
scramble |comMuin| To mix, in cryptography, in

random orquasi-randamf{ashion.  {'skram-bal}
scrambler [ELECTR| A circuit that divides speech

frequencies into several ranges by means of
filters, then inverts and displacesthe frequencies
in each range so that the resulting reproduced
soundsare unintelligible; the process is reversed
at the receiving apparatusto restore intelligible
speech, Also known as speech inverter; speech
scrambler ( 'skramvblor}

scrambling |comMuUN] The alteration of the char-
acteristics of a video, audio, or coded data stream
in order to prevent unauthorized reception of the
information in aclearform, { 'skram-blin }

scratch [COMPUT S<i| To removedata or to set up
its identifying lahels so that new data can be
written over it, {skrach }

scratch file (comput sci] A temporary file for
future use,created by copyingall or part of a data
set toan auxiliary memory device —_{'skrach fil}

scratch-pad memory |compur sci| A very fast
intermediate storage (in the form of flip-flop
register or semiconductor memory) which often
supplements main corememory —_{'skrach ,pad
:.mem-ré }

scratchtape |compPuTscl| A reel of magnetic tape
containing data that may now be destroyed
{'skrach ,tap }

screed wire See ground wire—{ ‘skréd ,wir}
screen [COMPUT sci| To make a preliminary se-

lection from a set of entities, selection criteria
being based onagiven set of rules or conditions
[ELECTR] 1. The surface on which an image is
made visible for viewing, it may be a fluorescent
screen with a phosphor layer that converts the
energy of an electron beam tovisible light, or
a translucent or opaque screen on which the
optical image is projected, or a display surface
of the types commonly used in computers
2. See screen grid) [ELECTROMAG| Metal par-
tition or shield which isolates a device from
external magnetic or electric fields. { skrén }

screen angle |ELECTROMAG| Vertical angle
bounded by a straight line from the radar
antennato the horizon and the horizontal at the
antenna assuming a % earth's radius. { 'skr@n
.a0-gal |}

screen capture Sve screen shot. [ 'skrén ,kap
char|

screen dissipation |ELEcTR| Power dissipated in
the form of heat on the screen grid,as the result of
bombardment by the electron stream. { 'skrén
idis-a,pa-shan }
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screen dump

screen dump [comput Sci] 1. The printing of
everything that appears on a computer screen
2. The printed copy that results from this action
{ ‘skrén ,domp }

screenedtralllng cable [ELEC] A flexible cable
provided with a protective screen of conducting
material, so applied as to enclose each power
core separately or to enclose together all the
cores of the cable. { 'skrénd 'tral-in 'ka-bal }

| screen format |{compuTsci| The mannerin which
information is arranged and presented on a
cathode-ray tube or other electronic display
('skrén for,mat}

screen formatter [COMPUT Scl| A computer pro-
gram that enables the user to design and set up
screen formats Also known as screen generator;
screen painter {'skrén ,for,mad-or}

screen generator See screen formatter { ‘skrén

screen grid |ELEcTR| A grid placed between a
control gridandan anode of an electron tube, and
usually maintained at a fixed positive potential,
to reduce the electrostatic influence of the anode

! in the space between the screen grid and the
cathode Also known as screen _{ 'skrén grid |

screen Image buffer (comput sci| A section of
computer storage that contains a representation
of the information that appears on an electronic
display, Abbreviated SIB.{'skrénjim-ij ,baf-ar }

screening Svvelectric shielding.  { ‘skrén-in }

| screen memory |comPuT sci| The portion ofa microcomputer storage that is reserved for
setting up screen formats. {'skrén |mem-ré }

| screen overlay (COMPUT sci] 1. An array of cells
| on a video display screen that allow a user

to command a computer by touching buttons
displayed on the screen at the locations of the
cells 2. A window of data that is temporarily
displayed on ascreen, leaving the original display

ijen-0,rad-or )

|\

intact when the window is removed. [{ iskr@n
‘Svarla ]

screen palnter Sce screen formatter { 'skrén
ipan-tor|

screen saver [COMPUT Sci] A program that
launches when a computer is not in use for a
predetermined period, displaying various tran-
sient or moving images on a computer screen
Originally used to prevent computer screen
damage from prolongeddisplayofa static image,
screen savers are now more of an amusement
or security feature as modern monitorsare less
susceptible to screen burning. { 'skrén ,sav-or }

screen shot |compuT sci] A digital imageorfile
containing all or part of what is seen on a
computer display Also known as screen capture

I ('skrén shat }scribing [ELECTR| Cutting a grid pattern of deep
grooves with a diamond-tippedtoolin a slice of
semiconductor material containing a numberof
devices, so that the slice can be easily broken into
individual chips {'skrib-in J

script [comput sci] An executablelist of commands
written ina programming language. ( skript }

scripting language |compur sci] An interpreted
language (for example, JavaScript and Perl)
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 used to write simple programs, called seri

{'skrip-tin lan-ewij } TIpts
scroll |compur sci] To move Informatie, {

electronic display up, down, left, or tight
that new information appears and someof f
existing information |s moved away, | skai®

scroll arrow) |comPur Sei] An arrow on g Viel
displayscreen that Is clicked in order to SCTthe
screen in the corresponding direetion, [sk“ato | “mTOI

scroll bar=(compur sci] A horizontal or Vertical
barthat containsa box that Isclicked and drag
up, down, left, or right in order to sergl] th
screen ( 'skr&l bar} <

scrolling |compuT Sci] The continuous Move
ment ofinformation either vertically or horizon.
tally on avideasereen.—('skr&l-[n} :

scrub |{COMPUTSCI| To examine a large amountof
data and eliminate duplicate or unneeded items{ skrob} '

SCS Sevsilicon controlled switch

SCSI See small computer system interface
{ 'skoz-é }

scuzzy See small computer system interface
{ ‘skoz-é }

SDARS SeeSatellite Digital Audio Radio Service
SDFL Sve Schottky-diode FET logic
SDHT Sve high-electron-mobility transistor
SDMASve space-division multiple access
SDRAM Sce synchronous dynamic random access

memory. { ;es;dé'ram }
SDTV See standard definition television
sea clutter (ELECTROMAG] A clutter on an air-

borne radar duetoreflection of signals from the
sea. Alsoknownassea return, waveclutter —{'s@
iklad-ar J

sealed-beam headlight=[ELECc| A headlight in which
the filament, reflector, and lens are contained in a
single sealed unit, [ {séld ,bém ‘head, lit }

sealed tube {ELEctR| Electron tube whichis her-
metically sealed. { 'séld 'tiib }

seallng compound [ELEC] A compound used in
dry batteries, capacitor blocks, transformers, and
other componentsto keep out air and moisture
{'s@l-in ,.kam,paund }

seamlessIntegratlon=|coMmpPuT Sci] The addition
of a routine or program that works smoothly
with an existing system and can beactivated
and usedasif it had been built into the system
when the system was put together { isém:las
sint-a'gra-shan }

search [COMPUT SCI] To seek a desired item or
condition in a set of related or similar items or
conditions, especially a sequentially organized
or nonorganized set, rather than a multidimen-
sional set. [ENG] To explore a region in space
with radar { sarch }

search antenna |ELECTROMAG] A radar antenna
or antenna system designed forsearch, { 'sarch
an,ten:a }

search argument [comput Sci| The item or con-
dition that is desired in a search procedure
{'sarch ,amgya:mont}

search engine§|compuT sci| 1. Any software that
locates and retrieves information in a database
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See horizontal scanning.ing eePearchit) ld-in
Jai ney |comPuTscl] A data item, or the value
fa data item. that is used in carrying out a

H arch. {'sarch ke) ;| oa time [COMPUTscl] Time required to locate
® particular field of data in a computer storage

“device: Fequires a comparisonofeach field with
fa predetermined standard until an identity is
obtained.—[ 'sarch ,tim } .

90a return Seesea clutter ['sé ritarn }
seasonal factors |COMMUN| Factors that’ are
‘ised to adjust skywave absorption data fer

Enasonal variations; these. variations are due
simarily to seasonal fluctuations in the heights

ofthe lonespherie layers. | ‘sfz-an-a] ‘fak-tarez }
geasoning §|ELECTR| Overcominga temporary un-

steadiness ofa component that may appear when
itisfirst installed, ['sézan-in |

SEC Ser secondary-electron conduction
secondary {E:LEC| Low-voltage conductors af a

power distributing system. | ‘sek-an,der-t|
secondary allocation [conpur Scai| An area’ of
disk storage that Is assigned to a file which has

becometoo large far the area originally assigned
tol. | 'sek-an,deré ,al-a'ka-shan|

secondary battery Sev storage battery
~|\der-é ‘bad-airé |
‘secondary cache [comput  sci| High-speed

memory between the primary cache and main
memory that supplies the processor with the
most frequently requested data and instructions,
Also known as level 2 cache. | ,sek-an,der-é"hash|

secondary cell
‘sel

secondary clreult |ELEC| The wiring connected
to the secondary winding of a transformer,
induction coil, or similar device, ('sek-an,der-&‘sar-kat |

Secondary electron [ELECTR] 1. An electron
emitted asa result of bombardirient ofa material
by an incident electron 2. An electron whose
Motion is due to a transfer of momentum from

_ primary radiation ('sek-anderé Nek,tran |
Secondary-elactron conduction [ELecre! Trans-

port of charge by secondary electrons movi ne
through the interstices of a poraus material
Under the influence af an externally applied
electric fleld, Abbreviated SEC | 'sek-an,dera
Hek.trdn kondakeshan )

Secondary emission ELECTR] The emission of
electrons from the surface of a solid ar liquid
IMO @ vacuum as a result of bombardment by
electrons or other charged particles. | 'sek-an
dere i'mish-an )

 

(‘sek-ean

See storage cell. { 'sek-on,der-&

second-remove subroutine

Secondary grid emission jececte| Electron
emission from a grid resulting directly from
bombardment of its surface by electrons or
other charged particles. { 'sek-anidern® ‘aridLmish-an]

secondary index  [coipiir Sci] An index that pra-
vides an alternate method of accessing records
or portions of records in a data base or file
Also known as alternate index {'seb-onideré‘invdeks }

secondary key |conpur sei) A keythal holds the
physical location of a record or a partion of a
record in a file or database, and provides an
altemative means of accessing data. Also known
as alternate key, ['sek-an,der-& “ke |

secondary lobe Sw minor lobe. |.'sek-anderé“lb|

secondary photocurrent JELectR| Aphotocurrent
resulting from ohmic ecintacts that are able te
replenish change carriers which pass out of the
opposite contact in order to maintain charge
neutrality, and whose maximum gainis much greater
than unity,—| ‘sek-ander-é 'fad-6,ka-rant |

secondary radar [ELECTR] A tadar system in
whichthe transmittedsignal fromits Interrogator
fallses a transponder borne by a cooperative
aircralt to transmit a response on a separate
frequencythat is received and Interpreted by the
interrogating radar [ ‘sek-anderd 'r9,dar }

secondary station [COMMUN] Any station in a
radio network other than the net control station
{ ‘sean der-é 'sta-shan |

secondary storage=|compur Sci] Any means of
storing and retrieving data external te the main
computer itself but accessible to the programy
('sek-anderé ‘starj| |

second breakdown |eLecte| Destructive break-
downina transistor, wherein structural Imperfec-
tions cause localized current concentrations ancl
uncontrollable generation and multiplication of
current carriers, reaction occurs so suddenly that
the thermal timeconstant of the collector regions
‘s exceeded, and the transistor is irreversibly
damaged, | 'sek-and ‘bral daun |

second-channel interference Ste alternate-
charinel interference [ 'sek-and {chanal jin-tar'fir-ans |

second detector [ELEcTR| The detecter that
separates {he intelligence signal from the
intermediate-frequeney signal in a superhetero-
dyne receiver | ‘sek-and di'tek-tar }

second-generation computer (comput sci] A
computer characterized by the use of transis-
tors father than vacuum tubes, the execution
of Inputfoutput Operations simultaneously with
calculations, and the use of operating systems.
(‘sek-and ,jen-atra-shan kom'pyiid-ar |

Second-order subroutine |conpuy scll A sub-
routine that is entered from another subroutine,
in contrast toa first-order subroutine; it consti-
tutes the second level af a two-level or higher-
level routine. Also known ae second-remove
subroutine. { 'sek-and ior-dar ‘sab-rti,ten |

second-remove subroutine—S» second-order
subroutine. | 'sekvandritmiy 'sab-rii\tén}
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 second-time-around echo

second-time-aroundecho=[ELEcTR| Aradarecho
received from one pulse after the transmission of
a subsequentpulse and liable to be associated
with the latter, giving an erroneous indication of
range. { 'sek-ond jttm o'radind ,ek-6 }

second-trip echo Sce second-time-around echo
{'sek-and itrip eka |

secrecy system Seprivacy system. { 'sé-kro-s@
isis-tam }

secret-key algorithm {comput sci] A crypto-
graphic algorithm which uses the same cryp-
tographic key for encryption and decryption,
requiring that the key first be transmitted from
the sender to the recipient via a secure channel
( s@-krot ,ké ‘al-ga,rith-om }

section |coMMUN] Eachindividual transmission
span in a radio relay system; a system has one
more section thanithasrepeaters. {'sek-shon}

sectionalcenter |COMMUN] Along-distancetele-
phone office which connects several primary
centers and which is in class number 2; only a
regional center has greater importance in routing
telephone calls, Abbreviated SC._{ 'sek-shan-al
‘sen-tor }

sectionalized vertical antenna  [ELECTROMAG]
Vertical antenna that is insulated at one or
more points along its length; the insertion of
suitable reactances or applications of a driving
voltage across the insulated points results in
a modified current distribution giving a more
desired radiation pattern in the vertical plane
(‘sek-shan-al,izd 'vard-a-kal an,ten:a }

sectional radiography [ELecTR| The technique
of making radiographsofplane sectionsof a body
or an object; its purpose is to show detail in a
predetermined planeof the body, while blurring
the images of structures in other planes. Also
known as laminography; planigraphy; tomogra-
phy { 'sek-shon-ol ,rad-é'4g-ro-fé }

sector [COMPUT Sci| 1. A portion of a track on a
magnetic disk or a band on a magnetic drum
2. A unit of data stored in such a portion
|ELECTROMAG| Coverage of a radar as measured
inazimuth. {'sek-tor}

sectoral horn [ELECTROMAG] Horn with twa op-
posite sides parallel and the two remaining sides
which diverge, ( 'sek-ta-rol 'horn }

sector display |ELEcTR| A display in which only
a sector of the total service area of a radar
system is shown; usually the sectoris selectable
{'sek-tar di,spla }

sector interleave |COMPuUT sci] A sequenceindi-
cating the orderin whichsectors are arranged on
a hard disk, generally so as to minimize access
times. Also known as sector map. { 'sek-tar
‘instor,1év }

sector map Seesectorinterleave. {'sek-tor map}
sector mark |comPuT sci] A location on each

sector of each track of a disk pack or floppy
disk that gives the sector's address, tells whether
the sector is in use, and gives other control
information. ( ‘sek-tar ,mark }

sector scan |ELECTR| A radar scan through a
limited angle, as distinguished from complete
rotation. { 'sek-tor ,skan }
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secure visual communications jooy) 0
transmission of an encrypted digital sj, IN| he
sisting of animated visual and audio infers Chin,
the distance mayvary [rom a few hundiesony
to. thousands of miles. { sl'kyUr 'vigh.g.4. it
imylina'ka-shona | “Wal yy

secure voice=|COMMUN| Voice Message 4h,
scrambled or coded, therefore not trans abe
inthe clear, [ sl'kydr'vals } "Mitt |

security |COmpuT scl] The existence ane ent
ment of techniques which restrict access toda
and the conditions under which data Hae
obtained—| si'kylinad-@ | ay big

security kernel (COMPUT eI] A portion of
operating system: into which all security-raly an: ; i * ted
functions have been concentrated, formiy
small, certillably secure nucleus which js ga
rate from the rest of the system. [ si'kyaraite
ikarnal | ay

security perimeter |cOMPUTs¢!| A logical boung
ary of a cistributed computer system, Surround.
ing all the resources that are controlled ana
protected by the system, | so'kyinar.a Bawim-ad-ar | !

security target [compur scl] A description, of
a product meeting the security and function.
ality fequirements of a computing system
{ sa'kylirad-@ tar-gat | |

Seebeck coefficient [ELECTR| The ratio of the
open-circuit voltage to the temperature differ.
ence between the hot and cold junctionsof g
circuit exhibiting the Seebeck effect. { ‘za bek
ikd-i'fish-ont }

Seebeck effect [ELECTR] The developmentof a
voltage due to differences in temperature be-
tween two junctions of dissimilar metals in the
same circuit, { 'za,bek i,fekt )

seed (COMPUT Scl| An initial numberused by an
algorithm such as a random numbergenerator
{séd}

seeding ELECTR] The introduction of atoms with
a low ionization potential into a hot gas to
increaseelectrical conductivity. ['séd-in }

seek |COMPUT ScI| 1. To position the access
mechanism of a random-access storage device
at a designated location or position, 2. The
command that directs the positioning to take
place. (seék}

seek area (COMPUT SCI An area of a direct-access
storage device, such as a magnetic diskfile.
assigned to hold records to which rapid access
is needed, and located so that the physical
characteristics of the device permit such access
Also known as cylinder, { 's@k ,er-€-0 }

seek time {comPurTScI| The time requiredfor the
access mechanism of a random-access storage
device to be properly positioned, (‘sék ,tim]

segment [comput sci] 1. A-single section of an
overlay program structure, which can be loaded
into the main memory when and as needed,
2. in some direct-access storage devices, 4
hardware-defined portion ofa track having fixed
data capacity. { 'seg-mant}

segmentation |coMMUN| The division of a long
communications messageinto smaller messages
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hi picture segmentation.

file from another

{si'lek-tin ,sar-kat |

(si'lek-shan sort }
[ELECTROMAG] A greater ab-

sorption of electromagnetic radiation at some
wavelengths (or frequencies) than at others.
{si'lek-tiv ab'sorp-shan }

selective calling system

_ attenuatesothers.
Selective dump |coMPUT

honeditedlisting of the contents of selected areas of
Memory or auxiliary storage.

Selective fading |commUN| Fading that is dif-
ferent at different frequencies in a frequency
and occupied by a modulated wave, causing

{ si'tek-tiv 'damp|

minto smaller units, called segments, Sue
{ seg-mon'ta-shan |

nted aperture-synthetic aperture radar
xistence and enfan. sed go) An enhancement of synthetic aperture

af thal overcomes restrictions onthe effective
}, of the receiving antenna by using a

vCaiying antenna array composed ofaset of
: yous subarrays and employing signal pro-

to provide the proper phase corrections
h subarray. Abbreviated SASAR.

envad 'ap-a-char sin'thed.ik jap-o-char 'ra,dar|
egqment mark=|COMPUT scij A special character
written Ontape to separate one section of a tape('see-mant mark |

t [comPur sei] 1. To choose a needed sub-
routine froma file of subroutines 2. Totake one
alternative If the report on. a condition is of one
state, and another alternative ifthe report on the
candithon Is of another state. 9. To pull froma
mass of data certain items that require special
attention. [silekt }

gelect bit |cOMPUT Sei] The bit (or bits) in an
~ jppuVoutput instruction word which selects the

junction of a specified device Also known as

| 'seg

selecting circuit [Elec] A simple switching cir-
~cuit that receives the identity (the address) of a

particular itemn and selects that item from amang,
- anumberof similar ones.
gelectlon |COMMUN| The processof addressing a

call to a specific station in a selective calling
system, | si'lek-shan |

|cOMPUT scl} Electronic com-
puter check, usually automatic, to verify that the
correct register, or other device, is selected in
the performance of an instruction, (si'lek-shan

gelectlonsort §=[comPuTsci| Asorting routine that
scansa list of items repeatedly and, on each pass,
selects the item with the lowest value and places
It in its final position

elective absorption

{COMMUN| Aradio com-
Thunications system in which the central station
transmits a coded call that activates only the re-
ceiver to which that code is assigned.{si'lek-tiv

{ELEc] A circuit that transmits
certain types of signals and fails to transmit or

{ si'lek-tiv 'sar-kat }
sci} An edited or
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selenium cell

distortion that varies in nature from instant to
instant—{si'lek-tiv 'fad-in }

selective Identification feature |ELECTR|
Airborne pulse-type transponder which provides
automatic selective identification of aircraft in
which it is installed to ground, shipboard, or
airborne recognition installations. _{ si'lek-tiv T
iden-ta-fa'ka-shan ,fé-char|

selectlve Interference [comMMUN] Interference
whoseenergy is concentrated in a narrow band
of frequencies. { si'lek-tiv ,in-tar'fir-ans }

selective Jamming [ELECTR] Jamming in which
only a single radio channel is jammed._{si'lek-
tiv 'jam-in }

selectively doped heterojunction transistor See
high-electron-mobility transistor. { si'lek-tiv-lé
iddpt jhed-a-rdijank-shan tran'zis-tar}

selectlve photoelectric effect |ELECTR] A reso-
nance in the dependence of photoemission on
the incident photon energy that is displayed
whenlightis incident ona thin-metal film and the
light vector has a component perpendicular to a
crystal plane Also known as spectral selective
photoelectric effect; vector effect. { sijlek-tiv
\f6d-6.-i'lek-trik i,fekt }

selective reflectlon§|ELECTROMAG] Reflection of
electromagnetic radiation more strongly at some
wavelengths (or frequencies) than at others
(si'lek-tiv ri'flek-shan }

selective ringing |CcOMMUN| Telephone arrange-
menton partylines, in which only the bell of the
called subscriber rings, with other bells on the
party line remaining silent, _{ si'lek-tiv 'rin-ig }

selective scatterIng |ELECTROMAG| Scattering of
electromagnetic radiation more strongly at
some wavelengths than at others{si'lek-tiv
‘skad-a-rin }

selective trace (COMPUT sci] A tracing routine
wherein only instructions satisfying certain spec-
ified criteria are subject to tracing. { si'lek-tiv
'tras }

selectivity [ELECTR] 1. The ability of a radio
teceiver to separate a desired signal frequency
from othersignal frequencies, some of which may
differ only slightly from the desired value. 2.The
inverse of the shape factor of a bandpassfilter
{ sa,lek'tiv-ad-é }

selector (comPuT sci| Computer device which
interrogates a condition andinitiates a particular
operation dependent upon the report. [ELEC|
An automatic or other device for making connec-
tions to any one of a numberofcircuits, such as
a selectorrelay or selector switch. _{ si'lek-tar }

selector channel=|computsci| A unit which con-
nects high-speed input/output devices, such as
magnetic tapes, disks, and drums, to a computer
memory {si'lek-tar ,chan-al}

selector switch [ELEC] A manually operated mul-
tiposition switch Also called multiple-contact
switch.  { si'lek-tar swich }

selenlum cell [ELECTR] A photoconductive cell in
which a thin film of selenium is used between
suitable electrodes; the resistance of the cell
decreases when the illumination is increased
{ so'lé-né-om sel }
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selenium diode

selenium diode=|cLecte| A small ares selenium
rectifier which has characteristics similarta those
of selenium rectifiers used in power systems
| sa'lésné-am 'di,ad }

selenium rectifier [ELecre| A metallic rectifier in
which a thin layer of selenium is deposited on
one side of an aluminum plate and a conductive
metal coating is deposited on the selenium
{ so'l@-né-am ‘rek-ta,fi-ar |

self-adapting system |sys ena| A system which
has the ability to modify itself in response to
changes in its environment. | ‘self aldap-tin'sis-tam |

self-adjusting communications
communications,
shane }

self-blas |ELectR| A grid blas provided automat-
ically by the resistor in the cathode or grid circuit
of an electron tube; the resulting voltage drop
actoss the resistor serves as the erid blas. Also
known as automatic C bias; automatic grid bias.
{ (sell Ibi-as|

self-bias transistor circuit [ELECTR] A transistor
with a resistance in the emitter lead that gives
rise toa vallage drop which is in the direction
fo teverse-bias the emitter junction; the circult
tan be used even if there Is zero direct-current
resistance in series with the collector terminal
| (self |bi-as tran’'zis-tar ,sar-kat |

self-checking code=|compur sci} An encoding of
data so designedarid constructed that an invalid
code can be rapidly detected; this permits the
detection, but not the correction, of almost all
errors. Also known as error-checking code: errar-
detecting code: | 'self [chek-in kod }

self-checking number=|conpur scl} A number
with a suffix figure related to the figure of the
number, used to check the numberalter it has
been transferred from one mediumor device to
another | ‘self (chek-in 'nam-bar|

See adaptive
{ iself aljast-ig ka,myil-na'ka-

self-cleaning contact Sw wiping contact. | self
‘hlén-ig ‘kan, take |

self-complementing code |cowpur sci) A
binary-coded-decimal code in which the
combination for the complementofadigit is the
complement of the combination for that digit
{isell (kam -plo,ment-in ‘kad |

self-contained database management system
[COMPUT sci] A-database management system
that is in no way an extension af any progtam-
ming language, and is usually quite Independent
of any language | |self kanitand ‘dad-albas
"man-ij-mant jsis-tam |

self-exclted oscillator [ELECTR] An
that depends an Its own resonan|
for jnitiation of oselllation anc
determination, | \selFik'sid.ad ‘35

self-extracting file {compuT SCIPA
(zipped) file that unzipsitself when it
{ self ikstrak-tig ‘fil }

self-healing dielectric breakdown
electric breakdown in which ¢
process itself cauges the
insulating again,
‘brak,datin }

seli-impedance Sw mesh impedance
{péc-ans |

self-optimizing communications
communications,
na‘ka-shans }

self-pulsing [ELECTR] Special type of Grid py
which automatically stops and starts the
lations at the pulsing rate by a spe
{ ‘self jpals-in )

self-quenched detector [ELECTR| Superregens i
ative detector in which the time constant of it
rid leak and grid capacitorIs sufficiently Larue
fo cause Intermittent oscillation above aug
frequencies, serving ta stop normal FESeNeratigg
each time just before it spills oyer into’ g
squealing condition. (‘self {kwancht di'tekstapy

Self-quenching oscillator JELECTR| Oseillatar
producing a series of short trains Gf tadie.
frequency oscillations separated byintervals of
quietness. | ‘self {kwench-in 'as-a,lad-ar j

self-repair=[compusci| Anytype of hardware pe.
dundancy in which faults are selectively masked
and are detected. located, and subsequently
correctecl| by the replacementof the failed unit
byan unfailed replica, | jself riper

self-reset [ELEC| Automatically returning to the
original position when: normal conditions are
resumed, applied chielly to relays and clreuit
breakers, | ‘self 'ré,set |

self-resetting loop=|compur sci] A loap whose
termination causes the numbers stored jn all
locations affected by the loop to be returned to
the original values which they had upan entry
into the loop, | jself riised-in ‘Idip |

self-saturation |ELectk| The connection of half-
waverectifiers in series with the output windings
of the saturable reactors of a magnetic amplifier,
to give higher gain and faster response. _[ !self
each aird-shan }

self-scanned image sensor |eLecre| A solid:
state device, still in the early stages of devel-
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self-diagnostic routine |compursel| A test of an opment, which converts an optical image into a objeetelectronic device that js performed automati- television signal without the use of an electron semapcally, usually when the device is turned on. Also beam; it consists of an array of photeconductor sharesknown as self-test. | self di-aginas-tik ri'tén | diodes, each located at the intersection of eache
sell-documenting code=|compur sci] A mutually perpendicular address strips respec- provigsequence ol programming statements that are tively connected to horizontal and vertical scan betwesimple and straightlorward and can be readily generators and video coupling circuits _{ ‘self eventaimplemented by another programmer. [ !seif iskand 'im-ij »sen-sar} semialgiddk-ya,ment-in "kod | self-starting synchronous motor=|Lec| A synchro- ing aself-exclted ELEC] Operating without an exter- nous motor provide! with the equivalent of a squimel- the pinal source of alternating-current power.{{self cage winding, to permit starting as an incluction ritheaiik'std-ad } motor, | ‘sell |stard-in 'sip-kra-nas 'mad-ar | od
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nal fegenetation
Ils over inte a
fancht di'tek-tor
LECTR| Oscillator
trains of radio.
d byintervals of
s-a,lad-ar}
2 of hardwarere.
lectively masked
d subsequently
f the failed unit
per |
returning to the
conditions are

lays and circuit

| A loop whose
rs stored in all

> be returned to
had upon entry
up }
inection of half-
output windings
gnetic amplifier,
sponse _{ :self

‘LECTR| A solid-
stages of devel-
zal image into a
2 of an electron
photoconductor
intersection of

3 strips respec:
nd vertical scan
tircuits, { ‘self

ELEC| A synchro-
alent of a squirrel
as an induction
ios 'md-ar}

| ait-steering microwave array {FLECTROMAG| An
ntenna array used with electronte circuitry that

nse’ the phase of Incoming pilot signals and
$ agitions the antenta beamin thelr direction of
peival, | ‘self isti-in '‘mikrowav a'r}
j-synchronous device=Srsynchro. {| self

‘egy RFA NS di'vis}
f-synchronous repeater Sesynchro. { {self
einekranas f'péd-ar
iftest Seesell-diagnosticroutine.  {'self jtest |

gelt-triagering Program$[compu sci}A com-
puter program which automatically commences
execution as soon asit is fed into the central

rocessing unit. [ jself {trig-a-rin ‘pra-gram |
gelf-tuning regulator (Consys] A type of adap-

tive control system composed of two loops, an
jnnet loop which consists af the process and an
ordinary linear feedback regulator, and an cuter
jpop which is composedofa recursive parameter
estimator and @ design calculation, and which
adjusts the parametersofthe regulator, Abbrevi-
ated STR —_[ 1Self {tin-in 'reg-ya,lad-ar}

salsyn See synchro { 'sel-sin }
selsyn generator See synchro transmitter.

{‘sel-sitt jen-o,rad-ar }
gelsyn motor Srv synchro receiver. { 'sel-sin

ymod-or } ;
gelsyn receiver See synchro receiver _{ ‘sel-sin

ri,Sé-vor } /
selsyn system Sve synchro system. { 'sel-sin

sis-tam )
selysn transmitter

{'sel-sin tranz,mid-ar}
SEM Sve scanning electron microscope
semantic analysis (comput sci] A phaseofnat-

ural language processing, following parsing,
that involves extraction of context-independent
aspects of a sentence’s meaning, including
the semantic roles of entities mentioned in
the sentence, and quantification information,
such as cardinality, iteration, and dependency
{si'man-tik a'nal-a-sas }

semantic error [COMPUT Sci| The use of an in-
correct symbolic name in a computer program
{si’man-tik 'ervar }

semantic extension [CcomPuT scif An extension
mechanism which introduces new kinds of ob-
jects Into an extensible language, such as ad-
ditional data types or operations. ( si'man-tik
Ik'sten-chan }

Semantic gap |compurT sci| The difference be-
tween a data or language structure and the
objects that it models, —{ sl'man-tik ‘gap|

Semaphore |canmpur sci] A memory cell that is
shared by two parallel processes which rely on
each otherfor their continued operation. and that
provides an elementary form of communication
between them by indicating when significant
events have taken place | ‘senva,far )

Semialgorithm |compursct] A procedure forsely-
ing a problem that will continue endlessly if
the problem has no solution. ( ,sem-é'al-ga
ith-om }

See synchro transmitter
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semiconductorlaser

semiautomatic telephone system jcomnun|
Telephone system that limits automatic dialing
to only those subserlbers who are served by
the same exchange as the calling subscriber.
{ isem-é,6d-a'mad-ik 'tel-a,fGn ,sis-tam }

semiconducting compound [sap STATE| A
compound which is a semiconductor, such as
copper oxide, mercury indium telluride, zinc
sulfide, cadmium selenide, and magnesium
iodide. { |sem-i-kanidak-tin 'kam,paund }

semlconducting crystal {sain STATE] A crystal
of a semicineluctor, such as silicon, germanium,
orgraytin. { jsem-i-kanidak-tin {krist-al }

semlconductor |ELEcTR| A solid crystalline ma-
terial whose conductivity is intermediate be-
tween that of a metal andan insulator and may
depend on temperature or voltage; by making
suitable contacts to the material ar by making
the material suitably inhomogenous, electrical
rectification and amplification may be obtained
(isem-i-kan{dak-tor }

semiconductor device (ELEcTR| Electronic de-
vice in which the characteristic distinguishing
electronic conduction takes place within a semi-
conductor. { lsem-i-kan'dok-tor di,vis }

semiconductor dlode [ELECTR] 1. A two-
electrode semiconductordevice that utilizes the
rectifying properties of a pn junction or a point
contact. 2. More generally, any two-terminal
electronic device that utilizes the properties of
the semiconductorfrom which it is constructed
Also known as crystal diode; crystal rectifier;
diode. { |sem-i-kanidak-tar 'd1,Gd }

semiconductor-dlode parametric amplifier | ELECTR]
Parametric amplifier using one or more varactors.
{ isem-i-konidak-tar jd7,od jpar-alme-trik 'am-plo
iff-ar }

semiconductor disk [computsci] A large semi-
conductor memory that imitates a disk drive in
that the operating system can read and write to
it as though it were an ordinary disk, but at a
muchfaster rate. Also known as nonrotatingdisk,
{ 'sem-i-kan,dak-tar ,disk ]

semiconductor doping Sve doping
idak-tor 'ddp-in }

semiconductor heterostructure [ELECTR] A
structure of two different semiconductors in
junction contact having useful electrical or
electrooptical characteristics not achievable
in either conductor separately: used in certain
typesof lasers and solar cells. { {sem-i-kanidok-
tar 'hed-o-16,strak-char |

semiconductor junction§[ELECTR] Region of
transition between semiconducting regions: af
different electrical properties, usually between
p-type andn-type material. {{sem-i-konidak-tar
iank-shan }

semlconductor laser joptics| A laser in which
stimulated emission of coherentlight occurs at a
pw junction when electrons and holesare driven
inte the junction by carrier injection, electron-
beam excitation, impact ionization, optical exci-
tation, or other means;used as light transmitters

{tsem-i-kon
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semiconductor memory

and modulators in optical communications and
integrated optics. Also known as diode laser;
laserdiode —_[ jsem-i-kanjdak-tar 'la-zar}

semiconductor memory |compuT sci] A device
for storing digital information that is fabricated
by using integrated circuit technology. Also
known as integrated-circuit memory; large-scale
integrated memory, memory chip, semiconduc-
tor storage; transistor memory ( |sem-i-kan
idok-tor ,;memsré}

semiconductor rectifier Sve metallic rectifier
{ lsemei-konidak-tar 'rek-ta,ff-or}

semiconductor storage Sve semiconductor mem-
ory. {‘'sem-i-kan,dak-tor ,stor-ij |

semiconductor thermocouple [ELECTR] A ther-
mocouple made of a semiconductor, whichoffers
the prospect of operation with high-temperature
gradients, because semiconductors are good
electrical conductors but poor heat conductors
{isem:i-kanjdok-tor 'thor-mo,kop-al|

semidense list [comput sci| A list that can be
divided into two contiguous portions,with all the
cells in the larger portion filled and all the other
cells empty. ({sem:i'dens ‘list }

semimagnetic controller |ELEC] Electrical con-
troller having only part of its basic functions
performed by devices that are operated by elec-
tromagnets. { |sem-i-mag'ned-ik kan'trdl-ar J

seminumerical algebraic manipulation language
|COMPUT Sci| The most elementary type ofal-
gebraic manipulation language, constructed to
manipulate data from rigid classes of math-
ematical objects possessing strictly canonical
forms. { {sem-i-nii'mer-a-kol ,al-jo'bra-ik mo
inip-yo'ld-shan ,lay-gwij }

semiselective ringing |comMmuN| in telephone
service, party line ringing wherein the bells
of two stations are rung simultaneously; the
differentiation is made by the numberofrings
(isem-i-si'lek-tiv 'rip-in }

semitransparent photocathode=[ELECTR| Photo-
cathode in which radiant flux incident on one
side produces photoelectric emission from the
opposite side, { {sem-i-tranz'par-ant jfSd-d'kath
10d |

sender [COMMUN] Part of an automatic-switching
telephonesystem that reccives pulses from a dial or
other source and, in accordance with them, controls
the further operations necessary in establishing a
telephone connection. { 'sen-dar}

sending-end impedance=|ELEc] Ratio of an ap-
plied potential difference to the resultant current
at the point where the potential difference is
applied; the sending-end impedanceofa line is
synonymouswith the driving-point impedance of
the line { 'send-in end im'péd-ons}

sense amplifier |ELECTR] Circuit used to determine
either a phase or voltage change in communications-
electronics equipment and to provide automatic
control function. ['sens ,am-plo,fi-ar}

sense antenna |ELECTROMAG] An auxiliary an-
tenna used with a directional receiving antenna
to resolve a 180° ambiguity in the directional
indication. Also known as sensing antenna
{ ‘sens an,tenia }

 
 
 
 sense light [comput sci] A light whieh can

turned on oroff, its status being the cleterry;. °&
as to which path a program will select

1

lit) ('seng
sensing antenna Sre sense antenna | sens.an,ten:a } ali}
sensing element Sre sensor {[ ‘sens iD elmont } Cho.
sensing signal |comMUN| Aspecial signal tps).

transmitted to alert the receiving station ata
beginning ofa message—[| 'Sens-it) isig-ny

sensistor§jeLectTe| Silicon resistor whose tes|
tance varies with temperature, power, and time
( sen‘zis-tar | fe

sensitive data comply Sci] Data that can 4,
read or processed in specified transactions jy €
specitied program, device, or user, | 'senssag, a
‘dada | veal

sensitive switch See snap-action Switch
{'sen-sod-iv ‘swich }

sensitivity [eLecre| 1. The minimum input sip.
nal requited to produce a specified output sipnal
for a radio receiver or similar device, 2, of fs
camera tube, the signal current developed per
unit incident radiation, that ls, per watt per unig
area sen-sa'tiviad-é |

sensitivity function=|coNnT sys] The ratio of the
lractional change in the system response of a
feedback-compensated feedback control system
to the fractional change in an open-loop pa-
rameter, for some specified parameter variation,
( .sen-so'tiv-od-é fagk-shan }

sensitivity time control [ELECTR] A controlled
reduction in sensitivity of a radar receiver imme-
diately after the transmission of a pulse, with a
programmedrestoration of full sensitivity as re-
turns come from greater ranges, doneto prevent
the reception of a multitude of tiny targets close
to the radar, such as birds and insects, and to
preventreceiver saturation by large targetsat very
short range. [ ,senso'tiv-ad-é 'tim kon,trol }

sensitization Sve activation, ( ,sen+sod-a'za:shon|
sensor {[ENG| The generic namefor a device that

senseseither the absolute value or a change ina
physical quantity such as temperature. pressure,
flow rate, or pH, or the intensityof tight, sound,
or radio waves and converts that change into a
useful input signal for an information-gathering
system; a television camera is therefore a sensor,
and a transducer is a special type of sensor
Also known as primary detector; sensing clement
{'sen-sor ]

sensory control [CONT sys} Control of a robot's
actions on the basis of its sensor readings
{'sen-sa-ré kan'tral}

sensory controlled robot [(CONT sys| A robot
whose programmed sequence of instructions
can be modified by information about the
environment received by the robot's sensors
{ 'sen-sa-ré kan'trdld 'ra,bat}

sentence {COMPUTSCl| An entire instruction in the
COBOL programming language, [ ‘sent-ons }

sentinel {comput sci] Symbol marking the begin-
ning or end of an element of computer informa-
tion such as an item oratape  { 'sent-on-ol}
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ly excited (fLEC| Obtaining excitation
q source other than the machine or devicefom.e es my [Weed

aif, | sepetot-dlé [k'sid-ad}
ration lencacous| Thedegree, expressed in

907lols, to which left andright stereo channels
de jsolated from each other, [ sep-a'rd-shan |
aation filter jeLEcTR| Combinationoffilters

cael to separate one band of frequencies from
snothe! { sep-a'ra-shan fil-tar ]

ration theorem |cont Sys] A Uheorem in
aptimal contral theory which states that the
olution to the linear quadratic Gaussian prob-

‘ separates into the optimal deterministic
controller (that is, the optimal controller for
the corresponding problem without neise) in
which the state used Is obtained as the output
of an optimal state estimator | \sepa'ra-shan
thiram |
sparator [COMPUT Sscl| A datum. or. character
that denotes the beginning or ending of a
ynit of data. [ELEC] A porous insulating sheet
ysed between the plates of a storage battery
jevecte] A circuit that separates one type of
signal from another byclipping, differentiating,
or integratingaction.—[ ‘sep-a,rad-ar|

separator page COMPUTSci] A page preceding or
{allowing a report in a computerprintout giving
4|| information needed to identify the report.
| 'sepvayrad-ar ,paj |

gepatrix CONT sys| Acurve in the phase plane of
a control system representing the solutian to the
equations of motion of the system which would
cause the system to move to an unstable point.
[‘sep-o,triks |

septate coaxial cavity [ELECTROMAG| Coaxial
cavity having a vane or septum, added between
the inner and outer conductors, so that it acts
as a cavity of a rectangular cross section bent
transversely { ‘sep, tat kd'ak-sé-al 'kav-od-é }

septate waveguide |ELECTROMAG| Waveguide
with one or more septa placed acrass it to
control microwave power transmission { 'sep
tat 'wav,etd }

septum [ELECTROMAG| A metal plate placed
across a waveguide and attached to the walls by
highly conducting joints; the plate usually has
one or more windows, or irises, designed to give
inductive, capacitive, or resistive characteristics,
{'sep-tam }

sequence [COMPUT Sci] To put a set of symbols
into an arbitrarily defined order, that is, to select
Aif Ais greater than or equal to B,or to select B
ifAis less than B. {'sé-kwons}

sequence calling (compuT sci] The instructions
used for linking a closed subroutine with a main
routine; that is, standard linkage andalist of the
parameters, {'s@-kwons ,kol-in }

sequence check [COMPUTSCI] To verify that cor-
rect precedencerelationships are obeyed, usually
by checking for ascending sequence numbers.
{'sé-kwons ,chek}

sequence checkingroutIne |compuTsct| Incom-
puters, a checking routine which records speci-
fied data regarding the operations resulting from
each instruction. [{ 's@-kwans jchek-in rli,tén }
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sequence counter See instruction counter

{'s@-kwons ,kaunt-or|
sequence error [COMPUT scl] An error that arises

whenthe arrangementofitems in a set does not
follow some specified order. ('sé-kwons ,erar]

sequence monitor |compuT sci| The automatic
step-by-step check by a computer of the manual
actions required for the starting and shutdown of
acomputer. {'sé-kwans ,man-ad-ar}

sequence number [comput sci| A number as-
signed to an item to indicate its relative posi-
tion in a series of related items, { 'sé-kwons
inom-bar}

sequence polnter [comput sci] For a list that
is stored in computer memory, the portion
of a list item that gives the storage location
of the subsequent item on the list (or the
locations of the subsequent and previous items
of a symmetric list). Also known as sequencing
pointer { 's@-kwons ‘point-ar }

sequencer (comput sct| A machine which puts
items of information into a particular order, for
example,it will determine whether A is greater than,
equal to, or less than B, and sort or order accordingly
Also known as sorter, [ENG] A mechanical or
electronic device that may be set to initiate a series
of events and to make the events follow in a given
sequence. { 's@-kwon-sor }

sequence register [comPuT Sci| A counter which
contains the address of the next instruction to be
carried out. ( 's@é-kwans ,rej-a-stor }

sequence robot See preprogrammed robot
( 'sé-kwans ,r6,bat}

sequencing equipment |CcOMMUN|] Special se-
lecting device that permits messages received
from several teletypewriter circuits to be sub-
sequently selected and retransmitted over a
reduced number of trunks or circuits. { 's@
kwons-in i,kwip-mant }

sequencing polnter
( 'sé-kwons:in 'point-ar}

sequential access |compuT Sci} A process that
involves reading or writing data serially and, by
extension, a data-recording medium that must be
read serially, as a magnetictape, { si’kwen-chal
‘akses }

sequential batch operating system=[|compuTSci]
Software equipment that automatically begins
running a new job on a computer system as soon
as the current job is completed. { si'kwen-chal
‘bach 'dp-a,radsig ,sisetom }

sequential clrcult [ELEc| A switching circuit
whoseoutput dependsnotonly uponthe present
state of its input, but also on what its input
conditions have beeninthe past. {si’kwen-chal
‘sor-kat }

sequential color television |comMUN] A color
television system in which the primary color
components of a picture are transmitted one
after the other, the three basic types are the line-
sequential, dot-sequential, and field-sequential
color television systems. Also known as sequen-
tial system. { si'kwen-chal {kal-ar'tel-a,vizh-an |

sequential control (comput sci] Manner of op-
erating a computer by feeding orders into the

See sequence pointer
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sequential logic element

computer in a given order during the solution
ofaproblem.{si'kwen-chal kan'trél}

sequential logic element [ELECTR] A circuit ele-
ment having at least one input channel, at least
one output channel, and at least one internal
state variable, so designed and constructed that
the output signals depend on the past and
present states of the inputs, { si'kwen-chal
laj-ik ,el-a-mant }

sequential machine [comput sci} A mathemati-
cal model of a certain type of sequential circuit,
which has inputs and outputs that can each take
on any value fromafinite set and are of interest
only at certain instants of time, and in which the
output dependson previousinputsas well as the
concurrent input, (si'kwen-chal ma'shén }

sequential network {comput sci| An idealized
model of a sequential circuit that reflects
its logical but not its electronic properties
{si'kwen-chal 'net,wark }

sequential operation (comput sci] The consec-
utive or serial execution of operations, without
any simultaneity or overlap. _{ si'kwen-chal ,ap-
a'ra-shan }

sequential organization=|compur sci] The write
and read al records ina physical ratherthanalog-
lealsequence,—[si'kwert-chal ,dr-gana'za-shan}

sequential processing —|conmpur sci| Processing
items in a-collection of data according to some
specified sequence ofkeys, in contrast to serial
processing. | si'kwen-chal 'prd,ses-in }

sequential scanning See progressive scanning
| sikwen-chal 'skan-in }

sequential scheduling system=[compur sci] A
first-come, first-served method of selecting jobs
toberun,  [si'kwen-chal'skej-a-lig ,sis-tam |

sequential search=|compPuT sci] A procedure for
searching a table that consists of starting at
some table position (usually the beginning) and
comparing the flle-recard key in hand with each
table-record key, one at a time, until either a
match is found orall sequential positions have
been searched_{si'kwen:chal 'sarch }

sequential selectlon=|ComMUN| The seléction of
the elemerits of a message (such as letters) from
aset of possible elements (such as the alphabet),
one after another. ( si'kwen-chal si'lek-shan |

sequential system See sequential colar television.
( si'kwen-chal 'sis-tam }

serial |compur sci] Pertaining to. the intemal
handling of data in sequential fashion,—| "sir--al |

serlal-access |compur scj| 1. Pertaining to
memory devices having structures suchthat data
storage sites become accessible for read/write
in time-sequential order; circulating memories
and magnetic tapes are examples of serial-
access memories. 2. Pertaining to a particular
process or program that accesses data items
sequentially, without regard to the capability
of the memory hardware 3, Pertaining to
character-hy-character transmission from an
on-line real-time keyboard,['sir-@-al ‘ak,ses |

serial addition=[comput sci] An arithmetic oper-
ation in which two numbers are added one digit
atatime. | 'sir-é-al a'dish-an |
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 serlal bit) |Comeur sei) Digital cp
which the individual bits that mal

word appearintime sequence—| 'sj r&al
serial communications [comuyy) Theol i

mission of digital data over a sing), chan: iw

MPUtep
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| 'str-é-al ka,myii-na'ka-shane|

serial digital computer [compiyy SC],
computer in which the digits are handledselally
 
 

although the bits that make uy a digit ,
handled either serially or in parallel ae‘dij-ad-al kam'pyiid-ar| Sit

serial dot character printer [COMpyy

 

  
 
   

  

 
  
 
 
  
  
 
  
 
 
  

 
 

computer printer in which the dat matriy tech ben
is used to print characters, one ata time, Wilh a ra ! al tr
ble print head thatis driven back and fortha Mig apage. ['sir-@ol [dit "kar-iketar Printear OSStak Nt hl

serial file |compur sci] The simplest toe ae
organization, in which no subsets are defir i sta |
no directories are provided, no Patticularqr od entse
order is specified, and a search is perfor i {ein
by sequential comparison of the Query. Wink aries ¢
identifiers of all stored items. [ 'sir-@.a] try th Pi con

serial input/output [compusti] Dara that 4 h for.cur
transmitted into and out of a computer Overs geries ©
single conductor, one bit at atime | ‘sina compe
‘input. ‘aut,put | able, ¢

serial interface |comeut sei] A link between into th
Microcomputer and a peripheral device jn Which imped
data is transmitted over a single conductor, ong so ag!
bitata time. Also known asserialport, sine] indlivie
‘in-tarlas | across

serialize=|compuT sci| To convert a signal Suit: pan'se
able for parallel transmission’ into a signal serles”
suitable for serial transmission, consisting of g forms)
sequence of bits.—| 'sirs@-a,liz } i

 

   
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

serially reusable=|compur sci] An attribute pos excita
sessed by a program that can be used for the at
several tasks in sequence without having to be wind
teloaded into main memory for eachadditional series-f
use {'sir@-9-18 ré'ytl-zavbat} tical

serlalmemory [comPuTsci] Acomputer memory FOUN,
in which data are available only in the samese- varde
quence as originally stored. {‘sir-€-al 'mem:té] series ©

serlal operation=[comput sci} The flow of infor. CUTE,
mation through a computer in time sequence, tube f
using only one digit, word, line, or channel ata alter
time, [''sir-6-al ,4p-9'ra-shan } series¢

serial-parallel |compuT sci| 1. A combination of ture'w
serial and parallel; for example, serial by char- series
acter, parallel by bits comprising the character, (‘sitet
2. Descriptive of a device which converts a serial series
inputintoaparalleloutput. {'siréal'par-alel] tance

serial-parallel conversion [comput—scij The of at)
transformation of @ serial data representation as series!
founc.on a disk ar druminto the parallel data the pl
representation as exists in core._{'sir-é-al |par ulate
a,lel kan'var-zhan} plate

serlal port Swserial intetface, { 'sir-é-al part) series |
serlal processing —|compur sci] Processing items havitt

in a collection of data in the order that they ap: chats
pear in a storage device, in contrast to sequential of Spi
processing.{‘sir-éal'pri,ses-in } ony

serial processor=|Compur sci] A computer in [site
which data are handled sequentially by separate series:
units of the system are| ‘sit-€-al ‘prdses-ar |
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rogramming=|CoMPUT sci In computers,| einé ieFamining in which only one operation is1

ecuted at ane time | 'si-al ‘praararnin
jal storage=|COMPUT Stl] Computer storage in

seich time is one of the coordinates used to
locate any given bit, character, or word; access
tne. therefore, includes a variable waitingtime,
aneingiromzeroto many wordtimes.—('sir-@-a}
‘gtorll | - ;

eri! transfer [COMPUT Sel] Transfer ol the char-
acters Of an element of information in se-

yence overa single path ina digital computer.
igirelal 'tranz-far|

serial transmission [COMMUN| Transmission of
groups of elements of a signal in time Intervals
that follow each other without overlapping.
\ igipéal tranz'mish-an|

series [ELEC] AN arrangement af circuit compos
nents end to end tolormasingle pathfor current.
['sireee| ; a :

gerles cireult JELEC] A circuit in which all parts
~speconnectedend to endte provideasingle path

forcurrent, | ‘sir-éz jsar-kat|
series compensation |conT sys| See cascade

compensation,  |éLtc| The insertion of vari-
able, controlled, high-voltage series capacitors
into transmission lines in order to modify the
impedancestructure of a transmission network
so as to adjust the power-flow distribution on
individual lines and thus increase the powerflow
across such compensatedlines. { ‘sir-6z ,kam-
pan'sa:shan |

gerles connection [ELEC]! A connection that
forms a series circuit.{'sir-€z ka,nek-shan }

gerles excitation {ELEC| The obtaining of field
excitation in a motor or generator by allowing
the armature current to flow through thefield
winding.{'sir-€z ,ek-sa'ta-shan}

serles-fed vertical antenna |ELECTROMAG| Ver-
tical antenna which is insulated from the
ground and energized at the base.{'sir-z !fed
‘vard-i-kal an'ten-a }

gerles teed [ELECTR] Application of the direct-
current voltage to the plate or grid of a vacuum
tube through the same impedancein which the
alternating-current flows._{'sir-€z 'féd }

serlesgenerator |ELEC| Agenerator whose arma-
ture winding and field winding are connected in
series. Also known as series-wound generator
{'sir-z 'jen-a,rac-ar }

serles loading [ELECTR] Loading in which reac-
tances are inserted in series with the conductors
ofa transmission circuit, | 'siréz, JGd-in }

Series modulation [ELEcTR| Modulation in which
the plate circuits of a modulating tube anda mod-
ulated amplifier tube are In series with the same
Plate voltage supply. [ 'sir@z ,maj-alla-shan}

Serles motor [ELEC] A commutatar-type motor
having armature and field windings in series:
characteristics are high starting torque, variation
Of speed with load, and dangerously high speed
On no-load. Also known as series-wound motar

_U'sin@e smod-ar}
Serles multiple [eLec| Type of switchboard jack

afrangement in which asingle line circuit appears

series transistor regulator

before two or more operators, all appearances
being connected Inseries  ['sir-éz!mal-ta:pal|

serles-parallel circuit [eLec| A circuit in which
some of the components or elements are con-
nected in parallel, and one or more of these
parallel combinations are in series with other
camponents of the circuit { 'sir-éz |par-a,lel
tsar-kat}

serles-parallel control [ELEC] A method of con-
trolling the speed of electric motors in which
the motors, or groups of motors, are connected
in series at some times andin parallel at other
times. { 'sir-z |par-a,lel kanitr6l }

serles-parallel switch |ELEC| A switch used to
charige the connectionsoflamps orether devices
from serles to parallel, or vice versa. _{ 'sir-8z
fpar-a,lel lswieh }

serlespeakIng [ELECTR] Use of a peaking coil and
resistor in series as the lpad for a video amplifier
to produce peaking at some desired frequency
in the passband, Such as to compensate for
previous loss of gain at the high-frequency end
ofthe passband.{'sir-€z 'pék-in }

serles radio tap [COMMUN] A telephone tapping
procedure in which a miniature radio transmitter
is inserted In series with one wire of the target
pairso that the transmitter detives its power lrom
the telephone central battery, { 'sir-&z 'rad-8-6
itap }

serles reactor |ELEC|A reactor used in
alternating-current power systemsfor protection
against excessively large currents under short-
circuit or transient conditions; it consists of
coils of heavy insulated cable either cast in
concrete columns or supported in rigid frames
and mounted on insulators. Also known as
current-limiting reactor. { 'sir-z r@jak-tor }

series regulator |ELEc| A regulator that controls
output voltage or current by automatically vary-
ing a resistance in series with the voltage source
{ 'sir-z 'reg-ya\lad-ar|

serles repeater [ELEc|A type of negative
impedance telephone repeater which is stable
when terminated in an opencircuit and oscillates
when it is connected to a low impedance, in
contrast toashunt repeater. { 'sir-éz ri péd-ar }

serles resonance |£L.EC| Resonance in a series
resonant circuit, wherein the inductive and ca-
Pacitive reactances are equal at the frequencyof
the applied voltage; the reactances then cancel
each other, reducing the impedanceofthecircuit
to a minimum,purely resistive value. { 'sir-8z
'rez-an-ans}

serles resonantcircult [ELEC] A resonantcircuit
in which the capacitor andcoil are in series with
the applied alternating-current voltage —_{'sir-€z
irez-an-ant sarkat }

series-shunt network See ladder network._{'sir-
&z jshent 'net,wark}

serles T Junction See E-plane T junction
'té jank- shan }

serles transistor regulator [ELEcTR| A voltage
regulator whose circult has a transistor in series
with the output voltage, a Zener diode, and
a resistor chosen so that the Zener diode is

{‘siréz
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series-tuned circuit

approximately in the middle of its operating
range, | 'sir-&z tran'zis-tar 'reg-ya,lad-or }

series-tuned circult (flec| A simple resonant
circuit consisting of an inductance and a ca-
pacitance connected in series. { 'sir-€z ‘tind
isar-kat}

serles windIng [ELEc| A winding in which the ar-
mature circuit and the field circuit are connected
in series with the external circuit. { ‘sir-€z
wind-ig }

serles-wound generator See series generator
{ 'sir-€z |wauind 'jen-a,rad-or }

serles-wound motor See series motor
iwaund 'méd-or}

serrated pulse [ELECTR] Vertical and horizontal
synchronizing pulse divided into a number of
small pulses, each of which acts for the duration
of half a line in an analog television system.
{ 'seirad-ad ‘pals }

setrodyne |ELeEcTR| Phase modulatarusing tran-
sit time modulation ofa traveling-wave tube or
klystron—{'ser-a,din |

server |compursci] Acomputeror software pack-
age that sends requested information to a client
or clients in a network. { 'sar-var}

service area |COMMUN] The area that is effec-
tively served by a given radio or television
transmitter, navigation aid, or other type of
transmitter Also known as coverage _{ 'sar-vas
1er-€-9 }

service band=[commun] Bandoffrequencies al-
located toa given class of radio service.{'sar-
vas band }

service bit |comMMUN|] A bit used in data trans-
mission to monitor the transmission rather than
tocanveyinformation, such as a request that part
ofa message be repeated —{ 'sarvas bit |

service bureau jcompur scij An organization
that offers time sharing and software services
to its users who communicate with a computer
in the bureau from terminals on their premises.
{'sar-vas ,bytir-d }

service oscillator Ser radio-frequency signal
generator | 'sarvas'gs-a,lSc-ar |

service program=[compusci| A computer pro-
gram that is used in a computer system to
support {he functioning of the system, such as
a librarian or a utility program, { 'sarvas (pragram }

service provider jcompuy sci| An organization
that provides access to a wide-area network, such
asthe Internet, {'sarvas prayvid-ar|

service routine=|cCompuT sei] A sectlon of a com-
puter code that is used in so many different jobs
that It cannot belong to anyone job.  { 'sar-vas
ritén |

service wires [ELEC] The cofductors that bring
the electric power into a building. { ‘sarvas
wire }

servicing time [comput sct] Machine down-time
necessaryfor routine testing, for machine servic-
ing due to breakdown, orfor preventive servicing
measures; includes all test time (good or bad)
following breakdewn and subsequent repair or
preventive servicing. { 'sar-vas-in tim }

{ 'sir-éz
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serving |ELeC| Acovering, suchas thr
that protects.a winding from Mechanical
Also known as coll serving, ['sarvsig damayservo See servomotor—['sarve| ) “

servo amplifier=|evecTh| An AMBV fer gency
servomechanism,—['sarva 'aMplo,fiap hh

servolink§(CONT Svs] A power amplifies a
mechanical, by which signals ata loys), Usual
are made to operate control Surfaces 5, ah iS,
relatively large power inputs,for example 14
and motor-driven actuator—{ ‘sy vi aservo loop Sy single-loop s
{'sar-vé lip ) i

servomechanism=[cONTSys] An auLomatic, 4
back control system for mechanical Motion:
applies only to those systems in which|
controlled quantity or output is Mecha
position or one of its derivatives (wey Nie
acceleration, and so on}, Also known gg a H
system —_[ {Sar-vG'mek-a,niz-am | ey

servomotor  |conrsys| The electric, hydray
other type of motor that serves asthe final copia)element in a servomechanism;it Feceives ney |
from the amplifier element and drives the |ggal”with # linear or rotary motion Als ;
serve, | 'sarvG,mad-ar}

servomultiplier |&Lecre| An electromechanygg),
multiplier in which one variable is used +.
position one or more ganged hotentiometarg

Sad orp o

 Ikea

across which the other variable voltages are”
applied. | |sar-v6'mal-ta,pli-ar|

servo system See servomechanism
isis-tam }

sesquisideband transmission corn Trans.
mission of a cartier modulated by one fyll
sideband and half of the other sideband,
( ses:kwé'sid, band tranz'mish-an }

set |compur sci] A collection of record types
[ELEcTR| The placement of a storage device Ina
prescribed state, for example, a binary storage
cell in the high or | state Jena) A combj-
nation of units, assemblies, and parts connected
or otherwise used together to. perform an open
ional function, such asa tatarset | set}

set analyzer Seeanalyzer. | ‘set jan-a,liz-ar |
set-associative cache |[comMPuT s¢l| A cache

memory in which incoming data are distributed
in sequence to each of two to eight areas or
sets, and is generally read out in the same
manner, allowing each set to prepare for the
next input/output operation. { 'set 2,s0s-8,4d-
iv ,kash }

set class |comPUT sci] The collection of set
occuttences that have been or may be created
in accordance with a particular set description.
| ‘set |klas |

set composite [ELEC] Signaling circuit in
which two signaling or telegraph legs may be
superimposed on a two-wire, interoffice trunk by
mearis of one ofa balanced pairof high-impedance
calls connected to each side of the line with an
associated capacitor network. { ‘set kom,paz-at}

set conditlon§[ELEctR] Condition of a flip-flop
circuit in which the internal state of the flip-flop
issettol  {'set kandish-an }

{ 'soryg
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_...eription [COMPUT SCI] Fora specified data
deseition of the set class name, set-

. selection criterla, set-member eligibility
and cotemember ordering rules,  { 'set di

sha| .
rence |COMPUT sci] An instance of a set

red in accordance with a set description
Hr ie 9 ko-rons|
ae [cont sys| The value selected to be

j Prained by an automatic controller. { 'set

  
 

 
 
 
   
 

 

 
 
 

 
  
 
 

 
 

teLecTR] An electronic pulse designed
i foplace memory cellinaspecifiedstate. (‘set

i m time Seecorrectiontime. | 'set-lin ,tim }
iG jeLecTe| The ratio between the reference
HP. evel ancl the reference white level in analog
isin. both measured from the blanking
te ol isually expressed as a percentage. {'sed

ihls connector Sev hermaphroditic connector
{ ieakselas ka'nek-tar | /

jes recelver ELECTR] An instrument which
|easures, electronically, the direction ofarrival,

“intensity, and rate of occurrence of atmospherics;
‘Inits simplest form, the instrument consists
“of two orthogonally crossed antennas, whose

~ putput signals are connected to an oscillograph
«0 that one loop measuresthe north-south com-

cponent while the other measures the east-west
“eomponent, the signals are combinedvertically
to give the azimuth Also known as lightning
recorder 'sfir-iks ri,sé-var}

| “SGML See Standard Generalized Markup Lan-
“quake

daiaded-pole motor |ELEC| Asingle-phase induc-
~ tlon motor having one or more auxiliary short-

| eiicuitec| windings acting on only a portion of
‘the magnetic circuit; generally; the winding is
‘a closed copper ring embedded in the face of
‘a pole: the shaded pole provides the required
rotating field for starting purposes. { 'shad-ad

{pal 'méd-ar}
shading [ELECTR] Television process of compen-

| sating for the spurious signal generated in a
. camera tube during trace intervals. [ 'shad.in |

shading ring [ENG Acous| A heavy copper ring
sometimes placed aroundthecentral pole of an
electrodynamic loudspeakerto serve as a shorted
turn that suppresses the hum voltage produced

bythe field coil { 'shad-in ,rip }
shading signal |ELEcTR| Television camera sig-

nal that serves to increase the gain of the
amplifier in the camera during those intervals
of time when the electron beam is on an area
corresponding to a dark portion of the scene
being televised, { ‘shad-in ,sig-nal}

W attenuation jELectRoMAG| Attenuation
of radio waves over a sphere in excess of that
overa plane when the distance over the surface
andotherlactorsarethesame. ('shad-da,ten:

'we-chan|
Shadow batch system [comput sci| An online

data collection system that initially only stores
transactions in the computer system for refer-

shapingcircuit

ence, and updates the master files only at the
end of the day or processing period. { 'shad-6
ibach ,sis-tem }

shadow effect [COMMUN] Reduction in the
strength of an ultra-high-frequency signal
caused by some object (such as a mountain ora
tall building) between the points of transmission
and reception. { 'shad-6 i,fekt }

shadow factor [ELECTROMAG] The ratio of the
electric-field strength that would result from
propagation of waves over a sphere to that which
would result from propagation over a plane under
comparable conditions. { 'shad-6 ,fak-tar}

shadow mask |ELEcTR] A thin, perforated metal
mask mounted just back of the phosphor-dot
faceplate in a three-gun color picture tube; the
holes in the mask are positioned to ensure that
each of the three electron beamsstrikes only
its intended color phosphordot. Also known as
aperture mask. { 'shad-6 ,mask}

shadow reglon [ELECTROMAG] Region in which,
under normal propagation conditions, the field
strength from a given transmitter is reduced by
some obstruction which renders effective radio
reception ofsignals or radar detection of objects
in this region improbable. _{ ‘shad-6 ,ré-jan }

shaft coupling See coupling. { ‘shalt ,kap-lin }
shaft-positlon encoder |ELEcTR| An analog-to-

digital converter in which the exact angular
position of a shaft is sensed and converted to
digital form. _{ 'shaft palzish-an in'kGd-ar}

shannon |COMMUN] A unit of information con-
tent, equal to the designation of one of two
possible and equally likely values or states of
anything used to store or convey information
{'shan-an }

Shannon formula (coMMUN| A theorem in in-
formation theory which states that the highest
numberof binary digits per second which can
be transmitted with arbitrarily small frequency of
error is equal to the product of the bandwidth
and log(1 + R), whereRis the signal-to-noise
ratio, {'shan-on ,for-mya:-la }

Shannon Ilmit (cOMMUN] Maximum. signal-to-
noise ratio improvement which can be achieved
by the best modulation technique as implied by
Shannon's theorem relating channel capacity to
signal-to-noise ratio, {'shan-an ,lim-at }

Shannon's sampling theorem See sampling
theorem (‘shan-onz'sam-plig ,thir-om }

shaped-beam antenna [ELECTROMAG| Antenna
with a directional pattern which, over a certain
angular range, is of special shape for some
particular use. {'shapt {bém an‘ten-a }

shape factor |ELEC| See form factor {ELECTR}
The ratio of the 60-decibel bandwidth of a band-
passfilter to the 3-decibel bandwidth. { 'shap
ifak-tar}

shape-flll (comput sci] The filled-in areas on a
graphic electronic display. {'shap ,fil}

shaplng clrcult See corrective network, ('shap-in
isar-kat}
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shaping network

shaping network See corrective network
{‘shdp-in ,net,wark }

shared control unit [COMPUT sci} A control unit
which controls several devices with similar char-
acteristics, such as tape devices. { 'sherd kan
Itrdl ,yi-nat }

shered file [comPuT scl] A direct-access storage
device that is used by more than one computer
or data-processing system. {'sherd ‘fil }

sharedload [comput sci] A workload that can be
shared by more than one computer,particularly
during peak periods. { 'sherd ‘Idd }

shared logle [compuT sci] 1. The simultaneous
use ofasinglecomputerby multipleusers. 2.An
arrangement of computers or computerized
equipment in which the processing capabilities
of one computer, including the ability to use
peripheral devices, can be distributed to the
other computers.{'sherd 'laj-ik }

shared-logle cluster word processor [CcOoM-
PUT sci] A system of terminals lacking word-
processing capability and printers joined to a
single computer designed to carry out word-
processing functions. [ 'sherd {ldj-ik {klas-tar
‘ward ,pra,ses-ar}

shared resource (COMPUT scl] Peripheral equip-
ment that is simultaneously shared by several
users. { 'sherd 'ré,sors}

shareware [comput scl] Copyrighted software
that can be tried before buying. { 'sher,wer}

sharing device [comput sci] A small, inexpen-
sive multiplexer that combines two independent
data signals, which are then transmitted over the
same communicationsline. {'sher-ip di,vis }

sharp-cutoff tube [ELECTR] An electron tube in
which the control-grid openings are uniformly
spaced: the anode current then decreaseslinearly
as the grid voltage is made more negative, and
cuts off sharply at a particular grid voltage.
{'sharp {kad ,of ,ttib }

sharpness of resonance | ELEC] The narrowness
of the frequency band around the resonance at
which the responseof an electric circuit exceeds
an arbitrary fraction of its maximum response,
often 70.7%. { ‘shdrp-nes av 'rez-en-ans}

sharp tuning [ELEC] Having high selectivity; re-
sponding only to a desired narrow range of
frequencies. { ‘sharp 'ttin-in }

sheath |ELEC| A protective outside covering ona
cable. [ELECTR] A space charge formed by ions
near an electrode in a gas tube. [ELECTROMAG|
The metal wall of a waveguide {shéth}

sheath-reshaping converter [ELECTROMAG| In a
waveguide, a mode converterin which the change
of wavepattern is achieved by gradual reshaping
of the sheathof the waveguide and ofconducting
metal sheets mounted longitudinally in the
guide. ('shé@th rélshap-in kan'vard-ar}

sheet feeder [compuT sci] A device that feeds
noncontinuous forms or sheets of paper into a
printer. {'shét ,féd-ar}
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Sheet grating  {ELECTROMAG) Thr
grating consisting of thin, longings eh
sheets extendingalong the insicle sal
fora distance of about-a wayalan, sk "
stop all waves except one predet and
that passes unimpeded, | 'shat orm ny

shell (cOMPUT sci] A program tharey
interface between a user and th Pi
Operating system by reading Seis “Oty
sending them to the operating syste
cution emi

shell account [comput sci] A
access to the Internet mae y
connected to the Internet Indirectly ,
a second computer on which th i
established an account. | ‘shel ae

Shenstone effect |ELECTR) An inv
toelectric emission of certain me
passage of an electric current.
ifekt ]

SHF See superhigh frequency
shielded-conductor cable |rLr¢| Cap

the insulated conductor or conductors
closed in a conducting envelope or ;
constructed so that substantially even
on the surface of the Insulation is .
potential or at some predetermine
with respect to ground, | 'shél.dad hanla

tals foil
( "shew:

heelshlelded-core superconducting
limlter [ELEC] A limiter WhIGhIs ae
transformer, with its primary normal esnd,
coil connected in series to the line to be py
while the secondary side is a siiparcn
tube (that is, a onetum coil) Also
inductive superconducting fault-current
shorted-transfarmer superconducting faulfsq
limiter, | {sh@l-dad ,cor ist-par-kon,doketj ‘
skarant limvad-ar} ug

shielded joint Lec] Cable joint having its
sulation so enveloped by a conducting sh
that substantially every point on the 5

oeeatenis at ground potential, orpredetermined potential with respe 0
(‘shél-dad Noint} eee

shielded line [Lecrromag| Transinission ti
the elements of which conline the propaga
waves to an essentially finite space; th
ternal conducting surface is called the s|
{ 'shél-dad ‘lin }

shielded pair |ELec) A pair of wires wi
cable thatis individually covered by acond
shield. ('shéld-ad ‘per ] if

shielded wire [ELec| Insulated wire coveredwill)
a metal shield, usually of tinned braided a
wire. {'shél-dad ‘wir }

shield factor |commun| Ratio of noise (
duced current or voltage) ina telephone
when a source of shielding is present t
corresponding quantity when the shielding &
absent, [‘shéld fakttar| 1

shleld grld=(ELEcTRI A grid that shields the <i
trol grid of a gas tube from electrostatic:
thermal radiation, and deposition of thermlol
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Also known’ ag
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t havingits in.
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1 the surface of
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space; the ex-
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wires within a
by a conducting

ire covered with
braided copper

if noise (or in-
slephonecircuit
present to the
he shielding is

shields the con-

strostatic fields,in of thermionic

 
ive material; it may also be used as an
anal contro! electrode. |,'shéld ,grid }
rid thyratron [ELECTR] A thyratron hav-
shield grid, usually operated at cathode

{ 'shéld igrid 'thi-ra,tran }
{'shéld-in }

_shlelding ratio [ELECTROMAG| The ratio ofa field
_ghiel specilled region when electrical shielding

in 2 place to the field in that region when the
ding jsremoved. [ 'shéld-in ,ra-shé }

shie jcoMPuT scl] Amovement of datatothe right
bl iit, ina digital-computer location, usually

eh the loss of characters shifted beyond a
undary—(shift |

“ahift register [COMPUT scl] A computer hardware
lament constructed to perform shifting of its
ontained data, ['shift ,rej-a-star|

E sieregister generator [comput sci} A random-
ember generator which consists of a sequence

sof shift operations and other operations, such
“as no-carty addition. { ‘shift jrej-a-star ‘jena

miss
sl!

: ghield-Sa
  

jal a ,
pore See electric shielding

50-or

a earl Specially designed frequency-
“;podulation continuous-wave —_—_distance-

measuring equipment used for performing dis-
jance measurements of an accuracy comparable
to first-order triangulation. Derived from S-band
hiram. | 'stiiyran f -

‘shock excitation |ELEC| Excitation produced ly
qa voltage or current variation of relatively short
duration; used to initiate oscillation in the
resonant circult of an oscillater. Also known as
impulse excitation. ['shak ,ek,sT'ta-shan |

Shockley diode [ELECTR] A prpy silicon con-
trolled switch having characteristics that per-
mit operation as a unidirectional diode switch.
{ shak-1é ‘d1-6d }

shore effect |ELECTROMAG] Bending of radio
waves toward the shoreline whentraveling over
water near a shoreline, dueto theslightly greater

_ yelocity of radio waves over water than over land;
this effect causes errors in radio-direction-finder
indications. {'shdri,fekt }

Shor's algorithm [comput sci} An algorithm for
factoring a large number within a reasonable
amount of time, using a quantum computer.
{ishorz ‘al-ga,rith:om }

short Seeshort circuit, {short}
short antenna =(ELECTROMAG| An antenna shorter

than about one-tenth of a wavelength, so that the
curent may be assumed to have constant magni-
tude alongits length, and the antenna maybe treated
asanelementarydipole. { ‘shart an,ten-a }

short card=|compur sci] A printed circuit board
that is plugged Inte. an expansion slot in a
Microcomputer and is only half the length of a
full-size card. { shart ‘ard }

short circult (ELEC) A low-resistance connection
attoss a voltage source or between both sides
of a circuit or line, usually accidental and usually
fesulting in excessive currentflow that may cause
damage Also knownas short. ('shart'sar-kat |

short-circuit impedance | ELec| Ofa line or four-
terminal network, the driving point impedance

521]

short waveguideisolator

when the far-end is short-circuited, { 'short
{sar-kat im'p&d-ans}

short-clrculting transfer |ENG| Transfer of melted
material [rom a consumable electrode during
short elreults—{ "shart jsar-kad-in 'tranz-far}

short-circult transition See shurit transition,
{ ‘short jsar-kat tranz'zish-an }

short-contact switch [ELEc| Selector switch in
which the width of the movable cantactis greater
than the distance between contactclips, so that
the new circuit is contacted before the old one
is broken; this avoids noise during switching,
{ ‘short {kan,tak ,swich }

shorted-transformer superconducting  fault-
current Ilmlter See shielded-core super-
conducting fault-current limiter. { ‘shord-ed
tranzjform-ar ,sii-por-kan,dok-tin ‘folt ,ker-ant
iim-ed-ar}

short-gate gain [ELECTR] Video gain on short-
range gate. { ‘short igat 'gan }

short-haul §|commun| Pertaining to devices capa-
ble of transmitting and receiving signals over
distances up to about | mile (1.6 kilometers)
{ ‘short ,hdl }

short-line seeking [comput sci] A method of
accelerating the operation of a computerprinter,
in which the printer is sent directly to the
beginningof the next line to be printed without
going to the left margin of the paper. { 'short
ilTn 'sék-ig }

short-path principle
{ 'short jpath 'prin-sa-pal}

short-precision number See single-precision
number. { ‘short pritsizh-an 'nam-bar}

short-range radar |ENG| Radar whose maximum
line-of-sight range.for a reflecting target having
| square meter of area perpendicular to the
beam, is between 50 and 150 miles (80 and 240
kilometers). { ‘short {ranj 'ra,dar}

short shot Seeshort. { 'short 'shat }
short-term predictor [COMMUN] Anelectric filter

that removes redundanciesina signal associated
with short-term correlations so that information
can be transmitted more efficiently. { ,short
itarm pra'dik-tar }

short-term repeatability [coNT sys| The close
agreementof positional movementsof a robotic
system repeated underidentical conditions over
a short period oftime and at the same location
{ ‘short term ripéd-a'bil-ad-é }

short-time rating [£LEc] A rating defining the load
that a machine, apparatus, or device can cary for a
specified short time —_{ 'short {tim ‘rad-in }

shortwave broadcasting §[CoMMUN| Radio broad-
casting at frequencies in the range from about
1600 to 30,000 kilohertz, above the standard
broadcast band, _{ 'shért'wav 'brod,kast-in }

shortwave converter [ELECTR] Electronic unit
designed to be connected between a receiver
and its antenna system to permit reception
of frequencies higher than those the receiver
ordinarily handles. { 'shért'wav kan'vard-ar}

short waveguldeIsolator [ELECTR] A device that
functions as an isocirculator in a miniature

See Hittorf principle
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shortwave propagation

microwave circuit and consists of a waveguide
T junction with a magnetized cylinderofferrite at
the center and an absorber onthe side arm of the
T. Also knownas flange isolator { 'shért wav
igid 'T-sa,lad-ar}

shortwave propagation§|commUN] Propagation
of radio wavesat frequencies in the range from
about 1600 to 30,000 kilohertz, { ‘short'wav
iptap-a'ga-shan }

short word=[compuT sci] The fixed word of lesser
length in computers capable of handling words
of two different lengths; in many computersthis
is referred to as a half-word because the length is
exactly the half-length of the full word. —_{ ‘short
‘ward }

shoteffect See shot noise. { 'shat i,fekt }
shot-firing cable [ELEC] A two-conductor cable

whichleadsfrom the exploderto the detonatorwires,
Also knownasfiring cable, { 'shat{fir-in ,kd-bal}

shot-firing circuit |ELEc| The path taken by the
electric current from the exploderalong the shot-
firing cable, the detonator wires, andfinally the
detonator when a shot is detonated. { ‘shat
iftr-in ,sor-kat }

shot nolse [ELECTR] Noise voltage developed
in a thermionic tube because of the random
variations in the number and the velocity of
electrons emitted by the heated cathode; the
effect causes sputtering or popping sounds
in radio receivers and soweffects in analog
television pictures. Also knawn as Schottky nolse;
shot effect. { 'sh&t ,noiz }

shunt [ELEC] 1. A precision low-value resistor
placed across the terminals of an ammeter to
increase its range by allowing a knownfraction of
the circuit current to go around the meter. Also
knownaselectric shunt, 2. To place onepart in
parallel with another 3. Seeparallel. {shant}

shunt-exclted antenna |ELECTROMAG| A tower
antenna, not insulated from the ground at the
base, whose feeder is connected at a point
about one-fifth of the way up the antenna and
usually slopesupto this point from a point some
distance from the antenna’s base. { ‘shont ik
isid-ad an'ten-a}

shunt-fed vertical antenna (ELEcTROMAG| Verti-
cal antenna connected to the grouncl at the
base and energized at a point suitably posi-
tioned above the grounding point. {'shant fed
Ward-a-kal an'ten-a}

shunt generator [ELEC] A generator whosefield
winding and armature winding are connected in
parallel, andin which the armature supplies both
the load current and the field current. { 'shant
ijen-a,rad-ar }

shunting—JELECc| The act of connecting one device
to the terminals of another so that the currentis
divided betweenthe two devicesin proportion to
their respective admittances. { 'shant-in }

shunt loading [ELEc| Loading in which reac-
tances are applied in shunt across the conduc-
tors. {'shant jléd-ip }

shunt motor |ELEc| A direct-current motor
whose field circuit and armature circuit are
connectedin parallel. { 'shant !mGd-ar}
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shunt neutralization See inductive »,
(‘shantynii-tra-la‘zd-shan| “Utralis

shuntpeaking  [ELECTH| The use
ina parallel cireuit branch coninectin ak
load of one stage to the Input load af ee
ing stage, to compensate for high-ty thes
due to the distributed capacitances CNG |,
stages, { ‘shant |pék-in | Of they

shunt reactor (ELEC) A reactor thar h ‘s
atively high inductance and js Ws as
Magnetic core containing an aif fa ne
neutralize the charging current of
which itis connected.  [ ‘shang rBlakts lin

shunt regulator |ELEC| A regulator the |
tains a constant output voltage by contro
current through a dropping TeSiStanop |
with the load, | ‘shant {reg-ya,lad-gr j a

shunt repeater [ELEC|A type gp
Impedance telephone repeater which |
when it Is short-circuited, but oscillates ,
terminated by a high impedance, jp cone
to a series repeater; It can be thought q
negative admittance, | ‘shant ritpéel.gp

shunt T junction Sev H-plane Tjunctiag (shan'té Jank-shan | ana
shunt transition |eLec| A method of chanome

the connection of motars fromseries tg paral a
in which ene motor. or group of motors, is hey
short-circuited, then disconnected, ane ling i
connected in parallel with the other matoree |
motors. Also known as short-circult traris(t{ a{ 'shant tranizish-an } nn

shunt-wound=[ELEc| Having armature and fi}
windings in parallel, as ina direct-current gene
atorormotor { 'shant jwatind }

shut-downcircult [ENG] An electronic, elie |
or pneumatic system designed to shutoff any
close down process systems or equipment: can
be tsed for routine or emergency situations —
| 'shat,dauin ,sar-kat }

shuttered image converter [ELECTR] An image
tube whose photoelectrons can be rapidly
switchedoff to allow a camerato record the image
onits screen. { {shed-ard ‘im-ij kan,verd-ar}

SIB See screen image buffer.
SIC See dielectric constant .
sideband [ELEcTROMAG] 1. The frequency band °

located either above or below the carrier fre
quency, within which fall the frequency com-
ponents of the wave produced by the process
of modulation. 2. The wave componentslying
within such bands. {'sTd,band }

side circuit [COMMUN] One of the circuits ar-
ranged to derive a phantom circuit. { 'sid \sar
kat }

side echo [ELECTROMAG| Echo due toa side lobe
ofanantenna  { 'sid ,ek-d}

side effect |compuT sci] A consistent result of a
procedurethatis in addition to or peripheralto
the basic result. { ‘sid i,fekt }

sidelobe See minorlobe {'sid ,|Sb)
slde-lobe blanking [ELEcTR| Radar technique

that compares the signal strength in the maln
antenna with the echo received in an auxiliary
antennaof gain betweenthe side-lobelevel and

ofa
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| Radar technique
rengthy in the main
ved in an auxiliary
sidelobe level an

mala-beamgain of the main antenna; done
athefetermine if the echo is coming from the
{00 beam direction, and blanking the echoes
melt they are stronger in the auxiliary

anniel (‘sid {]6b ‘blank-in }
-igeelobe suppression §{ELECTR] Design or tech-sid in radar intended to reduce theeffect ofyes ;

gide lobes inthe antenna's pattern. { 'sid|lGbe
gqpreston |

aideton® {COMMUN| The soundof the speaker's own
© yoicnashed rd in hisorhertelephone receiver, the effect
i undesirable if excessive and is usually reduced by

cial circuits. [ 'sid,ton|
veidetone level [COMMUN] The ratio of the volume
r of the sidetone to the volume of the speaker's

voice. usually expressed in decibels. { 'sid,t6n
eval}
detone ranging [COMMUN| A method of mea-
suring time delay, and thereby range, by sending
gradio signal toa satellite, in which several audio
tones ofdifferent frequencies are broadcast, and
the phases of the tones transmitted from the
satellite are comparedwith the sent tone phases
('sid.t6n ‘ranj-in }

glemens [ELEC] A unit of conductance, admit-
‘tance, and susceptance, equal to the conduc-

_ tance between two points of a conductor such
. that a potential difference of | volt between

these points produces a current of ! ampere;
the conductance of a conductor in siemensis
the reciprocal ofits resistance in ohms. Formerly
known as mho (U); reciprocal ohm. Symbolized S.
{'sé-manz}

gift [COMPUT Sci] To extract certain desired in-
formation items from a large quantity of data.
{ sift }

sigma-delta analog-to-digital converter [ELECTR]
A converter that uses an analog circuit to
generate a single-valued pulse stream in which
the frequency of pulses is determined by the
analog source, and then usesadigital circuit
to repeatedly sum the numberof these pulses
over a fixed time interval, converting the pulses
to numeric values. _{ |sig-ma Idel-ta ,an-a,lagtii
dij-ad-al kan,verd-or]

sigma-delta converter [ELECTR] A class of elec-
tronic systems containing both analog anddigital
subsystems whose most commonapplicationis
the conversion of analog signals to digital form,
and vice versa, using pulse density modulation
to create a high-rate stream of single-amplitude
pulses in either case Also knownasdelta-sigma
converter { ,sig:ma ,del-ta kan'vard-ar}

sigma-delta digital-to-analog converter |ELECTR|
A converter that uses a digital circuit to convert
Numeric values froma digital processorto a pulse
Stream and then uses an analog low-passfilter to
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signal carrier See carrier
signalchannel [commun] Asignal path for trans-

signal in band

produce an analog waveform. { {sig-mo |del-to
idij-od-al tii an-a,lag kan'vard-ar }

sigma-delta modulator [ELEcTR| The circuit used
to generate a pulse stream in a sigma-delta
converter, Also knownas delta-sigma modulator.
( .sig-ma ,del-ta 'm4j-a,lad-ar}

signal [COMMUN] 1. A visual, aural, or other
indication used to convey information 2. The
intelligence, message, or effect to be conveyed
over a communication system. 93. See signal
wave. { ‘sig-nal }

signal blas |comMUN] Form of teletypewritersig-
nal distortion brought about by the lengthening
or shortening of pulses during transmission;
when marking pulses are all lengthened, a
marking signal bias results; when marking pulses
are all shortened, a spacing signal bias results.
{ 'sig-nal ,bi-as }

('sig-nal ,kar-é-ar}

mitting electric signals; such paths may be
separated by frequencydivision or time division
{'sig-nal ,chan-al}

signal conditioning |comMMuUN] Processing the
form or modeof a signal so as to makeit intelligible
to or compatible with a given device, such as a
data transmission line, including such manipulation
as pulse shaping, pulse clipping, digitizing, and
linearizing. { 'sig-nal kan,dish-an-ig }

signal distance [comput sci| The numberofbits
that are not the same in two binary words of
equal length. Also known as hamming distance
( 'sig-nal ,dis-tans }

signal distortion generator [ELECTR] Instrument
designed to apply known amountsofdistortion on
a signal for the purpose of testing and adjusting
communications equipment such as teletypewrtters,
{ 'sig-nal di'stér-shan ,jen-a,rad-er }

signal-flow graph |syS ENG] An abbreviated
block diagram in which small circles, called
nodes, representvariables of the system, and the
nodes are connected bylines, called branches,
which represent one-way signa! multipliers; an
arrow on the line indicates direction of signal
flow, and a letter near the arrow indicates the
multiplication factor Also knownas flow graph
('sig-nal |f16 ‘graf }

signal generator [ENG] An electronic test instru-
ment that delivers a sinusoidal output at an
accurately calibrated frequency that may be
anywhere from the audio to the microwave range;
the frequency and amplitude are adjustable over
a wide range, and the output usually may be
amplitude- or frequency-modulated. Also known
as test oscillator. {'sig-nal ,jen-a,rad-ar}

signalInband (CcoMMUN] Tosend control signals
at frequencies within the frequency range of the
data signal. { |sig-nal in |band }  
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signaling key

signaling key See key ('sig-na-lin ,ké }
signaling rate [COMMUN] The rate at which sig-

nals are transmitted, { 'sig-na-lin ,rat }
signal Intensity (CcOMMUN| The—electric-field

strength of the electromagnetic wave transmit-
tingasignal. {'sig-nal in,ten-sad-é }

signal level [comMUN] The difference between
the level of a signalat a point in a transmission
system and the level of an arbitrarily specified
reference signal. ('sig-nal ,lev-al }

signal light [cOoMMUN| A light specifically de-
signed for the transmission of code messages by
meansofvisible light rays that are interrupted
or deflected by electric or mechanical means.
{ENG} A signal, illumination, or any pyrotechnic
light used asasign. {'sig-nal lit}

signal normalization See signal standardization
{'sig-nal nor-ma-la'za-shan }

signal out of band=|coMMUN| To send control
signals at frequencies outside the frequency
range of the datasignal. {{sig-nal alt oviband }

signal processing |COMMUN| The extraction of
information from complex signals in the presence
of noise, generally by conversion of the signals
into digital form followed by analysis using
various algorithms. Also knownasdigital signal
Processing (DSP). { 'sig-nal ,prd,ses-in }

signal regeneratlon §=[cOoMMUN| Therestoration of
a waveform representing a signa! to approximateits
original amplitude and shape. Also knownassignal
reshaping. { 'sig-nal ré,jen-a'ra-shon}

stgnal reshaping See signal regeneration
nal ré,shap-in }

signal-shaping network [ELECTR] Network in-
serted in a telegraph circuit, usually at the
teceiving end, to improve the waveform of the
code signals, ('sig-nal |shdp-in ,net,wark]

signal speed [COMMUN] The rate at which code
elements are transmitted by a communications
system. { 'sig-nal spéd }

signal standardization [COMMUN] Theuseofone
signal to generate another which meets specified
requirements for shape, amplitude, and timing
Also known as signal normalization. { 'sig-nal
\Stan-der-de'za-shan }

signal strength [ELECTROMAG] The strength of
the signal produced by a radio transmitter
at a particular location, usually expressed as
microvolts or millivolts per meter of effective
receiving antenna height. { 'sig-nal ,strankth }

signal-strength meter [ELECTR} A meter that is
connected to the automatic volume-controlcir-
cuit of a communication receiver and calibrated
in decibels or arbitrary S units to read the
strength ofa received signal. Also known as S me-
ter; S-unit meter, {'sig-nal jstragkth ,»méd-ar}

signal-to-interference ratlo [ELECTR] The rela-
tive magnitude of signal waves and waves which

{'sig-

interfere with signal-wave reception. { 'sig-nal
til in-tor'fir-ans ,ra-shé }

signal-to-noise Improvement factor See noise
improvementfactor
mont ,fak-tar}

signal-to-noise ratlo {ELEcTR| The ratio of the
amplitudeof a desired signal at any point to the

{ 'sig-nal ta 'ndiz im'priiv-
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amplitude of noise signals ay that 1
often expressed in decibels: pha, SMe
usually used for pulse noise, whtes Fal
mean-square (rms) value js used © the,
noise. Abbreviated S/N, SNR {si for »,
fa-sho} nal

signal tracer=|ELECTR| An Instr
tracing the progress of a signal ut
recelver of an audio amplifier tooth ‘a,
stage | ‘slg-nal ,tra-sar J cate

signal voltage=|eLec| Elfective (root
voltage value ofa signal, | 'sig.na} Ola

signal wave |COMMUN|.A wave Whoa
teristics permit some intelligence, rman
effect to be conveyed. Also known "
['sig-nal wav| a Sf

signal-wave envelope=|commutiy| Conte
signal wave which is composedof4 seriege
cycles, [‘sig-nal }wav 'en-va,léjp)

signal winding=[ELEC| Control Winding
urable reactor, to which the independent i
(signal wave) isapplied. | 'sig-nal winds

sign-and-magnitude code=[coxpiyy SCH They
resentation of an integer X by (—|)% (23) '
2! hay qe ses -b yi), where ap is 0 fOF X positl
and ayis | for X negative, and any (ty i either|. ['sinan'mag-naytiid |kad | "i

signature [ELECTR] The characteristic Patter,
a target as displayed by detection and classifi

UMen,

tion equipment. { 'sig-na-char}
sign bit {comput sci] A sign digit consisting oone bit. {'sin ,bit} 8 ol
sign check indicator |COMPUT Sci An app,

checking device, indicating no sign ar Improper
signing of a fleld used for arithmetic proc
the machine can, upon interrogation, be made
to stop or enter into a correction routine (‘Sin
ichek “in:da,kael-or

sign digit [compur sci| A digit containing one tg:
four binarybits, asseciated with a data item and
used to denote an algebraicsign {'sin idijaty)

signed decimal |compuT sci] A form of p i
decimal representation in which the low-ordar
nibble of the last byte hasasign bit that specifies
whether the number is positive or negative,
{'sind 'des-mal }

signed fleld (comput sci| A field of data that
contains a number which includes a sign digit
indicating the number's sign. { ‘sind 'féld}

signed Integer [comput sci] A whole number
whose value lies anywhere in a domain that
extends from a negative to a positive integer, and
which therefore carriesasign (‘sind ‘int-a-far}

sign flag {computsci] A bit in a status byte ina
computer's central processing unit thatindicates
whetherthe result of an arithmetic operation |s
positive or negative (‘sin flag }

significance arithmetic [comput sci] A rough
techniquefor estimating the numbers and posl-
tionsof the significant digits of the radix approxi-
mation that results when an arithmetic operation
is applied to operands in radix approximation
form, { sig'nif-i-kons a,rith-ma-tik }

sign position=|comput s¢i| That position, always
at or near the left or right end of a numeral,
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which the algebraic sign of the numberis
egented. (‘stn pa,zish-an} /

i discharge [ELEcTR| An inaudible electric
Ferae in air that occurs at high veltage and
oeames a relatively large amount of energy

1 tant ‘dis,charj)
i i, eriod §=[COMMUN| Period during each hour
sill which ship and shore radio stations must

jemain silent and listen for distress calls. { 'si
fant ipird-ad| oe

jicide resistor [éLectR) Athin-filmresistorthatae a silicide of molybdenum or chromium,
deposited by direct-current sputtering in an
integrated circuit when radiation hardness or
high resistance values are required. | ‘sil-a,sid
jisis-Eer } ; /
icon capacitor [eLECTR] A capacitor in which a

a ure silicon-crystal slab serves as the dielectric:
when the crystal is grown to have a p zone, a
depletion zone, and an # zone, the capacitance
yaries with the externally applied bias voltage. as
jnavaractor—| 'sila-kan ka'pas-ad-ar |

gilicon controlled rectifier |cLec’e| A semicon+
ductor rectifier that can be contrallect; It isa papn
four-layer semiconductor device that normally
acts as an opencircuit, but switches rapidly to a
conducting state when an appropriate gate signal
is applied to the gate terminal. Abbreviated SCR
Also known as reverse-blocking triode thyristor
['siha-kon kan'trolel 'rek-ta,ff-or }controlled switch

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

four-gllicon (ELECTR| A
terminal switching clevice having four
semiconductor layers, all of which are
accessible; it can be used asasilicon controlled
rectifier, gate-turnoff switch, complementary
silicon controlled rectifier, or conventional
silicon transistor Abbreviated SCS. Also
known as reverse-blocking tetrode thyristor
{'sil-o-kan kan'trdld 'swich }

sillcon detector See silicon diode
di'tek-tar}

silicon diode=[ELEcTR| A crystal diode that uses
silicon as a semiconductor; used as a detector
in ultra-high- and super-high-frequency circuits
Also knownassilicon detector_{'sil-o-kan 'dT

{ 'sil-o-kon

,od }
silicon homojunction See bipolar junction

transistor, { jsil-a-kan 'hd-ma,jank-shan}
slllcon Image sensor [ELECTR] A video camera

in which the image is focused on an array of
individual light-sensitive elements formed [roma
charge-coupled-device semiconductorchip. Also
known as silicon imaging device. { 'sil-a-kan
‘im:-|j jsen-sar ]

silicon imaging device See silicon image sensor.
{'sil-a-kon ‘imij-in di,vis )

sillcon-on-insulator [ELECTR] A semiconductor
manufacturing technology in which thin films
of single-crystalline silicon are grown over an
electrically insulating substrate | ‘sil-a-kan an
‘in-sa,lad-ar |

sllicon-on-sapphire [eLecre| A semiconductor
Manufacturing technology in which metal oxide
semiconductor devices are constructed in a thin
Single-crystal silicon film grown on an electrically
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silver-zinc storage battery

insulating synthetic sapphire substrate. Abbreviated
SOS, {'sil-e-kon on 'sa,fir}

silicon rectifler |ELEcTR] A metallic rectifier in
which rectifying action is provided by an alloy
junction formed in a high-purity silicon slab.
{ 'sihavkan 'rek-ta,f-ar }

silicon resistor [ELECTR] A resistor using silicon
semiconductor material as a resistance element,
to obtain a positive temperature coefficient of
resistance thal does not appreciably change
with temperature; usedasa temperature-sensing
element. | ‘sil-a-kan ri'zis-tar }

silicon retina [eLecre| An analog very large scale
integrated circuit chip that performs operations
which resemble someof the functions performed
bythe retina of the human eye | ,sil-a,kiin 'ret-
an-a }

silicon solar cell {ELectTR] A solar cell consisting
of p and a silicon layers placed one above the
other to form a pn junction at which radiant
energy is converted into electricity. { 'sil-o-ken
‘sd-lar'sel }

stlicon-symmetrical switch=[ELecri| Thyristor
modified by adding a semiconductor layer so
that the device becomes a bidirectional switch:
used as an alternating-current phase control,
for synchronous switching and motor speed
control. { ‘sil-s-ken si'me-tra-kal 'swich }

sillcon transistor [ELECTR] A transistor in which
silicon is used as the semiconducting-material,
{ 'sil-o-kan tran'zis-tor}

silver battery [ELEC] A solid-state battery based
onan AgiRbls electrolyte that conducts positive
silverjons, { 'sil-var 'bad-a-ré |

sllver-cadmium storage battery [ELEC] A stor-
age battery that combines the excellent space
and weight characteristics of silver-zinc batteries
with long shelf life and other desirable prop-
erties of nickel-cadmium batteries. { 'sil-var
‘kad-mé-am 'star|| bad-a-ré }

silvered mica capacitor [ELECTR] A mica capac-
itor in which @ coating of silver is deposited
directly on the mica sheets to serve in place
of conducting metal foil, { 'si-vard Imika
ka'pas-od-ar}

silver migration [ELEC] A process, causing re-
duction in insulation resistance and dielectric
failure; silver, in contact with an insulator, at
high humidity, and subjected to an electrical
potential, is transported ionically from one
location to another.  { 'sil-var mi'gra-shan}

sllver oxide cell |ELEC| A primary cell in which
depolarization is accomplished by an oxide of
silver { 'sil-var {ak,sid ,sél }

silverstat regulator |ELEC| Multitappedresistor,
the taps of which are connected ta single-
leaf silver contacts; variation of voltage causes
a solenoid to open ar close these contacts,
shorting out more or less of the resistance in
the exciter circuit as a means of regulating the
output voltage to the desired value.{'sil-var
stat 'reg-ya,lad-ar }

silver-zinc storage battery [Elec] A storage bat-
tery that gives higher current output and greater
watt-hour capacity per unit of welght and volume
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SIMD

than mest other types. even at high discharge
rates, used in missiles and torpedoes; where its
high cost can be tolerated {‘sil-var jzink 'stér-ij
ibachawé |

SIMD jcompur sci] A type of multiprocessar ar-
chitecture in which there is a single instruction
cycle, but tultiple sets. of operands may be
fetched to multiple processing units ancl may
be operated upon simultaneously within a single
instruction cycle, Acronym forsingle-instruction-
stream, multiple-data-stream. | lestifemidé|

SIMM  |compur sei, A printed circuit board that
holds several semiconductor memory chips and
is used to add memory toa computer Acronym
for single in-line memory module. {sim |

simple buffering (compur scij A technique lor
obtaining simultaneous performance of ine
puVoulput operations and computing: itinvolves
associating a buffer withonly one input or output
file (or data set) for the entire duration of the
activity on that file (or data set). { 'sim-pal
‘baf-a-rin }

simple data structure=[coxipur scl] An arrange-
mentof data in a database orfile in which each
grouping of data, such as a record, is of equal
importance or significance. { 'sim-pal 'dad-a
vatrak-ehar}

simple electrostatic lens {.ecrr| An electro-
static lens that consists of a circular hole in
a conducting plate with different electrostatic
fields on the two sides, { {sim-pal illektra
istadik lenz |

simple harmonic current [ELecj Altemating cur-
rent, the Instantaneous value of which is equal
to the preduct of a constant, ard the cosine of
an angle varying linearly with time Also known
as sinusoidal current. { 'sim-pal har'man-ik
"ko-rant}

simple harmonic electromotive force |eLec| An
alternating electromotive force which is equal
to the product ef a constant and the cosine or
sine of an angle whichvaries linearly with time

‘sim-pal hir'man-ik Hlek-tratmadd.ly'fors |
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol [canpity seu] An

Internet standard for sending e-mail messages,
Abbreviated SMTP. [ !sim-pal 'mal ,tranz-far
iprad-aykat |

simple oscillator See
{'sim-pal '4s-o,lacl-or}

simplex channel [commun] A channel which
permits transmission in one direction only
['simipleks tchar-al |

simplex structure=|coMPurT sci] The structure of
an information processing system designed in
such away that only the minimum amount of
hardware is utilized to implementits function
('sim pleks {strak-char}

simplex transmission=|commun| A mode of ra-
dio transmission in which communication takes
place between two stations in only one direction
alatime—('sim,pleks tranzimish-an|

SIMSCRIPT  |oopur sci] A high-level program-
ming language used in simulation, In which
systemsare described in termsofsets, entities,
which are groups ofsets, and attributes, which

 

harmonic oscillator.
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are properties associated wit,

h Entitiesiskript }

simulation [comput sci] The Cleweliyp,
use af Computer models lor the student ;
or postulated dynamic systems (. Of a
shan| simysy

simulation language=jcospury SCH A gg
languageused to write programs for the me
tion of the behavior through time of suchas transportation and manufa higCtuting «.,
SIMSCRIPT is an example 8 systSimiya'ln ou
ilan-gwil| {SIah

simulator [ComPuT Sei] A routine Which
ecuted by one computer but whieh ti
the operations of another computer tate
computer or other piece of equipment
simulates a desired system or Conditic,
shows the effects of various applied chanel
suchas a fight simulator {'sim-ya,lad-qy ¢

simultaneous access Se’ parallel at)
[ st-mal'ta-né-as 'ak,ses |

simultaneouscolortelevision [ELECTR] A cal
television system In which. the Phosphor. lg
the three primary colors are excited at the Sal
time. not one after another, the shadowing i
color picture tube gives a simultaneous display
| si-mal'ta-né-as ‘kal-ar 'tel-a,vighsan | :

simultaneous computer=[comp SCi] 1. A con
puter, usually of the analog or hybrid type |
which separate units of hardware are used tf
carry out the various parts of a COMputatic
the execution of different parts usually overlay
in time, and the various hardware units arg
interconnected in a manner determiner by th
computation. 2. A computerthat serves to bad
up another computer and can replace |] whe
it is nat operating effectively. [ ,sT-mal'taneay
kam'pyuclar|

simultaneous lobing=[eLecte| A radar directiay
finding technique in which the signals tecelvud
by two partly overlapping antenna beams ar
compared In phase or power to obtain a measy
of the angular displacement ofa target from thé
equisignal direction; arrangement of (usually
lour such beamsto effect measurementin bat
angle directlons, | ,stmal'ta-néas ‘Sbin |

simultaneous peripheral Operations on ling
Sespooling. | si-mal'ta-né-as pa'rifa-ral a
a'ra-shanz 6n lin |

sine-cosine encoder |recre| A shalt-position.
encoder having a special type of angle-reading!
code disk that gives an output which is a binary,
representation of the sine of the shaft anale
(‘sin 'kS.sin in'kGd-or}

sine-cosine generator See resolver
‘Jen-ayrad-ar

sine potentiometer eLecrr| A potentiometel
whose direct-current output voltage is propor
tional to the sine of the shaft angle; used as a
resolver in computer and radar systems (‘sin
fa, ten-ché'sin-ad-ar|

sine-wave modulated jamming  |ELecrs| lar:
ming signal produced by modulating a contin
uous wave Siptial with one of more sine waves
(‘sin jwav ,maj-a,lad-ad '|am-in )

{'sin'kd,sity
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e oscillator See sinusoidal oscillator
BF wav gga, ladear|
Stain i response See frequency response

wav H'spans|
jcont Svs] An undesired, self-sustained

ingid jon I a system or component, at a
see in or above the passband’ of the

H see component, generallydue to excessive
te feedback ('sin-in | /
ptt! margin [CONT S¥8| The difference in

j uswally expressed in decibels, between the
ere joint and the operating gain of a system

aanent.  ( sitely marian }
er |cONnT sys] The minimum value of
ioral system or component thatwill result in
ine. | St:i8) point }
ng-stovepipe effect |ELEc| Reception and
soctuction of radio signals by ordinary pieces

i metal in contact with each other, such as
sections of stovepipe;it occurs whenrusty bolts,
atlty welds, or mechanically loose connections
jthin strong radiated fields near transmitters
rocluct intermodulation interference; the me-
hanically poor connections serve as nonlinear

Fiodes { 'sin-in fstOv.pip i,fekt }
Isingle-address Instruction See one-address

~jnstruction —( ‘sip-gal jad,res in'strak-shan}
_gingle-board computer |compuTsci| A computer
“consisting of a processor and memory on a
single printed circuit board, { 'sin-gal {bord
“fpn'pylidl-ar}

‘single bus |ELEC| A substation switching ar-
~jangement that involves one commonbusfor

all connections and one breakerper connection
{'sin-gal ‘bas}

-single-button carbon microphone [ENG Acous|
Microphone having a carbon-filled buttonlike

container on only one side of its flexible di-
phragm—{'sin-galbat-an'karban'm7-kra,fon}

gingle-channel multiplier {eLecre| Atype of pho-
‘tomultiplier tube in whieh electrons travel down
a cylindrical channel coated on the inside with

, aresistive secondary-emitting layer, and gain is
achieved by multiple electron impacts on the
inner surface as the electrons are directed down
the channelby an applied voltage over the length
ofthechannel.{'sin-gal |chan-al'mal-ta,pli-ar}

single-channel simplex [COMMUN] Simplex
Operation that provides nonsimultaneous radio
communications between stations using the same
fequencychannel.—[‘sigegal {chan-al 'sim,pleks |

single-chip computer [comput scl] A computer
whose processor consists of a single integrated
circuit. {'sin-gal {chip kam'pytid-ar}

single-current transmission {coMMUN| Tele-
graph transmission in which a current flows, in
only one direction, during markingintervals, and
nocurrent flows during spacing intervals.  ('sin-
gal tka-rant tranz'mist-an}

singledensity jcompursei| Property of computer
storage which holds the standared amount of

a per unit of storage space _{ 'sin-gal 'den-Sade |
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single in-line package

single-edged push-pull amplifier circuit | ELECTR]
Amplifier circuit having two transmission paths
designed to operate in a complementary manner
and connected to provide a single unbalanced
output without the use of an output transformer
{ ‘sin-gal jejd {push {pul 'am-pla,fi-ar ,sar-kat }

single-electron transistor [ELECTR] A transistor
whose dimensions are extremely small, in the
nanometer range, causing it to exhibit charac-
teristics that are sensitive to the transport and
storageof single electrons. { ,sin-gal i,lek-tran
tran'zis-tar}

sIngle-end amplifier [eLectR] Amplifier stage
which normally employs only one tube or
semiconductor or, if more than one tube or
semiconductor is used, they are connected in
parallel so that operation is asymmetric with
Tespect to ground. Also known as single-sided
amplifier —_{ 'sin-gal }end ‘am-pla,ff-ar}

single-ended |ELEc| Unbalanced, as when one
side of a transmissionlineorcircuit is grounded
{ 'sip-gal 'end-ad }

single-ended signal [ELECTR] Acircuit signal that
is the voltage difference between two nodes, one
of which can be defined as being at ground or
reference voltage _{ !sin-gal !en-dad 'sig-nal }

single-event upset [ELECTR] A change in the
state of a logic device from 0 to | orvice versa, as
the result of the passage ofa single cosmic ray
{ !sin-gal ilvent 'ap,set}

single-frequency duplex [commun] Duplex car-
rier communications that provide communica-
tions in opposite directions, but not simulta-
neously, over a single-frequency carrier channel,
the transfer between transmitting and receiving
conditions being automatically controlled by the
voices or other signals of the communicating
parties { 'sin-gal 'fré-kwan-sé 'dii,pleks}

single-frequency simplex [COMMUN| Single-
frequency carrier communications in which
manual rather than automatic switching is used
to change over from transmission to reception
{ 'sin-gol 'fré-kwan-sé 'sim,pleks}

single-gun color tube |ELEcTR| A color picture
tube having only one electron gun and one elec-
tron beam; the beam is sequentially deflected
across phosphors for the three primary colors
to form each color picture element, as in the
chromatron.—_{ 'sin-gal tgan ‘kal-ar ,tiib }

single-hop transmission [comMMUN]| Radio trans-
mission in which radio wavesare reflected from
the ionosphere only once along their path from
the transmitter to the receiver { 'sig-gal {hap
trans'mish-an}

single in-line memory module SeeSIMM___{!sin-
gal jin lin 'mem-ré ,ma-jal }

single In-line package |ELECTR| A packaged re-
sistor network or other assembly that hasasingle
row of terminals or lead wires along one edge of
the package. Abbreviated SIP. { 'sip-gal ‘in,I7n
‘pak-ij }
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single-instruction-stream, multiple-data-stream

single-Instruction-stream, multiple-data-stream
See SIMD. { {sip-gal in!strak-shan ,strém !mol-
te-pal 'dad-a ,strém }

single-Instructlon-stream, single-data-stream
See SISD. { {sin-gol inistrak-shan ,strém |sin-gal
'dad-a ,strém }

single-keyboard point-of-sale system {comput
sci] A point-of-sale system based upon elec-
tronic cash registers as stand-alone units, each
equipped with a few internal registers and
some programming capability { 'sin-gal {ké
jbard [point ov 'sal ,sis-tam }

single-length |compursci] Pertaining to the ex-
pression of numbers in binary form in such a way
that they can be included in a single computer
word, (‘sin-gal lenkth |

single-loop feedback |conT sys] A system in
which feedback may occur through only one
electrical path,—('sin-gal {lip 'féd,bak |

single-loop servomechanism [cont sys| A ser-
vomechanism which has only one feedbackloop.
Also known as servo loop. {'sin-gal iliip'sarva
ymek-a,niz-am |

single-phase |mLEc| Energized by a
alternating voltage={''sinygal 'faz }

single-phase circult |ELEc|Eitheran alternating-
currentcircuit which has only two pointsof entry,
or one which, having more than two points of
entry, is intended to be so energized that the
potential differences between all pairs of points
of entry are either in phase or differ in phase by
180° | 'sin-gal {fz 'sar-kat |

single-phasecircult {ELéc| Eitheranalternating-
currentcircuit which hasonly two pointsof entry,
or one which, having more than two points of
entry, is intended to be so energized that the
potential differences betweenall pairs of points
of entry are either in phase or differ in phase by
180°. | 'sin-gal faz 'sar-kat |

single-phase meter [ENG] A type of power-factor
meter that containsa fixed coil that carries the
load current, and crossed coils that are connected
to the loadvoltage; there is no spring to restrain
the moving system, which takes a position to
indicate the angle between the current and
voltage. { 'sin-gal !faz ‘méd-ar}

single-phase motor |ELEC| A motor energized
by a single alternating voltage. { 'sin-gal {faz
'mdd-ar|

single-phaserectifler [ELecTR] A rectifier whose
input voltage is a single sinusoidal voltage, in
contrast to a polyphaserectifier _{ 'sin-gal |faz
‘rek-ta,fT-ar}

single-point grounding |ELEC| Grounding sys-
tem that attempts to confine all return currents
to a network that serves as thecircuit reference;
to be effective, no appreciable currentis allowed
to flow in the circuit reference, that is, the sum
of the return currents is zero. { 'sin-gal !pdint
‘graund-in }

single-polarity pulse

single-

[ELEC] Pulse in which the
sense of the departure from normal is in one
direction only { 'sin-gal patlar-ad-é ‘pals }
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single-polarity  pulse-amplitude
See unidirectional pulse-amplitude ty. pth

| 'sin-gal pajlar-acl-é ‘pals ‘amspla,tiiq Ishen| m

singlepole double-throw=[ELec} A Uren,
switch or relay contact atrangement that 4
one terminal to either of two other te 3
Abbreviated SPDT {| 'sin-gal ‘pal ‘dab.9)le

single-pole single-throw  |FLEC] A two.4, ray)
switch or relay contact arrangement that5 Fm nay
closes one circuit, Abbreviated Sps'r
‘pal 'sin-gal 'thré |

single-precisionnumber={comput Stl] A
having as many digits as are ordinarily ie
given computer, in contrast toa double-precs ee
number. Also known as short-precision nny)
{ 'sip-gal praisizh-an ‘nam-bar} Midge!

single-program, multiple-data Se SPMp. \ Ma
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gol |pro-gram {mal-ta-pal.'dad-a|
sIngle reference Sv tancom access. { "lnref-rons | eal
singlesheet feed=[compur Scij Equipme

feeding one sheet of paper toa com
atatimne.  [‘sin-galshet fed |

single-shot blocking oscillator [ELECTR] Bloch.
ing oscillator modified to operate as q sin in
shot triggercircult)  ['sin-gal ishat ‘blainesilad-ar| %

single-shot multivibrator Sev monostable Muli
vibrator, | 'sin-gal jshat imal-ti'vibradvag y

single-shot operation Sev single-step Operation.('sin-gal [shat dp-a'ra-shan | 1
single-shot trigger circuit |ELecrr| Trigger clr

cult in which one triggering pulse [rites
ane complete cycle of conditions ending with
a stable condition Also known as single-trip.
triggercircuit,  ['sin-gal [shat 'trig-ar Sonkat }

TE foe
PULGE pinta  

single-sideband=jconmmun| Pertaining te single: Spach
sideband communication. Abbreviated ssp other
('sin-gal 'sid,band| single-t

single-sideband communication |conun) A circu)
communication system in which one of the single-t
two sidebands used in amplitude-modulation choral
is suppressed; the carrier wave may be either {sins
transmitted, suppressed, or partlally suppressed single-t
('sin-gal [sid.band kamyiiena'ka-shan| havigy

single-sideband modulation [commun] Mod: a waa
ulation resulting from eliminationofall compe tee
nents of one sideband from an amplitudé single’
modulated wave, ('sin-gal {sidjband ,maj-a'li: Ue i
shan | ec

single-sideband transmission=[comMUN| Trans- sbgicld
mission of a carrier and substantially only Semié
one sideband of modulation frequencies, as in trodes
television where only the upper sideband is {sty
transmitted completely for the picture signal; single-y
the carrier wave may beeither transmitted or usesit
suppressed,partially or totally { 'sin-gal isid surtad
iband tranz'mish-an} single

single-sided=|compuT sc| Pertaining to storage oroth
media that use only one of twa sides for recarding energ
data {''sin-gal 'sid-ad } singly |i

slngle-sided amplifler See single-end amplifier. ment
{ 'sin-gal|sid-od 'am-plo,fi-ar} be pé
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ude Modulay. agle-sided board |eLecrr| A printed wiring
litude Modular gee al ar thal contains all of the interconnect
neplatiid Ma) aterlal on oneal the external layers.—(,siq.gal

gid-ad ‘bord|
wgle-signal receiver |ELEcTR| A highly selec-
tive guperheterodyne receiver for code recep-

I" thon. having a crystal filter in the intermediate-
{pal 'dabray ‘thr “frequency amplifier {'sin-gal {sig-nal ri's@syar |
BC) A tWo-terminay ginglesteP operation |compur sei] A method
‘ment that opens5 “hy computer operation, used in debugging or
dsSpst ("sin gs) detecting Computer mallunctions, in which a

jyrogtam iS catried out one Instruction at a time,
eacti instruction beirig performed in response
toa manual control device such as a switch ot
purton. Also knowrt as One-shot operation; one-

‘precision NUMbep step operation, single-shot operation , Step-by-
| “4 atepoperation—['sin-gal [step ap-a'ra-shan |
See SPMD Usin. }single-stub transformer [ELECTROMAG] Shorted
a) eection Of 2 coaxial line that is connected to a
access. { 'sin-gal Snail coaxial line near a discontinuity to pro-

yide Impedance matching at the discontinuity
| 'siq-gal jstob tranz'for-mar|

gingle-stub tuner=|ELECTROMAG] Section of trans-
mission! line terminated by a movable short-

circuiting plunger or bar, attached to a main
tarsmission line for impedance-matching pur-

ces. (‘sin-gal {stab 'tlin-or|
single threading=jcompur sei] Transaction pro-

cessing in which one transaction is completed
beloreanotheris begun. ['sin-gal 'thred-in |

single-throw switch [ELEC] A switch in which the
samepair of contacts is always opened or closed
['sip-gol thro ‘swich }

single-tone keying [COMMUN | Form of keying in
which the modulating function causes the carrier
to be modulated with a single tone for one
condition, which may be either marking or
spacing, and the carrier is unmodulated for the
other condition —_[''sin-gol !t6n 'ké-in }

single-trip trigger circuit See single-shot trigger
circuit. { ‘sin-gal {trip 'trig-or ;sor-kat}

single-tuned amplifier jELEcTR| An amplifier
characterized by resonanceat a single frequency
{'sin-gol (ttind ‘am-pla,[t-or }

single-luned circuit [ELEC] A circuit whose be-
havior is the same as that of a circuit with
asingle inductance and a single capacitance,
together with associated resistances { 'sin-gol
itlind ‘sor-kat |

single-tuned interstage |rLectr| An interstage
Circuit. which Is resonant at a single frequency
['siq-gal (rained 'in-tarstal |

‘single-unit semiconductor device [ELECTR|
Semiconductor device haying one set of elec-
trodes associated with a single cartier stream
['sin-gal {yii-nat ‘sem-(-kan,dak-tar di,vis |

Single-wire line {ELEc| 1. Transmissionline that
uses the ground as one side of the circuit. 2A
Surtace-wavetransmissionline that consists of a
Single conductor which has a dielectric coating
orother treatment that confines the propagated
nergy close tothe wire | ‘sig-eal (wir lin }

Singlylinked fing |compur sei] A cyclic arrange-
Ment of data elements In which searches may

© perlormed in either a clockwise or a coun-

cya three-terry
ment that conp,
oO other tery)

MPUTSCI| ADUMbe |
orclinarily Used jh
adouble-precisign,

ct] Equipment. for
a computerprinter

[ELECTR] Block.
rerate as a single.
ishat 'blak-in 'as.g

nonostable muljj.
-t'vibrael-ar')
le-step operatiah

LECTR| Trigger cir.
ig pulse initiates
tions ending with
»wn_as single-trip
t 'trig-or sar-kat|
artaining to single.
Abbreviated SSB

Jon=|COMMUN} A
hich one of the
litude-modulation
ive may be either
ttially suppressed
ka-shon }

{COMMUN| Mod-
tion ofall compo-
1 an amplitude-
Id, band ,mdj:a'la-

[COMMUN | Trans-
ubstantially only
frequencies, as in
oper sideband Is
le picture signal;
er transmitted or
y { ‘sin-gal isid

aining to storagesides for recording

zle-end amplifier
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skew

terclockwise direction, but not both { 'sin-glé
iinkt ‘rin }

sink [{COMMUN| Equipment at the end of a com-
munications channel that récelves signals and
may perform other functions such as error
detection. |ELEcTROMAG| The region of a Rieke
diagram where the tate of change of frequency
with respect to phase ofthe reflection coefficient
is Maximum for ar oscillator; operation in this
region maylead to unsatistactory performance by
Teason of cessation or Instability of oselllations
(sink }

sinusoidal angular modulation Sv: aricle modula.
Hon, [.st:na'sdid-al ‘ag-eya-lar smaj-a'ld-shan|

sinusoidal current Ser simple harmonic current.
Lsina'soic-al 'kasrant }

sinusoidal oscillator |eLecrr| An oselflator elr-
cuit whose output voltageis a sine«wave function
of time. Also known as harmonic oscillatar, sine-
wave oscillator | stna'séid-al ‘as-a,lacl-ar |

SIP Sersingle in-line package. [ sijy]
SISD |comPut sci| A type of computer archi-

tecture in which there is a sirgle instruction
cycle, and operands are fetchedinserial fashion
into a single processing unit before execution
Acranyin for single-instruction-stream, single-
data-stream.—{ lestiles'rla |

SIT Seestatic induction transistor
site [comput sci| A position available for the

symbols of an inscription, for example,a digital
place | sit}

situation-display tube [cLectie| Laree cathode-
tay tube used to display tabularand vector messages
pertinent to the various functions of an air defense
mission. { ,sich-a'wa-shandi'spla stub }

six-phase circuit [ELEC] Combination of circuits
energized by alternating electromotive forces
whichdiffer in phase by one-sixth of a cycle (60°)
{ 'siks {faz 'sor-kat }

six-phase rectifler [ELEcTR| A rectifier in which
transformers are used to produce six alternating
electromotive forces which differ in phase by
one-sixth of a cycle, and which feed six diactes.
( 'siks {faz 'rek-to,fT-ar|

size contral [ELECTR] A control provided on a
video display device for changing the size of a
picture either horizontally or vertically. { ‘siz
kan tral |

skeletal coding [comput sci} A set of incomplete
insttuctions in symbolic form, intended to be
completed and specialized by a processing
program written for that purpose —_{ 'skel-ad-al
‘kGd-in |

skew [comput s¢i| In character recognition, a
condition arisirig at the read station whereby a
character or a line of characters appears in a
“twisted” mannerin relation toa real orimaginary
horizontal baseline. (eLecrR| 1. The deviation
ofa receivedfacsimile frame from tectangularity
due to lack of synchronism between scanner and
recorder, expressed numerically as the tangent
ol the angle of this deviation, 2. The degree
of nonsynchronism of supposedly parallel bits
when bit-coded characters are read fram Mmag-
hetictape. [skyi]
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skew failure

skew fallure {comput sci] In character recogni-
tion, the condition that exists during document
alignment whereby the document reference edge
is not parallel tothat of the read station. {'skyli
fal-yar }

sklatron See dark-trace tube _{ 'ski-a, tran }
skin antenna |ELECTROMAG| Flush-mountedair-

craft antenna madeby using insulating material
to isolate a portion of the metal skin of the
aircraft. { ‘skin an,ten-a]

skin depth [ELECTROMAG] The depth beneath the
surface of a conductor, which is carrying current
at a given frequency due to electromagnetic
wavesincidentonits surface, at which the current
density drops to one neper below the current
density at the surface. ‘skin depth }

skin effect |ELEC| The tendency of alternating
currents to flow near the surface of a conductor
thus being restricted to a small part of the
total sectional area and producing the effect
of increasing the resistance Also known as
conductorskin effect; Kelvin skin effect. { 'skin
ifekt )

skin resistance [ELEC] For alternating current of
a given frequency, the direct-current resistance
of a layer at the surface of a conductor whose
thickness equals the skin depth { ‘skin ri
izis-tans }

skintrackIng {ELECTROMAG| Tracking ofan object
by means of radarwithout using a beaconorother
signal device on board the object belng tracked,
(‘skin ,trak-in }

sklograph ELECTR} An instrument used to mea-
sure the intensity of x-rays. { 'skT-a,graf }

skip [compuT sci 1. in fixed-instruction-length
digital computers, to bypass or ignore one or
more instructions in an otherwise sequential
process. 2. Action of a computer printer that
moves rapidly over a line so that a blank line
appears inthe printout. {skip}

sklp chain [comput sci] A programming tech-
nique which matches a word againsta set of test
words; if there is a match, control is transferred
(skipped) to a routine, otherwise the word is
matched with the next test word in sequence
{'skip ,chan }

skip distance |&LECTROMAG] The minimum dis-
tance that radio waves can be transmitted
between two points on the earth by reflection
from the ionosphere, at a specified time and
frequency. { ‘skip ,dis-tens }

skipeffect [commun] The existence ofa circular-
shaped area around a radio transmitter within
which no radio signals are received, because
ground signals are received only inside the oval
and sky-wave signals are received only outside
the oval { 'skip i,fekt }

skip fading (ELEcTROMAG| Fading due to fluctu-
ations of ionization density at the place in the
ionosphere where the wave is reflected which
causesthe skip distance to increase or decrease
{ ‘skip ,fad-in } _

skip flag [compur sci] The thirty-lifth bit of a
channel command word which sipipresses the
transfer of data to main storage (skip , flag }

330
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skip keyIng [ELECTR] Reduction of al
repetition frequency to submujej ra
normally used, to teduce Mulual rea
betweenradarorto increase the |p '
time base. {skip kein | "eth

skip-searched chain=[Compu SC]
has pointers and can therelore be «
out examining each link. | ‘skip

skip zone=|COMMUN| The areafx :
limit of reception of radio Nigh-fregijen
waves and the innerlimit of recent i
waves, where no signal is received mt 1

sky wave=|ELECTROMAG| A radio Wave |h
upward into space and may or may.
turned to earth by reflection from they NOt bg
Also known aslonospheric waye. (sh l

sky-wave correction [ELEC] The coy
be applied fe the time difference read) sti
ceived sky waves to convert therta an a
ground-wave reading [| 'ski4way kotrat i

sky-wave transmission delay |);
Amount by which the time of tran
transmitter to receiver of a pulse Carried: us
waves reflected once from the E layer aa!
the timeoftransit of the same pullse cami,
ground waves, | 'skT jwéivtranz'tnishgy dislab {ELECTR| A relatively thick-cur crntall
which blanks are obtained by subsequentverse cutting. {slab} "

Slater’s rule [ELECTR] The ratio of the cat
radius to the anode radius of a magnets
approximately equal to (N — 4)(N + 4}
N is the numberof resonators. [ 'slad-argy

slave |COMPUT scl] A terminalor comtiputer)
is controlled by another computer [con
A device whose motions are governedliy inj
tions from another machine _{ slv]

slave antenna=|ELECTROMAG] A directional,
tenna positioned in azimuth and elevatig
a servo system; the information cuntre
the servo system is supplied by a track]
positioning system. { 'slav an,ten-a}

slave mode See user mode. ('slav.méd|
slave tube |[£LEcTR| A display monitor that)

connected to another monitor and provide
identical display _{ 'slav ,tiib }

sleep [comput sci] State of a computer-syat
that halts, or a program that appears ta bed
nothing because the program is caught [hi
endless loop {'slép} ’

sleeve [ELEC] 1. The cylindrical contact
farthest from the tip ofa phone plug 2. Insullite
ing tubing used over wires of components, AB
knownas bushing; sleeving.  Jenc| Acylind#e
part designed to fitover another part {slé)

sleeve antenna |ELECTROMAG| A single ve!
half-wave radiator, the lower half of whictii
a metallic sleeve through which the cont
feed line runs; the upperradiating portion,
quarter-wavelength Jong, connectsto the
ofthe line  {('slév an,ten-o }

sleeve dipole antenna=[ELECTROMAG| Dipe
tenna surrounded in its central partion
coaxial cable. { 'slév 'd7,pdl an'ten-2 }

sleeving See sleeve. { 'slév-in }
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 ind motor [ELEC] A motor used to drive a
jydar antenna at high speed for slewing to pick

up ortrackatarget.  {'slil-ly »mad-ar /
rate |COMPUTSc!| The speed at whicha logic.

oer na print head advances ta the succeeding
Fae and finds the position where it is ta
start printing. |CoNT sys] The maximum rate at
whichasystem can follovacommand,  |ELectR]
‘he maximum rateat which the output voltage of
an operational amplifier changes for a square-
wave OF step-signal input; usually specified in
yolts per microsecond. [ ‘sili rat }

slicer swamplitude gate. | 'slis-ar }
glicer amplifier Sve amplitude gate
: amplaflar |
slicing jeLeere| Transmission cf only those por-
“jjons of awaveform lying between two amplitude

values { ‘slts+in )
glide-back voltmeter |ELEcTR| An electronic volt-

meter in which an unknown voltage is measured
indirectly by adjusting a calibrated voltage source
until its voltage equals the unknown voltage
t'slid bak 'vOltiméd-or}

slider {£1#C] Slicing type of movable contact
'slid-ar }

glide-wire bridge=|ELEc| A bridge circuit in which
the resistance in one or more branches is
controlled by the position of a sliding contact
ona length of resistance wire stretched along a
linear scale. { ‘slid {wir ,brij }

giide-wire potentlometer [ELEC] A potentiome-
ter (variable resistor) which employs a movable
sliding connection on a length of resistance wire
(‘slid {wir pa,ten-ché'dm-ad-or}

gliding contact See wiping contact
itakt }

silp |ELEC| 1. The difference between synchronous
and operating speeds of an induction machine Also
known asslip speed. 2. Method of interconnect-
ing multiple wiring between switching units by
which trunk number | becomesthefirst choice
for the first switch, trunk number 2 first choice for
the second switch, trunk number3 first choice for
the third switch, andsoon. [ELECTR] Distortion
producedin the recorded facsimile image which
is similar to that produced by skew but is caused
by slippage in the mechanical drive system
[slip )

silpring |ELEC| A conductive rotating ring which,
in combination with a stationary brush, provides
4 continuous electrical connection between ro-
tating and stationary conductors; used in electric
fotating machinery, synchros, gyroscopes, and
scanning radar antennas. {'slip rin)

slitsean  |cospur sci] In character recognition, a
Magnetic or photoelectric device that obtains the
horizontal structure of an ifputted character by
vertically projecting its component elements at
given intervals, (‘slit ,skan}

| 'slis-ar

{'slid-ip'kan

23]
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slowed-down video

slot [COMPUT Sci] A connection ta a computer
bus into which printed cuit boards or integrated
circuit boards can be inserted. [ELEC] One of the
conductor-holding grooves in the face of the rotor or
statorofan electric rotating machine. { slat }

slot antenna [ELECTROMAG| An antenna formed
by cutting one or more narrowslots in a large
metal surface led by a coaxial line or waveguide
(‘slat an,ten-a|

slot-bound [COMPUT Scl| Condition ofa computer
whenall the slots in the machine's bus arefilled
with printed circuit boards, so that it is not
possible to expand the machine's capacity by
plugging in additional boards. (‘slat ,batind|

slot coupling=|ELECTRoMaG} Coupling between a
coaxial cable and a waveguide by means of two
coincident narrowslots, one in a waveguide wall
and the other in the sheath of the coaxial cable
{'slat kap-tin }

slot-maskpicture tube |[ELecrR| An in-line gun-
type color picture tube in which the shadow mask
is perforated by short, vertical slots, and the
screen is painted with vertical phosphor stripes
{'slat mask 'pik-char,tiib }

slot radlator |ELECTROMAG| Primary radiating el-
ement in the form ofa slot cut in the walls of a
metal waveguideorcavity resonator orin a metal
plate { ‘slat ,rad-é,ad-ar }

slotted IIne See slotted section. {'slad-ad 'lin J
slotted section |ELECTROMAG] A section of

waveguide or shielded transmission line in
which the shield is slotted to permit the use of
a movable probe for examination of standing
waves, Also known as slotted line; slotted
waveguide. {'slad-ad ,sek-shan}

slotted waveguide Sve slotted section
'wéiveid }

slot wedge |ELEc| The wedge that holds the
windings in a slot in the rotor or stator core of
anelectrical machine. { 'slat ,wej }

slow-blow fuse [ELEC] A fuse that can withstand
up to 10 times its normal operating current for a
brief period, as required for circuits and devices

(‘slad-od

which draw a very heavystarting current { ‘slo
Ibld 'fytiz }

slow death |ELEcTR| The gradual changeoftran-
sistor characteristics with time: this change is
attributed to ions which collect on the surface
of the transistor. {'sl6 'deth }

slowed-down video |ELEcTR| Technique or
method of transmitting radar data over narrow-
bandwidth circuits; the procedure involves
storing the radar video over the time required for
the antenna to move through the beam width,
and the subsequent sampling of this stored
video at some periodic rate at whichall of the
Tange intervals of interest are sampled at least
once each beam width er per azimuth quantum:
the radar returtis are quantized at the gap-filler
radat site. | 'sldd jdatin 'vid-é-6 }
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slow memory

slow memory Swslow storage. {'s]6 'mem-ré }
slow-motion video disk recorder [ELECTR] A

magnetic disk recorder that stores one field
of video information per revolution, for instant
replay at normal speed or any degree of slow
mation down to complete stapping of action.
{'sl6 [m6-shon 'vid-éo {disk ri*kard-ar}

slow-scan television=[commun | Television sys-
temthat uses a slow rate af horizontal scanning,
requiring typically 8 seconds for each complete
scan of the scene; suitable for transmitting
printed matter, photographs, and illustrations.
Abbreviated SSTV, (‘sl |skan 'tel-o,vizh.an }

slow storage=|cOMPUT Sci) Incomputers, storage
with a relatively long access time. Also known as
slow memory {'sl6'stor-ij }

slow time scale=(compuTsci] In simulation by an
analog computer, a time scale in which the time
durationof a simulated event is greater than the
actual time duration of the event in the physical
system under study Also known as extended time
scale. ('sl6'tim ,skal }

slow wave=[ELECTROMAG| A wave having a phase
velocityless thanthe velocityoflight, as ina ridge
wave guide.  ('sl& ‘wav )

SLSI circult See super-large-scale integrated cir-
cuit { ,es,el,es'T ,sar-kat }

slug tuner |ELECTROMAG] Waveguide tuner con-
taining one or more longitudinally adjustable
pieces of metalor dielectric. { 'slag ‘tiin-ar)

slug tuning |eLecrromac| Means of varying the
frequency ef a resonant circuit by introducing a
slug of material Into either the electric field’ or
magneticfield, or both. { 'slag itiin-in }

small computer system Interface [computscl]
An interface standard or format for personal
computers that allows the connection of up
to seven peripheral devices. Abbreviated SCSI
(scuzzy) { ismol kamipyiid-or ,sis-tom ‘in-ter
ifas }

small-scale integration |iLecrr| Integration in
which a complete major subsystem or system
is fabricated on a single integrated-cireult chip
that contains Integrated circuits which have
appreciably less complexity than for medium-
scale integration. Abbreviated SSI { ‘smal !skal
\int-a'grashan }

small-signal parameter [ELECTR| One of the pa-
rameters characterizing the behavior of an elec-
tronic device at small values ofinput, for whieh
the device can be represented by an equivalent
linear circuit, [‘smdl jsig-nal pa'ram-ad-at|

smalltalk jcompursel) Ahigh-level, user-friendly
programming language that incorporates the
functions ofan operating system. —[ ‘smol ,tok }

smart card [Comput sci] A plastic card in which
is embedded a microprocessor that is usually
programmed to hold information about the card
holderoruser Alsoknownaschipcard. {'smart
ikard }

smart sensor |eNG| A microsensor integrated
with signal-conditianing electronics such as
analog-to-digital converters on a single silicon
chip to form an integrated microelectromechan-
ical component that can process information
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itself or communicate with an em
croprocessor Also known as intellign
{ smart 'sen-sar| Bent Sey

smart structures [ENG] Structures sh);
ble ofsensing and reacting to their on
ina predictable anddesiredmannyr th a
integration of various elements, stich » TOU
actuators, power sources, signa] proces, ae
communications network. In addition an ‘
mechanical loads, smart structures ma a
vibration, reduce acoustic noise, Monit hy
own condition and environment, aulome he
perform precision alignments, or chan ati
shape or mechanical properties
{ smart 'strak-charz | i ;

smart terminal See intelligent terminal... sme 1‘tarman-al | smi clara
smart tool |cont sys| A robot end Cfect a on afixed tool that uses sensors ta mean” aititor
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on Comm,

  
 

 

; Ee Measure hine
tool's position relative to reference mathe a ee
a workpiece or Jig, and an actuator to adj ; terfinishthe tool's position with respect to the Workplgge:  

 

| smart ,til ] 4 pe 4
SMATV system Ser satellite master an,ni “i bal

television system —( fesjem,,4\té'va iSl5tom 1% ‘Tismoths
smear |etEcTR| A video picture defect jn whie 4 gMPT Seeobjects appear to be extendee hottzontatte mudging

beyond their normal boundaries in 4 blunt . sed in|
or smeared manner, one cause |p ekorssiye: duction |
attenuation of high video frequencies jy al radiation
analog television receiver | smir} “both hee

S meter See signal-strength meter ['es MEd-ar] in} |
smiley Seeemoticon. |'smil-@} SiN See st
Smithell’s burner ENG] Two concentric tubes: gnake hol.

that can be added toa bunsen burnerto separate, rectly UT
the inner and outer flame cones. { ‘smithale quarryltil
ibar-nar} ‘snaking

smoke [ENG Dispersionsof finely divided (0,9). ~(fandke lg
3,0 micrometers) solids or liquids in a gaseous gnap-acti¢
medium. (smak} sponds

smoke chamber |ENG| That area in a firm button qPlace cueely above the smoke shelf. { ‘smal, tively icham-bar| the trac
smoke detector [ENG] A photoelectric system Also kine

for an alarm when smoke in a chimney or iswich } |
other location exceeds a predetermined density, | snap-back
{‘smGk ditek-tor} forming:

smoke polnt ENG] The maximum flameheight plastic §
in millimeters at which kerosine will bum without shaped ©
smoking, tested understandard conditions; used ibak ,fori
as a measure of the burningcleanlinessofjet fuel snap fasti

and kerosine { 'smOk ,pdint } on ae:smoke shelf [ENG] A horizontal surface directly opposed)
behind the throat of a fireplace to prevent as those!
downdrafts. { 'smdk ,shelf } snap gagi

smokestack [ENG] A chimneyfor the discharge surfaces
of flue gases from a furnace operation suchasin ofan ou!
a steam boiler, powerhouse, heating plant, ship, snap hao)
locomotive, or foundry. { 'smak,stak } snap-off —

smoke test [ENG]Atest used on kerosine to vated sii
determine the highest point to which the flame can is st iret
be turned before smoking occurs _{ 'smok, test } conduct

smoke washer [ENG] A device for removing pat- stored '€
ticles from smokeby forcingit througha sprayof or swite
water { 'smOk ,wash-ar} Of ‘di, Gi
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I embe ting |ENG| Blasting to ensure even
intelligent’ mI m0 NOt cracks in the rock. [ "smith

Senge = faces Ww
ures thatare blesilling JENG| Drilling ina rock formation
Their wnyirg ae sm Icha fastrotation of the drill stem,a fast rate
ANT. Chreoy ea wanettatlon anda hleh recovery of care canbe
3, SUCHas gn Mie jeved with yvibration-free rotation of the drill
al HrOcessipe Oh ach jsmith 'drildig

stetning jeNG| Making a level, or continuously
gmotsurace  { 'smUthrin }

| Pot ‘e (ELECTR [ron- choke coilre hing choke | | Iron-core chokeetn!

Idition te cart anid< fi

Ures May alley| Ng
Se, Monitor yee I
nt, automating joyed ae a filter to remove fluctuations in

OF change Sally je oulput Cu rent of a vacuum-tube rectifier or
2s on command. girect-current generator. [ 'smiith-in schok 1

Id, Peothing cireult Seeripple Hiter  ('smith-inSe arkat |minal pik
thing filter Sve ripple filter{ ‘smart

end effecto, —
to Measure wo
ence Markers a

 { ‘smith-in
~~ filtar |
“atpothing plane |fNG| A finely set hand tool,
b joually 5 5—[Cinches | |4-25.4 centimeters) long,

tuator to sq for finishing small areas on wood. { ‘smiith-in
‘othe Worknigew: plan |

i ‘gmother kiln feNG)A kiln into which smoke
master antenng “can be Introduced for blackening pottery
Bye sisstam ‘smathear bil}
defect in which SMPT SeSimple Mail Transler Protocol
e horizontally amudging {ENG| A frest-preventive measure
es in a blurred: wed in orchards; properly. It means the pre-
se ig EXCHSgiVe. duction of heavy smoke, supposed to prevent
WWENCies in gh radiational cooling, but it is generally applied to
lr | both heating and smoke production, [ 'smaj:

['es méd.or) in}
SiN Sre signal-to-noiseratio.
snake hole [ENG] 1. A blasting hole bored di-

rectly under a boulder 2. A drill hole used in
quarrying or bench blasting —{ 'snak hol }

snaking {ENG| Towing a load with a long cable.
{'snak-in J

snap-action switch [eLec| A switch that re-
spondsto very small movementsofits actuating
button or lever and changes rapidly and posi-
tively from one contact position to the other;
the trademark of one version is Micro Switch
Alsoknownassensitive switch. {'snapiak-shan
sswich}

snap-back forming |ENG]A__plastic-sheet-
forming technique in which an extended, heated,
plastic sheet is allowed to contract over a form
shaped to the desired final contour [ ‘snap
ibak ,form-in }

snap fastener=|ENG] A fastener consisting of a ball
on one edge of an article thatfits in a socket on an
opposed edge, and used to hold edges together, such
as those ofa garment. {'snap ,fas-an-or}

snap gage |ENG| A device with two flat, parallel
surfaces spaced to control one limit of tolerance
ofan outside diameteroralength. ['snap ,gaj}

snap hook See spring hook, [ ‘snap ,huk }
Snap-off diode=|ELEcTR| Planar epitaxial passi-

vated silicon diode that is processed so a charge
is stored close to the junction when the diode is
conducting, when reverse voltage is applied, the
stored charge then forces the diode to snap off
or switch rapidly to its blocking state. { 'snap
Of "dT, 3d )

'ncentric tubes
er to separate
3. { 'smith-aly

‘divided (0.9|—
S In a gaseous

2a in a fire.
helf { 'smak

lectric system
a chimney or
nined density

| flame height
I burn without
ditions; used
ress of jetfuel

irface directly
2 to prevent

she discharge
on such asin
g plant, ship,
tak }
» kerosine to
the flame can
smok, test }
amoving pat-
gh a sprayof

snooperscope

snap-on ammeter [ELEC] An ac ammeter having
a magnetic core in the form of hinged jaws that
can be snapped around the current-carrying wire
Also known as clamp-on ammeter. { 'snap!on
'am,éd-ar}

snapper [ENG] A device for collecting samples
from the ocean bottom, and which closes to
prevent the sample from dropping out as it is
raised to the surface. ['snap-or}

snap ting [ENG] A form of spring used asa fastener,
the ring is elastically deformed, put in place, and
allowed to snap back toward its unstressed position
into a groove or recess, { ‘snap rin }

snapshot [comput sci] The storing of the entire
contents of the memory, including status indica-
tors and hardware registers. ('snap,shat}

snapshot dump=[computsci| An edited printout
of selected parts of the contents of main memory,
performed at one or more times during the execu-
tion of a program without materially affecting the
operation of the program, {'snap,shat ,damp }

snapshot program |coMmpPuT Sci| A program that
provides dumpsof certain portions of memory
when certain instructions are executed or when
certain conditions are fulfilled { 'snap,shat
iprd-gram }

snatch block=|ENG| Apulley frame or sheave with
an eye through which lashing can be passed ta
fastenit to a scaffold or pole. {'snach ,blak]

snatch plate [ENG] A thick steel plate through
which a hole about one-sixteenth of an inch
larger than the outside diameterof the drill rod
on which it is to be used is drilled, the plate
is slipped over the drill rod and one edge is
fastened to a securely anchored chain, and if
rods mustbe pulled because high-pressure water
is encountered, the eccentric pull of the chain
causesthe outside of the rods tobe gripped and
held against the pressure of water; the rod is
moved a shortdistance out of the hole each time
the plate is tapped. —_[ 'snach ,plat }

S-N dlagram  |ENG| In fatigue testing, a graphic
representation of the relationship of stress S
and the numberofcycles N before failure of the
material { jesjen 'divo,gram }

sneak path§{comput sci} In computers, an unde-
sired circuit through a series-parallel configura-
tion. {'snék ,path }

snifter valve (ENG| Avalveona pump that allows
air to enter or escape, and accumulated water to
be released, { 'snif-tor ,valv }

snivet (ELEcTR| Straight, jagged, or broken verti-
cal black line appearing near the right-hand edge
of a television receiver screen, {'sniv-ot }

SNOBOL [comput sci] A computer programming
language that has significant applications in
program compilation and generation of sym-
bolic equations. Derived from String-Oriented-
Symbolic Language. {'snd,bol

snooperscope {ELECTR| An infrared source, an
infrared image converter, and a battery-operated
high-voltage direct-current source constructed in
portable form to permit a foot soldier or other
user to see objects in total darkness; infrared ra-
diation sent out by the infrared sourceis reflected
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snorkel

back to the snooperscope and converted into a
visible image on the fluorescent screen of the
image tube { 'sniip-ar,sk6p }

snorkel=[eNG| Any tube which supplies air for an
underwater operation, whether|t be for material
orpersonnel. _{ 'snor-kal}

snow ELECTR] Small, random, white spots pro-
duced on an analog television or radar sereen by
inherent noise signals originating in the receiver
{snd}

show bin [ENG A box for measuring the amount
of snowfall; a type of snow gage { ‘snd bin }

snow mat jena] A device used to mark the
surlace betweenald and new snow, consisting of
a plece of white duck 28 inches (71 centimeters)
square, having in-each cornertriangular pockets
in which are inserted, slats placed diagonally to
keep the mat taut and flat. [ ‘snd \mat ]

snow pillow jena) A device used to record the
changing weight of the snow coverat a point,
consisting of @ fluid-filled bladder lying an the
ground with a pressure transducer or a vertical
Pipe and float connected to it. ('sn&-,pil-6 }

snow resistograph [ENG] An instrument for
recording a hardness profile of a snow cover by
recording the force required to move a blade up
through the snow. { 'sn@ ri'zis:ta,graf |

snow sampler [ENG] A hollow tubeforcollecting
a sample of snowin place. Also known as snow
tube, {'snd ,sam-pler}

snow scale Seesnowstake. ['snd skal }
snow stake [ENG| A. wood scale, calibrated in

inches, used in regions of deep snow to measure
its depth, it is bolted to a wood post-or angle
iron set In the ground, Also known as snow scale.
('snd \stak }

snow static |ELECTROMAG| Precipitation static
caused by falling snow | ‘snd \stad-ik }

snow tube Sersnowsampler | ‘sné ,tiib }
SNR Ser signal-to-noise ratio.
Snyder sampler [ENG] A mechanical device for

obtaining small representative quantities from a
moving streamol pulverized or granulatedsolids;
it consists of a cast-iron, plate revalvi ng in a
vertical plane on a horizontal axis with an inclined
sample spout; the material to be sampled comes
to the sampler by way of an inclined chute
whenever the sample spout comes in line with
the moving stream. { ‘sni-dar'sam-plar]

soap bubble test [ENG] A leak test in which a
soap solution is applied to the surface of the
vessel underinternal pressuretest; soap bubbles
form if the tracer gas leaks from the vessel.
{'sdp jbab-al ,test }

socket [ELEC] A device designed to provide elec-
tric cormections and mechanical support for an
electronic or electric component requiring can-
venient replacement [ENG] A device designed
to receive and grip the end of a tubular object,
such asatoolorpipe | 'sak-at|

socket-head screw [ENG| A screw fastener with
a geometric recess in the head into which an
appropriate wrench is inserted for driving and
tuming, with consequent improved tiontamper-
ability { ‘sfik-at {hed ,skril ]

 socket wrench=[£NG| Awreneh With
fit the head of a bolt ora nut sao

soda-acid extinguisher [rnig) a jin
sher from which water is expel lee aioe ;
by the generation of carbondioxide th Natymixing (when theextinguisheris ry.
acid and sodium bicarbonate i
ik’stip-gwa-shar} “Od

sodar |ENG| Saund-waye lransmltesy,
ceiving equipment that is yseq to
measure the vertical turbulence str re
wind profile of the lower layerof (he ta fe
by analyzing sound reflected jn sete “Aliens.
atmospheric turbulence. Derived trey ed
tection and ranging, ('sGydeir | “OMe tee

sodium amalgam-oxygen cell leLEC] gy
system in which materials finetioning ln th ‘I
capacity of uel and anode are consupn; fa
tinuously: low operating lemporatures -
power-lo-welght ratios are significant epee i
istics of the system)  {) ‘sfid.d-ayy sae
‘ak-sa-jan sel) SI

sodium/sulfur battery [elec| A storage by
that operates at temperatures of 200-3en
(570-660°F) and has a liquid sodium an €
and liquid sulfur cathode separated bya i.ceramic electrolyte that conducts sedium ae
{ ‘sGd-@-orm 'Sal-for 'bad-a-ré| Ne s

sodium-vapor lamp=[electri A discharge lamp ta
containing sodium vapor, used chiellyfor our | ott &

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Ute
©) of gy

doorillumination, ['sdd-&am 1aepar||
soft automation eG] Automatic con i) uj

chiefly through the use of computer ptocessipg by
with telatively little fellance on cOmMputey eae
hardware. [ 'sdft Gd-a'ma-shan | atl

soft computing {comput Sci] A family of mothe * uit
ods that imitate humanintelligence with the goat thet
of creating tools provided with sone humane alive
like capabilities (such as learning. reasoning, and comp
decision making), and are based oy [yezy logle [ ‘sel
neural networks, and probabilistic reasoning goltwa
techniques such as genetic algorithms. | sai usa
kam'pydd-in | with

soft copy |compuT sci| Information that |s dig. putel
played on a screen, given by voice, orstored In and ¢
a form that cannot be read directly by a persan, softwe
aS On Magnetic tape. disk. or microfilm—| ‘soft twarg
‘kdp-é | gran

soft-copy terminal=|computsci] A computer ter. {rot
minal that presents its output through an elec snd
lronic ¢lisplay, rather than printing it or paper in th
('soft |kap-& 'tar-man-al| soitwe

soft crash=[compur sci] A halt in computer op desi
eratlons Im which the computer operator has carn!
enough warning time to. take action to. minimize inet
the effects af the stoppage. _{ 'saift'krash J ‘driv

soft edit (comput sci] A checking and correction softwere
process that allowsdata in which problems have atic.
been identified to be accepted by a computer cal I
system.{'soft 'ed-it } enersoft error [comput sci] An error that occurs in
automatic operations but does not recur when the  
operationisaltemptedasecondtime.—{‘soft'er-ar] lion

soft fallure§|compur sci] A failure that can be that,
overcome without the assistance of a person ‘ite
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. some human-
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i goft

ith gpacialized knowledge to repalr the device,
jisolt ifal-yar| i “ i :nfiow [ENO The free-flowing characteristics of

gtltt material under conventional molding
ans: | soft ‘fc }

Jcompur sel] A typeface or set of type-
hat is contalried in the software ol a com-
 ar Sih!

Perate printing, Also known as downloadable
pt (sol fant)

limiting [ELECrR| Limiting in which there
till an appreciable Increase in output lor

n input signal strength up tnte the
hich limiting action oceurs, | 'séft

is 5
jncreases |
range at W
iad

goft page break§[COMPUT Sci] A page break that
ié inserted ina document by a word-processing
srognim, and can moveIf text is added, deleted,
jrreformatied above It. | jsdtt'paj .brak|
ft patch (COMPUT Sci] A temporary change In

a computer program's machine language that Is
carried oul while the program is In memory, and
thus prevails onlyfor the durationof a single run
ofthe program. ["sdft'pach |

soft return JcomPeuT scl] A control cade that Is
qutematically entered Inte a text document by
the word-processing programto mark the end of
aline, based onthe current right margin.—| ‘soft
ri'tarn}

soft sector [CoMPur sci] A disk or drum format
in which the lacations of sectors are determined
by control information written on the storage
medium rather than by some physical means
{ ‘soft 'sek-tar |

gofttube [ELECTR] 1. An x-ray tube having a vac-
uum of about 0.000002 atmosphere(0.2 pascal),
the remaining gas being left in intentionally to
give less-penetrating rays than those of a more
completely evacuated tube. 2. See gassy tube
(‘soft ,tiib }

software [COMPUT sci| The totality of programs
usable on a particular kind of computer, together
with the documentation associated with a com-
puter or program, such as manuals, diagrams,
and operating instructions, _{ 'sof,wer }

software compatibility |compuT sci] Property of
two computers, with respect to a particular pro-
gramming language, in which a source program
from one machinein that language will compile
and execute to produce acceptably similar results
inthe other { 'sof,wer kam,pad-a'bil-ad-é }

software driver |compuT sci] Software that is
designed to handle the interaction between a
computer and its peripheral equipment, chang-
ing the format of data as necessary _{ 'sof,wer
‘drivear]

software engineering [COMPUT sci] The system-
atic application of scientific and technologi-
cal knowledge, through the medium of sound
engineering principles, to the production of
computer programs, and to the requirementsdef-
inition, Functional specification, design descrip-
tion, program implementation, and test methods

that lead up to this code, { 'sof,wer ,en-janirin }
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solar noise

software flexibility (comput sci| The ability of
software to change easily in response todiffer-
ent user and system requirements. [ 'sof,wer
iflek-sa'bil-od-é }

softwarefloating point {comput sci] Special rou-
tines that allow high-level programming lan-
guages to perform floating-point arithmetic on
computer hardware designed for integer arith-
metic, { 'sof,wer 'fld-in 'point }

software interface=[|CompuT sci| A computer lan-
guage whereby computer programs can com-
municate with each other, and one language
can call upon anotherfor assistance { 'sof,wer
‘instor-fas}

software maintenance [computscl] The correc-
tion of errors in software systems and the rem-
edying of inadequacies in running the software
( 'sGf,wer ,mant-on,ons}

software metric {comput sci] 1. A rule for quan-
tifying some characteristic or attribute of a
computer software entity, 2. One of a set of
techniques whoseaim is to measure the quality
of acomputer program —_{ ;s0f,wer 'me-trik }

software monitor |compuT sci| A system, used
to evaluate the performance of computer soft-
ware, that is similar to accounting packages,
but can collect more data concerning usage of
various componentsof a computer system andis
usually part of the control program. _{ 'sOf,wer
smansod:ar}

software multiplexing §[{comeut sci] A procedure
used in a time-sharing or multiprogrammed
system in which the central processing unit,
acting under control of a software algorithm,
interleaves its attention between a family of
programs waiting for service, in such a way that
the programs appear to be processedin parallel
{ 'sof,wer 'mal-ti,pleks:in }

software package [COMPUT sci] A program for
performing some specific function or calculation
which is useful to more than one computer user
and is sufficiently well documented to be used
without modification on a defined configuration
of some computer system, { 'sof,wer ,pak+ij }

software pathlength §|compurscl| The numberof
machine-language instructions required to carry
out some specified task. Also known as path
length. { 'sof,wer'path ,lenkth }

software protection§{comput sci] The useof var-
ious techniques to prevent the unauthorized
duplication of software Also known as copy
protection. { 'sof,wer pra,tek-shan }

soft-wired numerical control See computer
numerical control. { 'sof ,wird nu'mer-s-kal
kon'trol }

solar battery (ELEcTR| An arrayof solar cells, usu-
ally connected in parallel and series. { 'sd-lor
'bad-a-ré }

solar cell |{ELECTR] A pn-junction device which
converts the radiant energy of sunlight directly and
efficiently into electrical energy _{ 'sG-lar ‘sel )

solar generator |ELEC} An electric generator
powered by radiation from the sun and used in
some satellites, { 'sd-lar 'jen-o,rad-or}

solar noise Seesolarradio noise { 's6-lor'noiz }
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solar radio noise

solar radio nolse [ELECTROMAG} Radio noise
originating at the sun, and increasing greatly in
intensity during sunspots andflares: itis heard as
a hissing noise on shortwaveradioreceivers. Also
knownas solar noise. { 's6-lar 'rd-€-6 ,noiz }

solar sensor |ELEcTR| A light-sensitive diode
that sends a signal to the attitude-control system
ofa spacecraft when itsensesthesun. Also knawn
assunsensor {'s6-lor'sen-sar}

solder-ball fllp chip See flip chip,
‘flip chip }

soldering lug |£Lec| Astamped metal strip used
as a terminal to which wires can be soldered
('sdd-a-rin ,log )

solderless contact See crimp contact
las 'kén,takt}

solderless wrapped connectlon See wire-wrap
connection. { 'sdd-ar-las 'rapt ka'nek-shan )

solder track |ELEcTR| A conducting path on a
printed circuit board that is formed by applying
molten solder tothe board. (‘sacarjtrak }

sole [ELECTR] Electrode usec in magnetrors and
backward-wave oscillators to carry a current
that generates a magneticfield in the direction
wanted {sdl}

solenold [ELECTROMAG] 1. Also known aselectric
solenoid, 2. An electrically energized coil of
insulated wire which produces a magnetic field
within the coil 3. In particular, a coil that
surrounds a movableiron core whichis pulled to
a central position with respect to the coil when
the coil is energized by sending current through
it. (‘'sal-e,ndid)

solld-dielectric capacitor [ELEC] A capacitor
whose dielectric is one of several solid materials
such as ceramic, mica, glass, plastic film, or
paper { 'sdl-ad jdi-ajlek-trik ka'pas-ad-ar}

solld-electrolyte battery |ELEC| A primary bat-
tery whose electrolyte is either a solid crystalline
salt, such as silver iodide or lead chloride,
or an ion-exchange membrane; in either case,
conductivity is almost entirely ionic. { 's&l-ad
i'lek-tra,lit 'bad-a-ré }

solld-electrolyte fuel cell [ELEC] Self-contained
fuel cell in which oxygen is the oxidant and
hydrogen is the fuel; the oxidant and fuel are
kept separated by a solid electrolyte which has
a crystalline structure and a low conductivity
(‘salad ilek-tra,lit 'Fyiil ,sel }

solld electrolytic capacitor |ELEC| An elec-
trolytic capacitor in which the dielectric is an
anodized coating on oneelectrode, with a solid
semiconductor material filling the rest of the
space between the electrodes. { 'sdl-ad iflek-
trotlid-ik ka'pas-ad-ar}

solldinsulator [ELEC] Anelectric insulator made
of asolid substance, such as sulfur, polystyrene,
rubber, or porcelain. { 'sdl-ad 'in-sa,lad-ar

solid logic technology [ELECTR] A method of
computerconstruction that makes use of minia-
turized modules, resulting in faster circuitry
because of the reduced distances that current
must travel { 'sdl-ad [laj-ik tek'nal-o-jé }

solld state [ENG] Pertaining to a circuit, device,
or system that depends on some combination

( isdd-ar ,bdl

( 'sdd-or-
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of electrical, magnetic, and optical Pheng
within a solid that Is usually a crystal
semiconductor material, | 'sél-ad ‘spay 1 Alling

solld-state battery [ELEC] A battery jp
both the electrodes and the electrolyte
state materials. | ‘sdl-ad istat "bad-a.ré|

solid-state circuit) [eLecte| Complete
formed from a single block of sem)
material,  [ 'sel-ad jstat''sar-kat }

solld-state circult breaker JELECTR] A
breakerin which a Zenerdiode,silicon Contraly
rectifier, or solid-state device is connecter
sense whenload terminal voltage exceuce a. 1)
value, | 'sdl-ad {stat ‘sar-kat \brak-ar| Sale!

solid-state component |ELectr| A COMPOns
whose operation depends on the controt wu
electrical or magnetic phenomena insolide Sti :
as a transistor, crystal diode. or ferrite deviea!('sdl-ad jstat kam'po-nant) “J

solid-state device=|[eLecTR| A device, other ths
a conductor, which uses magnetic, electtioa| and
other properties of solic) materials, as Opposed
to vacuum or gaseous devices. | 'sil-aq \statcli'vis |

solid-state Image sensor
image sensor

solid-state lamp
( 'sdl-ad {stat ‘lamp }

solid-state laser [orrics| A laser in which a
semiconductor material procluces the coherent
outpulbeam—{'sal-ad {stat 'la-zar }

solid-state memory [comput sej| A COMpUter
memory whose elements consist of integrated.
circuit bistable multivibrators in which bits of
information are stored as one of two states
{ 'sdl-ad jstat'‘mem-ré |

solid-state power amplifier {tiectR] An ampli-
fier that uses field-elfect transistors to provide
useful amplification at gigahertz frequencies.
{ 24l-od ,stat 'pad-ar jain-pla,fi-ar |}

solid-state relay=[fiecrr| A relay that uses only
s@lic-state components, with no movingparts,
Abbreviated SSR | 'sdil-ad {stat 'ré,la |

solld-state switch ELECTR] A microwave
switch in which a semiconductor material serves
as the switching element; a zero or negative
potential applied to the control electrode will
reverse-bias the switch and turn it off, anda
slight pasitive voltage will turn it on —_{ 'sal-ad
istat 'swich }

solid-state thyratron [ELECTR] A semiconductor
device, such as a silicon controlled rectifier, that
approximatesthe extremely fast switching speed
and power-handling capability of a gaseous
thyratron tube —_{ 'sdl-ad !stat 'th7-ra,tran }

solld-state uninterruptible power system
[ELEC] An uninterruptible power system in
which the load operates continuously from the
output of a de-to-ac static inverter powered by
a battery. { 'sdl-ad !stat ,an,int-a'rap-te-bal
‘pati-ar sis-tam }

solid tantalum capacitor [ELEC] An electralytic
capacitorin which the anodeis 4 porouspelletof
tantalum; the dielectric is an extremely thin layer
of tantalum pentoxide formed by anadization of

‘whi
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ee|
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eexteriorand interior surfaces of the pellet, the
ode is a layer of serniconducting manganese

dioxide that fills the pores of the anode over the
dielecttle: ('sdlad jlantal-am ka'pas-ad-ar |
jon [ELEC] An electrochemical device in which
amplification ts obtained by controlling and
monitor ngareversible electrochemical reaction

tailTt) ;
jon ceramle |ELEC| A nonbrittle. inorganicsolut aitatlasansel

caramic insulating coating that can be applied to
wires at a low temperature, examples include ce-
ra, chromia, titania, and zirconia, | sa'li-shan
calramlk | =

golvent welding §|ENG| A technique for joining
fastic pipework in which a mixture of solvent

and cement is applied to the pipe end and te
the socket, with the parts then being joined and
allowed tosel.  {'sdl-vant weld-in

gommerfeld equation See Sommerfeld formula
| zom-arfelt ikwa-zhan |

Sommerfeld formula |ELECcTROMAG| An approxl-
mate formulafor thefleld strength of electro-
magnetic radiation generated by an antennaat
distances small enough sothat the curvature of
the earth may be neglected, in terms of radiated

wer, distance from the antenna, and various
constants and parameters. Also known as Som-
merfeld equation. {'zom-ar,felt ,foremya:lo }

sonar |ENG| 1. A system that uses underwater
sound, at sonic or ultrasonic frequencies, to
detect and locate objects in the sea, or for
communication; the commonest type is echo-
ranging sonar; other versions are passive sonar,
scanning sonar, and searchlight sonar, Derived
from sound navigation and ranging. 2. See
sonarset. [ ‘sO,nar}

gonar array [ELECTR| An arrangementof several
sonar transducers or sonar projectors, appro-
priately spaced and energized to give proper
directional characteristics. { 's6,ndra,ra J

sonar detector See sonar receiver { 's6,nardi
itek-tar}

sonar projector [ENG Acous| An electromechan-
ical device used underwater to convertelectrical
energy to sound energy; a crystal or magnetostric-
tion transducer is usually used for this purpose
('s6,nar pra,jek-tar }

sonar recelver [ELECTR] A receiver designed to
intercept and amplify the sound signals reflected
by an underwatertarget and display the accom-
panying intelligence in useful form, it may also
pick up other underwater sounds, Also known as
sonar detector { 'sd,nar ri's@-var}

sonar resolver |ELEcTR| A resolver used with
echo-ranging and depth-determining sonar to
calculate and record the horizontal range of a
sonar target, as required for depth-bombing
(‘s6,ndr ri,zal-var}

sonar self-nolse [(ELECTR| Unwanted sonar sig-
nals generated in the sonar equipment itself
('s6,nar 'self'noiz }

sonar set |ENG| A complete assembly of sonar
equipment for detecting and ranging or for
communication. Also known as sonar. {‘s6,nar
set }

cath

sortworker

sonartransducer [ENGAcous] Atransducer used
underwaterto convertelectrical energy to sound
energy and sound energy to electrical energy
{'s6,nar tranz,dt-sar }

sonar transmitter |[ELECTR} A transmitter that
generates electrical signals of the proper fre-
quency and form for application to a sonar
transduceror sonar projector, to produce sound
waves of the same frequency in water; the sound
waves may carry intelligence. { 's6,nar tranz
imid-ar }

son fille {comput sci| The master file that is
currently being updated. {'san,fil }

sonic delay line See acousticdelayline —_{'sdn-ik
di'la lin}

sophisticated robot [cont sys} A robot that can
be programmedandis controlled by a micropro-
cessor _{ sa'fissta,kad-ad 'rG,bat }

sophisticated vocabulary [Comput sci] An ad-
vanced and elaborate set of instructions; a
computer with a sophisticated vocabulary can
go beyond the more common mathematical
calculations such as addition, multiplication,
and subtraction, and perform operations such as
linearize, extract square root, and select highest
number.{so'fis-ta,kad-ad va'kab-ya,leré }

sort {COMPUT sci] 1. To rearrange a set of data
items into a new sequence, governed by specific
tules of precedence. 2. The program designed
to perform this activity. {sort}

sort algorithm [comput sci] The methods fol-
lowed in arranging a set of data items into a
sequence according to precise rules, { ‘sort Jal:
gayrith-om }

sorter Seesequencer { 'sdrd-ar }
sort field (comput sci] A field in a record that is

used in determining the final sorted sequence of
the records.{'sort ,féld }

sort generator [compuTsci] Acomputer program
that produces other programs which arrange
collections of items into sequencesas specified
by parameters in the original program —_{ 'sdrt
\jen-o,rdd-or}

sort key |CompurT sci] A key used as a basis for
determining the sequence of items in a set
{ 'sort ,ké ]

sort/merge |compuTsci| To combine two or more
similar fites, with the records arranged in the
appropriate order, according to precise rules
(‘sort 'morj }

sort/merge package |CcompPuT Sci] A set of pro-
grams capableof sorting and merging datafiles
{ 'sort 'marj ,pak-ij }

sort order [comput Sci] The sequenceinto which
a collection of records are arranged after they
have been sorted, { 'sort ,Ordar }

sort pass [comput sci] Any one ofa collection
of similar procedures carried out during a sort
operation in which a part of the sort is completed
{ 'sort ,pas }

sortworker [COMPUTSclj A file created temporar-
ily by a computer program to hold intermediate
results when the amount of data to be sorted
exceeds the available storage space. { ‘sort
war-kar}
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Sos

SOS |COMMUN] The distress signal in radio-
telegraphy, consisting of the letters S, O, and S
of the international Morse code

sound analyzer |iNG| An instrument which
measures the amountof sound energyin various
frequencybands; it generally consists of a set of
fixed electrical filters or a tunable electrical filter,
along with associated amplifiers and 4a meter
which indicates the filter output. {'salind ,an-o
lTz-or }

sound board [comput sci| An adapter which
provides a computer with the capability of
reproducing and recording digitally encoded
sound. Also knownas audio adapter; sound card
(‘sadn ,bord }

sound card Sce sound board. { 'salin kard }
sound carrier |COMMUN| The analog television

carrier that is frequency-modulated by the sound
portion ofa television program, the unmodulated
center frequencyof the soundcarrier is 4.5 mega-
hertz higher than the video carrier frequency for
thesametelevision channel —_('saund ,kar-é-ar}

sound channel |ELEcTR| The series of stages that
handles only the sound signal in a television
receiver {'saund ,chan-al}

sound filmstrip=|ENG Acous| A filmstrip that has
accompanying sound onaseparatediskor tape,
which is manually or automatically synchronized
with projection of the pictures in the strip
{ ‘saund ‘film,strip }

sound gate=[ENG ACOUus| The gate through which
film passes in a sound-film projector for con-
version of the sound track into audio-frequency
signals that can be amplified and reproduced
( 'saund gat }

sound head |ENG acous] 1. The section of a
sound motion picture projector that converts the
photographic or magnetic sound track to audible
soundsignals 2. Ina sonarsystem, the cylindri-
cal container for the transmitting projector and
the receiving hydrophone. {'saUind ,hed }

sound-level meter [ENG] An instrument used to
measure noise and sound levels in a specified
manner, the meter maybe calibrated in decibels
or volume units and includes a microphone,
an amplifier, an output meter, and frequency-
weighting networks. | 'saund {lev-ol ,méd-or}

sound navigation and ranging Se sonar
{'salind ,nav-o'ga-shan on 'ranj-in }

sound-powered telephone (ENG aAcous| A tele-
phone operating entirely on current generated
by the speaker's voice, with no external power
supply; sound waves cause a diaphragm to
move a coil back and forth between the poles
of a powerful but small permanent magnet,
eencrating the required audio-frequency voltage
inthe coil. {'saUnd jpat-ord'tel-o,fGn}

sound production [ENG Acous| Conversion of
energy from mechanical orelectrical into acous-
tical form, as in a siren or loudspeaker
pro,dak-shan }

sound reception |ENG Acous| Conversion of
acoustical energy into another form, usually
electrical, as in a microphone
shan }

('saund

{ 'saund ri,sep-
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sound recording [ENG ACOuUs| The pitite,
Tecording sound signals so they may be TEP
at any subsequent time, as on a disk, sound t hs
magnetictape. {'saUnd ri,kord:in |

sound-reinforcement system [ENG ACOH]electronic means for augmenting the su’
output of a speaker, singer, or musical instriyy
in cases whereit is either too weak to be
above the general noise or too reverberant

amplifiers, volume controls, and loudspeaj.
Also known as public address system [ ‘sathiré-in'fors-mant \sis-tam | 1

sound-reproducing system=|ENGACOUS| Agy |

bination of transducing devices and ASSOC
equipmentfor picking up sound atone loeaiee
and time and reproducing it at the same or ga.”
other location and al the same or some Faterting:
Also knownas audio system, reproducing systesoundsystem,—| ‘satin,r&pra'diis-in sigs “a

sound spectrograph (&NG aAcous] An Instn
ment that records and analyzes the spectral Cini,
position of audible sound —{ 'sauind 'SPehtg,grat } 1

soundstripe=[ENG acaus] A jongitudinal Sting
of magnetic material placed on same motion
picture films for fecording @ magnetle soung
track [ 'satind,strip |

sound system Sve sound-reproducing system
{ ‘salind ,sis-tam }

soundtrack [ENG ACcOUS| A narrow band, Usually
along the margin of @ sound film, that carts
the sound record; if may be a varlalle-width o
varlable-density optical track ora magnetic track
{'saund ,trak }

sound transducer See electroacoustic transducer
{ 'satind tranz,dis-or}

sound trap |ELECTR| A wave trap in an analog
television receiver circuit that prevents sound
signals from entering the picture channels
{'saund ,trap |

source [ELEC| The circuit or device that supplies
signal power or electric energy or charge to a
transducer or load circuit. |ELECTR| The termi-
nal ina field-effect transistor from which majority
carriers flow into the conducting channelin the
semiconductor material. {sors }

source address [ComputSci] Thefirst addressofa
two-addressinstruction (the sound addressis known
as the destination address), { 'sors ‘ad,res |

source code [comput sci| The statements in
which a computer programisinitially written be-
fore translation into machine language. [ ‘sors
ikdd J

source data automation equipment [COMPUT
sci| Equipment (except paper tape and magnetic
tape cartridge typewriters acquired separately
and not operated in support of a computer)
which, as a by-product ofits operation, produces
a record in a medium which is acceptable by
automatic data-processing equipment. [ ‘sors
idad-o ,Od-9'ma:shon i,kwip:mant }

source data capture |compuT sci| The proce:
dures for entering source data into a computer
system. {'sors 'dad:o ,kap-chor}
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vce dala entry (COMPUT Sci] Entry of data
ato a conn puter system directly from iis source,

without transcription, | ‘s@rs'dac-a ,en-tré |
ce degeneration [&Lecte| The addition ofour" Atel : a
circuit clement between a transistor source

nd ground, with several effects, Including a
reduction in gain, | jsars di,jena'ra-shan|

ree document |compur sei) The original
medium containing the basic data to be used by
q data-processing system, from which the data
are converted intoaform which can be read into
a computer Also knewn as original document.
(gars .cik-yeermioant }

urce-follower amplifier=See commor-drain
amplifier. (‘sors 'fal-awar'am-pla,fTar|

source impedance §[&Lec| Impedance presented
hy.source of energyto the input terminals ofa
device ['sOrs im,péd-ans }

source language [comput sci] The language in
which a program for other text) is originally
expressed. [ ‘sors ,lan-gwij |

source library |CompuT sci| A collection of com-
puter programs in compiler language or assem-
plerlanguage. —[ ‘sors |li,brer-@

source listing§|CompuT sci! A printout of a source
program { ‘sors list-ig }

source module=|compurr sci] An organizedsetof
statements in any source language recorded in
machine-readable form andsuitable for input to
anassembler or compiler. { 'sors ,maj-til }

gource program |comPuT sci] The form of a
program just as the programmer has written
it, alten on coding forms or machine-readable
media, a program expressed in a source-language
form {‘sdrs ,prdé,gram }

source program optimizer |compuTsci| Aroutine
for examining the source code of a program under
developmentand providing information about use
of the various portions of the code, enabling
the programmer to modify those sections of the
target program that are most heavily used in order
to improve performance of the final, operational
program. { ‘sors ,prd,gram ,ap-ta,miz-ar}

source stream |COMMUN|A single, nonmulti-
plexed stream of samples before compression
coding {'sdrs ,strém }

source time |compuT sci] The time involved in
fetching the contents of the register specified
by the first address of a two-addressinstruction
(‘sors ,tim }

source transitlon loss |ELEcTR| The transmis-
sion loss at the junction between an energy
source and a transducer connecting that source
to an energy load; measured by the ratio of
the source power to the input power. { 'sors
tran'zish-an lds }

sourcing |ELECTR| Redesign or the modification
of existing equipmentto eliminate a source of
tadio-frequencyinterference. [{'sdrs-ip )

space [COMMUN] The open-circuit condition or
the signal causing the open-circuit condition
in telegraphic communication; the closed-circuit
condition is called the mark —_{ spas }

Space character Sve blank character { ‘spas
ikatik-tor }

spaced antenna

space charge [ELEc| The net electric charge
within a given volume.{'spas ,chdirj }

space-charge balanced flow [ELECTR] A method
of focusing an electron beam in the interaction
region ofa traveling-wave tube; thereis an axial
magnetic field in the interaction region which
is stronger than that in the gun region; at the
transition between the two values of magnetic
field strength, the beam is givenarotation in such
a direction as to produce an inward force that
counterbalances the outward forces from space
charge and from the centrifugal forces set up by
Totation. { 'spas icharj 'bal-anst ‘fla }

space-charge debunching |ELEcTR| Aprocessin
which the mutual interactions between electrons
in a stream spread outthe electrons of a bunch
{ 'spas jcharj di'banch.in }

space-charge effect [ELECTR] Repulsion of
electrons emitted from the cathode of a thermionic
vacuum tube by electroris accumulated! in the space
charge near the cathode —_{ ‘spas teliirj i,fekt }

space-charge grid |£LEcTR| Grid operated at a
low positive potential and placed between the
cathode and control grid of a vacuum tube to
reducethelimiting effect of space charge on the
current through the tube —_{ 'spas jcharj ,grid )

space-charge layer Sce depletion layer. {'spas
icharj ,la-ar }

space-charge IlImitation |ELEcTR] The current
flowing through a vacuum between a cathode
and an anode cannotexceed a certain maximum
value, as a result of modification of the electric
field near the cathode due to space chargein this
region. _{ ‘spas jcharj ,lim-o'ta-shon }

space-charge polarization |ELEc] Polarization of
a dielectric which occurs when charge carriers
are present which can migrate an appreciable
distance throughthe dielectric but which become
trapped or cannotdischarge at an electrode. Also
knownasinterfacial polarization, { 'spas {charj
ip6-la-ra'zé-shon }

space-charge region (ELECTR| Of a semiconduc-
tor device, a region in which the net charge den-
sity is significantly different from zero. { ‘spas
icharj ,ré-jan }

space communication [comMUN| Communica-
tion between a vehicle in outer space and
the earth, using high-frequency electromagnetic
radiation. { 'spas ka,myii-no'ka-shan }

spacecraft ground Instrumentation |eNG| In-
strumentation located on the earth for monitor-
ing, tracking, and communicating with manned
spacecraft, satellites, and space probes Also
known as ground instrumentation. { ‘spas, kraft
‘graund ,in-stro,men'ta-shon }

space current [ELECTR] Total current flowing be-
tween the cathode andall other electrodes ina
tube; this includes the plate current, grid current,
screen grid current, and any other electrode
current which may be present. { 'spds ,ka-rant }

spaced antenna |ELECTROMAG| Antenna system
consisting of a number of separate antennas
spaced a considerable distance apart, used to
minimize local effects of fading at short-wave
receiving stations. { 'spast an'ten-o }
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space diversity reception

space diversity reception§[(ELECTROMAG| Radio
reception involving the use of two or more anten-
nas located several wavelengths apart, feeding
indiviciual recelvers whose outputs are com-
bined; the system gives an essentially constant
outputsignal despite fading due to variable prop-
agation characteristics, because fading affects
the spaced-out antennasatdifferent instants of
time _{ 'spas di'var-sad-é ri'sep-shan}

space-division multiple access [COMMUN] The
use of the same portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum over two or more transmission paths;
in most applications, the paths are formed by
multibeam antennas, and each beamis directed
toward a different geographic area. Abbreviated
SDMA.{{spas da,vizh-an ,mal-ta-pal 'ak,ses}

spacereflectlon symmetry See parity { ‘spasri
iflek-shon 'sim-a-tré }

space request [COMPUT sci| A parameter that
specifies the amountof storage space required by
a newfile at the time thefile is created. (‘spas
rikwest}

space suppression |CcOMmPUT scl| Prevention of
the normal movement of paper in a computer
printer after the printing of a line of characters
{ 'spas sa,presh-on }

space-time adaptive processing [ELECTR]
Radar techniques in which the antenna is
subject to automatic pattern shaping to counter
angularly displace noise sources (such as
jammers), and the coherent signal processing
is subject to automatic processes in which
Dopplerfilters are optimally shaped to counter
nonuniform distribution of background signals
(such as surface clutter in airborne radar) in
Doppler _{ ‘spas 'tim 9'dap-tiv 'prds,es-in }

space-to-mark transition |CcoMMUN| Thetransi-
tion from the space condition to the mark con-
dition intelegraphiccommunication. {spas te
imark tran'zish-an}

space wave=|ELECTROMAG| The componentof a
ground wave that travels more or less directly
through space from the transmitting antenna to
the receiving antenna; one partof the space wave
goes directly from one antenna to the other;
anotherpart is reflected off the earth between
the antennas _{ 'spas ,wav }

spacing pulse |commuN| In teletypewriter op-
eration, the signal interval during which the
selector unit is not operated. { 'sps-in ,pals }

spacistor [ELECTR] A multiple-terminal solid-
state device, similar to a transistor, that gener-
ates frequenciesup to about 10,000 megahertz by
injecting electrons or holes into a space-charge
layer which rapidly forces these carriers to a
collecting electrode —_{ spa'sis-tar

spaghetti [ELec| Insulating tubing used over
bare wires or as a sleeve for holding two or
more insulated wires topether; the tubing is
usually made of a varnished cloth or a plastic.
{ spo'ged-é }

spaghettl code [comput sci] Computer program
code that lacks a coherentstructure, and in which
the sequence of program execution frequently
jumps to a distant instruction in the program
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listing, making the program very citefollow | spa'gecl-é kad } . Whale
spanned record [COMPUT Sci] A lagieg)
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'spa-shol

: ca
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size of a data buller is fixed or limited ne it
‘tek-are | > T'Spaina

spark jeLec| A short-duration electric disthaue
due to a sudden breakdownof airor Somat i
dielectric material separating. two termerite
accompanied by a momentary flash onal
Also known as electric spark: spar discr IRhit
sparkaver (spark ] ee See

spark arrester |rLec| A device that rede ee cell
eliminates electric sparks at a point when St is Si
circuit is opened and closed. | 'spirh aire Feeker idispark capacitor [elec| Capacitor cen, td, sped ‘CORN ae “automate
across d@ pair of contact points, or across| ae ine
inductance which causes the Spark. far te te ech iff
purpose of diminishing sparkingat these pois oPor Wl{ ‘spark ka,pas-aclar|

spark discharge Sespark | 'sptirk ‘dischany
spark gap |ELEC| An arrangement of two ela

trodes between which a spark may cecy, the
insulation (usually air) between the electrodes
is self-restoring after passageof the Spark: usm
as a switching device, for example, jo protect
equipment against lightning or to switch a radar’
antenna from receiver to transmitter and Viewversa=| ‘spark gap]

spark-gap generator [eLec| A high-Frequeney
generatorin which a capacitor is repeaterl|y chanied
toa high voltage and allowedto discharge through
a spark gap into an oscillatory circuit, generating
successive trains of damped high-frequency
oscillations. | ‘spark (gap jen-a,rd-ar|

sparking potential Se breakdown voltage| 'spark-in pajten-chal |
sparking voltage See breakdown voltage,

{'spark-in val-tij }
sparkkiller Sersparksuppresser. { ‘spark ikil-ar)
sparkover See spark _{ 'spairk,G-vor}
sparkovervoltage Seeflashovervoltage

\Ovar \vOl-tij }
spark plate [ELEC] A metal plate insulated from

the chassis of an auto radio by a thin sheet of
mica, and connected to the battery lead to bypass
noise signals picked up by battery wiring in the
engine compartment, { ‘sp&rk ,plat }

spark plug |ELEc| A device that screws into the
cylinder of an internal combustion engine to
provide a pair of electrodes between which
an electrical discharge is passed to ignite the
explosive mixture —_{ 'spark ,plog }

spark suppressor [(ELEC| A device used to pre-
vent sparking between a pair of contacts when the
contacts open, such asa resistor and capacitor
in series between the contacts,or, in the case of
an inductive circuit, a rectifier in parallel with the
inductor Also known asspark killer (‘spark se
ipres-ar}

spark transmitter [ELEcTR| A radio transmitter
that utilizes the oscillatory discharge of a ca-
Pacitor through an inductor and a spark gap as
the source of radio-frequency power. { ‘spark
tranz'mid-ar}
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yoltage [ELEC] The yoltage required to
spa qn are across the gap of a spark plug,

Hepark voltil |
| ‘al data management [COMPUT Sci] A tech

-gpatl® , whereby users retrieve information: in
| nlases, documentfiles, or other sources by

ahine contact with picture symbols displayed
mthe ccreen ofa videoterminal through the use

iereuch devices aslight pens, joy sticks, and heat-
? nsitive Screens for finger-touch activation.
eT pashal ‘dad-a man-ij-mant |

ee stored-program control
“spt cv single-pole double-throw:
wr aker Se¢loudspeaker. ('spék-or|
#? aker identification [ena Acous| The use of

ated equipment te find the identity of a

 

"a ytorn
iiiker, Ina known populationof talkers. using the
epeesh input. | spék-ar jdent-a-ta'ka-shan }

apoaker verification [ENG aAcous| The use of
4 suramated equipment to authenticate a claimed

eneaker identity from a voice signal based
on speaker-specific characteristles reflected In
spoken words or sentences. Abbreviated SV

ispak-or werifa'ka-shan |
special character |compuT Sci); computer

representable character that Is not alphabetic,
numeric, orblank.  [ 'spesh-al ‘kariletar |

special-purpose computer |coMmpuT sci] A digi-
tal or analog computer designed to be espe-
cially efficient in a certain class of applications
{spesh-al jpanpas kam'pytid-ar|

special-purpose language |coMPUT Sci] A pro-
gramming language clesigned to solve a partic-
ular type of problem. | ‘spesh-al }parpas 'lan-

wil }
specific charge {ELEC} The ratio of a particle's

charge to its mass. { spo'sif-ik 'charj ]
specific conductance See conductivity

{ spa'sif-ik kan'dak-tons|
specific cryptosystem |CcOMMUN| A general

cryptosystem and a cryptographic key or set of
keys for controlling the cryptographic process,
{ spa'sif-ik 'krip-td,sis-tom }

specific Inductlve capacity Sve dielectric con-
stant, { spa'sif-ik in'dak-tiv ka'pas-od-é }

specific insulation resistance See volume resis-
tivity. { spo'sif-ik ,in-sa'la-shan ri,zis-tons}

specific repetition rate ELECTR] The pulse repe-
tition rate ofa pair of transmitting stations of an
electronic navigation system using various rates
differing slightly from each other, as in loran,
( spa'sifeik ,rep-a'tish-an ,rat }

specific resistance Sev electrical resistivity
{ spa'sif-ik ri'zis-tans}

specific routine [compPuT scl] Computer routine
to solve a particular data-handling problem in
which each address refers to explicitly stated
Tegisters and locations. [ spa’sif-ik ri'tén }

spectral pyrometer See narrow-band pyrometer
(‘spek-tral pi'ram-od-ar}

Spectral response See spectral sensitivity
{'spek-tral ri'spans}

Spectral selective photoelectric effect See
selective photoelectric effect ( jspek-tral si
tlek-tiv fOd:6-ileketrik ifekt }

speechinterpolation

spectral sensitivity [ELECTR] Radiant sensitiv-
ity, considered as a function of wavelength
{ 'spek-tral ,sen-sa'tiv-ad:é ]

spectrum level |COMMUN| The level of the part
of a specified signal at a specified frequency
that is contained within a specified frequency
bandwidth, centered at the particular frequency
{'spek-trom ,lev-al J

spectrum-selectlvity characteristic {ELECTR|
Measure of the increase in the minimum input
signal power over the minimum detectable signal
required to produce an indication on a radar
indicator, if the received signal has a spectrum
different from that of the normally received
signal. { 'spek-tram si,lek'tivad-6 ,kar-ik-to
iris-tik }

spectrum signature {ELECTR| The spectra! char-
acteristics of the transmitter, receiver, and an-
tennaofanelectronicsystem, including emission
spectra, antenna patterns, and other characteris-
tics. {'spek-trom ,sig-no-char}

spectrum signature analysis=(ELEcTR{ The eval-
uation of electromagnetic interference from
transmitting and receiving equipment to deter-
mine operational and environment compatibil-
ity, {'spek-trom ,sig:no-chor a,nal-a-sas }

speech amplifier [ENG acous| An audio-
frequency amplifier designed specifically for
amplification of speech frequencies, as for
public-address equipment and radiotelephone
systems, {('sp@ch ,am-pla,ff-or }

speech bandwidth |commMuN| The range of
speech frequencies that can be transmitted by
a carrier telephone system. [ 'spéch ‘band
iwidth }

speech clipper |ENG acous| A clipper used to
limit the peaks of speech-frequency signals, as
required for increasing the average modulation
percentage of a radiotelephone or amateur radio
transmitter, {'spéch ,klip-or }

speechcoder [COMMUN| Adevice that uses data-
compression techniques to convert a high-bit-
rate signal resulting from digital pulse-code
modulation of speech to a low-rate digital signal
that can be transmitted or stored. [{ 'spéch
\kGd-ar}

speech coll Sev voice coil. { 'spéch ,koil }
speech compression |COMMUN] Modulation

technique that takes advantage of certain
properties of the speech signal to permit
adequate information quality, characteristics,
and the sequential! pattern of a speaker's voice to
be transmitted over a narrower frequency band
than would otherwise be necessary { 'spéch
kam,presh-an |

speechfrequency Sev voice frequency, {'spéch
ifré-kwan:sé}

speechintelligibllity Sve intelligibility, ('sp@ch
in,tel-9-ja'bil-ad-é }

speech Interpolation (COMMUN| Method of ob-
taining more than one voice channel per voice
circuit by giving each subscriber a speech path
in the proper direction only at times when
the subscriber's speech requires it. { 'spéch
sin-tor-palja-shon |
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speechinverter

speechinverter Sve scrambler.
or}

Speech recognition eNG Acous| The process of
analyzing an acoustic speech signal to identify
the linguistic message thal was intenced, so
that a machine can correctly respond to spoken

{ 'sp@ch in,vord-

commands, | 'sp@ch rek-ip'nish-an |
speech scrambler Sw scrambler { 'spach

iSkram:-btar|
speech synthesis Sve voice response. { 'spéch

'sin-tha-sos|
speed contro! [ELec| A control that changes the

speed of a motor or other drive mechanism,
as for a phonograph or magnetic tape recorder
{ 'spéd kon,trél

speed-matching buffer |compur sci] A small
computer storage unit thal connects two devices
operating at different data transfer rates, each
device writes into and readsfram the bufferat its
own rate—['spéd |mach-in 'bofiar)

speed of light |ELEcTROMAG| The speed af prop:
agation of electromagnetic waves in a vacuum,
which is a physical constant equal to exactly
299,792 458 kilometers per second. Also known
as ¢lectromagnetic constant, velocity of light,
{ 'sp@d ov lit )

speed-power product [ELectr| The procuct of
the gate speed or propagation delay of an
electronic circuit and. its power dissipation.
{'spéd'pat-ar praid-akt|

speed regulator [ELEC] A device that maintains
the speed of a motor or other device at a
predetermined value or varies it in accordance
with a predetermined plan. ( 'spéd irep-ya
ilad-ar}

spelling cheeker=|coMpurT sci| A program, used
in canjunction with word-processing software,
which automatically checks words in a. text
againsta dictionary of commonly used words and
identifies words that appear to be misspelled
{'spel-in chek-or }

sphere gap |eLeéc| A spark gap between two
egual-diameter spherical electrodes { 'sfirgap}

spherical capacitor [ELEC] A capacitor made of
two concentric metal spheres with a diclectric fill-
irlg the space between the spheres, —_{ 'sfir-a-kol
ka'pas-od-or}

spherical-coordinate robot con sis] A robot
in which the degrees of freedom of the manip-
ulator arm. are defined primarily by spherical
coordinates { 'sfira-kal kélord-an-at 't6,bat}

spherical-earth attenuation [ELECTROMAG| At.
tenuation over an imperfectly conducting
spherical earth in excess of that over a perfectly
conducting plane [ 'sfiraskal farth ajten-ya
wa-shan |

spherical-earth factor=|rLectroMac| The ratio of
the electric field strength that would result
fram propagation over an Imperleetly conducting
spherical earth to that which would result fram
Propagation over a perfectly conducting plane
(‘sfir-o-kol jarth ,fak-tor J

splder [comput sci] A program that searches the
Internet for new, publicly accessible resources

942
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and transmits its findings to 4 dar.
is accessible to search engines (atabiase the
ture on the shalt of an electric rotating A sth
that supports the core or poles of *nachi
consisting of a hub, spokes. and tim S
similaramangement. [ENG Acous| Ahi h
ible perlorated of corrugated disk used We
the voice coll of a dynamic loudspeabes Nee
respectto the pole piece without appec Mth)
hindering In-and-cut motion of the voieg SI ih
(ts attached diaphragm.—{ 'spid-ar | “al and

Spiderweb antenna |ei.ecrromac All-Wayeaala 4 r VE pa
ceiving antenna having severaldifferant longing
of doublets connected somewhatlike the tthe
a spider to give favorable pickup characters oF
overawide range offrequencies. | ‘spidara
an,ten-a J Web

spike antenna Sce monopole antenna
sten-a }

spikemicrophone ENG ACoUS| Adevice forgian
destine aural surveillance in which the senaot
a spike driven into the wall of the tatgetsate
and mechanically coupled to the diaphragm on
microphone on the otherside of the wall ("opieimt-kra fan | Blk

Spillover=|comMuN | The recelving of a radio Sig:
nal of @ different frequency from that to which
the receiver Is tuned, due to broad tunin
characteristics, { 'spil,a-var | 8

spillover positions=|commun| When a transmit,
ting channel is unusually busy or inoperative
the resulting backlogged traffic can be switched
to spillaver (storage) positions where |t jis held
for Immediate transmission when a channel
becomes available { 'spil,G-var pajtish-onz]

spin electronics Sve magnetoelectrenies. | ‘spinjilek treain-iks }
spinfilter [ELECTR] Adevice used ina Lamb-shift

polarized ion source to cause those atoms having
an undesired nuclear spin orlentatian to decay
from their metastable state to the ground state,
whilethose with the desired spin orientation are
allowed to pass through without decay | ‘spin\fil-tar |

spinthariscope —(ELEcTR| An instrument for view-
ing the scintillations of alpha particles on a
luminescent screen, usually with the aid of a
Microscope. ( spin'thar-o,skop}

spin transistor Sec magnetic switch
izis-tar |

spintronics
'tréin-iks |

spin valve Sw magnetic switch { ‘spin valv ]
spiral delay line (ELECTROMAG| A transmission

line which has a helleal inner conductor
(‘sprral di'la lin }

spiral four cable [ELEC] A quad cable in which
the four canductors are twisted about a common
axis, the two sets of opposite conductors being
used as pairs, { 'spi-ral 'for ,ka-bal }

spiral scanning [ENG] Scanning in which the
direction of maximum radiation describes a
portion of a spiral, the rotation is always in
one direction, used with some types of radar
antennas, (‘spiral 'skansin J

\'spik an |

{ 'spin tran

See magnetoelectronics, { spin
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.| A. transmission
nner conductor

d cable in which
about acommon
conductors being
a-bal }
ag in which the
tion describes a
ion is always in
1e types of radar

otter [COMMUN| Distortion due to evermodu-
pla of 2 transmitter by peak signals of short
ron: particulatly sounds containing high-
eoOncy harmonies: it is a form of adjacent
Ireael interference. | 'splad-at }
cha jenee| A joint used to connect two lengths

ae conductor with good mechanical strength and
ood conductivity: | splis|

jcoOMMUN| The concatenation,  per-J in ‘

aed on the system level, of two different
elementary streams.[‘splis-i9 }

cailt [comrut sci] To divide a database,hile, ar other
: ata sel into twovor more separate parts. [split]
o.anode magnetron [ELECTR] A magnetron in

Wich the cylindrical anode is divided longitudi-
nallyinter halves. between which extremely high-
frequencyoscillations areproduced={'splitian

] ad ‘omanriebred ]eplit-phase motor leLec| A single-phase Induc-
yon motor having an auxiliary winding connected
in parallel with the main winding, but displaced
in magnetic position from the main winding so
ag to produce the required rotating magnetic
field forstarting, the auxiliary circuit is generally
opened when the motor has attained a predeter-
mined speed. [ ‘split {az 'modl-ar|

split screen Ser partitioned display { ‘split‘gkren
gplit-stalor variable capacitor |pLectr| Variable
“eapacitor having a retor section that is com-

mon to two separate stator sections. used in
grid and plate tank circuits of transmitters for
balancing purposes, [ ‘split {stad-ar'ver-é-a-bal
pa'pas-ad-ar |}

splitting JeLEcre| In the scope presentation of
the standard loran (2000 kilohertz), signals the
slow diminution of the leading or lagging edge
of the pulse so that it resembles two pulses and
eventually a single pulse, which appears to be
normal but which may be displaced in time by as
muchas 10,000 microseconds: this phenomenon
is caused byshifting of the E, reflections from the
ionosphere, and il the deformation is that of the
leading edge and is not detected, it will cause
serious errors in the reading of the navigational
parameter ('splic-in

split transducer [ENG] A direetlarial transducer
with electroacoustic transducing elements which
are divided and arranged so that there is an
electrical separation of each division. { ‘split
tranz'di-sar}

split-word operation |compuT sci] A computer
operation performed with portions of computer
words rather that) whole words as is normally
done, ['split ward ,ap-o'ra-shon}

SPMD [comput sci] A type of programming on
a multiprocessor In which parallel programs all
ruin the same subroutine but operate ondifferent
data. Acrortym forsingle-program, multiple-data

Spoiler |ELEcTROMAG| Rod grating mounted ona
parabolic reflector to change the pencil-beam
pattern of the reflector to a cosecant-squared
pattern, rotating the reflector and grating 90°
with respect to the feed antenna changes one
pattern to the other. ( 'spdoi:lor }
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spot-size error

 
spontaneouspolarization |ELec| Electric polar-

ization that a substance possesses in the absence
of an external electric field. ( span'ta-né-os
\pG:la-ra'zi-shan |

spoofing |compuTsci| A method of gaining. unau-
thorized access to computers or networkds
by sending messages with someone else's IP
address, so that the message appears, to the
targeted system, to be coming fram a trusted
host. [ELECTR] Deceiving or misleading an en-
emy in electronic operations, as by continuing
transmission on a frequencyafter it has been
effectively jammed by the enemy, using decoy
radar transmitters to lead the enemy into a
useless jamming ellort, or transmitting radio
messages containing false Informationlor inten-
tional interception bythe enemy. { ‘spain |

spooling (computSci) The temporary storage of
input and output on high-speed input-output
devices, typically magnetic disks and drums.
in order to increase throughput. Acronym for
simultaneous peripheral operations on line
(‘spilling |

sporadic fault [comput sci| A hardware malfunc-
tlon that occurs Intermittently and at unpre-
clictable times. | spo'facl-ik ‘falt }

sporadic reflections=|ELecrROMAG| Sharply de-
fined! reflections ef substantial intensity from the
sporadic E layer at {requencies greater than the
ctitical frequency of the layer: they are. variable
with respect to time of occurrence, geographic
location, and range of frequencies at which they
are observed, { spo'rad-ik ri'flek-shanz}

spot {ELeCTR| In a cathode-ray tube, the area
instantaneausly affected by the impact of an
alectron beam. | spat }

spot beam |coMMUN| A beam generated by a
communications satellite antenna of sufficient
siz# that the angular spread of energyin the beam
is small, always smaller than the earth’s angular
beam width as seen from the satellite. | ‘spat
ibm |

spol jammer |[ELecTR| A jammer that interferes
with reception of a specific channel or frequency
[ ‘spat ,jamvar|

spotjamming [rLecre| An electronicattack tech
nique in which a continuous narrow-bandsignal
is transmitted, giving a stronger jamming signal
toa particularvictim radar than had@ wide-band
transmission been used, [| ‘spat jam-ig |

spotlight [ELEC] 1. A strong beam of light that
illuminates only a small area abou! an abject
2. A lamp that has a strongly focused beam
( ‘spat, lit |

spot noise figure (eLecTR| Of a transducer at
a selected frequency, the ratio of the output
noise power per unit bandwidth to a portion
thereof attributable to the thermal noise in
the input termination per unit bandwidth, the
noise temperatureofthe input termination being
standard (200K). (‘spat 'nélz jfigeyor }

spot-size efror [ELECTR] The distortion of the
radar returns on the radarseape presentation
caused by the diameter of the electron beam
which displays the returns of the scope and the
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 spot speed

lateral radiation across the scope ofpart of the
glow produced whenthe electron beam strikes
the phosphorescent coating of the cathode-ray
tube, (‘spat {siz ,er-ar}

spot speed (COMMUN| 1. In a video system, the
product of the length (in units of elemental
area, that is, in spots) of scanning line by the
number of scanning lines per second. 2. In
facsimile transmission, the speed of the scanning
or recording spot within the available line. Also
known as scanning speed. { 'spat ,spéd }

spottiness [ELECTR] Bright spots scatteredirreg-
ularly over the reproduced imagein a television
receiver, due to man-madeorstatic interference
entering the television system at some point
('spdd-é-nas }

spray point {ELEC| One of the sharp points ar-
ranged in a row and charged to a high direct-
current potential, used to charge and discharge
the conveyor belt in a Van de Graaff generator
{'spra point }

spread Svesensitivity { spred }
spreader [ELEC] An insulating crossarm used to

hold apart the wires of a transmission line or
multiple-wire antenna. { 'spred-ar}

spreading method§[ELEc| A method of calcu-
lating the potential due to a set of point
charges by replacing them with a continuous
distribution of charge ora distribution of charge
and polarization {'spred-in ,meth-ad}

spreadsheet program {compuT sci] A computer
program thatsimulates an accountant'’s worksheet on
screen as an array of rows (usually numbered) and
columns(usually assigned alphabetical letters) whose
intersections are called cells; the program allows the
user to enterdata in the cells and to embed formulas
whichrelate the values in different cells. { 'spred
ishét 'prd-gram }

spread spectrum transmission |ELECTR| Com-
munications technique in which manydifferent
signal waveforms are transmitted in a wide
band; power is spread thinly over the band
so narrow-band radios can operate within the
wide-band without interference; used to achieve
security and privacy, prevent jamming, and utilize
signals buried in noise, { 'spred {spek-tram
tranz,mish-on }

spring contact [ELEC] A relay or switch contact
mounted on a flat spring, usually of phosphor
bronze. {'sprin }kan,takt |

sprocket pulse {comput sci] 1. A pulse gener-
ated by a magnetized spot which accompanies
every character recorded on magnetic tape; this
pulseis used during read operationsto regulate
the timing of the read circuits, and also to provide
a count on the numberof characters read from
the tape 2. A pulse generated by the sprocket
or driving hole in paper tape which serves as the
timing pulse for reading or punching the paper
tape {'sprak-at ,pals }

SPST See single-pole single-throw
spurlous emission See spurious radiation.

(‘spylr-é-9s i'mish-an }
spurious modulation [ELECTR] Undesired mod-

ulation occurring in an oscillator, such as
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frequency modulation caused by Mechanj
vibration. | 'spylir--a8 »maj-a'la-shan | Si

spurious radiation §|eLecrromAa| Any eMige
from a fadio transmitter at frequencies Outs fn
Its frequency band, Also known as Spurie
emission.  ('spylir-as rad-'a-shan | Sts

spurious response=[ELECTR] Response pf a
dio receiver to a frequency different froyp"
to which the receiver Is tuned. | ‘SPY Uteti'spans | *

spurt tone [COMMUN] Short audio-[ra,
tone used for signaling or dialing se
{ ‘spart ton }

sputtering |ELEcTR| Also known as cathode STE
tering. 1. The ejection of atoms ‘or BOuUps ;
atoms from the surface of the cathode of
vacuum tube as the result of heavy-ion jm
2. The use of this process to deposit. a thin layerg,
metal ona glass, plastic, metal, or other Surfaceinvacuum. | ‘spad-arin |

SQL See Structured Query Language
square-law demodulator See square-law detector

{ 'skwer lo dé'maj-a,lad-ar}
square-law detector ELECTR) A demadulate,

Whose output voltage is proportional to the
square of the amplitude-medulated input vols.
age. Also known as square-law demodulator,
{'skwer (lo dijtek-tar |

square wave=fc) Anoscillation the amplitude
of which shows periodic cliscontinuities betwean
two values. remalning constant between jumps,{ 'skwer ‘wavy }

square-wave ampilfler [ELECTR] Resistance.
coupled amplifier, the circuit constants of which are
to amplify a square wavewith the minimum amount
of distortion, { 'skwer |wav 'am-pla,fi-or}

square-wave generator=|ELECTR] Asignal gener-
ator that generates a square-wave output voltage,
{ 'skwer (way 'jen-a.rdd-ar }

square-wave response [ELECTR] The response
of a circuit or device when a square wave is
applied to the input. _{ 'skwer }wAv rispans}

squaring circult [ELECTR] 1. A circuit that re-
shapes a sine or other wave into a square wave
2. A circuit that contains nonlinear elements
proportional to the squareof the input voltage
(‘skwer-in ,sor-kat}

squawker See midrange. { 'skwok-ar}
squealing [ELECTR] A condition in which a radio

receiver produces a high-pitched note or squeal
along with the desired radio program, due to
interference betweenstationsorto oscillation in
somereceivercircuit. { 'skwél-in }

squeezable waveguide [ELECTROMAG] A wave-
guide whose dimensions can bealtered periodi-
cally; usedinrapidscanning, {'skwéz-a-bal'wav
gid }

squeeze sectlon [ELECTROMAG] Length of waveg-
uide constructed so that alteration ofthecritical
dimension is possible with a corresponding
alteration in the electrical length. { 'skwéz
isek-shan ]

squegger See blocking oscillator, { 'skweg:or}
squegging [ELECTR] Condition of self-blockingin

an electron-tube-oscillator circuit {'skweg-ip }

‘Weng
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ich |ELECTR| To automatically quiet a re-
giver DY reducing its gain in response to a

eified characteristic of the input, { skwelch |
+P circult Seenoise suppressor. {)'skwelch

squelchcaf Kat |

See blocking oscillator.

; gquiD Ser superconducting quantumInterference(skwid |
_quint [ELECTROMAG| 1, The angle between the
ato major lobe axes in a radar lobe-switching

antenna. 2 The angular difference between the
ais of tadar antenna radiation and a selected
peometric axis, such as the axis of the reflector
g, The angle between the full-right and full-teft
“sitions of the beam of a conical-scan radar

antenna { skwint}
squirrel-cage motor Elec} An induction motor

in which the secondary circuit consists of a
squirrel-cage winding arrangedin slots inthe iron
core | 'skwarl !kaj ,mGd-ar|
yirre-cage rotor See squirrel-cage winding.
['skworl tha] r6d-ar|
uirrel-cage winding |ELEC| A permanently
short-circuited winding, usually uninsulated,
around the periphery of the rotor and joined
by continuous end rings, Also known as
gquirtel-cage rotor. | 'skwarl {kaj wind-in |

squishing See compaction. { 'skwish-in }
squitter [ELECTR] Randomfiring, intentional or

otherwise, of the transponder transmitter in the
absence of interrogation. { 'skwid-or}
SRAM Sve static tandom-access memory. [ 'esam
BRC a stored responsechain
§SA Service See S-band single-access service

{ jesies'a ,Sar-vas]
SSB See single-sideband.
§$1 See small-scale integration
SSR See solid-state relay
§S5TV See slow-scan television.
stability=|CONT sys] The property of a system for

which any bounded input signal results in a
bounded output signal. { sta'bil-ad-é }

stabilitycriterion=(CONTSYS] Acondition which is
Necessary andsufficientfora system to be stable,
such as the Nyquist criterion, or the condition
that poles of the system’s overall transmittance
liein the left half of the complex-frequency plane.
[sta'bilad-é kriti-éan |

Slabllityexchange principle=jconTsys| Inalinear
stem, which Is either dynamically stable or unstable
depending on the value ol a parameter, the complex
requency varies with the parameter in such a way
that ts real and imaginary parts pass through
70 simultaneously; the principle is olten violated,
{sta'bll-ad-@ lks'chanj .prin-sa-pal}

lability factor (ELecte| Ameasure ofatransistor
§mplitler's bias stability, equal to the rate of
thange of collector currentwith respect to reverse
Saturation current. | sto'bil-ad-& ,fak-tar }

Atabilivelt {ELECTR] Gas tube that maintains a
‘“anstant voltage drop across its terminals, es-
*entlally independent ofcurrent, overa relatively
Wide range, | ste'bil-a,valt \

device
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stack model

stabilization |CONT sys| See compensation
[ELECTR] Feedback introducedinto transistor am-
plifier stages to reduce distortion by making
the amplification substantially independent of
electrode voltages. { ,sta-ba-la'zd-shen }

stabilized feedback See negative feedback,
{ 'sta-ba,lizd 'féd,bak}

stabilized winding=[ELEC| Auxiliary winding used
particularly in star-connected transformers to
stabilize the neutral point of the fundamental
frequency voltages, to protect the transformer
and the system from excessive third-harmonic
voltages; and to prevent telephone interference
caused by third-harmonic currents and voltages
in the lines and earth. Also known as tertiary
winding. {'sta-ba,lizd 'wind-ip }

stabistor [ELECTR] A diode component having
closely controlled conductance, controlled stor-
age charge, and low leakage, as required for
clippers, clamping circuits, bias regulators, and
otherlogic circuits that require tight voltage-level
tolerances. { sta'bis-tar }

stable local oscillator See stalo
'As-0,lad-ar}

stable strobe |ELECTR| Series of strobes which
behaves as if caused by a single jammer.
{ 'sta-bal 'strdb}

stack [compuT sci] A portion of a computer
memory used to temporarily hold information,
organized asalinearlist for which all insertions
and deletions, and usually all accesses, are made
at one end of the list. { stak }

stack automaton (comput sci] A variation of a
pushdown automaton in which the read-only
head of the input tape is allowed to move both
ways, and the read-write head on the pushdown
storage is allowed to scan the entire pushdown
list in a read-only mode. _{ 'stak 6'tém-a,tdn}

stacked atray [ELECTROMAG] An array in which
the antenna elements are stacked one above the
other and connected in phase to increase the
gain. {'stakt ord}

stacked-dipole antenna (ELECTROMAG| Antenna
in which directivity is increased by providing
a numberof identical dipole elements, excited
either directly or parasitically; the resultant
radiation pattern depends on the numberof
dipole elements used, the spacing and phase
difference between the elements,and the relative
magnitudes of the currents. { 'stakt 'di,p6] an
sten-a }

stacked-job processing |compuT sci] A_tech-
nique of automatic job-to-job transition, with
little or no operator intervention. { 'stakt 'jéb
\prd,ses-in }

stacked loops |[ELECTROMAG| Two or more loop
antennas arranged above each otherona vertical
supporting structure and connected in phase
to increase the gain, Also known asvertically
stacked loops. { 'stakt 'Ilips }

stacking (ELECTROMAG] The placing of antennas
one above the other, connecting them in phase
to increase the gain. ('stak-in }

stack model (COMPUTSci] A model for describing
the run-time execution of programs written

{'sta-bal 'l6-kal
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stack operation

in block-structured languages, consisting of a
program component, which remains unchanged
throughout the execution of the program; a
control component, consisting of an instruction
pointer and an environment pointer; and a stack
of records containing all the data the program
operateson  { 'stak ,ymad-ol}

stack operation={comPuTsc!| Acomputer system
in which flags, return address, and all temporary
addresses are saved in the core in sequential
order for any interrupted routine so that a new
routine (including the interrupted routine} may
be calledin { 'stak ,Ap-o,ra-shan }

stack polnter=[(compirt’sci] A register which con-
tains the last address of a stack of addresses
(‘stak ,paint-ar |

stadiometry=|comeuTsci| In computer vision, the
determinationof the distance to an object based
onthe size of itsimage { ,stad-é'dm-o-tré }

stagegaln (ELECTR| The ratio of the output power
of an amplifier stage to the input power, usually
expressed in decibels, { 'stéj pan )

stagger [commun Periodic errar in the position
of the recorded spot along a recorded facsimile
line ('stag-or }

staggered tuning [ELEcTR| Alignment of succes-
sive tunedcircuits to slightly different frequen-
cies in order to widen the overall amplitude-
frequency response curve | 'stap-arel tuning }

staggering [comMmuN| Offsetting of two channels
of different carrier systems [rem exact side-
band frequency coincidence to avoid mutual
interference, {'stag-o-rip }

staggering advantage [comnilin| Effective re-
duction of interference between carrier channels,
due to staggering. { 'stag-a-rin ad,van-tij }

stagger-tuned amplifier [ELectr| An amplifier
that uses staggered tuning to give a wide
bandwidth. { 'stag-arjtiind 'am-pla,fi-er}

stagger-tuned filter [ELECTR] A filter consisting
of a cascade of amplifier stages with tuned cou-
pling networks whose resiinant frequencies and
bandwidths may beeasily adjusted to achieve an
overall transmission function of desired shape
(maximally flat or equal ripple) —_{ 'stag-ar jtiind
‘fil-tor }

staging [compusci] Moving blocks of data from
one storage device to another. { 'staj-in }

stalrease signal |COMMUN] In analog television
transmissions, a waveform that consists of a
series of discrete steps resembling a staircase
| 'ster, kas \sig-nal )

stake [ELEC] An iron peg used as a power elec-
trode to transfer current into the ground in
electrical prospecting. { stak }

stale IInk {compuTsci| Ahyperlink to a document
that has been erased or removed from the World
Wide Web. Also known as black hole _{ istal
‘link }

stalo {ELEcTR|A highly stable local radio-
frequency oscillator used in coherent radar
both for up-converting the transmit signal to
the carrier frequency and down-converting the
received signals to the intermediate frequency
{ 'sta,16 }
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stamping |ELEcTR| A transformer
that has been cut outof a strip or shent ny
byapunch press {‘stam-pin} Of Ip,

stand-alone machine=[Compur sey 4 a
capable of functioning independently o¢ Machiy :
computer, eitherpartof the time orall oft, Moy.{ ‘stand allan ma'shén| "Me tithe

standard antenna=[ELECTROMAG] An open. /
wire antenna (including the lead-in wire) f
an effective height of 4 meters, | ‘1. ayan'ten-a | = ands

standard blocked F-ormat data set So pag y
set, [‘stan-dard 'blakt jeflormat ‘dads dita|

standard broadcast band Sv broadcast ou
( 'stan-dard 'brod,kast band } bane

standard broadcast channel [COMMUN| Bane oe.
frequencies occupied bythecarrier ane twat !
bandsofa radio broadcastsignal, with the callie
frequency at the center—| 'stan-dord "hry ier
ichan-al} eo

standard broadcasting=|COMMUN| Radio byrosa.
casting using amplitude modulationin the bey,
of frequencies from 535 to 1605 kilohertz: gay
rier frequencies are placed 10 kilohertz apart
{ 'stan-derd 'brod,kast-in | mt

standard capacitor [ELEC] Acapacitordonstyged
in such a mannerthat its capacitince value |syop
likely to vary with temperature and Is known tq
high degree of accuracy. Also known as capacitanes
standard, | ‘standard ka'pas-ad-ar|

standard cell [ELEC] A primary cell whose yal.
ape is accurately known and remains sulficlently
constant for instrument calibration purposes.tha
Weston standard cell has-a voltage of 1.018634
volts at 20°C. | ‘stanscord ‘sel|

standard definition television [COMMUN] Term
used to signify a digital television system in which
the quality is approximately equivalent to that
of NTSC. Also called standard digital television,
Abbreviated SDTV. { ‘stan-dord def-a}nish-an
‘tel-a,vizh-an }

standard digital television See standard definition
television. { ‘standard 'dij-acl-al 'tel-o,vizh-an }

standardform=|compursci] The form ofa floating
point number whose mantissa lies within a
standard specified range of values. { 'stan-dard
‘form }

standard-frequency signal |COMMUN| One of
the highly accurate signals broadcast by govern-
ment radio stations and sed for testing and
calibrating radio equipmentall over the world;
in the United States signals are broadcast by
the National Bureau of Standards’ radio stations
WWV, WWVH, WWVB, and WWVL__ [ ‘stan-dard
\fré-kwamsé ,sig-nal}

standard function See built-in function
derd 'fank-shan }

Standard Generalized Markup Language |COM-
put scl) A system that, enceces the logical struc-
ture and content of a document rather thar its
display formatting, or even the medium in which
the document will be displayed; widely used
in the publishing business and for producing
technical documentation. Abbreviated SGML
{ istan-dard ,jen-ra,lizd 'mark,ap ,lap-ewij }

Ble

{ 'stan-
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Standby power source

 

 
dard interface [COMPUT sci] 1. A joining

ace of two systems or subsystems that has
previously agreed-upon form, so. that. two

Systems may be readily connected together
a jy particular, a system of uniform circuits
yd inpul/output channels connecting the central
cessing unit of a computer with varlous units of

penpheral eclipment, | 'stan-dard ‘in-tor,fais|
dardize [COMPUT S¢l| To replace any given

a

F floating point representation of a number with
iis representation in standard form; that ts. to
ydjust the exponent ancl fixed-point part so that
he new fixed-point part les within a preseribed

atandardrarige | ‘star-darjdiz }
ndard noise temperature=[eviecr#| The stan-

~ dare reference temperature for noise measure-
ments, equal to 290K | 'stan-dard 'noiz tem-
rachar|

standard parallel port) |compur sei] A parallel
 yort thal can transler data in only one direction

| |stan-cdarel sparalel part |
-standard preemphasis |comMuN| Preemphasis
er in frequency-modulation and analog television

aural broadcasting whose level Iles between
upper and lower limits specified by the Federal
Communications Commission, | 'stan-dard
pre'em-la-sas }

standard propagation |ELecTRoMAG| Propaga-
tion ef raclio waves overa smoothspherical earth
of specified dielectric constant and conductivity,
under conditions of standard refraction In the
atmosphere _{ 'stan-dord ,prap-a'ga-shan}

standard refraction [ELECTROMAG| Reftaction
which would occur in an idealized atmosphere in
which the index of refraction decreases uniformly
with height at a rate of 39 x 107° per kilometer;
standard refraction may be included in ground
wave calculations by use of an effective earth
radius of 85 x 10° meters, or % the geometrical
tadius of the earth=[‘stan-dard ri'frak-shan }

standard subroutine §=[compuTsci] In computers,
a subroutine which is applicable to a class of
problems _{ 'stan-dard 'sab-rii,tén }

standardtest-tone power [ELECTR| One milliwatt
(0 decibels above one milliwatt) at 1000 hertz.
{'stan-dard'test |t6n ,pau-ar}

standby battery [(ELec] A storage battery held in
reserve as an emergency power sourcein eventof
failure of regular powerfacilities at a radio station
orother location { 'stand{bi ,bad-a-ré }

Standby computer |compuT sci] A computer in
a duplex system that takes over when the need
arises.{'standibi kom,pytid-or}

standby mode [ELEC| The operation of a circuit
“of device with unused portions of the circuit

disconnected to reduce power consumption
(‘stan bT mad |

jELEc| An uninterruptible
Power system in which the load normally oper-
ated lromthe commercial powerline is switched
tothe output of ade-to-ac stalic inverter powered
by a battery in the event of a power fallure
standbi 'pathar sors|

“Slandby register jcompur sell in computers, a
egister into which information can be copled ta be 

DAT

star network

available in case the original information is lost or
mutilated in processing. { 'stand{bT ,rej-a-stor}

standby replacement redundancy |compuTsc}
A form of redundancy in whichthere is a single
active unit and a reserve of spare units, one of
which replaces the active unit ifit fails. {'stand
(oT ri'plas-montri,dan-dan-sé }

standby tlme [comput sci] 1. The time during
which two or more computers are tied together
and available to answer inquiries or process
intermittent actions on stored data 2. The
elapsed time between inquiries when the equip-
ment is operating on an inquiry application
(‘stand/bT tim }

standIng-on-nines carry |comPuT sci] In high-
speed parallel addition of decimal numbers, an
arrangement that causes carry digits to pass
through one or morenine digits, while signaling
that the skipped nines are to be reset to zero.
{ istand-in on jninz 'kar-é }

standing wave (PHys] A wave in which the ratio
of an instantaneous value at one point to that
at any other point doesnot vary with time. Also
known asstationary wave. _{ ‘stand-in 'wav }

standing-wave loss factor |ELECTROMAG] The ra-
tio of the transmission loss in an unmatched
waveguide to that in the same waveguide when
matched. {'stand-in {wav ‘los ,fak-tar}

standoff Insulator (ELEC) An insulator used to
support a conductor at a distance from the
surface on which the insulator is mounted
{ 'stan,dof 'in-sa,lad-ar}

standoff Jammer [ELEcTR| An aircraft that patrols
the target air space and engages in high-power
jamming of both the acquisition or tracking de-
vices and theclosing vehicles, by using powerful
transmitters excited by travelling-wave tubes
{ 'stan,dof 'jam-ar}

standstlll feature [CONT sys] A device which in-
sures that false signals such as fluctuations in
the powersupply do not cause a controller to be
altered {'stan,stil fé-chor}

star-connected clrcult (ELEC| Polyphase circuit
in whichall the current paths within the region
that delimits the circuit extend from eachof the
points of entry of the phase conductors to a
common conductor (which may be the neutral
conductor) _{ ‘star kajnek-ted 'sar-kat}

star-delta switching starter [ELEC] A type of
Motorstarter, used with three-phase induction
motors, that switches the stator windings from
a star connection to a delta connection. { 'star
‘del-ta iswich-in ,stard-or}

star-free expression |compuT sci] An expression
containing only Boolean operations and con-
catenation, used to define the language corre-
sponding to a counter-free machine _{'star |fré
ik'spresh-an}

starlamp [ELEC] A high-pressure xenon arc, used
in a planetarium, which producesa tiny, intense
point of light focused through thousands of
individual lenses and pinholes, and projected to
the planetarium’s dome.__{'star ,lamp }

star network (COMMUN| A communications net-
work in which all communications between any
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start bit

two paints must pass through a central node.
Also known as centralized configuration. { ‘star
inel,wark |}

start bit. [comput sci[ The first bit transmitted in
asynchronous data transmission to unequive-
cally indicate the startofthe word, —['start ,bit }

Startcodes=|CoMMUN| 32-bit codes embedded jn
the coded bit stream that are unique: used for
several purposes including identifying some of
the layers in the coding syntax | ‘start ,kGdz ]

start dialing signal jcommun| Signal transrnit-
ted from the Incoming end of a circuit, following
the receipt of a seizing sipnal, to Indicate
that the necessary circuit conditions have been
established for receiving the numerical routine
information—{ ‘start 'dil-in sig-nal J

started task=jcompuy sci] A computer program
that Is kept permanently in main storage and,
tholigh not a part of the operating system, is
treated as though |t were.—| 'stérckad ‘task |

start element [commun | The first element of a
character in certain serial (ransmissions, used to
permit synchronization. { 'stlirt ,ela-mant|

starter |fike| 1. A device used to start an electric
motor and to accelerate the mater to normal
speed, 2, See engine starter |eLecrr| An
auxiliary control electrode used in a gas tube
to establish sufficient ionization to reduce the
anode breakdown voltage. Also known as trigger
electrode, | 'star-dar|

starting box={eLec| A device for providing extra
resistance In the armature of a motor while Itis
being started, { ‘stdrcd-in jbaks }

starting motor Se engine starter { ‘stdtd-in
imad-ar|

starting reactor [ELEC| A reactor that is used
to limit thestarting current of electric moters,
and usually consists of at iron-care: inductor
connected in series with the machine stator
winding. { 'stard-ip ré,ak-tar }

startover [COMPUT Sci] Program function that
causes a computerthat is not active to become
active. ('star,d6-ver }

startover data transfer and Processing program
{COMPUT scl] Program which controls the transfer
of startover data from the active to the standby
machine and their subsequent processing by the
standby machine. | ‘stéir,dévar'dad-a ,tranz-far
an 'phises-in ,prd,grain|

start-stop multivibrator Semonostable multivi-
brator | ‘start 'stap (mal-ti'yi,brad-ar }

start-stop printing telegraph=|comaiin| Form of
Printing telegraph in which the signal-receiving
mechanisms, normally at rest, are started in
operation at the beginning and stopped at
the end of each character transmitted over the
channel—(‘start 'stap 'printin 'tel-a-graf |

start-stop system=[commun | A telegraph system
inwhich each group of code elements corresponeling
lo a character Is preceded by a start signal that
prepares the recelving mechanism to receive and
register a character, and is followed by a stop signal
that brings the teceiving mechanism to rest in
preparation for the reception of the next character.
{'stdit ‘slap jsis-tom }
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Stat-  |ELEC| A prefix incicatin,
in the electrostatic centimeter-grnet t
tem of units; it is attached to the ¢., -¢oONd:Slunit, {stat} €Spon,

statU See statmho
stat See statohm.
statA See statampere
statampere

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

eM { ‘stata ][ELEC] The unit of ‘
in the electrostatic centimeter-graect® CUmegy:
tem of units, equal to a flow of chond
statcoulomb per second; equal to approve {
3.3356 x 10°!" ampere Abbreviated| stad'am,pir} =e

statC Sestatcoulomb, | 'stat,sa
statcoulomb=|ELEc| The unit of chatge in op

electrostatic centimeter-gram-seconq sy in gh,
units, equal to the charge which exerts "my
of | dyne on an equal charge ata distane
centimeter ina vacuum), equal to approximant
3.3356 x 10°!" coulomb, Abbreviated state ate
known as franklin (Fr); unit charge, ( cat
lam } *atik!

state |coNT sys) A minimum set of nuntae
which contain enough information ADOUE gi eue
tem's history to. enable its future behavior tg bescomputed, | stat | chin

State equations=[CONT SYs| Equations whieh
press the state of a system and the output ob
systemat any time as a single valued HUnction gt:
the system's input at the same time and thestata:
of the system at somefixed initial time r“ (tapikwa-zhanz | :

state estimator See observer{'stat eS-ta,mad.ar}
state feedback

Jcont sys] A class uf feedback
control laws in which the control INpUtS are
explicit memoryless functions of the dynamical”
system state, that Is, the control inputs ala given
time f, are determined by the valuesof the State
variables at ty and do not depend onthe values
of these variables at earlier times | = 1, | ‘stat‘féd, bak]

Stategraph=|compursci| Adirected grajal) whose
nodes correspond tointernal states of a sequen.
tial machine and whose edges correspond to
transitions among these states. | 'stat i@rat |

statement=[comput sci] An elementary specifica:
tion of a computer action or process, complete
and not divisible into smaller meaningful units: it
is analogous to the simple sentence of a natural
language { 'stat-mant|

statement editor |compur scif A text editor in
which the text is divided into superlines, that
Is, units greater than ordinary lines. resulting
in easier editing and freedom {rom truncation
problems. | 'stat-mant jed-adsar|

state observer See observer, | 'stat ob,zor-var|
state space§|CONT sys| The set of all possible

values of the state vector of a system. | 'stat
pas }

state table [computsci] A table that represents
a sequential machine, in which the rows carre-
spond to the internal states, the columnsto the
input combinations, and the entries to the next
state. { ‘stat ,ta-bal }
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{ 'stat,sé }
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8° In the:

, transition equation=|conT sv5| The equa-er catiatled by the x m state transition matrix
ne HeP(L to )/At = Alt) MU ta}, (tp.to) = 1; here
othe unilarmatrix, and At) isthe nxn matrix

jnich appears inthe vector differential equation
W jit =ALNR(1) for fhe n-companent state vector
il! { ‘stat tran'zish-on ikwa-zhan |

pe transition matrix |con?r sys] A matrix
(tla! whose product with the state vector rat an
initial tIMe to gives the state vectorata later time

P, that fs. Sf) = Pildolito | (stat tran'zish-an
martriks | : : .
te variable [CONT Sys| One ofa minimumset

vot numbers Which contain enough information
about a system's history to enablecomputation
of lis future beliavior—| ‘stat ver-Ga-bal }
tevariable filter [&LeCre) A multiple-ampli-
fier active filter that has three outputs for high-

es, band-pass, and low-pass transler functions
ectively Also known as KHN filter, |‘stat

werza-bal lil-tar |
slate vector [COMPUT Sci| See task descriptor

jcon't s¥8] A columnvector whose components are
thestate variables ofa system, | ‘stat vekstar |

slalF Sestatfarad.—[ "stadef)
statfarad [et-6C| Unit of capacitanceIn the elec-

_jrostatic centimeter-gram-second system. of
units, equal to the capacitance of a capacitor
having a charge of 1 statcoulomb, actoss the
plates of which the chargeis | statvolt, equal to
approximately |.1126 x 107? farad. Abbreviated

 statF=( ‘statifa,racl }
statle [COMMUN] A hissing, crackling, or other

sudden sharp sound that tends to interfere with
the reception, utilization,ocrenjoyment of desired
signals orsounds, —{ 'stad-tk |

static algorithm |compur sei) An algarithrn
whase operation is known in advances Also
known as deterministic algorithm {'stad-ik ‘al.
gayrith-am |

statlc breeze See convective discharge,‘bréz }
statlccharacteristic |=Lectr| Arelation between

a palr of variables, such as electrode voltage
and electrode current, with all other operating
vollages for an electron. tube, transistor, ar
other amplifying device maintained constant.
('stad-ik jkar-ik-to'ris-tik |

Matic charge (Lec) An electric charge accumu-
lated on an object. { 'staddk ‘char|

‘static check=[compur sci] Of a computer, one
of more tests of camputing elements. their In
terconnections, ar both, performed under static

conditions—{ 'stad-ik ‘chek |
Static debugging routine=jcoupur sei] A debug-

ging routine which is used after the program
being checked has been run and has stepped.
('stad-ik dé'bag-ip rii,tén |

Static discharger |eikc| A rubber-covered cloth
wick about 6 Inehes (1 centimeters) lone,
Sometimes attached to the trailing edges. of
the surfaces of an alreralt to discharge static
electricity in Might. | 'stad-ik 'dis,char-far}

Static dump |eompur sci] An edited printout of
the contents of main memory or of the aurillary
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Static storage

storage, performed ih a fixed way, it Is usually
taken at the end of a Program tun either aute-
matically or by operator intervention, ('stachik‘damp |

stalic electricity [ELEC] 1. The study ofthe elfects
of macroscopic charges, including the transfer
of a static chatge from one object to another
by actual contact or by means of a spark that
bridges an ait gap between the objects, 2. Sy
electrostatics. [\"stad-ik lektris-acé|

static eliminator JELECTR| Device intended to fe.
duce the effect af atmospheric static interference
inaradio receiver, | 'stad-ik ilimsayndd-ar|

static induction transistor JELECTR| A type of
transistor capable of operatiria at hi Bh currerit
and voltage, whose current-voltage characteris
tics do not saturate, and are sitnilar in form
to those of a vacuum triode. Abbreviated srt
('stac-ik in'dakeshan tran, zis-tar)

static inverter [eLec| A device that converts @
de voltage to a stable ac valtage for use in
an uninterruptible power system | ‘stad:in'vord-ar |

staticize |compur sci) 4. To capture transient
data in stable form, thus converting fleeting
events into examinable information. 2. To ex.
tract an instruction from the main cormputer
memory and store the various component Parts
of it in the appropriate registets, preparatory Lo
interpreting and executing iL ( 'stachasiz |

static machine jeLec| A machine for generating
electric charges, usually by electric inductlan,
sometimes used to build up high voltages for
research purposes [ 'stac-ik mayatain |

static random-access memory [copur Sei] A
reacd-write Tandom-access fhemory that uses
either four transistors and two resistors to form
a passive-loadflip-flop, .or six transistors ta form
a flip-flop with dynamic loads, fer each cell in
an array Once data are loaced into the flip-flap
stotage elements, the flip-flop will indefinitely
remain in that state until the information is in-
tentionally changed or the power to the memory
circuit is shut off Abbreviated SRAM. [ ‘stad-ik
‘rand-am jak,ses 'mem-ré |

static reactive compensator [ELEC] A thyristor.
contralled generator of reactive power that is
used to compensate for reactive power in an
electric power system in order to limit vollage
varlations, Also knownas static var compensator
| 'stacik réjak-tiv (kam-pan'sad-ar |

Static regulator [ELecre| Transmission regulator
in which the adjusting mechanism Is in self-
equilibriumat any setting and fequires control
power to change the setting, | 'stacl-ik egyalad-ar|

static sensitivity [eLecte| In phototubes. quo-
tient of the direct anade current divided by
the incident radiant flux of constant value
( 'staclik sen-sa'tivad-& |

Static storage [compl sei| Computer storage
such that information is fixed in space and
avallable at any time, as in flip-flop circuits,
electrostatic memories, ancl eoincident-current
magnetic-core storage _{ 'stad-ik 'stor-ij
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static subroutine

Static subroutine jeompur sci} in computers; a
subroutine which invelves pa Parameters other
than the addresses of the operands.—[ 'stad-ik
‘sabyrii,tén |

Static switching je.ec| Switching of circuits by
means of magnetic amplifiers, semiconductors,
and other devices that have no moving parts.
| ‘stachik ‘swich-in ]

slatic var compensator Sw static feactive com-
Pensator, ['stad-ik ‘var ‘ham-pan,sadvar}

Static variable |compur sei] A local variable that
does not cease to exist Upon terminatlon of the
block in which it can be accessed, but Instead
retains its most recent value until the next
execution of this block, { 'stad-ik 'ver-@-a:hal )

station jcommun| Sev broadcast station |com-
PUT Sci) One of a series of esseritlally simi-
lar positions or facilities occutring in a data-
Processing system. [ELec] An assemblyline ar
assembly machine location at which a wiring
board or chassis is stepped forinsertion of ane or
more parts. [£tecrR) A location at which raclo,
television, radar, or other electric equipment ts
installed, | sta-ghan J

stationary ergodic noise [ELECTR] A stationary
noise for which the probability that the nolse
voltage lies within anygiven interval atanytimeis
nearly equal to the fraction of time that the noise
voltage lies within this interval if a sufficiently
long observation interval js recorded, {'sta-sha
Net-e argdclik ‘maiz |

Stationary noise [ELECTR] A random, noise for
which the probability that the noise voltage lies
within any given interval does nol charge with
time | 'sta-shaneré 'naiz ]

Stationary wave Sey standing wave
iher-é "way )

station authentication [COMMUN | Security mea-
sure designed ta establish the authenticity of
a transmitting or receiving station. | 'st8-shan
Othen-talka-shan }

Statistical monitor jcoumpursci| Asoftware mor-
itor that collects information by periodically
sampling activity in the system [ Sta'tis-ta-kal
‘men-achar|

statistical multiplexer [ELECTR] A device whieh
combines ‘several low-speed communications
channels into a single high-speedchannel. and
which can manage more communications traffle
thar a standared multiplexer by analyzing traffic
and choosing differant transmission patterns.
{ sta'tis-ta:kal 'mal-ta,plek-sar }

sialistical multiplexing [COMMUN| Time-civision
multiplexing in which time ona communications
channel is assigned to multiple users onva
demand bass, rather than perlodically to each
user [ sta,tiseti-kal 'malta,pleksein )

statmho [ELEC| The unit of conduetance, ad-
mittance, and suscéeptance in the electrostatic
centimeter-gram-second system of units, equal
to the conductance between two paints. of a
conductor when a constant potential difference
of | statvelt applied between the POIs produces
in this conductor.a current of | Statampere, the
conductor not being the source of any electro-

| 'sta-sha

350
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motive force; equal to ap roxtr
10-" imho. Abbreviated Sere Ae! hag.
statsiemens (statS} ['statma) know

statohm=[eLec} The unit of reSistan, “e ss
and impedance in the electrostatic leaetal
Brim-second system of units, us) br,resistance between two pointe of 5 at tg
when a constant potential ef iNerenea ofbetween these paints Produces 5 ce 4
Statampere; it ls equal to APPrOXImateh» 10'! ohms, Abbreviated Slat|ta) V6,

stator |E£LEC| The portion of a fOkating OlStnthat contains the stationary par|< of a }
netic circult and their 4580cClated win Mag
[ ‘stad-ar | hdings

Stator armature [eLee) A stapoy Which jn | .the maincurrent-carrying winding in which wae
tromotive force produced by Magnetic fly lege
Hon is induced, it is found IN Mest alterng ota
current machines, { 'stad-or ‘r-mavchar| Migstator plate | £¢| One of the fixed plates
5 vaneble ated stator plates are $sally Insulated from the frame of the i
( ‘stac-ar plat | “abScltgg

staiS Sev statmho { istat'es |
statsiemens Svstatmhu [{Stat'se.mane)
Status byte|(compurscy| Abyte ol storage why I

contents indicate the activities Currently tyingplace in some part of the Computer op vatlaconditions governing the execution of a EL
puter program; often, each bit js assigned 9.particularmeaning.—{ 'stad-os bit] %

status check jcoxpur 5c1| The detection a
software failures andverification Of proprams thinish:
the use of redundant computers | 'stad-as cha jstatus line |compursci] A conductor on the Bis.
ofa computer aver which an addressed stotaeal
location OFcomponent transmits Its statuste the
central processing unit. | ‘stacl-as lin | i”

status register [compu £C1) A register Maintained
by the central processing unit thal contains a statis |
byte with information aboutactivities currently taking
placethere,  [ 'stacl-ns ef-astar | oY

Status word=(compur Sel] A word indicating the
state of the system or the diagnosis of a state.
into Which the system has entered { ‘stadsasswarel |

statV See statvolt :
Statvolt |eLec| The unit of electric potential

and electromotive force in the electrostatit
centimeter-gram-second system of Units, equal
to the potential difference between two polite:
such that the work required to transport |
statcauilomb of electric charge from one to the
other is equal ta. | erg: equal to approximately
299.79 volts Abbreviated stat\! [ ‘statvalt]

STD Svsystem target decoder :
STD input buffer [COMMUN | A. finst-in, first-out

buffer at the input of a system target dececler far
Storage of compressed data {rom elementarystreams
beforedeceding | tes'tatde ‘inyput ,bafar |

STDM See synchronous time-division multiplexing:
Steady-state current [ecec| An electric current

that lees not change with time. | ‘sted{stil
‘ka-rant |
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iLary streams:
daf-ar}
ultiplexing.
tric current
sted-é |atit!

te error (CONT sys| The errorthat re-
= after transien! conditions have disap-

: jnacontrolsystem, | 'sted-€{stat'er-ar}
aleciric generator [ELEC] An electric gen-

He or driven by a steam turbine. {| |stém
tik 'jen-9,rdd-ar } —

je antenna [ELECTROMAG] A directional
snnai whose major lobe can bereadily shifted

arection { 'stir-e-bal an'ten-a }
in araphy |COMPUTSct} The art and science

oe Hiding message ina medium, such asa digital
Bre or audio file, so as to defy detection.
‘i reg:oinag-ra-fe } scat ;

ay See scanning transmission electron micro-
: ‘ape {stem }

ode circuit |ELECTR| Superheterodyne re-
calving circuit in which a piezoelectric unit is

in the intermediate-frequency amplifier to
{ance out all frequencies except signals at

the crystal frequency, thereby giving very high
eolectivity  (‘ste,sndd ,sar-kat} ;

Swap [COMPUT Sci] A single computer instruction
oroperation. (step ) /
gop angle [ELEC] The angle between twosuccessive
© positionsof a stepping motor, {'step ,an-gal }attenuator |ELECTR| An attenuator in which

the attenuation can be varied in precisely known
steps by means of switches. | 'step a,ten-ya
qwachat | . :

step-by-step operation See single-step operation
tep DT [step pra'ra-shan}

glep-by-step switch [ELEC] A bank-and-wiper
“switch in which the wipers are movedby electro-
magnet ratchet mechanisms individual to each
switch. [ istep bi jstep'swichy }

step-by-step system [COMMUN| See Strowger
“gystem. [CONT Sys} A control system in which
the drive motor movesin discrete steps when the
inputelement is moved continuously. {istep bT

\|step'sis-tom }
stepchange [ELECTR] The change ofa variable from

one value to another in a single process, taking a
__negligitsle amount of time. { 'step ,chanj}
“step counter {COMPUT Sci] In computers, a counter

in the arithmetic unit used to count the steps
‘(nh multiplication, division, and_ shift operations.

{step katint-ar|
-Slep-down transformer |ELEc} A transformerin

which the alternating-current voltages of the
secondary windings are lower than those ap-

iplied to the primary winding | ‘step !daun
tranz'foremar|

‘slep-function generator |eiecte|A function
ftherator whose output waveform Increases anc

‘decreases suddenly in steps that may or may
‘pot be equal in amplitude.  'step !fank-shan

Jera,rad-ar|
‘Stepped-wave static Inverter |ELEc| A static in-

verter that generates several pulses in each half
<ycle and combines them to achieve an output
Holtage which needsvery little filtering. { ‘stept

_ Wav'stac-ik in'vard-ar|
Slepper motor ELEC) A motor that rotates in

Short and essentially uniform angular move-
Ments rather than continuously: typicalsteps are
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stereo multiplex

30, 45. and 90°: the angular steps are obtained
electromagnetically rather than by the ratchet
and pawl mechanisms of stepping relays. Also
knawn as magnetic stepping motor, stepping
motor; step-serva motor, { 'step-ar ;mGd-ar}

stepping Seezoning. {'step-in }
stepping motor See stepper motor

imGchar }
stepping relay {ELEC) A relay whose contact arm

may rotate through 360° but notin one operation.
Also known as rotary stepping relay; rotary

stepping switch, stepping switch. { 'step-in \réila |
stepping switch See stepping relay

yswich }
step-recovery diode |ELEcTR] Avaractor in which

lorward voltage injects carriers across the june-
tion, but before the carriers can. combine, voltage
feyerses and carriers return to their origin ina
group; the result Is abrupt cessation al reverse
current and a harmonic-rich waveform. { 'step
tikav-ré 'di,Gd }

step response [CONT Ssys| The behavior of a
system when its input signal is zero before a
certain time and is equal to a constant nonzero
value after this time. { ‘step ri,sp4ns}

step-servo motor See stepper motor.
‘sanvG \mod-ar}

step strobe marker |ELECTR| Form of strobe
markerin which the discontinuityis in the form of
astepinthetime base. {'step 'strdb ,mar-kar}

step-up transformer |ELEC| Transformer in
which the energy transfer is from a low-voltage
winding to a high-voltage winding or windings.
('steprap tranforanar }

step voltage regulator [UEC] A type of voltage
regulator used on distribution feeder lines; it
provides incrementsor steps of voltage change.
{ ‘step 'vdl-tij ,reg-ya,lAd-ar}

sterba curtain [ELECTROMAG] Type of stacked
dipole antenna array consisting of one or more
phased half-wave sections with a quarter-wave
section at each end; the array can be oriented for
eithervertical or horizontal radiation, and can be
either center orend fed —_{ 'star-ba ,kart-an }

stereo See stereophonic; stereo sound system.
{ ‘ste-r&-}

stereo amplifier [ENG Acous| An audiofrequency
amplifier having two or more channels, as requiree for
use in a stereo sound system. { 'ste-ré-6 'am-plo
ifl-ar}

stereo broadcasting§[comMun'| Broadcasting
two, sound channels for repreduction by a
stereo sound system having a stereo tuneratits
input, to afford a listener a sense of the spatial
distribution of the sound saurees. { 'ster-8-6
‘brad. kast-in |

stereofluoroscopy [ELECTR] A fluoroscopic tech-
nique that gives three-dimensional images.
{ ister-é-9-flu'ras-ka-pé }

stereo multiplex |cOMMUN]| Stereo broadcasting
by a frequency-morlulation station, in which the
outputs of two channels are transmitted on the
same carrier by frequency-division multiplexing.
{ ‘stet--6 'mal-ta,pleks }

{ 'step-in

( 'step-in

{ ‘step
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 stereophonic

stereophonic [ENG AcoUS] Pertaining to three-
dimensional pickup or reproduction of sound,as
achieved by using two or more separate audio
channels, Also known as stereo, { |ster-éo
'fan-ik ]

stereophonlics [ENG Acous| The study of repro-
ducing or reinforcing sound in such a way as
to produce the sensation that the sound is
coming from sources whosespatial distribution
is similar to that of the original sound sources.
( ister-é-a'fan-iks }

stereophonic sound system See stereo sound
system _{ ;ster-é-o'fan-ik 'satind ,sis-tom }

stereo preamplifier |ENG Acous| An audio-
frequency preamplifier having two channels,
used in a stereo sound system. { 'ster-€-6
ipré'am-pla,fi-ar }

stereo recorded tape [ENG ACOUS| Recorded
magnetic tape having two separate recordings,
one for each channelof a stereo sound system.
{ 'ster-€-6 rilkord-ad 'tap }

stereo sound system [ENG AcoUs}A sound
reproducing system in which a stereo pickup, stereo
tape recorder, stereo tuner, or stereo microphone
system feeds two independent audio channels, each
of which terminates in one or more loudspeakers
arranged to givelisteners the same audio perspective
that they would get at the original sound source
Also known as stereo; stereophonic sound system.
{ 'ster-é-6 'sauind ,sis-tam }

stereo subcarrler=|COMMUN| A subcarrier whose
frequency is the second harmonic of the pi-
lot subcarrier frequency used in frequency:
modulation stereo broadcasting. ( ‘ster-d-
1sab'kar-é-ar}

stereo tape recorder |ENG Acous| A magnetic-
tape recorder having two stacked playback heads,
used for reproduction of stereo recorded tape
{ 'ster-€-6 'tap ri,kord-ar}

stereo tuner [ENG Acous] A tuner having pro-
visions for receiving both channels of a stereo
broadcast. {'ster-€-6'tiin-ar }

stickIng=[compurscij Incomputers, the tendency
of a flip-flop to remain in, of to spontaneously
switch to, one ofitstwostable states.  {‘stik-in |

stigmator§|eectr| A device that corrects asym-
metries in an electron lens by superposing on
the field of the lens a second adjustable field.
{ stig'mad-or}

stiletto |ELEcTR| An advanced electronic subsys-
tem contained in United Statesstrike aircraft type
F-4D for detection, identification, and location
of ground-based radars; the location of radar
targets is determined by direction finding and
passive ranging techniques: it is used for the
delivery of guided and unguided weapons against
the target radars underall weather conditions.
(sta'led-d }

stlmulated-emission device [£LEcTR| A device
thatuses the principle of amplification of electro-
magnetic wavesby stimulated emission, namely,
amaseroralaser { 'stim-ya,lad-od j'mish-an di
iVIs }

stimulus [CONT sys| A signal that affects the con-
trolled variable in a control system. _{ ‘stim-ya-las}
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STN LCD See supertwisted nematic liqudisplay, ide
stochastle automaton See probabil

ton. { sté'kas-lik o'tém-a,tan }
stochastic control theory ISONTSYs} AL, a

control theory that aimsatpredicting 4 echof
mizing the magnitudes andlimits of thant Mi
deviations of a control system throug) Tandon,
ing the design of the controller seat Mi.
kan'tral théa-ré | Shastip

stochastic sequential machine Sve Probabsequential machine. { std‘kas-tik si'ky liste
mo'shén} EN -cha|

stop [cont sys] A bound orfinal
robot's movement.{stp }

stop band Serejection band, | 'stap ibani
stop bits [compuy sci] The last two pipe tran

mitted In asynchronous data transmiss rage
equivocally indicate the end ofa ward, yaibits | ro (stp

stopcode=|compuTsal| Acharacter that js pla
in a storage medium and, when ENcountertd
causes the computer system to cease Dtocessige
until [tis directedta continue —('stup kag ie

stop element |ComMUN| The last elemenp of
character In certain serial transmissions, ys i
ensure the recognition of the pext start clement('stdp ,ebo:mant| 4

stopinstruction [compusel] An Instruction ina
computer program that causes executlan of the
program to stop. | ‘stip inystrak-shan|

stoplight [eLec| One of the lights that are ins
stalled at the rear of an automotive vehicle ang
are automatically tured on when the Ativer
applies the brakes.—[ 'stdp,lTt |

stop loop See loop stop. {'stap ,liip |
stopping capacitor See coupling capacitor

{'stép-in ko,passad-or}
stopping potential=[ELecre| Voltage required to

stop the outward movement of electrons emitted
by photoelectric or thermienicaction. {'Stap-inpaiten-chal}

stop signal |cOMMUN| Signal that initiates the
transfer of facsimile equipment from active to
standby conditions. (‘stp ,sig-nal }

storage [compur scl] Any device that can accept,
retain, and read back one or more times; the
meansofstoring data may be chemical, electri-
cal, magnetic, mechanical, or sonic. { 'str-ij}

storage address register [comPuTscI| A register
used to hold the address of a location in
storage containing data that is being processed.
{ 'stor-ij |ad,res ,rej-a-star}

storage allocation {comput sci] The processof
assigning storage locations to data or instruc-
tions in a digital computer { '‘stor-ij val:
a'ka-shan}

storage and retrieval system=[comput scl| An
organized method of putting items away in a
manner which permits their recall or retrieval
from storage. Also known asstoretrieval system.
{ 'stor-ij on ri'tré-val |sis-tom }

storage area [COMPUT sci] A specified set of
locations in a storage unit, Also known as zone.
( ‘stor-ij ,er-@-9 }
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battery [ELEC] A connected group of
gor’, more storage cells or a single storage
: if ‘Also KNOWN aS accumulator; accumulator
ce tery; techargeable battery; secondary battery
Pearl jbad-a-ré }

| block=|COMPUT ScI| A contiguous area of
tt prage whese contents can be handled in a

je operation. [ 'stdrdj blak }
pane buffer register [comer sci} A register

| storie in some microcomputers during Input or
ntpl operations to temporarily hold a copy

of the contents ofa storage location, | 'stdr-ij
| paf-at wef-aestar} ;

giorage calorifier Sev cylinder
fiat} camera
kare |

“storage capacity (COMPUT scl] The quantity at
data that can be retained simultaneously in a

“gtorage device; usually measured in bits, cligits,
characters. bytes, or words. Also known as capac-
‘jp, memorycapacity, | ‘stor-j kapas-ad-é}
rorage cell |coMPuT sci] An elementary (logi-

~ cally indivisible) unit of storage: the storage cell
ean contain one bit, character, byte, digit (or
sometimes word) of data, [ELEC] Anelectrolytic
cell for generating electric energy, in which the cell
after being discharged may be restored to a charged
condition by sendingacurrent throughit ina direction
oppasiteto that ofthe discharging current. Also known
assecandary cell. { 'stor-ij sel }

storage compacting [comput sci] The practice,
followed on multiprogramming computers which
use dynamic allocation, of assigning and reas-
signing programs so that the largest possible
area of adjacent locations remains available for
new programs. { 'stor-ij kam,pakt-in }

storage cycle [COMPUT Sci] 1. Periodic sequence
of events occurring when information is trans-
ferred to or from the storage device of acomputer
2. Storing, sensing. and regeneration from parts
of the storaye sequence, —{ ‘stdrij ,sT-kal}

storage cycle time |compuT sci| The time re-
quired to read and restore one word from a
computer storage, or to write one word in
computer storage, { ‘stor-ij |si-kal ,tim }

storage density (comput sci] The number of
characters stored per unit-length of area of stor-
age medium (for example, numberof characters
perinch of magnetictape). { 'stor-ij den-sod-é }

storage device [compuT sci| A mechanism for
performing the function of data storage: accept-
ing. retaining, and emitting (unchanged) data
items. Also known as computer storage device
| 'stér-ij divis }

Storage dump [comput sci] A printout of the
contents cf all or part of a computer storage.
Also known as Memory dump; memory print.
('stér-ij damp )

Storage element |COMPUT sc!| Smallest part of a
digital computer storage used farstoring a single
bit. ('starei] ,ebaemant|

Storage factor Sw | 'stér-i] ,fak-tar }
Storage fill jconmpur scl] Storing a pattern of

Characters in areas of a computer storage that

('stor-ij ka‘lara

See iconoscope. | ‘stare

storage ripple

are not intendedfor use ina particular machine
run; these characters cause the machine to stop
if one of these areas is erroneously referred to.
Also known as memoryfill, | ‘ster-ij fil |

storage hlerachy [comput sci| The sequence of
storage devices, characterized by speed, type ol
access, ard size for the various functions of a
computer, forexample, core storage for programs
anddata, disks or drums for temporary storage
of massive amounts of data, magnetic tapes and
disks for backupstorage. | 'stor-ij ‘hhandrké }

storage integrator |compur scif{ in an analog
computer,an integrator used to store a voltage in
the hald condition for future use while the rest of
the computer assumes another computer control
state. {'stOr-ij ,int-o,arad-or )

storage key |compur sci] A special set of bits
associated with every word or character in some
block of storage, whichallows tasks having a
matching set of protection key bits to use that
block of storage, {'stor-d] ke}

storage locatlon |comput  sci|A__ digital-
computer storage position holding one machine
word and usually having a specific address.
{ 'stér-i] 16,ka-shan }

storage mark=|coMpur sci] The name given to a
point location which defines the character space
immediately to the left of the mest significant
character in accumulator storage. (  'star-l|
mark )

Storage medium [comput sci} Any device or
recording medium into which data can be copied
and held until some later time, and from
which the entire original data can be obtained
{ 'stor-ij ;méd-é-am }

Storage oscilloscope |ELEcTR| An oscilloscope
that can retain an imagefora period of time rang-
ing from minutes to days, ar until deliberately
erased tomake roomforanewimage—[ 'stor-ij
alsil-a,skap |

storage pool [comput sci| A collection of similar
data storage devices. [{'stor-ij ,piil }

storage print |comPuUTscl| In computers, a utility
program that records the requested core image,
core memory, or drum locations in absolute or
symbolic form either on. the line-printer or on
the delayed-pninter tape. {'stor-ij print}

storage protection§[comput sci| Any restriction
on access to storage blocks, with respect to
reading, writing, or both. Also lnown'as memory
protection. { ‘stordj prajtek-shan }

storage register (compPuT sci] A register in the
main internal memory of a digital computer
storing one computer word. Also known as
memory register { 'stor-ij rej-a-star}

storage-retrieval machine [cont sys] A
computer-cantrolled machine for an automated
storage and retrieval system that operates on
rails and moves material either vertically or
horizontally between a storage compartment
and a transfer station. { |storij ri'tréveal mo
shen}

storage ripple=|comput sci] A hardware function,
used during maintenance periods, which reads
or writes zeros or ones through available storage

953
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storage surface

locations to detect a malfunctioning storage unit.
{‘stor-ij yrip-al }

storage surface |COMPUT sc!| In computers, the
surface (screen), in an electrostatic storage
tube, on which information is stored. [{ 'stdr-ij
isorfas }

storage tank Seetank.{'stor-ij tank }
storage tlme [ELECTR] 1. The time required for

excess minority carriers stored in a forward-
biased pn junction to be removed after the
junction is switched to reverse bias, and hence
the time interval between the application of
reverse bias and the cessation of forward current.
2. The time required for excess chargecarriers in
the collector region of a saturated transistor to
be removed when the base signal is changed to
cut-off level, and hence forthe collector current
tocease {'stdor-ij ttm }

storage-to-register Instruction [comput sci] A
machine-language instruction to move a word of
data from a location in main storage to a register
{ 'stor-ij ta 'rej-a-ster in,strak-shan }

storage-to-storage instruction [|comPuT sci|A
machine-language instruction to move a word
of data from one location in main storage to
another { 'storij to 'stor-ij instrak-shan}

storage tube [ELECTR] An electron tube employ-
ing cathode-ray beam scanning and charge
storage for the introduction, storage, and re-
moval of information. Also known aselectrostatic
storage tube; memory tube (deprecated usage).
{ ‘stor-ij tub }

storage-type camera tube
{ 'stor-ij (tp 'kam-ra ,tlib }

store (COMPUTSCI| 1.To record data intoa(static)
data storage device. 2. To preserve data in a
storage device. {stor}

store and forward [COMMUN] A procedure in
data communications in which data are stored at
some point between the sender and the receiver
and are later forwarded to the receiver. { ‘stor
an 'for-ward }

stored program (COMPUT sci] A computer pro-
gram that is held in a computer's main storage
and carried out by a central processing unit that
reads and acts onits instructions. ('stord 'prd
gram }

stored-programcomputer [comPuTsci] Adigital
computer which executes instructions that are
stored in main memory as patterns of data
{ ‘stord [prd,gram kam'pyiid-ar}

stored-program control |cOmMMUN| Electronic
control of a telecommunications switching
system by means of a program of instructions
stored in bulk electronic memory. Abbreviated
SPC. { 'stord 'pr6,gram kan'trél }

stored-program logle=[comPuTsci] Program that
is stored in a memory unit containing logical
commandsin order to perform the same processes
onall problems, ( 'stord 'prd,gram ,laj-ik }

stored-program numerical control See com-
puter numerical control { 'stord iprd,gram
nu'mer-a-kal kan, tral }

stored response chaln=|comput scl] A fixed se-
quenceof instructions that are stored inafile

See iconoscope.
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and acted on by an interactive com
at a point where it would notterid:
instructions fram the user, jn a eee
the user the trouble of repeatess, i lo.same commands fora frequently 12 Mey
Abbreviated SRC { 'stord ri'syhe l

stored routine {COMPUTScil In computa n
of Instructions in, storage to direct tha ae .
operation of the machine. | ‘stor tits

stored word=|CoMPUT Sci] The actual lin |
binationof letters (ortheir machina gene
to be placedinthe machine memory. W
physically quite different frama dict;
('stord 'ward }

storethrough [COMPUTSCI] The Paces|
ing data in main memory each time
processing unit writes into a cache ste ;

store transmission bridge [ELEC! Trang tt li)
bridge, which consists of four dae s
Impedance coils (the two windings rtsll
back-bridge relay and live relay of q cont th
respectively) separated by two capacitors.
couples the calling and called tale,
together ¢lectrostatically far the lranstnles
of voice-frequency (alternating) currents” Hi)
separates the two lines for the transmiesing
of direct current for talking purposes (tana
current), | ‘stor tranz'mish-an ,brij | ni

retrlayay

Use fy

Fupe. at
the cena

le whl

storetrieval system See storage and
system. 'std-ri,tré-val ,sis-tam }

STR See self-tuning regulator

stralghtforward=circult {COMMUN| Circuit in
which signaling is automatic and jp 6
direction. [ 'strat}for-ward ‘sar-kat} %

stralght-lIne coding [COMPUT sci] A digital com
puter program or routine (section of programy
in which instructions are executed sequentially,
without branching, looping, or testing. ( ‘stratTn 'kdd:in } |

strained-layer superlattice=[ELecre| A struc
consisting of alternating layers of two differsnp
semiconducting materials, each several nance
ters thick. in which a mismatch betweenthe tat
tice spacings of the two materialsofup to severt
percent is accommodatedbyelastic strainsin tho
thin layers without the generation of mismatch
defects —_{ ‘strand jla-er {si-par'lad-as} q

strain Insulator [ELEC] An insulator used bie:
tween sections ofa stretched wire or antenna{
break up the wire into insulated sections whilt
withstanding the total pull of the wire —_{ ‘stran
iin-sa,lad-ar} I

stranded conductor See stranded wife
{ 'stran-ded kan'dak-tar} ]

stranded wire [ELEC] A conductor composed ol
a group of wires or a combinationof groups of
wires, usually twisted together. Also known &
stranded conductor. [ 'stran-dad 'wir }

strapped magnetron [ELECTR] A mullticavily
magnetron in which resonator sexments havin
the same polarity are connected together Wy
small conducting strips to suppress undesl
modesofoscillation. { 'strapt 'mag-naitrdn)

strapping [ELEC| Connecting two or more pills”in a circuit or device with a short pile?
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multicavity magnetron to suppress undesired
odes of oscillation. {'strap-in |

vatropping option |COMPUT Sci] The _Tearrange-
ment af (umpers on a printed circult board to
render a hardware feature operative or Inapeta:
rive. | ‘Strap-in p-shan |

ray capacitance |eLecrr| Undesirable capac-
irance between circull wires, between wires
and the chassis, or between components and
the chassis of electromie equipment, { ‘stra
jo'pasad-ans ) ;current [ELEC] 1. A portion of a current
that flows over a path other than the intended

ath, arid may cause electrochemical corrosion
of metals in contact with electrolytes, 2, An un-
desirable current generated by discharge of static
electricity, it commonly arises in loading and
ynicading petroleum fuels and some chemicals,
and caninitiate explosions. | ‘stra jka-rant|

stream=(COMPUT Sci] Acollection of binary digits that
are transmitted in a continuous sequence, and from
which extraneousdata such as control information or
parity bits are excluded. {-strém |

stream cipher [CommUN| A cipher that makes
use of an algorithmic procedure to produce an
unending sequence of binary digits which is
then combined either with plaintext to produce
ciphertext or with ciphertext to recover plaintext
{ 'strém isi-far }

gtream editor |COmpuUT scl] A modification of a
statement editor to allow superlines that expand
and contract as necessary; the most powerful
type of text editor, Also knownasstring editor
{ 'strém ,ed-ad-or|

streaming [COMPUT sci] A malfunction in which
a communicating device constantly transmits
worthless data and thereby locks out all other
devices on the line. (‘strém-in }

streaming current |ELEC] The electric current
which is produced whena liquid is forced to flow
through a diaphragm, capillary, or poroussolid
{'strém-in ,ka-rant }

streaming media=[comput sci] Audio orvideo files
that can begin playing as they are being downloaded
toacomputer { \strém:in 'méd-é-a }

streaming potentlal [ELEc| The difference in
electric potential between a diaphragm, capillary,
or porous solid and a liquid that is forced to flow
through it. { 'strém-in po,ten-cha!)

streamingtape |compuTscl| Atype of high-speed
magnetic tape that is used as a backup storagefor
disks, particularly hard disks in microcomputer
systems  (‘strém-in 'tap }

STRESS [compur sci} A problem-oriented pro-
gramming language used to solve structural
engineering problems Derived from structural
@ngineering system solver. (stres }

stress sensor |CoNtT sys} A contact sensorthat
responds to the forces produced by mechanical
contact. | 'stres sen-sar}

Stress test [COMPUT Sci] A test of new software
tr hardware under unusually heavy work loads.
| ‘stres ,test }

a

strip transmission line

strlatlon [ELECTR] A succession of alternately lu-
minous and dark regions sometimes observed
in the positive column of a glow-discharge tube
near the anode.{stri'a-shon }

strlkIng potential |ELEcTR] 1. Voltage required to
start an electric arc, 2. Smallest grid-cathode
potential value at which plate current begins
flawing in a gas-filled triode ( ‘strik-in po
iten-chal }

string [compursci] A set of consecutive, adjacent
items of similar type; normally a bit string or a
character string. { strip |

string break |(compuT sci|!in the sorting of
records, the situation that arises when there are
no records having keys with values greater than
the highest key already written in the sequence
of records currently being processed { ‘strip
ibrak }

string constant [comput sci} An arbitrary combi-
nation of letters, digits, and other symbols that
is treated in a manner completely analogous to
numeric constants. { 'strin .kan-stont }

string editor Seestreameditor. {'strin ,ed-od-or}
string electrometer (ENG| An electrometer in

which a conductingfiberis stretched midway be-
tween two oppositely charged metal plates; the
electrostatic field between the plates displaces
the fiber laterally in proportion to the voltage
between the plates. | 'strin ,ilek'tram-ad-or}

string galvanometer [ENG] A galvanometer con-
sisting of a silver-plated quartz fiber under
tension in a magnetic field, used to measure
oscillating currents. Also known as Ejinthoven
galvanometer _('strig ,gal-va'ndm-ad-ar}

string manipulation=jcompursci} The handling of
strings of characters in a computer storage as
though they were single units of data, { 'strin
mo nip-ya,la-shon }

string manipulation language=Sev string pro-
cessing language. { '‘strig ma,nip-yo,la-shon
Jan-gwij }

String-Orlented-Symbolic Language Sve SNOBOL
{ ‘strip {Or-é,ent-ad sim'bal-ik 'lap-awij |

string processing language [compuT scilA
higher-level programming language equipped
with facilities to synthesize and decompose
character strings, search them in response to
arbitrarily complex criteria, and perform a va-
riety of other manipulations. Also known as
string manipulation language. { 'strin ‘pra
ises-in ,lag-gwij }

stringy floppy [comptut sci] A peripheral storage
device for microcomputers that uses a remov-
able magnetic tape cartridge with a Y,-inch-
wide (1 5875-millimeter) loop.of magnetic tape.
{'strige® "Hap-é }

strip-line circult |ELEcTROMAG| A circuit in which
one or more strip transmission lines serve as
filters or other circuit components._['strip {lin
ssar-kat}

strip transmission line |ELEcTROMAG| A mi-
crowave transmission line consisting of a thin,
narrow, rectangular metal strip that is supported
abovea graund-plane conductar or between two
wide ground-plane conductors and is usually
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strobe

separated from them by a dielectric material
{ ‘strip tranz'mish-an lin }

strobe [ELECTR] 1. Intensified spot in the sweep
of a deflection-type indicator, used as a reference
mark for ranging or expanding the presentation
2, Intensified sweep on a radar's plan-position
indicator or B-scope; such a strobe mayresult
from certain types of interference, or it may
be purposely applied as a bearing or heading
marker, or to show the estimated azimuth of
a jamming source, as a “jam strobe” 3. A
signaling pulseof very short duration. { strob }

strobe clrcult§[ELEcTR| A circuit that produces
an output pulse only at certain times or under
certain conditions, such as a gating circuit or a
coincidence circuit. {'strdb ,sar-kat }

strobe marker [ELECTR] A small bright spot, ora
short gap,or other discontinuity produced on the
trace of a radar display to indicate that part of the
time base whichis receiving attention. {'strdb
‘mar-kar}

strobepulse [ELECTR] Pulse of duration less than
the time period of a recurrent phenomenon used
for making a close investigation of that phe-
nomenon; the frequencyofthe strobe pulse bears
a simple relation to that of the phenomenon,
and the relative timing is usually adjustable.
{ 'strdb ,pals }

strobing |comPuT sci] The technique required to
time-synchronize data appearing as pulses at the
output of acomputer memory. { 'strdb-ig }

stroboscopic lamp See flash lamp.{istrab-a
iskap-ik ‘lamp }

stroboscople tube See strobotron. { jstrab-a
iskdp-ik 'tiib)

strobotron [ELECTR] A cold-cathode gas-filled
arc-discharge tube having one or more internal or
external gridsto initiate currentflow and produce
intensely bright flashes of light for a stroboscope
Also known as stroboscopic tube. { 'strd-ba
itran }

stroke (COMPUTSCI] 1. In optical character recog-
nition, straight or curved portion of a letter,
such as is commonly made with one smooth
motion of a pen, Also knownas character stroke
2. That segment of a printed or handwritten
character which has been temporarily isolated
from other segmentsfor the purposeofanalyzing
it, particularly with regard to its dimensions
andrelative reflectance. Also knownas character
stroke. [ELECTR] The penlike motion of a fo-
cused electron beam in cathode-ray-tube diplays.
{ strék ]

stroke analysis=[computscl| In character recog-
nition, a method employed in character prop-
erty detection in which an input specimen is
dissected into certain prescribed elements; the
sequence, relative positions, and number of
detected elements are then used to identify the
characters. { 'strdk a,nal-a-sas }

stroke center Ilne (comput scij!n character
recognition, a line midway between the two
average-edgelines; the center line describes the
stroke’s direction of travel. Also known as center
line. {'strdk 'sen-tar ,lTn }
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stroke edge=|compuy <<I In
tion, a continuous line, strane
which traces the outermast tht
ol the strake along the tye Pert of
dimension, ['strak ,e| | ides of |

stroke speed=|Coiuyy J: I Nu :
minute that a fixed (Ine, peel of
direction of scanning, |s crasuesby a stanning OF recording «
system. Also known SINEStn
scanning line frequency. { te

stroke width [compuy ce
nition, the distance thay
location, between the pol
the stroke edges andaline draw,
to the stroke center line (‘st a= streak

strong algorithm [COMMUN | A erynpa
gorithm: for which the cost of tine
obtain the message or key|x prohih
in practice even though the inal Mu
obtainable in theory. { 'strdn 3),

strongly typed language [ontsys} Aptprogramming language in which A
each variable must be declared ap th fs
of the program, and the language|
enforces mules concerning the man}variables according to their pes ul
itipt ‘lan-awij } Wi

Strowger system=(commun Aq allio
phone switching system thar uses sis
step-by-step selector switches actuated
tent pulses produced by rotatign ;
phone dial. Also known as step-by-step('strd-gar sis-tam | j

structural engineering system salver Spe
{ ‘strak-cho-ral ,en-ja'nirin ‘sis-tam cal

structural Information=|compursci] inf
specifying the numberof independently
features or degrees of freedom of a
{ 'strok-che-ral ,in-fer'ma-shan} }

structure |COMPUTSCI] Fora tlata-process}
tem, the nature of the chain of comma:
origin and type of data collected, the
destination of results, and the procediites i
to control operations—_{'strak-char}

structured analysis (sys ENG] A methd
breaking a large problem or process
smaller components to aid in und
ing, and then identifying the carnponen
their interrelationships and teassembling
{ ‘strak-chard a'nal-a-sas }

structured data type [compur s<1| The
in which a collection of data Items,

may have the same or different scalar dali
types, is represented in a computer progh
{ 'strak-chard 'dad-9 tip }

structured programming |CoMPUTSc]
of program design and decurnentation
niques that impose a uniform structure.
computer programs | 'strak-chard ‘pry
ip)

Structured Query Language [COMPUT
standard language for accessing ff =
databases. Abbreviated SQL. { strabtt
‘kwir-é lap-ewij }

Obtains o°
nits of inter
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hy teow scl] 1. The left-hand portion of a
$ eision table, consisting ofasingle column,and
comprisite the condition stub and the action
a 2, A program module that is only partly

ofl mpleted. to the extent needed. to fulfill the
Pe juirements of other modules in the computer
“eyste™ JELECTROMAG| 1. A shart section. of
pansmisaion line, open or shorted al the far

*'y connected in parallel with a transmission
jine 1 match the impedance of the line to

“that of an antenna or transmitter 2. A solid
projection one-quarter-wavelengthlong, used as
an insulating support in a waveguide or cavity
stab } ;

atubangle [ELECTROMAG] Right-angle elbow fora
~ epaxlal radio-frequencytransmission line which

has the Inner conductor supported by a quarter-
wave stub, | ‘stab janegal|

‘stub cable (ELEC) Short branch off a principal
~ cable; the endis often sealed until it is used at

q later date; pairs in the stub are referred to as
stubbecl-oul pairs—| ‘stob {ka-bal|

gtub matching |ELECTROMAG| Use of a stub to
match a transmission line to an antennaor load;
matching depends on the spacing between the
two wires of the stub, the position of the shorting
bar, and the point at which the transmissionline
is connected tothe stub, { 'stob ,»mach-in }

gtub-supported line§[ELECTROMAG| A transmis-
sion line that is supported by short-circuited
quarter-wave sections of coaxial line; a stub
exactly a quarter-wavelength long acts as an in-
sulator because it hasinfinitereactance {'stob
solpord-ad 'ITn J

stub tuner |ELECTROMAG] Stub which is termi-
nated by movable short-circuiting means and
used for matching impedancein the line to which
itis joined asa branch —_{'stob ,tiin-arJ

studio [COMMUN] A facility in which video or
audio programs are produced._{'stiid-@-6 }

stunt box |ELEC] A device to control the non-
printing functions of a teletypewriter terminal
(‘stant ,baks }

stutter (COMMUN| Series of undesired black and
white lines sometimes produced whena facsim-
ile signal undergoes a sharp amplitude change
{'stad-or}

stylus [comPuUT scl] The pointed device used to
draw images ona graphics tablet —_{ 'sti-los }

Stylus printing See matrix printing. { 'sti-los
iprint-in }

subalphabet [comput Sci] A subset of an alpha-
bet. [{ sab'al-fo,bet}

Subaperture |ENG| Any subset of an array of
transmitters of acoustic or electromagnetic ra-
diation —_{ sab'ap,a-char}

a=
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subminiature tube

subassembly [ELECTR] Two or more components
combined into a unit for convenience in assem-
bling or servicing equipment; an intermediate-
frequency strip for a receiver is an example
{ |sob:a'sem:-blé}

subcarrier |ELEcTR| 1.A carrier that is applied as
a modulating wave to modulate anothercarrier
2. See chrominance subcarrier { {sab'kar-@-ar J

subcarrler oscillator [ELECTR| 1. The crystal os-
cillator that operates at the chrominance sub-
carrier or burst frequency of 3,579545 megahertz
in an analog color television receiver; this os-
cillator, synchronized in frequency and phase
with the transmitter master oscillator, furnishes
the continuous subcarrier frequency required for
demodulators in the receiver, 2. An oscillator
used in a telemetering system to translate
variations in an electrical quantity into variations
of a frequency-modulated signal at a subcarrier
frequency. { |sab'kar-@-or 'ds-a,lad-or}

subchannel (comput sci] The portion of an in-
put/output channel associated with a specific
input/output operation, { |sab'chan-ol}

subclutter visibillty§|ELEcTR] A measure of the
effectiveness of moving-target indicator radar,
equal to the ratio of the signal from a fixed target
that can be canceled to the signal from a just
visible moving target; often calculatedfor a target
moving at an optimum velocity (unlike improve-
mentfactor). { 'sablklod-er ,viz-a'bil-ad-é |

subcommutation |comMUN| In telemetry, com-
mutation of additional channels with output
applied to individual channels of the primary
commutator. ({sob,kam-ya'ta-shan }

subcycle generator [ELECTR| Frequency-reducing
device used in telephone equipment which furnishes
tinging power at a submultiple of the power supply
frequency. { 'sab,sT-kol 'jen-a,rad-ar}

subdivided capacitor |ELEc| Capacitor in which
several capacitors known as sections are
mountedso that they may be used individually or
in combination. { jsab-di'vidvad ka'pas:od:ar)

subframe [(COMMUN|!n telemetry, a complete
sequenceof frames during which all subchannels
of a specific channel are sampled once. { 'sab
ifram }

subharmonic triggering |ELEcTR| A method of
frequencydivision which makesuseofa triggered
multivibrator having a period of one cycle which
allows triggering only by a pulse that is an exact
integral number of input pulses from the last
effective trigger, { {sab-har'man-ik 'trig-a-rin |

submarine cable |ELEC| A cable designed for
service under water; usually a lead-covered cable
with steel armor applied between layers of jute
{ sab-ma'rén ‘ka-bal|

submillimeter wave {ELECTROMAG| An electro-
magnetic wave whose wavelength is less than

1 millimeter, correspondingto frequencies above
300 gigahertz. { ,sab{mil-a,méd-ar ,wav }

subminlature tube [ELECTR] An extremely small
electron tube designed for use in hearing aids
and other miniaturized equipment; a typical  
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sub-Nyquist sampling

subminiature tube is about I'4 inches (4 cen-
timeters) long and 04 inch (| centimeter) in
diameter, with the pins emerging through the
glass base —_{ jsab'min-ya-chor 'tiib }

sub-Nyquist sampling [COMMUN] 1. Any tech-
nique of sampling an analogsignal at a rate lower
than the Nyquist rate in such a wayas to preserve
signal content without aliasing distortion, 2. In
particular, the sampling of video signals at a
tate lower than the Nyquist rate and at an odd
multiple of the frame rate, so that the aliasing
componentsare placed into periodically spaced
voids in the video spectrum where they can be
removed by a comb filter at the receiver{|sab
‘nT, kwist ,sam-plin }

suboptimization {sys ENG] The processoffulfill-
ing or optimizing some chosen objective which
is an integral part of a broader objective; usually
the broad objective and lower-level objective are
different ({sob,ap-ta-mo'za-shon }

subprogram [comput sci] A part of a larger
program which can be converted independently
into machine language. { |sab'prd,gram }

subrefraction (ELECTROMAG| Atmospheric
refraction which is less than standard refraction
{isob-ri'frak-shan }

subroutine (comput sci| 1. A body of computer
instruction (and the associated constants and
working-storage areas, if any) designed to be
used by other routines to accomplish some
particular purpose. 2.Astatement in FORTRAN
used to define the beginning of a closed subrou-
tine (first definition) —[ ‘sab-rti,tén }

subroutine library [comput sci] A collection of
subroutines that is stored on a disk or other
direct-access storage device and can be used by a
programmer throughfacilities of the computer's
operating system, { 'sob-rii,tén IT,brér-é }

subschema |compuT Sci] An individual user's
partial view of adatabase _{ 'sab,ské-moa }

subscriber line [EtLEc| A telephone line between
a central office and a telephonestation, private
branch exchange, or other end equipment. Also
known as central office line, subscriber loop
( sob'skrib-ar,lin }

subscriber loop
'skrib-ar ,lUip }

subscriber multlple [ELEc| Bank of jacks in a
manual switchboard providing outgoing access
to subscriber lines, and usually having more
than one appearance across the face of the
switchboard. ( sab'skrib-or 'mal-ta-pal|

subscriber set See subset. { sab'skrib-ar,set }
subscriber statlon§|comMmMUN| The connection

between a central office and an outside loca-
tion, including the circuit, some circuit termina-
tion equipment, and possibly some associated
input/output equipment { sab'skrib-or sta
shon }

subscription database Sec information network
{ sab'skrip-shan 'dad-a,bas J

subscription television |CoMMUN| A television
service in which programs are broadcast in
coded or scrambled form, fer reception only
by subscribers who make payments for use of

See subscriber line ( sab

the decoding or unscrambling devices requir
to obtain a clear program. Also known gi ed
television, | sob'skrip-shan 'tel-a,vizh.an | y

subset jcommun| A telephone or other suk
scriber equipment connected to a communie. 7
tion System, such as a modem. Derived thse,
subscriber set. | 'sab,set } m

substandard propagation jr TROMAG| “The
 

propagation of radio energy under conditions
Substandard refraction in the atmosphere, ‘thy
is, refraction by an atmosphere er section pf the
atmosphere in which the index of retraction decrns..
with height at a rate of less than 12. Unite ;,,tu

of Index of refraction) per 1000 feet (304.8 Metox
({sab'stan-dard ,praj-o'ga-shan | :

substation Sce electric power substation { ‘sabista-shan }
substitute mode=|compuy Scl| One method oy

exchange buffering, in which segments Of storage
function alternately as bulfer and as programworkarea  ['salysta,tit ;méd )

substitution alphabet |CoMMUN| An alphabet
used in a coded message in which each letter
in the original message is replaced by another
letter in the caded] message, according toa set of
rules. | ,sab-stajtil-shan ‘alifa,bet|

substitution cipher (CoMMUN| A cipher in Which
the characters of the original message are re.
placed by other characters according to a key
( sab-sto'td-shon ,st-for }

substrate |ELEcTR| The physical material on
which a microcircuit is fabricated, used primarily
for mechanical support and insulating purposes,
as with ceramic, plastic, and glass substrates,
however, semiconductor and ferrite substrates
may also provide useful electrical functions
{ENG] Basic surface on which a material adheres,
for example, paint or laminate { ‘sab ,strat }

substring [compuTsci] Asequenceofsuccessive
characters within a string. { 'sab,strin }

subsurface radar See ground-probing radar
{ sob,sor-fas 'ra-dar}

subsurface wave=|ELECTROMAG] Electromagnetic
wave propagated through water or land; oper-
ating frequencies for communications may be
limited to approximately 35 kilohertz due to
attenuation of high frequencies. ( {sob'sar-fas
‘wav |

subsynchronous |ELEC| Operating at a fre-
quency or speedthatis related to a submultiple
of the source frequency. _{ isab'sin-kra-nos}

subsynchronous resonance [ELEC| An electri-
cal resonant frequency on an alternating-current
transmission tine that is less than the line
frequency, and results from the insertion of
series capacitors to cancel out part of the
line and system reactance ({ sabjsin-kra-nas
‘rez-on-ons}

subsystem [ENG] Amajor part of asystem which
itself has the characteristics of a system, usu-
ally consisting of several components, { ‘sob
isis-tom ]

subtracter [comput Sci| A computer device that
can form the difference of two numbers or
quantities. { sob'trak-tar|
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_ ptractive synthesis [ENG acous|A method47: synthesizing musical tones, In which anof Sy
ajectronic circuit produces a standard waveform
uch as a sawtooth wave), which contains 4 very

janet number of harmonies at known. relative
amplitudes, and this cireuit js followed by @
variety. of electric or electronic filters to convert
ihe basic tone signals into the desired musical
waveforms. | sab,trak-tiv 'sin-thassas |
ybtractor [ELECTR| Acircuit whose output is
getermined by the differences in analogor digital
jnput signals. | sab'trak-tar }

yvoice-grade channel [commun | A channel
hose bandwidth is smaller than the bandwidth
of a voir grade channel; it is usually a sub-
channel ofa voice-grade line. | lsab'vois ,erad
charval |

qubway-type transformer [ELEC] Transformer
of submersible construction. { 'sob,wa {tip
tranzformar}

subwoofer |ENG Acous] A loudspeaker designed
io reproduce extremely low audio frequencies,
extending into the infrasonic range, generally
used in conjunction with a crossover network, a
woofer, andatweeter { 'sab,wif-or }

successive approximation converter (conipur
scl| An analog-to-digital converter which eper-
ates by successively considering each bit position
inthe digital output and setting that bit equal to
dor | on the basis of the output of a comparator
{ sak'ses-iv o,prak-sa'ma-shon kon,vard-or}

guccessor Job |Ccompursci| A job that uses the
output of another job (predecessor)as its input,
so that it cannotstart until the other job has been
successfully completed. { sak'ses-or ,jab }

sufflxnotation Serreverse Polish notation —_{ ‘sof
iks nd, ta-shon }

Suhl effect [ELECTR] When a strong transverse
magnetic field is applied to an n-type semicon-
ducting filament, holes injected into thefilament
are deflected to the surface, where they may
recombine rapidly with electronsor be withdrawn
byaprobe { 'suil i,fekt }

suite [COMPUT sci] A collection of related com-
puter programs run one after another. { swét }

sulfating |ELEC| The formation of lead sulfate on
the plates of lead-acid storage batteries reducing
the energy-storing ability of the battery and
eventually causing failure { 'sol,fad-in }

summary recorder [comput sci] In computers,
oulput- equipment which records a summary of
theinformationhandled—('sam-a-réri'kord ar|

summation check jCOMPUT Sci] An error
detecting procedure invalving adeing together
all the digits of some number and comparing
this sumto a previously computed value of the
Samesim, | sa'ma-shan chek |

Summation network See summing network
[so'ma-shan ,net,wark|

summing amplifier |eLecte| An amplifier that
clivers an output yoltage whichis proportional

to the sum af two or more input voltages or
Currents, | ‘sanmbig'ameplafar]

 

 

summing network [ELEC] A passive electric net-
work whoseoutput voltage is proportional to the
sum of two or more input voltages Also known
as summation network —_{ 'som-in ‘net,wark}

sun follower |ELEcTR| A photoelectric pickup and
an associated servomechanism used to maintain
a sun-facing orientation, as for a space vehicle
Also known as sun seeker{‘san _,fal-o-wor}

S-unit meter Sve signal-strength meter. {'es ,yii-
nat »médear}

sunlamp |ELEC] A mercury-vapor gas-discharge
tube used to produce ultraviolet radiation for
therapeutic orcosmeticpurposes. {'san,lamp]

sun seeker Sve sun follower. {'son ,sék-or}
sun sensor Seesolarsensor, {'san ,sen-sar }
sun strobe [ELECTR| The signal display seen on

a radar plan-position-indicator screen when the
radar antenna is aimed at the sun, the pattern
resemblesthat produced by continuous-wave in-
terference, and is due to radio-frequency energy
radiated by the sun. {'san ,strob }

supercardioid microphone [ENG Acous| A mi-
crophone whose response pattern resembles a
cardioid but is exaggerated along the axis of
maximum response,so that it is highly sensitive
in one direction and insensitive in all others Also
known as superdirectional microphone | jsi-
par,kard-6,oid 'mi-kra,fon }

superchip See super-large-scale integrated circuit.
('sti-por,chip }

Supercomputer [CcompuT sci] A computer which
is among those with the highest speed, latgest
functional size, biggest physical dimensions, or
greatest monetary cost in any given period of
time —_{ 'si-por-kam,pyiid-ar }

superconducting computer=|compursci| A high-
performance computer whose circuits employ
superconductivity and the Josephson effect
to reduce computer cycle time (  {sii-par-
kon'dakt-in kam'pytid-ar}

superconducting fault-current limiter jeLec| A
device which uses the transition of superconduc-
tors from zero tofinite resistance to limit the
fault current that results froma short circuit inan
electric power system to a value that is not much
higher than the nominal current. { !sii-por-kan
iduk-tin ,folt ,kar-ont lim-od-ar}

superconducting magnetic energy storage
lELEC| The storing of electrical energy, cenerally
for use by an electrical utility during peak
load period, as.a circulating current in a large
supereonclucting coil or magnet. { {sii-par-kan
\dak-tig magined-ik fen-or-j& 'stor-ij }

superconducting material Sve superconductor
{ ist:por-kan'dakt-ip mo'tir-é-al}

superconducting quantum Interference device
(ELECTR] A superconducting ring that couples
with one or two Josephson junctions, apptica-
tions include high-sensitivity magnetometers,
near-magnetic-field antennas, and measurement
of very small currents or voltages. Abbreviated
SQUID. { jsii-par-kan'dokt-in 'kwan-tom ,in-tor
ifir-ons di,vis }
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 superconductivity

superconductivity [SOLID STATE| A property of
many metals, alloys, and chemical com-
pounds at temperatures near absolute zero by
virtue of which their electrical resistivity van-
ishes and they become strongly diammagnetic.
{ [sU-por-kan'dak'tiv-od: }

superconductor [SOLID STATE} Any material ca-
pable of exhibiting superconductivity; examples
include iridium, lead, mercury, niobium, tin,
tantalum, vanadium, and manyalloys, Also
knownas cryogenic conductor; superconducting
material { |si-par-kon'dak-r }

superdirectlonal microphone See supercardicid
microphone. { ,st-pardi,rek-shon-al 'mi-kro
fon }

superemlitron camera See image iconoscope
(Ist-par'em-a,tran ,kam-ro }

supergroup§|COMMUN| In carrier telephony, five
groups (60 voice channels) multiplexed together
and treated as a unit; a basic supergroup
occupies the band between 312 and 552 kilohertz
{'st-por.griip}

superhet See superheterodyne receiver
ihet }

supetheterodyne receiver [ELECTR] Areceiverin
which all incoming modulated radio-frequency
carrier signals are converted to a common
intermediate-frequency carrier value for addi-
tional amplification and selectivity prior to
demodulation, using heterodyne action; the
outputof the intermediate-frequency amplifier is
then demodulated in the second detector to give
the desired audio-frequencysignal. Also known
as superhet —_{ jsU-par’he-tro,din ri'sé-var}

superhigh frequency |cOMMUN] A frequency
band from 3000 to 30,000 megahertz, corres-
ponding to wavelengths from | to !0 centimeters
Abbreviated SHF —_{ |sii-par'hi |fré-kwan-sé }

super-large-scale integrated circuit [ELECTR| A
very complex integrated circuit that has a high
density of transistors and other components,for
a total of 10° or more components. Also known
as superchip. Abbreviated SLSI circuit. _{ |sii-par
{ldrj [skal ,in-to'grad-ad 'sar-kat }

superlattlce=|ELecTR] A structure consisting of
alternating layers of two different semiconduc-
tor materials, each several nanometers thick
{ Isti-par'lad-as|

superline (comput Sci] A unit of text longer than
an ordinary line, used in some of the more
powerful text editors. { 'sii-par,lin }

supermicro [compuTsci] Acomputer resembling
a supermini in design but scaled down to the
size of a microcomputer, usually capable of
working with a small number of users at once
{ |sU-par'mt-kro }

superposed clrcult=[commuN| Additional chan-
nel obtained from oneor morecircuits, normally

{‘sti-par

provided for other channels, jn g wa
channels can be used simultaneously hatall
mutual interference, [ Isi-par'pdeq ‘sop ou

superposition integral [cont sysj qq, 1
which expresses the response af a linea ul
tosome input in terms of the impulse rec Stet
step response of the system, it may be thous
a5 the summationof the responses to im htop
or step functions occurring at varioys Hi :
[ s-par-pa'zish-an 'int-a-gfal| ‘Meg:

superposition theorem Sce principle of s
tian. {| sl-par-pa'zish-an 'thir-om |

superregeneration =| ELECTR| Regenors

which the oscillation is broken UP or quench,
ata frequencyslightly above the upper AUiby
limit of the human ear by a separate oseilate!
circuit connected between the grid ang an oF
of the amplifier tube, to prevent regenerate
from exceeding the maximum usety| amen
| sl-par-rijer-a'ra-shan| val

superscalar architecture=jconpurt SCI] A dee)
that enables a central processing unit tg vent
several instructions to different executian unite
simultaneously, allowing ito execute several ink
structions in each clock ¢yele. {sity ‘DANSKElar‘arka,tek-char|

supersensitiverelay§|eLec| Arelay that operates
on extremely small currents, generally below 250
microamperes, { |sli-par'sen-sacldy ‘rola

superset (Comput Sci| A programming language
that contains all the features of a given language
and has been expanded or enhancedto include
other features as well—| 'sli-par,set)

superstandard propagation JELECTROMAG| The
propagationof radio waves under conditionsof
superstandard refraction in the atmosphere, that
is, refraction by an atmosphere or section of
the atmosphere in which the indexof refraction
decreases with height at a rate of greater than
12 N units (unit of index of refraction) per
1000 feet (304.8 meters), ( |sii-por'stan-dard
iprap-a'ga-shan}

supertweeter [ENG Acous| A loudspeaker de-
signed to reproduce extremely high audiofre-
quencies, extending into the ultrasonic range,
generally used in conjunction with a crossover
network, a tweeter, and a woofer [ 'siip-ar
itwéd-ar}

supertwisted nematic liquld-crystal display
|ELEcTR| Adisplay in which nematic liquid-crystal
molecules are twisted more than 90°, and the
picture elements respond to the average {root
Mean-square) voltage applied by transistors
connected to each row and column to switch
the liquid. Abbreviated STN LCD. Also known as
passive-matrix liquid-crystal display (PM LCD)
{ Isi-por,twis-tad nofmad-ik ,likewad ‘krist-al di
spla}
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 ervisor [COMPUT sci A collection of pros
araltt®. forming part of the operating system, that
provides services lor anc controls the running of
yget programs. ('s-parvi-zer]jervisor call |compur sci] mechanism

hereby a computer program can interrupt the
jormnal flow of processing and ask the supervisor
to perform a function for the program that the
program cannot or is not permitted to perform
jor itsell Also kriownas system call | 'sG-par
vicar iol}

aupervisor Interrupt comput Sel) An interrup-
tion caused by the program being executed
which Issues an instruction te the master control

rogram—('steparvi-zor'int-a,rapt }
supervisor mode |[compurso| Amethod of com-

puter operation in which the computer can
wecute all its own instructions, including the
privileged Instruction not normally allowed to
the programimer, in contrast to problem mode.
| ‘sl-panyrzar nod }

supervisory Computer [COMPUT scl] A computer
whichaccepts test results fram satellite computers,
transmits new programstothe satellite computers,
and may further communicate with a larger
computer { {Si-poriviz-a-ré kom'pyiid-ar}

supervisary control and data acquisition=[eENG|
Aversion of telemetry commonly used in wide-
area industrial applications, such as electrical
power generation and distribution and water
distribution, which includes supervisory control
of remote stations as well as data acquisition
from those stations overa bidirectional commu-
nications link, Abbreviated SCADA. { ,sii-par
\vizeo-ré kon tral on 'dad-a ,ak-wa,zish-an }

supervisory controlled manipulation [ENG] A
form of remote manipulation in which a com-
puter enables the operator to teach the manip-
ulator motion patterns to be remembered and
repeated later ( jsil-ponviz-a-ré kon'tréld mo
inip-ya'la-shan }

supervisory expert control system [CONT sys|
A control system in which an expert system is
used to supervisea set of control, identification,
and monitoring algorithms. { ,sii-parlvizarré
iek, sport kon'trdl ,sis-tom }

supervisory program |compuT sci] A program
that organizes and regulates the flow of work
in a computer system, for example. it may
automatically change over from one run to
anotherandrecordthetimeoftherun. {\sii-par
Wiz-oeré 'prd,gram }

supervisory routine [comput sci] A program or
routine that initiates and guides the execution
of several (or all) other routines and programs, it
usually forms partof (or is) the operating system
{ sU-parjviz-o-ré rii'tén }

supervisory signal [ELEC] A signal which indi-
cates the operating condition of a circuit or a
combination ofcircuits in a switching apparatus
or other electrical equipment to an attendant
{ {sti parjviz-o-ré 'sigenal )

supervisory system [ELEC] A system of control,
indicating, and telemetry devices which operates
between the stationsof an electric power distri-
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surface-acoustic-wave device

bution system, using a single common channel
to transmit signals. { {sU-parivizo-ré 'sis-tam ]

supervoltage [ELEC] A voltage in the range of 500
to 2000 kilovolts, used for some x-ray tubes
{ isG-par'vol-tij }

supplementary group |ELEC| [In wire communi-
cations, a group of trunks that directly connects
local or trunk switching centers over other than
a fundamental (or backbone) route { !sop-lo
imen-tré ‘grip }

supply voltage [ELEc| The voltage obtained from
a power sourcefor operation ofa circuit or device
{ sa'pIT ,val-tij }

suppressed carrier {COMMUN]Acarrierinamod-
ulated signal that is suppressed at the transmit-
ter; the chrominance subcarrierin an analog color
television transmitter isan example _{ sa'prest
‘kar-8-ar }

suppressed-carrier modulation§|comMMUN|
Modulation resulting from elimination orpartial
suppression of the carrier component from an
amplitude modulated wave. _{ sa'prest 'kat-@-or
smaj-o'la-shan}

suppressed-carrler transmission§|coMMUN|
Transmission in which the carrier component of
the modulated wave is eliminated or partially
suppressed, leaving only the side bands to be
transmitted. { sa'prest 'kar-@-or tranz’mish-on }

suppression [CcOmpuTSCI| 1.Removalor deletion
usually of insignificant digits in a number, espe-
cially zero suppression. 2. Optional function in
either on-line or off-line printing devices that per-
Tits them to ignore certain characters or groups
of characters which may be transmitted through
them, [ELEcTR| Elimination of any component
of an emission, as a particular frequency or
group offrequencies in a radio-frequencysignal
( so'presh-an }

suppressor [ELEC| 1. In general, a device used
to reduce or eliminate noise or other signals
that interfere with the operation of a communi-
cation system, usually at the noise source 2.
Specifically, a resistor used in series with a spark
plug or distributor of an automobile engine or
other internal combustion engine to suppress
spark noise that might otherwise interfere with
radio reception. |ELECTR|] See suppressorgrid
{ sa'pres-ar}

suppressorgrid |{ELEcTR| A grid placed between
two positive electrodes in an electron tube pri-
marily to reduce the flow of secondaryelectrons
from one electrode to the other; it is usually
used between the sereen grid and the anode Also
known as suppressor. { so'presvor grid |

suppressorpulse [ELECTR] Pulse used to disable
an ionized flow field or beacon transponder
during intervals when interference would be
encountered=[ sa'pres-ar ,pals}

surface-acoustic-wave device (ELEcTR| Any de-
vice, such as a filter, resonator, or oscillator,
which employs surface acoustic waves with
frequenciesin the range |0’—10? hertz, traveling
on the optically polished surface of a piezo-
electric substrate, to process electronic signals
{ 'sor-fos o'kii-stik 'wav di,vis ]
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surface-acoustic-wavefilter

surface-acoustic-wave filter {ELECTR| An elec-
tric filter consisting of a piezoelectric bar with
4 polistied surface along which surlace acaustle
waves can propagate, andon which are deposited
metallic tranéducers, one of which is connected,
via thermocompression-bended leads, to the
electric source, while the other drives the lead.
( 'sar-fas a'kil-stik ‘way filtar}

surface analysis |coMpur sci[ A procedure in
which a computer programwrites a series of test
characters onlo a magnetic data storage medium
and then reads them back to determine the
location of any flaws inthe medium —[ ‘sar-fos
analasas |

surface barrier {ELucrr| A potential barrier formed
at 4 surface of a semiconductor by the trapping of
carriers at thesurface { 'sor-fos ,bar-€-or}

surface-barrler dlode [ELECTR| A diode utilizing
thin-surface layers, formed either by deposition
of metal films or by surface diffusion, to serve as
arectifying junction, | 'sar-fas |bar-é-or 'di,dd }

surtace-barrier transistor=[EL.ecre| A transistor
in which the emitter and collector are formed on
oppositesides of a semiconductor wafer, usually
made of n-type germanium, bytraining twa jets of
electrolyte against its opposite surfaces to etch
and then electroplate the surfaces. ( 'sarlas
‘bar-@-or tran'zis-tar}

surface-charge translstor [ELECTR] An integra-
ted-circuit transistor element based on control-
ling the transfer of stored electric charges along
the surface ofa semiconductor. [‘sor-fas jcharj
tran‘zis-tar }

surface-controlled avalanche transistor |ELECTR|
Transistor in which avalanche breakdown volt-
age is controlled by an external fleld applied
through surface-insulating layers, and which
permits operation at frequencies up ta the |0-
gigahertz range. | ‘sar-fas kon|trald ‘aya, lanch
tran,zis:tor}

surface leakage |[ELEC| The passage of current
overthesurfaceofaninsulator.  {'sar-fos 1é-kij}

surface micromachining |ENG|A set of pro-
cesses based upon deposition, patterning, and
selective etching of thin films to form a free-
standing microsensoron the surface of a silicon
wafer{{sar-fas ,mi-kro-mo'shén-in }

surface-mount technology |ELECTR| The tech-
nique of mounting electronic circuit components
and their electrical connections on the surface
of a printed board, rather than through holes
{'sartas |maunttek'nal-o-jé }

surlace noise |ELECTR| The noise component in
the electric output of a phonograph pickup due to
irregtilarities in the contact surface of the groove
Also known as needle scratch. { 'sor-fas ,noiz )

surface passivation §[£LEcTR| A method of coat-
ing the surface of a p-type wafer [or a diffused
junction transistor with an oxide compound,
such as silleon oxide, to prevent penetration
of the impurity in undesired regions. { ‘sar-fos
\pas-a'va-shon |

 
 

surface-penetrating radar See prong.
radar | ysar-fog pemaytrdd-in 'rayclar } PFObin.

surtace resistivity=[elec| The electric resj
of the surface of an insulator, measured te \
the opposite sides of a square on the « ei
the yalue in ohmsis independent of the«3s
the square and the thickness of the surfs, one ‘i
{ ‘sortas: rBzis'thvead-é | nes Filly,

surface wave |COMMUN|=Sv wround 4,
JeLecrramac| A wave that can travel lon
interface between two different medium. yt
out radiation, the interlace must be essenticth
straight tn the direction ‘of propagation ally
commonest Interface used is that between tes
andthesurfaceofacireularwite—['sap-lae vee

surlace-wave transmission line |e petpeyy. nt
Asingle conductor transmissionline energie
in-such a waythal a surface wave fs propapa
along the line with satistactorilylow attenusieed
| ‘santas |wav tranz'mish-an lin | a

surge |ELeC| A momentary large increase in th
current or voltage in-an electtic circuit lene)
1. An upheaval of Iluid ina processing eyeta
frequently causing a carryover (puking) of liquid
through the vapor lines 2. The peak system
pressure, 3, An unstable pressure buildup Ina
plastic extruder leading to variable Miroughput
and waviness of the hollow plastictube — sar|

surge admittance [eutc| Reciprocal of surge
impedance _{''sarj ad,mit-ons}

surge arrester {ELEC} A protective device de.
signed primarily for connection betweena con-
ductor of an electrical system and ground to
limit the magnitude of transient overvoltages
on equipment, Also known as arrester; lightning
arrester, {'sorj o,res-tor }

surge current |ELEC| A short-duration, high-
amperage electric current wave that may sweep
through an electrical network, as a power trans-
mission network, when some portion ofit is
strongly influenced by the electrical activity of
athunderstorm. —{ 'sarj ,ko-ront)

surge electrode current See fault electrode cur-
rent {'sarj i'lek,trod,,ka-rant |

surge generator [Piec| A device lor producing
high-voltage pulses, usually by charging capac-
itors in parallel and discharging them in serles
{'sarj ,jen-a,reiel-ar }

surge Impedance Sve characteristic impedance
{'sar| im,p&d-ans|

surge protector [fifc| A device placed in an
electrical cltcuit to prevent the passage of surges
and spikes that could damage electronic equip-
ment {'sarj praytek-tar |

surge suppressor |eLecTk| A circuit that te
sponds to the rate of change of a current or
voltage to preventa rise above a predetermined
value; it may include resistors, capacitors, cals,
as tubes, and semiconducting disks Also known
as transient suppressor.[‘sar] sa,pres-at|

surveillance radar [ENG] A search pacar thal
includes significant means of associating
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detections of targets of interest (contacts) into
tracks with additional sorting and labeling of
data as the user system may require. normally
more highly automated and equipped with
data-processing computers than the simpler
gearch tadar, | sar'va-lons ,raidar|

survivable route [COMMUN| A communication
cable system begun in 1960in which the cable,
main stations, amplifiers, and power feedsta-
ons are placed underground, it incorporatesthe
jatest techniques of protection against natural
disasters and nuclear blasts, and avoids possible
tamet areas. [sor'vi-va-bal 'rilt|

gusceptance [ric] The itaginary component
ofadmittance. | sa'sep-tons }

gusceptance standard [ELEC] Standard that in-
troducescalibrated small values of shunt capac-
itance into 50-ohm coaxial transmission arrays
[sa‘sep-tans ,stan-dard }

susceptibility See electric susceptibility { so
isep:ta'bil-od-é }

susceptometer [ENG] An instrument that mea-
sures paramagnetic, diamagnetic, or ferromag-
netic susceptibility, { ,so'sep'tdam-ad-or}

suspension Insulator |ELEc} A type of insulator
used to support a conductor of an overhead
transmission line, consisting of one or a string
of insulating units suspended from a pole or
tower, with the conductor attached to the end
( sa'spen-shon jin-sa,lad-ar}

sustained osclllation [CONT sys| Continued os-
cillation due to insufficient attenuation in the
feedback path. { sa'stand ,ds-a'la-shan }

SV See speaker verification
swamping resistor [ELECTR] Resistor placed in

the emitter lead of a transistorcircuit to minimize
the effects of temperature on the emitter-base
junction resistance, {'swamp-in ri,zis-tar }

swap out [COMPUT Sci| The actionof an operating
system on a process wherein it blocks the process
and writes the contents of its memory onto a disk
in order to make available more memory for other
current processes { 'swap ,aut}

swapping [comPuTsci| A procedure in which a
running program is temporarily suspended and
moved onto secondary storage, and primary
storage is reassigned to a more pressing job, in
order to maximize the efficient use of primary
storage {'swap-in ]

sweep {ELECTR| 1. The steady movement of the
electron beam across the screen of a cathode-
ray tube, producing a steady bright line when no
signal is present, the line is straight for a linear
sweep and circular for a circular sweep 2. The
steady changein the output frequencyofa signal
generator from one limit of its range to the other
{ swép}

sweep ampllfler (ELECTR| An amplifier used with
a cathode-ray tube, such as in a television re-
ceiver or cathode-ray oscilloscope, to amplify the
sawtooth output voltage of the sweeposcillator,
to shape the waveform for the deflection circuits
of a television picture tube, or to provide bal-
anced signals to the deflection plates { 'swép
am-plo,ff-or}

 

  

swinging choke

sweep circult [ELECTR] The sweep oscillator,
sweep amplifier, and any other stage used to
produce the deflection voltage or current for a
cathode-ray tube. Also knownas scanning circuit
('sw&p ,sar-kat}

sweep generator [ELECTR] 1.Anelectroniccircuit
that generates a voltage or current, usually
recurrent, as a prescribed function of time: the
resulting waveform is used as a time base to be
applied to the deflection system of an electron-
beam device, such as a cathode-ray tube. Also
known as time-base generator, timing-axis os-
cillator 2. A test instrument that generates a
radio-frequency voltage whose frequencyvaries
back and forth through a given frequency range
at a rapid constantrate; used to produce an input
signal for circuits or devices whose frequency
response is to be observed on an oscilloscope
Also known as sweep oscillator { 'sw&p ,jen-o
\rad-or}

sweeping recelvers§|ELECTR| Automatically and
continuously tuned receivers designed to stop
and lock on when a signal is found, or to
continually plot band occupancy={ 'swép-in ri
1S@-varz }

sweep Jamming§|ELEcTR| Jamming with a rel-
atively narrow-band continuous signal being
varied in frequency (swept) so that pulselike
signals are produced in a radar as the jamming
passes through its passband={ 'swép ,jam-in }

sweeposcillator See sweep generator {'swép
\as-9,lad-or}

sweeprate [ELECTR] The numberof times a radar
radiation pattern rotates during | minute; some-
times expressed as the duration of one complete
rotation in seconds. { ‘swép,rat J

sweep test [ELECTR] Test given coaxial cable with
an oscilloscope to check attenuation. { 'swép
itest }

sweep-through jammer |ELEcTR|A jamming
transmitter which is swept through a radio-
frequency band in short steps to jam each
frequencybriefly. { 'swépithrii 'jam-ar }

sweep voltage [ELECTR] Periodically varying volt-
age applied to the deflection platesofa cathode-
tay tube to give a beam displacementthat is a
function of time, frequency, or other data base
{'swép ,val-tij ]

swept-frequency analyzer |ELEcTR| A spectrum
analyzer in which a ramp generator simulta-
neously moves a spot horizontally across an
electronic display and increases the frequency
of a local oscillator; and any signal at the
input, at a frequency such that the difference
between its frequency and the local oscillator
is within the bandwidth of an intermediate-
frequencyfilter, vertically deflects the spot on
the display by an amount proportional to the
amplitude of the input signal being analyzed
{iswept fré-kwon-sé 'an-a,liz-ar }

swing [ELEC] Variation in frequency or amplitude
ofan electrical quantity. ( swin }

swinglng choke [ELEC] An iron-core choke hav-
ing a core that can be operated almost at
Magnetic saturation; the inductance is then a
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swinging reactor

maximum for smal! currents, and swings to a
lower value as current increases. Also known as
swinging reactor. { 'swin-in '‘chok }

swinging reactor See swinging choke. { 'swip-in
ré'ak-tor}

switch [comput sci] 1. A hardware or pro-
grammed device for indicating that one of
several alternative states or conditions have
been chosen, orto interchange or exchange two
data items. 2. A symbol used to indicate a
branchpoint,ora set of instructions to condition
a branch |ELEC}A manual or mechanically
actuated device for making, breaking, or changing
the connections in an electric circuit. Also known
as electric switch. Symbolized SW. { swich }

switchboard [COMMUN] A manually or automat-
ically operated apparatus at a telephone ex-
change, on which the various circuits from
subscribers and other exchangesare terminated
to enable communication either between two
subscribers on the same exchange, or between
subscribers on different exchanges. Also known
astelephoneswitchboard, |eLec| Asinglelarge
pane! or assembly of panels on which are
mounted switches, circuit breakers, meters,
fuses, and terminals essential to the operation
of electric equipment. Also known aselectric
switchboard _{ 'swich,bord}

switched capacitor [ELECTR] An integrated cir-
cuit element, consisting of a capacitor with
two metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) switches,
whosefunction is approximately equivalent to
that ofaresistor {'swicht ke'pas-ad-er}

switched-capacitor filter [ELECTR] An integrated-
circuit filter in which a resistor is simulated by
a combination of a capacitor and metal oxide
semiconductor switches that are turned on and
off periodically at a high frequency Also known as
switched-C filter  { ,swicht ka'pas-od-ar,fil-tor }

switched-C filter See switched-capacitor filter
{ swicht 'sé ,fil-tar }

switched circult |COMMUN| A communications
circuit or channel that can be turned on and
off and made to serve various users. { 'swicht
‘sar-kat |

switched lIIne=[comMMUN| Acommunications line,
such asa dial telephoneline, whose path can vary
each time the line is used. ( 'swicht 'lin }

switched-message network [COMPUT scl] Adata
transmission system in which a user can com-
municate with any other user of the network
( ‘swicht |mes-ij 'net,work}

switched network [COMMUN] Acommunications
network, such as the dial telephone network,in
which any station may be connected with any
other through the use of switching and control
devices. { 'swicht 'net,wark}

switch function [ELECTR] A circuit having a fixed
number of inputs and outputs designed such
that the output information is a function of the
input information, each expressed in a certain
code or signal configuration or pattern. ('swich
ifank-shan}
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switchgear jeLec| The aggregate of
devices for a power or transforming iW
for electric motor control, | 'swich nee

switch hook=[eLticrk| A switel on 5 i 1
set that clases the circult when the tele
removedfromthehookoreradle | ‘swicah

switching éLrc| Making. breaking, uhoring the connections in an aleetricg}
(‘swichrin | 5

switching center |COMMUN] The
a relay station for automatical
automatically relaying commune
{'swich-ig ,sen-tar|

switching clreuil [rLec| A constituent \
cireult ofa switching ordigital processing ,
which receives, stores, or manipulates inf ve
tion in coded form to accomplish the «m..

| om

Alpenly oe .

Atiorte ta

 
 

es

objectives of the system =| ‘swich-iy am
switching device [ENG] An electrical or ry i

ical device or mechanism, which ¢
another device or circuit into an operatin,nonoperating state. Also known as Ona

; ea a Switchingmechanism. { 'swich-in di,vis } we
switching dlode [ELECTR] A crystal dinde

provides essentially the same functionge.
switch, below a specified applied voltage |t
high resistance correspondingto an open Ail
while above that voltage it suddenly changes tg
the low resistance of a closed switch, \'swichi 4
did } yy

switching gate [ELECTR] An electronic circuit jy
which an output having constant amplitude'y_
registered if a particular combination of input
signals exists; examples are the OR, AND, NO,
and INHIBITcircuits. Also knownas Jogicalpate”
{ 'swich-in ,gat } a

switching key Seekey _{ 'swich-in ,ké} .
switching mechanism See switching device

{ 'swich-in ,mek-o,niz-am } ‘
switching node [commun]Alocation in a

munications network where messagesor linesare
routed {'swich-in ,ndd }

switching pad [ELECTR] Transmission-loss pad)
automatically cut in and outofa toll circuit fordil:
ferent desired operating conditions. {'swichn.
ipad }

switching substation |[ELEc| An electric power
substation whose equipment is mainly fot
connections and interconnections, and doesntl)
include transformers {—‘swich-in "#98!
ista-shan }

switching surface {conT sys] In feedback con
tro! systems employing bang-bang control has
the surface in state space which separales ®
Tegion of maximum contro! effort from one @
minimum control effort, { 'swich-ip ,sat-fo5}),

switching system [comMMUN| An assembly @
switching and control devices provided so thal,
any station in a communications system mi
be connected as desired with any other statlon
{ 'swich-ip ,sis-tom }
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itrag
gwitching tube
switching high-power radio-frequency energy in

switch pretravel

  

heory |HLectR) The theory of circuits
of ideal digital devices; included are

s rheory of circuits and networks lor telephone
“chines digital computing, digital contral, and

yocessing. [| 'swich-ity thé-a-ré |
/ ching-through relay |H,ec) Control relay ofa
iB -findet selector, connector,or other stepping
at which extends the loop of a calling

Mane through to the succeeding switch in
“ani train. | ‘swich-in jthrii 'ré,la |

asthing time [ELECTR] 1. The timeinterval be-
il the reference time and the last instant

which the Instantaneous voltage response of
magnetic cell reaches a stated fraction of its
value 2 The time interval between the

Ferencetime and the first Instant at which the
jpstantarleous integrated valtage response ofa
magnetic cell reaches'a stated fraction.of its peak

d {'swieheip ttm |
‘ayitching transistor |cLecre| A transistor

© designed for on/olf switching operation
tgwich-in tran'zis-ter |

witching trunk [ELEC] Trunk from a long-
distance office to a local exchange office used
for completing a long-distance call. ['swich-inkt

gwitehIng t

[ELECTR] A gas tube used for

the antenna circuits of radar and other pulsed
radio-frequency systems; examples are those
‘used In some. radar modulators (pulsers) anc
‘those used for receiver protection in radar
duplexers. | 'swich-in :tiib |

“guitch jack [eLec| Any of the devices that provide
~jerminals for the controlcircuits of the switch

(‘wich jak |
gwiteh-over travel [ELEC That mavement af a

ewiteh-operating lever which takes place after the
switch has been actuated either to close or open
itscantacts. | 'swich ,6-ver 'trav-al |

|ELEc| That movement of a
switch-operatinglevel that takes place before the
switch is actuated either to close or to openits
contacts | ‘swich 'pré,trav-al}

switch register [COMPUT sci] A manual switch on
the control panel by meansof which a bit may
be entered jn a processor register ( 'swich

_ej-a-star}
witch room jcommun| Part of a central office

building that houses switching mechanisms and
associated apparatus, ('swich rim |

switch selectable addressing |compur sci] The
setting of DIP switchesin a peripheral or terminal
device to determine the addressthat identifies
the device to the computer system. { 'swichsi
tlek-ta-bal'ad,res-in }

Switch train (ELEC| A series of switches in tan-
dem, {'swich ,tran }
Syllable compandor [ELECTR] A compandor in

which the effective gain variations are made at
Speeds allowing response to the syllables of
Speech but notto individual cycles of the signal

_ Wave. {si'lab-ik kam'pan-dar}
S¥mbolic address [compu sci| In coding, a

Drogramimer-defined symbol that represents the
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symbolic system

location of a particular datum item, instruction,
or routine Also known as symbolic number
{ sim'bal-ik 'ad,res}

symbolic algebraic manipulation language=[COMPUT
sci| An algebraic manipulation language which
admits the most general species of mathemat-
ical expressions, usually representing them as
general tree structures, but which lacks certain
special algorithms. { sim'bal-ik ,al-ja'bra-ik ma
inip-ya'la-shon ,lan-ewij }

symbollc assembly language IlstIng [compuT
sci| A list that may be produced by a computer
during the compilation of a program showing
the source language statements together with
the corresponding machine language instruc-
tions generated bythem. {sim'bal-ika'sem-blé
jap-ewij list-in }

symbolic assembly system [COMPUT sci} A sys-
tem for forming programs that can be run on
a computer, consisting of an assembly lan-
guage andanassembler {sim'bal-ika'sem-blé
ssis-tom }

symbolic coding [comput scl] Instruction writ-
ten in an assembly language, using symbols
for operations and addresses. Also known as
symbolic programming _{ sim'bdl-ik 'k6d-ip }

symbollc computation system=See symbolic
system _{ simjbal-ik kam'pyii'ta-shan ,sis-tom }

symbolle computing [comput sci] The develop-
mentand use of symbolicsystems, ( simibal-ik
kam'pytid-in }

symbollc debugging [comput sci] A method of
correcting knownerrors in a computer program
written in a source language, in which certain
statements are compiled together with the pro-
gram. { sim'bal-ik dé'bag-in }

symbollc language {comput sci| A language
which expresses addresses and operation codes
of instructions in symbols convenient to humans
rather than in machine language, { sim'bal-ik
‘lap-ewij }

symbolic mathematical computation (comput
sci| The manipulation of symbols, representing
variables, functions, and other mathematical
objects, and combinations of these symbols, rep-
resenting formulas, equations, and expressions,
according to mathematical rules, for example, the
tules of algebra orcalculus. { sim'bal-ik;math-a
imad-a-kal ,kdm-pya'ta-shan }

symbollc name [comput sci| A name given to
someentity that is actually something else; for
example, the name of a table in a computer
program actually represents the physical storage
locations used to hold the data stored in that
table, as well as the values stored in those
locations. { sim'bal-ik 'nam }

symbollc number See symbolic address
‘bal-ik 'nam-bar}

symbolle programming
{ sim'bal-ik 'pr6,gram-in }

symbollc system |compPuT sci] A computer pro-
gram that performs computationswith constants
and variables according to the rules of algebra,
calculus, and other branches of mathematics
Also known as algebraic computation system;

{ sim

See symbolic coding
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symbol input

computeralgebra system; symbolic computation
system. { simjbal-ik 'sis-tam }

symbol Input (compur sci] Includesall contex-
tual symbols that may appear in a source text
{'sim-bal 'in,put }

symbol sequence [COMPUT sci] A sequence of
contextual symbols not interrupted by space
{ 'sim-bal 'sé-kwons}

symboltable |compuT sci A mapping for a set of
symbols to anotherset of symbols or numbers.
{'sim-bal 'té-bal}

symmetrical architecture |comPUT sci] A type
of computer design that allows any type of
data to be used with any type of instruction
{ si'me-tra-kal 'ark-9,tek-char}

symmetrical avalanche—rectlfler |ELECTR|
Avalancherectifier that can be triggered in either
direction, after which it has a low impedance
in the triggered direction. { so'me-tra-kal ‘av-a
ilanch ,rek-ta,fl-ar }

symmetrical band-passfllter |ELECTR| A band-
pass filter whose attenuation as a function of
frequency is symmetrical about a frequency at the
center of the pass band. { sa'me-tra-kal 'band
ipas,fil-tor }

symmetrical band-rejectfilter |ELECTR| A band-
rejection filter whose attenuation as a function
of frequency is symmetrical about a frequencyat
the center of the rejection band. { sa'me-tra-kal
‘band ri,jekt ,fil-tar }

symmetrical cllpper [ELECTR] A clipper in which
the upper and lower limits on the amplitude of
the outputsignal are positive and negative values
of equal magnitude { sa'me-tra-kal ‘klip-ar }

symmetrical deflection [ELECTR] A typeof elec-
trostatic deflection in which voltages that are
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign are ap-
plied to the two deflector plates. { sa'me-tra-kal
di'flek-shan }

symmetrical H attenuator [ELECTR] An H atten-
uator in which the impedance near the input
terminals equals the corresponding impedance
near the output terminals —_{ sa'me-tra-kal ‘ach
a,ten-ya'wad-ar}

symmetrical Inductlve diaphragm [ELECTRO-
MAG] A waveguide diaphragm which consists of
two plates that leave a spaceat the centerof the
waveguide, and which introduces an inductance
in the waveguide. { so'me-tra-kal in'dak-tiv 'di-
a,fram }

symmetrical O attenuator [ELEcTR| An O atten-
uator in which the impedance near the input
terminals equals the corresponding impedance
near the output terminals —_{ sa'me-tra-kal '6 a
iten-ya,wad-ar}

symmetrical pi attenuator [ELECTR] A pi atten-
uator in which the impedance near the input
terminals equals the corresponding impedance
near the output terminals _{ sa'me-tra-kal ‘pT a
iten-ya,wad-ar}

symmetrical T attenuator [ELECTR] A T attenu-
ator in which the impedance near the input
terminals equals the corresponding impedance
near the output terminals. { sa'me-tra-kal 'té 9
iten-ya,wad-ar}

 
 
 
 

 

symmetrical transducer ELECTR4 ee,
is symmetrical with respect to a spexifj andl
terminations when the Interchanos ohn Palp
of terminationswill not affect the trans
(sa'me-tra-kal tranz'dii-sar} es

symmetric Ilst [COMPUT SCI]Alist with s
ing pointers to previous as well as Subsitems. {sa'me-trik ‘list }

syne See synchronization. {sink}
sync generator See synchronizing

{ ‘sink jen-a\rad-er}
synchro jeLec| Any of several devices whi

used for transmitting and feCeivings a ite
position er angular motion over Wireseee
as a synchro transmitter or synchro ree, Such
Also known as mag-slip (British Usap Ser

ReNera(gy

; r 2); suite
synchronous device; sell-synchronoys p I Sole
selsyn | 'sin-krd} SPeaAtee

synchro control transformer |eLec) 4 thi
former having its secondary winding on ed
whenits three input leads are excited bya Olds
defining voltages, the two output leads deliv’:
alternating-current voltage that is Propertiens }
to the sine of the difference between the elect
input angle and the mechanical rot SI
{ 'sin-krd kanitr6l tranz,for-mar }

synchro control transmitter |eLec| a high
accuracy synchrotransmitter, Having high-impeda
windings,—['sinykrO karitrGl trane,tnic-ar |

synchro differential motor |ELEC| Motor whieh
is electrically similar to the synchro differentia}
generator except that a damping device js added
to prevent oscillations, bothits rotor andstargp
ate connected to synchro. generators, and its
function is to Indicate the sum at clifferenge
between the two signals transmitted by ithe
generators. | 'sin-krd ,cifalren-chal rrde-ar hi

synchro differential receiver |FLi<| A synchra.
tecelver that subtracts on¢ electrical angle from
another and delivers the difference as a mechan-
Ieal angle, Alsa known as dilferentlal synchro
| ‘sin-keG ,dif-a'renchal ri's@vor |

synchro differential transmitter=|ELEc| A syn-
chro transmitter that adels a mechariical angle
to an electrical angle and delivers the sum as
an electrical angle. Also known as differential
synchro.{'sin-kr6 ,dif-a'ren-chal tranz'mid-ar}

synchro generator See synchro transmitter.
{ '‘sin-kro 'jen-a,rad-ar}

synchro motor See synchro receiver
im6d-ar}

synchronism |ELEC| Of a synchronous motor,
the condition under which the motor runs ata
speed whichis directly related to the frequency
of the power applied to the motor andis not
dependent upon variables —{ 'sin-kra,niz-am J

synchronization [Ena] The maintenance of one
operation in step with another, as in keeping
the electron beam of a television picture tube
in step with the electron beam of thetelevision
camera tube at the transmitter Also known as
syne. | sin-krana’za-shan|

synchronized blocking oscillator jeLecte] A
blocking oscillator which is synchronized with
pulses occurring at a rate slightly faster than its

( ‘sin-kré
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own natural frequency ( ‘sinpkraynizd "blak-in
igsa,lad-ar |

hronizer [comput sci] A computer storagesyne" : Sa Rails wins
device used to compensate fora difference it) rate
of Haw of information or time of occurrence of
events when transmitting information from ane
device [0 another [ELECTR] The component of
aradarset which generates the timing voltagefor
the complete sel, | 'sin-kraymiz-ar}

chronizing generator ELECTR] An electronic
ganeratar that supplies synchronizing pulses to
television studio and transmitter equipment.
also known as sync generator syne-signal gen-
water, {'sin-krayntz-in 'en-a,rad-ar|

synchronizing pulse jcommun| In pulse mod-
ylation, a pulse which is transmitted to syn-
chronize the transmitter ard the receiver, it is
usually distinguished fram slanal-carrylng pulses
by some special characteristic. | ‘sin-kra,niz-in
pale |

gynchronizing reactor JELEC| Current-limiting
reactor far connecting mamentarily across the
open contacts of a cireuit-interrupting device
for synchronizing purposes. ( ‘sirekra,niz-in
reak-tar )

synchronizing relay jeLec| Relay which fune-
tions when twoaltemating-current sources are in
agreement within predetermined limits ol phase
angle and. frequency, ['sin-kra,nz-i ‘rela }

synchronizing signal Sw syncsignal | ‘sinskra
wviedfh signal |

synchronous [ha] In step or in phase, as ap-
plied to two or more circuits, devices, or mia-
chines. | ‘sig-kra-nas |

synchronous booster converter |#Lec| Syn-
chronows converter having an alternating-
current generator mounted on the same shaft
and connected in series with it to adjust the
voltage at the commutator of the converter
('sin-kroenas‘bis-tar kan'vord-ar |

synchronous capacitor [eLec| A synchronous
motor running without mechanical load and
drawing a large leading current, like a capacitor;
used to improve the power factor and voltagereg-
ulation of an alternating-current power system
{ 'sin-kra-nas ka'pas-ad-ar }

synchronous clamp circuit Ser keyed clamp
ceult.  [ ‘sigekra-nas'klamp sar-kot |

synchroanouscommunications=|compursci| The
high-speed transmission and reception of long
groups of characters at atime, requiring synchro-
nization of the sending and receiving devices
('sig-kra-nas kaymyi-no'ka-shonz|

synchronous computer [comply sci| A digital
computer designed to operate in sequential
elementary steps, each step requiring a constant
amount of time to complete, and being initiated
bya timing pulse from a uniformly running clock,
('sin-kro-nos kam'pyiidrarJ

synchronous converter [ELEC] A converter in
which motor and generator windings are com-
bined on one armature and excited by one mag-
Netic field; normally used to change alternating to
clirect current. Also known as converter;electric
converter { 'sin-kra-nos kon'vord-or }
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 synchronousdata-link control |COMMUN| A bit-
oriented protocol for managing the flow of
information in adata-communications system, in
full, half-duplex, or multipoint modes, that uses
an error-check algorithm. { 'sig-kra-nos 'dad-a
ink kon,trdl |

synchronous data transmission [COMMUN]
Data transmission in which a clock defines
transmission times for data; since start and
stop bits for each character are not needed,
more of the transmission bandwidthis available
for message bits. { ‘sin-kro-nas ‘dad-a tranz
imish-on |

synchronous demodulator See synchronous
detector ( 'sin-kra-nas dé’ maj-9,lad-or|

synchronous detection |ELecTR| The act of mix-
ing two nearly identical [requencies, such as the
oscillaterreference signal and the signal received
in a coherent radar, producing a voltage output
sinusoidally related to the phasedifference of the
two. { ‘sinvkra-nas di,tek-shon }

synchronous detector [fi.¢TR] 1. A detector
that inserts a missing carrier signal in exact
synchronism with the original carrier at the
transmitter; when the input to the detector
consists of two suppressed-carrier signals in
phase quadrature,as in the chrominance signal
of an analogcolortelevision receiver, the phase
of the reinserted carrier can be adjusted to
recover either one of the signals. Also known
as synchronous demodulator 2. Sve cross-
correlator, ('sin-kro-nos di'tek-tor}

synchronous dynamic random access memory
|e@mpur sci| High-speed memory that is con-
trolled by the system clock and can run at
bus speeds up to 100 megahertz. Abbreviated
SDRAM.  [ {sig-kro-nas di,nam-ik jraredam ‘ak
ses ymem-ré }

synchronous gate [ELECTR] A time gate in which
the output intervals are synchronized with an
incoming signal, { 'sig-kra-nas 'gat }

synchronous generator |ELEC) A machine that
generates an alternating voltage when its arma-
ture or field is rotated by a motor, an engine,
or other means,The output frequencyis exactly
proportional to the speed at which the generator
is driven. {'sin-kra-nas 'jen-a,rad-ar}

synchronous inverter Sve dynamotor,{'sin-
kro-nas in'vard-ar}

synchronous machine [ELEC] An alternating-
current machine whose avefage speed is pro-
portional to the frequency of the applied or
generated voltage.{‘sij-kra-nos ma'shén |

synchronous motor [ELEC] A synchronous ma-
chine that transforms alternating-currentelectric
power into mechanical power, using field mag-
nets excited with direct current. { 'sig-kro-nos
'mod-ar}

synchronous operation |ELECTR| 1. An opera-
tion that takes place regularly or predictably
with respect to the occurrence of a particular
event in another process. 2. In particular, an
operation whosetiming is controlled by pulses
generated by an electronic clock. { 'sip:kra-nas
\dp-a'ra-shon }
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synchronous phase modifier

synchronous phase modifier |ELEc|] A syn-
chronous motor that runs without mechanical
load, and is provided with means for vary-
ing its power factor to simulate a capaci-
tive or inductive reactor; used in voltage reg-
ulation of alternating-current power systems
{ 'sip-kra-nas 'faz ,shif-ter}

synchronous rectifier (ELECTR| A rectifier in
which contacts are opened and closedat correct
instantsof time for rectification by a synchronous
vibrator or by a commutator driven by a syn-
chronous motor_{'sin-kra-nas 'rek-to,fT-or}

synchronous switch [ELECTR] A thyratron cir-
cuit used to control the operation of ignitrons
in such applications as resistance welding
{'sin-kra-nas 'swich }

synchronous system |cOMMUN] A telecommu-
nication system in which transmitting and receiv-
ing apparatus operate continuously at substan-
tially the same rate, and correction devices are
used, if necessary, to maintain them in a fixed
time relationship. { 'sin-kra-nas 'sis-tom }

synchronoustime-division multiplexing=[com-
MUN] A data transmission technique in which
several users make use of a single channel by
means of a system in which time slots are
allotted on a fixed basis, usually in round-robin
fashion Abbreviated STDM. —_{ 'sig-kra-nas 'tim
da,vizh-an 'mol-ta,pleks-in }

synchronous working=|compuT sci] The modeof
operation of a synchronous computer, in which
the starting of each operationis clock-controlled
{ 'sig-kro-nos 'wark-in )

synchro receiver [&LEC| Asynchro that provides
an angular position related to the applied angle-
defining voltages; when two ofits input leads
are excited by an alternating-current voltage
and the other three input leads are excited by
the angle-defining voltages, the rotor rotates to
the corresponding angular position; the torque
of rotation is proportional to the sine of the
difference between the mechanical and elec-
trical angles. Also known as receiver synchro;
selsyn motor; selsyn receiver; synchro motor
{ 'sin-krG ri's&-var|

synchro resolver Sev resolver—[ 'sig-kr6 ri’zal-
var ]

synchroscope [ELECTR] A cathode-ray oscillo-
scope designed to show a short-duration pulse
by using a fast sweep that is synchronized with
the pulse signal to be observed. —_{'sin-kra,skdp }

synchro system [ELEC] An electric system for
transmitting angular position or motion; in the
simplest form it consists of a synchro transmitter
connected by wires to a synchro receiver; more
complex systems include synchro control trans-
formers and synchro differential transmitters
and receivers. Also known as selsyn system
{ 'sin-krd ,sis-tam }

synchro transmitter |ELEC| A synchro that pro-
vides voltagesrelated to the angular position of
its rotor; when its two input leads are excited by
an alternating-current voltage, the magnitudes
and polarities of the voltages at the three output
leads define the rotor position Also known

as selsyn generator; selsyn transmit
chro generator; transmitter; transmittes T syn.
{ 'sin-krd tranz'mid-ar } S¥Mchrg

sync separator ELECTR) A CiFCUIT that cay.
synchronizing pulses from the videq singates
analog television receiver: (‘sink Stingat any)

syne signal |commun| Asignal trahsmittes ar)
each line and field to synchronize the fa alt
process in a video system Alsq known ie?
synchronizing signal (‘sink ysig.napy ("aa

syne-signal generator See synchronizing
tor { ‘sink isig-nal 'jen-a,rad-ar | " Renerg.

syntactic analysis=[COMPUT Scl| The Proble
associating a given string of symbole ttheonst
grammar to a programming language. co aha
the question of whether the string /8 belen
the language may be answered. | sin'tak 9a'nal-a-sas| “tik§' n ji ig :

y tactic error See syntax error, { Sin'taktiker-or ]

syntactic extension=[comput sci] An C¥lengi
mechanism which creates new Notations fas
existing or user-defined mechanisms jn ay ae!
tensible language—[-sin'tak-tik ik'sten-shan \syntactic model Sre linguistic model
"rak-tik''mad-al )

syntactic semigroup [sys ENG] Fora sequential
machine, the set of all transformations per-
formed by all input sequences  { sir taketik‘sem(ertip |

syntax |compursci] The set of rules needeq to
construct valid expressions or sentences ina

(sin

language. {'sin,taks }
syntax checker See syntax scanner{'sin,taksichek-ar }
syntax dlagram=|comPuT Sci] Apictorial diagram

showing the rules for forming an instruction ina
computer progratnming language, and how the
components ofthe statement are related—{ ‘sin
jtaks 'dT-a,eram |

syntax-directed compller |compuT—scija
general-purpose campiler that can service a
family of languages by providing the syntactic
rules for language analysis in the form of data,
typically in tabular form, rather than using
a specific parsing algorithm for a particular
language, Also known as syntax-oriented
compiler { 'sin,taks dijrek-tad kom'pil-or}

syntax error=|COmPuT Sci| An error in the format
of a statement in a computer program that
violates the rules of the programming language
employed. Also known as syntactic error —_{ ‘sin
itaks ,eror}

syntax-orlented compller Svc syntax-directed
compiler {'sin,taks |Or-€,ent-ad kam'ptl-or }

syntax scanner=[(CcompuT sci| A subprogram of a
compiler or interpreter that checks the source
program for syntax errors, and reports any
sucherrors by printing the erroneous statement
together with a diagnostic message Also known
as syntax checker { 'sin,taks ,skan-or}

synthesis See system design —_[ 'sin-tha-sas }
synthesizer |eLectR} 1. An electronic instru-

ment which combines simple elements to gen-
erate more complex entities; examples ale
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frequency synthesizer and sound synthesizer.
g, Circuitry generating multiple frequencies at
yery low power that are used in radar trans-
missions, particularly in frequency-agile radars.
{ ‘ein-tha,siz-ar |

gynthetic address
{ ejn'thed-ik ‘ad,res }

gyntheticaperture=[ENG Amethod ofincreasing
jhe ability of an imaging system, such as radar or
acoustical holography. ta resolve small details
of an object, in which a receiver of large size
(or aperture) is in effect synthesized by the
motion of a smaller receiver and the proper
correlation of the detected signals. { sin'thed-ik
'ap-archar|

synthetic-aperture radar |ENG| A radar system
in which an aircraft moving alonga very straight
path emits microwave pulses continuously at a
frequency constant enough to be coherent for
a period during which the aircraft may have
traveled about | kilometer, all echoes returned
during this period can then be processedas if a
single antenna as longas the flight path had been
used. {sin'thed-ik jap-a-char 'ra,dar}

synthetic language |cOmpuT sci] A pseudocode
or symbolic language; fabricated language
{sin'thed.ik ‘lan-gwij }

syntony [ELEC] Condition in which two oscillat-
ing circuits have the same resonant frequency.
{'sin-ta-né }

sysgen ‘Se system generation. { 'sis,jen }
SYSIN |COMPUT scl] The principal input stream of

an operating system. Derived from system input,
{'sis,in }

system [ELECTR] A combination of two or more
sets generally physically separated when in
operation, and such other assemblies, sub-
assemblies, and parts necessary to perform an
operational function or functions, [ENG] Anas-
semblage of interrelated components designed
to perform prescribed functions. { 'sisstom }

system analysis [CONT sys] The use of mathe-
matics to determine how a setof interconnected
components whoseindividual characteristics are
known will behave in response to a given input
orset of inputs. { 'sis-tam 9,nal-a-sas}

systematic analog network testing approach
[ELECTR] An on-line minicomputer-based system
with an integrated data-based and optimal
human intervention, which provides computer
printouts used in automatic testing of electronic
systems; aimed at maximizing cost effectivity
Abbreviated SANTA. { sis-te'mad-ik 'an-a,ldg
‘net,work ,test-in a,prdchJ

systematic distortion |ELEC| Periodic or con-
stant distortion, such as bias or characteristic
distortion, the direct opposite of fortuitous
distortion —_{ ,sis:ta'mad-ik di'stor-shan }

systematic error-checkIng code [(CoMmPuUTScl| A
type of self-checking code in which a valid char-
acter consists of the minimum numberofdigits
neededto identify the character and distinguish
it from any other valid character, and a set of
check digits which maintain a minimum specified
signal distance between any two valid characters

See generated address.

system generation

Alsoknownasgroupcode —_{ sis:to'mad.ik'er-or
ichek-in ,kGd J

system bandwidth [cont sys] The difference be-
tween the frequencies at which the gain of a
system is /2/2 (that is, 0.707) times its peak
value. _{ 'sis-tam 'band,width }

system calendar [comput sci] A register in a
computer system that holds the date and year
and provides them in responseto supervisorcalls
to the operating system _('sis-tam 'kal-an-dor}

system call See supervisor call. {'sis:tam ,kol }
system catalog [comput sci| An indexofall files

controlled by the operating system of a large
computer_{'sis-tom 'kad-al,dg }

system chart [comput sci A flowchart that em-
phasizes the component operations which make
upasystem. {'sis:tam ,chart }

systemcheck |computsci] Acheckon the overall
performance of the system, usually not made
by built-in computer checkcircuits; for example,
control total, hash totals, and record counts
{'sis-tam ,chek|

system clock |compuT sci] A circuit that emits
tegularly timed pulses that are used to syn-
chronize the operations of all the circuits of a
computer_{'sis-tam ‘klak }

system clock reference |COMMUN] Atime stamp
in the program stream from which decodertiming
is derived, Abbreviated SCR { 'sis-tom ‘klak
'ref-rans}

systemcommand |computsci| Aspecial instruc-
tion toa computersystem to carry out a particular
Processing function, such as allowing a user to
gain access to the system, running a program,
activating a translator, or issuing a status report,
{ 'sis-tom ka,mand |

system design [comput sci| Determination in
detail of the exact operational requirements of
a system, resolution of these intofile structures
and input/output formats, and relation of each
to management tasks and information require-
ments. [CONT Sys| A technique of constructing
a system that performs in a specified manner,
making use of available components, Also known
as synthesis. { 'sis-tom di,zin }

system designer [comput sci] A person who
prepares final system documentation, analyzes
findings, and synthesizes new system design.
{ 'sis-tam di,zin-ar}

system documentatlon |computsci| Detailed in-
formation, in either written or computerized
form, about a computer system, including its
architecture, design, data flow, and programming
togic. {'sis-tom ,dak-ya:man'ta-shan }

system evaluation§|comput Sci] A periodic eval-
uation of the system to assessits status in terms
oforiginal or current expectations and to chart
its future direction —_{ 'sis-tam i,val-yo'wa-shon }

system flowchart See data flow diagram,
{ 'sis-tom 'fl6,chart }

system generation [comput sci} A process that
creates a particular and uniquely specified
operating system, it combines user-specified
options and parameters with manufacturer-
supplied general-purpose or nonspecialized
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system header

program subsectioris to produce an operating
system (or other camplex software) of the
desired form and capacity. Abbreviated sysgen.
['sis-tom jen-a'ra-shan }

system header |commUN| A data structure that
carries inlormation summarizing the system
characteristics of the digital television multi-
plexed bitstream. | 'sls-lam) ,hed-ar |

system improvementtime=|compur sci] The ma-
chine downtime needed for the Installation and
testing of new components, large or smail, and
machine downtime necessary for modification of
existing components;this includes all program-
ming tests following the above actions to prove
the machine is operating properly. { 'sis-tam
im'priiv-mant,tim }

system input Sv SYSIN. | ‘sistam'in,put|
system integration=|conpurscl] The procedures

involved in combining separately developed
modules of components so that they work
together as acomplete computersystem _{'sis-
tom ,in-te'gra-shon }

system-level timer [|compuTsci] A hardware de-
vice that is set by the operating system to inter-
rupt It after a specified time interval, either to set
deadlines for everits or to remind the operating
system to take some action. { 'sis-tam jlev-al
‘timear }

system library [COMPUT sci] An organized col-
lection of computer programsthat is maintained
on-line with a computer system by being held
on a secondary storage device and is managed
by the operating system._{'sis-tam 'IT,brer-é }

systemloader=|compursci| Acomputer program
that loads all the other programs, including
the operating system, into a computer's main
storage {'sis-tom ,ldd-ar}

system master tapes |compuT sci] Magnetic
tapes containing programmedinstructions nec-
essary for preparing a computerprior to running
programs—[ 'sis-tam:'mas-tar 'taps |

system operation=|compirr sci] The administration
and operation of an automatic data-processing
equipment-oriented system, inclucling staffing,
scheduling, equipment and service contract
administration, equipmentutilization practices, and
time-sharing, { 'sis-tam ,4p-a'ra-shan }

system optimlizatlon See optimization { 'sis-
tem ,4p-ta-ma'za-shan }

system response See response. { ‘sis-tam
rl'spans}

systems management [sYS ENG] The manage-
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ment of information technology syst
an organization or commercial enter,"8 thy,SE atta s enterpriga Ml)
cluding all activities involved in content
installing, maintaining, and updating thee»
tems | 'sis-tamz'man-ij-mant| SSE Syl”

system software=|COMPUT Scil Compute,
ware involved with data anc program. lt
agement, Including operating systems Van
programs, and database managemen, ‘antl!
( 'sistam 'sdftjwer )} FStEthy,

systems programming=[COMPUT Sel] ‘fhe d
opment and production ol programs that evel
do with translation. teading, supervision ot)
tenance, control, and running af computer
computer programs. { 'sis-tamz iPtSveram a fF

systems speciflcatlon See systems definit
{ 'sis-tomz ,spes-e-fa,ka-shan } ition,

systems test [COMPUTscl} The runningof whcomputer system against test data; a cup ie
simulation of the actual running system
purposes of testing the adequacyaf the syst oF
{ ‘sis-tamz test | am

system study=|compur sci| A detailed study)determine whether, ta what extent, ane bi
automatic data-processing equipment shaule
be used: it usually includes an analysis of the
existing system and the design of the rin
system, including the developmentof systent
specilications which provide a basis for the
selection af equipment, | 'sis-tam ,stad-é |

system supervisor COMPUT Sci] A contra]
program which ensures an efficient
transition in running program after program
and accomplishing setups and control
functions. {'sls-tam 'si-par,viz-ar |

system target decoder [comMun| A hypother-
ical reference model of a decoding process
used to describe the semantics of the digital
television multiplexed bit stream Abbreviated
STD. {'sis-tam {tar-gat dé'kéd-ar}

system unlt [comput sci] 1. An individual card,
section of tape, or the like, which is manipulated
during operation of the system; class | systems
have oneunit per document; class 2 systems have
one unit per vocabulary termorconcept 2. Se
case {‘sis-tom ,yii-not }

systolic array |comPur sci) An array of process
ing elements of cells connected to a memory
which pulses data through the array In such @
way that each data lem can be used! effectively
at each cell It passes while being pumped from
cell to cell along the array. { si’stdl-ik o'rd } 
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table jcameur sci] A set of contiguous, elated
of whole items, each uniquely identified either by its rela-
omplete tg position in the set or by same label { 'ta-em a
Eatend ssbie-ariven compiler [compurse!| Acompilerin

whieh the source lanuuage is described by a set
study to of syntax rules. ['ta-bal |driv-an karn'pr-lar )
nd how lable-driven program=[compur sci| A computer
should program that relies on tables stored outside of

3 of the the programIn the computer's memory tolurnish
he new data, | 'ta-bol {drivean '‘prd,gram|
system table look-up. [compu sci] A procedure for cal-
for the culating the location of an tkem in a table by
1a} means ofanalgorithm, rather than by conducting
rontro] , search forthe tem. {‘ta-bal ‘luk ap )
ficient table look-up device mtectr| A logic circuil in
rogram which the input signals are grouped as address
rontro| digitsto a memory device, and, in response to any

particular combination of inputs, the memory
pothet- dwvice location that is addressed becomes the
arocess output [ 'ta-bal {luk ,ap di,vis}
digital tablemanagementprogram$=[compuTscl| Acom-

eviated puter program that handles the creation and
maintenance of tables and access to data stored

al card, inthem. { 'ta-bal ;man-ij-mont ,prd,gram }
yulated tabular language |compur scij A part of a pro-
ystems gram whichrepresents the compositionof a de-
ys have cision table required by the problem considered.
2. See {'tab-ya-larlan-ewij }

tabulate jcoMeUT Sci] To order a set of data into
‘ocess- a table form, or to print a set of data as a table,
iemory usually indicating differences and totals, or just
such a totals { ‘tab-ya,lat }
ctively tabulation character [comput sci| A character
d from that controls the action of acomputerprinter and
a} is not itself printed, although it forms part of the

data to be printed. { \tab-ya'ld-shan jkar-ik-tar|
tactical electronic warfare=|eLecTR| The applica-

tion of electronic warfare to tactical air oper-
ations; tactical electronic warfare encompasses
the three major subdivisions of electranic war-
fare: electronic warfare support measures, elec-
tronic countermeasures, and electronic counter-
countermeasures._{'tak:to-kal ,ilek'tran-ik 'wor
ifer }

tactical frequency |coMmUN| Radio frequency
assigned to a military unit to be used in the ac-
complishinentofatacticalmission.—{'tak-to-kal
‘fré-kwon-sé }

_:
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tactile feedback [comput sci] In haptics, devices
that provide a user with the sensationsof heat,
pressure, and texture. { tak-tal 'fédbak}

tactile sensor [CONT sys] A transducer, usually
associated with a robot end effector, that is
sensitive to touch, comprises stress and touch
sensors. {'tak-tol'sen-sor}

Tafel slope [ELEC] The slope ofa curve of overpo-
tential or electrolytic polarization in volts versus
the togarithm of current density, {'t-fal slop }

tag [compuT sel] 1, A unit of information used as
a label or marker 2. The symbol written in the
location field of an assembly-language codingform,
and used to define the symbolic address of the data
or instruction written on that line { ‘tag )

tag converting unit [compur sci] A device capa-
ble of reading the perforationsof a price lag as
input data. { ‘tag kan'vard-in .yi-nat }

tag field |comput sci] A data item within a var-
iant record that identifies the format to be used
inthe record. (‘tag ,féld }

tag format |compuT scl] The arrangement of data
in a short record inserted in a direct-access
storage to indicate the location of an overflow
record, {'tag format |

tag image file format [Comput sci} File format
used for storing bitmap images at any resolution
Abbreviated TIFF, [ {tag ,im-ij 'fil for,mat }

tag sort {compuTsci] A methodof sorting data in
which the addresses of records rather than the
records themselves are used to determine the
sequence {‘tap sort |

tall |eLecTs| 1. A small pulse that follows the
main pulse of a radar set and rises in the same
direction. 2.Thetrailingedgeofapulse. {tal}

tall clipping |eLecre| Method of sharpening the
trailing edge ofa pulse. ['tal ,klip-in |

takedown=[compur sci] The-actions performed at
the end of an equipment operating cycle to
prepare the equipment for the next setup; for
example, to remove the tapes from the tape
handlers at the end of a computer run is a
takedown operation, { 'takydatin }

takedown time |compursci] ‘The time required to
take down a piece of equipment { ‘tak,daun
jtim }

talk-back circuit See interphone—{tok ,bak ,sor-
kat }

talking battery Sve quiet battery | 'tok-in ibad:
a-ré }
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talk-listen switch

talk-Ilsten switch=[ENG Acous| Aswitch provided
on intercommunication units to permit using
the loudspeaker as a microphone when-desired
{ 'tok ‘liseon ,swich }

tandem [ELEC] Two-terminal pair networks are
in tandem when the output terminals of one
network are directly connected to the input
terminals of the other network={ 'tan-dam }

tandem central office=|commMuN| Atelephoneof-
fice that makes connections between local offices
in an area where there is such a high density of
local offices that it would be uneconomical to
make direct connections between each of them
Also known as tandem office. [ 'tan-dom 'sen
tral 'Of-as }

tandem compensation Sec cascade compensa-
tion={'tan-dom ,kéam-pon'sa-shan }

tandem connection See cascade connection
{ 'tan-dom ko'nek-shan }

tandem distributed numerical control [CONT sys}
A form ofdistributed numerical control involving
a serles of machines connected by a conveyor
and automatic loading and unloading devices
that are under control of the central computers
('tan-dam dijstrib-yad-ad nuimer-a-kal kan'tral }

tandem office See tandem central office
{ 'tan-dom 'dfas}

tandem switching |commuNn| System of routing
telephone calls in which calls do not travel
directly between local offices, but rather through
a tandem central office. ( 'tan-dom 'swich:ig }

tandem system [compuT sci| A computing sys-
tem in which there are two central processing
units, usually with one controlling the other, and
with data proceeding from one processing unit
into the other { 'tan-dam ,sis-tam }

tank §|ELEcTR| 1. A unit of acoustic delay-line
storage containing a set of channels, each
forming a separate recirculation path 2. The
heavy metal envelope of a large mercury-arc
rectifier or other gas tube having a mercury-pool
cathode. 3. Seetank circuit. { tank)

tank circuit [ELECTR] A circuit which exhibits
resonanceat one or more frequencies, and which
is capableof storing electric energy over a band of
frequencies continuously distributed about the
resonant frequency, such asa coil and capacitor
in parallel Also known as electrical resonator:
tank, {'tank ,sor-kot}

tantalum capacitor [ELEC] An electrolytic capac-
itor in which the anode is some form of tanta-
lum, examples includesolid tantalum, tantalum-
foil electrolytic, and tantalum-slug electrolytic
capacitors _{ 'tant-ol-om ka'pas-ad-ar}

tantalum-foil electrolytic capacitor (ELEC) An
electrolytic capacitor that uses plain or etched
tantalum foil for both electrodes, with a weak
acid electrolyte —{'tant-ol-om {foil illek-trajlid-ik
ko'pas-ad-or|

tantalum nitride resistor [ELECTR] A thin-film
resistor consisting of tantalum nitride deposited
on a substrate, such as industrial sapphire
{ ‘tant-aleam 'ni,trid ri'zis-tar }

tantalum-slug electrolytic capacitor [ELEC] An
electrolytic capacitor that uses a sintered slug

 
 

of tantalum as the anode, in a highly
tive acid electrolyte. { 'tant-ol-am isigg edge
Hid-ik ko'pas-ad-ar| 8 tlekotrs

T antenna=|ELECTROMAG] An antering Cone;
of one or more horizontal wires, with etn
in connection being made at the apjre, ea.
center of each wire, ('té an,ten-ay Maly,

tap) |ELEc| A connection made at some
other than the ends ofa resistororeqy Polit

tap changer |eLec| A device which js tinea
change theratioof the Input and outpuy Vols toofa transformer overany one of Agest adefinite y
ofsteps. {'tap chan-jar | Umber

fap crystal jeLectk| Compound Semicond
that stores current when stimulated by leh
then gives up energy as flashes of light y Kenia
physically tapped {tap Kristo! | Me

tape [comput sci] A ribbonlike materia
store data in lengthwise sequential
{ tap }

tape alternation=|Gompur sei| The switching oF
computer program back and forth between tie
tape units In order to avoidinterruption of 2
program «uring mounting and remeval of tangreels, (‘tap ,ol-tar,na-shari |

tape-automated bonding |RLECTR| A semicup.
ductor chip (die) assembly method, where the
chips are connected to polyimide (tape) Carriers
complete with circultry for attachment to 3
printed cireult beard The chip-bonded tape
carriers typically are supplied on a reel. (\ike
a roll of film) for automated circuit assembly
processes (Lap ,Ocha,mad-ad'ban-diny )

tape bootstrap routine=|comrut Sci] A computer
routine stored in the first block of a magnetic
tape that Instructs the computer to reaccertain
programs from the tape. { ‘tap 'bitistrap rijten }

tape cluster
iklas-tor }

tape control unit [comput scif A device which
senses which tape unit is to be accessedfor read
or write purpase and opens up the necessary
electronic paths. Formerly known as hypertape
control unit. {'tap kan,trél ,yii-nat }

tape crease=|compuT sci] A fold or wrinkle ina
Magnetic tape that results in an error in the
reading or writing of data at that point { 'tap
ikrs }

tape deck=[ENG Acous| A tape-recording mecha-
nism that is mounted on a motorboard, including
the tapetransport, electronics, and controls, but
no power amplifier or loudspeaker, {'tap ,dek}

tape drive [comput sci| A tape reading or writing
device consisting of a tape transport, electronics,
and controls; it usually refers to magnetic tape
exclusively, { 'tap ,driv }

tape editor§|compuT sci] A routine designed to
help edit, revise, and correct a routine contained
onatape { 'tap ,ed-ad-ar}

tape group Seemagnetictapegroup. {'tap grip)
tape label=|comput sci] A record appearing at the

beginning or at the end of a magnetic tape to
uniquelyidentify the tape as the one required by
the system, { ‘tap ,la-bal }

| Used ty
Position

See magnetic tape group. { ‘tap
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¢ library |comPUT sci] A special area, mast

wrten groom withina computer installation, used
fa store Magnetic tapes. | ‘tp ,li,brer-2|

imited=jcOmpuT sci] Pertaining to a com-

puter operation in which the lime required to
read and write tapes exceeds the time requited
jorcomputation. | ‘tap flimead-ad |
amark [COMPUT Scl] 1.A special character or

coding, an attached piece of reflective material,
or other device that indicates the physical enel
of recording on @ magnetic tape. Also known
ag destination warning mark, end-of-tape mark
9, \special characterthatdivides file ofmagne-
tictape into sections, usually followed bya record
with data describing the particular section of the
{ile Also known as control mark. | ‘tap ,miirk |

operating system=|cOMPUT Sci A computer
operating system in which source programs and
cometimes incoming data are stored on magnetic
tape: rather than in the computer memory
Abbreviated TOS.  { 'tap 'ap-a,rad-in ,sis-tam }

tape player [ENG Acous| A machine designed
only for playback of recorded magnetic tapes,
(‘tap ipla-ar)

tape plotting system [comput sci] A digital in-
cremental plotter in which the digital data are
supplied from a magnetic or paper tape, { ‘tap
'plad-in \sis-tom }

tapepool [comPuTsci] Acollection of tape drives
{'tp pil)

tape-processing simultaneity [comput scl| A
feature of some computer systems whereby
reading or writing of data can be carried out
on all the tape units at the same time, while
the central processing unit continues to process
data { 'tap |pré,ses-in ,si-mal-ta'né-ad-é }

taper (ELECc] Continuous or gradual change in
electrical properties with mechanical position such as.
rotation or length; for example, continuous change
of cross section of a waveguide, or distribution of
resistance ina potentiometer { 'ta-por|

tape recorder [ENG Acous| A device that records
audio signals and other information on magnetic
tape by selective magnetization of iron oxide
particles that form a thin film on the tape;a recor-
der usually also includes provisions for playing
back the recorded material. { 'tap ri ,kord-ar }

tape recording [ENG Acous| The record made
on a magnetic tape by a tape recorder { ‘tap
Tikord-in }

tapered transmission IIne Sev tapered waveguide
{ 'té-pard tranz'mish-an lin }

tapered waveguide |ELECTROMAG] A waveguide
in which a physical or electrical characteristic
changes continuously with distance along the
axis of the waveguide. Also known as tapered
transmission line. { 'ta-pard 'wav,gid }

tapesearch unit |compuTsci| Small, fully transis-
torized, special-purpose, digital data-processing
system using astared programto perform logical
functions necessary to search a magnetic Lape In
off-line mode, in response to a specific request
| 'ta-par 'sarch. ,yil-nat |

tape serial number=|compur sci] A number iden-
tifying a magnetic tape which remains unchanged

 

target central processing unit

 throughout the time the tape is used, even
thoughall other information about the tape may
change. | 'ta-por'sir-é-al ;nom-bor }

tape skIp [comput sci] A machine instruction to
space forwatd and erase a portion of tape when
a defect on the tape surface causesa write error
to persist, { 'tap ,skip }

tape station |comrut sci]A tape reading or
writing device consisting of a tape transport,
electronics, and controls; it may use either
magnetic tape or paper tape, { 'tap ,sta-shon }

tape-to-tape converslon [compuT sci| A routine
which directs a computer to copy information
from one tapeto another tapeofa different kind;
for example, from a seven-track onto a nine-track
tape. { (tap ta tap kan'var-zhon}

tape transport [comput sci] The mechanism that
physically moves a tape past a stationary head.
Also knownas transport. {'tap ,tranz,port }

tape unlt {computsci] A tape reading or writing
device consisting of a tape transport, electronics,
controls, and possibly a cabinet; the cabinet may
contain one or more magnetic tape stations
{ 't&p ,yUenot }

tapped control [ELEcTR| A rheostat or poten-
tiometer having one or more fixed taps along
the resistance element, usually to providea fixed
grid bias or for automatic bass compensation
( 'tapt kan'trél }

tapped-potentiometer function generator |ELECTR|
A device used in analog computers for repre-
senting a function of one variable, consisting
of a potentiometer with a numberof taps held
at voltages determined by a table of values of
the variable; the input variable sets the angular
position of a shaft that moves a slide contact,
and the output voltage is taken from the slide
contact, { 'tapt pa,ten-ché|4m-ad-ar 'fonk-shon
ijen-o,rdd-ar}

tapped resistor [ELEC] A wire-wound fixed resis-
tor having one or more additional terminals
along its length, generally for voltage-divider
applications. { 'tapt ri'zis-tar}

tap switch [ELEC] Multicontact switch usedchiefly
for connecting a load to any one of a numberof taps
ona resistor or coil, { ‘tap ,»swich }

target [ELECTR] 1.Inatelevision camera tube, the
storage surface that is scanned by an electron
beam to generate an output signal current cor-
responding to the charge-density pattern stored
there. 2. tn radar and sonar,any object capable
of reflecting the transmitted beam, depending on
context, often connotes an object of interest as
opposed to clutter. {ENG] In radar and sonar,
any object capable of reflecting the transmitted
beam,{'tar-gat }

target acquisition§(ELEcTR| 1. The first appear-
ance of a recognizable and useful echo signal
from anewtarget inradarandsonar 2. Svreac-
quisition, { 'tar-gat ,ak-wa'zish-an}

target central processing unit [compur sci| The
type of central processing unit for which a
language processor (assembler, compiler, or
interpreter) generates machine language output
{ ‘tar-got |sen-tral 'pra,ses-in ,yU-nat)
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 target configuration

targel configuration=|commur sci| The combina-
tion of input, oulpul, and storage units and
the amount of computer memory required to
carry outanabject program. | 'tir-gat kan, figeyaifa-shan |

targel cross section See echo area { ‘taérgot
'kras jseleshon }

target-designating system [evecrr| A system
for designating to one instrument a target which
has already been located by a second instry-
ment; it employs electrical data transmitters
and receivers which inclicate on one instrument
the pointing ofanother. | 'tairgat idezjg,nad-inisis-tom |

farget discrimination |eLecre| The ability of a
detection or guidance system todistinguish a
target from ils background ar to discriminate
between Iwo of more targets that are close
acquisition. | ‘tir.gat diskrim-ayna-shan}

target language=|compur sci] The language inte
which a program (or text) is to be converted
| ‘tar-gat jlanewij |

target pack={compur sci] A disk pack that is used
to maintain systems software and, In particular,
to hold a copy of a system control program
on which modifications ate made ard tested.
{ 'targot pak |

target phase=[compusci] Thestage of handling
a computer program at which the object program
is first carriecl out after it has been compiled.
| 'tdr-gat fiz |

target program See object program. { 'tar-gat |prGvaram )

target routine See object program. { ‘tar-gat rij)Lén }

target signal |ELECTROMAG| The radio energy re-
turned to a radar by a target. Also known as echo
signal; video signal —_| ‘Kdir-gat ,sig-nal )

target signature=|ELEcTR| Characteristic pattern
of the target displayed by detection and classifi-
cation equipment.—[‘tdr-gat ,sig-na-char |

task=|compur sc)| Aset of instructions. data, and
control information capable of being-executed by
the central processing unit of a digital computer
in order to accomplish some purpose; in a
multlprogramming environment, tasks compete
with one another for control of the central
processing unit, but ina nonmultiprogramming
environment a task is simply the current work to
berlone { task }

fask descriptor=|coMmply sci] The vital informa.
Hon about a task Ina multitask system which
must be saved whenthe task is interrupted..Alsa
knownas state vector [ ‘task diskrip-tar}

task management [compur sci| The functions.
assumedby the operating system, of switching
the processor among task: scheduling, send-
Ing messages or timing signals between tasks,
and creating or removing tasks. [ 'task ,man-if-mant|

task programmer=|compur SCI] A person who
writes applications programs lor contralling a
robotic system, | ‘task ,pragram-ar |

task switching=|compur sci] Switehing back and
forth betwean two or more active programs

 
 

 

 without having toclose oropen ADYOF them
known as context switching,—| task aunt Alii

Tattenuator [eLec| TAresistive attony, ichsig i
three resistors fartning a T network. 2 Ake With:
tap type of attenuator which removes Bart Te
power [rom a main line through a T 5 Of thie
and cissipates the power, without

 

Fellectig
the mainline | ‘ta a,ten-yawadsar | Mt

Taylor connection [riec| A transformer
nection for converting three-phase How, Con.
two-phase power, of vice versa | ‘tad tinekeshan| ora

T circulator |eLectramacy A cj FCulatOr iy ype
threeidentical rectangular waveguides ac a
asymmetrically ta form a T-shaped struct
with a ferrite past or wedge at |ts center, Stns,
entering any waveguide emerges {rom onl .
adjacent waveguide, | 't& ,sar-kya,lad.ay Y one

Tconnector=|eLic| A type of electric Connees
that joins a through conductor to another f
ductor at right angles to it. ['té hainektar ; r

TCP See Transmission Control Protocol]
TCP/IP See Transmission Control PratoProtacal
TD See transmitter-distributor
TDD Seedisplay device
TDM Sve time-division multiplexing.
TDMA See time-division multiple access
TDR See time-domain reflectometer
TDRSS See Tracking and Data Relay SatelliteSystem
TEA Sve transferred-electron amplifier
teach=|conT sys] To program a robot by guiding

it through its motions, which are then recorded
andstored in its computer téch j

teach box Swteach pendant. | 'téch) baks }
teach-by-doing §[con'r sys|.A method of pito-

gramming a tobat in which the operator euldes
the robot through its intended motians by hald.
Ing itand performing the work. {itech -bT ‘dG.in }

teach-by-driving |conT  sys| Programming a
rabot by using a teach pendant ( it@ch -b7
‘driv-ity |

teach gun Seteach pendant | ‘tach ,gan|
teaching interface=|con'r Syvs| The devices and

hardware that are used to instruct robots and
other machinery how to operate, and to specify
their motions. { 'téch-in ‘in-tar,(as |

teach mode=|conTsys| The mode of operation in
which a tobat Is instructedin its motions, usually
byguidingIt through these motions usingateach
pendant. ['téch mad}

teach pendant |conT sys| A harid-held device
used to Instruct a robot, specilying the char-
acter and types of matlans it is to undertake.
Also known as teach box; teach gun. { ‘téch
ipen-dant}

tears [COMMUN | Inan analog televisicnpicture, a
horizontal disturbance caused bynoise, in which
the picture appears to be torn apart, {tir)

teaser transformer |eLec| Transformer, of two
T-connected, single-phase units for three-phase
to two-phase or two-phase to three-phase oper-
ation, which is connected between the midpoint

col/ Interne
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of the main transformerand the third wire of the
three-phase system._{'téz-or tranz,for-mar }

technetron |£LECTR} High-power multichannel
field-effect transistor.  {‘tek-na,tran )

technical control board=|F.ec| Testing position
in a switch center or relay station with provisions
for testing switches and associated access lines
and trunks. { 'tek-na-kal kan'trél ,bord}

technical load [ELEC] Portion of a communications-
electronics facility operational power load required
far primary and ancillary equipment, including
necessarylighting and air conditioning or ventilation
required forfull continuity of operation,—| 'tek«na-
kal lad)

TEGFET
{ 'teg,fet}

telautograph |cOMMUN| A writing telegraph in-
strument, the forerunner of the facsimile ma-
chine, in which manual movement of a pen at
the transmitting position varies the current in two
circuits in such a wayas to cause coresponding
movements of 4 pen at the remote receiving
instrument; ordinary handwriting can. thus be
transmitted over wires. [ te'ldd-o,graf }

telecast |COMMUN|A television broadcast in-
tended for reception by the general public,
involving the transmission of the picture and
sound portions of the program. | ‘tel-a,kast}

telechir [cont sys] A handlike remote mariipula-
tor { ‘tela,kir]

telechiries=|conTsys| The use of teleoperators or
remote manipulators.—{{tel-alkir-iks |

telecine camera |ELEcTR| A video camera used
in conjunction with film or slide projectors to
televise motion pictures and still images. { {tel
ajsin-é'kam-ra }

telecommunicating device for the deaf See
telecommunications display device. | ‘tel-o-
ka'myl-na-kad-in di'vis lartha ‘det|

telecommunications=|conmun| Communication
over long distances. [  {tela-ka,myuiena'ka-
shane }

Telecommunications Coordinating Committee
[cCoMMUN| Committee organized by the U.S.
State Department and composed of major
povernment departments, agencies, and. in-
dustrial organizations: makes recommendations
on telecommunications matters affecting inter-
national telecammunications.  { [tel-acka, mydl-
na'ka-shona ko'drd-an,ad-ly kayrmid-é }

telecommunications display device |conmus|
A telephone equipped with a keyboard and
display for usets who have hearing or speech
Impairments. Alsa known as telecommunica-
tans device for the deaf; text telephone. Abbre-
viated TDD.—_{{tel-o-ko,myil-no'kd-shanz di'spla
divis'}

teleconference COMMUN] 1.4 two-way ilerac-
tive meeting between relatively small groups
ol people remote from one another but linked
by telecommunication facilities invelving aus
dio: communication, and possibly also. video,
Graphics, or facsimile. 2. More broadly, any of
Various facilities allowing people to coammu-
Nicate among each ether over some distance,

 

See high-electron-mobility transistor

telegraph repeater
 

encompassing teleseminars and telemeetings.
{ itel-a'kan-frans }

telegram=|commun| A message sent by telegra-
phy ('te-la,gram }

telegraph alphabet Sve telegraph code. —_{ ''tel-aeral 'al-fo,bet}
telegraph bandwidth [commun] The difference

between the limiting frequencies of a channel
used Lotransmit telegraph signals. { ‘tel-a,graf
‘bandwidth }

telegraph cable |ELEC| A uniform conductivecir-
cuit consisting of twisted pairs of insulated wires
or coaxially shielded wires or combinations of
each, used to carry telegraph signals. { ‘tel-o
igtaf ,ka-bal}

telegraph carrier [comain| The  single-fre-
quency wave which is modulated by transmitting
apparatus in carrier telegraphy  { ‘tel-o,graf
ikar-Gsar }

telegraph circuit |commun| The complete wire
or radio circult aver which signal currents flow
between transmitting and receiving apparatus in
a telegraph system, | 'tel-a,araf ysar-kat|

telegraph code=|commun| A system of symbols
for transmitting telegraph messages in which
each letter or other character is represented by
a set of long and short electrical pulses, or by
pulses of opposite polarity, of by time intervals
of equal length in which a signal is present or ab-
sent Also knowh as telegraph alphabet. | ‘tel-doraf keel |

telegraph concentrator [ELEC] Switching ar-
Tangement by means of which a number of
branch or subscriber lines or station sets may
be connected to a lesser number of truntlines
operating positions, or instruments through
the medium of manual of automatic switching
devices to obtain more efficient use of lacilities,
{ 'tel-o,graf 'kans-an,trad-ar }

telegraph distributor [(ELEC| Device which effec-
tively associates one direct-current or cartier
telegraph channel In rapid suécession with the
elements of one or more sending or receiving
devices. | ‘tel-a,gral di,strib-yad-ar|

telegraph emission |coymun| The signal trans-
mitted bya telegraph system, classified by type
of transmission, type of modulation, bandwidth,
and supplementary characteristics, | 'tel-a,gralimish-an }

telegraph grade jcomMmuUN| The class of commu-
nication circuits that can transmit only tele-
graphic signals. comprising the lowest lypes of
circults in regare. to speed, accuracy, and cost.
('tel-ayaraf ,prad |

telegraph Interference [comMuN| Any undesired
electrical energy that tends to interfere with
the reception of telegraph signals. { 'tel-o,graf
un-tar'fir-ans |

telegraph receiver [ELEC] A tape reperforator,
teletypewriter, or other equipment which con-
verts telegraph signals into a pattern of holes
on a tape, printed letters, or other forms of
information,—{'tel-a,graf ri;s@-var}

telegraph repeater | ELEC] A repeater inserted at
intervals in long telegraph lines to: amplify weak
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telegraph signal distortion

codesignals, with or without reshapingofpulses,
and to retransmit them automatically over the
next section of theline. | 'tel-o,graf rijpéd-ar|

telegraph signal distortion=|commun) Time dis
placement of transitions between conditions,
such as marking and spacing, with respect to
their properrelative positions in perfectly timed
slenals; the total clistortlon ls the algebraic sum
af the bias and the characteristic and fortuitous
distortions._{'tel-o,graf |sig-naldi,stor-shan|

telegraph transmitter [ELEc| A device that con-
trols an electric power source in order to form
telegraph signals. ( ‘tel-o,graf tranz,mid-ar}

telegraphy=|CcomMMUN| Communication at a dis-
tance by means of code signals consisting of
current pulsessent over wires or byradia; itis the
oldest form ofelectrical digital communication.
{ ta'leg-ra-fé }

telemeeting=|commun| A meeting between peo-
ple remote fromone another, but linked by audio
and video telecommunications facilities that
provide primarily one-way communication from
a few people at one Ineation to large numbers
of people at other locations, and use temporary
equipment orcireults—{'telaymédein |

telemetering ENG] Transmitting the readings of
instruments to a remote location by means of
wires, radlo waves, orather means, Also known as
remote metering, telemetry. { ,tel-a'méd-a-rin }

telemetering antenna=[ELECTROMAG} A highly di-
rectional antenna, generally mounted on a
servo-controlled mount for tracking purpases,
used at ground stations to receive telemetering
signals from a guided missile or spacecralt
| tehalméd-a-rip an'ter-a |

telemetering recelver |ELEcTR| A device in a
telemetering system which converts electrical
signals into an indication or recording of the
value of the quantity being measured at a
distance. [ ,tel-a'méd-o-rin rils@var|

telemetering transmitter [ELecrr| A device
which converts the readings of instruments inte
electrical signals for transmission to a remote
location by meansof wires, radio waves, or other
means. { tel-a'méd-a-rin tranz'mid-ar|

telemetry See telemetering.  [ ta'lerm-a-tré }
teleoperation §[ENG| 1. The real-time control of

remotely located machines that aet as the eyes
and hands of a person located elsewhere, it has
been used in undersea and lunar exploration,
mining, and microsurgery, 2. Operation fram a
remate location, Also known as remote manipu-
lation | tel8,dp-a'ra-shan J

teleoperator Ser remote manipulator. | ,tela
aparad-ar |

telephone |comMUN| A system of converting
sound wavesinto variationsin electric current or
otherelectrical quantities that can be transmit-
ted and reconverted into sound wavesata distant
point, used primarily for voice communication; it
consists essentially of a telephone transmitter
and receiver al each station, interconnecting
wires, cables, optical fibers, or terrestrial or
satellite radio transmission systems, signaling
devices, a central power supply, and switching
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facilities. Also known as telephone
[ENG ACOUS] Sev telephone ser. (1,

telephone-answering system Iommi
clal type of private branch @xchanpe | :
used bya telephone-answering Service b
to provide secretarial service for its ey Ne :
('tel-a,fGnjan-sa-rin ,sis-tam | “tomar

telephone carrier current lELec| Acariey
used lor telephone communication over bx * Curren
orto obtain more than one channel ona single, Mts
wires. 'tel-ajfGin 'kar-G-ar jho-pary } © Palotelephone central office
( ‘tel-o,for 'sen:tral 'afas |

telephone channel [comMMUN | A oho.
way path suitable forthe transmissinn ofauatn Wie
between twostations.—[ 'tel-a,[én hana] pe

telephone circuit [ELEC] The complete ciya
aver which audio and signaling Currents tra TCU
a telephone systern between the two te eai ; lephone.
subscribers in communication with each othe

Syy

el-afon|
Ag

Se central Offigg:

the circuit usually consists of insulated ,. = Condyp
tors. a radio link, ora fiber-aptic cable rs{Gn \sarckat | my

telephone data set [compur sci} Equipment i
terfacing a data terminal witha telephone circuit( 'tel-a,f6n ‘dada jset| ‘

telephone dial [iNG| 1..A switeh operated by q
finger wheel, used to make.and breal; 4 palr of
contacts the required numberof tires lor setting.
Up 4 telephone circult to the party being called
2. By extension, the push-button appatatys Uiged
to generate dual-tone multitrequency IDTME|signals.  { 'tel-a,fan dit) i

telephoneemission See telephonesignal.
fSn imish-an }

telephoneinduction coil |eLec| A coil used Ina,
telephonecircuit to match the impedanceof the
line to that of a telephone transmitter or receyar
('tel-a,l6n in'dak-shan ,kall |

telephone influence factor [commun| A mite
sure of the interference of power-line harmonies
with telephone lines, which is derived by weight
ing the terms in the mathematical expression for
the total harmonic distortion of the powerline
voltage | 'tel-a,fOn'in-Hi-ans ,fak-tar |

telephone line=(ELec| The conductors extending
between telephone subseriber stations and cen-
tral offices. | ‘tel-a,f3n lin |

telephone loading coll See loading coil.
{Gn lGd-in ,koil }

telephone modem |[ELEcTR] A piece of equip-
ment that modulates and demoditlates one or
more separate telephonecircuits, each contain-
Ing ahe or more telephone channels, it may
include multiplexing and demultiplexing cir-
cuits, individual amplifiers, and carrier-frequency
sources, | ‘tela,fén'ma,dem |

telephone pickup |bi.ec| A large flat coll placed
under a telephone set to pick up bath vaices
during a telephone conversation for recording
purposes. | 'tel-a,fGn ,plk-ap }

telephone plug Se¢phoneplug.—{'tel-a,fGn,pleg!
telephonereceiver [&NG Acous| The portion ola

telephone set that converts the audio-frequency
current variations ofa telephone ||ne into sound

(‘tela

{ 'tel-
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waves. by the motion ofa diaphragmactivated by
4 magnet whosefield is varied by the electrical
impulses that came over the telephone wire
‘rela fon ri sévar |

telephonerelay [Etec] A relay having a multiplle-
ip of contacts an long spring strips mounted
parallel to the coil, actuated by a lever arm
pr other projection of the hinged armature:
used chlelly for switching In telephone circults
'teba,[Gn rela }

jelephone repeater=|iLecre| A repeater inserted
at ane or more intermediate points in a Jong
relephone line to amplify telephone signals so as
romaintain the required current strerigth (‘tel
gion nped-ar}

{elaphone repeating coll je&uec| A coll used in
q telephone circuit for Inductively coupling two
sections of 4 line when a direct connection Is
undesirable, 'teha,fdn ri'pad-in hail |

telephone ringer |ELECTROMAG| 1. An electro-
magnetic device that actuates a clapper which
strikes One. Or more gongs to produce a ringing
sound, used with a telephone set to signal a
called party, 2. By extension, the electronic
device that performs the same function, { 'tel-o
(on rigear)

telephone set |ENG AcOUS| An assembly includ-
inga telephone Lransmitter, a telephone receiver,
and associated switching and signaling devices
Also known as phone; telephone _{ 'tel-o ,f6n
eet |

telephone signal {commun | The electrical signal
transinitted by a telephone system, classified
by type of transmission, type of modulation,
bandwidth, and supplementary characteristics.
Also known as telephone emission. _{ 'tel-o,fon
sig-nal}

telephone switchboard Sceswitchboard { 'tel-o
fon 'swich, bord }

telephone system See telephone  { 'tel-9,f6n
isis-tam J}

telephone transmitter [ENG Acous| The micro-
phone used in a telephoneset to convert speech
into audio-frequencyelectric signals. { ‘tel-o
fon tranz,mid-or}

telephony [COMMUN| The transmission of speech
to a distant point by meansofelectric signals
{ ta'lef-o-né }

telephoto Sev facsimile. { jtel-o'fod-6 }
telephotography Sve facsimile { {tel-o-fo'tag-

ra-fé }
teleport [comMMUN] A planned business develop-

Ment area that features direct and economic
access to a large number of domestic and inter-
national satellites for users in the surrounding
Tegion, with the aid of a regional distribution
Network, { 'tel-a,port }

telepresence [cont sys} The quality of sensory
leedback [rom a teleoperator ar telerobot to a
human operator such that the operator feels
present at the remote site { |tel-a'prez-ans }

leleprinter |cOMPUT scl] Any typewrlber-type de-
Vite capable of being connected to a computer
and Gf printing out a set of messages Under
computer contro! —_{ 'tel-a,print-ar }
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teletypewriter exchange service

teleprinting (|COMMUN| Telegraphy in which the
transmitter and receiver are teletypewriters
{ 'tel-o,print-in }

teleprocessing |[compuT scij 1. The use of
telecommunications equipment and systemsby
a computer. 2. A computer service involving
input/output at locations remote from the com-
puter itself. { 'tel-a,pra,ses-in }

teleprocessing monitor |compuT sci] A com-
puter program that manages the transfer of
information between local and remote termi-
nals, AbbreviatedTP monitor _{'tel-o,pra,ses-in
'man-ad-or}

telering [ELeEcTR| In telephony, a  frequency-
selector device for the production of ringing
power. {'tel-a,rin }

telerobot (CONT sys] A type of teleoperator that
embodiesfeatures of a robot and is programmed
for communication with a human operator in
a high-level language but can revert to direct
control in the event of unplanned contingencies
{ ,tel-o'rd, bat |

teleseminar |comMMUN| A form of long-distance,
electronic communication, primarily one-way, to
many destinations from one source, for educa-
tional purposes, involving audio communication,
and possibly also video and some form of
graphics. { jtel-a'sem-a,ndr}

telesynd [ELEcTR| Telemeter or remote-control
equipment which is synchronous in both speed
and position. {'tel-a,sind }

teleterminal (comput sci| An instrument that in-
tegrates the functions of a telephone set and
a computer terminal with keyboard and video
screen. _{ jtel-a'tor-man-al}

telethesis [ENG] A robotic manipulation aid for
the physically disabled that may be located
remote from the body. There are two forms,
operated by voice command, or operated
through a body-powered prosthesis or a joystick
{ ta‘le-th-arsas }

teletypewriter |commuN| A special electric type-
writer that produces coded electric signals cor-
responding to manually typed characters, and
automatically types messages when fed with
similarly coded signals produced by another
machine; it allows access to telephone ser-
vices for people who are deaf, or who have a
hearing, speech, or communication impairment
Also known as TWX machine, Abbreviated TTY
{ itel-a'tip,rid-ar}

teletypewrlter code (COMMUN| Special code in
which each code group is madeup offive units,
or elements, of equal length which are known
as marking or spacing impulses; the five-unit
start-stop code consists offive signal impulses
preceded by a start impulse and followed by a
stop impulse, { jtela'tip,rid-ar ,|kGd }

teletypewrlter exchange service [COMMUN|A
service furnished by telephone companies to
subscribers in the United States, whereby any
of the subscribers can communicate directly
with any other subscribervia teletypewriter. Also
known as TWX service. { jtel-a'tip,rid-ar iks
ichdnj ,Sar-vas}
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teletypewriter signal distortion

teletypewrlter signal distortion §(|COMMUN| Of a
start-stop teletypewriter signal, the shifting of the
transition points of the signal pulses from their
properpositionsrelative to the beginning of the start
pulse; the magnitudeof the distortion is expressed
in percent ofaperfect unit pulseleneth. —_{ |tel-a'tIp
iid-ar 'sig-nol di,stor-shanJ

televise=|COMMUN| To pick up a scene with a
video camera and convert it into corresponding
electric signals for transmission by a television
station. { 'tel-o,viz }

television |coMMUN] A system for converting a
succession of visual images into corresponding
electric signals and transmitting these signals by
taco or over wires to distant receivers at which
the signals can be used to reproduce the original
images, Abbreviated TV—_{'tel-a,vizh-on }

television antenna=|ELECTROMAG| An antenna
suitable for transmitting or receiving television
broadcasts; since television transmissions in the
United States are horizontally polarized, the most
basic type of receiving antennais a horizontally
mounted half-wave dipole. [ 'tel-o,vizh-on an
iten-a }

tetevislon bandwidth [commun] The difference
between the limiting frequencies ofa television
channel; in the United States, this is 6 megahertz
{ 'tel-o,vizh:an 'band,width}

television broadcast band [commun] Several
groups of channels, each containing a number
of 6-megahertz channels, that are available for
assignment to television broadcast stations.
{ 'tel-o,vizh-on 'brdd,kast ,band }

television broadcasting |cOMMUN| Transmis-
sion of television programs by means of radio
wavesfor reception by the public. _{ 'tel-o,vizh-
on ‘brod,kast-in }

television camera |[ELEctR| The pickup unit used
to convert a scene into corresponding electric
signals; optical lenses focus the scene to be
televised on the photosensitive surface of a
camera tube, and the tube breaks downthe visual
image into small picture elements and converts
the light intensity of each element in turn into
a corresponding electric signal Also known as
camera,['tel-o,vizh-on ,|kam-ro}

television camera tube See camera tube{'tel-a
Wizh-on 'kam-ra ,tiib }

television channel {commMuN|A band of fre-
quencies 6 megahertz wide in the television
broadcast band, available for assignment to
a television broadcast station | 'tel-o,vizh-on
ichan-al}

television emission See television signal —_{'tel-o
iizh-on it,;mish-on}

television Interference (commuN| Interference
produced in television receivers by other
transmitting devices, Abbreviated TV! { 'tel-o
wWizh-on ,in-tar'fir-ans}

television monitor [ELECTR] A display device
used to continuausly check the image picked up
by a television camera and the sound picked
up by video camera or other source to provide
continuous observation of image content and/or
quality{'tel-o,vizh-on yman-ad-or}
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television network=[conaun | An alrangery

of communication channels, sultable for tran
mission of video and accompanying audi slg
nals, which [ink together groups af televic) Ai
broadcasting stations or closed-circult toleyje;
users [ndifierentcitles sathat PIOBTAMS origina,
ing at one point can be fed simultaneously toallothers. | 'tel-avizh-an jnetwark | iain

television pickup station [commun | Aland ino.
bile station used for the transmissionof tolay,,
sion program material and related! communica,
tions [rom the scene of an event occutrin‘ H Gat »
point ramote to a television broadcast station
| ‘teba,vizh-an ‘pik-ap jsta-shan|

television picture tube Sve picture tube. 'tel.gwWizh-on 'pik-char ,tib }

television receive only antenna [COMMUN| A
parabolic reflector or dish with sufficient galy
to receive signals from geostatlonary satellites
together with a feed horn that collects the Signals
reflected by the dish, a low-nolse amplifier for
preamplification, and atunable satellite receiver
Abbreviated TVRO,={ 'tel-a,vizh-an ri!séy lonean‘fena}

television receiver=[ELEcTR| A recelver that con.
verts incoming television signals into the orig.
inal scenes along with the associated sounds,
Also known as television set. | 'tel-a,vizh-an Fi1s@-vor}

television relay system Sve television repeater
{ 'tel-a,vigh-an.'ré,1 ,sis-tom }

television repeater [ELECTR] A repeater that
transmits television signals from point to point
by using radio waves in free space as a medium,
such transmission not being intendedfor direct
reception by the public. Also knownastelevision
relay system._{'tel-o,vizh-on ri,péd-or]

television screen [ELEcTR| The fluorescent screen
of the picture tube in a television receiver
{ 'tel-o,vizh-on ,skrén }

television set See television receiver { ‘tel-o
iizh-an ,set ]

television signal |comMUN] A general term for
the aural and visual signals that are broadcast
together to provide the sound and picture
portions of an analog television program Also
known as television emission. { 'tel:o,vizh-on
isig-nol}

television statlon§[cOMMUN| The installation,
assemblage of equipment, and location where
radio transmissions are sentorreceived. _{'tel-a
wizh-on ,sta-shon }

television studio=|comMUN] A complex of rooms
specifically designed for the origination of live
or taped television programs { 'tel-o,vizh-on
istld-€6|

televislontransmltter [ELECTR] An electronic de-
vice that converts the audio and video signals
of a television program into modulated radio-
frequency energy that can be radiated from an
antenna and received on a television receiver
{ 'tel-a,vizh-on tranz,mid-ar}
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sion tuner [eLecte| A component in a
iion recelver thal selects the desired channel
converts the frequencies received to lower fre-

yelevl

and
yencies within the passband of the intermediate-

frequency chain, | ‘teba,vizhan tinier |}
vralewrlter [COMMUN | System In which writing

movement at the transmitting end causes cor-
pespondiNg movement ofa writing instrument at
he recelVing end. {‘tel-a,rid-ar }

yelex JCOMMUIN| A worldwide teleprinter ex-
change service providing direct send and receive
ieleprinter connections between subscribers
Apbreviated TEX. ['teleks}

jelluric current=Ser earth current. | ta'lurik
karant |

TELNET See network terminal protocol. [ 'telet

bt “hode See transverse electromagnetic mode
{ taeem mod}

TeEmode Sve transverse electric mode —_{ {té'é
jad | /

temperature-compensated Zener diode (ELECTR|
positive-temperature-coefficient reversed-bias
zener diode (pr junction} connected in series
with one or more negative-temperature forward-
biased diodes within a single package. { ‘tem-
pra-char |kam-pansad-ad'2é-nar ‘dia J

temperature-compensating capacitor |£LEc|
Capacitor whose capacitance varies with tem-
perature in a known and predictable manner,
used extensively in oscillator circuits to
compensate for changes in the values of other
parts with temperatures. { 'tem-pra-chor |kam-
pan,sad-in ko'pas-od-ar}

temperature compensation [ELECTR] The pro-
cess of making some characteristic of a circuit or
device independent of changes in ambient tem-
perature. { 'tem-pra-chor ,kam-pon,sa-shan}

temperature resistance coefficient [ELEC] The
ratio of the changeofelectrical resistance in a
wire caused by a changein its temperature of |°C
as related to its resistance at O°C.  { 'tem-pro-
chorri'zis:tans ,k6-ifish-ant |

temperature saturation {ELEcTR| The condition
in which the anode current of a thermionic
vacuum tube cannotbefurther increased by in-
creasing the cathode temperature ata given value
of anode voltage; the effect is due to the space
charge formed near the cathode Also known
as filament saturation, saturation [ 'tem-
pra-chor ,sach-o,ra-shan }

temperature sensor [ENG] A device designed to
respond to temperature stimulation. { 'tem-
pro-chor ,sen:sar}

temperature transducer |ENG| A device in an
automatic temperature-control system that con-
verts the temperature into some other quantity
such as mechanical movement, pressure, or
electric voltage; this signal is processed in a
controller, and is applied to an actuator which
controls the heat of the system. {'tem-pro-char
tranz ,dii-sor}
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template [CcompuT sci] 1. A prototype pattern

against which observed patterns are matched
in a pattern recognition system 2, A computer
program that is used in conjunction with an
electronic spreadsheetto solve a particular type
of problem.  { 'tem-plat }

template matching [comput sci| The comparison
of a picture or other data with a stored program
or template, for purposes of identification or
inspection. (‘'tem-plot ,mach-in |

temporary file [comput sci]Afile that is created
during the execution of a computer program to
hold interim results and is erased before the
program is completed, { 'tem-pa,rer-é 'fil }

temporary storage [COMPUT scl| The storage ca-
pacity reserved orused for retention of temporary
ortransient data. { 'tem-pa,rer-é 'stor-ij }

TEM wave See transverse electromagnetic wave
{ té,é'em ,wav }

terahertz technology [ENG] The generation, de-
tection, and application (such as in communica-
tions and imaging) of electromagnetic radiation
roughly in the frequency range from 0,05 to 20
terahertz, corresponding to wavelengths from 6
millimeters down to 15 micrometers, { ,tero
shorts tek'ndl-a-jé }

teraohm$[eLec| A unit of electrical resistance,
equal to 10!? ohms, or 1,000,000 megohms
Abbreviated TQ. { 'ter-a,6m }

teraohmmeter |[ENG| An ohmmeter having a
teraohm range for measuring extremely high in-
sulation resistance values. ( {ter-a'Gm,méd-or}

terminal [comput sci| A site or location at which
data can leave or enter a system, [ELEC] 1. A
screw, solderinglug, or other point to which electric
connections can be made. Also known aselectric
terminal, 2. The equipment at the end of a
microwave relay system or other communication
channel 3. One ofthe electric input or output
points of a circuit orcomponent. _{ 'ter-man:al }

terminal area [ELECTR| The enlarged portion of
conductor material surrounding a hole for a lead
on a printed circuit Also known as land; pad
{ 'tor-mon-al {er-é-9 J

terminal block |COMMUN] 1. A cluster of five
captive screw terminals at which a telephone pair
terminates; the center terminal is for the ground
wire, and two other terminals are used for the tip
andring wires. 2. By extension, a similar cluster
of any numberof screw terminals. { 'tar-man-al
iblak }

terminal board [ELEC] An insulating mounting
for terminal connections, Also knownas terminal
strip. { 'ter-mon-al ,bard }

terminalbox [{£LEC| Anenclosure which includes,
mounts, and protects one or more terminals or
terminal boards; it may include a cover and such
accessories as mounting hardware, brackets,
locks, and conduitfittings. { 'tar-monval ,baks }

terminal cutout palrs [ELEC] Numbered, desig-
nated pairs broughtout of a cable at a terminal
{'tor-mon-ol ‘kad aut ,perz}
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terminal equipment

terminal equipment |comMuUN| 1. Assemblage
of communications-type equipment required to
transmit or receive a signal on a channel or
circuit, whether it be for delivery or relay. 2. In
radio relay systems, equipment used at points
where intelligence is inserted or derived, as
distinct from equipment used to relay a re-
constituted signal. 3. Telephone andteletype-
writer switchboards and other centrally located
equipmentat which wire circuits are terminated
{‘tar-mon-ol ikwip-mont}

terminal leg Seeterminalstub  —_{ 'tor-man-ol leg}
terminal network [comPuT sci| A system that

links intelligent terminals through a communi-
cations channel{'tar-mon-al 'net,work }

terminal pair [ELEC] An associated pair of ac-
cessible terminals, such as the input or output
terminals of a device or network, _{ 'tor-man-al
‘per |

terminal repeater |COMMUN| 1. Assemblage of
equipment designed specifically for use at the
end of a communicationscircuit, as contrasted
with the repeater designed for an intermediate
point. 2. Two microwave terminals arranged
to provide for the interconnection of separate
systems, orseparate sectionsofasystem, {‘tar-
man-ol ri'péd-or |

terminal room [COMMUN|In telephone prac-
tice, a room associated with a central office,
private branch exchange, or private exchange,
which contains distributing frames, relays, and
similar apparatus, except that mounted in the
switchboard section.('tar-mon-al ,riim }

terminal station [COMMUN| Receiving equip-
ment and associated multiplex equipment used
at the ends of a radio-relay system —_{ 'tor-mon-
al ,sta-shan }

terminalstrip See terminal board —_{ ‘tar-mon-ol
istrip }

terminal stub [ELEC] Piece of cable that comes
with a cable terminal for splicing into the main
cable. Also known as terminal leg, _{ 'tar-man-al
istab }

terminal vertex [MATH] A vertex in a rooted tree
that has no successor, Alsoknownas leaf —_{'tor-
man-al 'var,teks}

terminal voltage | ELEc| The voltage at the termi-
nals connected to the sourceofelectricity for an
electric machine. { 'tor-mansal ,vGl-tij }

terminate and stay resident Sce RAM resident
{ ttor-ma,nat an ,sta 'rez-o-dant)

terminated line [ELEC] Transmission line termi-
nated in a resistance equal to the characteristic
impedance of theline, so there is no reflection
and no standing waves. { ‘tar-ma,nad-ad ‘lin }

terminating |ELEC| Closing of the circuit at either
end of a line or transducer by connecting some
device thereto; terminating does not imply any
special condition such as the elimination of
reflection. ( 'tor-ma,nad-in |

ternarycode [COMMUN | Codein which each code
element maybe any one of three distinct kinds
orvalues.  { 'tar-na-ré ‘kdd }

ternary incremental representation |COMPUT
sci| A type of incremental representation in

 
 

which the value of the change ina Vatlabfinedas-+l,—I, or, {'tarnasre ing le I es i
wrep-thzan'ta-shan| , Mehtigy

ternary pulse code modulation [oy)
code modulation in which each code N
maybe any one of three distinct kinds gcnt
( ‘tor-na-ré'pals {kd jmaj-a'la-shan} Valiies

terrain echoes Sve ground clutter
lake 6 U talygek» Gz} fh

tertiary storage=|ComPuTsc!| Anyot severa
of computer storage devices, usually cone 5
of magnetic tape transports and masc met
tape systems, which have slower access fhe '
larger capacity, and lower cost than mainston 5
orsecondary storage. ('tar-sheeng ‘stinttertiary winding Seestabilized winding ('t “i
ere 'wind-in | she

testboard=[bLec| Switchboard equippeg
testing apparatus, arranged so that connecnt A
can be made [rom it to telephone lines ae
central-office equipment for testing pur
( 'test, bard | POSES,

test clip jLec| A spring clip used at th
of an insulated wire lead to make a tem
connection quickly for test purposes
klip |

test data {comput Sci] A'set of data develope
specifically to test the adequacy ol a comput
run or system, the data may be actual data thay
has been taken from previous operations, og;
artificial data created for this purpose | ‘tes:
idad-a |

testfile=(compursci| A file consisting of test data
{'test fl} 1

testing level |ELEc| Value of power used fos
reference represented by 0.001 watt working in
G6OQ ohms.  { ‘testi lev-al }

test jack [ELEC] 1. Appearance of a circuit or
circuit element in jacks for testing purposes
2. In recent practice, a jack multipled with the
switchboard operating jack. { ‘test ,jak )

testlead |ELEC| A flexible insulated lead, usually
with a test prod at one end, used for makingtests,
connecting instruments to a circuit temporarily,
or making other temporary connections._{''test
léd |

test oscillator Sve signal generator { 'test dso
\lad-ar}

test pattern [COMMUN] A chart having various
combinations of lines, squares, circles, and
graduated shading used to check definition,
linearity, and contrast of a video system Also
knownas resolution chart. { ‘test ,pad-arn}

test point [ELEC] A terminal or plug-in connector
provided in a circuit to facilitate monitoring,
calibration, or trouble-shooting —_{ ‘test point}

test prod |i:tec| A metal point attached to an
insulating handle and connectedtoa test lead for
convenience in making a temporary cannection
to a terminal while tests are being made. Also

| Pilea

e end
Porary
( ‘test

known as prod. (‘test ,prad } a
test program See check routine, { ‘test ,pro

gram }
test record |CcomPuT sci] A record within a test

file {'test ,rek-ord }
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jest routine See check routine, [ ‘test ratén }

gtrun [COMPUT scl| The performance of a com-
jute program: to check that it is operating
correctly, by using test data to generate results
that can be compared with expected answers.

‘pest [rant ]
est set [ELECTR] A combination of instruments

needed for servicing a particular type of elec-
tronicequipment. | ‘test set |

test system |compur sei] 1. A computer system
that iS being tested before being used for
yoduetion work. 2. A version of a computer

gystem that is retalned, even alter a live system
is in use, chiefly to diagnose problems without
interfering with the work of the live system,
| test sis-tam |

jest under mask [canpur sell A procedure for
checking the status of selected bits In a byte by
comparing the byte with another byte In whieh
these selected bits are set to one and the other
bits areset to zero,=("test andar 'mask |

tetrode ELECTR] A four-electrode electron tube
containing an anode, a cathode, a control
electrode. and one additional electrode that |s
ordinarily a gricl. —{ 'te,trdel }

tetrode junction transistor See double-base junc-
tion transistor, { 'te,trédl. 'jagk-shan tran,zis-
tar |

tetrode thyratron§ |eLectR] A thyratron with two
control electrades. Also known as gas tetrode.
{'tetrGd ‘thi-ra,tran }

tetrodetransistor=|ELEcTR| A four-electrodetran-
sistor, such as a tetrode point-contact transistor
or double-base junction transistor { ‘te ,trdd
tran'zis-tar}

TE wave Sve transverse electric wave { ité'é
way |

text {COMMUN] The part of a message that con-
veys intormation, excluding bits or characters
needled tofacilitate transmission of the message.
{tekst }

text-editing system |compuT sci] A computer
progfain, together with associated hardware,
for the on-line creation and modification of
computer programs and ordinary text _{ ‘tekst
led-ad-in ,sis-tom }

text-to-speech synthesizer [ENG AcoUus] A voice
response system that provides an automatic
means to take a specification of any English
text at the input and generate a natural and
intelligible acoustic speech signal at the output
by using complex sets of rules for predicting
the needed phonemic states directly from the
input message and dictionary pronunciations
{ itekst to {sp&ch 'sin-tha,siz-or}

TFT Seethin-film transistor
thallofide cell [ELECTR] A photoconductive cell

in which the active light-sensitive material is
thallium oxysulfide in a vacuum; it has maximum
response at the red end ofthe visible spectrum
and in the near infrared. _{ 'thal-o,fid sel }

theater television [ELECTR] A large projection-
type television receiver used in theaters, gener-
ally for closed-circuit showing of important sport
events. { 'thé-o-dar 'tel-o,vizh-on }

thermal imagery

theoretical cutoff frequency [ELEC] Of an elec-
tric structure, a frequency at which, disregarding
the effects of dissipation, the attenuation con-
stant changesfrom zero to a positive value or vice
versa, { ,thé-o'red-a-kal 'kod of ,fré-kwon-sé }

theory of games Scegametheory {'thé-o-ré av
'gamz}

thermal agltation [SOLID sTATE| Random move-
ments of the free electrons in a conductor, pro-
ducing noise signals that may becomenoticeable
when they occur at the input of a high-gain
amplifier. Also known as thermal effect. { ‘thar-
mol ,aj-a'tad-shon}

thermal ammeter See hot-wire ammeter _{ ‘thar-
mal 'am,éd-ar}

thermal battery [ELEC] 1. A combinationof ther-
mal cells. Also known as fused-electrolyte bat-
tery; heat-activated battery. 2. A voltage source
consisting of a numberof bimetallic junctions
connected to produce a voltage when heated by
aflame. {‘thar-mol jbad-a-ré ]

thermal cell {ELec| A reserve cell thatis activated
by applying heat to melt a solidified electrolyte
{ 'thor-mal {sel }

thermal converter [eLecrr| A device that con-
verts heat energy directly into electric energy
by using the Seebeck effect, it Is composed of
at least two dissimilar materials, one junction
of which is in contact with a heat source
and the other junction of which is in contact
with a heat sink. Also known as thermocouple
converter; thermoelectric generator; thermoelec-
tric power generator; thermoelement. [ENG] An
instrument used with external resistors for ac
current and voltage measurements over wide
ranges, consisting of a conductor heated by an
electric current, with one or more hotjunctionsof
a thermocouple attachedtoit, so that the output
emf respondsto the temperaturerise, and hence
the current. {'thar-mal kan'vard-ar}

thermal cutout [ELEc| A heat-sensitive switch
that automatically opens the circuit of an electric
motoror other device when the operating tem-
perature exceeds a safe value.['thor-mol ‘kad
aut }

thermal drift [ELEcTR| Drift caused by internal
heating of equipment during normal operation
or by changesin external ambient temperature
{ 'thor-mal ‘drift }

thermal effect See thermal agitation. {'ther-mal
i'fekt }

thermal flasher |ELEc| An electric device that
opens and closes a circuit automatically at
regular intervals becauseof alternate heating and
cooling of a bimetallic strip that is heated by a
resistance element in series with the circuit being
controlled. { 'thar-mal 'flash-or }

therma} horsepower {ELEC| Electrical motor
horsepower as determined by current readings
from a thermal-type ammeter, will be higher
than load horsepower determined from kilowatt-
input methods, Also known as true motorload.
{ 'thor-mal 'hors,pau-ar }

thermal Imagery |ELECTR| Imagery produced by
measuring and recording electronically the
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thermal instrument

thermal
'im:ij-8 }

thermal instrument [ENG| An instrument that
depends on the heating effect of an electric
current, such as a thermocouple or hot-wire
instrument. { ‘thermal 'in-stre-mant}

thermalIlmit [ELEC] A limit on the powercarried
by an electric power system that results from
the heating effects of the power carried by the
devices. { 'thar-mal 'lim-at }

thermal microphone [ENG Acous] Microphone
depending for its action on the variation in the
resistance of an electrically heated conductor
thatis being alternately increased and decreased
in temperature by sound waves. {'ther-mal 'm7-
kra,fon }

thermal nolse [comMMUN| See Gaussian noise
{ELECTR| Electric noise produced by thermal ag-
itation of electrons in conductors and semicon-
ductors. Also knownas Johnsonnoise; resistance
noise. { 'thar-mal 'noiz }

thermal nolse generator [ELECTR] A generator
that uses the inherent thermal agitation of
an electron tube to provide a calibrated noise
source, { 'thar-mal jndiz ,jen-9,rad-ar}

thermal power plant [ENG]Afacility to produce
electric energy from thermal energy released
by combustion of a fuel or consumption of a
fissionable material. {'thar-mal 'pau-er ,plant }

thermal regenerative cell [ELec| Fuel-cell sys-
tem in which the reactants are regenerated
continuously from the products formed during
the cell reaction. { ‘thar-mal ré'jen-rad-iv ‘sel }

thermal relay [ELEC| A relay operated by the heat
produced by current flow —_{ 'ther-mal 'ré,1a }

thermal resistance See effective thermal resis-
tance. { 'thar-molri'zis-tans}

thermalresistor [ELEC] A resistor designed so its
resistance varies in a known mannerwith changes
in ambient temperature —_{ 'thar-moal ri'zis-tar}

thermal runaway [ELEcTR| A condition that may
occur in a powertransistor when collector current
increases collector junction temperature, reduc-
ing collector resistance and allowing a greater
current to flow, which, in turn, increases the
heating effect. { 'thor-mal 'ran-a,wa}

thermal switch [ELEc] A temperature-controlled
switch. Also known as thermoswitch  { ‘ther:
mal 'swich }

thermal tuning [ELEC] The process of changing
the operating frequencyof a system by using con-
trolled thermal expansionto alter the geometry
ofthe system, {'ther-mal 'ttin-ip }

thermalvolt See kelvin { 'thar-mal 'vdlt}
thermal wattmeter [ENG| A wattmeter in which

thermocouples are used to measure the heating
produced when a current is passed through a
resistance. { 'thar-mal 'wat,méd-or}

thermlon [ELECTR] A charged particle, either neg-
ative or positive, emitted by a heated body, as by the
hot cathode of a thermionictube. { {therm'7,an }

thermionic [ELECTR] Pertaining to the emission
ofelectronsasaresultofheat. { ,thar-mé'an-ik}

thermlonic cathode See hot cathode { ,ther-
mé'dn-ik 'ka,thdd }

radiation of objects. { 'thar-mal
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thermionic converter [ELecTr| dey |
heat energyis direetly converted tq ein
eray, it has two electrodes, one of whien chrit,
to a sufficiently high temperatura te 4
a thermionic electron emitter, while 1 :serving as an electron collector, is 4 he g hes
a significantly lower temperature Petated i
as thermionic generator, thermionic n,, krGwn
erator, thermoelectric engine [thay Wer Bite
kan'vard-ar| ee Mp

thermionic current |ELECTR| Current du 2
rected movements of thermions,such ag th Od.
of emitted electrons from the cathadete th Sf
in a thermionic vacuum tube { thormalat‘be
‘ko-rant}

thermionic detector [HLCTR| A detecto, i
{ tharmé'an-|k diteeehot-cathode tube. ‘ea

thermlonic diode=[ELECTR] Adiode ela Sn
having a heated cathode. ( ,thar.njae !
6d} MES

thermionic emission [ELECTR] 1. The muti}
electrons into vacuum from a heated ale.
conductor, Also known as Edison effect, Richer
son effect. 2. More brovaelly, the lberatlontty
electrons or ions from a substance as 4 aie
of heat. { ,ther-mé'an-ik i'mish-an } Ml

thermionic fuel cell [ELECTR] A therminnjc cot:
verter in which the space betweenthe electroday
is filled with cesium or other gas, which lovee
the work functions of the electrodes, and creates
an ionized atmosphere, controlling the electron
space charge { ,thar-mé'an-ik 'fyiil sel }

thermlonic generator See thermionic converter,
{ thar-mé'an-ik 'jen-9,rad-ar} 1

thermlonic power generator See thermionic cay-
verter { ,thor-mé’an-ik 'pau-ar 'jen-a,rad-ar}

thermlonics [ELECTR] Thestudy andapplicatlong
of thermionic emission. [{ \ther-mé'an-iks |

thermionic triode [ELECTR) A threc-electroda
thermionic tube, containing an anode, a cathoda,
andacontrol electrode{,ther-mé'an-ik ‘tri,6d

thermlonlic tube=[ELECTR] An electron tube that
felies upon thermally emitted electrons from a
heated cathode for tube current. Also known as
hot-cathode tube, { ,thor-mé'an-ik 'tiib}

thermionic work function [ELECTR] Energy re-
quired to transfer an electron from the fermi
energy in agiven metal through the surface tothe
vacuum just outside the metal —_{ ,thar-mé'an-lk
‘work ,fank-shan }

thermistor [ELECTR] A resistive circuit compo-
nent, having a high negative temperature co-
efficient of resistance, so that its resistance
decreases as the temperature increases; it ls
a stable, compact, and rugged two-terminal
ceramiclike semiconductor bead, roc, or disk
Derived from thermal resistor, { thar'mis-tar}

thermoammeler {ENG| An ammeter that is actu
ated bythe vollage generated In a thermocouple
through which is sent the current to be measured!
used chiefly for measuring radio-frequency cur
tents. Also known as electrothermal ammetef;
thermocouplé ammeter, _{ itharimé'am),éd-er)

thermocompression bonding {Nc} Use of 4
combination of heat and pressure te make

Alsq

Ctron tibe.
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eetlons, as when attaching beads to
\ “redecircuitchips; examples include wedge
Teandine and ball bonding. | \thar-md-kam!

eshan ‘band-in | /
} pre couple [eva] A device consisting basi-

cally! rwurdissimilar conductors joinedtogether
their ends: the thermoelectric voltage devel-
-| between the twa junctions is proportional

tothe temperature difference between the june-
‘ans. SO the device can be Used to measure the

remperature af one af the junctions when the
other is held at a fixed, known temperature, or
to convert radiant energy ino electric energy
j'tharmaikap-al I

ocouple ammeter=Sve thermoammeter
tharmakapal ‘am @clor|
;mocouple converter Sve thermal converter

(thar ma,kap-al kan'vard-ar }
ermoelectric converter [ELECTR] A converter
thal changes solar or other heat energy toelectric
anergy, used a8 a power source on spacecralt
itharmo-tlek-trik kan'vard-ar}

thermoelectric engine Sev thermionic converter.
| ithormd-ek-trik ‘eran |

jnermoelectric generator Sev thermal converter,
tharmé-tlek-trik ‘jeh-a,rad-ar|

jhermoelectric junction See thermojunction.
 ithar-mo:lek-trik ‘jank-shan |

thermoelectric material [e.ecre| A material that
can be used to convert thermal energy inte
alectric energy or provide refrigeration directly
from electric energy: good thermoelectric ma-
terials include lead telluride, germanium tel-
juride, bismuth telluride, and cesium sullide
| jthar-mO-i'lek-trik ma'tir-@-al }

thermoelectric power generator See thermal con-
verter. [{thar-rnd-i'lek-trik pat-ar jen-a,rid-ar|

thermoelectric solar cell |eLecti:| A solar callin
which the sun's energyis first converted into heat
by a stieet of metal, and the heat is converted
into electricity by a semiconductor material
eqndwiched between the first metal sheet and
a metal collector sheet. [{ thar-mé-jlek-trik
‘sédar'sel ]

thermoelectromotive force |ELEC| Voltage de-
veloped due todifferences in temperature be-
tween parts of a circuit containing two or
moredifferent metals.  {ithor-m6-ijlek-trajmod-
iv lars |

thermoelectron |giectR| An electron liberated
by heat, as frem a heatedfilament. Also known
as negative thermion (itharmad'lek tran |

thermoelement See thermal converter —{ {Lhar-
md'el-a‘mant|

thermogalvanometer |ena| |nstrument for mea-
suting small high-frequency currents by their
heating effect, generally consisting of a direct-
current galvanometer connected to a thermp-
couple that is heated by a filament carrying
the current, to, be measured |tharmé-gal:
va'nam-ad-ar}

thermojunction {£LecTR| One of the surfaces of
comtact between the two conductors of a thermo-
couple. Also known as thermoelectric junction
{ithor-mG'jank-shon }
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Thévenin equivalentcircuit

acycorners¢ Jevte| Nuclear-type bat-! els heal into electrical energy
directly by the thermoelectric or Seebeck effect
{ Itharma'jank-shan ‘bad-a-ré | .

thermomigration [ELECTR} A technique for dop-
ing semiconductors in which exact amounts of
known impurities are made to migrate from
the cool side of a wafer of pure semicon-
ductor material to the hotter side when the
wafer is heated in an oven=(thor-mé:mi'gra-
shan }

thermoplle [ENG] Anarray ofthermocouples con-
nected either in series to give higher voltage
output or in parallel to give higher current output,
used for measuring temperature or radiant en-
ergy or for converting radiant energy into electric
power, ('thar-maipil |

thermopile generator |fitic| An electricity
source powered by the heating of an electrical
resistor that can be connected to a thermopile
to generate small amounts of electric current
{'tharma,pil ‘Jen-ayead-ar |

thermoplastic recording jevecrk| A recording
pracess in which a modulated electron. beam
deposits charges on a thermoplastic Min, ancl
application of heat by radio-frequency heating
electrodes saltens the film enough to produce
deformation that is propartional to the density
of the stored electrostatic charges: an optical
system is used for playback. { 'thar-maiplas-tik
rl'kerel-l

thermopower [ELEC|A measure of—the
temperature-induced voltage in a conductor.
('tharma,pau-ar |

thermoregulator jrnci| A high-accuracy or high-
sensitivity thermostat, one type consists al a
mercury-in-glass thermometer with ‘sealed-in
electrodes, In which the rising and falling column
of mercury makes and breaks an electric circuit
{ ithar-mé' reg-ya,lacl-ar|

thermorelay Srv thermostat—{ {thor-ma'r4la |
thermostat JENG] An instrument which measures

changes in temperature and rectly or indirectly
controls sources of heating and cooling to
maintain a desired temperature Also known as
thermorelay, { 'thar-mo,stat}

thermostatlc switch [ELEC| A temperature- oper-
ated switch that receives its operating energy
by thermal canduction or convection from the
device being controlled or operated. { :thor-ma
'stad-ik 'swich }

thermoswitch
sswich |

thermovaltmeter [ENG] A voltmeter in which a
current famthe voltage source is passed through
a resistor and a line vacuum-enclosed platinum
heater wite, a thermocouple, attached to the
midpoint of the heater, generates a voltage of
a few millivolts, and this voltage is measured by
adirect-current millivoltmeter.  ({thar-ma ‘volt
sméd-ar }

Thévenin equivalent circult [Lec] An equiva-
jant circuit that consists of a series connection
of a voltage source and a two-terminal cireull,
where the voltage source is usually dependent on

See thermal! switch. { ‘thor-mo
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 Thévenin generator

the electric signals applied to the input terminals
{ té-vGjna i,kwiv-a-lant 'sar-kat }

Thévenin generator |ELEC] The voltage gener-
ator in the equivalent circuit of Thévenin’s
theorem, { ta-vé'na ,jen-a,rad-ar}

Thévenin’s theorem [ELEC] A theorem in net-
work problems which allows calculation of the
performance of a device from its terminal prop-
erties only: the theorem states that at any given
frequency the current flowing in any impedance,
connected to two terminals of a linear bilat-
eral network containing generators of the same
frequency, is equal to the current flowing in
the same impedance when it is connected to
a voltage generator whose generated voltage
is the voltage at the terminals in question
with the impedance removed, and whoseseries
impedance is the impedance of the network
looking back from the terminals into the network
with all generators replaced by their internal
impedances, Also known as Helmholtz’s theo-
rem. _{ ta-vo'naz ,thir-am }

thick-fllm capacitor [ELEC] Acapacitorina thick-
film circuit, made by successive screen-printing
and firing processes. { 'thik /film ka 'pas-ad-ar}

thick-fllm clreult {ELECTR} A|microcircuit in
which passive components, of a ceramic-metal
composition, are formed on a ceramic substrate
by successive screen-printing and_firing
processes, and discrete active elements are
attached separately. _{ 'thik jfilm ‘sar'kat }

thick-fllm hybrid=(ELEcTR] An assembly consist-
ing of a thick-film circuit pattern with mounting
positions for the insertion of conventional silicon
devices, { ,thik film 'ht-brad }

thick-fllm resistor [ELEC] Fixed resistor whose
resistance element is a film well over 0.001 inch
(25 micrometers) thick. _{ 'thik jfilm ri'zis-tar }

thimble (comput sci] A cone-shaped, rotating
printing element on an impact printer having
character slugs around the perimeter and a
hammerthat drives the appropriate slug forward
to print the impression on paper. { 'thim-bal}

thin fllm=(ELEcTR] A film a few molecules thick
deposited onaglass, ceramic, or semiconductor
substrate to form a capacitor, resistor, coil,
cryotron, or other circuit component. { ‘thin
film }

thin-film capacitor |ELECc] A capacitor that can
be constructed by evaporation of conductor and
dielectric films in sequence on a substrate;sili-
con monoxideis generally used as the dielectric.
(‘thin {film ka'pas-ad-ar}

thin-film clrcult (ELECTR) A circuit in which
the passive components and conductors are
producedasfilms on a substrate by evaporation
or sputtering; active components may be simi-
larly produced or mounted separately, | 'thin
film 'sar-kat}

thin-fflm cryotron [ELEcTR| A cryotron in which
the transition from superconducting to normal
resistivity of a thin film of tin or indium, serving
as a gate, is controlled by current in a film of
lead that crosses and is insulated from the gate.
{ ‘thin {film 'kri-a,tran }
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thin-film fletd-emitter cathode: lELee J

pointed microminiature election fle Ag
with an integral low-voltage edtracty
[ithin film tfeld i,mid-ar ‘kath,og jen

thin-film Integrated circuit lELECTR
grated circuit consisting LN trey
deposited in a patterned relations) Ny,
substrate | 'thin }film 'Inteaprdckad ' ay

thin-film material |ELectR| A materia]eat
be deposited as a thin film in a desi, that «
by a variety of chemical, mechanics) Pa
vacuum evaporation techniques { ‘hin ith

 

 
 

moa'tir-é-al |
thin-film memory See thin-film iy

{Film 'mem-ré | Storage, (th hy
thin-film resistor ELEC] A fixed resistap wis :

resistance clement is a metal, alloy, careae
other film haying a thickness of about 99 a
inch (25 nanometers), { "thin jfilm tizisitgp !

thin-fllm semiconductor=[ELEctR} Semicond
tor produced by the deposition of an a us
ate single-crystal layer on a suitable insula(‘thin jfilm 'sem-i-kon,dok-tar| a

thin-fllm solar cell |ELECTR| A solar cel] inwhlea thin film ofgallium arsenide, cadmium sual
or other semiconductor material is evapora
ona thin, flexible metal orplastic substrata:
ratherlow efficiency (about 2%) is compensated J
pris flexibility and light weight, making th oocells attractive as power sourcesfor s “pale
(‘thin {film 'sd-lar 'sel } “Parent

thin-fllm storage (comPuT sci| A high-speed
storage device that is fabricated by depositing
layers, one molecule thick, of various materials
which, after etching, provide microscopic clreuite
which can move andstore data in small amounts
oftime. Also known as thin-film memory —_{‘thin
tfilm 'stor-ij }

[ELECTR] A field-effect tran:

 

 

 

thin-film transistor

sistor constructed entirely by thin-film tech:
niques, for use in thin-film circuits. Abbreviated
TFT. (‘thin {film tran‘zis-tar} i

think time (comput sci| Idle time between time
intervals in which transmission takes place ina
real-time system. { 'think ,tim}

thin list See loose list. { ‘thin ‘list }
third-generation computer |compuT scl] Oneof -

the general purpose digital computers intro: <-
duced in the late 1960s; it is characterized by
integrated circuits and has logical organizatlon
and software which permit the computerto han-
dle many programsat the sametime,allow oné
to add or remove units from the computer, permlt
some orall input/output operations to GccuF
at sites remote from the main processor, and
allow conversational programming techniques.
{ 'thord ,jen-alré-shan kam'pyiid-ar}

Thomson bridge See Kelvin bridge
ibrij }

thorlated emitter See thoriated tungsten filament.
{ 'thor-é,dd-ad i'mid-ar}

{ 'tam-sen
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oriated tungsten filament) |ELEcTR| A vacuum
ube filament consisting of tungsten mixed with a
emall quantity of thorium oxide to give improved
glectron emission, Also known, as thariated
emitter, | ‘thor-é,de-ad jtan-stan 'fil-a-mant |

shing [coMpursel| An undesirable condition
ina multlprogramming system, due to overcom-
mitment of main memory, in which the various
tasks compete for pages and none can operate
efficiently ('thrash-in }

pread |COMPUTScl] A sequence of beads that are
strung together, | thrad ]

threat [COMPUT Sci] An event that can cause harm
to computers, to their data or programs, or ta
computations. [ thret }

three-address code |comPur scij| In computers,
q mulliple-address code which includes three
addtesses, usually two addresses fram which
data are taken and one address wheretheresult
is entered; location of the next instruction is not
specified, and instructions are taken from storage
in preassigned order. { 'thré ‘adres ,kGd}

three-address instruction [comput scl] In com
puters, an instruction which includes an opera-
tion and specifies the location. of three registers.
{ 'thré ‘adres in'strak-shan }

three-dimensional display system [ELECTR] A
radar display showing range, azimuth, and ele-
vation simultaneously. { 'thré dijmen-chan-al
di'spla ,sis-tam }

three-dimenslonal sound—See virtual acoustics
{ jthré do,men-shan-al 'sauind}

three-Input adder See full aclcler
‘ad-orJ

three-Input subtracter Secfullsubtracter, {'thré
‘input sab'trak-tar}

three-junction transistor [ELECTR] A pipn tran-
sistor having three junctions and four regions of
alternating conductivity; the emitter connection
may be madeto the p region at theleft, the
base connection to the adjacent # region, and
the collector connection to the # region at the
right, while the remaining p region is allowed to
float. { 'thré |jonk-shan tran'zis-tor}

three-layer dlode=|ELEcTR| A junction diode with
three conductivity regions, {'thré j!a-ar'd1,6d }

three-level subroutine |comPuT sci] A subrou-
tine in which a second subroutine is called,
and a third subroutine is called by the second
subroutine. { 'thré jlev-al 'sab-rii,tén }

three-phase clrcult [ELEC] A circuit energized by
alternating-current voltages that differ in phase
by one-third of a cycle or 120° { ''thré faz 'sar-
kat }

three-phase current [ELEC] Current delivered
through three wires, with each wire serving as the
return for the other two and with the three current
componentsdiffering in phase successively by
one-third cycle, or !20electricaldegrees, {'thré
faz 'ka-ront }

three-phase four-wire system [ELEC] System of
alternating-current supply comprising four con-
ductors, three of which are connected as in a
three-phase, three-wire system, the fourth being
connected to the neutral point of the supply,

{'thré jin, put

three-wire system

which may be grounded
‘sis-tom }

three-phase magnetic amplifier |ELEcTR| Amag-
netic amplifier whose input is the sum of three
alternating-current voltages that differ in phase
by 120° —_{ 'thré {faz mag'ned-ik 'am-plo,fi-ar}

three-phase motor [ELEC] An alternating-current
motor operated from a three-phase circuit,
(‘thré faz 'mGd-ar}

three-phaserectifier [ELEC] A rectifier supplied
by three alternating-current voltages that differ
in phase by one-third of acycle or 120° { 'thré
{faz 'rek-ta,fl-or }

three-phase seven-wire system [ELEC| System
ofalternating-current supply from groups of three
single-phase transformers connected in Y to
obtain a three-phase, four-wire grounded neutral
system of higher voltage for power, the neutral
wire being common tobothsystems. (‘thre {faz
'sev-an iwir 'sis-tom }

three-phase three-wire system [ELEC] System of
alternating-current supply comprising three con-
ductors between successive pairs of which are
maintained alternating differences of potential
successively displaced in phase by one-third
cycle. { 'thré jfaz 'thré wir ‘sis-tam }

three-phase transformer [ELEC] A transformer
used in a three-phasecircuit, with three sets of
primary and secondary windings ona single core
{'thré ,faz tranz'for-mor}

three-plus-one address} |compuTscl| An instruc-
tion format containing an operation code, three
operand address parts, and a contro! address
{'thré ,plas |wan ‘ad,res }

three-pulse canceler [ELECTR| A moving-target
indicator technique in which two “two-pulse can-
celers” are cascaded together, improving the ve-
locity response by widening the rejection around
zero Doppler and, unavoidably, around each
associated ambiguity { 'thré ;pals ‘kan-slar}

three-pulse cascaded canceler [ELECTR] A
moving-target indicator technique in which two
"two-pulse cancelers” are cascaded together;this
improves the velocity response. { 'thré [pals
kas'kad-od 'kan-slar}

three-way switch {ELEC| An electric switch with
three terminals used to control a circuit from two
different points. { 'thré |wa ‘swich }

three-wire generator [ELEC| Electric generator
with a balance coil connected across the ar-
mature, the midpoint of the coil providing the
potential of the neutral wire in a three-wire
system, ( 'thré |wir ‘jen-9,rad-or}

three-wlre system [ELEC] System of electric sup-
ply comprising three conductors, one of which
(known as the neutral wire) is maintained at a
potential midway between the potential of the
other two (referred to as the outer conductors);
part of the load may be connected directly
between the outer conductors, the remainder
being divided as evenly as possible into two
parts, each of which is connected between the
neutral and one outer conductor; there are thus
two distinct supply voltages, one being twice the
other, {'thré |wir'sis-tom }

{ 'thré [faz 'for {wir
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threshold

threshold=[ecectr| In a modulation system, the
smallest value of cartiet-to-nolse ratio at the
input to the demodulator for all values above
which a small percentage change in the input
carrier-to-noise ratio produces 4 substantially
equal orsmaller percentage change In the output
signal-Lo-nolse-ratio,  |ENG| The least valueofa
current, voltage, or other quantity that produces
the minimum detectable response In ar instru
mentorsystem | "thresh,hold J

threshold element [comeut sci] A logic circuit
which has one output and several weighted
inputs, and whose butput is energized ifand only
ifthe sum of the weights of the energized inputs
exceeds a prescribed threshold value. [ ‘thresh
ihéle jela-mant }

threshold frequency [ELECTR] The frequency of
incident radiant energy below which there is
ro photoemissive effect. [ ‘thresh hold ,fré-
kwan-sé }

thresholding [compuscl| In machine vision, the
comparison of an element's brightness or other
characteristic with a set value or threshold.
| ‘thresh, hald-ig |

threshold signal |£uecrRoMAG| A received radio
signal (or radar echo) whose powerIs just above
the noise level of the receiver, Also known
as minimum detectable signal | ‘thresh, héld
sig-nal |

threshold switch=jevectr| A voltage-sensitive
alternating-current switch mace from a semicon+
ductor material deposited on a metal substrate;
when the alternating-current voltage acting on
the switch Is increased above the threshold
value, the numberoffree carriers present in the
semiconductor material increases suddenly. and
the switch changes from a high resistance of
about 10 megohms to a low resistance of less
than | ohm: in other versions of this switch, the
threshold valtage is controlled byheat, pressure,
light, or moisture. {'thresh hale ,swich}

threshold value [compuT sci] A paint beyond
which there Is achange in the manner a program
executes: in particular, an error rate above wh ich
the operating system shuts down the computer
system onthe assumption that a hardware failure
has occurred. consys} The minimum input
that produces a corrective action inan automatic
control system (‘threshhold val-yd |

threshold voltage [ELecr2| 1. In general, the vol-
tage at which a particular characterlstic of an
electronic device first appears. 2. The voltage at
which conduction of current begins ina pr junction,
3. The voltage at which channel formation occurs in
a metal oxide semiconductorfield-etfect transistor
4. The voltage at which a solid-state lamp begins to
emit light. ("thresh holel vali) |

throttling [cow r sys] Control by means of ine
termediate steps between full on and full off
| 'thrad-ally |

throughput=jcomnun| Ameasure of the effective
rate of transmission of data by a communications
system, |compursci| The productivity ofa data-
processing system, as expressed in computing
work per minute orhour—['thréyput |
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through repeater [ELECTR] Micraway
that is not equipped to provide for oe Be.
anylocal facilities other than the seriaHONG
{'thrii ri,péd-ar} menice chitin,

throw-away device={ELECTR| An « q
ponent thatis not serviced Van cetttonic com,
replaced uponfailure | 'thré a,w3 eetag

thump |ENGACOUS] Low-frequencytra Wis [i
turbance in a system or transducer chslentalie
audibly by the vocal |mitation of thetized
{thomp} © Word,

thunk=|compuT sci] Atl additional siibmens.
created by the compiler Lo represant i mm
uation of the argument of an Gipressias ‘ale
call-by-name procedure. (thank) — ON In the

thyratron jeLectr| A hot-cathode gas _
which one or more contral electrodes i AN
but do not limit the anode current exes ites
certain operating conditions. Alsoknows Uncler
cathode gas-filled tube. ('thi-ra,tian |hee

thyratron gate [ELECTR] In computers, ap f
gate consisting of a multiclement gas-fillede io
in which conductionis initlated by the sinc
application of bwo or mare signats, conduiad
may continue alter one or more of theinitia Ihsignals are removed. ["thi-ra,triin pat| tng

thyratron Inverter [ELECTR] An inverter ire,
that uses thyratrons to convert ditect-currat
power to alternating-current power [ iting
jinn invard-ar| 5

thyrector [ELECTR] Silicon diode tharacts ag ay
insulator up to its rated voltage, and as a egy,
ductor above rated voltage: used for alternatin :
current surge voltage protection—| thi'rekitor|

thyristor jeLecrr| A Transistor having @ thyra.
tranlike characteristic; as collector current jg
increased to a critical value, the alpha of the unlt

rises above unity to give high-speed triggeringaction. [thiris-tar |
tick [commun| A pulse broadcast at |-second,

intervals by standard frequency- and time:
broadcasting stations toindicate the exact time.
Jcompur sci] A time interval equal to Vin second),
used primarily in discussing computer opera.
tions. [tik]

tlekler coll jececte| Small coll connected In se-
ries with the plate circuit of an electron tube
and inductively coupled to a arid-cireyit coll to
establish feedback or regeneration In a radio
circuit; used chiefly in regenerative detector
circuits. { 'tik-lar koi! }

tle [ELEC] 1.Electricalconnectionorstrap, 2. See
tie wire. [ti]

tie cable |FLEC| 1. Cable between twoclistributing
frames or distributing points. 2. Cable between two
private branch exchanges, 3. Cable between a pte
vate branch exchange switchboard and main atfice
4, Cableconnectingtwoothercables, ['Vi (ka-bal |

tle line jCOMMUN| 1. A leased communicaticn
channelorcircuit. 2 Sedatalink  (‘tUlin|

tle point jee} Insulated terminal to which two
or more wires may be connected, {tT point!

tle trunk=[eLec| Telephone line or channel dir
rectly connecting two private branch exchanges
{'ti trank }

be ih,
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1 exchanges

jgueEC] Ashort piece of wire used to tie an
ire to an insulator Also known astie,

Sat Ttapmene influence factor
sytag imagefile format
oupling Ser close coupling
coupled computer [Comput sci] A com-

bed to-another computer in a manner
both computers to function as a
(‘tit |kop-ald kom'pydd-ar|

painting JcOMPUT Sci] 1. The use of patterns
te shadings that fill shapes and areas

‘ona monochrome display 2. The use of very
{ots of twoor mare colors to make blends
Jes that fill shapes and areas on a color

{ ti) pant-in |
| Dividing an electronic display

wo of more nonoverlapping areas that
the outputs of different programs being

run concurrently on a computer
time assignment speech interpolation |ComMMUN |

Modulation technique based on the fact that
speecl Is never a continugus stream of in-
formation, bu consists of a large number of
short signals; therefore, the period between the
speech signals ts used for transmitting ather
data including additional speech signals
aisin-mant 'spéch ,in-tar-po,la-shan}

time base [ELECTR] A device which moves the
fluorescent spot rhythmically across the screen
of the cathade-ray tube.

tlme-base generator Sccsweep generator
tbas ,jen-o,rad-ar}

time-codegenerator [ELECTR] Acrystal-controlled
pulse generator that produces a train of pulses
with varlous predetermined widths and spacings.
from which the time of day and sometimesalso
day of year can be determined; used in telemetry
and other data-acquisition systems to provide
the precise time of each event

  
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
  
  
   
 
   
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 

{'tim {kod ,jen-a

tIme-controlled system See clock control system
{'tim konitrdld ,sis-tam }

tlme-current charactertstics
the relation between the root-mean-squarealter-
nating current or direct current and the time for time-helght sectlon [ELECTR] A facsimile trace of
the fuse to perform the whole or some specified
part of its interrupting function
ikar-ik-to,ris-tiks }

time-delay circuit (ELECTR) A circuit in which the nique, usually used in combination with other
output signal is delayed by a specified time methods, in which the transmitted pulse occurs
interval with respect to the input signal, Also in a manner determined by a pseudorandom
known asdelay circuit

tlme-delay fuse
burnout action depends on the time it takes for _tlme-invarlant system=|coNnT sys] A system in
the overcurrent heat to build up in the fuse and which all quantities governing the syster’s

{'tim dijla ,fyuz }

[ELEC] Of a fuse,

{'tim dilla ,sor-kot }
{ELEc] A fuse

melt the fuse element
tlme-delay relay

an appreciable interval of time between energiz- dependonthetimeitisapplied. ('timin,ver-é-
ing or deenergizing of the coil and movementof ont \sis-tam }

time-invariant system

the armature, such as a slow-acting relay and a
slow-release relay. { 'tim dilla ,ré,la |

time-derlved channel |commuNn] Any of the
channels which result from time-division
multiplexing of achannel —_{ 'tim dilrivd ,chan-
al }

tlme-division data links (COMMUN| Radio com-
munications which use time-division techniques
for channel separation. ('tim di,vizh-an ‘dado
links }

time-division multiple access=|CcOMMUN| A tech-
nique that allows multiple users who are geo-
graphically dispersed to gain access to a commu-
nications channel, by permitting each user access
to the full pass-band of the channel for a limited
time, after which the access right is assigned
to another user Abbreviated TDMA. { /tim do
wizh-an ,mol-to-pal ‘ak,ses}

tlme-division multiplexing=|COMMUN| A process
for transmitting two or more signals over a
common path by using successive time inter-
vals for different signals. Also known as time
multiplexing. Abbreviated TDM. |COMPUT SCI]
The interleaving of bits or characters in time to
compensatefor the slownessof input devices as
comparedto data transmission lines, (‘tim di
\yizhson ,mel-ta,pleks-in }

time-divislon multipller©See mark-space multi-
plier, (‘tim dilvizh-on ,mol-to,plt-or}

time-divislon switching system |ELEcTR] A type
of electronic switching system in which input
signals on lines and trunks are sampled periodi-
cally, and each active input is associated with the
desired outputfor a specific phase of the period
(‘tim dilvizh-on 'swich-ip ,sis-tam }

tlme-domain reflectometer |ELECTR| An instru-
ment that measures the electrical characteris-
tics of wideband transmission systems, sub-
assemblies, components, and lines by feeding
in a voltage step and displaying the super-
imposed reflected signals on an oscilloscope
equipped with a suitable time-base generator
Abbreviated TDR. [{ ‘tim dalman ,réflek'tam:
ad-or]

time factor Scetime scale  { ‘tim ,fak-tor }
time gate [ELECTR] A circuit that gives an output

only during chosen time intervals { ‘tim ,gat }

a vertically directed radar; specifically, a cloud-
{ ‘tim 'ka-rant detection radar. { 'tim ‘hit ,sek-shan|

timehoppIng |commuN| Aspread spectrum tech-

code which places the pulse in one of several
in which the possible positions per frame, { ‘tim ,hap-in }

behavior remain constant with time, so that the

[ELEC] A relay in which there is system's response to a given input does not |
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time-mark generator

time-mark generator [ELECTR] A signal genera-
lor that produces highly accurate clock pulses
which can be superimposedas pips. ona cathode-
ray screen for timing the events shown on the
display. (‘tim {mark Jen-ardel-ar|

time modulation |commun| Modulation in which
the time of occurrence of a: definite portion
of a wavelorm is varied in accordance with a
modulating signal (‘tim ,maj-a,la-shan|

time multiplexing Ser multiprogramming time-
division multiplexing—[ ‘tim imol-ta,pleks-in |

time-of-day clock |compur sci] An electronic
device that registers the actual time. generally
accurate fo 0.1 second, through a 24-hour cyele, and
transmits its reading to the central processing unit
ofa computer upon demand,—[ {tim av fda iklaik |

time of delivery=|commun| The time at which the
addressee or responsible relay agency provides a
receipt fora message. { 'tim av di'liv-a-ré |

time of origin |commun| The time at which a
message Is released for transmission { ‘tim av
‘drajan |

time of receipt |commun| The time at which
a recelving station completes reception of a
Message, | 'tim av ri'sét)

time-pulse distributor |eLecte| A device orcir-
cuit forallocating timing pulses orclock pulses te
one or more conducting paths or control lines in
specified sequence—| 'tim pals di,strityac-ar |

time quantum Sve time slice (‘tim |kwein-tam |
timer |compur sci] A hardware device that can

interrupt a computer program after a ti me
interval specified by the Program, generally
to remind the program to take some action,
[ELECTR] A circuit used in radar and in electronic
navigation systems to start pulse transmission
and-synchronize it with, other actions, such as
the start of a cathode-ray sweep | 'tim-ar}

timer clock=jcomput sci] An electronic device In
the central processing unit of a computer which
times events that occur during the operation af
the system in order to carry out such functions
as changing computer time, detecting loaping
and similar error conditions, ane keeping a log
of operations, —['ti-smar ,kIak |

time redundaney |comeur sei Performing a
computation more than once and checking the
tesults in order to increase reliability ("tim ri
idan-dan-sé J

time scale |compur sci| The ratio of the time
duration of an event as simulated by an analog
computer to the actual time duration of the event
in the physical system under study Also known
as time factor, | 'tim ,skal)

time-share=|cOMPUT sci] To perform several in-
dependent processes almost simultaneously by
interleaving the operations of the processes ona
single high-speed processor, { ‘tim ,sher ]

time-shared amplifier [ELECTR] An amplifier
used with a synchronous switch te arnplify
signals from different sources one after another.
{'tim |sherd ,am-plo,fi-ar|

time-sharing —|compu'sei| The simultaneous uti-
lization of a computer system from multiple
terminals. | ‘tim jsher-in |
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time signal |comMUN| An ACCUTate «&
is broadcastby radio and marks as Shinaly
or time interval, used for settingtj f
for determining their errors: jn pariace ecu
signal broadcast at accurately Culara 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Town hoe

day on a number ofdifferent frequengMes
and otherstations. | ‘tim isig-nal j eo by

tlme signal service [Comnauiny | Radio es
cations service for the Transm iss My.
signals of stated high Precision, 484 ig
general reception, [ 'timd ‘slasnal waded

time slice |compur sei[ A time frites atVog Te
which a time-sharing systemic pr Fal eli)
particular computer program Also knay ring
quantum,—| tir sls ) Was

time-stamp [commun | A term that j J
time of a specific action such ay theaates the
byté or the presentation of a presentation
{ ‘tim stamp} ON Unie

time switch |ene] A clock-contry aUsed to open or close a circuit ar cr on ttt
predetermined times, (‘tim iswich j "Mahe

time-varying system=[con SYS] A system p.
which certain quantities £0verning the syed Ail
behavior change with time, sq thatthe ByStemi ‘*
respond differently to the same input at diffe will
times ['tim jver-@ig ,sisitam | erent:

timing-axis oscillator Sv SWeeED pe
['tim-iy ,ak-sas \ds+a,ladl-ar )

timing circuit See clock. ('tim-in wsarkat |
timing error |cowpursei) An error made in plan.

ning oF writing a computer program, usuallytq
underestimating the time that will be taken by.
input/output or other aperations, which calises
unnecessary delays in the execution of the
Program,—['timvin jerar|

timing loop==|compur sci] A set of instructions{n
a computer program whose execution time {e
known and whose only function |s to Calise- 3
delayin processing by causing the loop to be pe
ecuted an appropriate number ef times. (‘timein jliip }

timing moter jeLec| A motor which operates
from an alternating-current Power system syne
chronously with the alternating-current [re
quency. used in timing and clock mechanisme
Also known as clock moter —_[ 'tim-in mdd-afi)

timing relay |eLec| Formof auxiliary relay weed
to Introduce a definite time delay In the perfor
mance ofafunction, {'tim-in ,ré,la |

timing signal |compur sci] A pulse generated
by the clock of a digital computer to provide:
synchronization of its activities. JELEcrR] Any:
slenal recorded simultaneously with data on
magnetictape for use in identifying the exact time
ofeach recorded event. {'tim-in ,sig-nal|

tinselcord=[eLec| A highly flexible cord used for
headphune leads and test leads, in which the
conductors are strips of thin metal foil or tinsel!
wound around a strongbutflexible central cord.
{ ‘tin-sal ,kord }

tlp |eec| The contacting part at the end of a
phorieplug.  |ELEcTR| Asmall protuberancean the
envelope of an electron tube, resulting from the
closing of the envelope after evacuation, (tip)

Neratgy.
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bal ack ELEC] A small single-hole jack lor a
led ch MF ngle-pin contact plug, Also known as pupjack
lece. LU trip lak} afte rf & reuil ic *bay ‘yp side jeLec| Conductor of a circuit which is

sociated with the tip of a plug or the top spring
of a jack, by extension, It is commonpractice to
ifesignate by these terms the conductors having
gimllat functions or arrangements in circuits
where plugs or jacks may not be invelved: | ‘tip
aIsguiator [eLec| A device for regulating the

ome ge of 4 generator, in whichthe field resis-)

actin as of the-exciteris short-circuited temporari ly
h asthe when the voltage drops.['tir-al weg-yadad-ar|

ome jitle bar [COMPUTE scl] An area at the top ola
ALES th window that contains the name of the file or
‘val of application In the window,—[ 'tid-al roti)
lon unit Tjunetion [ELECTR] Anetwork of waveguides with

three waveguide terminals arranged in the farm
of a letter Ty in a rectangular waveguide a
symmetrical T junction is arranged by havingor i

neg alther all three broadsides in one plane or two
stem j hroadsides in one plane and the third in a
ystems perpendicular plane, | 'té jank-shan |
tem will TAL See transistor-transistor logic.

Tiline [commun] High-speed digital connection
that transmits data at 1.3 milllan bils per see-
and through the telephone-switching network.
j té'wan lin |}

T3line [COMMUN] High-speeddigital connection
that transmits data at 45 million bits per see-
ond through the telephone-switching network
[ te'thré lin }

T mode See transverse magnetic mode
{item ,mGd}

TMwave Scetransverse magnetic wave
wa|

T network {ELEc| A network composedof three
branches, with one end of each branch connected
to a common junction point, and with the three
remaining ends connected to an input terminal,
an output terminal, and a common input and

lifferent

Nerator

]
in plan-
ually in
aken byCauses

_ [item
‘ionsin
time is
‘ause a
) be ex-
{'tim.

Jerates output terminal, respectively, { 'té ,net,wark }
m syn- Toepler-Holtz machine |ELEc| An early type of
it fre- machine for continuously producing electrical
hisms. charges at high voltage by electrostatic induc-
5d-ar tion, superseded by the Wimhurst machine Also
y used known as Holtz machine { 'tep-lar 'hdlts mo
derfor- ishén |

toggle (comput sci| 1. To switch back and forth
between twostable states or modesof operation
2. A hardware or software device that carries out
this switching action [ELECTR] To switch over
to an alternate state, as ina flip-flop. { 'tag-al }

toggle condition [ELECTR] Condition ofa flip-flop
circuit in which the internal state of the flip-flop
changes from Oto | orfrom1toO  ('taég-ol kan
idish-an }

toggle swltch [ELEC] A small switch that is oper-
ated by manipulation of a projecting lever that is
combined with a spring to provide a snap action

of a foropening orclosinga circuit quickly [ELECTR|
onthe An electronically operated circuit that holds
n the either of two states until changed. [ 'tag-al
ip} iswich }

erated
rovide
R] Any
ita on
sttime

}
ed for
th the
tinsel
cord.
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tone dialing

token |COMMUN] A unique grouping of bits that
is transmitted as a unit in a communications
network and used asa signal to notify stations
in the network when they have control and are
free to send information or take other specified
actions, [COMPUT Scl| 1. A distinguishable unit
inasequence of characters, 2.Asingle byte that
is used to represent a keyword in a programming
language in order to conserve storage space
3. A physical object, such as a badge or identity
card, issued to authorized users of a computing
system, building, or area. { 'td-kan }

tokenization (comput sci] The conversion of key-
words of a programming language to tokens
in order to conserve storage space. { ,t6-kan-
9'24-shon}

token-passing protocol |CcomMMUN] The assign-
ment of data communications channels to units
which communicate according to a fixed priority
sequence, { 'td-kan jpas-in 'préd-a,kol }

token-sharing network |cOMMUN| A communi-
cations network in which all the stations are
linked to a common bus and contro! is deter-
mined by a group ofbits (token) that is passed
along the bus from station to station. (‘td-kan
isher-i 'net,wark }

toll |coMMUN] 1. Charge made for a connection
beyond an exchange boundary, 2. Any part of
telephone plant, circuits, or services for which
toll charges are made, [tdl}

toll call |comMMUN| Telephonecall to points be-
yond the area within which telephone calls are
covered by a flat monthly rate or are charged for
ona message unit basis. {'tdl ,kol }

toll center |COMMUN| A telephone central office
where trunks from end offices are joined to the
long-distance system, and operatorsare present;
it is a class-4 office { 'td] ,sen-tar}

toll Ine [coMMUN| A telephone line or channel
that connects different telephone exchanges
(‘tol lin}

toll office |comMUN] A telephone central office
which serves mainly to terminate and intercon-
necttoll lines and various types of trunks. —_{ ‘tal
,Of-as }

tollterminal loss={coMMuUN| The part of the over-
all transmission loss on a tol! connection that is
attributable to the facilities from the toll center
through the tributary office, to and including the
subscriber's equipment. [ 'tdl 'tar-man-al ,lds }

Tolman and Stewart effect |ELEc| The develop-
ment of negative charge at the forward end of
a metal rod which is suddenly stopped after
rapidlongitudinal motion, {jtal-manan'stil-art
i,fekt J

tomography See sectional radiography. { ta'mag-
ra-fé }

tone control |ELEcTR| Acontrol used in an audio-
frequency amplifier to change the frequency
response so as to secure the most pleasing
proportion of bassto treble; individual bass and
treble controls are provided in some amplifiers.
{'t6n kan,trdl }

tone dialing See push-button dialing.
in }

{'t6n ,dil
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tone generator

tone generator [ELECTR] A signal generator used
to generate an audio-frequency signal suitable
for signaling purposes or for lestirig auclio-
frequency equipment. (‘ton ,jen-a,rad-ar|

tone-modulated waves [cOMMUN| Waves ob-
tained from continuous waves by amplitude-
moclulating them at audio frequency in a sub-
stantially periodic manner. _{ 't6n |maj-a,lad-ad
iwavz }

tone modulation=|comMMUN| Type of code-signal
transmission obtained by causing the radie-
frequency carrier amplitude to vary at a fixed
audio frequency, | ‘tan .mii{-a,l9-shan

tone-only pager [COMMUN| A receiverin a radio
paging system that alerts the user to call a spe-
cific telephone number. { 't6n fon-lé 'paj-or}

tone-operated net-loss adjuster=[commun | Sys-
tem for stabilizing the net loss of a telephone
circuit by a tone transmitted between conversa-
tions. { 't6n jdp-9,rdd-ad ‘net{ldsa,jas-tar}

tone reversal [COMMUN] Distortion of the
recorder copy in facsimile which causes the
various shades of black and white not to be in
the proper order —_{ 't6n ri,var-sal }

toolbar {comput sci] A row or column of on-
screen push buttons contalriing icons that repre-
sentirequently accessedcommands. —{'tul,br}

top-dewn analysis=jcompur sci|A_ predictive
method of syntactic analysis which, starting from
the root symbol, attempts to prediet the means
by which a string was generated { ‘tap ‘daun
a'nal-a-sas }

top-loaded vertical antenna=|ELECTROMAG] Ver-
tical antenna constructed so that, because ofits
greater size at the top, there results modified
current distribution, giving a more desirable
radiation pattern in the vertical plane { !taép
il6d-ad 'vared-a-kal an'ten:o }

topological shlelding [ELEC] An optimal light-
ning protection system in which a series of
shields (such as a building’s sheet metal or a
metal cabinet), each one surrounding the next,
are coririeeted so that deleterious voltage and
powerlevels are reduced at each successive Inner
shield. { jtap-a/laj-a-kal 'shéld-in ]

topology§|compur sci| The physical or logical
arrangement of the stations (nodes) in a com-
munications network. _{ to'pal-a-jé }

topology of clrcults | ELEC] The study of electric
networks in terms of the geometry of their
connections only; used [1findingsuch properties
of circuits as equivalence and duality, and in
analyzing and synthesizing complex circuits.
| ta|pal-a-j2 av ‘sarkats |

tornadotron§|ELECTR] Millimeter-wave device
which generates radio-frequency power from
an enclosed, orbiting electron cloud, excited
by a radio-frequency field, when subjected to
a strong, pulsed magnetic field. { tor'nad-o
itrdn }

torotdal discharge Seering discharge —_{ ta!réid-al
‘dis,charj }

torque amplifier (corur sci] An analog cam-
puter device having injaut and output shafts and
supplying work to rotate the output shaft in
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positional correspondence With
without imposing any Significy
input shaft. ("turk am-playfi-ay

torque constant (eLec| The ratte!
delivered by a motor to the Clie
it ['tork |kan-stant | $

torque-speed characteristic IeLE
motors, the relationship of develo,
armature speed, [ 'tork ‘sped kara

torsional mode delay line |-..)..0
in which torsional. vibrations :
through wo solid material tomn Pro
propagation time of the vibrations ag
time delay for the signals. | ‘tree 9bdi'latin | “anal,

torsion galvanometer [iiig) A ..),,
which the force between fe tedom
systems is measured by the angle thro i
the supporting head of the Moving syste
be rotated to bring the moving systemba ‘My
zera‘pesition. | 'torshan ipal-y nam ae

torsion-string galvanometer jejicj0
galvanometer in which the Moving eit
suspended hy two parallel {bers tharice
twist around each other—| ‘torshantot endya'namvad-ar | en

TOS See tape operating system I
total deadiock [comput scl] A dea E.

involves all the tasks in a rnutiange iia
system,—[ 'tod-al ‘ded, luk Hh mM

total harmonic distortion [rieersy pay oepower at the fundamental senuerny me
at the output of the transmissiary system enn
sidered, to the powerofall harmonics obser
at the output of the system because of, its
nonlinearity, when a single frequency signal of
specified power is applied to the input of the
system, it is expressed in decibels | +4, ‘alhar'mancdk di'storshan ) i

(toch eatouch call See pust-buttan dialing,
(ELEC) A circuit that closes 4 relay’
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" Stipp

teuch control

when two metal areas are bridgedbya finger ap
hand. { ‘tach kan, tral}

touchpad=|compur sci] A small, touch-sensitive
pad that enables the user ta move the pointer
on the display screen of a personal computerby
moving a finger or other object along the pad:
and toclick by tapping the pad | 'tach-pad |

fouch screen=|compur sci] An electronic display
that allows a user to send signals lo a computer
by touching an area on the display with a finger,
pencil, orother abject. (‘tach ,skrén

touch sensor |coNT sys] A device such as a
small, force-sensitive switch that uses contactto
generate feedback in robotic systems. { ‘tach
isen-sar}

tower |ELECTROMAG| A tall metal structure used
as a transmitting antenna, or used with another
suchstructure to support a transmitting antenna
wire, { tau-ar)}

tower case [COMPUT sci] A system unit that
stands ina vertical position.—| 'tathar kas)

tower loading [ELEC] Load placed on a towerby
its own weight, the welght of the wires with or
without ice covering, the Insulators. the wind
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Etovrissti |
CILA devjcg
Propagatey
Use of the
to obtain 9.
fanal tne}

nometer in
ane Movin
ough which
ystem Must
n back to its
M-acdl-ar}
A sensitive
1 System is
lat tend to
vistrin gal.

idlock that
ogramming

tatio of the
. Measured
ystem con-
2s observed
iuse ofits
zysignal of
(put of the

{ 't6d-at

‘tach kdl}
oses a relay
‘a finger or

‘h-sensitive
the pointer
omputer by
1g the pad,
ach-,pad }
ynic display
a computer
ith a finger,
ny}
such as a

3. contactto
s. { ‘tach

'cture used
ith another
ng antenna

unit that
ar kas }
a towerby

res with or
, the wind 

pessure normal to the line acting both an the
rower andthe wires, and the pull from the wires.
j raat jlod-in |

er radiator |ELECTROMAG| Metal structure
ged a5 a transmitting antenna, | ‘tatear jrad-é
adeat|
ywisend avalanche
and avealanch |
x send characteristic§|electe| Current-
yoltage characteristic curve for a phototube at
constant illumination andat voltages below that
at which a glow discharge oceurs, { 'tauin-zand
kar ikitaurls-tik|

yownsend coefficient |fLecte| The number of
jonizing collisions by an electron per centimeter

path length in the direction of the applied
(‘talinezand

See avalanche=[_ "taun-

ol ce Abie
alectric field inva radiation counter
jOufish-ant }

jownsend discharge {ELecTR| Adischarge which
occurs at voltages ton low for it to be maintained
by the electric fleld alone, and which must be
initiated andl sustained by lanization produced
by other agents; it occurs at moderate pressures,
above about 0.1 torr, and is free of space charges.
| tauin-zand dis,chary |

yownsend lonization Sev avalanche { 'talin-zand
panaeashan |

Jow-Thomas filler |eLecre| A multiple-amplitier
active filter that has the advantage of ease of
design but the disadvantage of lacking a high-
pass output in its basic configuration, { ito
‘tam-os ,fil-tor }

Tpad [ELec| A pad made up of resistance ele-
ments arranged as a T network (two resistors
inserted in one line, with a third between their
junction and the other line), [ 'té ,pad }

TP monitor See teleprocessing monitor, { |té'pé
man-ad-or}

trace |COMPUT sci] To provide a record of every
step, or selected steps, executed by a computer
program, and by extension, the record produced
bythis operation. [ELECTR| The visible path of a
moving spot on the screen of a cathode-ray tube
Also known as line. { tras }

trace Interval [ELECTR Interval corresponding to
the direction of sweep used for delineation
{ ‘tras ,in-tar-val}

trace routine=[compPuT sci{ A routine which tracks
the execution of a program, step by step, to locate
a program malfunction. Also known as tracing
routine. { ‘tras rui,tén }

trace sensitivity [ELECTR] The ability of an oscil-
loscope to produce a visible trace on the scope
face fora specified input voltage. ‘tras ,sen-sa
itivead-é }

trace statement |[compuT sci] A statement, in-
cluded in certain programming languages, that
causes certain error-checking procedures to be
carried out on specified segments of a source
program  { ‘tras ,st@t«mont }

tracing routine See trace routine
itén }

track |ELeEcTR| 1.A path forrecording one channel
of information on a magnetic tape, drum,or other
magnetic recording medium; the location of the

( 'tras-in ri
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tracking problem

track is determined bythe recording equipment
rather than by the medium. 2. The trace on a
plan-position indicator or similar display result-
ing from the association of successive detections
presumed to be from the same movingtarget; or
the same information from an appropriate radar
data processor { trak }

trackball |compuT sct| A ball inset in the console
of a video display terminal, the keyboard of
a personal computer, or a small box-shaped
holder, which can be rotated by the operator,
and whose motionis followed by a cursor on the
display screen _{ 'trak,bol |

tracker [COMPUT Sci] An input device used in a
virtual environment, which is capable of report-
ing its location in space and its orientation
{ 'trak-or|

track filtering §(ELECTR| In radar data processing,
the treatment of each subsequent measurement
of a target’s position, generally by weighting
factors, to reduce the effects of measurement
error, resulting in a “smoothing” of the track
{'trak ,fil-tar-in }

tracking |ELEC] A leakage or fault path created
across the surface of an insulating material when
a high-voltage current slowly but steadily forms
a carbonized path [ELECTR] The condition in
which all tuned circuits in a receiver accurately
follow the frequency indicated by the tuning dial
over the entire tuningrange. [ENG] 1.A motion
given tothe major lobe of a radar or radio antenna
such that some preassigned moving target in
space is always within the major lobe 2. The
processof following the movementsof an object,
may be accomplished by keeping the reticle of
an optical system or a radar beam onthe object,
by plotting its bearing and distance at frequent
intervals, or by a combination of techniques
{ ‘trak-in J

Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System=|com-
MUN| A system providing telecommunication
services between low-earth-orbiting user space-
craft and user control centers; it consists of a
series of geostationary spacecraft and an earth
terminal located at White Sands, New Mexico
Abbreviated TDRSS. | itrak-ig an jdad-o jré,la
'sad-a-,lit ,sis-‘tam }

tracking cross=|comPuTScl| Across displayed on
the screen of a video terminal which automati-
cally follows a light pen Also knownas tracking
cursor('trak-in ,kros |

tracking cursor See tracking cross
ikaresar}

tracking filter |ELEcTR| Electronic device for
attenuating unwanted signals while passing
desired signals, by phase-lock techniques that
reduce the effective bandwidth of the circuit
and eliminate amplitude variations, { 'trak-in
ifilstor )

tracking problem [cont sys] The problem of
determining a control law which when applied to
a dynamical system causesits output to track a
given function; the performance index is in many
cases taken to be of the integral square error
variety, { 'trak-in ,prab-lam }

{ 'trak-ip
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 track in range

track In range [ELECTR| To adjust the gate of a
radarset sothatit opensat the correct instant to
accept the signal from a target of changing range
from the radar. ( 'trak in 'ranj }

track pltch [ELECTR] The physical distance be-
tween track centers. {'trak ,pich )

track-return power system [ELEC] A system for
distributing electric power to trains or other
vehicles, in which the track rails are used as
an uninsulated return conductor._{'trak rijtarn
‘pau-ar ,sis-tom }

track-to-track access time (comput sci] The
time required for a read-write head to move
between the adjacent cylinders of adisk. (itrak
ta |trak 'ak,ses ,trm }

track-while-scan [ELECTR] Radar operation used
to detect a radar target, compute its velocity,
and predictits future position without interfering
with continuous radar scanning. { {trak ,wil
'skan }

tractor-feed printer See pin-feed printer.
tor {féd 'print-ar}

{ 'trak-

traffic |commuN] The messages transmitted
and received over a communication channel.
{ ‘traf-ik }

traffle dlagram=[COMMUN| Chart or illustration
used to show the movementand controloftraffic
over a communications system. { 'traf-ik ,dT-o
gram }

trafflc distribution [CoMMUN| Routing of com-
munications traffic through a terminal to a
switchboard or dialing center { ‘traf-ik ,di-stro
ibyii-shan }

trafflc flow security {COMMUN]Transmission of
an uninterrupted flow of random text on a wire
or radio link between two stations with no
indication to an interceptor of what portions of
this steady stream constitute encrypted message
text and what portions are merely randomfiller
('traf-ik |f16 si,kyur-ad-é }

traffic forecast [COMMUN Trafficlevel prediction
on which communications system management
decisions and engineering effort are based
('traf-ik for,kast J

traller |ELEcTR| A bright streak at the right of a
dark area or dark line in an analog television
picture, or a dark area or streak at the right of
a bright part; usually due to insufficient gain at
low video frequencies.{'tra-lar }

traller label {comput sci| A record appearing
at the end of a magnetic tape that uniquely
identifies the tape as one required by the system
('tra-lar ,la-bal }

traller record={COMPUT sci] A record which con-
tains data pertaining to an associated group
of records immediately preceding it { 'tra-lor
irek-ard }

tralllng antenna=|ELECTROMAG| Anaircraft radio
antenna having one end weighted andtrailing
free from the aircraft when in flight. {'tral-ip an
iten:a }

traillng edge ELECTR] The major portion of the
decay ofa pulse { 'tral-in ‘ej }

tralllng pad (comput sci] Characters placed to
the right of information ina field of data to fulfill
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length requirements or for cos
{'tral-in ,pad } Metic Bultyg

trainer ELECTR] A plece of eq)Hipmey
training Operators of radar, sonar Th Us
electronic equipment by simulating an oth
ceived under operating conditions| TRNAS
( ‘tra-nar } " the flat

tralning data) [CONT sys| Data enterca™ :a

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

 

robot's computer at the beginning of _."to ‘
ation. |[ 'tran-in ,dad-o } aN Oper:

training time=|COMPUT SC| The mach
expendedin training employeesin the ine lineAge -
equipment, Including such activities ie Ol the
ing, console operation, converter operat Unt,
printing operation, and time spentjp, ae fon, g
required demonstrations ('transy tenet

teain printer |comPUT sci] A computor ney
which the characters are carried [na PHNiy
a hammerstrikes the proper character . 4nd
the paper as it passes the print position 4!
\print-ar| I train

trajectory control [CONT sys/ 4 py
continuous-path control in which a robot's pall!
is calculated based on mathematical mi Path
of joint acceleration, arm loads, ane act cle
signals.  [ trajek-tr@ kan,tral | otnating

transacter [COMPUT Sci] A system in which dg
from sources ina number of different locat{ a
as in a factory, are transmitted ta dae
processing center and immediately processed iacomputer. | tran'sak-tor ) by

transaction —[compur sci] General description of
updating data relevant toany item  { tran'sak.shan|

transaction data [COMPUT Sci] A set of data jp a
data-processing area in which the incidence of
the datais essentially random and unpredictable
hours worked, quantities shipped, and amounts
invoiced are examples from, respectively, the ap.
eas ofpayroll, accounts receivable, and accounts
payable. { tran'sak-shan ,dad-a}

transaction flle See detail file { tran'sak-shan
fl}

transaction processing system [COMPUTscl] A
system which processespredefined transactions,
one at a time, with direct, on-site entry of the
transactions into a terminal, and which produces
predefined outputs and maintains the necessary
data base, ( tran'sak-shon 'pra,ses-in ,sis-tam |

transactlon record See change record.[tran
‘sak-shan ,rek-ard }

transaction tape See change tape. { tran'sak-
shan ,tap }

transadmittance | ELECTR] A specific measure of
transfer admittance under a given set of con-
ditions, as in forward transachmittance, Intel
electrode transacmittance, short-circuit transad-
mittance, small-signal forward transadmittance,
and transadmittance compression ratio. [itranz:
ad'rnit-ans} |

transceiver [CoMpur sci| A computer terminal
that can transmit and receive information to
and from an inpuWoutput channel, je.ectr}A
radio transmitter and receiver combined in one
unit and haying switching arrangements suchas
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to jermit both iransmitting ancl receiving. Also
‘ynown as transmilter-receiver, | tran's®var|
ransconductance [ELECTR] 1. An electron-tube
rating, equal to the change in plate current
divided by the change in contral:grid voltage
that causes it, when the plate voltage andall
other voltages are maintained constant. Also
frown as grid-anode transconductance, grid-
plate transconductance. mutual conductance
gymballzed Ge Oey. 2 A feld-effect-transistar
ating, equal to the change in drain current
divided by the change In gate-to-source voltage
that causes it, when the drain voltage andall
other voltages are maintained constant. Symbol-
ized a. 3. An amplifier parameter, equal to the
change in output current divided by the change
in input voltage that causes it. Symbolized g,,
{{tranz-kon'dak-tonsJ

transconductance amplifler [evectr| An ampli-
fier whose output current (rather than output
voltage) is proportional to its input voltage
{ tranz-kon,duk-tans ‘am:plo,fi-or}

transconductance-Cfilter |&LecTR] An integrated-
circuit filter that combines the functions of
an amplifier and a simulated resistor into
a transconductance amplifier { 'tranz-kon
iduk-tons 'sé fil-tor }

transconductor See transconductance amplifier
{ tranz-kan'dokstar}

transcribe [COMPUT Sci| To copy, with or without
translating, from one external computer storage
medium to another ELECTR] To record, as to
record a radio program by means of electric
transcriptions or magnetic tape for future re-
broadcasting. { tranz'krib }

transcriber [Comput sci] The equipment used to
convert information from one form to another,
as for converting computer input data to the
medium and language used by the computer
{ tranz'kri-bor}

transducer [ENG] Any device or element which
converts an input signal into an output signal
of a different form, examples include the mi-
crophone, loudspeaker, barometer, photoelectric
cell, automobile horn, doorbell, and underwater
sound transducer, { tranz'dit-sor }

transducer loss [ELEcTR] The ratio of the power
available to a transducerfrom a specified source
to the power that the transducer delivers to a
specified load; usually expressed in decibels
{ tranz'dii-sar lds }

transductor Sve magnetic amplifier
dak-tar }

transfer See jump. { 'tranz-for)
transfer admittance §[(ELEcTR| An admittancerat-

ing for electron tubes and other transducers or
networks; it is equal to the complex alternating
component of current flowing to one terminal
from its external termination, divided by the
complex alternating componentof the voltage
applied to the adjacent terminal on the cath-
ode or reference side; all other terminals have

{ tranz'

transfer interpreter

arbitrary external terminations
imitans }

transfer characteristle [ELECTR] 1. Relation, usu-
ally shownby a graph, betweenthe voltage of one
electrode and the current to another electrode,
with all other electrode voltages being main-
tained constant, 2 Function which, multiplied
by an input magnitude, will give a resulting
output magnitude 3. Relation between the
illumination on a camera tube and the corre-
sponding output-signal current, under specified
conditions of illumination. { 'tranz-far jkar-ik:
to,ris-tik }

transfer check {comput Sci Check (usually auto-
matic) on the accuracy of the transfer of a word
in a computer operation. _[ ‘tranz-far ,chek}

transfer conditionally |compur sci] To copy, ex-
change. read, record, store, transmit, or write
data or to change control or jump to another
location according to a certain specified rule or
inaccordancewithacertaincriterion _{ tranz'for
kon'dish-on-o-lé }

transfer constant |ENG|A transducer rating,
equal to one-half the natural logarithm of the
complex ratio of the productof the voltage and
current entering a transducer to that leaving the
transducer when the latter is terminatedin its
image Impedance; alternatively, the product may
be that of force and velocity or pressure and
volume velocity; the real part of the transfer con-
stant is the image attenuation constant, and the
imaginary part is the image phase constant. Also
knownas transferfactor, {'tranz-for ,kan-stont }

Transfer Control Protocol See Transmission
Control Protocol. { \tranz-forkan'trdl ,prad-a,kol }

transfer factor See transfer constant.  { 'tranz-far
jfak-tar }

transfer functlon (cont sys] The mathematical
relationship between the output of a control
system and its input: for a linear system, it is
the Laplace transform of the output divided by
the Laplace transformof the input under condi-
tionsof zero initial-energy storage. _{ ‘tranz-for
ifagk-shan }

transfer Impedance [ELEC] The ratio ofthe volt-
age applied at onepair of terminals of a network
to the resultant current at another pair of
terminals, all terminals being terminated in a
specified manner _{ 'tranz-far im,péd-ans}

transfer-in-channel command [comput sci] A
command used to direct channel control to a
specified location in main storage when the next
channel command wordis not stored in the next
location in sequence. _{ !tranz-far in ‘chan-al ko
smand }

transfer instructlon [comput sci] Step in com-
puter operation specifying the next operation
to be performed, which is not necessarily the
next instruction in sequence. ([ ‘tranz-far in
istrak-shon }

transfer Interpreter [comput sci] A variation of a
punched-cardinterpreter that senses a punched
card and prints the punched information on the

{ 'tranz-for ad
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transfer matrix

following card Alsoknownas posting interpreter
{'trang‘lor in,tarprachar |

transfer matrix (cont sys| The generalization of
the conceptof a transfer function to a multivarl-
able system; itis the matrix whose product with
the vector representing the input variables yields
the vector representing the output variables.
{‘teanz-lar ma-triks |

transfer operation |compity Sci| An operation
which moves information from one storage
location or. one storage medium to another(for
example, read, record, copy, transmit, exchange)
| 'tranz-for 8p-a,ra-shan|

transfer rate jcompur sci] The speed at which
data ate moved from a direct-access device ta
acentral processing unit | 'Lranz-far rat |

transfer ratio jewG| From one point te. another
in a transducer at a specified frequency, the
complex ratio of the generalized force ar velocity
al the second point to the generalized force or
velocityapplied at the first point; the generalized
force or velocity includes tot only mechanical
quantities, but also other analogous quantities
such as acoustical and electrical; the electrical
quantities are usually electromotive force and
current.—|.‘trang-far ra-sheé|

transferred-eleciron amplifier |euecte| A diade
amplifier, which generally uses a transferred.
electron diode made from doped n-type gallium
arsenide, that provides amplification in’ the
gigahertz range to well over 50 gigahertz at power
outputs typically below | watt continuous-wave
Abbreviated TEA,—| 'tranz'fard illek tran ‘am-plailiear J

transferred-electron device=|pi.kcrh| A semi-
conductor device, usually a diode, that depends
on.internal negative resistance caused bytrans-
lerred electrons in gallium arsenide or indiuin
phosphide at high electric fields, transit time |s
minimized). permitting oscillation at lrequericies
up to several hundred megahertz. | 'trane'farel |
tlek tran di'vis |

transfer robot |conTsys| A fixed-sequence rabat
that moves parts from one location to another
{ 'tranz-far 'rG,bit|

transfer switch=|eLec| A switch for transfering
one or more conductor connections from one
circuitto another | 'tranz-far jswich |

transfer test’ [commun] Verilication of transmit-
ted information by temporarystoring, retratismit-
Hing, and comparing, | 'trarz-far test |

transform=|coMpur sci] To change the form of
digital-camputer information without slatifi-
cantly altering Its meaning,  { tranz'férmt ]

transformation [eLec| For two networks which
ate equivalent as far as conditions at the ter-
minals are concerned, a set of equations giving
the admittances or impedances of the branches
of one circuit in terms of the admittances or
impedances of the other—| ,tranz-far'ma-shan|

transformation matrix JELECTROMAG| A two-by-
two matrix whieh relates the amplitudes of the
traveling waves on one side ol a waveguide june
Hontothose onthe other—| tranzfar'ma-shan
imd-triks |
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transformer [FLectranacy An ele— i ‘Ottles
nent consisting of two or more. tid
of Wire placed in: close proxiinin
magnetic fleld af one to link i
lo Iransfer electric enersy frory
alternating-current cirewits to.
citcuils by magnetic induction

transformer bridge=|evic| 4 het
of a transformer and two impeg
the input signal is applied ty
piss) and the output is tak
secondary centertap and the |impedances that connect te thection ol
the secondary—| trangformar sbrij, ettransiormer-coupled amplifier
frequency amplifier that [ses unturned
transformers to provide coupling hay aS
[ tranz'for-mar {kap-ald fam-plati-ar \

transformer coupling [ELEc|
coupling, [ELECTR] Interconnection
stages of an amplifier which employs 4
former for coriecting: the plate clteuity
stage to the grid circuit of the follow)
special case of inductive couplingmor ,kap-lin }

transformer hybrid See hybrid set.
‘hi-brad }

transformer load loss |1\.¢0 Losses ing
former which are Incident to the carrying,
load: load losses include resistance lossjy
windings due to load current, uttay loss id
stray Huxes in the windings, ccipes clamps.
on, and to circulating current. If. any, in pa
windings,—[ tranz'far-mar "Idd jJos | "

transformer loss [ELEC] Ratio of the sty
power that an ideal transformer of the
impedance ratio would deliver to the
impedance, to the signal power that the aan
transformer cellvers to the load impedance, thiy
ratio is usually expressed in decibels (for-mer,|ds } 4

transformer read-only store [COMPUT 8&4
computers, read-only store in which the p
or absence of mutual inductance betwee,
Circuits determines whether a binary | oi
stored. | tranz'for-mar 'réd '6n+lé 'stor |

transformerrectlfler (ELEC| A combination
transformer and a rectifier that allows (tip
alternating currentto be varied and then rectifi
inte direct current, {'tranz, formar 'rek-ta,

transformer substation {'.ec| Anclectricpos
substation whose equipment includes tra
formers. | tranz'for-mar 'sab,sta-shan|

transformer voltage ratio |ricc| Ratio of
root-mean-square primary terminal vol
lo the root-mean-square secondary ter
voltage under specified conditions of |
{tranelormar'val-ti| ra-sho | 1

fransforming section [eLecrmonac| Length)
waveguide or transmission line of modifi
cross section, or with a metallic or ‘die
tric insert, used for impedance transformatlon
| tranz'form-in ,sek-shan } j

transhybrid loss {ELec| In @ carrier telephon®system, the transmission loss at a given
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jrequericy Measu rec across a hybridcircult [ained
ey Sony roa given two-wlre termination and balancing
(tien OH network { ttranghi-brad "las }
f CHUSH the ansient |PH¥5] 4 pulse, dampedoscillation, or
ther: ug other temporary phenomenen occurting In a
fe ST Mog systemprior to reachinga steady-state condition
a Weothe ‘rrancli-ant |

Pelee mar nsientanalyzer |r.ecrk| An andlyzerthat gen-
bes uslsting erates transients In the form of a successian
tranenenich ol equal electric surges of small amplitude and
etwas seme adjustable waveform, applies these transients Lo
tiskae the , citcult Or device under test. and shows the
i al the resulting Output waveforms on thescreen ofan
yasof oscilloscope [‘tranch-ant ,atva,lTz-ar|
tl Aud transient _ distortion JELECTR| Distortion due
ld tones Ios to inability to _amplily transients linearly
eenst bes | 'tranch-ant distor-shan} ;

ages, transient phenomena=[ELEC| Rapidly changing
induct; actions occurringin a elrewit during the interval
betw We between closing of a switch and settling to a

VS a trend steady-state condition, or any other temporary
Hint of a actions occurringafter some changeinacircuit
ing Stapens {'tranch-ont fo,ném-o-na }

( tranz'fop. transient program=|comPuT sci] A computerpro
gram that is stored in a computer's main memory
only while it is being executed. { 'tranch-ant
‘pro-grom }

transient suppressor See surge suppressor
{'tranch-ont so'pres-or}

transistance=|ELEcTR| The characteristic that makes
possible the control of voltages or currents so as
to accomplish gain or switching action in a circuit;
examplesoftransistance occur in transistors, diodes,
and saturable reactors. { tran'zis-tans}

transistor |ELECTR| An active component of an
electronic circuit consisting of a small block
of semiconducting material to which at least

anz'for-mar

in a trans.
ying of the
loss in the
loss due to
Nps, and so

in parallel

the signal
the same

«th .
reel three electrical contacts are made, usually two

dance. this closely spaced rectifying contacts and one ohmic
3 trang! (nonrectifying) contact, it may be used as an

amplifier, detector, or switch —_{ tran'zis-tor}
transistor amplifler [ELecTR] An amplifier in

which one or more transistors provide ampli-
fication comparable to that of electron tubes
{ tran'zis-tor ,am-pla,fi-ar|

transistor blasing |ELECTR] Maintaining a direct-
current voltage between the base and someother
element of atransistor { tran'zis-tor ,bi-as-in )

transistor characteristics |ELEcTR| The values
of the impedances and gains of a transistor
{ tran’zis-tor ,kar-ik-ta,ris-tiks }

transistor chip |ELECTR| An  unencapsulated
transistor of very small size used in microcircuits,

>UT SCI] In
1¢ presence
atween two
y | or Ois
or}
nation of a
lows input
en rectified
‘eksto,fT-ar}
ctric power
des trans-

i of the { tran’zis-tar ,chip } _
al voltage transistor circuit |ELECTR| Anelectriccircuit in which
y terminal a transistor is connected. _{ tran'zis-tar ,sor-kat}
3 of load transistor clipping circult (eLectR| A circuit in

which a transistor is used to achieve clipping
Length of action; the biasat the input is set at such a level

> modified that output current cannotflow during a portion
or dielec- of the amplitude excursion of the inputvoltage or

current waveform —_{ tran'zis-tar'klip-in ,sor-kat}
transistor gain [ELECTR] The increase in signal

power produced by a transistor { tran'zis-tor
gan }

sformation

telephone
a_ given
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transit-time mode

transistor Input resistance [£LECTR| The resis-
tance across the input terminals of a tran-
sistor stage, Also known as input resistance
{ tran'zis-tor 'in,put ri,zis-tons }

transIstor magnetic amplifier |ELEcTR| A mag-
netic amplifier together with a transistor pream-
plifier, the latter used to make the signal strong
enough to change the flux in the core of the
magnetic amplifier completely during a half-
cycle of the power supply voltage, _{ tran'zis-tar
mag'ned-ik'am-plo,ff-ar }

transistor memory Sce semiconductor memory
{ tran'zis-tor ,;mem-ré }

transIstor radio |ELEcTR] A radio receiver in
which transistors are used in place of electron
tubes. { tran'zis-tor ,rad-é-6 }

transistor-transistor logic [ELECTR] A logic cir-
cuit containing two transistors, for driving large
output capacitances at high speed Abbreviated
T?L; TTL.  [ tran'zis-tor tran'zis-tar 'laj-ik }

transition [COMMUN] Change from one circuit
condition to the other; for example, the change
from mark to space or from space to mark
{ tran'zish-an }

transition element |ELEcTROMAG] An element
used to couple one type of transmission system
to another, as for coupling a coaxial line to a
waveguide. { tran’zish-an ,el-o-mont }

transition factor Seereflectionfactor—{ tran'zish-
on ,fak-tar}

transition function [comput sci] A function
which determines the next state of a sequential
machine from the present state and the present
input. { tran'zish-on ,fank-shon }

transition loss |ELEc] At a junction between a
source and a load, the ratio of the available
power to the power delivered to the load
{ tran'zish-on ,los}

transition point [ELECTROMAG] A point at which
the constantsof a circuit change in such a way as
to cause reflection of a wave being propagated
along the circuit. ( tran'zish-on ,point}

transitron |ELEcTR| Thermionic-tube circuit whose
action depends on the negative transconduc-
tance of the suppressor grid of a pentode with
respect to the screen grid, { 'tran-sa,tran }

transitron oscillator [ELEcTR] A negative-
resistance oscillator in which the screengrid is
more positive than the anode, and a capacitor
is connected between the screen erid and the
suppressorgrid; the suppressorgrid periodically
divides the current between the screen grid
and the anode, thereby producing oscillation
{ 'tran-so,tran 'ds-a,lad-or|

transit time [ELecTR] The time required for an
electron or other charge carrierto travel between
two electrodes in an electron tube or transistor
(‘trans-ot ,tim J

transit-time microwave diode |ELECTR| A solid-
state microwave diode in which the transit time
of charge carriers is short enough to permit
operation in microwave bands. { 'trans-ot ,tim
'mi-kro,wav 'd1,dd }

transit-time mode [ELECTR] A modeof operation
of a Gunn diode in which a charge dipole,
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 translate

consisting of an electron accumulation and a
depletionlayer, travels through the semiconduc-
tor at a frequency dependent on the length of
the semiconductor layer and the drift velocity
{'trans-at ,tim ,mdd }

translate [|comPUT Sci] To convert computerin-
formation from one language to another, or
to convert characters from one representation
set to another, and by extension, the computer
instruction which directs the latter conversion to
be carried out —_{ tran'slat }

translating clrcult See translator
isar-kat }

translation algorithm [comput sci] A specific,
effective, essentially computational method for
obtaining a translation from one language to
another _{ tran'sla-shan ‘al-ga,rith-am }

translator [COMPUT Sci] A computer network or
system having a numberof inputs and outputs,
so connected that when signals representing
information expressed in a certain code are
applied to the inputs, the output signals wil! rep-
resent the same informationin a different code.
Also known as translating circuit [ELECTR] A
combination television receiver and low-power
television transmitter, used to pick up television
signals on one frequency and retransmit them
on another frequency to provide reception in
areas not served directly by television stations
{ tran'slad-or}

translator routine=|compuT sci] A program which
accepts statements in one language and out-
puts them as statements in another language
{ tran'sldd-ar rii,tén }

transllterate {COMPUTsci] To represent the char-
acters or words of one language by correspond-
ing characters or words of another language
{ tran'slid-a,rat }

transmlission |ELECTR| 1. The process of trans-
ferring a signal, message,picture, or other form
of intelligence from one location to another
location by means ofwire lines, radio waves, light
beams, infrared beams,or other communication
systems, 2. A message, signal, or other form of
intelligence that is being transmitted 3. See
transmittance { tranz'mish-an }

transmission access |ELEC| The use ofelectric
power lines and other power transmitting fa-
cilities by parties other than the owners of
the lines. Also known as common carriage
{ tranz'mish-an 'ak,ses }

transmission band=|ELECTROMAG] Frequency
range abovethe cutoff frequency in a waveguide,
or the comparable useful frequency range for
any other transmission line, system, or device
{ tranz'mish-an ,band }

transmission control character |COMMUN| A
character included in a message to con-
trol its routing to the intended destination
{ tranz'mish-an kan'trol |kar-ik-tar }

Transmission Control Protocol (comMMUN| The
set of standards that is responsible for breaking
down and reassembling the data packets trans-
mitted on the Internet, for ensuring complete
delivery of the packets and for controlling data

{ tran'slad-in
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flow. Abbreviated TCP. tra ;
iprdd-a,kol} M2Mish-an Katies,

Transmission Control Protocol/Intery
jcomput set] The Internet's et
nication standard, dictating hoy f
informationaresentand received arrMets gy
networks. TCP breaks down and ra Mig
packets, ancl IP ensures that the hack a pe
to the correct destination Abbreviate. Fe ge
| tranzmish-an kan'tral (Prod-s, ke) ed
iprad-a,kol } :

transmission electron microscope |...
type of electron microscope in which CemA
Imen transmits an electron beam lor . ate
it, image contrasts are formed bythe «-. Oh
of electrons out of the beam, andi \
magnetic lenses perform functions analogae
those of ordinary lenses in a light micee
( trang'mish-an i'lekjtran inhi kraskop OHeOa

transmission electron radiography lee
technique used in microradiogranhy td THA

Principalny  

17

NaTgp

radiographic images ol very thin spectle
the phatographic plate Is in close contact yjthe specimen, over which is placed In
foil and then a light-tight covering, heriesta
x-rays shoot through the fight-tight cone
{ tranz'mish-an [ilek,tran ,rad-é'ag-ra.fé } Ni

transmission facilities=(|comMmuN| All edt
ment and the medium required to tran ie

Smit @message | tranz'mish-an fa,sil-acd-éz |
transmission gain See gain { tranz'mishapgan } ;

transmission gate [ELECTR] A gatecircuit thar
delivers an output waveform that is a replicg
of a selected input during a specific time jn.
terval which is determined by a controlsignal
{ tranz'mish-an ,gat } ‘

transmission Interface converter=|ccnipur sci)
Adevice that converts data to or from a form sult.
able for transfer over a channel connecting two
computer systems or connecting a computerwith
its associated data terminals { tranz'mishan
‘in-tar,fas kan,vard-ar}

transmission level |COMMUN] The ratio of the
signal power at any point in a transmission
system to the signal power at somepoint In
the system chosen asa reference point; usually
expressed in decibels. { tranz’mish-an lev-al }

transmission lIne [ELEC] A system of condue-
tors, such as wires, waveguides,or coaxial cables,
suitable for conducting electric power or sig-
nals efficiently between two or more terminals.
( tranz'mish-an lin }

transmlisslon-lIne admittance [ELEC] The com-
plex ratio of the current flowing in a transmission
line to the voltage across the line, where the
current and voltage are expressed in phasor
notation. { tranz'mish-an {lin ad,mit-ans}

transmission-line attenuation [ELEC] The de-
crease in powerofatransmission-line signal from
one point to another, expressed as a ratio orn
decibels. { tranz'mish-an{lina,ten-ya,wa-shan]

transmisslon-line cable ELEC] The coaxial co
ble, waveguide, or microstrip which forms @
transmission line; a number of standard types
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 pave been designated, specified by size and
materials. [ tranz'mish-an {lin ,ka-bal|

ransmission-line constants Sve transmission
ine parameters, [ tranz'mish-an {lin ,kan-stans |

yansmission-line current |ELec| The amountof
electrical charge which passes a given point
jn a transmission line per unit time. | tranz
‘mish-an (lin jka-rant |

transmission-line efficiency [ELEc| The ratio of
the power of a transmission-line signal at one
and of the line to that at the other end where
the signal is generated. { tranz'mish-on {lin
i lish -an-sé J

transmission-line Impedance [ELEC] The com-
plex ratio of the voltage across a transmission
line to the current flowing in the line, where
voltage and current are expressed in phasor
notation, { tranz'mish-an{lin im,p@d-ons}

transmission-line parameters §|ELec| The quan-
tities which are necessary to specify the
impedance per unit length of a transmission
line, and the admittance per unit length between
various conductors of the line. Also known as
linear electrical parameters; line parameters;
transmission line constants. { tranz'mish-on
‘in paytam-ad-arz |

transmission-line power [ELEC] The amountof
energy carried pasta point in a transmission line
per unit time. { tranz'mish-anjlin ,pat-orJ

transmisslon-line reflection coefficient [ELEc|
The ratio of the voltage reflected from the load
at the end of a transmission line to the direct
voltage. { tranz'mish-on {lin ri'fleksshan ,k6-i
ifish-ont J

transmission-line theory [ELEC] The application
of electrical and electromagnetic theory to the
behavior of transmission lines. { tranz'mish-an
‘Tin thé-o-ré }

transmisslon-line transducer loss [ELEC] The
ratio of the power delivered by a transmission
line to a load to that produced at the generator,
expressed in decibels; equal to the sum of the
attenuation of the line and the mismatch loss
{ tranz'mish-an jlin trans'dii-sar,lds }

transmisslon-line voltage [ELEC] The work that
would be required to transport a unit electrical
charge between two specified conductors of a
transmission line at a given instant. { tranz
‘mish-on {lin ,v6l-tif }

transmission loss |cOMMUN| 1. The ratio of
the powerat one point in a transmission system
to the power at a point farther along the line;
usually expressed in decibels. 2. The actual
powerthat is lost in transmitting a signal from
one point to another through a medium oralong
a line. Also known as loss. { tranz'mish-an
lds ]

transmisslon mode See mode, { tranz'mish-an
imdd }

transmission modulation |ELEcTR| Amplitude
modulation of the reading-beam current in a
charge storage tube as the beam passes through
apertures in the storage surface; the degree of
modulation is controlled by the stored charge
Pattern. { tranz'mish-on ,maj-a'la-shan |
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transmitter-distributor

transmission primaries {cOMMUN| The set of
three color primaries that correspond to the
three independent signals contained in the color
signal _{ tranz'mish-an 'pri,mer-éz }

transmission regulator {ELECTR| In electrical
communications, a device that maintains sub-
stantially constant transmission levels over a
system. { tranz'mish-an ,reg-yo,|ad-ar}

transmission security=|coMMUN| Componentof
communications security which results from all
measures designed to protect transmissions
from unauthorized interception, traffic analysis,
and imitative deception. { tranz'mishon si
ikydr-ad-é }

transmission speed [cOoMMUN| The number of
information elements sent per unit time; usu-
ally expressed as bits, characters, bands, word
groups, or records per second or per minute
{ tranz'mish-an ,spéd |

transmission substatlon [ELEc| An—electric
power substation associated with high voltage
levels. { tranz'mish-an 'sab,sta-shan }

transmission time (COMMUN ] Absolute time in-
terval from transmission to receptionofa signal,
{ tranz'mish-an ,ttm }

transmissivity {ELECTROMAG] The ratio of the
transmitted radiation to the radiation arriving
perpendicular to the boundary between two
mediums, { ,tranz-moa'siv-ad-é }

transmit {CcOMMUN] To send a message, program,
or other informationto a person or placebywire,
tadio, or other means, |compuT sci] To move
data from one location to another —_{ tranz'mit}

transmit-recelve module [ELECTR] Microwave
circuitry providing signal amplification on
transmit, elemental duplexing, receiver
functions, and phase control, usuatly featuring
solid-state devices and compact packaging, for
use at every element of a phased array radar
antenna, the entire assembly constituting an
“active” phase array. { tranz'mit ri's@vimaj-il

transmittabillty=|comMuUN| The ability of stan-
dard electronic and mechanical elements and
automaticcommunications equipment to handle
a code under various signal-to-noise ratios;
for example, a code with a variable number
of elements such as Morse presents technical
problems in automatic interpretation not en-
countered in a fixed-length code. { tranz,mid:
a'bil-ad-é |

transmittance |ELECTROMAG| The radiant power
transmitted by a bodydividedby thetotal radiant
power incident upon the body. Also known as
transmission, { tranz'mid-ans}

transmitted-carrier operation [comMMUN] Form
of amplitude-modulated carrier transmission in
which the carrier wave is transmitted { tranz
‘mid-od |kar-é-or ,4p-a,ra-shan}

transmitter {COMMUNI| 1. In telephony, the mi-
crophone that converts sound waves into
audio-frequency signals. 2. See radio transmit-
ter. ( tranz'mid-or}

transmitter-distributor [ELEC] In teletypewriter
operations, a motor-driven device which trans-
lates teletypewriter code combinations form
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transmitter noise

perforated tape into electrical impulses, and
transmits these impulses to one or more re-
ceiving stations. Abbreviated TD. { tranz'mid-or
di'strib-yad-ar}

transmitter nolse See frying noise. { tranz'mid-ar
iNdiz }

transmitter off jcomMUN] A signal sent by a
receiving device to a transmitter, directing it to
stop sending informationif it is doing so, or not
to send informationif it is preparing to do so.
Abbreviated XOFF _{ tranz'mid-ar 'of }

transmitter on [COMMUN]Asignal sent by a
receiving device to a transmitter, directing it
to transmit any information it has to send.
Abbreviated XON_—_{ tranz'mid-ar 'dn }

transmitter-receiver See transceiver. { tranz'
mid-ar ri'sé-var}

transmitter synchro See synchro transmitter
{ tranz'mid-ar ,sin-kro }

transmitting loop loss [COMMUN] That part of
the repetition equivalent assignable to the
station set, subscriber line, and battery sup-
ply circuit which is on the transmitting end
( tranz'mid-in jlip lds }

transmitting mode [compuT sci| Condition of
an input/output device, such as a magnetic
tape when it is actually reading or writing.
{ tranz'mid-in ,m6d }

transolver ELEC] A synchro having a two-phase
cylindrical rotor within a three-phase stator,
for use as a transmitter or a control trans-
former with no degradation of accuracy or nulls,
{ tran'sal-var}

transparent [COMPUT sci] Pertaining to a device
or system that processes data without the user
being aware of or needing to understand its
operation. { tranz'par-ant}

transpolarizer (ELEc| An electrostatically con-
trolled circuit impedance that can have about 30
discrete and reproducible impedancevalues: two
capacitors, each having a crystalline ferroelectric
dielectric with a nearly rectangular hysteresis
loop, are connectedin series and actas a single
low impedance to an alternating-current sensing
signal when both capacitors are polarized in
the same direction; application of !-microsecond
pulses of appropriate polarity increases the
impedancein steps. { tranz'p6-la,riz-ar }

transponder |COMMUN] 1.A transmitter-receiver
capable of accepting the challenge of an inter-
fogator and automatically transmitting an ap-
propriate reply 2. A receiver-transmitter, such
as on satellites, which receives a transmission
and retransmits it at another radio frequency
{ tranz'pan-dar}

transponder beacon See responder beacon
{ tranz'pan-dar ,bé-kan }

transponder dead tlme=|ELEcTR] Time interval
between the start of a pulse and the earliest
instant at which a new pulse can be received
or produced by a transponder _{ tranz'pan-dor
‘ded ,tim }

transponder set |ELEcTR] A complete electronic
set which is designed to receive an interrogation
signal, and which retransmits coded signals that
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can be interpreted by the interropst|
may also utilize the received signal(tah S
of additional equipment suchas joe" Sttuayy
orservoamplifiers. | trane'pands’ ire

transponder suppressed time dela Seb |
Overall fixed time delay between ;
an Interrogation and transmission ofesi
this Interrogation. [ tranz'pay dar 6 reply
dita | SA Dreses

transport [COMPUT sti] 1. To convey 3
from one storage device to another i 4 Whole
computer, 2. Ser tape transport. tt 8 dipitay(verb). ‘trangjport (noun) | tang!

transportable computer [compyy Sci]computer that can be carried about cond tr
but, in contrast to a portable computer ‘“Nlenth
an external power source | trans!aseln
kam'pyiid-ar} *POtehig,

transportation lag See distance
 

 
 

 

( ,tranz-par'ta-shan lag } eMvelocity ‘logy electele
transport delay unit=|compur SCI] A deycon “_ wierdil

in analog computers which produces an al a etresignal as a delayed form of an input signalAa iilek: re
known as delay unit; transport unit { ( Alsg ee i
sport di'la jyii-nat | trang guerity i

transport lag See distance/velocity lag ['t | eee
sport,lag | rang dedi

transport unlt See transport delay unit. { ‘brane Biv e
part yi-not} Abbrev)

transposition=|comMut| Interchanging the rill pritisll
tive positions of concluctors at regular Intenale Deanevett
along a transmission line to reduce cross talk - glectro
[ trang-pa'zish-an| field ie

transposition cipher=jcommiin| 4 cipherin whieh directlt
the order ofthe characters in the original meseaan AlsoKr
ischanged. | ,tranz-pa'zishian jsi-far| Ivars tf

Wransradar=|coMMUN| Bandwidth —compressigy, transver
system developed for long-range nartow-band ‘ecordl
transmission of radio signals from a_ radar a fourTeceiver to a remotelocation, | ‘tranzjra.dar] . ri'keedls

transrectificatlon =| £LEC| Rectification that occyre trap (cr
in onecircuit when an alternating voltageis applied of a eo
to anothercircuit [ tranz,rek-to-fo'ka-shen } occur

transrectifleation characterlstic={ELecTR| Graph f by har
obtained by plotting the direct-voltage values in thet
for one electrode of a vacuum tubeas abscissas section
against the average current valuesin the circuitof clesyt
that electrodeas ordinates, for various values of cireulty
alternating voltage applied to another electrode ture el
as a parameter; the alternating voltage is held wayvell
constant for each curve, and the voltages on other trap ade
electrodes are maintained constant ( tranz “contre
itek-ta-fa'ka-shon ,kar-ik-ta,ris-tik } ] Soon

transrectifler=|ELECTR| Device, ordinarily a vac- ] {trap
uum tube, in which rectification occurs in one TRAPAT
electrode circuit when an alternating voltage simila
is applied to another electrode _{ tranz'rek-ta the for
ifi-ar} ‘ with ify

transresistance [ELEC| The ratio of the voltage | atid ai
between any two connections of a four-terminal freutt
junction to the current passing between the other | diode
twoconnections.  ( ,tranz-ri'zis-tons } a trapezit

transresistance amplifier |eLecre| An amplifier cathe
whose output voltage is proportional to its input within
current. { ,tranz-ri,zis-tons 'am-plo,ff-ar} usuall
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transverse electric mode=|GLeEctROMAG| A mode
in which a particular transverse electric wave is
propagated ina Waveguide orcavity. Abbreviated
+e mode. Also known as H mode(British usage)
{ rransivorsilek-trik mad|

jransverse electric wave=|[ELECTROMAG| An elec-
tromagnetic wave in which the electriclield vee-
tor is everywhere perpendicular to the direction
of propagation. Abbreviated TE wave. Also known
as H wave (British usage}. ( trans{vorsi'lek-trik
wav }

transverse electromagnetic mode #LECTROMAG|
A mode in which a particular transverse elec-
tromagnetic wave is propagated in a waveguide
orcavity Abbreviated TEM mode. _{ trans!varsi
‘Jek-trS-mag'ned.ik 'mGd]

transverse electromagnetlc wave —[ELECTROMAG|
An electromagnetic wave in which both the
electric and magnetic field vectors are every-
where perpendicular to the direction of pro-
pagation Abbreviated TEM wave.  transivars
iltek-trd-mag'ned:ik 'wav }

transverse Interference (ELEc| Interference oc-
curring across terminals or between signal leads
{ transivors,in-tor'fir-ans }

transverse magnetic mode [ELECTROMAG| A
mode in which a particular transverse magnetic
wave is propagated in a waveguide or cavity
Abbreviated TM mode Also known as E mode
(British usage) —_{ transivors mag'ned-ik 'méd]

transverse magnetic wave (ELECTROMAG| An
electromagnetic wave in which the magnetic
field vector is everywhere perpendicular to the
direction of propagation. Abbreviated TM wave
Also known as E wave (British usage). { trans
ivars mag'ned-ik 'mGd ‘wav }

transverse recording [ELECTR| Technique for
recording video signals on magnetic tape using
a four-transducer rotating head. { transivors
ri'kord-in }

trap |COMPUTScl| An automatic transfer of control
of a computer to a knownlocation, this transfer
occurring when a specified condition is detected
by hardware. [ELECTR] 1. A tuned circuit used
in the radio-frequency or intermediate-frequency
section of a receiver to reject undesired frequen-
cies; traps in analog television receiver video
circuits keep the sound signal out of the pic-
ture channel Also known as rejector 2. Sve
wave trap. { trap}

trap address=[comput scl] The location at which
control is transferred in case of an interrupt as
soon as the current instruction is completed
(‘trap 'ad,res |

TRAPATT diode [eLEcTR| A pn junction diode,
similar to the IMPATT diode, but characterized by
the formation of a trapped space-charge plasma
within the junction region; used in the generation
and amplification of microwave power. Derived
from trapped plasma avalanche transit time
diode, {'tra,pat ,di,dd }

trapezium distortlon [ELECTR] A defect in a
cathode-ray tube in which the trace is confined
within a trapezium rather than a rectangle,
usually as a result of interaction between the
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traveling-wave parametric amplifier

two pairs of deflection plates —_{ tro'p&-zé-om di
istor-shan }

trapezoldal generator |ELEcTR| Electronic stage
designed to produce a trapezoidal voltage wave
( itrap-olzdid-al 'jen-a,rad-ar}

trapezoldal pulse=[ELEcTR] An electrical pulsein
which the voltage rises linearly to some value,
remains constant at this value for some time,
and then dropslinearly to the original value
{ Itrap-o|zoid-al 'pals }

trapezoldal wave |ELECTR| A wave consisting of
a series of trapezoidal pulses, { |trap-alzdid-al
'wav}

trapped plasmaavalanchetranslit time diode
See TRAPATT diode. { 'trapt ‘plaz-ma'av-a,lanch
‘trans-at ,tim 'd1,6d J

trapping See guided propagation.{'trap-in }
trapping mode |compuT sci] A procedure by

means of which the computer, upon encoun-
tering a predetermined set of conditions, saves
the program in its present status, executes a
diagnostic procedure, and then resumes the
processing of the program as of the moment of
interruption. { 'trap-in ,mGd }

trash heap {comput sci] An area in a computer's
memory that has been assigned to a program
but contains data which are no longeruseful and
are therefore wasteful of storage space. { 'trash
ihép |

traveling cable [ELEC] Acable that provides elec-
trical contact betweenafixed electrical outlet and
an elevator or dumbwaitercar in the hoistway
{ 'trav-alsin 'ka-bal}

traveling-wave amplifier |ELeEcTR| An amplifier
that uses one or more traveling-wave tubes to
provide useful amplification of signals at fre-
quenciesof the order of thousandsof megahertz
Also known as traveling-wave-tube amplifier
(TWTA) —_{ 'trav-al-in wav ‘am-plo,ff-ar}

traveling-wave antenna |[ELECTROMAG| An an-
tenna in which the current distributions are
produced by waves of charges propagated in
only one direction in the conductors, Also known
as progressive-wave antenna _{ 'trawal-in |wav
an'ten-a }

traveling-wave magnetron§[ELECTR] A traveling-
wave tube in which the electrons move in
crossed static electric and magnetic fields that
are substantially normal to the direction of
wave propagation, as in practically all modern
magnetrons,_{'trav-al-in twav 'mag-no,tran}

traveling-wave magnetronosclllatlons=|ELEcTR|
Oscillations sustained by the interaction be-
tween the space-charge cloud ofa magnetronand
a traveling electromagnetic field whose phase
velocity is approximately the same as the mean
velocity of the cloud _{ 'trav-al-in }wav 'mag-no
itrdn ,as-0,la-shanz }

travellng-wave parametric amplifier (ELEcTR|
Parametric amplifier which has a continuous
or iterated structure incorporating nonlinear
reactors and in which the signal, pump, and
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 traveling-wave phototube

difference-frequencywaves are propagated along
the structure, { ‘trayal-in lway |par-atme-trik
‘am-pla,fivar |

traveling-wave phototube=|eLicrr| A traveling-
wave tube having a photocathode and an appro-
priate windaw to admit a modulated laser beam;
the modulated laser beam causes emission of
a current-modulated photoelectron beam, which
in turn fs accelerated by an electron gun and
directed into the helical slow-wave structure of
thetube | 'trawal-in |way 'fGd-a,tiib )

travellng-wavetube (EL.EcTR| Anelectrontubein
which a stream of electrons interacts continu-
ously or repeatedly with a guided electromag-
netic wave moving substantially in synchronism
with it, Insuch a way that there is a net transfer of
energy from the stream to the wave; the tubeis
used as an amplifier or oscillator at frequencies
inthe microwave region, | 'trav-al-in iway tab |

traveling-wave-tube amplifier See traveling-wave
amplifier—| jtrav-al-in wav tub ‘am»pla,fi-ar|

tree=|compuT sci] A data structure in which each
element maybelogically followed by two or more
other elements, there is one element with no
predecessor, avery other element has a unique
predecessor, and there are no circular lists.
[ELECTR] A set of connectedcircuit branches that
includes no meshes; responds uniquely to each
of the possible combinations of a number of
simultaneous inputs. Also known as decoder
{ tré }

tree automaton=|compuT sci] An automatonthat
processes inputs in the form of trees, usually
trees associated with parsing expressicns in
context-free languages. | ‘tré ,od-a,ma-shan|

tree diagram=[computsci] A flow diagram which
has no closed paths ('tré ,diva,gram |

tree pruning=|comeursei| In computer program-
ming, a strategy for eliminating branches of the
complete game tree associated with a wiven
position in a game such as chess or checkers,
creating subtrees that explore a limited number
of continuations for a limited number of moves.
(‘tré ,priin-in }

TRF recelver Ser tuned-radio-frequency receiver
{ tédr'ef ris@evar }

triad=[comput sci] A groupof three bits, pulses,
or characters forming a unit of data. JELECTR] A
triangular group of three small phosphor dots,
each emitting one of the three primary colors
on the screen ofa three-gun color picture tube
{triad |

triangular pulse [eLecte| An electrical pulse in triggered spark gap |sLec} A fixed spark gap
which the voltage rises linearly to some value,
and immediately falls linearly to the original
value { tran-eya-lor pals|

triangular wave [ELEcrR| A wave consisting of a
serles.al triangular pulses (tr'ag-eya-lar'way|

triboelectricity See frictional electricity {{tr-bd trigger electrode See starter { 'trig-or i,lek-tréd}
lek'tris-ad-é | triggering ELECTR] Phenomenon observed in

triboelectricserles [ELEC] Alist of materials that
produce an electrostatic charge when rubbed
together, arranged in such an order that a
material has a positive charge when rubbed with
a material belowitin thelist, and has a negative
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charge when rubbed with a mater) =
the list,|({tr-bo-flek-trik since)! MbOWe jp

triboelectrification |ELEC| The pro ‘
electrostatic charges by friction “tlm, .
ilek-tra-fa'ka-shan | | Itibg,

tributary —_statlon [COMMUN| Commun lee
terminal consisting of equipment come“ations
the Introduction of messages intg orlb

mnfrom its associated relay station  “CEMh
iter-€ ‘sta-shon| l "big

trickle charge [ELEC] A continuous chargatpe,
storage battery at a low rate to moj Of
battery in a fully charged condition"altig
icheir) | (ily

trickling=|compur sci] The temporary rae i
momentarily unneeded data frory Main ses My
to secondarystorage devices. | ‘tlkligoa

tricolor picture tube See color plety tetibe’ yy
ikal-ar 'pikechar tub | Mth

friduetor  |fLec) Arrangement of iron-cope tran
formers and capacitors used to tiplepowe angefrequency, [ tri'dak-tar| ewerTins

trigatron  |eLectr| Gas-filled, spark-pap Switusecl in line pulse modulators. | ‘trie-o.tran ch
trigger=|comPuTscl| To execute a jump tothe fin

instruction of a program after the program fas
been loaded into the computer. Also known
initiate. [ELECTR] 1. To initiate an action, which
then continues fora period of time, as byapplyin
a pulse toa treger circuit. 2. The pulse used ay
initiate the action of a trigger circuit 3 Setriggerelreuit. | 'trig-ar | J

trigger action§[(eLectr| Use ofa weak iNput pules
toInitiate main current flow suddenlyin a clreuleordeviee, | 'trig-ar ak-shan |

trigger circuit) |ELECTR| 1. A circuit or network
in which the output changes abruptly with an
infinitesimal change in inputata predetermined
operating point. Also known as trigger 2, A
circuit in which an action is initiated by an input
pulse, as in some radar modulators, 4, See
bistable multivibrator—( ‘trigear jsar-kat |

trigger control |ELecrR| Control of thyratrons.
ignitrons, and other gas tubes In such a waythat
current flow may be started or stopped, but pot
regulated as torate | 'trig-ar kan tral |}

trigger diode=execta| A symmetrical threadayer
avalanche dicde used (1 activating sillcon-
controlled rectifiers; it has.a symmetrical switehing:
mode. and hence fires whenever the breakover
voltage is exceeded |n either polarity. Also known
as diode ac switch (diac), | 'trig-ar'di,dd|

 
in which the discharge passes between two
electrodes but is initiated by an auxiliary trigger
electrode to which low-power pulses ate ap-
plied at regular Intervals by a pulse amplifier
( 'trig-ard ‘spark pan |}

some high-performance magneticamplifiers with
very low leakage rectiflers; as the inpul currentis
decreased in magnitude, the amplifier remains
at cutoff for some time, and the output then
suddenly shoots upward._{'trig-a-rin }


